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A NEW SPANISH TRANSLATION OF THE ‘COMMEDIA’ AND 

DANTE’S RENAISSANCE READERS (1491-1550 CA)  
 

LAURA BANELLA, University of Notre Dame 

 

 

 
This essay focuses on two early copies of Dante’s vernacular poetry with idio-

syncratic interventions by Renaissance readers: a 1491 Venetian incunable of 

the Commedia with an extensive translation of the poem into Spanish and 

copious annotations in Spanish and Latin (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. 2Q 

inf. 1.43); and an early Venetian printed edition of Dante’s lyric poetry (1518) 

with notes, substantial marks, and underlinings, bound together ab an-

tiquo with a copy of Fernando de Rojas’s Celestina and a vernacularization of 

Petrarch’s Secretum (London, British Library, C.20.a.13). These books show 

Dante’s success among Spanish (or hispanophile) readers both as a moral and 

didactic poet, and as a linguistic and stylistic model. Through an analysis of 

these two early copies of Dante’s vernacular poetry, this essay looks at readers 

of Dante’s works in order to reveal the transnational quality of their publics 

and, in so doing, invite us to reorient our view of Dante’s role as a function 

of discourse. 

 

Keywords: Dante, Commedia, Spain, Lyric Poetry, Translation, Marks, An-
notations 

 
 

  

Before the Romantic age, a book with clean margins was not nec-
essarily considered more valuable than a heavily annotated one, and 
books functioned as repositories of memories and diverse kinds of 
knowledge to be added to the original text. ‘Writing on books’ 
entailed adding, correcting, erasing, leaving traces of assent or dis-
sent, drawing, translating. Analyzing such penned materializations 
demonstrates the appropriation of the book by the reader and, vice 
versa, the ‘appropriation of the reader’ by the book, that is, the 
ways in which readers engaged with the text (and its paratexts) and 
the function they assigned to it. Readers’ marks and annotations 
not only rematerialize the book object, they also bring it into new 
contexts and provide it with new meanings.1 Through an analysis 

 
1 Many studies have explored readers’ marks in early modern books. Recent contri-
butions with relevant methodological insights include Katherine O. Acheson, ed., 
Early Modern English Marginalia. Material Readings in Early Modern Culture (New 
York: Routledge, 2018); Heidi Brayman Hackel, Reading Material in Early Modern 
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of two early copies of Dante’s vernacular poetry printed in 1491 
and 1518 and today found in English libraries, both enriched with 
unique annotations and marks, this essay will look at readers of 
Dante’s works in order to reveal the transnational quality of their 
publics and, in so doing, invite us to reorient our view of Dante’s 
role as a function of discourse. Our perception of Dante has been 
strongly mediated by nineteenth-century medievalism, national 
philology, and Fascist appropriation, when Dante came to be con-
sidered the ethical father of Italian language and culture. However, 
in reality, Dante’s works were conceived in a world of notable po-
rosity and cultural exchange, and their early modern circulation, in 
manuscript and in print, maintained a marked transnational quality, 
both of readers and of places of publication: Dante’s works were 
printed abroad (France, Spain, Switzerland), consumed by foreign 
publics, and by readers of diverse social classes, backgrounds, and 
religions.2  

This essay will focus on two early copies of Dante’s vernac-
ular poetry with idiosyncratic interventions by Renaissance readers: 
a 1491 Venetian incunable of the Commedia with an extensive 
translation of the poem into Spanish and copious annotations in 
Spanish and Latin (Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. 2Q inf. 1.43); 
and an early Venetian printed edition of Dante’s lyric poetry (1518) 
with notes, substantial marks, and underlinings, bound together ab 
antiquo with a copy of Fernando de Rojas’s Celestina and a ver-
nacularization of Petrarch’s Secretum (London, British Library, 
C.20.a.13). These books show Dante’s success among Spanish (or 
hispanophile) readers both as a moral and didactic poet, and as a 

 
England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); Robin Myers, Michael 
Harris, and Giles Mandelbrote, eds., Owners, Annotators and the Signs of Reading 
(New Castle, DE-London: Oak Knoll-British Library, 2005); Stephen Orgel, The 
Reader in the Book: A Study of Spaces and Traces (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2015); William H. Sherman, Used Books: Marking Readers in Renaissance England 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2009); Patrick Spedding, and Paul 

Tankard, eds., Marginal Notes: Social Reading and the Literal Margins (Basingstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2021); Alison Wiggins, “What Did Renaissance Readers Write 
in their Printed Copies of Chaucer?” The Library 9, no. 1 (2008): 3-36. 
2 On Great Britain, see Nick Havely, Dante’s British Public. Readers & Texts, from 
the Fourteenth Century to the Present (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014); on 
French reception, where mediation of Petrarchism was crucial, see Dario Cecchetti, 
“Dante e il Rinascimento francese,” Letture Classensi 19 (1990): 35-63; Jean Balsamo, 
“Dante, l’«Aviso piacevole» et Henri de Navarre,” Italique 1 (1998): 79-94; Richard 
Cooper, “Praise and (More) Blame of Dante in Late Renaissance France,” Yale 
French Studies 134 (2018): 67-81; Helen Swift, “Dante and Death in Late Medieval 
France,” in Nick Havely and Jonathan Katz, with Richard Cooper, eds., Dante Be-
yond Borders: Contexts and Reception (Cambridge: Legenda, 2021), 180-92. For 
Spanish reception, see below. 
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linguistic and stylistic model, while also suggesting new, fruitful 
ways in which Dante and his works may be approached to better 
understand their fortunes.3 Through the analysis of their readers’ 
interventions and of the mechanisms of reappropriation of Dante’s 
works that they display, these two case studies will show the ways 
in which Dante’s oeuvre can and should be understood as a trans-
national function of discourse as early as the late medieval and the 
early modern period. What is more, the study of these readers’ 
marks and interventions will further our understanding of early 
modern books as intellectual tools, of the Renaissance book as an 
active object as opposed to an artistic, decorative object.  

Although not the most published Italian author, Dante was 
not eclipsed during the Renaissance.4 All of Dante’s works were 
printed several times, most of them circulated throughout Europe 
(and beyond), and his Monarchia, especially, became relevant 
among the supporters of Reform of the Roman Catholic Church 
and in Protestant nations. While Dante’s reception has been studied 
from several perspectives, annotations and marks in printed books 
have been conspicuously neglected.5 Furthermore, collections of 
early Italian books now held in libraries outside Italy have generally 
been ignored in material studies. Most surveys on Italian works 
have focused on Italian libraries, whereas the material turn in liter-
ary studies has mostly involved English books.6 In the field of Dante 

 
3 Two further incunabula of the Commedia were annotated in the Iberian peninsula 
in the Renaissance: Baltimore, Walters Museum, D.27 (Venice, 1477); Ravenna, 
Centro Dantesco, Inc. 6 (Venice, Benali-Codecà, 1491); for an appraisal of these 
sources, see Natale Vacalebre, “A Book for All Seasons: Reading Habits and Material 
Reception of Dante’s Divina Commedia in Early Modern Italy” (PhD Diss., Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, 2022). I warmly thank Natale for sharing his research with me. 
4 Cf. Simon Gilson, Reading Dante in Renaissance Italy. Florence, Venice and the 
‘Divine Poet’ (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018).  
5 There is only one, incomplete census of Florentine libraries: Natascia Bianchi, Le 
stampe dantesche postillate delle biblioteche fiorentine. Commedia e Convivio 
(1472-1596). I (Rome: Salerno, 2004). To this census, we can add only Luca Mar-

cozzi, ‘Comedia di Dante con figure dipinte.’ L’incunabolo veneziano del 1491 della 
casa di Dante in Roma con postille manoscritte e figure dipinte (Rome: Salerno, 
2015); Giulia Grata, “Sopra Dante: postille di Sperone Speroni trascritte da Alessandro 
Tassoni,” Rivista di Studi Danteschi 16.1 (2016): 61-104; and Natale Vacalebre’s ex-
tensive work on the Commedia incunables (see above and below). 
6 For instance, John Milton’s 1544 copy of Boccaccio’s Life of Dante was only iden-
tified in 2014 at the Bodleian: William Poole, “John Milton and Giovanni Boccac-
cio’s Vita di Dante’,” Milton Quarterly 48, no. 3 (2014): 139-70; while there is only 
one article on annotated copies of Dante’s works in the UK: Martin McLaughlin, 
“Un petrarchista legge la Commedia: il Dante postillato da Giovanni Brevio,” in 
Carlo Caruso, Emilio Russo, eds., La filologia in Italia nel Rinascimento, (Rome: 
Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2018), 101-16. Furthermore, a number of British Li-
brary editions with significant readers’ marks are not included in Roger Alston’s 
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studies, only recently has attention been refocused towards printed 
books. By exploring early Dantean editions in American libraries, 
Natale Vacalebre was able to retrace an annotated copy of Dante’s 
Convivio by Torquato Tasso in Philadelphia, and to find Gug-
lielmo Maramauro’s lost commentary to Purgatorio and Paradiso 
in the margins of an incunable held today at Cornell University 
Library.7 However, a wide range of editions, with a variety of read-
ers’ approaches (e.g., annotations and translations by early modern 
readers; restoration of the support creating a radically customized 
copy; notes by modern authors) are to be found and therefore wait 
to be explored.  
 The present essay comprises three main sections. The first 
section will briefly retrace the history of Dante in Spanish in the 
late medieval and early modern period. The second will focus on 
the translation found in the Bodleian Commedia, first presenting 
the edition, then analyzing in detail the translation work and, 
thirdly, comparing it with contemporary translations of Dante into 
Spanish. The third section will focus on the Sammelband encom-
passing the annotated edition of Dante’s lyric poetry. Although, 
given the quality of the annotations, this third section has been 
given relative weight, this case study is nevertheless vital in order 
to give more breadth to our investigation of Spanish/hispanophile 
readers of Dante. 
 
1. Dante in Spain 

Before moving to a detailed exploration of the two annotated cop-
ies of Dante’s works which serve as the focus of this article, it will 
be useful to outline the context in which these interventions were 
produced. Indeed, the anonymous interlinear and marginal transla-
tion of the Commedia in the Bodleian copy, and the marks in the 
British Library copy of Dante’s lyric poetry can be connected with 
a widespread interest for Dante in the Iberian peninsula. This in-
terest was especially marked for the Commedia, and coincided and 

 
otherwise excellent Books with Manuscript: A Short Title Catalogue of Books with 
Manuscript Notes in the British Library (London: The British Library, 1994). 
7 Natale Vacalebre, “Il ritrovato esemplare del Convivio (Venezia, Melchiorre Sessa, 
1531) postillato da Torquato Tasso,” La Bibliofilìa 120, no. 3 (2018): 455-57; “Il 
poeta e il filosofo. Le postille di Torquato Tasso al Convivio dantesco nel ritrovato 
esemplare Sessa,” StEFI 8 (2019): 113-94; “Paradiso (e Purgatorio) riconquistati. Un 
incunabolo dantesco in America e il riscoperto autore delle sue chiose,” Lettere ita-
liane 72 (2020): 232-54. 
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overlapped with a strong cultivation of Petrarchan and Petrarchist 
poetry.8  

Dante is already a known presence in early fifteenth-century 
Spanish culture. In fact, the earliest extant translations of Dante’s 
Commedia were into Castilian and Catalan, compiled just over a 
century after the author’s death in 1321: Enrique de Villena’s Cas-
tilian prose version of 1428 and Andreu Febrer’s Catalan terza rima 
version of 1429. 

Enrique de Villena’s translation was compiled in the margins 
of a 1354 Italian manuscript (Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional de Es-
paña = BNE, MS 10186) which was owned (and subsequently an-
notated) by Íñigo López de Mendoza, Marquis of Santillana, for 
whom the translation was prepared.9 Between 1427 and 1428 En-
rique de Villena was translating Virgil’s Aeneid, and in this work 
he described the translation of Dante for the Marquis as a diversion, 
a solaz compared to the hard work needed for the Latin poem. His 

 
8 On translations of Italian literature in Spain, see at least: Carlos Alvar, “Notas para 
el estudio de las traducciones italianas en Castilla durante el siglo XV,” Anuario Me-
dieval 2 (1990): 23-41; Carlos Alvar, José Manuel Lucía Megías, eds., Repertorio de 
traductores del siglo XV (Madrid: Ollero y Ramos, 2009); Peter Russell, Traduccio-
nes y traductores en la península ibérica (1400-1550) (Bellaterra: Escuela Universitaria 
de Traductores e Intérpretes – Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona, 1985); María de 
las Nieves Muñiz Muñiz, Ursula Bedogni, Laura Calvo Valdivielso, eds., La tradu-
zione della letteratura italiana in Spagna (1300-1939): traduzione e tradizione del 
testo. Dalla filologia all'informatica. Atti del primo convegno internazionale (13-16 
aprile 2005) (Florence: Cesati, 2007); Paul Carranza, “Dante in Spain: Translations, 
Literary Theory and Canonizations,” in Havely, Katz, Cooper, Dante Beyond Bor-
ders, 169-79. For an overview on Dante, see Werner P. Friederich, Dante’s Fame 
Abroad 1350-1850. The Influence of Dante Alighieri on the Poets and Scholars of 
Spain, France, England, Germany, Switzerland and the United States (Rome: 
Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 1950). Information on the tradition is collected in 
Ch. B. Faulhaber, Á. Gómez Moreno, A. Cortijo Ocaña, A. Moll Dexeus, eds., 
PhiloBiblon. Bibliografía Española de Textos Antiguos (BETA): https://bancroft.ber-
keley.edu/philobiblon/beta_en.html (= PhiloBiblon). A significant number of MSS 
of Petrarch’s works today in Spanish libraries were produced or arrived in the Iberian 
peninsula during the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries, see Milagros Villar, Códices 
petrarquescos en España (Padua: Antenore, 1995). 
9 See at least Mario Penna, “Traducciones castellanas antiguas de la Divina Comedia,” 
Revista de la Universidad de Madrid 14 (1965): 81-127; José Antonio Pascual, La 
traducción de la Divina Comedia atribuida a D. Enrique de Aragón. Estudio y edición 
del Infierno (Salamanca: Universidad de Salamanca, 1974); Enrique de Villena, Obras 
completas, ed. Pedro Cátedra (Madrid: Turner, 1994); Mario Schiff, “La première 
traduction espagnole de la Divine Comédie,” in Homenaje a Menéndez y Pelayo. 
Estudios de erudición española con un prólogo de Juan Valera (Madrid: Libreria ge-
neral de Victoriano Suarez, 1899), 2 vols., 1.269-307; Paola Calef, Il primo Dante in 
castigliano. Il codice madrileno della ‘Commedia’ con la traduzione attribuita a Enri-
que de Villena (Alessandria: Edizioni dell’Orso, 2013); Alvar-Lucía Megías, Reper-
torio de traductores, 228-33, with complete bibliographic note. On the Marquis’s 
library, see the fundamental Mario Schiff, La bibliothèque du Marquis de Santillane 
(Paris: Bouillon, 1905).  
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patron and friend, the Marquis of Santillana, had a deep interest in 
Italian: he owned several copies of Dante’s and Petrarch’s works, 
and his own literary works were significantly influenced by Dante’s 
poem. He had at least two commentaries on Dante’s Commedia 
translated into Spanish: the complete Benvenuto da Imola, trans-
lated by Martín de Lucena (BNE, MS 10196, mid-fifteenth cen-
tury)10 and a fragment from this same commentary (BNE, MS 
10208, from Inf. 1 to the introduction to Inf. 8); and Pietro Alighi-
eri’s commentary, extant in an anonymous translation (BNE, MS 
10207).11 A further, anonymous translation of the Commedia into 
Spanish, with a commentary but limited to the first canto of the 
Inferno and unrelated to the Marquis’s intellectual circle, dates to 
the second half of the fifteenth century (San Lorenzo de El Escorial, 
Real Biblioteca del Monasterio de San Lorenzo de El Escorial, 
S.II.13).12 These fifteenth-century translations did not enjoy wide 
circulation (the two translations of the Commedia exist only in one 
single manuscript), and thus are unlikely to have influenced our 
Bodleian translator, who instead had to produce a new reading tool 
to access Dante’s text. 
 Interest in Dante did not slacken in the following decades, 
and Pedro Fernández de Villegas’s Castilian translation of the Com-
media into coplas de arte mayor, printed in Burgos in 1515,13 is 
notoriously the first printed translation of the poem. Limited to the 
Inferno and endowed with an extensive commentary, Villegas’s 
translation expands Dante’s text and puts it into a direct dialogue 

 
10 Alvar-Lucía Megías, Repertorio de traductores, 154-55. 
11 Other MSS of Italian vernacular works in the Marquis’s library are: BNE, MS 
Vitrina 23-2: Dante, Commedia. Austin, University of Texas - The Miriam Lutcher 
Stark Library, MS Parsons 5: Petrarch, Rerum Vulgarium Fragmenta (=Rvf) and Tri-
umphs; Dante?, sonnet ‘Molti volendo dir che fosse amore’. BNE, MS 10258: Dante, 
Convivio. And perhaps BNE, MS 10227: G. Boccaccio, Trattatello in laude di Dante; 
Dante, 15 canzoni; four orations by Stefano Porcari; a vernacularization of De Se-
nectute (it certainly arrived in Spain during the fifteenth-century, as is demonstrated 
by several annotations in Castilian and a coat of arms; cf. Paolo Divizia, “Il Marchese 

di Santillana e i volgarizzamenti italiani di Cicerone,” Revista de poética medieval 32 
(2018): 91-106); and BNE, MS 10145: Petrarch, Rvf, which was copied by a Spanish 
scribe. Cf. Daniel Hartnett, “The Marques de Santillana’s Library and Literary Rep-
utation,” in Laura Delbrugge, ed., Self-Fashioning and Assumptions of Identity in 
Medieval and Early Modern Iberia (Leiden: Brill, 2015), 116-43.  
12 Published in Penna, ‘Traducciones castellanas’, 111-27; and more recently in Juan 
Miguel Valero Moreno, “Benvenuto da Imola en Castilla: una adaptación cuatrocen-
tista anónima del Comentum al canto I del Inferno,” Letteratura italiana antica 21 
(2020): 303-37. Fragments from Dante are translated into Spanish in Cambridge, 
Fitzwilliam Museum, MS McClean 180, fol. 66rb. Cf. PhiloBiblon and the Museum’s 
catalogue (https://data.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/id/object/93606). 
13 Pedro Fernández de Villegas, La traducion del Dante de lengua toscana en verso 
castellano (Burgos: Fadrique de Basilea, 1515). USTC 334204.  
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with contemporary Spanish literature, emphasizing Dante’s moral 
and didactic goals while displaying the translator’s own political 
agenda by endorsing monarchic propaganda. Villegas rewrote and 
amplified Dante’s poem: he based his translation not only on 
Dante’s words, but also on various commentaries on the Comme-
dia, while also drawing words and expressions from the Castilian 
lyrical tradition. By following the metrical and stylistic norms of his 
own literature, Villegas produced an elegant work in the target lan-
guage which is enjoyable but tends to rewrite and amplify the orig-
inal, according to the interests of the translator. Villegas did not 
complete his translation, but he left a further, slightly different ver-
sion of his translation of the Inferno, along with a translation of 
Purgatorio 2 and Paradiso 1 (New York, Hispanic Society of 
America, MS B2183).14  

Contemporary to Villegas and in contact with him was Her-
nando Díaz, who published a translation into coplas de arte mayor 
of the first twelve lines of each first canto of Inferno, Purgatorio, 
and Paradiso as an appendix to his Vida y excelentes dichos de los 
más sabios filósofos (Sevilla: Jacobo Cromberger, 1516), along with 
a translation of a sonnet by Petrarch, “S’amor non è, che dunque 
è” (RVF 132). Díaz purported to have translated the whole Com-
media into Castilian but did not publish it, and the manuscript has 
never been found.15 Another translation was prepared in those same 
years and in connection with Villegas’s. As stated in its prologue, 
this anonymous translator continued Villegas’s work but chose to 
use quintillas, a meter which allowed the translation to be more 
faithful to the original text. This manuscript, then in a private col-
lection, was consulted in the first half of the twentieth century and 
partially published, but is now untraceable.16  
 While during the fifteenth century and the early sixteenth 
century Dante, Petrarch, Boccaccio, and many other Italian authors 
were widely read, both in translation and in the original Tuscan, it 
is worth noting that there were no Italian-Spanish dictionaries or 
grammars. Compiled later than French and English equivalents, the 

 
14 The most recent, complete, and reliable studies on Villegas’s translation are those 
by Cinthia M. Hamlin, collected in Traducción, humanismo y propaganda monár-
quica. La versión glosada del Infierno de Pedro Fernández de Villegas (1515) (Valèn-
cia: PUV - Universitat de València, 2019). See also Marta Marfany, “La traducción 
del Inferno de Pedro Fernández de Villegas: la huella de la tradición poética castellana 
y de los comentarios a la Commedia de Dante,” Anuario de estudios medievales 45, 
no. 1 (2015): 449-71. 
15 Karl Ludwig Selig, “The Dante and Petrarch Translations of Hernando Díaz,” Ital-
ica 37, no. 3 (1960): 185-87.  
16 Francisco R. De Uhagón, “Una traducción castellana desconocida de la Divina 
Comedia,” Revista de archivos, bibliotecas y museos 5 (1901): 525-59. 
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first such tool was published in 1560 as the Paragone della lingua 
toscana e castigliana by G. M. Alessandri d’Urbino, followed in 
1566 by Osservationi della lingua castigliana by Juan de Miranda. 
The first Italian grammar for Spanish speakers was published in 
1596: Arte muy curiosa por la cual se enseña muy de rayz el enten-
der, y hablar la Lengua Italiana, by Francisco Trenado de Ayllón.17  
 The series of Dantean translations into Spanish between the 
fifteenth and the early sixteenth centuries demonstrates a persistent 
interest in Dante. The eagerness to read Dante’s works in their 
original language shown in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. 2Q 
inf. 1.43 and London, British Library, C.20.a.13 therefore dovetails 
with a wider curiosity for his oeuvre. This preoccupation in turn 
can be connected to the porous relationship between Italian and 
Spanish culture, favoured by the fact that several Italian states were 
ruled directly by the Spanish crown, while others were Spanish de-
pendents, from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century. 
 
2. An Interlinear Translation of the ‘Commedia’ 

The incunable under consideration here is one of two copies held 
at the Bodleian Library of a 1491 edition of Dante’s Commedia 
printed in Venice and accompanied by Cristoforo Landino’s com-
mentary: Dante Alighieri, La Commedia. Comm: Christophorus 
Landinus. Canzoni. Marsilius Ficinius: Ad Dantem gratulatio. Ed: 
Piero da Figino (Venice: Petrus de Plasiis Cremonensis, 1491).18 
This unique volume (shelfmark: Auct. 2Q inf. 1.43) has copious 
handwritten marginal and interlinear annotations. Most of these an-
notations are linguistic glosses: literal translations, from single words 
to entire lines, from Tuscan to Spanish (and sometimes to Latin). 
They concentrate on Dante’s text, covering its whole one hundred 
canti, and thus, when considered in their entirety, they form an 
almost complete translation of the entire Commedia into Spanish. 
Other annotations along with non-verbal signs such as maniculae 
by this same hand emphasize or translate sections of interest of the 
commentary. None of these interventions pertains to Dante’s lyric 
poetry, which follows the Commedia in this edition. A page from 
the Paradiso (32.28-69, fig. 1) clearly shows the relationship be-
tween text, commentary, and the reader’s translation in this vol-
ume, and the ways in which they all contribute to ‘decoding’ the 

 
17 Benedict Buono, “Le Regole grammaticali di Giovan Francesco Fortunio e le 
grammatiche bilingui italiano-spagnolo nel Cinquecento,” Cuadernos de Filología 
Italiana 24 (2017): 59-73. 
18 ISTC id00033000; GW07970; USTC 995470. On the Bodleian copies, see Bod-
Inc Online: http://incunables.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/record/D-016. 
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foreign text. Dante’s text is in the centre, and Landino’s commen-
tary is printed on the right side, in smaller size. The annotator has 
not compiled a complete translation of Dante’s verses, but has writ-
ten partial Spanish translations in the blank column on the left.  
 The annotations were made by a primary hand, whose work 
can be divided into two main phases: the first identifiable through 
the use of darker ink, smaller script, and the prevalent use of the 
long s, a phase which encompasses the whole interlinear and mar-
ginal translation and most of the other marginal notes; and a second 
phase, in which this person made only marginal annotations, char-
acterized by a lighter ink and a generally larger script size, as well 
as the use of the round s. This same hand probably drew most of 
the maniculae and the reading marks, which are consistent with the 
ink used for the annotations. There are other minor annotations 
which do not belong to the main project, made by later hands. At 
the beginning of the edition (f. Aiv) there is a semi-erased owner-
ship note, “D. Gio. Ban[… ] M[…],” which does not provide 
enough information to identify this individual, who in any case 
would not be the annotator but rather a subsequent owner of the 
book. 

The principal hand wrote in a cursive humanistic minuscule 
and therefore these annotations must have been made not long after 
the printing of the book in 1491, most probably within the first 
quarter of the sixteenth century.19 It would be tempting to maintain 
that this interlinear translation of the Commedia was made before 
Villegas’s translation was printed in 1515, because one would be 
unlikely to translate a text if it were already available in one’s own 
language. However, even if the fifty-five extant copies of Villegas’s 

 
19 Emily Di Dodo (University of Oxford) analyzed these annotations from a linguistic 
point of view, confirming this dating: “These annotations likely date to the early-to-
mid sixteenth century, evidenced by the graphical and linguistic tendencies of the 
writer. There are many examples of ç to represent the voiceless prepalatal affricate, 
alongside the simple c (only preceding front vowels); however, we also find ‘dezir’ 

and ‘esparzidas’, showing a remnant of the voiced sibilant series. There are some ex-

amples of betacismo (merger of phonemes /b/ and /β/, represented graphically 
by b and v, respectively, in Old Spanish), like ‘renueba’ for renueva, ‘abentura’ 
for aventura, ‘lebanto’ for levantó, ‘marabilla’ for maravilla, ‘lieba’ for lleva. On some 
occasions there is variation in spelling of the same word, further attesting to the mer-
ger of these phonemes: we find Modern Spanish deber spelled ‘devemos’ alongside 
‘debes’, haber spelled ‘aber’ alongside ‘avre’, and the imperfect ending in -
aba ‘mudaba’ competes with -ava ‘fregavan’. The voiceless prepalatal fricative is still 
represented by x, thus, ‘enpuxata’, ‘debaxo’, ‘dexanos’ rather than j. The clear pref-
erence for initial h- in words deriving from Latin f- (‘hynque’, ‘hasta’, ‘hendio’, ‘ha-
zia’), attests to the phonologisation of /f/, which occurred over the course of the 
fifteenth century, and with graphical consequences (like in the examples given above) 
becoming apparent in the sixteenth century.” 
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translation testify to its success and availability,20 our reader might 
not have had access to it or even known it existed. Moreover, Vil-
legas’s translation only covers Inferno and is not literal, so would 
not have completely satisfied a reader who wanted to understand 
the letter of the text, as was the case with the annotator of the 
Bodleian Commedia.  

When our Bodleian translator read the Commedia, Dante 
was an established author in the Spanish literary canon, along with 
the more widely read Petrarch and Boccaccio. It might be possible 
therefore that this reader wanted to improve their knowledge of 
fourteenth-century Tuscan through an accurate reading of Dante. 
To some extent similar phenomena apply in Italy as well, with an-
notations or lectures on Dante, such as those by Trifone Gabriele.21 
However, given the moral and didactic charge of the commented 
edition of the Commedia in which they were penned, and the role 
Dante was playing in Spanish culture, the main goal of this anony-
mous reader must have been to gain knowledge of Dante’s universe 
with a direct, unmediated reading of the text. It is also possible that, 
as had been the case with Villena’s translation compiled for the 
Marquis of Santillana, this translation could have been commis-
sioned by someone who wanted to read Dante in Tuscan but 
needed some linguistic support. Before analyzing the annotations 
left on the Bodleian Commedia in more depth, it is worth first 
examining the relevant qualities of the edition of Dante’s poem in 
which this translation was carried out. 
 
2.1 The Edition: Dante’s ‘Commedia’ with Cristoforo Landino’s 
‘Comento’ 

The annotated Bodleian volume is a copy of one of several editions 
of Cristoforo Landino’s vernacular commentary on Dante’s poem, 
the Comento. It was printed in Venice on 18 November 1491 by 
Pietro Cremonese (Pietro Piasi) and was edited by Pietro da Figino, 
a Franciscan friar, who – unconventionally – signed his edition in 

 
20 Cinthia M. Hamlin, “La traduccion del Dante (1515) de Fernández de Villegas: 
comentarios sobre su recepción y relevancia,” Insula 895-896 (2021): 18-21, at p. 18. 
21 Cf. Lino Pertile, “Trifone Gabriele’s commentary on Dante and Bembo’s Prose 
della volgar lingua,” Italian Studies 40 (1985): 17-30. For the use of Landino for 
linguistic purposes and in an anti-Bembian key, see Simon Gilson, “La fortuna del 
Comento landiniano: lettori e commentatori cinquecenteschi,” in Paolo Procaccioli, 
and Lorenz Boninger, eds., Per Cristoforo Landino lettore di Dante. Contesto uma-
nistico, storia tipografica e fortuna del ‘Comento sopra la Comedia’ (Florence: Società 
Dantesca Italiana, 2016), 173-92. 
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the colophon.22 It is a large folio (295x195mm), decorated by 97 
small woodcuts, plus three in full-page scale, one for each cantica. 
This edition is the editio princeps of one part of Dante’s lyric po-
etry, since after the text of the Commedia and Landino’s commen-
tary, it includes also his canzoni.  
 Landino’s commentary on the Commedia was highly suc-
cessful at the end of the fifteenth century, and this is one of the 
seven incunabula that were produced after its initial publication in 
Florence in 1481. In the sixteenth century, it was printed a further 
seven times, becoming the most common commentary on Dante 
until at least the eighteenth century. Simon Gilson has counted 
that, between 1484 and 1596, approximately ten thousand copies 
of the Comento were printed.23 As Paolo Procaccioli has pointed 
out, when Venetian publishers printed Landino’s Comento, they 
were aware that their readers did not want a Dante, but a Landino, 
that is to say, they did not just want to read the poem but wanted 
to acquire knowledge on the poem both as a literary artifact and as 
a key for wider erudition. Landino’s commentary, as is well-
known, is a fundamental step in the re-acquisition of Dante by 
Florentine culture promoted by Lorenzo de’ Medici, the Magnifi-
cent. Landino’s Comento is the first Dante published in Florence 
and is the most impressive fifteenth-century edition of the poem. 
A long preface presents Dante and his poem as the pinnacle of Tus-
can cultural and literary achievement, and the line-by-line com-
mentary or chiosa provides a key to the classical, philosophical, the-
ological, and scientific knowledge that sustains the Commedia’s 
narrative. By transforming Dante into a symbol of the city, the 
preface specifically celebrated Florence, its culture, and civilization 

 
22 The colophon at the end of the Comento reads: “Et Fine del Comento di Christo-
foro Landino Fiorentino sopra la comedia di Danthe poeta excelle(n)tissimo. E im-
presso in Vinegia per Petro Cremonese dito Veronese: A di .xviii. di noue(m)brio 
M.cccc.Lxxxxi. emendato per me maestro pietro da fighino dellordine de frati mi-
nori.” Parker emphasizes the novelty of Pietro’s explicit signature (Deborah Parker, 
Commentary and Ideology: Dante in the Renaissance [Durham-London: Duke Uni-

versity Press, 1993], 137). On Pietro, see also Paolo Trovato, Con ogni diligenza 
corretto. La stampa e le revisioni editoriali dei testi letterari italiani (1470-1570) (Bo-
logna: Il Mulino, 1991), 131-33. 
23 On Landino, see Carlo Dionisotti, “Dante nel Quattrocento,” in Scritti di storia 
della letteratura italiana 1963-1971, eds. T. Basile, V. Fera, S. Villari (Rome: Edizioni 
di storia e letteratura, 2008), 173-212, on pp. 196-212 (originally published in 1965); 
Roberto Cardini, La critica del Landino (Florence: Sansoni, 1973); Parker, Commen-
tary and Ideology, 89-108; Simon Gilson, Dante and Renaissance Florence (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 161-238. For an overview on Landino’s 
commentary and its tradition, see Paolo Procaccioli, “Introduzione,” in Cristoforo 
Landino, Comento sopra la Comedia, ed. Paolo Procaccioli (Rome: Salerno, 2001), 
9-105. On the fortunes of the Comento, see Procaccioli, “Introduzione,” 92-104; 
and Gilson, “La fortuna del Comento landiniano” (quoted data on p. 173). 
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up to the present time. Landino’s Comento was not primarily in-
tended as an instrument for understanding the letter of the text. 
Instead, through the commentary, Dante becomes a moral and di-
dactic poet, whose reading serves the broader education of the cit-
izen.  

In Spain in the sixteenth century, as in Italy, many copies of 
different editions of Landino’s commentary circulated. It is there-
fore not surprising that Pedro Fernández de Villegas decided to 
provide his translation of the poem with a commentary which was 
mostly based on Landino’s glosses. Villegas’s translation, known for 
its moralistic expansions and its overt political purpose, as Cinthia 
Hamlin has demonstrated, reappropriated Dante to Spanish culture 
and, although presenting the poem in a different philosophical and 
ideological perspective than Landino, provided it with an analogous 
political function, strongly connected with its patron.24 Moreover, 
Villegas used the same format and layout as Landino, with extensive 
glosses surrounding the verses, thus emphasizing the role of the 
Commedia as a moral and didactic text.  

In 1481 the first edition of Landino’s commentary inaugu-
rated a series of printed editions in folio format, which resumed the 
manuscript tradition of Dante’s poem with its commentaries, where 
the Commedia was enclosed by (or even smothered in) the com-
mentary, and where illustrations played a major role. Landino 
planned to have 100 images probably fashioned after designs by 
Botticelli, but in the end only nineteen were inserted in the 1481 
print, and not in all copies. Aldo Manuzio’s 1502 edition of the 
Commedia would subvert what had become a typographic standard 
comprising text-commentary-image by presenting the bare text, 
and in a octavo book, while folios or quartos were favored before. 

The 1491 edition by Piasi complies with the standard before 
Aldo, while also standing out due to the insertion of the series of 
Dante’s lyric poems. More generally, the material features of this 
edition comply with the trend of the last decades of the fifteenth 
century concerning both Dante and Petrarch: their vernacular 
works were printed in large books, in roman types, with extensive 
commentary and images. These editions of Dante’s Commedia, to 
which Villegas’s Spanish translation of the poem must be assimi-
lated, intended to present it as a moral and scholastic text, thus rep-
resenting Dante chiefly as a cultural authority and the Commedia 
as a work worthy of study. Since their intended public was not 
composed only of scholars, this interpretation of Dante’s poem had 
to be shared by the general literate public of the last quarter of the 

 
24 Hamlin, Traducción, humanismo y propaganda, 127-142, 195-224. 
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fifteenth century, probably a well-educated and upper-class one, 
who eagerly bought the many editions of Landino’s Comento.25 
Given this context, it is not surprising that someone who was so 
eager to understand Dante’s precise words, to grasp the true mean-
ing of his work, as was the anonymous translator in the Bodleian 
copy, would have looked for the most recent and complete com-
mentary, which was indeed the Landino.  
 
2.2 A Translation in Pieces 

The Bodleian 1491 Commedia has three main types of annotations: 
1) interlinear and marginal translation of the text of the Commedia; 
2) marginal translation of single words of Landino’s Commentary 
(both Introduction and chiosa); 3) notes emphasizing information 
provided in the commentary, e.g., characters, general concepts, 
sources. We shall explore each category by analyzing some speci-
mina in detail. In addition to these major annotations, there are 
other minor interventions: this anonymous reader corrects typo-
graphical errors, especially in the commentary, where they also add 
punctuation; and, as mentioned above, they penned maniculae and 
other marginalia that help to emphasize interesting parts of the 
commentary. 
 
1) The interlinear and marginal translations do not differ in quality: 
they work together to represent an extensive translation of the 
poem. The choice of position on the page, interlinear or marginal, 
is not significant per se and is mostly determined by how many 
words are translated for each line. The translation is not continuous 
and becomes increasingly sporadic as we move from Inferno to 
Purgatorio to Paradiso. The fact that some of the glosses are in Latin 
is quite normal for the time, since Latin was the true global lan-
guage of communication, and someone who showed such a deep 
interest in Dante would probably be a well-educated individual, 
who would know Latin. Moreover, to translate from fourteenth-
century Italian to Spanish it is probable that this annotator helped 
themselves with a Latin-Italian glossary.26 In the Appendix is the 
transcription of the translation into Spanish and Latin of a passage 

 
25 Parker, Commentary and Ideology, 124-58, on Piasi pp. 136-37; Nadia Cannata, 
Il Canzoniere a Stampa (1470-1530). Tradizione e fortuna di un genere fra storia del 
libro e letteratura (Rome: Bagatto Libri, 2000), 54-55; Brian Richardson, Print Cul-
ture in Renaissance Italy: The Editor and the Vernacular Text, 1470-1600 (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 28-47.  
26 The first Latin–Italian vernacular glossary dates to the mid-fourteenth century, with 
many following thereafter; see Marcello Aprile. ‘Glossari’, in Enciclopedia dell’Ital-
iano (Rome: Treccani, 2010), sub vocem. 
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of Inferno 25 (Appendix A1) and the whole of Paradiso 1 (Appen-
dix A2, fig. 2), canti which have been chosen for their complexity 
as regards both language and content.  
 In Inferno 25 we see how some lines are translated in the 
margins in their entirety (e.g., l. 106 “Le gambe co’ le coscie seco 
stesse”: Las piernas con los muslos consigo mismas), or almost com-
pletely, with the translation arranged in part in the margin, in part 
between the lines (e.g., l. 120 “per l’una parte & da l’altra el dipela”: 
por la una parte is written in the margin, de la otra lo pela is instead 
penned between the lines). A few words are translated into Latin, 
in a seamless oscillation between Latin and Spanish that continues 
until the end of Paradiso. In Paradiso 1, for instance, we find: l. 16 
giogho: iugum; l. 37 foci: faucibus; l. 51 pur: omnino; l. 55 lecito: 
licet (but liçito in the margin); l. 70 Trashumar [sic]: transcendere 
umanitates; l. 87 pria che: priusquam; l. 119 saecta: sagittat; l. 140 
privo: privatus. There does not seem to be any particular reason for 
choosing Latin for translating any of these words. However, in this 
selection the translation into Latin of Dante’s coinage trasumanar, 
i.e., transhumanizing, stands out. While it is expected that a trans-
lation would be needed for this verb, it is telling that the translator 
reconstructed its precise meaning passing through Latin. In fact, in 
order to express the concept of ‘transcending humanity’, the use of 
Latin expresses a closer connection to the coinage’s theological 
root, to Dante’s being able to reach a state closer to God’s power 
as beyond the material universe. 

Sometimes the interlinear or marginal translation does not 
seem to be necessary for the reader to understand the text, as it 
elucidates extremely plain words. Instead, the reader seems to have 
had difficulties with the scriptio continua of this edition: for in-
stance, in Par. 1.91 the translation estas (i.e., estás) for sei (you are) 
becomes necessary to disentangle the four words crammed together 
in “non senterra,” i.e., “non sé ’n terra” (you are not on earth); or 
in Par. 1.137 the translation si no becomes necessary because the 
Italian “se no” (if not) is written as one word and apparently it 
needs to be distinguished from seno, i.e., breast or bosom.  

On the other hand, not all of the translations are literal, but 
some are explanatory. For instance, in Inferno 25, in translating the 
difficult lines describing the thieves’ monstrous metamorphoses, we 
find several instances of s., i.e., scilicet. In recounting the double 
metamorphosis of the thieves who simultaneously exchange shape 
and substance, changing from serpent to man and from man to ser-
pent, Dante makes extensive use of pronouns. As we can see in 
Appendix A1, our anonymous translator rendered these explicit in 
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order to further clarify the literal meaning of the text. The same 
happens at Par. 1.38, where the translation el sol for “la lucerna del 
mondo” clarifies the periphrasis. In the translation of Paradiso 1, it 
is interesting to pinpoint the addition of o (ll. 28 and 74) respec-
tively related to the words padre and amore: they serve to signal 
that these two words are vocatives, thus clarifying that these pas-
sages are invocations. 
 In Paradiso 1 there is an example of explicatory glosses that 
seem to have been needed more to understand a deeper meaning 
of Dante’s text than to grasp its literal sense. At l. 41 the translation 
of cera into materia does not just translate the word, it also makes 
its meaning in the context of the canto clearer, since here (and in 
several other passages in the Commedia, e.g., Par. 2.130-132) wax 
stands for matter to be moulded by the creator, as is in the metaphor 
of the stamping of the seal which Dante uses several times in the 
Paradiso to represent the divine imprint in a Platonic key. 
 
2) The anonymous annotator lists in the margins the words that 
they evidently had difficulty understanding while reading the com-
mentary. Since some of these headwords in Italian are copied in the 
margins without being followed by their translation into Spanish or 
Latin (as mentioned above), the reader must first have annotated in 
the margins those words that were not clear to them, and then 
added their translation, without completing this work in some in-
stances. These marginal lists of words constitute an Italian-Span-
ish/Latin lexicon. Below I give the list that can be found in the first 
three pages of Landino’s proem to the Comento (square brackets 
indicate interventions that were added in a second phase). 
 

fols. Aiv-Aiir27 (fig. 3) 
Accioche - es. para que 
Arrechar - es. traer 
Nientedimeno - es. nihilominus tamen 
Ho - es. habeo 

Insino - es. hasta 
Sia - es. sea 
Concio sia che - es. como asy sea que 
Haro - es. avre 
possino - es. puedan 
Habbino - es. ayan 
Sanza - es. Sin 
paruto - es. pareçido 

 
27 Transcriptions follow the spelling of the annotations; words have been divided and 
united according to current Spanish spelling, u/v have been distinguished, and abbre-
viations have been resolved. 
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Pure - es. todavya 
Scondescese - es. [enrriscadas] 
 
[Sia - idest. sea] 
[Qualunque - es quicunque] 
[Tra – es. entre] 
 
[Loro - es illos] 
Ilche - es. lo que 
Anzi - es. antes [ymo] 
Adunque - es. pues [ergo] 
Non he huopo - es. no es menester 

Cercar - es. buscar 
Adivenyre - es. acaeçer 
[Sarebbe - es.] 
[Giglio - es. lirio] 
[Aritroso - es. tornando atras] 
[Trare - es. quitar] 
[Anche - es. etiam] 
[Dobbiamo - es. devemos] 
[Si pare che. es]28 
[Si che anchora. es.] 
Arrogere - es. addatur. Accedat 
Imperhoche - es. porque 
 

Cha e - es que los 
Rozo - es. Rudo 
Apparischino - es. pareçan 

  
3) There are several kinds of information that the annotator em-
phasizes in the margins.29 As a specimen we can analyse notes per-
taining to the very beginning of the Commedia, from Landino’s 
proem to the Comento and from the commentary to Inferno 1. 

When Landino lists previous commentators of Dante’s Com-
media, the annotator makes a list in the internal margin, reproduc-
ing the names Landino provides without adding any information 
or further detail. 
 

Comentorono el nostro poeta due suoi figliuoli, Francesco et Piero. 
Comentollo Benvenuto imolese, et questi in latino. Comentollo Ia-
copo bolognese nella sua patria lingua. Comentollo Riccardo theologo 
frate carmelitano [i.e., Guido da Pisa]. Comentollo Andrea credo na-
politano, et Guiniforte [Barzizza] iuriconsulto bergamasco. Principiò di 

 
28 This headword and the following one have been deleted. 
29 For a detailed analysis of readers’ annotations related to the commentaries to the 
Commedia, I refer the reader to Vacalebre, “A Book for All Seasons,” ch. 5. 
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comentarlo Ioanni nostro Boccaccio … . Comentollo finalmente Fran-

cesco da Buti in lingua pisana. (Landino, Comento, I.220) 
 
f. A1v 
Francesco & Piero di d. 
Benvenuto 
Iacopo 
Ricardo 
Andrea 
Guiniforte 
I. boccacio 
Fran. dabuti 

 
In commenting on the third line of the Inferno, Landino estab-
lished a difference between smarrita, the word chosen by Dante, 
and perduta: since Dante is able to go back to the virtuous path 
through his journey, he used smarrire, that is to say, to lose some-
thing that is later found, while perdere would have implied a per-
manent loss. Our reader takes an interest in this hermeneutic and 
linguistic distinction, and duly translated this definition in the mar-
gin. 
 

SMARRITA: et non perduta, perché chi già trascorso ne’ vitii quando 

che sia torna alla virtù, non havea perduta, ma smarrita la via. (Landino, 

Comento, I.287). 
 
Biir 
Smarrita. se llama en toscano aquella cosa que puesto que al presente 
no se halle: se ha de hallar algun tiempo. 

 
In Inferno 1 Dante the pilgrim tries to escape the selva oscura, the 
dark wood, but three beasts block his way: a leopard (lonza), a lion 
(leone), and a she-wolf (lupa). Traditionally the three beasts have 
been identified with lust (lonza), pride (leone), and avarice or more 
generally negative and excessive desire (lupa). Here, the annotator 
first translated the names of the beasts into Spanish and then briefly 
stated their symbolic meaning by translating word-by-word Lan-
dino’s interpretation. 
 

Questo … significa al presente Danthe per tre fiere: lonza [leonza in 
the 1491 ed.] è el piacere, lupa è l’utile, leone è l’honore (Landino, 
Comento, I.297). 
 
Bivr 
Leonça. por el deleyte. | Loba. por la utilidat. | Leon. por la honrra. 
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Other than this note, in this page we have only two minor transla-
tions between the lines, ecce (Latin) for ecco (here is), and de lo 
engrido for “dell’erta” (of the steep slope). It seems that the mean-
ing of this part of the text was quite clear to the reader, and so they 
only annotated in their own language the symbolic meaning of the 
three beasts. 
 These marginal annotations have the same function that 
printed marginalia have in some editions of Dante’s Commedia 
with Landino’s commentary dating from the first half of the six-
teenth century: in particular, the 1529 Giunta edition30 and the 
1536 Giolito edition,31 both of which have the same set of printed 
marginalia. The marginal notes of our annotator that are related to 
the commentary are scarce: on average a couple for each canto, 
with some canti not having any note of this kind. On the other 
hand, the above-mentioned Landino editions have sets of printed 
marginalia that are continuos, providing each page with one or 
more marginal notes. For instance, in the first section of Landino’s 
proem, preceding the life of Dante, we find fifty-two printed mar-
ginalia. In this same section, our annotator only penned six.  

By comparing the annotations of our Bodleian Commedia 
related to Landino’s contents with these printed marginalia, it 
emerges that, in some cases, they refer to the same passages, but 
there is no precise correspondence in words or a consistent over-
lapping of the information being emphasized. In this same opening 
section of Landino’s proem, the six handwritten annotations only 
loosely correspond to the fifty-two printed ones: the first is the list 
of previous commentators transcribed above, which in the 1529 
and 1536 editions is a general “Varii comentatori della Comedia di 
Danthe;” while the following notes on Pippo Spano, “philippo 
scholari Spano” (Fol. Aiiir) and “Magna laus philippi spani” (fol. 
Aiiiv), correspond in print to “Philippo Spano riporto vintitre vit-
torie contra a turchi.” In the subsequent three notes, our annotator 
emphasizes precise information which is instead overlooked by the 
printed marginalia: while in the editions we read “Monasterii della 
città di Fiorenza,” “Pecunie infinite spesono e Fiorentini in cinque 
guerre che loro hebbeno,” and “Varie famiglie nobili fiorentine 

 
30 Comedia di Danthe Alighieri poeta diuino: con l'espositione di Christophoro Lan-
dino: nuouamente impressa: e con somma diligentia reuista et emendata: et di nuouis-
sime postille adornata (Venice: Lucantonio Giunta il vecchio, 1529). Edit16 1159; 
USTC 808784. 
31 Dante Alighieri, Comedia con la dotta & leggiadra spositione di Christophoro Lan-
dino: con somma diligentia & accuratissimo studio nuovamente corretta, & emendata: 
da infiniti errori purgata, ac etiandio di utilissime postille ornata (Venice: Giovanni I 
Giolito De Ferrari, 1536). Edit16 1162; USTC 808785. 
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sono sparse in molte citta d’Italia,” our annotator pinpoints the 
number of monastries and churches (“Lxxiiij monesterios en flor-
ençia de frayles y monjas | yglesias parrochiales Liii,” fol. Aivr), the 
precise expenses sustained by Florence (“Dos cuentos y medio de 
ducados. Cinco cuentos de ducados. Dos cuentos y medio de du-
cados,” fol. Avr), and that there is a Martelli family in Sevilla (“Los 
marteles de sevilla,” fol. Avv). In the commentary to the canti the 
relationship remains the same. 

Another 1491 Commedia with Landino’s commentary 
printed in Venice  has similar printed marginalia.32 This Benali-
Codecà edition has extensive marginal notes which constitute a 
continuous topical index for the poem and its commentary. How-
ever, in this edition there is no note for the Proem of Landino’s 
commentary, and therefore, even if our annotator used an edition 
with printed marginalia, this cannot be the sole or principal point 
of reference. In the canti, the relationship between our annotator’s 
work and this set of marginalia mirrors what we have seen for the 
other Commedia editions with these kinds of notes. For instance, 
in Purgatorio 1 in our Bodleian Commedia we find only two notes 
related to the content of Landino’s commentary: one extensive, 
detailing the virtues and their subdivision according to Plato, in 
Latin (“Virtutes morales iuxta platonis. Sententiam in quattuor spe-
cies divise scilicet. Civilis purgatoria virtus animi purgati. Exempla-
ris” and, separated by an orizontal line, “officium temperantie. of-
ficium fortitudinis,” fol. Tiv); and a second, very short one (“A N 
platonis dictum,” fol. Tiir). The first note corresponds to the con-
tent of one of the many printed marginalia related to Purgatorio 1 
in the Codecà-Benali edition: “Spirito purgabile. Anima sensitiva 
more col corpo. Vitio macula l’anima. Virtu leva l’anima in dio. 
Quattro spetie di virtu secondo platone. Virtu civili. Virtu purga-
torie. Virtu dell’animo purgative. Prudentia & virtu exeplari” (fol. 
Fiiiv). The second one instead finds no parallel there.  

These partial and loose correspondences suggest therefore 
that it cannot be proved that a copy of an edition with printed 
marginalia was being used by our Bodleian annotator, instead of 
directly deriving the information for their marginalia from the 
commentary. However, it might be possible that they drew some 
inspiration from one or more sets of printed marginalia for selecting 
the information. 

The analysis of the different kinds of annotations and marks 
that this anonymous reader penned in the Bodleian copy of Piasi’s 

 
32 Dante Alighieri, La Commedia. Il Credo (Venice: Bernardinus Benalius, Matteo 
Capcasa, 1491). ISTC id00032000; GW07969; USTC 995471. 
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1491 edition of the Commedia provides us with the image of a 
keen reader of Dante, who wanted to understand the poem in its 
literal sense, while also reading Landino’s rich commentary. As is 
demonstrated by the specimina from Landino’s proem and Inferno 
1, our Bodleian annotator focussed on information that was neither 
particularly arcane nor complex, thus showing that they were most 
probably just beginning their study of Dante through reading this 
copy. While undertaking the task of ‘appropriating’ Dante’s verses, 
this reader shows an interest in Tuscan language, whose precise 
knowledge would have been a necessary skill for reading both 
Dante’s and Landino’s words. It is noteworthy that the final canti 
of the Paradiso, while still being annotated with literal translations, 
show a lesser density of translations. This can already be appreciated 
by comparing the number of lines and words translated in the sec-
tion of Inferno 25 transcribed in the Appendix, where only two 
lines out of these thirty-two are not translated at all, with respect 
to the whole first canto of the Paradiso, where several lines are 
skipped entirely. Since this cannot be a question of linguistic ease 
in Paradiso, it shows that our translator (and/or their potential read-
ers) improved their knowledge of the Italian vernacular: by the end 
of the Commedia they needed less help, being able to read the 
poem without compiling a literal translation. 
 
2.3 A Source for a Complete Translation? 

A painstaking work like the one carried out in this copy of the 
Commedia leads on to suspect that it may be a preparatory work 
for a proper, self-standing translation. By analysing the work itself, 
it is not possible to decide whether a full translation was intended 
or if this reader merely wanted to understand the Commedia in 
detail. By comparing this translator’s work with extant contempo-
rary translations – those by Villegas, Díaz, and the anonymous of 
Purgatorio in quintillas –, nothing emerges suggesting a direct re-
lationship with our annotator’s work. The Bodleian translation is 
extremely literal, while the complete, self-standing translations are 
less literal, making it difficult to propose any direct connection be-
tween the two, thus implying that it was their source. By compar-
ing some sections from Inferno 25 and Purgatorio 1 (in Appendix), 
it is evident that, while some words and syntagmas are the same, 
there is no expression or locution proving that the Bodleian Com-
media was the first step of any of these three early-sixteenth-cen-
tury translations. If in Díaz and the anonymous quintillas (Appendix 
B) some words recur and some syntagmas provide equivalent trans-
lations, they remain too generic to offer any clear demonstration of 
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filiation. Villegas’s translation (Appendix C), with its amplifications 
and rewritings, is the furthest from the literal notes of our anony-
mous Bodleian annotator, thus showing no contact. 
 
3. Scribbling on Dante’s ‘Rime’ 

Dante’s lyric poetry was first printed independently from his other 
works in Venice in 1518: Canzoni di Dante. Madrigali del detto. 
Madrigali di m. Cino, & di m. Girardo Novello. Venice: Gug-
lielmo da Fontaneto, 1518 (USTC 808770; Edit16 1154). This edi-
tion is principally made of poems attributed to Dante, with a few 
taken from his contemporary fellow poets (many are spurious), thus 
constituting an anthology of early Italian poetry, the first of its kind 
to have appeared in print in Italy. The copy of this edition held by 
the British Library (shelfmark: C.20.a.13(2)) is an interesting case 
of non-verbal marks,33 which nonetheless give us precious infor-
mation on readers’ habits and interests. This copy does not have 
annotations in Spanish, but the context suggests that it most prob-
ably belonged to someone who had an interest in Spanish literature 
and could at least read Spanish. Here Dante’s lyric poetry is bound 
together with a copy of a Tuscan translation of Petrarch’s Secretum 
printed in Venice in 1520 (Secreto de Francesco Petrarcha in di-
alogi di latino in vulgar & in lingua toscha tradocto novamente ... 
correcto [by F. Orlandini]. Venice: per Niccolò Zoppino & Vin-
cenzo di Paolo, 1520; shelfmark: C.20.a.13(1); USTC 847801; 
Edit16 47366) and a copy of the Spanish tragicomedia Celestina by 
Fernando de Rojas, an edition with the imprimatur Sevilla, but 
printed in Venice in 1523 (Tragicomedia de Calisto y melibea. Se-
villa [=Venice: Juan Batista Pedrezano, 1523]; shelfmark: 
C.20.a.13(3); USTC 343242). It is probable that all three editions 
were bound together ab antiquo. The first two editions – Dante’s 
lyric poetry and the Secretum – were annotated by the same hand, 
while Fernando de Rojas’s Celestina has no annotations. However, 
it was printed in Venice just a few years later, which might suggest 
that someone bought and bound the three volumes together. 
Moreover, while the volume currently has a modern binding by 
the British Museum, a cutting from a previous binding has been 
pasted in the modern front endpaper: it is written in a Renaissance 
script and lists all three works, thus suggesting that these three edi-
tions have not been only recently bound together.  

 
33 On non-verbal marks, see Jason Scott-Warren, “Reading Graffiti in the Early Mod-
ern Book,” Huntington Library Quarterly 73, no. 3 (2010): 363-81. 
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 In this copy Dante’s lyric poetry has been thoroughly anno-
tated: this anonymous reader underlined relevant passages, drew 
maniculae, or copied in the margins significant words and syntag-
mas. Their interest seems essentially linguistic: by underlining and 
rewriting, this reader emphasized single words, syntactic constructs, 
syntagmas, verbal forms, and even whole stanzas. Only a handful of 
pages have been left untouched.  
 For instance, here is the transcription of the annotations to 
Dante’s canzoni “Così nel mio parlar” (ll. 30-58, fol. Aiiv) and 
“Amor che movi” (ll. 1-19, fol. Aviiiv). On the right in italics are 
the annotations. Here and below the underlined text reproduces 
the underlining of this annotator. Unmarked lines are omitted in 
the transcription. 
 
 … 
30  Lo mio pensier di fuor, si che si scopra 

Ch'io non fo della morte, ch'ogni senso 
Con li denti d'amor già mi manduca    manduca 
Ond'ogni nel penser bruca     bruca 
… 

39 Et quei d’ogni pieta par messo al niego.   al niego 
Alza la mano adhor adhor, & sfida 
La debole mia vita esto perverso              esto perverso 
Che disteso, & riverso 

Mi tien in terra d'ogni guiccio stanco    guiccio 
…  

49  Si forte: che ’l dolor nel cor rimbalza   rimbalza il dolor 
… 

54  Lo cor di quella, che lo mio squatra    squatra 
… 

57  Ma tanto da nel sol quanto nel rezzo    rezzo 
Questa scherana micidiaia, & latra    scherana 
 
 

1 Amor, che movi tua vertu dal cielo, 
Come ’l sol lo splendore 

… 
6 Così alto signore 

Tu cacci la viltate altrui del core: 
Ne ira contra te fa longa prova: 
Da te convien che ciascun ben si mova   (manicula) 
Per lo qual si travaglia il mondo tutto. 
Senza te è distrutto. 
Quanto havemo in potentia di ben fare: 
Come piatura in tenebrosa parte,    piatura 
… 

17 Com’è raggio in la stella 
Poi che l’anima mia fu fatta ancella 
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Della tua podesta primeramente    podestà 

… 
 
This annotator seems to have been particularly interested in rhyme 
words, especially uncommon ones (e.g., manduca : bruca) and in 
unconventional words. An interesting case is the word “piatura” 
(“Amor che movi,” l. 13), which caught the annotator’s attention 
for its uniqueness. Indeed, it is just a typographical error for pintura, 
painting. In some cases (e.g., “Così nel mio parlar,” l. 49) they an-
notate the verb that is used with a certain word, thus emphasizing 
a particular way to express an action. This individual particularly 
focused on metrical issues. This preoccupation is explicit in several 
notes concerned with the scansion of fiata/e (fols. Bvr, Cviiv, Diir) 
and niente (fols. Eviiir, Fviiv), words with diphthongs that can be 
divided in either two or three syllables, a difference that our anno-
tator duly notes in the margin. In addition to a possible interest in 
their content, this metrical interest might be one of the reasons why 
they underlined entire verses. 

In Petrarch’s Secretum the annotations by this same hand 
seem to be more directed towards the content, as one would expect 
in a vernacularization of a moral Latin prose work. Yet some an-
notations show a linguistic and rhetorical interest also for this Tus-
can version of Petrarch’s work (e.g., fol. Ciir: “che prospicere si-
gnifica di lontano risguardare,” note in the margin: que prospicere; 
fol. Civv: “*onde come che suole advenire a quelli che seminano 
molto seme in piccolo spatio …, così adviene ad te che nel tuo 
animo …,” note in the margin: “*Comparatio”). Compiled by the 
Sienese Francesco Orlandini, first published in 1517 and dedicated 
to the Passerini family from Cortona (a small town in Tuscany), 
this vernacular version was indeed an example of contemporary 
Tuscan prose, which could certainly have been of interest to a for-
eigner.  
 By analyzing this volume in its entirety, we can therefore 
infer that this reader had a keen interest for both Dante as a lyric 
poet and Petrarch as a moral writer. Their marks and notes show 
interest in the content of their works, as well as their formal and 
linguistic peculiarities, especially as regards Dante. Such an interest 
in Dante’s lyric poetry is particularly relevant at this point in time, 
given that Renaissance vernacular classicism heralded Petrarch as 
the chief poetic model. Leaving aside this issue, which deserves to 
be considered in its own right, the coexistence in this Sammelband 
of two annotated examples of Tuscan verse and prose, and of a 
work in Spanish, provides us with the image of a keen reader of 
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Italian literature who could also read Spanish, a profile which is 
close to the anonymous translator of the Bodleian Commedia, 
making this annotator less isolated and revealing to us how Dante 
might act as a transnational author for both his poem and potentially 
his other works as well. 
 
4. Conclusion 

The two case studies presented in this article have demonstrated the 
ways in which the analysis of marks and annotations in early mod-
ern editions of Dante’s works has the potential to reorient our ideas 
regarding their reception and circulation during the Renaissance. 
On the one hand, the anonymous translator of the Bodleian Com-
media demonstrates an interest in understanding the poem in its 
literal sense, a deep reading which could hardly have been provided 
by any translation at the time (and especially not by Villegas’s trans-
lation). On the other, the British Library Sammelband, encompass-
ing Dante’s lyric poetry, shows a possible bilingual reader who had 
a strong linguistic interest in Dante as a lyric poet. This is in itself 
notable given the extent to which Petrarch’s vernacular lyric pro-
duction had overshadowed Dante’s own lyric output, as well as the 
growing tendency of contemporary Petrarchist writers to dominate 
the literary scene at a European level.34 As these two case studies 
have shown, the analysis of reader responses and interventions 
across linguistic territories and communities, literary genres, and 
types of knowledge allows us to adopt a transnational decentred 
approach, crucial for problematizing critical tenets and, thus, for 
better understanding the vital cultural discourse that has surrounded 
Dante’s oeuvre throughout the centuries. 
 

 
34 On Dante’s lyric poetry in the Renaissance, with further bibliography, see Laura 
Banella, Franco Tomasi, eds., Oltre la ‘Commedia’. ‘L’altro Dante’ e il canone antico 
della lirica (1450-1600) (Rome: Carocci, 2020). 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
 
A1) Inferno 25.103-135 (fols. Pivv-Pvr)1 
 

 Translation in the margin Interlinear translation Italian Text 

juntamente se pusieron se reduxerunt   tales Insieme si riposono ad tai norme 

 
hendio che ’l serpente la coda in forca fesse 

 
normas el ferito ristrinse insieme l’orme 

Las piernas con los muslos consigo mismas 
 

Le gambe co’ le coscie seco stesse 

se apegaron asi que en poco 
 

s’appiccar si che mpuoco la iuntura 

 
1 Transcriptions follow the spelling of the annotations and the printed text; words have been divided and united according to current Spanish spelling, u/v have been 
distinguished, and abbreviations have been resolved. In the margins of these same pages we find three headwords which have not been translated: ‘Sportanti es.’; 
‘Abandollo es.’; ‘Acconciare es.’ (fol. Bvr). 
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non faccea segno alcuno che si paresse. 

quitaba la cola hendida 
 

Toglea la coda fessa la figura 

que se perdia de ella y el su pellejo che si perdea di lei & la sua pelle 

se hazia muelle / y aquella de aculla dura s. se 
hazia 

 
si faccea molle & quella di la dura. 

 
los sobacos Io vidi entrar le braccia per l’ascelle 

 
que eran torcidos & due pie’ de la bestia ch’eron torti 

tanto alongar se quanto se acortaban aquellas 
 

tanto allunghar quanto acorciavon quelle 

despues los pies detras  simul Poscia li pie’ di drieto insiema torti 

tornaronse encubre diventoron le membra che l’huom cela 

el misero del su mjembro tenia dos s. pies po-
rrecti 

 
el misero del suo n’havea due porti. 
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mjentra que el humo al uno y al otro cubre 
 

Mentre che ’l fumo l’uno & l’altro vela 

de color nueba engendra el pelo ençima s. del 
mjembro 

 
di color nuovo genera el pel suso 

por la una parte de la otra lo pela per l’una parte & da l’altra el dipela. 

el uno se lebanto 
 

L’un si levo & l’alrro [sic] cadde giuso 

 
ojos impios non torcendo perho le lucerne empie 

debaxo delos quales cada uno mudaba el hoçico 
 

sotto le qual ciascun cambiava muso. 

aquel que era derecho retraxo hazia las sienes 
 

Quel ch’era dritto transe ’nver le tempie 

y de la demasiada materia que alla vyno 
 

& di troppa materia che la venne 

salieron las orejas de las qujxadas symples 
 

uscir gl’orecchi de le gote sempie 
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lo que no corrio atras y se detuvo 
 

Cio che non corse indrieto & si ritenne 

 
sobra hizo di quel soverchio fe’ naso la faccia 

 
engrosso se conviene & le labra ingrosso quanto sconvenne 

aquel que yazia hoçico   echa Quel che iaccea el muso innanzi caccia 

 
retrae & gl’orecchi rittira per la testa 

 
los   el caracol come facce le corna la limaccia 

  
Et la lengua chavea [i]<u>nita & presta 

 
bifurca prima al parlar si fende & la forchuta 

 
recluditur ne l’altro si richiude el fumo resta 
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A2) Paradiso 1 (fols. Giir-Gvr) 
 
 

 
pude 

11-12 
nella mia mente potei far thesoro 
fara hor<ma>teria del mio canto 

 
 
iugum 

16 
Infino aqui l’un giogho di parnaso 

 
me es menester 

 
iugo 
tu 

18-19 
m’è huopo entrare nell’aringo romaso 
Entra nel pecto mio & spira tue 

 
 
sy te me das 

22 
O divina virtu se mi ti presti 

 
 
o   dende 

28 
Si rade volte padre se ne cogle 

 
culpa y vergueñas es. 

 
30 
colpa & vergogna de l’humane vogle. 

 
 
asedienta 
sigue 

33-34 
penea quando alcun di se asseta 
Poca favilla gran fuocho seconda 
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lebantase alos 

 
se rogara para que 
faucibus 
i. el sol 

36-38 
si pregherra perche cyrrha risponda. 
Surge a mortali da diversi foci 
la lucerna del mondo ma da quella 

 
 

materia 

41 

esce congiunta & la mondana cera 

 
 
asy   se los hynco un tan-
tito 
el segundo   suele 

48-49 
aquila si non si gl’affixe unquancho. 
 
Et come secondo raggio sole 

 
 
omnino 

51 
pur come peregrin che tornar vole 

 
Mucho es liçito alla  

 
licet 
por merced del lugar 

55-56 
Molt’è lecito la che qui non lece 
alle nostre virtu merce del locho 

 
 
ny asy 

58 
Io no ’l sofferse molto ne si pocho 

 
 
sale 

60 
come ferro bollente escie del focho 
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añadido como sy a quel 
que puede 
adornado 

62-63 
esser aggiunto come que che puote 
 
havesse ’l ciel d’un altro sole adorno 

 
 

hynque 

66 

le luce fixe di lassu remote 

 
 
transcendere umanitates 

70 
Trashumar significar per verba 

 
 
sy yo 
o 

73-74 
S’io era sol di me quel che creasti 
novellamente amor chel ciel governi 

 
 

temperas   distingues 
cielo encendido 

78-79 

coll’harmonia che temperi & discerni. 
Parvemi tanto alhor del celo acceso 

 
 
encendieron 

82 
di lor cagion m’acessono un disio 

 
priusquam 

 
antesque a pregun-
tarme   abryo 

87 
pria ch’addomandar la boccha aprio  
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lo que verias 

 
sacudido 
estas 

90-91 
cio che ved<r>esti se l’havessi scosso. 
Tu non se ’n terra si come tu credi 

 
por las sonreyentes palabras 

 
95 
per le sorrise parolette brievi 

 
los ojos endereço 

 
despues 

100-101 
Ond’ella appresso d’un pio sospiro 
gl’occhi drizon ver me con quel sembiante 

 
 
entre sy 

104 
hanno ordine e fra lor & questo e forma 

 
 
aqui veen 

106 
Qui veggion l’altre creature lorma 

 
 
dicha 
inclinadas 

108-109 
alquale e facta la toccata norma. 
Nell’ordine ch’io dicho sono incline 

 
 
Ny solo 
sagittat 

118-119 
Ne pur le creature che son fuore 
d’intelligentia questo archo saecta 

 
 

compone 

121 

La providentia che cotanto affetta 
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nos lieba 

 
priesa 
ally commo a sytio 
 
lo que despara 

verdat es 

123-128 
nel qual sivolge quel ch’a magior fretta. 
Et hora li com’a sito decreto 
ce n’ porta la virtu di quella corda 
che cio che scoccha driza in segno lieto. 

Vere che come forma non s’accorda 
molte fiate all’antention de<l>l’arte 

 
 
que tiene poder 
enpuxata 

131-132 
talhor la creatura ch’a potere 
di piegar cosi pinta in altra parte 

 
 
sy 

134 
foco di nube se l’impeto primo 

 
 

debes 
syno 

136-137 

Non de piu admirare se bene stimo 
per tuo salire se no come d’un rivo 

 
 
sy privatus 
asydo 

139-140 
Maravigla sarebbe in the se privo 
d’impedimento giu ti fussi assiso 
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B) 
 

 

Bodleian Commedia Anonymous quintillas  
(from De Uhagón, ‘Una traducción’, 533) 

Díaz, Vidas (cf. Selig, ‘The Dante’, 186) 
 

por correr mejor agua alça las velas 
de oy mas la navezita del my ingenio 
que dexa atras de sy mar tan cruel (ll. 1-
3) 
 
efficitur (l. 6) 
 
el golpe tal que desesperaron perdon .i. de 
aber perdon (l. 12) 

Por mejor agua correr 
alca las velas nauio 
de mi ingenio y mi saber, 
que dexa retroceder 
mar de tan cruel natío. 
Cantaré 'I Reyno segundo 
donde '1 espíritu humano 
purga las culpas del mundo 
y queda digno y jocundo 
de sobir al cielo vfano. 

Mas la muerta poesía 
resucite 'n este instante: 
santas musas, sed mí guía, 
y de vuestra compañía 
Caliope se leuante. 
Este mi canto prosiga 
con el tono verdadero 
de que huvieron tal fatiga 
las picabas y enemiga 
cuyo esperar desespero. 

De oy mas navezilla do pobre saber 
que atras de ti dexas el mar truculento 
levanta las velas cobrando tal viento 
que puedas por agua mejor ya correr 
por donde sin otra tardança poner 
yo cantelos cantos del reyno segundo 
a donde se purga el espiritu immundo 
y digno se buelve del cielo tener. 
 
La muerta poesia aquì resuscite 

o musas muy sanctas o coro radiante 
pues todo soy vuestro muy bien se permíte 
que un poco se alce caliope adelante 
siguiendo mi canto melifluo sonante 
formando aquel son del qual ya sintieron 
tal golpe las tristes picaças que fueron  
que nunca esperaron la venia bastante. 
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C) Inf. 25.103-135 from Villegas, La traducion del Dante, 1515, ff. Biiiv-Bivv (text to be compared with the notes to Inf. 25 
transcribed above).2 
 
Aquel con la sierpe en tal modo junto 
que ella la cola que de ante hera entera 

en forca la fiende y de estraña manera 
el otro sus plantas atras las alço 
las ganbas y muslos en uno llego 
y asy se apegaron que no ovo juntura 
tan poco a la cola quedo su figura 
lo uno se encoje y lo otro estendio. 
 
   La su piel humana ya se endurescia 
y entraban los braços por sus dos assillas 
los pies dela fiera y sus cortas cañillas 

aquello alongaron que el otro encogia 
los sus pies traseros la sierpe torcia 
y dellos se fazen los miembros viriles 
a ella los pies de lo suyo sotiles 
por permutacion que se entrellos fazia. 
 
   De mientra que el fumo les faze çelada 
de nuevo color es el pelo engendrado 
por una su parte: por la otra pelado 

 
2 Text transcribed from BNE, R 2519. 
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y el uno se alço con su forma ynovada 
cayo el otro ayuso ya sierpe formada 
mas no se torciendo sus fieras lucernas 
debaxo las quales por vezes alternas 
cambiaban los muros y fruente mudada. 
 
   Lo que hera de tras se traspasa adelante 
de mucha materia que dello venia 
humanas orejas y rostros fazia 
narizes y labros lo sobre pujante 
y aquello engroso para humano semblante 
saco su hocico la sierpe y retira 
las orejas dentro: segundo que se mira 
los cuernos la coclea fazer semejante. 
 
  La lengua que es presta primero y juntada 

dispuesta a fablar: se partio en fendidura 
la otra se suelda mudando figura 
segundo que la otra hera ya permutada 
el fumo ceso con la obra acabada 
y el alma tornada serpiente tan fiera 
soflando fuyo por el valle ligera 
y el otro tras ella en su forma trocada.
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FIGURES 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. 2Q inf. 1.43, fol.Qviv 
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Fig. 2. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. 2Q inf. 1.43, fol. Giiir 
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Fig. 3. Oxford, Bodleian Library, Auct. 2Q inf. 1.43, fol. Aiv 
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FROM WRATH TO UTOPIA. G. A. BORGESE’S AMERICAN 

INTERPRETATION OF DANTE (1931-1952)1  
 

FEDERICO SESSOLO, Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa 

 

 

 
This paper describes the influence exerted by Dante on the Italian antifascist 

exile Giuseppe Antonio Borgese (1882-1952), who fled from Mussolini’s Italy 

in 1931 to find refuge in the United States. In the 1930s and 1940s, Borgese 

made relevant contributions to the field of Italian Studies modernizing the 

American reception of Dante: his original interpretation—a blend of literary 

criticism and political theory, centered on the concept of «structural beauty»—

was destined to generate unexpected outcomes in the post-war era, as the phil-

osophical viewpoints stressed in Dante’s De Monarchia were to be planted, 

somehow unexpectedly, in the newborn ideology of world federalism. 

 
Keywords: Dante, Borgese, World Government, Monarchia, Exile, Fascism 

 
 

  

1. Introduction  

In the context of the American reception of Dante, Giuseppe An-
tonio Borgese offers a peculiar reading which combines literary 
criticism and political theory. As a scholar, Borgese was deeply in-
fluenced by the concept of “structural beauty” emerging from the 
Divine Comedy. As an antifascist exile, he was inspired by «modern 
trends» discernible in the De Monarchia. As a political activist, he 
focused on Wrath and Utopia bringing Dante, somewhat unex-
pectedly, into the American political discourse of the 1940s and 
1950s.  

Even though his legacy appears to be fading in the U.S., it is 
important to keep in mind that “when Borgese came to Chicago 
in 1936, he was one of the best-known Italian intellectuals of his 
age, active in academia and the liberal press, a famous anti-fascist 

 
1 This paper was presented at the 700th Anniversary Conference Tra liti sì lontani… 
Dante and the Americas, organized by the Dante Society of America and Harvard 
University (May 5th-7th, 2021). The valuable feedback given by colleagues and experts 
allowed me to better my work. I am grateful to those who showed interest and par-
ticipated in the discussion. 
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militant, and a unique voice in Italian literature.”2 His influential 
reading challenges the conventional image of Dante as a poet and 
as a man, making him a well-rounded icon whose influence goes 
way beyond literature. After a short biographical survey of the life 
and work of G. A. Borgese, this article will focus on his Dantean 
interpretation, highlighting its social, literary, and political impact.  
 
2. G. A. Borgese, an Exile 

At the beginning of the 20th century, the Sicilian literary critic and 
author Giuseppe Antonio Borgese had been playing a pivotal role 
in the Italian cultural arena. Emerging from the Florentine milieu 
of militant criticism, he discovered many a writer of great talent, 
and shaped the perception of early 20th-century Italian poetry 
coining the label “crepuscolarismo.”  

At the outbreak of the Great War, Borgese volunteered as an 
artillery officer and took part in a series of diplomatic missions in 
France, Switzerland, Albania, and Macedonia. Being the official li-
aison between the Italian government and the Yugoslavian émigrés 
in Bern, he gained a consistent understanding of the so-called 
“Questione Adriatica,” which was to become a national obsession 
at the end of the conflict.3  

At the end of the Great War, the Italian political debate po-
larized on the issue of territorial compensations, especially along the 
Eastern border. Nationalist factions of different sizes (including Be-
nito Mussolini’s recently formed Fasci di Combattimento) sought 
to expand Italian influence over Dalmatia, a narrow belt of the east 
shore of the Adriatic Sea historically dotted with Italian-speaking 
communities but inhabited by a large majority of non-Italian speak-
ers. Borgese, well-informed about the complicated scenario of the 
Balkans, strongly opposed the territorial claim, maintaining that an 
Italian occupation of Dalmatia would generate instability and vio-
lence. Through his articles in Il Corriere della Sera, Borgese sup-
ported Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points as the sole effective 
measure to contrast the disastrous consequences of nationalist poli-
cies. Predictably, his opinion became so unpopular that the editors 
of the Milanese newspaper had to suspend his political column.4  

 
2 Or Rosenboim, The Emergence of Globalism. Visions of World Order in Britain 
and the United States, 1939-1950 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2017), 173. 
3 Giuseppe A. Borgese, I Balcani 1917-1919. La missione in Albania e la questione 
jugoslava con scritti e fotografie inedite, eds. Riccardo Cepach and Ilaria de Seta 
(Trieste: Luglio Editore, 2019).  
4 A detailed history of Borgese’s collaboration with Il Corriere della Sera can be found 
in Luigi Albertini, Epistolario 1911-1926 (Milan: Mondadori, 1968). 
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At the beginning of the 1920s, nationalist press publicly ac-
cused pro-Wilson Borgese of being a “rinunciatario,” meaning an 
anti-patriot, despite having served during the war and possessing a 
prestigious pedigree as an early interventionist. Disgusted by these 
libels, Borgese decided to withdraw from public life and avoid any 
further contact with the political debate. In 1921, he successfully 
started a literary career by writing Rubè, a novel that deals with the 
failures of a middle-class intellectual who is incapable of finding his 
place in post-war Italy.5 Through the symbolic death of his protag-
onist Filippo Rubè, who dies in an armed confrontation between 
socialists and fascists, Borgese shared his pessimistic views on the 
destiny of culture in a massified society.  

As soon as Mussolini seized power in October 1922, Borgese 
made sure that his growing disappointment towards the regime was 
not to be disclosed publicly. For most of the 1920s, he focused on 
his academic and literary career, teaching German Literature (1917-
1926) and Aesthetics (1926-1931) at the University of Milan, and 
authoring novels, short stories, poems, and dozens of articles.6 His 
public silence—that necessarily included a certain extent of com-
promise—worked well until 1929, when he was ultimately caught 
in a web of political intrigue and academic grievance.7 Squads of 
the Gioventù Universitaria Fascista (GUF), backed by the Milanese 
section of the National Fascist Party and by Senator Gaudenzio 
Fantoli, Director of the Politecnico di Milano, began to disturb his 
classes. After the beating of a couple of his students on May 18th, 
1931, Borgese started searching for jobs far away from Milan and 
possibly outside of the country.8 Help came, somewhat unexpect-
edly, from Lauro De Bosis, an Italian antifascist who was able to 
offer him the position of Chair of Italian Culture at the University 
of California.9  

 
5 Giuseppe A. Borgese, Rubè (Milan: Mondadori, 1921).  
6 The most convincing account of Borgese’s life and work has been published online 

by the “Fondazione G. A. Borgese,” based in Polizzi Generosa (Sicily). The docu-
ment can be downloaded for free at the following link: https://www.fonda-
zioneborgese.it/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/ITA_Biografia2_Borgese-1.pdf  
7 The conflictual relationship between Borgese and the fascist regime has been the 
focus of numerous essays, the two most relevant still being Fernardo Mezzetti, Bor-
gese e il fascismo (Palermo: Sellerio, 1978), and H. Goetz, “Borgese und der Fas-
cismus,” Quellen und Forschungen aus Italienischen Bibliotheken und Archiven 60 
(1980): 523-34.  
8 The frightening months of 1929 and 1930 are well described in Sandro Gerbi, 
Tempi di malafede. Una storia italiana tra fascismo e dopoguerra: Guido Piovene ed 
Eugenio Colorni (Turin: Einaudi, 1999).  
9 Ilaria de Seta, American Citizen. Un intellettuale fra le due sponde dell’Oceano 
(Rome: Donzelli, 2016), 40-41. 
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According to various sources, this six-month job at Berkeley 
was intended as a temporary escape from Italy. Borgese never 
thought of leaving the country for good: he believed that a short-
term absence would have been more than enough to distract fascist 
authorities in Milan and eventually allow him to return to a quiet 
academic life.10 Confident that the crisis would be over soon, he 
left Italy on June 12th, 1931. While on his way to the West Coast, 
he was alerted that Mussolini had required all Italian university pro-
fessors to take the infamous oath of allegiance to the regime.  
In a community of approximately 1,200 scholars, only 18 refused 
to take the oath and Borgese was among them.11 As one can see 
from this letter written to Giovanni Papini on October 14th, 1934, 
the reasons behind his decision were self-explanatory: 
 

Teoricamente io potrei ugualmente vivere in Italia ritirandomi dall’in-
segnamento e scrivendo libri in campagna, magari per farli pubblicare 
dopo morte. Praticamente non posso; perché son povero.  
Quanto alle accoglienze che mi sarebbero fatte in patria, è difficile pre-
vederle. Io ho a lungo combattuto con me stesso. […] A giurare o dire 
il falso nessuno mi potrebbe costringere.12  

 
In the eyes of many thinkers, the oath was a clear sign of the defin-
itive subjugation of culture to the regime and its politics. Fright-
ened by the quick asphyxiation of intellectual freedom, Borgese 
decided not to go back to Italy, therefore transforming his tempo-
rary job abroad into an exile. As soon as his Californian contract 
expired, he moved to the East Coast, wandering very much like a 
clericus vagans in search of academic and journalistic employment. 
From 1932 to 1936, thanks to special funds dedicated to displaced 
European scholars, he taught Italian literature at Smith College 
(Northampton, Mass.) and lectured at the New School of Social 
Research in New York.13 In 1936 he was hired by the University 

 
10 De Seta, American Citizen. Un intellettuale fra le due sponde dell’Oceano (Rome: 

Donzelli), 2016. 
11 The traditional number is 12, as stated by Giorgio Boatti, Preferirei di no. Le storie 
dei 12 professori che si opposero a Mussolini (Turin: Einaudi, 2001). Nevertheless, 
in the last few years 6 other scholars have been added to the list, Borgese being one 
of them.  
12 Giuseppe A. Borgese, Lettere a Giovanni Papini e Clotilde Marghieri (Naples: Edi-
zioni Scientifiche Italiane, 1988), 146-51. Translation: “Theoretically I could easily 
live in Italy, provided that I give up teaching and end up in the countryside writing 
books to be published after my death. Practically, I can’t: because I am poor. Also, I 
do not know what kind of welcome I would be given if I returned to Italy. I have 
been fighting with myself for a very long time […] Nobody can force me to tell lies 
or commit perjury.”  
13 De Seta, American Citizen, 42-48. 
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of Chicago. His separation from Italy became complete on April 
12th, 1938, when he obtained his American citizenship.  
 
3. (Re)discovering Dante  

During the first five years of his exile (1931-1936), Borgese expe-
rienced the most typical isolation of a European émigré in the 
United States. Apart from his daughter Nanni, who had settled in 
New York, he possessed scarce connections with the scattered 
community of the Italian fuoriusciti.14 Since he had to learn how 
to make conversation in English—a language he mastered very 
well, but only on a written and literary level—he initially struggled 
to access the American cultural milieu. Professionally, his works 
were barely known in the United States and the undisputed pres-
tige he had accumulated in Italy was practically non-existent. Like 
many other expatriates, Borgese was forced to start anew, changing 
the very essence of his daily life: for a very long time, literature 
seemed the only element of continuity in his entire existence. 

Unsurprisingly, living a precarious life in a foreign country 
led him to take interest in the figure of the exiled author—and the 
Italian tradition provided plenty of examples. Looking for a model 
to follow, he narrowed down the illustrious spectrum down to a 
pair of very divergent paths: the one set by Ugo Foscolo, that is to 
say, a voluntary exile, not necessarily related to a conflict with au-
thority, and the one set by Dante, that is to say, an exile triggered 
by the political struggle and later transformed into the ultimate 
source of artistic inspiration. Although Borgese did not aspire to be 
“an exile, or a martyr, or a hero,” he saw in Dante the spiritual 
model that might help him overcome the dreadful task of living an 
uprooted life.15  

By choosing Dante, however, Borgese revealed an embar-
rassing hindrance. Although being known as one of the most com-
petent literary critics of his generation, he privately confessed that 
he had not studied Dante with the depth and passion that was—
and is—usually expected from an Italian scholar. He simply did not 
feel the urge of navigating the boundless Dantean universe until he 

 
14 Given that Borgese did not declare his official antifascism until the summer of 1933, 
he was at first excluded by social gatherings by the small Italian community of fuori-
usciti. See Mirko Menna, Giuseppe Antonio Borgese. Un antifascista in America, 
attraverso il carteggio inedito on Giorgio La Piana (Bern: Lang, 2015), 36-37.   
15 The passage can be found in the previously quoted letter to Giovanni Papini (Oc-
tober 14th, 1934). Giuseppe A. Borgese, Lettere a Giovanni Papini e Clotilde Mar-
ghieri (Naples: Edizioni Scientifiche Italiane, 2002), 146-51. 
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experienced exile himself. As he wrote in his journal on January 
25th, 1933:   
 

Credo che nessuno scrittore italiano abbia studiato Dante meno di me; 
ma credo che nessuno lo abbia tanto reincarnato (virtualmente, s’in-
tende – a little of Dante) nelle sue posizioni estetiche, poetiche, politi-
che, religiose, ricondotte al pensiero moderno.16  

 
Now an uprooted himself, Borgese felt the need to understand the 
life and work of the Italian exiled writer par excellence. On a bio-
graphical level, he even spotted a few similarities: he too was ban-
ished in absentia by a government that was allowing his family to 
live and work in the country; he too had a complicated relationship 
with his wife; he too had to constantly belittle himself begging for 
jobs in front of wealthy and powerful magnates. Furthermore, Bor-
gese was convinced that Dante had done his best writing in exile, 
and he tried to reconsider his hardships as a stimulus to reach higher 
artistic outcomes.  

According to his journal, Borgese commenced a systematic 
study of Dante in 1933, the year in which he openly declared his 
antifascism. He did not approach the Florentine poet as a conven-
tional topic within the frame of Italian Studies, but rather as a dy-
namic model to understand the experience of antifascist emigra-
tion—which was becoming frighteningly common in the mid-
1930s.  

As he jotted down in his journal on October 25th, 1935, 
Dante was a fellow companion in exile who needed to be under-
stood and avenged:  
 

Il compito di un uomo oggi sarebbe: vendicare Dante; cioè; essere un 
Dante risuscitato e vittorioso.17  

 
Moving to Chicago in the summer of 1936, Borgese made Dante 
the focus of his first academic course in the Midwest. On October 
15th, 1936, he declared that his purpose in the United States was to 
recreate, with the necessary adaptations of the mind, Dante’s 

 
16 Giuseppe A. Borgese, Cinque diari americani (1928-1933) (Florence: Gonnelli, 
2020), 455. Translation: “I believe that no other Italian writer has studied Dante lesser 
than me; but I also believe that nobody has ever reincarnated him better than me 
(virtually, I mean: a little of Dante) in his aesthetic, poetic, political, and religious 
viewpoints.” 
17 Giuseppe A. Borgese, Diario VI, unpublished, Fondo Borgese, Biblioteca Umani-
stica dell’Università degli studi di Firenze, I/1.6 Cc 1-241. Translation: “The task of 
a man today should be: to vindicate Dante, as to say to be a reborn and victorious 
Dante.” 
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experience.18 At this point, his interest in the life and work of the 
Florentine poet was ready to overflow the boundaries of literary 
erudition. 
 
4. On Dante Criticism (1936) 

Borgese’s peculiar approach to Dante left relevant traces in his aca-
demic production. In 1936, he put together three years of persistent 
study in a well-received lecture presented at the Dante Society of 
America: On Dante Criticism was a noteworthy report on the latest 
Italian contributions to the field, with a convincing commentary 
upon Gentile, Papini, Barbi, and Croce’s most recent essays.19  

This work must be considered Borgese’s first major contri-
bution to Italian Studies in America. The author—a flamboyant 
critic, gifted with a magnificent style both in Italian and in Eng-
lish—manages to keep a sober tone, even though he sometimes fails 
to hide his approval of Gentile’s and Barbi’s interpretations of the 
Divine Comedy. While observing with curiosity the bizarre essay 
of his old friend Papini, he thoroughly criticizes the analysis of his 
former mentor Benedetto Croce.20 In the third chapter of his fa-
mous essay La poesia di Dante (1921), the Neapolitan philosopher 
stated that “the representation of the other world” in the Divine 
Comedy “was not the intrinsic subject of his poem, its generative 
or dominant motive.” Investigating Dante’s inspiration, Croce ar-
gued:  
 

He was not, properly speaking, composing poetry, since the necessary 
and creative motive is lacking. […] This work of Dante’s might perhaps 
be correctly called a “theological” or an “ethico-politico-theological” 

 
18 Giuseppe A. Borgese, Diario VI, unpublished, Fondo Borgese, Biblioteca Umani-
stica dell’Università degli studi di Firenze, I/1.6. 
19 Giuseppe A. Borgese, “On Dante Criticism,” Annual Report of the Dante Society, 

no. 52-54 (1936): 19-70. The essays are: 1) Giovanni Gentile, Frammenti di Estetica 
e Letteratura (Lanciano: Carabba, 1920), 205-95; 2) Giovanni Papini, Dante Vivo, 
(Firenze: Libreria Editrice Fiorentina, 1933); 3) Michele Barbi, “I nostri propositi,” 
Studi Danteschi 1, (1920): 1-26; 4) Benedetto Croce, La Poesia di Dante (Bari: La 
Critica, 1921).  
20 In the essay La poesia di Dante (Bari: La Critica, 1921), 1-3, Croce asks the reader 
a simple question: “Is there any reason why Dante’s poetry should be read and judged 
differently from other poetry?.” He then later answers by stating: “Dante’s work, in 
its admittedly significant philosophic and practical aspects, affords rich material, far 
richer than the work of most poets, some of whom present almost no material at all 
for such interpretation. But the difference between him and the others in this respect 
is always simply one of quantity, and there is nothing ‘unique’ about him along these 
lines at all.” 
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romance, by analogy with “scientific” or “socialistic” romances of re-

cent times.21  

 
Basing his reasoning on the premise that Dante’s Comedy is not 
entirely a work of art, Croce was bound to affirm that the “struc-
ture” of the poem must be considered “of but little importance” in 
the artistic outcome of the poem: 
 

A somewhat rhetorical admiration is often bestowed upon the “archi-
tecture” of the Comedy, its sureness of line, its proportions, its “eu-
rythmia,” the mathematical correspondences to be found in the con-
struction of the three kingdoms and in their physical and moral topog-

raphy. This is a favorite subject for lecturers, who are led to talk or-
nately of the “aesthetic beauty” of the poem’s structure, a sort of beauty 
additional to the other beauty of “the thing itself,” as it is sometimes 
called.  
[…] Thus it seems clear how structural parts of the Comedy should be 
treated and how much attention should be paid to them. They should 
not be treated as pure poetry, nor rejected as unsuccessful poetry, but 
rather respected as practical necessities, while we go in search of poetry 
elsewhere.22  

 
In his 1936 report, Borgese turned Croce’s point upside-down, 
foreshadowing the direction of his analysis:   
 

The structural beauty is the highest value of the Divine Comedy. […] 
The only distinctive mark of Dante, if any, is the ratio between the 
power of his genius and the bulkiness of the obstacles which he con-
tinually piles against himself, and continually overpowers. […] For the 
rest, he shares with all the others the destiny of the struggle of beauty, 
which is never, in human work, the Absolute of the Beautiful.23  

 
“Structural beauty,” far from being a flaw in the Divine Comedy, 
must be intended as its most valuable trait.  
 
5. Goliath (1937) 

After having delivered his lecture On Dante Criticism, Borgese 
started working on an ambitious project that was destined to be-
come his most successful American book: the essay Goliath. The 
March of Fascism. Published in 1937, the book articulates a fasci-
nating theory on the intellectual origins of fascism, in which Mus-
solini’s movement is depicted as the modern outcome of long-term 

 
21 Benedetto Croce, La poesia di Dante (Bari: La Critica, 1921), 85.  
22 Ibid., 99-103.  
23 Borgese, “On Dante Criticism,” 70.   
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trends that had been accumulating in the Italian society since the 
Middle Ages.24  

In the foreword, Borgese states that the purpose of his work 
is “to outline the characters of some of the personalities and the 
course of some of the passions which have carried us where we 
are,” which is on the brink of another world war.25 He claims that 
fascism, “the Great Involution,” cannot be interpreted “merely as 
an episode of Italian history,” but rather as a long-lasting phenom-
enon that had indeed originated in a peripheral area of Europe but 
had rapidly found fertile ground in the entire continent. His main 
point is that “it is impossible to acquire an understanding of the 
contemporary world and a clear consciousness of what should be 
our political and social purposes for the near future without a 
knowledge of the essence and origin of Fascism in its homeland, 
Italy.”26  

The first chapter, entitled Italian Background, offers a histor-
ical portrait of the so-called “spirit of Italy” from its formation in 
the Middle Ages to the present day. Among the great personas that 
shaped the cultural physiognomy of the country, the figure of 
Dante is simply towering, for he appears as none other than the 
“builder” of the national identity:  
 

The Italian nation rose, as did all others in Europe, about the close of 
the Middle Ages; but its birth was different. Italy was not the creation 
of kings and warriors; she was the creature of a poet, Dante. The for-
eigners that identify Italy with Dante are essentially right. […] It is 
hardly an exaggeration to hold that he was to Italy what Moses may 
have been to Israel.27  

 
Among many clever definitions of Dante, this one is particularly 
intriguing. While describing the “spirit” of Italy, Borgese repeat-
edly places the Italians in a somewhat “privileged” position, for the 
people that were able to create Rome (the Universal Empire) and 
Florence (the Renaissance) must be recognized as the spiritual 
guide of mankind: this supposed extraordinariness of the Italian 
people allows Borgese to build a parallel with the “chosen people” 
of the Old Testament. In this respect, Dante is considered an “Ital-
ian Moses” because he was the founder of a new nation in exile—
a nation that had to rely on a sacred book, the Divine Comedy, for 
its linguistic and cultural identity.  

 
24 Borgese, Goliath. The March of Fascism (New York: Viking, 1937).  
25 Ibid., 3. 
26 Ibid., 4. 
27 Ibid., 7. 
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Numerous pages are then dedicated to the life and work of 
this “Italian Moses.” Dante’s experience as an exile is presented in 
a very interesting way:  
  

In the first years of Dante’s exile, there was still some hope of recon-
quering the mother city, either by the change of fortunes or by force 
of arms. Later, hope also vanished, and Dante was alone with his work. 
[…] Now that sentimental disaster was matched by political and social 
disgrace, other personages arose in another field of his imagination, a 
negative climax. They were the wicked Florentines and the bad popes. 
He remembered the promise at the close of The New Life, and started 
a larger building, the largest possible: a Paradise for his love, a Hell for 
his enemies, a Purgatory for himself, from which, after struggle and 

victory, he was finally to soar. […] So completely, Dante became a 
hero, and could build a world.28  

 
Anyone familiar with Borgese’s biography can see that the author 
is subtly presenting himself as some sort of 20th-century reincarna-
tion of Dante. The bittersweet contemplation of “the first years of 
exile” is a reference to Borgese himself, who did not lose hope of 
going back to Italy until at least October 1934, when he destroyed 
the last bridges he had kept open with the motherland.29 Likewise, 
the image of Dante “alone with his work” reminds us of the aca-
demically stranded Borgese, when he could not but dive into work 
to save himself from depression. Even the “sentimental disaster” of 
Dante’s love life echoes Borgese’s personal history: in 1937 he was 
divorcing from his first wife, Maria Freschi, who was unwilling to 
“share his exile.”30  

All similarities aside, Borgese’s description of Dante is no 
hagiography. He highlights the fallacies of his personality and the 
incongruences in his ideology, and he does that to portray Dante 
as a man, and not as the untouchable idol revered by the tradition:  
 

He misunderstood his times, missed his opportunities, and failed to un-
derstand the future. […] His ruin was the result of a temperament in 
which the emotions and imagination were as high-strung as the organic 
resistance seemed weak.31  

 
Borgese mercilessly criticizes Dante’s political career, calling him a 
“conformist,” a “zealot,” and “an opponent of any change.” He 
also uncovers his early life failures, his “repressed sexual love,” and 

 
28 Ibid., 10. 
29 See Gandolfo Librizzi, No, io non giuro. Le lettere di Giuseppe Antonio Borgese 
a Mussolini (Palermo: Navarra, 2013).  
30 De Seta, American Citizen, 44. 
31 Borgese, Goliath. The March of Fascism, 9. 
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his “frustrated family affections.”32 Only later the author reveals the 
poet’s best quality, recalling in slightly different terms the concept 
of “structural beauty” he had introduced in his lecture On Dante 
Criticism:  
 

The greatest asset of his personality lay in his feeling for the absolute 
proportions of intelligence and beauty, in his love for symmetry and 
unity; in other words, in his genius as a classic master-builder.33 

  
What was originally intended as a brilliant architectural metaphor 
in defense of the Divine Comedy is now enlarged to encompass 
Dante’s entire experience, including hardships, literary works, and 
cultural legacy. “Structural beauty” recurs as a leitmotiv climaxing 
in the accomplishment of the Divine Comedy, a “monument” of 
“unsurpassable majesty and grandeur.”34 This poem clearly shows 
that 
 

symmetry is Dante’s inspiration. In the harmony of the parts with ab-
soluteness and eternity of the whole, he finds revenge for the misery 
and dispersion of his personal life. […] The stability of his castle is ad-
amant.35  

 
Borgese affirms that the Divine Comedy is a philosophically inde-
structible fortress in which Dante managed to preserve the Zeitgeist 
of the late Middle Ages. But the Divine Comedy is also an impres-
sive personal reaction to the “anguish” of mediaeval exile, when 
“expulsion was a curse” far greater than the one experienced by 
contemporary émigrés.36 The twofold magnificence of this poetic 
work made it historically difficult for Italians “to draw a line of 
demarcation between the aesthetic value […] and its theoretical and 
practical authority.”37  

Having systematized the Catholic afterlife, Borgese contin-
ues, Dante felt the need to replicate the “absolute and ultimate per-
fection” of the Divine Comedy in the “political organization of the 
world.” He believed that a new social order was necessary to fix 
the international chaos of the late Middle Ages and to grant stability 
and peace to all mankind. Gradually shifting from literary criticism 

 
32 Ibid. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid., 14.  
35 Ibid., 12. 
36 Ibid., 10.  
37Ibid., 13. 
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to political theory, Borgese dedicates the rest of this section to the 
analysis of Dante’s pamphlet De Monarchia:38  
 

The ultimate axioms upon which his system of Monarchy reposed are 
valid, even to the modern mind, as most of the corollaries that he pre-
tended to deduce from them are crudely wrong. There is nothing to 
object to in Dante’s first principle: namely, that human civilization has 
a unitary goal, and that such goal is the perfectibility of the human 
mind, in knowledge as well as in action. The second axiom is also easily 
acceptable: that, to strive towards that unitary goal, universal peace is 
required, and that universal peace is impossible without a unitary po-
litical organization of mankind. […] There is definitely a modern trend 
in Dante when he assumes that the political and social organization 

must be self-sufficient.39  

 
Far from considering De Monarchia an outdated attempt, Borgese 
believes that Dante is displaying a “definitely modern trend” when 
he argues that the two primary goals of mankind should be “the 
perfectibility of the human mind” and “universal peace.” However, 
the means Dante indicates to reach those goals are inadequate, as 
he looked for political solutions in a mythological past rather than 
in a Utopian future. By fetishizing a Universal Roman Empire that 
never actually existed, he produced a somehow reversed Utopia:  
 

Dante […] started more thoroughly and conscientiously than the Em-
peror Charlemagne to rebuild the Roman Empire. It was a shadow of 
the past and a mirage of the North. […] At the time of Dante the 
medieval Roman Empire was already a lamentable ruin, upon whose 
rotting framework the new, spontaneous breeds of life, national states 
and communes, wildly grew. Dante did not mind. The mirage of the 
North was the most tangible of realities to him. The past was the fu-
ture.40  

 
The schizophrenic pendulum of Dante’s political theory—swing-
ing from his universalistic desire to the harshness of medieval Re-
alpolitik—was destined to have devastating consequences for the 
history of Italy: the country could not develop as a proper nation-
state, adjusting itself as a “compromise between infinite and the 

 
38 It is hard to determine Borgese’s philological approach to this pamphlet. Consider-
ing the frequency of his Latin readings, it is believable that he studied the text in its 
original version. We must also take into consideration the fact that an Italian transla-
tion might not have been easily accessible in the U.S. In any case, whenever he needs 
to quote from an English version, Borgese utilizes Aurelia Henry’s 1904 translation 
(Cambridge: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.). 
39 Borgese, Goliath. The March of Fascism, 17-18. 
40 Ibid., 14.  
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city, between eternity and daily news.”41 An inferiority complex 
sprung from the idolized myth of Rome, becoming the distinctive 
mark of Italian history. Its ultimate perversion, according to Bor-
gese, had assumed the name of fascism.42 Throughout the essay, 
Italy is portrayed in generally negative terms: it is a “phantom,” an 
abortive and short-lived country incapable of pairing its aesthetic 
accomplishments with acceptable political development.43 Bor-
gese’s dissatisfaction was fueled by recent events, in particular the 
outbreak of the Ethiopian War and the inefficient reaction of the 
League of Nations.  

A complex and peculiar essay, Goliath can be placed some-
where between the historical dissertation and the political tract, 
with surprising excursuses in the genres of memoir, biography, and 
even fictional novel. It has the merit of introducing to the Ameri-
can reader—in many cases for the first time—some of the most 
significant personalities of Italian history, such as Dante, Cola di 
Rienzo, Machiavelli, Garibaldi, De Sanctis, and Crispi. Four hun-
dred pages are then dedicated to the life and work of Benito Mus-
solini, who is introduced as the protagonist of an ironic Bildungs-
roman that offers a fresh, propaganda-free, image of Il Duce.  

In the Epilogue, Borgese puts aside the objectivity of his 
analysis and tries to forecast the destiny of Europe. His considera-
tions are dark and sinister:  
 

Should Fascism win a world war, then the blackness of the coming age 
would make the so-called Dark Ages of the past seem as bright as sun-
shine. […] No interest has been saved, no feeling has been spared by 
Fascism, and all fine things of earth and sky have been defiled.44  

 
But surprisingly, the book ends on an optimistic tone:  
 

 
41 Ibid., 19. 
42 Borgese’s unorthodox link between Dante a fascist ideology was heavily criticized 
in 1946, when the first translations of Goliath appeared in Italy. He defended his 
position in Giuseppe A. Borgese, Golia. La marcia del fascismo, trans. Doletta O. 
Caprin (Milan: Mondadori, 1946), 1-17: “Dante, quello delle prime pagine del libro, 
non è il Dante di molti lettori – né dell’autore, oggi. […] Ma riman vero che nella 
genesi e nello sviluppo del nazional-fascismo Dante, inteso più o meno a modo loro, 
fu stimolo potente a quelli che delirarono di un nuovo Impero Romano, sacro o no. 
[…] Oggi, cadute quelle chimere e in un orrore di cui nessuna epoca ebbe presenti-
mento, riemerge in pieno la validità della concezione fondamentale di Dante: la so-
cietà universale, ordinata in una legge comune di giustizia e libertà verso la perfetti-
bilità intellettuale e pratica di tutto il genere umano.”  
43 Borgese, Goliath. The March of Fascism, 22.  
44 Ibid., 467. 
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Dawn, however, will rise, in days or generations. […] A new earth and 

society is rising in the will and imagination of man. This society will 
fuse all the older religions in a common belief enlightened by the free-
dom of philosophy and science. […] Of all fading fatherlands one 
Brotherland will be made, for men to fight united, according to Leo-
pardi’s testamentary hymn, their common enemies, untamed Nature 
and Death.  
This is Utopia. But what is man’s earth if not the place predesigned for 
Utopia?45  

  
This heartening reference to Utopia, as we will see, was not just an 
effortless cliché. Supposing that another world war would break 
out anyway, Borgese had already started to imagine a post-war so-
ciety, hopefully without fascism, based on the democratic premises 
of equity and freedom.  

Goliath was Borgese’s first wide-ranging publication in the 
United States. He believed that his essay was powerful enough to 
influence American public opinion, at that time firmly isolationist 
and still sympathetic to Mussolini’s fascism. Of course, a dense 
work on the «spirit of Italy» was not even remotely adequate to 
modify the course of the American political debate. Demanding 
too high results from his work, Borgese found himself disappointed 
with the outcome of Goliath.   
 
6. The Time of Wrath (1938-1945) 

Less than a year after Goliath’s publication, Borgese’s political re-
sentment converged in a new lecture entitled The Wrath of Dante. 
Delivered in front of the Medieval Academy of America, it was a 
dignified speech on the importance of anger in Dante’s poetry. 
Questioning the peculiarities of Inferno VII, Borgese supports the 
thesis of a significant temporal discontinuity between the first seven 
cantos of the Divine Comedy and the rest of the poem.46  
Even though the topic appears to be extremely specialized, Borgese 
manages to expand it beyond the rigid boundaries of philology. 
Recalibrating the Argenti episode in the frame of Dante’s biog-
raphy, he argues that  
 

It is certain that between the seventh and the eighth canto there is a 
gap, a stylistic and moral interval, which postulates a decisive crisis of 
the personality with, most probably, an adequate interruption in time. 
It is quite possible that the first seven cantos were composed of inspi-
rations, plans, or even sketches and drafts reaching as far back as Dante’s 
Florentine period. […] It might seem plausible to place them sometime 

 
45 Ibid., 468.  
46 Giuseppe A. Borgese, “The Wrath of Dante,” Speculum 13, (1938): 183-93.  
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during the early stage of Henry VII’s expedition, when collaboration 

with the papacy and a happy political outcome still appeared conceiv-
able.47  

 
Always interested in the personality of the Florentine poet, Borgese 
then adds that  
 

In no other artist, before or after Dante, did the release of anger play 
such a part as in him, and his passion appears to be a decisive compo-
nent in the structure of his originality.48  

 
Even though this passage gives the impression of a marginal state-
ment, it represents a crucial discovery. Borgese is realizing that a 
philosophically justified “release of anger” was the most powerful 
weapon at the disposal of the antifascist émigré. Shortly after having 
delivered his speech, Borgese reflected on “the problem of Dante’s 
anger” in his diaries, and tackled the issue by rereading both Mo-
narchia and Convivio.49  

The epiphany came when the drums of war were echoing all 
over Europe. Elegant essays such as Goliath were simply not good 
enough to help democracy survive. It was necessary to re-enter the 
political arena and fight fascism by any means. It was the time of 
Wrath.  
 
7. Dante and the War  

Disgusted by the accomplishments of the German Blitzkrieg, Bor-
gese understood that he and his fellow antifascist émigrés needed to 
be heard by broader audiences than the ones provided by universi-
ties and liberal magazines. At the end of 1939, he founded the 
Committee on Europe, a think-tank composed of Italian fuori-
usciti, German exiles, and a large majority of American liberal con-
servatives,50 whose purpose was to condense the surviving spiritual 
energies of Europe and place them at the service of the Roosevelt 
Administration.51  

 
47 Ibid., 189.  
48 Ibid., 190.  
49 On December 5th, 1937, while working on the “Dante Paper,” Borgese was reading 
Monarchia I, IV, 2 (in Latin) and Convivio, IV, IV, 2 [Borgese, Diario VI]. 
50 The complete list of authors: Herbert Agar, Frank Aydelotte, Borgese, Hermann 
Broch, Brooks Van Wyck, Ada L. Comstock, William Y. Elliott, Dorothy Canfield 
Fisher, Christian Gauss, Oscar Jàszi, Alvin Johnson, Hans Kohn, Thomas Mann, 
Lewis Mumford, William A. Neilson, Reinhold Niebuhr, and Gaetano Salvemini.  
51 See Ester Saletta, The City of Man. L’utopia democratica di Hermann Broch e il 
contributo politico-ideologico di Giuseppe Antonio Borgese e Gaetano Salvemini 
(Rome: Aracne, 2016).  
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The Committee on Europe met several times in New York 
and Atlantic City. In October 1940, it published a pamphlet enti-
tled The City of Man. A Declaration on World Democracy.52 
Comparing its vision to St. Augustine’s City of God, the group 
pleaded in favor of American military intervention:  
 

There is no compromise or truce in the totalitarian mind, and as it takes 
two to be at war it takes two to be at peace. Whether and when we 
may be called to actual battle may still lie hidden in the alternatives of 
the impending future. But our major choice is no longer ours. War, 
declared or undeclared, actual or virtual, has chosen us.53  

 
Despite being presented as a political manifesto, The City of Man 
breathes messianism and is rich in religious rhetoric.54 Fascism—
and especially its latest manifestation, war—is depicted as an evil 
presence that threatens the goodwill of mankind. Nazism is a “re-
ligion of darkness” that seems to control the “frustrated masses” via 
the spell of Satanic fanatism; the subjugation of Europe is referred 
to as “expiation by tyranny.”55 The Committee also stated that “in 
an era of Apocalypse” it was necessary to call for a new “Millen-
nium”56—the Millennium being of course a renewed idea of de-
mocracy enlightened by the spirit of American humanitarianism:  
 

Universal and total democracy is the principle of liberty and life which 
the dignity of man opposes the principles of slavery and spiritual death 
represented by totalitarian autocracy. No other system can be proposed 
for the dignity of man since democracy alone combines the fundamen-
tal characteristics of law, equality, and justice.  
[…] 
We can have no freedom or safety from ourselves unless we are ready 
to reclaim the world from Fascism, to win the world for a new order—
unless we endow democracy with a fighting spirit, and meanwhile hold 
the fort until the day comes when Goliath meets his David.57  

 
It is difficult to believe that a reference to the biblical story of David 
and Goliath is a sheer coincidence. This obsessive recurrence of an 
ideological Manicheism that opposes the goodness of democracy 
(David) to the wickedness of totalitarianism (Goliath) is a valid 

 
52 Herbert Agar et al., The City of Man. A Declaration on World Democracy (New 
York: Viking, 1941).  
53 Ibid., 14.  
54 See the splendid review of the Committee on Europe’s activities and influence 
made by Adi Gordon and Udi Greenberg, “The City of Man. European émigrés, and 
the Genesis of Postwar Conservative Thought,” Religions 3, (2012): 681-98. 
55 Agar et al., The City of Man, 15-16.  
56 Ibid., 20-21.  
57 Ibid., 61.  
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point in favor of what scholars have already argued, namely that the 
manifesto was drafted almost entirely by Borgese, and that he was 
exploiting the collective authority of the Committee to revive and 
spread the political theory he had expressed in Goliath.58 Also, it 
seems likely that Borgese considered the Committee a symbolic 
David and the City of Man a sling that could smash fascism—or at 
least initiate its ideological collapse.   

Philologically, many tenets are bridging Goliath and The 
City of Man. The most important one is the Dantean concept of 
“structural beauty,” somehow camouflaged but still clearly recog-
nizable as the Utopian destination of mankind. The following ex-
cerpt from the manifesto looks as if it had been extrapolated from 
Goliath:  
 

First of all, we reaffirm that the meaning and the goal of human life, 
individual and collective, are progress and growth in intellect and ac-
tion and that peace, universal peace, is the prerequisite of progress and 
growth.59  

 
The ideological aims of the Committee on Europe recall the «mod-
ern trend» that Borgese singled out in Dante’s political theory. This 
overlap allows us to believe that The City of Man, rather than being 
a “New Testament of Americanism,” should be considered an up-
dated version of Dante’s Monarchia. Even the towering figure of 
President Roosevelt—the ideal addressee of the plea, and at the 
same time last man standing in the trench of democracy—has strik-
ing resemblances to Dante’s Emperor Henry VII.  

The Committee on Europe pursued its political agenda until 
the summer of 1941, but its outcome remained substantially incon-
clusive.60 On a personal level, Borgese’s study of Dante climaxed 
on February 20th, 1943, when he registered in his journal that he 
had carefully reread the entirety of his opera omnia.61 Of course, 
the winter of 1943 represented also a turning point in World War 
II, as the Allies invaded Sicily, the Axis was defeated in Russia, and 
the outcome of the European war became foreseeable. Borgese in-
tensified his activism, writing numerous pamphlets and articles on 
the imminence of fascism’s defeat and the need for a new demo-
cratic order.  

 
58 Saletta, The City of Man. 
59 Agar et al., The City of Man, 20. 
60 Gordon and Greenberg, “The City of Man,” 681-98. 
61 Giuseppe A. Borgese, Diary VII, unpublished, Fondo Borgese, Biblioteca Umani-
stica dell’Università degli studi di Firenze, I/1.8 Cc. 1-182. 
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Fighting the ideology of totalitarianism, Borgese had looked 
at Dante furens as a model of stubbornness, hope, and activism. 
However, in the spring of 1945, the time of Wrath was coming to 
an end: post-war Europe was physically and spiritually in ruins, and 
Borgese—together with many other émigrés—felt responsible for 
the destiny of the place he had left a long time ago. In the short 
term, he believed that the most immediate priority was to prevent 
the outbreak of another war since the Soviet Union and the United 
States were already drifting apart. In the long term, he thought that 
in the long run, it would have been necessary to create a new so-
ciety built on the premises of democratic representation. For these 
reasons, he dismissed the model of the «infernal» Dante and shifted 
towards the «symmetric genius» of the political thinker, the great 
architect of State and Language.  
It was the time of Utopia.  
 
8. The Time of Utopia (1946-1952) 

Borgese was appalled to discover that the Manhattan Project which 
brought destruction over Hiroshima and Nagasaki was being de-
veloped in the same city, Chicago, where he was teaching Dante 
and preaching for a new and peaceful world order. This painful 
paradox convinced him to take an official stand against nuclear 
weapons and to work in favor of a new political system to prevent 
the self-extermination of humanity.  

In the fall of 1945, three University of Chicago professors—
Richard McKeon, Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins, and Borgese 
himself—came up with the idea of founding a new committee to 
examine the best political outcome for the post-war era. As the 
number of participants settled around fifteen, the group renamed 
itself Committee to Frame a World Constitution and declared 
world federalism its main purpose.62 From November 1945 to July 
1947, the Committee held 13 meetings and produced 145 docu-
ments totaling over 4,500 pages: this enormous amount of work 
prepared the ground for the realization of the Preliminary Draft of 
a World Constitution, a pseudo-legal document to be submitted to 
the United Nations as a concrete step towards a federal world re-
public.  

 
62 A letter by Giuseppe A. Borgese to Chancellor Robert M. Hutchins (November 
30th, 1945) confirms that the three had been having conversations about a “Commit-
tee” or “Institute,” necessarily linked to the University of Chicago, to deal with the 
problem of “World Government” (Robert Hutchins Papers, Box 306, Folder 3, Uni-
versity of Chicago Library). 
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As the Chicago group officially declared on September 17, 
1947,  
 

[Our] ambition or hope was and is to do [our] part in taking down to 
earth or, so to speak, spelling out, the general movement for World 
Government that has been growing, not always in definite shapes, dur-
ing these years. The problems of the World Government are hard and 
intricate. The Committee felt that these problems can be best clarified 
in a constitutional design, intended as a concrete picture to show what 
a Federal Republic of the World, under certain conceivable circum-
stances, might look like. Thus visualized in an exact frame of govern-
ment and law, the Republic of the World does not look so absurd—
“utopian” is the word—as defeatism maintains. […] To create those 

circumstances is beyond the power of any individual or group, and this 
Committee is not a guild of miracle makers.63  

 
In the summer of 1947, a tentative version of the Preliminary Draft 
was circulated among a small group of “experts and leaders” to ob-
tain technical improvements. Around the same time (July 1947), 
the Committee expanded its range of action by inaugurating the 
monthly magazine Common Cause, whose goal was to spread the 
ideology of world government in post-war United States and Eu-
rope.64 As Silvia Bertolotti claimed, Common Cause was the most 
influential periodical in the world federalist movement, with a 
readership of 2,000 subscribers in the U.S. and hundreds more all 
over the world—not only in Europe, but also in China, India, 
South America, the Soviet Union, and Japan.65 The monthly wel-
comed contributions from famous writers such as Thomas Mann, 
André Gide, Jacques Maritain, Albert Camus, and Ignazio Silone, 
and comments by renowned world federalists, such as Altiero Spi-
nelli, Piero Calamandrei, Lewis Mumford, and Albert Einstein.  

As Stefano Magni maintained, Common Cause mirrors with 
accuracy the evolution of the world government movement from 
its hopeful post-war premises to the failures of 1951-1952.66 As a 
welcoming arena for debate, the monthly contributed to the for-
mation of a clearer ideology for world federalism, and at the same 
time helped the Chicago Committee to gain a leading position 

 
63 Robert M. Hutchins et al., “Preliminary Draft of a World Constitution,” Common 
Cause 1, no. 9 (March 1948): 325-27. 
64 Giuseppe A. Borgese stated the mission of the magazine in his first editorial, “One 
World and Seven Problems,” Common Cause 1, no.1 (July 1947): 3-6. 
65 Silvia Bortolotti, La rosa dell’esilio. Giuseppe Antonio Borgese dal mito europeo 
all’utopia americana (1931-1959) (Trento: Fondazione Museo Storico del Trentino, 
2013), 250.  
66 Stefano Magni, G. A. Borgese. Dal nazionalismo al federalismo (Pasian di Prato: 
Campanotto, 2021).  
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among the numerous organizations that were being founded 
around the globe.  

In the wide range of authors upon which the Committee 
based its ideological premises, Dante represented one of the funda-
mental pillars. Even though his old-fashioned dream of a World 
Empire was no longer viable, the Utopian example he set in De 
Monarchia was believed to be a quintessential anticipation of the 
contemporary world federalist movement. The first mention of 
Dante in Common Cause appeared as early as the second issue of 
August 1947, where he is identified as a “precursor” of World Gov-
ernment.67 In the fourth issue of the first year, one finds another 
quote from De Monarchia, paired with a consideration by lawyer 
Charles H. McIlwain: both excerpts are used in favor of a world 
constitution.68 In the ninth issue, another quote from Dante’s De 
Monarchia appears in a group of ten aphorisms—a rather eclectic 
ensemble, that goes from the Act of the Apostles to Simon Bolí-
var—generally referring to Utopia.69 In the tenth, eleventh and 
twelfth issues, Borgese renewed his interest in Dante in a three-part 
article, in which he considered again his Monarchia a preliminary 
stage of the contemporary attempts to frame a world constitution.70 

In the spring of 1948—three years after the foundation of the 
Committee and almost one year after the publication of the first 
issue of Common Cause—the group announced the definitive ver-
sion of the Preliminary Draft of a World Constitution. Over the 
course of thirty-six months, a surprisingly high number of writers, 
jurists, economists, statesmen, and political thinkers had been in-
volved or consulted in various degrees to improve a document that 
could demonstrate the feasibility of world government.71  

The book is quite interesting in many respects. Dante’s in-
fluence goes literally from cover to cover, as the first page is de-
voted to a picture of the Committee’s office in Chicago captioned 
with a quote from Purgatorio XVI (“…Of the True City at least 
the Tower”), and the third to last page, entitled Concordances, 
welcomes another excerpt from De Monarchia:  
 

 
67 Common Cause 1, no. 2 (August 1947): 71. 
68 Common Cause 1, no. 4 (October 1947): 150.  
69 “From the Parliament of Man,” Common Cause 1, no. 9 (March 1948): 323.  
70 Giuseppe A. Borgese, “Considerations on Germany,” Common Cause 1, no. 10, 
(April 1948): 374-82; Borgese, “Foundations of the World Republic. A Commentary 
on the Preliminary Draft I-II,” Common Cause 1, no. 11-12 (May-June 1948): 411-
21; 450-61.  
71 Hutchins et al., “Preliminary Draft,” 321-46.   
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O race of men, in what storms and losses, in what shipwrecks must 

thou needs be tossed, so long as, a beast of many heads, thou strivest 
after different things, and hearest not what sounds to thee through the 
trumpet of the Holy Spirit. “Behold how good and how pleasant it is 
for brethren to dwell together in unity.”72  

 
The Preliminary Draft is composed of three distinct parts. It begins 
with a Foreword (written by Borgese and Robert Redfield) affirm-
ing that the Constitution must be intended as a “proposal to his-
tory,”  
 

In the sense that it designs a tentative pattern of social and political 

behavior along whose lines the society of man if it chooses to survive 
and grow, can be expected to meet conditions favorable to survival and 
growth.73  

 
 The second section is a poetic Preamble, in which the charismatic 
and assertive style of Borgese becomes recognizable:  
 

The people of the earth having agreed 
 that the advancement of man 
in spiritual excellence and physical welfare 
is the common goal of mankind;  
 that universal peace is the prerequisite  

for the pursuit of that goal;  
 that justice in turn is the prerequisite of peace,  
and peace and justice stand or fall together;  
 that iniquity and war inseparably spring  
from the competitive anarchy of the national states;  
 that therefore the age of nations must end, 
and the era of humanity begin;  
 
the governments of the nations have decided  
 to order their separate sovereignties  
in one government of justice,  
to which they surrender their arms;  
 and to establish, as they do establish,  
this Constitution 
as the covenant and fundamental law 
of the Federal Republic of the World.74  

 
A mixture of poetic and political Utopia, this Preamble sums up 
the Committee’s idea of a supranational federal republic whose 

 
72 Dante, Monarchia, Book I, Chapter XVI. 
73 Hutchins et al., “Preliminary Draft,” 327.  
74 Ibid., 329. 
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highest purpose coincides once again with the one Dante de-
manded of his Universal Empire.  

The third part consists of the Constitution itself and reaches 
a remarkable level of complexity in juridical and political terms. 
Nevertheless, even in this “scientific” section the presence of Dante 
remains relevant: for instance, the figure of the President of the 
World Republic appears to be modeled partly on Roosevelt’s Long 
Administration and partly on Dante’s Universal Emperor.  

The official publication of the Preliminary Draft of a World 
Constitution in March 1948 raised an intense debate inside and 
outside the world federalism movement. Common Cause pub-
lished both positive and negative reviews, allocating a fair number 
of pages to the ones in disagreement. From this point on, his articles 
and commentaries became more cautious, for the pars construens 
needed to be refined and improved through criticism. This is prob-
ably why Dante appears to be cited less frequently: one must wait 
until the third issue of the second year (October 1948) to read again 
his name in a threefold article by Borgese. Commenting on the first 
reactions to the Preliminary Draft, the Sicilian reaffirms the link 
between Dante’s and the Committee’s ideology, as they both be-
lieved that universal peace was of the utmost importance:  
 

A rigorous demonstration of the supremacy of peace was provided by 
Dante—himself a fighter, body, and soul—in the opening pages of the 
One World book he inappropriately called Monarchy.  

 
The Committee shared not only Dante’s short-term objective but 
the long-term one as well:  
 

The goal of civilization as a whole, [Dante] states, Chapter III, is the 
realizing of all the potentialities of the human mind; and this demands 
the harmonious development and cooperation—the federal union, we 
would translate—of the several members of the universal body politic. 
[…] Evidently, the writers of our Preamble [to the Preliminary Draft 
of a World Constitution] had the Dantean passage in mind.75  

 
Of course, Borgese adds, the Committee must always keep Dante’s 
example in mind, acknowledging his failures and modernizing his 
Utopian élan to make it feasible for the contemporary world:  
 

For all the reverence due to the most representative architect of the 
Middle Ages, for all our indebtedness to his structure, the foundations 
of our World Republic cannot coincide stone for stone with those of 

 
75 Giuseppe A. Borgese, “Foundations of the World Republic. A Commentary to the 
Preliminary Draft III,” Common Cause 2, no. 3 (October 1948): 92.  
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Dante’s world government. […] Our city of man has much in it that 

is unfinished and unfinishable. Its faith rests on—and rises to action 
from—the anticipation of largely unpredicted stages of evolutions none 
of which is final. Its symbolism cannot possibly culminate in anything 
as absolute as that other city’s tower, or gothic pinnacle.76  

 
This passage is philologically illuminating, for it helps to connect 
Goliath (Dante as an “architect”) with The City of Man (directly 
mentioned) and the Committee to Frame a World Constitution. 
Plus, it demonstrates that Borgese’s group, far from pretending to 
design a constitutional monolith, intended to outline a flexible doc-
ument that may enlighten the path toward a world government.  

The subsequent mention of Dante can be found in the tenth 
issue of the second year (May 1949), as a closure to two addresses 
by Robert M. Hutchins.77 The last significant mention appears on 
the third issue of the third year (October 1949), in which Dante is 
extensively referred to in the Report on the Goethe Bicentennial 
Convocation in Aspen, Colorado, where Borgese and other mem-
bers of the Committee delivered political speeches in what was 
technically a festival of literature and music.78 In his Message of 
Goethe—opening lecture of the event—Borgese hazarded a paral-
lelism between Goethe and Dante as One-Worlders:  
 

[Goethe] whose keywords Weltliteratur, Weltbund, Weltfrömmigkeit, 
World Literature, World League, World Piety, are inscribed on the 
halls of his educational castles, should be with those among us who are 
One-Worlders. No matter how much of his distaste for nationalism 
was derived from a diehard loyalty to the European unities of medieval 
and humanistic tradition, a vanishing past, how much of it was inspired 
by a sense of the future, he could not but be interested in our planning 
for a World Republic to take the place of the Dantean universal mon-
archy which perished, if it ever had lived.79  

 
The speech aligns with Borgese’s efforts to create a “One World 
Pantheon” demonstrating the “natural” inclination of mankind to-
wards a unified society under a unified government.  

Both the Committee to Frame a World Constitution and its 
monthly Common Cause ceased to exist in July 1951. Many events 
led to the end of the enterprise: first and foremost, the resignation 

 
76 Ibid., 94. 
77 Robert M. Hutchins, “I. On Five Delusions II. On Catholicism and the World 
State,” Common Cause 2, no. 10 (May 1949): 396.  
78 “Goethe and the Unity of Mankind,” Common Cause 3, no. 3 (October 1949): 
113-32. 
79 Giuseppe A. Borgese, “The Message of Goethe,” Common Cause 3, no. 3 (Octo-
ber 1949): 117.  
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of Robert Hutchins as Chancellor of the University of Chicago, 
which exposed the group to financial uncertainties; second, the ex-
plosion of the Soviet atomic bomb, which demolished the hopes 
of world federalists all over the world;80 third, the outbreak of the 
Korean War, that unequivocally split the international community 
into two non-communicant hemispheres.   

Looking panoramically at the forty-eight issues of Common 
Cause, one notices that, apart from five quotes coming from five 
different writers, every other reference to Dante is encapsulated in 
Borgese’s articles. Without any doubt, the element that fascinated 
him the most was Dante’s proximity to Utopia: the simple fact that 
he had engineered a new political system that stood practically no 
chance of becoming alive was more than enough to fuel Borgese’s 
passion for “structural beauty.” Furthermore, in the remarkable 
gathering of “precursors” of One World, Dante required special 
attention, for his exile bore numerous similarities to the uprooted-
ness of many contemporary antifascists—or at least to the one of 
Borgese himself. At the beginning of the 14th century, the Floren-
tine poet stared at the hopeless landscape of Northern Italy with the 
same despair as the émigrés who observed the collapse of Europe 
in 1939. Likewise, Dante dreamed of a perfect political Utopia for 
the redemption of Christianity with the same enthusiasm as the an-
tifascists who, six centuries later, were looking for a new political 
organization for Europe and the rest of the world.  
 
9. Foundations of the World Republic (1951-1953) 

Even after the collapse of the world federalist movement, Borgese 
kept working on his idea of a metaphysical architecture for man-
kind. His last and most ambitious work, entitled Syntax, planned 
to encompass the complexity of the human spirit in a trilogy deal-
ing with politics, poetry, and religion.81 However, the author’s sud-
den death on December 4th, 1952, interrupted the work at his first 
book, entitled Foundations of the World Republic.82  

 
80 A letter that Elisabeth Mann Borgese, wife and collaborator of Giuseppe A. Borgese, 
wrote to Robert Hutchins on January 30th, 1950, reads as follows: “It is quite possible 
that the Hydrogen bomb means for the world government movement as invigorating 
a shock as did the Hiroshima bomb.” This demonstrates that hopes were still high 
despite the worsening international relations (Robert Hutchins Papers, Box 109, 
Folder 8). 
81 Bortolotti, La rosa dell’esilio, 250.  
82 Giuseppe A. Borgese, Foundations of the World Republic (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1953).  
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It is genuinely challenging to describe this essay.83 Its three 
sections deal respectively with the concepts of Peace and War, Jus-
tice, and Power. As Stefano Magni pointed out, the first half of the 
book had already appeared in various issues of Common Cause,84 
thus implying that Borgese was systematizing his editorials in a uni-
tary frame, as he used to do with his articles on literary criticism. 
The second half of the essay seems quite original and generally less 
related to world events. Placed somewhere between a late theori-
zation of the world federalist movement and a grandiose attempt to 
create a new political Utopia, Foundations of the World Republic 
presents itself as an out-of-date essay, where the distinction be-
tween literature and political theory is often unclear.  

The first arrangement between Borgese and the University 
of Chicago Press for the publication of this essay is dated June 
1950—a time in which it was not yet unreasonable to believe in 
world government as a valid alternative to the Cold War. As the 
author pointed out in a letter to Rollin D. Hemens, Director of the 
Publishing House, Foundations of the World Republic was origi-
nally conceived “as a systematic commentary on the Chicago Pre-
liminary Draft,” later enriched with philosophical and political con-
siderations on a much broader scale.85  

Several delays forced the publication to be postponed to the 
spring of 1952—a time in which most of the prominent supporters 
of world federalism, including Borgese himself, had abandoned 
their political activism. Concerned by the long wait, Hayden Car-
ruth, Associate Editor of the University of Chicago Press, wrote to 
Borgese that even if the publishing house was still backing the con-
tract,  
 

The developing crisis in world affairs, will I am afraid, kill a good deal 
of the interest in your work, unless the next two years take a much 
more encouraging turn that seems likely now.86  

 
At this point, a less authoritative writer would have probably seen 
his contract terminated, but Borgese had a prominent position at 
the University of Chicago and a significant influence on the cultural 
life of the city. In another letter to Rollin D. Hemens, the Sicilian 
defended the value of his work: 

 
83 Bortolotti, La rosa dell’esilio, 278-79. 
84 Magni, G. A. Borgese dal nazionalismo al federalismo.  
85 Letter by Giuseppe A. Borgese to Rollin D. Hemens, January 9th, 1951 (University 
of Chicago Press Records, Box 63, Folder 5).  
86 Letter by Hayden Carruth to Giuseppe A. Borgese, January 5th, 1951 (University 
of Chicago Press Records, Box 63, Folder 5). 
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It is my feeling at this moment that the events are too fluid not to affect 
the frame and context of the book. Foundations of the World Republic 
could either be a treatment of forthcoming possibilities in the direction 
of world government or the attempt at establishing a pattern that may 
be valid both as a summary of the past and as a suggestion to a future 
generation. The model for a book intended to act on the present or 
predictably near future is provided, say, in the Federalist. A model for 
a more detached and ideological book is provided, at the highest level, 
in Dante’s Monarchia.87  

 
Once again, Dante pops up as a model of “the highest level” in 
Borgese’s political theory.  

In the tortuous editing of Foundations of the World Repub-
lic, the manuscript was heavily criticized by an anonymous peer 
reviewer who suggested cutting more than two hundred and sixty 
pages to transform it into a much clearer “political tract.”88 After 
having received the reviewer’s report, Borgese furiously protested 
with the publisher, arguing that 
 

I did not plan or write a “political tract.” My book is, within the limits 
of my power, a Tractatus Theologicus-Politicus or, within the limits 
of my power, a Republica Universalis as a counterpart to Dante’s world 
Monarchia. To obliterate from my book the theological-evolutionary 

“discursions” would be tantamount to what would be the obliteration 
of the Biblical or of the Roman-Christian discursions from Spinoza.89  

 
Almost fifteen years after his first original interpretation of De Mo-
narchia, Borgese ultimately proposes a “counterpart” to the Dan-
tean essay, adding that in a unified perception of the world the dis-
tinctions among politics, literature, religion, and science were in-
significant.   

Even though Borgese promised to deliver the manuscript be-
fore June 30th, 1952, the work was far from being finished when 
the author passed away on December 4th, 1952. To celebrate his 
legacy, Robert Redfield, together with Borgese’s wife Elisabeth 
Mann, concluded the editing and honored the contract with the 
University of Chicago Press. Foundations of the World Republic 

 
87 Letter by Borgese to Hemens.  
88 The peer reviewer was Bert Hoselitz. In a letter to Morton Grodzins, he claimed 
that the author of Foundations, “for someone who is so much interested in peace, 
seems often needlessly belligerent” (University of Chicago Press Records, Box 63, 
Folder 5). 
89 Letter by Giuseppe A. Borgese to Morton Grodzins, general manager of the Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, June 14th, 1952 (University of Chicago Press Records, Box 
63, Folder 5). 
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was published in the first months of 1953: in the foreword, Red-
field defines it as “a strange and wonderful book,” in which “prob-
lems of political action are expressed and resolved in metaphysical 
speculation, and both are lifted on wings of poetry.”90  
Despite Redfield’s passionate introduction, Borgese’s latest work 
had little to no circulation.91 According to a letter written by Elis-
abeth Mann Borgese in 1954, the book had sold only 243 copies 
in a year—a merciless mirror of the outdated ideas it expressed.92  
 
10.  Dante and His Time (1953) 
As Secretary General of the Committee to Frame a World Consti-
tution and editor of Common Cause, Borgese had been absorbed 
by the world federalist enterprise for more than six years. He en-
gaged in highly theoretical debates, intervened in international 
conferences, and participated in radio discussions and roundtables. 
Dante was his most cited author as well as his most influential guide.  
A conclusive testimony of his importance comes from a posthu-
mous article published in September 1953 with the title Dante and 
His Time.93 As one reads in the first footnote, this contribution was 
a condensed version of “a larger and more comprehensive essay on 
Dante” that would have served as the introduction to a new English 
translation of the Divine Comedy. However, according to the 
Dante Society of America, such translation—and consequently 
Borgese’s introduction—was never published in the United 
States.94  

Dante and His Time describes with accuracy the interpene-
tration of personal history, world events, and literature that 

 
90 Borgese, Foundations of the World Republic, VII.  
91 Bortolotti, La rosa dell’esilio, 279.  
92 In this letter by Elisabeth Mann Borgese to Morton Grodzins, February 20th, 1954, 
one reads as follows: “Some time ago I received a Report of Sales on Foundations, 
and it results that 243 copies had been sold. I had not expected much of a sale, because 
it is a difficult book; but it seems a little indeed. And I have not seen any reviews at 
all. Are there any?” (University of Chicago Press Records, Box 63, Folder 6). 
93 Giuseppe A. Borgese, “Dante and His Time,” Diogenes 1, no. 4 (September 1953): 
1-16.  
94 Ibid., 1. As we read in Anthony Pellegrini, American Dante Bibliography for 1953, 
(https://www.dantesociety.org/american-dante-bibliography-1953), this article is “A 
general but substantial discussion of the major aspects of Dante’s life, thought, and 
masterpiece in relation to his time. The author notes that this an excerpt of a longer 
essay to be published in 1954 as an introduction to an edition of the Divine Comedy 
(Henry Regnery Company) and in Italian translation in a volume of essays by Borgese 
(Mondadori). (There seems to be no record of its appearance in 1954 in either ver-
sion.)” We must correct the information adding that the “larger and more compre-
hensive essay” did appear in the Italian translation in Giuseppe A. Borgese, “Intro-
duzione a Dante,” in Da Dante a Thomas Mann by Borgese, ed. and trans. Giulio 
Vallese (Milan: Mondadori, 1958), 30-58.  
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constituted Borgese’s original reading. Among many interesting re-
marks, the author claims that Dante’s political thought was a “rev-
olutionary fire” destined to bolster the modern conception of the 
State. He then states that the most appropriate translation for the 
Latin title De Monarchia would be World Government, since 
Dante’s Empire was a constitutional monarchy respectful of smaller 
sovereignties and separated from the Church. He then concludes 
his 20-year-long circumnavigation of the Dantean Ocean with his 
signature architectural metaphor:  
 

La breve composizione, non maggiore di un opuscolo – sistemata, inu-
tile dirlo, in tre parti o navate – s’innalza audace dalle sue cripte e dai 

fondamenti di vecchi culti testamentari alle presenti insurrezioni, e al 
di là di queste si volge alle eterne utopie, con uno slancio stupendo che 
senza metafora può dirsi gotico.95  

 
In the end, Borgese firmly believes that Dante is a never-ending 
source of inspiration, even when he produces “optical illusions” 
mistaking the past for the future.96  
 
11.  Final Considerations  

Borgese had always been a strong believer in supranational organi-
zations. At the end of the Great War, he was one of the most en-
ergetic advocates of Wilson’s League of Nations and tried to talk 
some sense into the nationalistic public opinion of post-war Italy. 
His encounter with Dante, which matured slowly during his exile, 
helped him to take a further step in his political theory: instructed 
by the concept of “structural beauty,” he enlarged his Eurocentric 
vision and engineered—with the help of many others—a constitu-
tional design that showed the actual feasibility of a world govern-
ment.  

It is important to remember that Borgese was not pursuing 
some sort of delusional dream. At the end of the second World 
War, many respected scholars and politicians engaged in such the-
oretical a cause as World Government. In 1946, the activities of the 
Committee to Frame a World Constitution were carefully 

 
95 This excerpt comes from the extended Italian version (Giuseppe A. Borgese, “In-
troduzione a Dante,” in Da Dante a Thomas Mann by Borgese, ed. and trans. Giulio 
Vallese [Milan: Mondadori, 1958], 38-40). Translation: “This short composition, 
something like a booklet—divided, needless to say, in three parts or aisles—rises 
boldly from his crypts and from the foundations of the old Testament myths to the 
insurrections of today, and beyond these it turns to eternal Utopias, with a stupendous 
élan that can be considered gothic.” 
96 Giuseppe A. Borgese, “De Republica Universali,” in Da Dante a Thomas Mann 
by Borgese, ed. and trans. Giulio Vallese (Milan: Mondadori, 1958), 275.  
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observed by the U.S. Secretary of State, who asked Borgese to sub-
mit all the documents produced by his group.97 In 1948, the Com-
mittee was convocated by the Indian National Assembly to give 
constitutional advice in terms of world federalism, and around the 
same time, the independent candidate for the U.S. Presidency 
Henry A. Wallace agreed to take world federalism on his political 
platform.98 In 1951, both Borgese and Hutchins were nominated 
for the Nobel Peace Prize in recognition of their efforts as advocates 
of world harmony.  

These outcomes testify that Western public opinion was 
genuinely interested in figuring out the new leading role of the 
United States and the possibility of a world federal republic. Hopes 
were still surprisingly high when the first shot was fired along the 
38° Parallel in Korea, but soon after that, the general feeling among 
the world federalists was one of sadness, distrust, and despair. For 
more than six years, Borgese and his committee had been offering 
a valid alternative to the dangerous partition of the Cold War. In-
spired by Dante’s «structural beauty», they conceived a liberal-con-
servative political system that brought to new life the «modern 
trends» expressed in De Monarchia.   

Borgese and his family moved back to Italy in September 
1952, just two months before his sudden death. He was reinstated 
at the University of Milan and was offered his old job as a columnist 
at Il Corriere della Sera. For the Milanese newspaper, he wrote a 
fictional interview with himself, looking back at his recent activities 
in the U.S. His considerations are unmistakably bitter, but hope is 
still there, as the inevitable byproduct of a long exposition to Uto-
pia:  
 

Fra il ’45 e il ’48 esistevano possibilità che il mondo sentisse ragione, 
traducesse in salvezza la dannazione di Hiroshima. Poi vennero le due 
date nere: 1949, 23 settembre, esplosione atomica russa; 1950, 25 giu-
gno, fuoco in Corea. Esse prostrano la ragione, ma esaltano il destino. 
La repubblica federale del mondo, scritta dalla penna, è, se così ti pare, 

remota; ma il governo unitario del mondo, istituito dalla spada, è pros-
simo come non fu mai.99  

 
97 Letter by William Benton, Assistant Secretary of State, to Giuseppe A. Borgese, 
October 24, 1946 (Robert M. Hutchins Papers, Box 306, Folder 3). 
98 See Thomas W. Devine, Henry Wallace’s 1948 Presidential Campaign and the 
Future of Postwar Liberalism (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2013).  
99 Borgese, “De Republica Universali,” 276. Translation: “From 1945 to 1948, there 
had been concrete chances that the world would listen, translating in salvation the 
damnation of Hiroshima. Then the two black days came: September 23, 1949, Rus-
sian atomic explosion; June 25, 1950, fire in Korea. They prostrate reason, but they 
exalt destiny. For the federal republic of the world, as written by the pen, is still 
remote, but the unified government of the world, as forged by the sword, has never 
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As an Italian scholar, Borgese was never really interested in Medi-
eval literature. Forced into exile, he gradually became a dantista and 
rediscovered the profound message of Dante. He later mixed liter-
ary knowledge and political activism, shaping an original response 
to the fascist threat and later to the early stages of the Cold War. 
His peculiar interpretation of Dante played a significant role in the 
ideology of both the Committee on Europe (1939-1941) and the 
Committee to Frame a World Constitution (1945-1951), while the 
relatively wide distribution of Common Cause helped bring De 
Monarchia in the lively debate of world federalism.  

Apart from visible traces in his articles and letters, Borgese’s 
biggest achievements in the field of Dante Studies were of an im-
material kind. He taught the life and work of Florentine poet to 
hundreds of students across the United States, he modernized the 
American reception of his opera omnia, and he lectured the U.S. 
on the intellectual origins of fascism. On top of it all, he made sure 
that the most useful Utopian elements in Dante’s political theory 
could be an asset to the early Cold War American ideology. He 
believed that “the prophets of Utopia” were necessary to invigorate 
the progress of mankind, and humbly tried to work as one until the 
very last day of his life. 

 
been this close.” Jokingly, Borgese writes “è, se così ti pare,” creating a wordplay on 
the title of Così è se vi pare, Italian drama by Luigi Pirandello (1917). This humorous 
solution has to be read as an acknowledgement of Pirandello’s theatrical characters, 
that undoubtedly are the source inspiration of this sagacious fictional interview.  
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A WORLD TO SEE THE COMEDY BY: TOM PHILLIPS’S 

TRANSMEDIATIONS OF DANTE  
 

MATTIA PETRICOLA, University of L’Aquila 

 

 

 
Between 1976 and 1989, the production of British visual artist Tom Phillips 

(b. 1937) found its main source of inspiration in Dante and particularly in 

his Inferno. This article aims to provide a new approach to the question that 

drives, directly or indirectly, most of the scholarship on Phillips’s reception of 

Dante: how can we best describe the relation between the text of the Com-

edy and the images by Phillips that accompany it? Rather than relying on no-

tions such as “adaptation” and “illustration”—which might prove inadequate 

to account for the text-image relations in Phillips’s works—I would propose 

to interpret Phillips’s reception of Dante as an attempt to create “a world to 

see the Comedy by.” More specifically, the analyses that follow will have four 

objectives. First, I will provide an overview of the transmediation strategies 

deployed by Phillips across his Dante-related projects. Second, I will attempt 

to explain the system of relations that shapes Phillips’s Dante-inspired visual 

world and to show, more in general, how this world ‘works’ by drawing on 

Georges Poulet’s phenomenology of reading and Stanley Fish’s reader-re-

sponse theory. Third, I will argue that Dante’s Inferno should not be seen as 

an illustrated book but rather as a livre d’artiste in which Phillips transmediates 

his aesthetic experience of the Inferno into a visual world whose unique ico-

nography needs, in turn, to be explained to the reader-viewer in the form of 

a commentary. Fourth, I will show how Phillips’s Dantesque visual world and, 

more in general, Phillips’s very identity as an artist depend on his identification 

with Dante himself—or, rather, on his ‘absorption’ of certain traits of Dante’s 

otherworldly journey into the conceptualization of his own life journey. 

 
Keywords: Dante, Adaptation, Illustration, Transmediality, Intermediality, In-
ferno, Tom Phillips 

 
 

  

Introduction  
Between 1976 and 1989, the production of British visual artist Tom 
Phillips1 (b. 1937) found its main source of inspiration in Dante and 
particularly in his Inferno. The two best-known (and most 

 
1 A detailed profile of the artist’s life and work can be found on the Royal Academy 
of Arts’s website: https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/art-artists/name/tom-phillips-
ra#cv (last access: July 2022). 
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researched) outputs of this artistic phase are Dante’s Inferno—an 
artist’s book published in three volumes for Talfourd Press in 1983, 
featuring the text of the Inferno translated into English by Phillips 
himself and 139 illustrations2—and the first eight episodes of A TV 
Dante, directed by Phillips and British director Peter Greenaway as 
part of a fourteen-episode miniseries commissioned by Channel 4 
and aired in Britain between 1990 and 1992. These two products, 
however, are part of a much larger body of Dante-inspired works 
that has rarely been taken into account when discussing Phillips’s 
deep involvement with the Inferno. 

The artist began to be seduced by the idea of creating his 

own version of the Inferno in 1975, when he submitted some pre-

liminary designs for an illustrated edition of the Cantica to the Folio 

Society. The publisher found them too far removed from Dante’s 

narrative to be even considered as illustrations3 and rejected them. 

Phillips then devoted most of his energies to what would become 

Dante’s Inferno, as well as to a number of Dante-inspired works 

that gravitate around this massive endeavor, each with its own 

function and meaning. Such works include the painting Beginning 

to think about Dante (1976/78), the Dante heads drawing series 

(1977), A Dante diary (a series of mixed-media works begun in 

1977 and completed in 1983 with the publication of Dante’s In-

ferno), the 1978 painting Dante in his study (that would later be-

come the cover of Dante’s Inferno), the 1982 painting The Dante 

binding—a portrait of Pella Erskine-Tulloch, with whom Phillips 

designed the binding for the Talfourd Press edition of Dante’s In-

ferno—and the print series I drove my big Mercedes from Stuttgart 

down to Hades and Dante: A Comedy of Errors, published as art-

ist’s books by Talfourd Press respectively in 1989 and 1992. 

While several critical works have explored Dante’s Inferno, 

A TV Dante, and the transmedial processes that catalyzed the pas-

sage from the former to the latter,4 this article demonstrates that it 

 
2 A single-volume trade edition of the book was published in 1985 (Tom Phillips, 
Dante’s Inferno: The First Part of the Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri (New York: 
Thames & Hudson, 1985). All references to Dante’s Inferno in this article will be 
based on the trade edition. 
3 See Tom Phillips, Works and Texts (London: Thames & Hudson, 1992), 227. 
4 A quick bibliographical survey would include, in chronological order: Alan Woods, 
“A New ‘Inferno’: Tom Phillips’s Dante,” The Cambridge Quarterly 18, no. 1 
(1989): 98–104; Huston Paschal, Tom Phillips: Selections from the Ruth and Marvin 
Sackner Archive of Concrete and Visual Poetry, November 17, 1990 - January 13, 
1991 (Raleigh: North Carolina Museum of Art, 1990); Jean-Pierre Barricelli, Dante’s 
Vision and the Artist: Four Modern Illustrators of the “Commedia” (New York: Peter 
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could be possible to shed new light on Phillips’s reception of Dante 

by examining it from a wider perspective, that is, by looking at 

Dante’s Inferno from the viewpoint of all the works that gravitate 

around and interact with it.5 More precisely, I will build on Kerstin 

Blum’s 2016 monograph—which has been, so far, the only attempt 

to provide a wide-ranging overview of Phillips’s Dante-inspired 

works—to provide a new approach to the question that drives, di-

rectly or indirectly, most of the scholarship on Phillips’s reception 

of Dante: how can we best describe the relation between the text 

of the Comedy and the images by Phillips (or, in the case of A TV 

Dante, by Phillips and Greenaway) that accompany it?  

 
Lang, 1992); Nigel Wheale, “Televising Hell: Tom Phillips and Peter Greenaway’s 
TV Dante,” in The Postmodern Arts: An Introductory Reader, ed. Nigel Wheale 
(New York and London: Routledge, 1995), 163-187; Lucy Shortis, “Eroding the 
Darkness: The Art of Tom Phillips,” Letter Arts Review 14, no. 1 (April 1997): 2–
13; Joachim Möller, “Dante, Englisch,” in Dantes Göttliche Komödie. Drucke Und 
Illustrationen Aus Sechs Jahrhunderten, ed. Lutz Malke (Berlin: Staatliche Museen zu 
Berlin, 2000), 153–82; Annick Bergeron, “Quand La Lecture Se Donne En Images,” 
Image & Narrative 3 (2001), http://www.imageandnarrative.be/inarchive/illustra-
tions/anickbergeron.htm (last access: July 2022); Mary A. Caws, “Tom Phillips: 
Treating and Translating,” Mosaic: An Interdisciplinary Critical Journal 34, no. 3 
(2001): 19–33; Andrew Taylor, “Television, Translation, and Vulgarization: Reflec-
tions on Phillips’ and Greenaway’s A TV Dante,” in Dante, Cinema, and Television, 

ed. Amilcare Iannucci (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004), 145-152, 
https://doi.org/10.3138/9781442673700-010; Luisa Calè, “From Dante’s Inferno to 
A TV Dante: Phillips and Greenaway Remediating Dante’s Polysemy,” in Dante on 
View: The Reception of Dante in the Visual and Performing Arts, ed. Antonella 
Braida and Luisa Calè (Farnham: Ashgate, 2007), 177–92; Karl Fugelso, “Tom Phil-
lips’ Dante,” in Makers of the Middle Ages: Essays in Honor of William Calin, eds. 
Richard J. Utz and Elizabeth E. Calin (Kalamazoo: lulu.com, 2011), 85–88; Kerstin 
F.M. Blum, Im Anfang war das Wort: Tom Phillips’ illustrativ-poetische Dante-
Rezeption (Bamberg: University of Bamberg Press, 2016); Monika Schmitz-Emans, 
“Im Wald der Zeichen, im Dickicht der Interpretationen,” in Komparatistische Per-
spektiven auf Dantes “Divina Commedia”: Lektüren, Transformationen und Visual-
isierungen, eds. Stephanie Heimgartner and Monika Schmitz-Emans (Berlin: De 
Gruyter, 2017), 157–82, https://doi.org/10.1515/9783110488036-007; Massimo 
Fusillo and Mattia Petricola, “Into the Video-Inferno: Vertical Television, Experi-

mental Seriality and the Moving Collage in A TV Dante,” Between 10, no. 20 (2020), 
https://doi.org/10.13125/2039-6597/4226; Nick Havely, “Cerchi che si allargano. 
Traduzione e divulgazione dell’Inferno di Dante nella cultura anglofona,” Italianistica 
49, no. 2 (2020): 89-101; Giorgio Bacci, ed., Tom Phillips. Dante’s Inferno (Pisa: 
ETS, 2021); Alberto Casadei and Paolo Gervasi, La voce di Dante. Performance dan-
tesche tra teatro, tv e nuovi media (Rome: Luca Sossella editore, 2021); Angela 
Krewani, “‘A good old text is always a blank for new things’ – Funktioniert Dante 
im Fernsehen?,” in Dante intermedial: die “Divina Commedia” in Literatur und Me-
dien, ed. Irmgard Scharold (Würzburg: Königshausen & Neumann, 2022), 301–16. 
5 So far, the only intertextual and intermedial interactions that have been explored are 
those between Dante’s Inferno and A Humument, Phillips’s longest-lasting project, 
which will be discussed in Section 2. See, among others, Calè, “From Dante’s Inferno 
to A TV Dante,” 180–81; Blum, Im Anfang war das Wort, 67–68.  
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The question is made extremely relevant by the fact that, as 

even a cursory look at Dante’s Inferno makes clear, the text-image 

relations constructed by Phillips are much more complex not only 

than those established in the figurative illustrations of the Com-

edy—a tradition of illustrations that today finds in Gustave Doré its 

prototypical point of reference6—but also more than those elabo-

rated in avant-garde or non-figurative approaches to the Comedy, 

like Dalì’s or Rauschenberg’s. The Dante-inspired works by these 

artists,—among many others—albeit being more or less removed 

from the illustrative tradition, are highly consistent with the two 

artists’s respective styles and are immediately recognizable as illus-

trations belonging to one coherent series. Phillips’s non-figurative 

(and sometimes even anti-figurative) illustrations for Dante’s In-

ferno, on the other hand, are so incredibly diverse in terms of tech-

nique, style, and inspiration that those unfamiliar with Phillips’s 

oeuvre might even doubt that they were all created by the same 

artist. The aesthetic experience of Dante’s Inferno thus requires a 

greater effort on the part of the reader in interpreting the illustra-

tions than in understanding Phillips’s translation of the Cantica—

which, by contrast, is generally regarded as highly readable and en-

joyable.7 To help unravel the complexity of these image-text rela-

tions, Phillips added to the 1985 trade edition of Dante’s Inferno a 

29-page appendix entitled Iconographical notes and commentary 

on the illustrations, in which the artist himself explains the net-

works of meanings and references behind each of the 139 illustra-

tions. These networks are often quite complex and a number of 

illustrations would be almost completely unintelligible without a 

comment. 

As mentioned earlier, there have been quite a few attempts 

to describe the image-text interactions in Phillips’s Dante-inspired 

works, especially in relation to Dante’s Inferno. The artist himself 

defined the illustrations for his artist’s book as “analytic and exegetic 

images” aimed at providing a “visual commentary”8 of the Cantica. 

Alan Woods saw them as a prolongation on the Inferno in an era 

 
6 See Deborah Parker, “Doré’s Dante: Influence, Transformation, and Reinvention,” 
in Dante Alive: Essays on a Cultural Icon, eds. Francesco Ciabattoni and Simone 
Marchesi (New York and London: Routledge, 2022), 3-21. 
7 See, among others, Peter Holland, “Peter Holland Describes the Exciting Adventure 
that is Tom Phillips’s Dante’s Inferno,” Royal Academy Magazine, 1985; Caws, 
“Tom Phillips,” 26. 
8 Phillips, Works and Texts, 237. 
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where figurative illustration has become impossible.9  Drawing on 

the notions of polysemy and remediation,10 Luisa Calè interpreted 

Dante’s Inferno and A TV Dante as translations of Dante’s four-

tiered hermeneutic system into images.11 According to Huston Pas-

chal, the Inferno illustrations could be defined as an exegetic study 

of the Cantica in pictures, conducted using an iconographic system 

of its own.12 Nigel Wheale proposed a compelling study of the im-

age-text relations in Dante’s Inferno and A TV Dante based on the 

key notion of visual response.13 In an article from 2001, Annick 

Bergeron articulated one of the most complex and convincing de-

scriptions of the Inferno illustrations by defining them as a lecture 

en images.14 

Each of these interpretations illuminates fundamental aspects 

of the question and its transmedial complexity; at the same time, 

however, each of them risks falling short in accounting for this 

elaborate set of text-image relations as a whole. In order to do so, 

I would propose a new framework for interpreting this issue, based 

on a statement by Phillips himself which, in its aphoristic brevity, 

could provide a new theoretical foundation for exploring his oeu-

vre: “‘Art’s purpose’, in one of Phillips’s formulations, ‘is to give us 

a world to see the world by’.”15 In the light of this affirmation, I 

 
9 “Roger Chastel remarked of his illustrations for Eluard’s La Bestiaire, ‘on n’illustre 
pas un livre on le prolonge . . . dans un autre domaine possible’. The traditional 
narrative approach of Gustave Dore’s illustrations is no longer seriously available—for 
one thing, it leaves out too much.” Woods, “A New ‘Inferno,’” 98. 
10 See Jay D. Bolter and Richard Grusin, Remediation: Understanding New Media 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1998). 
11 “Phillips uses polysemy not only as a means of signification, but also as a mode of 
production that tests the boundaries, complementarities and metamorphoses of the 
arts.” Calè, “From Dante’s Inferno to A TV Dante,” 179. 
12 “More thoroughly than Robert Rauschenberg did in his thirty-four drawings for 
the Inferno […], Phillips invents his own iconography. Forsaking the literalism of 

Botticelli and Blake, he deploys analysis and allegory. More exegesis of the poem than 
mere description of its anecdotal incidents Phillips’s authoritative analogues require—
and reward—close study.” Paschal, Tom Phillips, 13–14. 
13 “Phillip’s Dante’s Inferno is [...] an extraordinarily involved and involving dialogue 
between the poem and the illustrations which are in fact graphic interventions and 
commentaries, rather than mute picturings of the text. The volume is an extremely 
elaborate sequence of laminations created by the superimposition of visual response 
to verbal text.” Wheale, “Televising Hell,” 172. 
14 “Cette lecture est hautement hétéroclite, allant de l’interprétation à l’extrapolation, 
à la fois réponse au texte, mais aussi posture critique et émotive à son égard.” Ber-
geron, “Quand La Lecture Se Donne En Images.” 
15 David Jennings, “A World to See the World By,” Tom Phillips website, 
https://www.tomphillips.co.uk/publications/item/5457-a-world-to-see-the-world-
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would propose to interpret Phillips’s reception of Dante as a whole 

as an attempt to create ‘a world to see the Comedy by.’ Since no-

tions such as ‘adaptation’ and ‘illustration’ might prove inadequate 

to account for the text-image relations in Phillips’s works, I will 

refer to them using the more general term ‘transmediation’ as de-

fined by Lars Elleström.16 More specifically, the analyses that follow 

will have four objectives. First, I will provide an overview of the 

transmediation strategies deployed by Phillips across his Dante-re-

lated projects. Second, I will attempt to explain the system of rela-

tions that gives shape to this world and to show, more in general, 

how this world ‘works’ by drawing on Georges Poulet’s phenom-

enology of reading and Stanley Fish’s reader-response theory. 

Third, I will argue that Dante’s Inferno should not be seen as an 

illustrated book but rather as a livre d’artiste in which Phillips trans-

mediates his aesthetic experience of the Inferno into a visual world 

whose unique iconography needs, in turn, to be explained to the 

reader-viewer in the form of a commentary. Fourth, I will show 

how Phillips’s Dantesque visual world and, more in general, Phil-

lips’s very identity as an artist depend on his identification with 

Dante himself—or, rather, on his ‘absorption’ of certain traits of 

Dante’s otherworldly journey into the conceptualization of his own 

life journey. 

 

1. Phillips’s strategies of transmediation from Beginning to think 
about Dante to the ‘freak sheets’ 

Between 1976 and 1978, Phillips’s early ideas on Dante and his 
larger Dante-inspired project took shape in Beginning to think 
about Dante (fig. 1), a painting whose visual richness and complex-
ity sharply contrasts with its straightforward and colloquial title.17 

 
by-by-david-jennings (last access: July 2022). This piece was commissioned to Jen-

nings especially for Phillips’s website. 
16 “I use the term ‘mediate’ to describe the process of a technical medium of distribu-
tion that realizes presemiotic (potentially meaningful) sensory configurations. For in-
stance, a piece of paper is able to mediate visual sensory configurations that are (once 
perceived and rudimentarily interpreted) taken to be a food recipe, a bar chart, a 
scientific article or a musical score. If equivalent sensory configurations (sensory con-
figurations that have the capacity to trigger corresponding representations) are medi-
ated for a second (or third or fourth) time and by another type of technical medium, 
they are transmediated.” Lars Elleström, “Transmediation: Some Theoretical Con-
siderations,” in Transmediations: Communication across Media Borders, eds. Niklas 
Salmose and Lars Elleström (New York and London: Routledge, 2019), 4–5. 
17 Phillips describes the painting as “a complicated and ruminative picture into which 
I crammed all my thoughts about the poem.” Phillips, Works and Texts, 219. 
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Being the only work in which Phillips does not focus exclusively 
on the Inferno, but rather transmediates into pictures his experience 
of the Comedy as a whole, it represents an invaluable (and under-
researched)18 source of images, information, and meanings for the 
exploration of Phillips’s reception of Dante. At first glance, the 
painting’s style seems to oscillate between late surrealism and pop 
art. Only very few elements can be immediately recognized, nota-
bly the modernized versions of the tre fiere at the bottom of the 
painting—the lion, for example, is based on one of the lions in 
London’s Trafalgar Square—and the four portraits of Dante in the 
top-right area. On the other hand, the catalogue Works and 
Texts—curated and written by Phillips himself—contains four 
pages in which the artist painstakingly describes every single ele-
ment of the painting. One thus discovers that each image in Begin-
ning to think about Dante contributes, in a very specific way, to 
describing Dante’s journey from the selva oscura to Paradise. 

The selva itself is represented by the area in the left half of 

the painting with green and grey letters on a black background. In 

a style reminiscent of certain works by American artists Jasper Johns 

and Larry Rivers,19 Phillips paints the letters that make up the words 

“una selva oscura” with a great number of overlays to enhance the 

visual features of the letters over their semantic value. In this way, 

the linguistic meaning of the letters is almost completely lost and 

they appear as ‘pure’ images. The dark wood in which Dante gets 

lost, then, becomes an indecipherable maze of words under which 

an impenetrable darkness lurks. Through this representation, the 

selva takes on a meta-referential meaning: Phillips’s ‘wood of error’ 

is language itself, and the artist gets lost in the very act of semiosis, 

that is, in the act of assigning meanings to images. Phillips returned 

time and again to this representation of the selva. In 1980, for ex-

ample, he painted a large-scale work in this same style entitled Una 

selva Oscura, and ultimately used it in more than one occasion in 

Dante’s Inferno. 

The artist’s commentary on another area of Beginning to 

think about Dante demonstrates how the transmediation of his ex-

perience of the Comedy into images also incorporates his original 

approach to the poem’s exegesis. In the upper half of the painting, 

Phillips portrays actress Lee Remick as an alter-ego of Beatrice 

 
18 With the only exception of Blum, Im Anfang war das Wort, 222–25. 
19 See Phillips, Works and Texts, 80. 
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“enclosed within a nine-sided variant of an octagon.”20 In Phillips’s 

words, this figure represents 

 
a metaphor for the difficulty Dante experienced in reconciling the in-
transigent date of her [Beatrice’s] death (in which eight was so promi-
nent) to the three- and nine-based numerological role he had already 
cast her in (I have a personal suspicion that he was in fact covertly 
announcing her new identification with the Virgin Mary, whose death 
date was popularly thought to be the eight of the eight).21 

 

While the artist’s representation of Beatrice draws on his original 

interpretation of the Comedy, another area of the painting puts 

Phillips’s art to the service of a rather peculiar representative of the 

history of the poem’s exegesis. At the right of Beatrice, one can see 

four portraits of Dante over a ladder. According to Phillips, here 

 
is seen Dante himself passing through the alchemical phases of Nigredo 
(the dark wood), Albedo (Hell), Citrinitas (Purgatory) and Rubedo 
(Paradise). [...] The trials of alchemy are a surrogate for Dante’s alleged 
initiation into the arcana of heretical sects in his search for Christian 
truth (if one accepts the assertions of Aroux and others).22 

 

The artist sees Beginning to think about Dante as “a House of 

Memory reflecting a greater (perhaps the greatest) House of 

Memory, Dante’s Comedy.”23 However, by examining this paint-

ing from the perspective of Eugène Aroux’s esoteric interpretation 

of the Comedy,24 it could also be interpreted as an alchemical-eso-

teric representation in which every image hides a secret meaning. 

From this point of view, then, reading Phillips’s description of his 

painting in Works and Texts could function as a journey of initia-

tion in which the artist guides the viewer through the secrets of his 

images, ranging in scope from American conceptual painting to 

Hollywood stars through modern London and alchemy. 

The last area of the painting whose analysis is relevant to one 

of the arguments I would like to develop is the one on the far right 

 
20 Ibid., 221. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid., 222. 
23 Ibid., 219. 
24 Eugène Aroux, Dante Hérétique, Révolutionnaire et Socialiste. Révelations d’un 
Catholique Sur Le Moyen Âge (Paris: Jules Renouard et Cie, 1853). For a profile of 
Aroux, see Remo Ceserani, “Aroux, Eugene,” in Enciclopedia Dantesca, 
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/eugene-aroux_%28Enciclopedia-Dan-
tesca%29/ (last access: July 2022). 
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featuring three self-portraits of the artist. Even without any external 

source of information, it is easy to imagine that they signal Phillips’s 

desire to figuratively partake in Dante’s journey. Such an impres-

sion is reinforced by the visual analogy between these three por-

traits and the four portraits of Dante mentioned above. As I will 

show in the next sections, this is only the first occurrence of a fun-

damental trope that will find expression even beyond Phillips’s 

Dante-inspired works. 

By analyzing Beginning to think about Dante, it becomes 

possible to trace the complexity of the text-image relations that are 

central to Dante’s Inferno back to the very beginning of Phillips’s 

involvement with the Comedy. Even more radically than in 

Dante’s Inferno, in Beginning to think about Dante Phillips’s im-

ages do not illustrate, explain or comment on the Comedy. On the 

contrary, they construct a system of figures, symbols, and allegories, 

thus transmediating the experience of the Comedy into a network 

of visual references that can be fully accessed and enjoyed only with 

the help of the artist’s own commentary.  

The hermeneutic and aesthetic strategies on which Begin-

ning to Think about Dante depend are, however, far from being 

the only ones adopted by Phillips in transmediating Dante and the 

Comedy. The A Dante Diary series, in particular, could be seen as 

hermeneutically opposite to the 1976/78 painting; while the latter 

carefully constructs a complex system of references to transmediate 

the experience of the Comedy into pictures, the former attempts 

to capture with monomaniac attention the unexpected references 

to Dante and the Comedy in the artist’s everyday life: “wherever I 

happened to go [...] I followed the trail of the hatchet-faced Flor-

entine who, like Moriarty, manifested himself in the unlikeliest 

places.”25 While the aesthetic experience of Beginning to think 

about Dante is based on meticulously elaborated networks of mean-

ings, A Dante diary relies on free association, wit, chance, and ob-

jets trouvés. One of the pictures in the series, for example, features 

the dust jacket of a romantic novel by Frances Turk entitled The 

Dark Wood, in which the reference to the Comedy’s selva is hu-

morously taken out of context. 

In other cases, the creation of a Dante-inspired artwork—

and, consequently, its aesthetic experience—depends only on the 

 
25 Phillips, Works and Texts, 247. 
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material circumstances of its production and is determined by noth-

ing but chance. The so-called “freak sheets”26 collected in the series 

I drove my big Mercedes from Stuttgart down to Hades and Dante: 

A Comedy of Errors are a case in point. The circumstances that led 

to the creation of the first series, whose title suggests a sense of 

childlike playfulness and witty absurdism, are described by Phillips 

in a passage from Works and Texts that is worth quoting at length: 

 
when I was [...] in Stuttgart supervising the color balance of each plate 
in the Thames & Hudson edition of Dante’s Inferno, the trial sheets 
were identical in size and weight to the paper currently going through 

the same presses to print the new Mercedes-Benz brochure. Sheets of 
one or the other were used indiscriminately. Dante fell on top of 
Dante, Dante on Mercedes, Mercedes on Dante, in all combinations 
and juxtapositions; so that ghostly trucks were seen driving through 
Hell, Virgil was seen at the wheel [...] and an Autobahn ran towards 
medieval Florence.27 

 

In Phillips’s artistic practice, nothing gets wasted. The very process 

of creation of an artwork, with all its accidents and by-products, 

becomes itself an artwork. In the final stages of production of the 

trade edition of Dante’s Inferno, then, the Comedy becomes part 

of a surrealist cadavre exquis, whose meaning is ultimately freed 

from any control and intent. 

 

2. A world to see the Inferno by 
 

2.1 A Comedy of one’s own: interpreting the tondo 

The second image one sees when opening Dante’s Inferno—right 
after Dante in his study, one of Phillips’s most famous works, whose 
iconography and meaning have been extensively researched28—re-
minds us of a Renaissance tondo (fig. 2). It is the only circular im-
age in the whole book—all the others are rectangular. The back-
ground is painted in a pattern analogous to that of the marbled pa-
per traditionally used in book binding. Against this backdrop, one 
can see/read a poem whose style is evocative of visual poetry. The 
poem reads: “my stories of a soul’s surprise / a soul / which crossed 
a chasm in / whose depths / I find / I found myself / and nothing 

 
26 Ibid., 270. 
27 Ibid., 269. 
28 See, among others, Bergeron, “Quand La Lecture Se Donne En Images”; Blum, 
Im Anfang war das Wort, 257–61. 
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more than that.”29 One does not need to be familiar with Phillips’s 
oeuvre or rely on additional sources of information to associate the 
“soul which crossed a chasm” with Dante crossing the boundary 
which separates the living from the dead. It is reasonable to assume, 
then, that the entity to which the adjective “my” refers (“my sto-
ries”) is Phillips himself.  

By comparing this image-poem with Beginning to Think 

about Dante, one can see how the artist’s desire to partake in 

Dante’s journey has evolved over the years. More specifically, this 

desire has been radicalized to the point that the roles between 

Dante and Phillips are now reversed. The tondo makes clear that 

the “stories” in this book do not belong to Dante; rather, they are 

Phillips’s own “stories” (“my stories of a soul’s surprise”).30 While 

the experience of the Comedy relies on the interplay between 

Dante-character and Dante-poet, Dante’s Inferno dramatically 

changes the rules of the game: Dante is still the character (the “soul” 

to which Phillips’s poem refers), but the role of the poet-artist has 

been taken on by Phillips. By positing himself as Phillips-poet (or, 

rather, as Phillips-artist), then, the artist claims a sort of spiritual 

ownership of the Inferno. This is reinforced by the poem’s follow-

ing lines, in which the poem’s speaker affirms that, in the depths of 

the chasm crossed by Dante, he found himself “and / nothing / 

more than that.” Therefore, at the very beginning of the book, the 

whole “story” that the reader is about to experience is cast as an 

odyssey of self-discovery. By transmediating the journey of Dante-

character into pictures, the artist found his own artistic identity. At 

the same time, the lines “and / nothing / more than that” appear 

 
29 Phillips, Dante’s Inferno, 7. 
30 An analogous system of meaning can be found, on a smaller scale, in The Dante 
Binding (1981-2), Phillips’s portrait of Pella Erskine-Tulloch (fig. 3). On the left wall 
behind the portrait’s subject there is a painting featuring the first two verses from 
Dante’s Donne ch’avete intelletto d’amore. The area of the painting which most at-

tracts the viewer’s attention is its center, where, right above Erskine-Tulloch’s fore-
head, the words “la mia donna” from the canzone’s second verse stand out. This is 
another instance in which Phillips operates a complex transmediation of Dante’s work 
to express a sense or desire of possession. More precisely, he creates a painting made 
of words within a painting to characterize Pella Erskine-Tulloch as his woman. This 
is by no means the only portrait of hers made by Phillips. In the catalog of his 1989 
exhibition of portraits at the National Portrait Gallery in London, he described his 
relation with Pella Erskine-Tulloch as follows: “[t]hen came infatuation with a par-
ticular face, which I suppose has been the cause of so many of the portraits in museums 
throughout the world. Over a period of about ten years I must have made almost a 
hundred images of Pella Erskine-Tulloch” (Tom Phillips, Tom Phillips: The Portrait 
Works [London: National Portrait Gallery Publications, 1989], 94, quoted in Blum, 
Im Anfang war das Wort, 35). 
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to cast a shadow of disappointment or failure over this whole jour-

ney. In affirming that he found nothing more than himself, the 

poem’s speaker could imply that he was actually looking for some-

thing more than just himself. Furthermore, the dichotomy between 

past and present in the verses “I find / I found” seems to suggest a 

sense of hesitation, as if the poem’s speaker was unsure as how to 

define the meaning of his involvement with the Comedy in the 

present. At the very beginning of the reader’s experience of Dante’s 

Inferno, then, Phillips-artist not only connotes his own experience 

of the Comedy as haunted by failure and disappointment; he also 

opens a rift in time that multiplies the artist’s identity by separating 

his past and present selves—a separation that mirrors the dichotomy 

between Dante-character and Dante-poet.31 As I will show in the 

conclusion, this ‘pessimistic’ reading of the tondo is supported by 

one of the most important works painted by Phillips after the com-

pletion of his Dante-inspired projects. 

The question of the artist’s identity as expressed in the tondo 

becomes even more complex when the viewer-reader realizes, 

through Phillips’s commentary or through their familiarity with the 

artist’s oeuvre, that the poem in this image is borrowed, in turn, 

from Phillips’s A Humument.32 Begun as a simple game in 1966 

under the inspiration of William Borrough’s cut-up poems,33 A 

Humument progressively became a massive endeavor, based on the 

meticulous treating of multiple copies of a Victorian novel by Wil-

liam H. Mallock entitled A Human Document.34 The book’s treat-

ment involves transforming each page into a mixed-media artwork; 

at the same time, single words or phrases on each page in the novel 

are left untreated and connected with one another to form a visual 

poem. Over the course of the years, Phillips’s treatment of A Hu-

man Document infiltrated several of his other works until, in 

Dante’s Inferno, such infiltrations became systematic. Mallock’s 

 
31 I am grateful to one of this article’s anonymous peer-reviewers for this suggestion. 
32 See Tom Phillips, A Humument: A Treated Victorian Novel, final edition (Lon-
don: Thames & Hudson, 2016), 176. 
33 Tom Phillips, “Notes on a Humument,” in A Humument: A Treated Victorian 
Novel, final edition (London: Thames & Hudson, 2016). 
34 The very title of Phillips’s work is a product of the novel’s treatment: “The book’s 
rechristening [from A Human Document to A Humument] resulted from another 
chance discovery. By folding one page in half and turning it back to reveal half of the 
following page, the running title at the top abridged itself to A HUMUMENT, an 
earthy word with echoes of humanity and monument” (Phillips, “Notes on a Hu-
mument”). 
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novel thus became a fundamental source of meaning (in the form 

of visual poems) for the elaboration of Phillips’s Dante-inspired vis-

ual world.35 Since the poem in the tondo is borrowed from A Hu-

mument, its speaker, as well as the speaker of all the many visual 

poems that constellate Dante’s Inferno, can be better understood as 

an alter ego of Phillips himself who only communicates with his 

reader-viewer indirectly, that is, through the proxy of the narrator 

of A Human Document, whose words, in turn, are mediated by 

Phillips’s treatment of the novel.36 

 

2.2 Beyond the adaptation/illustration paradigm: a reader-re-
sponse-oriented approach 

Given the complexity of the interplay between identities, narrators, 

characters, and speakers constructed in the tondo, the plates that 

accompany the text of the Inferno in Phillips’s artist’s book could 

not possibly fall under such categories as ‘adaptation’ or ‘illustra-

tion.’ While Phillips himself sees them as illustrations that translate 

into pictures the crisis of Dante’s soul rather than the events nar-

rated in the Inferno,37 I would argue that the transmedial relations 

between texts and images in Dante’s Inferno (as well as in all the 

other Dante-inspired works by Phillips) can be accurately ac-

counted for only by dispensing with the illustration/adaptation par-

adigm altogether. In a paradoxical sense, the people at the Folio 

Society who rejected Phillips’s sketches were right in affirming 

 
35 “Having once boasted that Mallock’s turgid text was an inexhaustible mine I here 
put it to its sternest test, to parallel the visual commentary of the plates with verbal 
glosses that might act as an alternative line of markers as the reader follows Dante’s 
journey” (Phillips, Dante’s Inferno, 284). In the 2016 postface to the sixth and final 
treatment of A Human Document, Phillips affirmed: “I have so far extracted from his 
[Mallock’s] book well over a thousand segments of poetry and prose and have yet to 

find a situation, sentiment or thought which his words cannot be adapted to cover” 
(Phillips, “Notes on a Humument”). 
36 The relation between Phillips’s identity and his work on A Humument has been 
thoroughly investigated in James L. Maynard, “‘I Find / I Found Myself / and / 
Nothing / More than That’: Textuality, Visuality, and the Production of Subjectivity 
in Tom Phillips’ A Humument,” The Journal of the Midwest Modern Language As-
sociation 36, no. 1 (2003): 82–98, https://doi.org/10.2307/1315400. On Phillips’s 
use of multiple identities and alter-egos see also Blum, Im Anfang war das Wort, 51–
54; Schmitz-Emans, “Im Wald der Zeichen,” 174. 
37 “I felt that most illustrated versions [of the Inferno] merely repeated, however skill-
fully, the action and circumstances that the poet already so vividly describes […] in-
stead of the human soul in crisis as it faces the world in all its painful complexity” 
(Phillips, Dante’s Inferno, 283). 
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“[t]hese aren’t illustrations at all,”38 since the pragmatics of Phillips’s 

Dante-inspired works do not coincide with the pragmatics of an 

illustrated book, no matter how far removed from the figurative 

tradition. Rather than illustrating the Inferno, Phillips’s plates trans-

mediate into pictures the artist’s own aesthetic and hermeneutic 

experience of the Cantica. In other words, Dante’s Inferno does 

not transmediate a text, but rather a very specific experience of a 

text made from a very specific reader. The result of this transmedi-

ation is, to paraphrase Phillips’s aphorism quoted in the introduc-

tion, “a world to see the Inferno by,” that is, an intermedial system 

of interrelated signs whose meanings emerge from the encounter 

between the text of the Inferno and Phillips’s unique identity. His 

artist’s book thus demonstrates in visual terms one of the funda-

mental tenets of reader-response criticism according to which, to 

borrow from Stanley Fish, meaning is not “embedded in the text.” 

On the contrary, “meaning develops in a dynamic relationship with 

the reader’s expectations, projections, conclusions, judgements, and 

assumptions;” therefore, the reader’s cognitive activities that the 

text stimulates “are not merely instrumental, or mechanical, but 

essential, and the act of description must both begin and end with 

them.”39 

One could counter-argue that, from the perspective of 

reader-response criticism, every aesthetic experience is, by defini-

tion, the encounter between a text and an individual’s unique iden-

tity. Since an aesthetic experience can only unfold in the relation 

between a text and a reader, an illustrator can only transmediate a 

text into pictures by drawing on their own experience of the text 

itself. The question, then, remains: how can we account for the 

specificity of Phillips’s experience of the Comedy against those of 

other artists?  

I would propose to solve this impasse with the help of 

Georges Poulet’s phenomenology of reading. According to Poulet, 

since the nature of the aesthetic experience is inherently relational, 

it implies a fluidification of the cognitive boundary separating the 

subject-reader from the object-text: 

 
A book is not shut in by its contours, is not walled-up as in a fortress. 
It asks nothing better than to exist outside itself, or to let you exist in 

 
38 Phillips, Works and Texts, 227. 
39 Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in This Class? The Authority of Interpretive Com-
munities (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1980), 2–3. 
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it. In short, the extraordinary fact in the case of a book is the falling 

away of the barriers between you and it. You are inside it; it is inside 
you; there is no longer either outside or inside.40 

 
[S]ince everything has become part of my mind, thanks to the inter-
vention of language, the opposition between the subject and its objects 
has been considerably attenuated.41 

 

In the light of these affirmations, the text-image relation in Dante’s 

Inferno could be described as the result of an aesthetic experience 

in which the boundary between the subject (Phillips as a reader and 

artist) and the object (the text of the Inferno) has become so fluid 

that the latter has often become difficult—if not impossible—to 

recognize on the part of another subject (that is, from a reader-

viewer of Dante’s Inferno). What the reaction from the Folio So-

ciety (“these are not illustrations”) exemplifies is precisely the per-

ception of this lack of recognizability. 

Given this definition, Phillips’s commentary to the plates 

should not be considered as an informative appendix to Dante’s 

Inferno, but rather an integral part of the reader-viewer’s aesthetic 

experience. On the one hand, Phillips’s plates result from his desire 

to transmediate his aesthetic experience of the Inferno as a process 

that engages a subject’s identity as a whole, including their memo-

ries, their free associations, their personal constructs, and many 

other elements that are often inaccessible to others. On the other 

hand, Phillips wishes to make the visual contents of the plates in-

telligible to his viewers-readers. By providing information that 

would otherwise be inaccessible to the reader, the commentary re-

solves the tension between subject, object, and readers. In so doing, 

the experience of Phillips’s artist’s book on the part of the viewer-

reader becomes somewhat similar to a modern reader’s experience 

of the actual text of Dante’s Cantica. In both cases, a commentary 

is needed in order to fill those information gaps that would other-

wise render certain elements of the experience obscure or even un-

intelligible. 

 

 
40 Georges Poulet, “Phenomenology of Reading,” New Literary History 1, no. 1 
(1969): 54, https://doi.org/10.2307/468372. 
41 Ibid., 55. 
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2.3 An anatomy of Phillips’s Dantesque world 

Now that a general framework for understanding the text-image 

relations in Dante’s Inferno has been established, a more practical 

question remains: how does Phillips’s “world to see the Inferno by” 

concretely work? What is this world made up of?  

I have argued that, in the context of this research, the notion 

of ‘world’ could be defined as an intermedial system of interrelated 

signs whose meanings emerge from the encounter between the text 

of the Inferno and Phillips’s unique identity. This premise could be 

further elaborated by affirming that such a system of signs is made 

up of a number of conceptual poles and visual archives whose in-

teractions are different for each plate (or set of plates). The visual 

and semiotic structure of each plate, then, can be seen as the result 

of a specific set of interactions between certain poles and archives, 

a number of which have already been investigated over the course 

of this article.  

Among the conceptual elements and visual repositories that 

play a major role in shaping Phillips’s plates can be listed: (1) the 

history of the exegesis of the Inferno; (2) Phillips’s own interpreta-

tions of certain loci or aspects of the Cantica; (3) the history of the 

illustration of the Inferno; (4) the entire development of Phillips’s 

artistic career, that is, his oeuvre as a whole; (5) the attention to the 

sheer materiality of certain objects and production processes; (6) the 

relation between Phillips and Mallock as it emerges from A Hu-

mument, which serves as a basis for interpreting the visual poems 

in the plates and has been analyzed above in relation to the tondo; 

(7) the history of art and media across human history as a whole, 

from African masks42 to illuminated manuscripts,43 from the Laoc-

oon statue in the Vatican Museums44 to stenciled letters,45 from Ea-

dweard Muybridge’s Animals in motion46 to film and television as 

sites for the production of cultural icons. In each given plate, one 

or two among these sets of meanings are usually predominant. 

 
42 See, for example, Phillips, Dante’s Inferno, plate III/1. Plates are conventionally 
cited using a Roman number (indicating the Canto) followed by an Arab numeral 
(indicating the position occupied by the plate in the Canto). Plate III/1 is thus the 
first plate of Canto III. 
43 See plate I/3. 
44 See, among others, plates XXV/1 and XXV/4. 
45 See the representation of the selva oscura, discussed above, in plate I/1. 
46 See, for example, plates V/3 and XXXII/3. 
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A few examples will briefly clarify how this taxonomy could 

help understand the mechanisms that regulate Phillips’s Dantesque 

visual world. Plate I/4 (fig.4), one of the most analyzed artworks in 

Dante’s Inferno,47 gives a visual representation of the “four-tiered 

architecture of [Dante’s] symbolism.”48 At the same time, Phillips’s 

commentary to this plate provides information on Dante’s letter to 

Cangrande, the hermeneutic system sketched in that same letter, 

and the Veltro prophecy. Plate V/4 (fig. 5) features visual manipu-

lations of two images of Adam and Eve from the Sistine Chapel 

and the following visual poem “eve / again. / put down the story 

of this / see exactly what it comes to. / Eve / again, / in / all / 

ages / eve.” In his commentary, Phillips proposes an original inter-

pretation of the figure of Francesca by affirming: “It is no accident 

that in Hell proper Francesca is the first person to speak […]. Thus 

it is that Dante implies that she represents the first of all sinners, 

Eve, though he never mentions her name.”49 Plate XXII/4 (fig. 6) 

is a pop-art re-elaboration of William Blake’s The Circle of Cor-

rupt Officials: The Devils Mauling Each Other, his 1825–27 illus-

tration for the same Canto.50 Plates III/1 and XXXII/1 feature ma-

nipulations of etchings made by Phillips in 1979 and influenced by 

African art and the observation of diatoms under a microscope.51 A 

key element of the artist’s iconography for Dante’s Inferno comes 

from A Walk to the Studio, a set of prints which Phillips describes 

as cataloguing 

 
all the stop-cock box-lids (for such is their proper name) that lay be-
neath my feet as I walked from my home to my studio. They always 
have represented to me a kind of memento mori, announcing death 
with their lugubrious colour and skull-like shape.52 

 

Blum noted that the aesthetic effect of certain plates depends on 

the thematization of their very production.53 A case in point is 

 
47 See, among others, Bergeron, “Quand La Lecture Se Donne En Images”; Blum, 
Im Anfang war das Wort, 316–18; Schmitz-Emans, “Im Wald der Zeichen,” 175–
80. 
48 Phillips, Dante’s Inferno, 285. 
49 Ibid., 288. 
50 “Alone of Blake’s pictures after Dante this, with its energetic but rather clumsily 
realized figures, seemed to have a naïve, comic-book aspect” (Ibid., 299). 
51 The etchings are part of a series entitled I had not known death had undone so 
many, “T.S. Eliot’s beautiful translation of a line from this canto” (Ibid., 287). 
52 Ibid., 308. 
53 Blum, Im Anfang war das Wort, 270–76. 
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represented by plate XXIX/2, which Phillips comments as follows: 

“[t]he plate for the original etching was scratched and scored by my 

own fingernails as the inhabitants of this Bolgia forever scratch 

themselves.”54 In plate XXI/3 (fig. 7), Dante and Virgil are visually 

associated with Laurel and Hardy, thus humorously casting them as 

protagonists of a 20th-century comedy film—a comedy without a 

capital ‘C.’ In plate XXXI/3 (fig. 8) the giant Antaeus is repre-

sented as King Kong.  

I would argue that this taxonomy, together with the reader-

response-oriented theoretical framework that supports it, allows us 

to develop a condensed theory of transmediality and visuality in 

Dante’s Inferno, thus providing an accurate description of the rela-

tion between the text of the Cantica (and, more in general, of the 

Comedy) and the images that Phillips created over the course of 

the thirteen years that marked his deep involvement with Dante’s 

work. 

 

Conclusion: out of the wood? 

In 1992, after the conclusion of all his Dante-inspired projects, 
Phillips completed the twentieth and last painting in a series of 
large-scale works entitled Curriculum Vitae. All the paintings in 
the series have the same visual structure, with two richly decorated 
painted frames encasing a long text, written by Phillips himself, in 
which he reflects on his past and his identity. The text written for 
the final painting in the series, entitled A Song of Myself,55 aims “to 
list the various identities that go to make a single artistic life.”56 In 
the text, the artist constructs his own identity through those of a 
number of characters, both real and fictional. Towards the end of 
A Song of Myself one reads: “I who longed to be Marlow, artist at 
the heart of darkness, master of mean streets, am Dante Poliphilus, 
the bleak comedian, lost in the wine-dark wood, a Jekyll rejecting 
the Hyde that he seeks.” In this short passage, Phillips assumes the 
double identity of “Dante Poliphilus,” that is, part author-protag-
onist of the Comedy and part protagonist of Francesco Colonna’s 
Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (Poliphilo’s Strife of Love in a Dream), 

 
54 Phillips, Dante’s Inferno, 305. 
55 For the relation between Phillips’s text and Whitman’s Song of myself see Blum, 
Im Anfang war das Wort, 44–54. 
56 Tom Phillips, “Word Sculptures: Wire Sculptures,” in Tom Phillips. Sacred and 
Profane / Drawing to a Conclusion (London: South London Gallery, 1997), 129. In 
1995, Phillips would transmediate the text from Curriculum Vitae 20 into a wire 
sculpture. 
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a work whose influence Phillips recognizes several times in his 
Works and Texts.  

Both the Comedy and Colonna’s mysterious masterpiece 

narrate an otherworldly journey in which “l’ardua problematica fi-

losofica e teologica è tradotta narrativamente in un iter sapienziale 

dalle tenebre alla luce.”57 Both journeys unfold through three 

stages, the three otherworldly realms of the Comedy and the three 

“stati psicoerotici”58 that guide Poliphilus towards the knowledge 

of true spiritual love. More importantly, both Dante and Poliphilus 

begin their journey by getting lost in a dark wood.59 Phillips elab-

orates on his condition of Dante Poliphilus “lost in the wine-dark 

wood” by contrasting it with that of Marlow, the protagonist of 

Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. Contrary to those of Dante and Poli-

philus, Marlow’s journey goes from the light, symbolized by British 

civilization, to the darkness of the Congo jungle. The identity of 

Marlow, for which Phillips longed, is also construed as similar to 

that of a “master of mean streets.” This expression, in turn, evokes 

Martin Scorsese’s 1973 film Mean Streets, in which the experiences 

of Italian-American mafiosi are transfigured through the use of re-

ligious imagery, through references to William Blake and Francis 

of Assisi, and through the visual construction of Brooklyn as a dark 

jungle. On the other hand, Phillips’s Dante Poliphilus is rendered 

analogous by juxtaposition to “a Jekyll rejecting the Hyde that he 

seeks.” The basis for a similarity between the Inferno and Steven-

son’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde could be found in the 

 
57 Mino Gabriele, “Il viaggio dell’anima,” in Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, by France-
sco Colonna, eds. Marco Ariani and Mino Gabriele, vol. 2 (Milan: Adelphi, 2004), 
LX. 
58 Marco Ariani, “Il sogno filosofico,” in Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, by Francesco 
Colonna, eds. Mino Gabriele and Marco Ariani, vol. 2 (Milan: Adelphi, 2004), 
XXXI–LXI. 
59 “Et cusì dirrimpecto d’una folta silva ridrizai el mio ignorato viagio. Nella quale 

alquanto intrato non mi avidi che io cusì incauto lassasse (non so per qual modo) el 
proprio calle. Diqué al suspeso core di subito invase uno repente timore, per le pallide 
membre diffundentise, cum solicitato battimento, le gene del suo colore exangue di-
venute. Conciosia cosa che ad gli ochii mei quivi non si concedeva vestigio alcuno di 
videre, né diverticulo. Ma nella dumosa silva appariano si non densi virgulti [...] che 
al roscido solo non permettevano, gli radii del gratioso Sole integramente pervenire. 
[…] Et in questo modo me ritrovai nella fresca umbra, humido aire, et fusco Nemo-
rale” (Francesco Colonna, Hypnerotomachia Poliphili, eds. Mino Gabriele and 
Marco Ariani, vol. 1 [Milano: Adelphi, 2004], 13). According to Mino Gabriele, the 
dark wood described in this passage “[è] la selva, già dantesca, cha abbuia la psiche 
come gli adunchi rovi dell’oscuro bosco abbranchiano le vesti di Polifilo, smarrito e 
lordo di sporcizia” (Gabriele, “Il viaggio dell’anima,” X). 
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fact that both texts thematize, in very different ways, the encounter 

and confrontation with monsters, criminals, and sinners. 

Through this dense network of references, the final image 

that Phillips constructs of himself in relation to Dante is that of a 

soul that is still lost and searches for his dark half while rejecting it 

at the same time. The “pessimistic” hypothesis posited earlier in 

this article thus finds its confirmation. Unlike Dante, Phillips never 

gets out of the wood, and the association between Dante Poliphilus 

and Jekyll “rejecting the Hyde that he seeks” could suggest that 

Phillips’s journey through the Comedy was not about getting out 

of the wood in the first place. Maybe, the journey’s meaning was 

about confronting darkness itself, and nothing more than that. 
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FIGURES 

 

Fig. 1: Tom Phillips, Beginning to think about Dante, oil on canvas, 1976-78. 

 
 

 
Fig. 2: Tom Phillips, the tondo serving as the half-title of Dante’s Inferno.  
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Fig. 3: Tom Phillips, The 

Dante Binding, oil on can-

vas, 1981-82, Ruth & 

Marvin Sackner Archive. 

 
Fig. 4: Tom Phillips, Dante’s 
Inferno I/4. Screenprint on pa-
per, 1981, Tate Collection. 
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Fig. 5: Tom Phillips, Dante’s In-
ferno V/4. Screenprint on paper, 
1981, Tate Collection. 
 
Fig. 6: Tom Phillips, Dante’s In-
ferno XXII/4. Screenprint on pa-
per, 1982, Tate Collection. 
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Fig. 7: Tom Phillips, Dante’s In-
ferno XXI/3. Screenprint on pa-
per, 1982, Tate Collection. 
 
Fig. 8: Tom Phillips, Dante’s In-
ferno XXXI/3. Screenprint on 
paper, 1983, Tate Collection. 
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THE POETICS OF ‘GENTILEZZA’ IN THE ‘FIORE’  
AND THE EMERGENCE OF DANTE’S POLITICAL VISION 

BEFORE THE EXILE  
 

ROBERT J. CLINES, Western Carolina University 

 

 

 
This essay investigates the political and literary culture of late Duecento Flor-

ence as well as the entangled rather than mutually exclusive nature of Dante’s 

pre- and post-exile political and literary visions. I read Dante’s political vision 

against the Fiore, a Tuscan form of the medieval French epic Roman de la 

Rose that appeared in Italy before 1290. Pervasive in Dante’s politics, poetics, 

and the cultural milieux in which the Fiore appeared are the rejection of 

French/Provençal cultural dominance, Franco-Angevin political influence in 

Italy, and mendicants as morally bankrupt threats to civil society. In turn, this 

essay argues that the Fiore and Dante’s participation in the literary culture that 

produced it were the consequence of the geopolitical landscape of the late 

Duecento, which paved the way for his exile and subsequent rancor that per-

vaded his later works. 

 
Keywords: Dante Alighieri, Il Fiore, Roman de la Rose, Angevins, anticleri-

calism 

 
 

  

Introduction 

Finding himself on the wrong side of the political machinations of 
early Trecento Florence, Dante was, as is well known, exiled along-
side other prominent White Guelfs in 1302. While his later work—
e.g., Commedia, De Monarchia, and his epistles—generally dealt 
more directly with politics and his vision of exile, we should not 
lose sight of the political imagination that he was developing in the 
years prior to, not just after, 1302.1 In this regard, while his earlier 

 
1 Works suggesting that the exile is the definitive event in his political thought include 

Franco Ferrucci, “Plenilunio sulla selva: il Convivio, le petrose, la Commedia,” Dante 

Studies 119 (2001): 67-102; Joan M. Ferrante, The Political Vision of the Divine 

Comedy (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984); Barbara Seward, “Dante's 

Mystic Rose,” Studies in Philology 52, no. 4 (October 1955): 515-23. Concerning 

the development of Dante’s political thought, see Charles T. Davis, “Dante's Vision 

of History,” Dante Studies 93 (1975): 143-60; Robert M. Durling, “The Audience(s) 

of the De vulgari eloquentia and the petrose,” Dante Studies 110 (1992): 25-35; 
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works are generally not overt political theory, they do present, of-
ten in inchoate forms, many of the same themes that would appear 
in his later works. 

This paper interrogates the pre-exile political culture in 
which Dante operated to show that Dante’s early poetic vision was, 
like in his later works, deeply entangled with rather than mutually 
exclusive from his politics. Central to this was Dante’s understand-
ing of moral virtue as the key to true nobility, what he would call 
gentilezza. Dante’s definition of gentilezza would evolve over time, 
especially after his exile. In later works such as Convivio (especially 
Book 4) and De Monarchia, he would come to define gentilezza as 
grounded in virtue and love of Christ. And this definition was in 
development before the exile. In this essay, I argue that his early 
definition of gentilezza hinged on nobility of character and Chris-
tian virtue, as it did later, as well as selfless civic engagement and 
the defense of Florence against moral turpitude. Dante’s definitions 
of gentilezza grounded in Christian love, civic virtue, and reason 
that we see him developing before 1302 are, then, the early literary 
articulation of the political vision Dante was beginning to formu-
late, and that would come to fuller form in works such as Convivio, 
De Monarchia, and the Commedia.  

For Dante and his cultural milieu, this burgeoning sense of 
religiously and civically charged gentilezza occurred on two distinct 
but interdependent levels: first was the burgeoning rejection of 
French/Provençal cultural dominance in Italy, which figures like 
Dante saw as a threat to true gentilezza because of the emphasis on 
nobility of blood and sexual conquest devoid of Christian love in 
courtly literature; ancillary to this is Dante’s rejection of Franco-
Angevin political influences in Italy, which were a destabilizing fac-
tor in Florentine and broader Italian politics. Second, he con-
demned the clergy, especially mendicants, as a morally bankrupt, 
politically corrosive force in fragile Italian city-states. Such beliefs 
in these latent threats were formed early on in Dante’s life, and they 
appear throughout his early works such as Vita Nuova, even if they 
were couched in the poetics of often erotic love typical of the dolce 
stil novo.2  

 
Stefano Rizzo, “Il De vulgari eloquentia e l’unità del pensiero linguistico di Dante,” 

Dante Studies 87 (1969): 69-88. 
2 In Joseph Luzzi, “Literary History and Individuality in the De vulgari eloquentia,” 

Dante Studies 116 (1998): 169-70, we see the origins of Dante’s understanding of the 

larger historical, epistemological, and theological dimensions of poetry. This will sub-

sequently impact Dante’s view of poetry as having an important moral and political 

role. Also, the early self-realization prevalent in Vita Nuova suggests that Dante’s 

realization of himself as philosopher poet pre-dates the exile. 
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This essay reads Dante’s political vision against the Fiore, a 
232-sonnet manipulation of Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de 
Meun’s Roman de la Rose from the original French into the Tus-
can volgare. While there is still much debate surrounding Dante 
and the paternity of the Fiore,3 I find John Took’s recent interlinear 
reading of the Fiore against the Commedia as “very definitely 
knocking on the door of canonicity” to be quite convincing.4 
Moreover, the appearance of the Fiore in Tuscany at the very mo-
ment when a young Dante was beginning to cut his political and 
literary teeth points to a larger milieu in which Dante was operating 
and that influenced his literary corpus.5 First, the Fiore appeared by 
the mid 1290s, making it contemporary to Vita Nuova, which 
Dante worked on until its final form in 1295. Second, it stresses 
similar themes present in Vita Nuova about the cor gentile and au-
thorial self-realization.6 Third, it is an act of volgarizzamento, that 
is to say it employs the volgare to make a clear political and literary 
statement through the act of translation.7 Fourth and most im-
portantly, the Fiore, like Dante’s other poems at this point in his 
life, is a love poem containing some of the trappings of the dolce 
stil novo. 

In turn, by examining the political strife of Florence as well 
as Angevin incursions into Italy in the decades preceding Dante’s 
exile as the context in which works like Vita Nuova and the Fiore 
were produced, I argue that Dante began to develop his political 
thought as early as the 1280s. Surely, his political disenfranchise-
ment enabled him to make a complete turn toward the poetic 

 
3 Any analysis of the Fiore as Dante’s work comes with certain risks, as authorship of 

the Fiore is anything but agreed upon. One of the earliest works to attribute it to 

Dante is Gianfranco Contini, Un’idea di Dante: saggi danteschi (Turin: Einaudi, 

1976). Others have weighed in: there are many (Casciani, Davie, Kleinhenz, Maz-

zotta) who believe that the Fiore is indeed attributable to Dante; others are less than 

willing to make such a concession. Jay Ruud explains that “I have chosen to adopt 

the more conservative position that regards such an attribution as uncertain,” Ruud, 

Critical Companion to Dante: A Literary Reference to His Life and Work (New 

York: Facts on File, 2008), 440-41. Decidedly against attribution is Pasquale Stoppelli, 

Dante e la paternità del Fiore (Rome: Salerno, 2011). See also Lino Pertile, “Works,” 

in Dante in Context, eds. Zygmunt G. Barański and Lino Pertile (Cambridge: Cam-

bridge University Press, 2017), 479. 
4 John Took, Dante (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2019), 141. 
5 Angelo Mazzocco, Linguistic Theories in Dante and the Humanists: Studies of Lan-

guage and Intellectual History in Late Medieval and Early Renaissance Italy (Leiden: 

Brill, 1993). 
6 Luzzi, “Literary History and Individuality,” 161–88. 
7 John M. Fyler, Language and the Declining World in Chaucer, Dante, and Jean de 

Meun (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 102. Cf. Convivio 1.13.4. 
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maturity seen in the Commedia. However, works such as the Fiore 
and Dante’s participation in the literary culture that produced it 
were as much the consequence of the political strife of the late 
Duecento as was Dante’s exile and subsequent rancor that pervades 
his later works. 

In reading Dante’s later works against the Fiore, we should 
move beyond reading the Fiore strictly as a poem about the amo-
rous pursuit of the flower, but rather on three levels. First, we 
should place the Fiore into the political context of the late Due-
cento. Second, the evaluation of the Fiore against its French pre-
decessor provides a potential glimpse into Dante’s perception of 
French and Provençal literary traditions as well as Franco-Angevin 
political influences, which would come into fuller form in the 
Commedia. Thirdly, in examining the monologue of Falsembiante 
in the Fiore, in itself and against Inf. 27, we see Dante’s concern 
with the nobility of character and the condemnation of deceitful 
clerics as a direct threat to civil society before his exile. 
 
Florence, Angevin Hegemony, and Dante’s Political Vision before 
the Exile 

Much of the analysis of Dante’s political vision hinges on his 1302 
exile and its impact on his poetics. Dante’s Commedia is an articu-
lation of his view of himself as capable of enlightening us with larger 
truths through poetry.8 And in Conv. 4, he carves out that author-
ity for himself.9 This is the post-exile Dante, a polemicist who uses 
his sharp tongue as a vehicle for condemning the moral corruption 
of his day.10  

That said, by suggesting that Dante’s poetics only became 
political after his disenfranchisement, we run the risk of overem-
phasizing the exile as what pushed him toward recognizing the po-
litical, and decidedly civic, value of poetry. We don’t see it, like 
Dante, as a product of the larger political tumult of the day that 
shaped his poetics. In fact, his exile was so formative to later devel-
opments because politics remained central to his sense of himself 
prior to 1302. We should not treat the exile as the beginning point 
of Dante’s poetics as a vehicle for political critique. Rather, we 

 
8 Ferrante, Political Vision, 43. 
9 Convivio 4.6.18-19. “Congiungasi la filosofica autoritade con la imperiale, a bene 

e perfettamente reggere. Oh miseri che al presente reggete! E oh miserissimi che retti 

siete! ché nulla filosofica autoritade si congiunge con li vostri reggimenti né per pro-

prio studio né per consiglio.” 
10 Albert R. Ascoli, Dante and the Making of a Modern Author (Cambridge: Cam-

bridge University Press, 2008), 130-36, 157-68. 
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should consider more fully the geopolitical landscape of Dante’s 
world from his birth to his exile.  

In particular, Dante came of age in the wake of the French 
pope Urban IV’s decision to encourage Charles I of Anjou, the 
brother of the French King Louis IX, to seize Naples, which he did 
in 1266, the year after Dante’s birth; in subsequent years, Charles 
disenfranchised local nobles in favor of French, Provençal, and Ital-
ian Guelf allies, had himself elected Senator of Rome, and repeat-
edly intervened in the Guelf-Ghibelline rivalries of central and 
northern Italy, such as setting himself up as podestà or imperial vicar 
over several cities.11 Dante’s roles in Florentine civic affairs—such 
as his 1300 priorate; support for the exclusion of magnates from 
power in Florence, which came to fruition with the Ordinances of 
Justice of 1295; and his participation in the Battle of Campaldino 
(1289), which was partly instigated by the frequent Guelf use of the 
battle standard of Charles II of Anjou, King of Naples—would have 
provided him with insights into these geopolitical challenges that 
Florence faced. And, of course, it was Charles of Valois, the Count 
of Anjou and relation of the Angevin king of Naples, who invaded 
Tuscany in 1302 at Boniface VIII’s behest to oust the papacy-de-
fying White Guelfs, Dante included. In short, one of the often-
overlooked causes of the destabilization of Italy prior to Dante’s 
exile was the role of the Capetian dynasty—including the Ange-
vins, Valois, and French kings—and its papal and Guelf allies.  

Unpacking the impact of French-Angevin-papal-Guelf po-
litical designs compels us to rethink how Dante used poetry as a 
political vehicle before, not just after, the exile.12 Likewise, Dante’s 
increased geopolitical awareness of the threats that Franco-Angevin 
intervention and papal intrigues posed to Florentine society oc-
curred alongside his and his peers’ preoccupation with the defini-
tion of true nobility as grounded in Christian virtue, the gentility 
of the heart, and civic virtue. And it is in this context that Vita 

 
11 Charles D. Stanton, Roger of Lauria (c.1250-1305): “Admiral of Admirals” 

(Woodbridge, UK; Rochester, NY: The Boydell Press, 2019), 12-13, 68-69; Hiroshi 

Takayama, “Law and Monarchy in the South,” in Italy in the Central Middle Ages: 

1000-1300, Short Oxford History of Italy, ed. David Abulafia (Oxford; New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2004), 76-78; David Abulafia, “Southern Italy and the Flor-

entine Economy, 1265-1370,” The Economic History Review 34, no. 3 (1981): 

377–88.” Likewise, Charles was named podestà of Prato and Pistoia in 1267, cities 

very close to Florence. Cf. David S. H Abulafia, The Western Mediterranean King-

doms, 1200-1500: The Struggle for Dominion (Abingdon, Oxon; New York: 

Routledge, 2014), 60. 
12 John M. Najemy, “Dante and Florence,” in The Cambridge Companion to Dante, 

ed. Rachel Jacoff (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 236. 
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Nuova reached its final form (1295), and the Fiore was in circula-
tion. Dante’s application of his philosophical understanding of true 
gentility to an actual political setting is an entanglement of his po-
etic/philosophical and political personae. Dante matured both po-
litically and poetically in a late Duecento Florence that was politi-
cally unstable and deeply divided because of factors such as Guelf-
Ghibelline rivalries, papal-Angevin attempts to influence Italian 
politics, as well as internal conflicts between the popolo and the 
magnates. 

Thus, the seeds of the philosophical and political underpin-
nings of his later works were planted as early as the 1280s. While 
post-1302 events mattered, the exile should always be viewed as a 
product of the culture that produced works like Vita Nuova, the 
Fiore, and the politically charged poetry of Dante and his contem-
poraries. When we read the Fiore in this context, the Fiore is in 
concert with the larger debates in which Dante participated, and 
lines up closely with his own definition of gentilezza at this stage in 
his poetic career. It is politically charged and reflects Dante’s larger 
concerns with Franco-Angevin designs for hegemony in Italy, pa-
pal complicity, clerical opportunism, and the perceived erosion of 
civil society. What becomes apparent is that Dante’s political con-
cerns and his view of gentilezza that are present in Convivio, De 
vulgari eloquentia, De Monarchia, and the Commedia are begin-
ning to take form in works like the Fiore.  
 
Le Roman de la Rose and Critiques of Franco-Angevin Influences 
in the Fiore 

The Old French (langue l’oïl) epic poem Le Roman de la Rose is 
arguably the most pronounced demonstration of the cultural pre-
dominance of French vernacular literature in late Duecento Italy.13 
Its authors, Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de Meun, wrote their 
portions roughly forty-five years apart. The first part of the work 
(c. 1230) is more in line with chivalric courtly love literature, as it 
explores the lover’s unrequited sexual quest for the rose. The sec-
ond, much longer part of the poem, completed probably around 
1275 but certainly by 1280, is a far more philosophical examination 
of love. Once completed, it circulated beyond France into Italy, 
where it was widely read. Shortly thereafter, a Tuscan hand pro-
duced two works that are volgare renderings of the Roman, which 

 
13 Antonio Montefusco “A Politico-Communal Reading of the Rose,” in The “Ro-

man de La Rose” and Thirteenth-Century Thought, eds. Jonathan Morton and 

Marco Nievergelt (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019), 151. 
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we now call the Detto d’Amore and the Fiore, the latter of which 
is the focus of my analysis.14   

The Fiore is much more faithful to the Tuscan stilnovistic 
poetry of Dante’s literary circle.15 Moreover, the Fiore follows the 
narrative of Jean de Meun’s portion of the Roman, but does so by 
excising roughly 22,000 lines from the original.16 Not only does 
this position the Fiore as an original work that more closely follows 
Tuscan poetry, it is also important to note the politics of re-brand-
ing Jean de Meun’s portion of the Roman in a stilnovistic style. 
Many Gallicanisms remain in the Fiore. However, we should see 
this as a reflection of the influence that the French-Provençal, Si-
cilian, and Bolognese literary traditions played in Dante’s early de-
velopment. The Fiore, as well as the Detto, as Antonio Montefusco 
suggests, might be “a mélange in which an abnormal number of 
Gallicisms have been grafted into the Tuscan mother-tongue with 
an intent that is both parodistic and ultimately also ‘literary.’”17 If 
true, then the Gallicanisms as are much satirical as they are aesthetic 
choices that speak to Dante’s appreciation for literary tradition. 
Thus, his use of the Tuscan volgare, application of the sonnet form 
over the epic, and deletion of large swaths of Jean de Meun’s por-
tion are all evidence that Dante strategically aimed to divorce the 
Fiore from its French ancestor and place it into a specifically Tuscan 
context while retaining Gallicanisms for effect. Moreover, Jean de 
Meun was among the advocates for Charles of Anjou’s invasion of 
Italy, which “had a profound influence both on Florence’s political 
order as well as on its cultural life, contributing to the hegemonic 
rise of French culture among the new Guelph political and intel-
lectual class.”18 In turn, the Fiore is not simply a response to French 
courtly literature, but is a critique of the pro-Angevin de Meun and 

 
14 While there are some distinctions between the Detto d’Amore and the Fiore, An-

tonio Montefusco convincingly argues that “there are some elements suggesting that 

the same author is involved” because “The Detto and the Fiore, therefore, represent 

an ‘interlocked’ interpretation of the Rose.” See Montefusco, “Roman de la Rose,” 

in The Oxford Handbook of Dante, eds. Manuele Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, and 

Francesca E. Southerden (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021), 130-31. While 

Pasquale Stoppelli sees this as part of the argument against Dante’s paternity of both 

the Detto d’Amore and the Fiore, even Stoppelli must admit that Dante cannot ever 

truly be excluded as a potential author without definitive proof. 
15 Pasquale Stoppelli, Dante e la paternità del ‘Fiore’ (Rome: Salerno, 2011), 99; 

Montefusco, “Roman de la Rose,” 132. 
16 Ibid., 131. 
17 Ibid., 130. 
18 Ibid., 133. 
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others, such as Dante’s mentor Brunetto Latini, whom I discuss in 
the next section.  

Most believe the Fiore was completed by the mid 1290s right 
as Dante was completing Vita Nuova, navigating the political tur-
moil in Florence, engaging in important debates about civic partic-
ipation that culminated in the passage of the Ordinances of Justice, 
and grappling with the larger impact of the ongoing war for Sicily 
between the Angevins and Aragonese that was the direct result of 
Angevin intervention in Italy at the papacy’s behest. Montefusco 
has recently argued that the Detto and Fiore were “a way of seeking 
to bring about the impossible equilibrium between the courtly tra-
dition and the rhetoric-based didacticism that would end up 
strongly mitigating the ‘social’ unevenness of Jean’s discourse.”19 
But I think it is also worth considering that increased political con-
cerns among those who would become White Guelfs regarding the 
Angevins, other Guelfs, and the papacy compelled Dante to poeti-
cally critique Franco-Angevin cultural and political influences in 
Florence as well as define a civically-charged gentilezza. Moreover, 
given Dante’s later anti-Capetian barbs in the Commedia, we 
should see the Fiore as a part of his rejection of Franco-Angevin 
interference in Florentine politics. The Fiore thus should be un-
derstood as a part of the same cultural milieu in which Dante and 
his contemporaries deliberated over the political future of Florence 
in the face of the Angevin attempts to maintain power in Southern 
Italy, regain Sicily after the Aragonese takeover, and further its in-
fluence within northern and central Italian city-states. This also 
overlapped with Dante’s and others’ efforts to articulate more co-
gent definitions of gentilezza grounded in Christian love, civic vir-
tue, and reason in works that are the Fiore’s contemporaries, such 
as Vita Nuova.20  

In this regard, the Fiore hints on several occasions at disdain 
for a Franco-Angevin cultural and military presence in Italy. In 
Fiore 21, the story’s protagonist Amante is pursuing the Fiore’s 
eponymous flower. In his attempts to kiss it while completely unar-
med, “‘l mar s’andò turbando / Per Mala-Boc[c]a, quel ladro nor-
mando, / Che se n’avide e svegliò Gelosia / E Castità, che ciascuna 
dormia. / Per ch’i’ fu’ del giardin rimesso in bando” (Fiore 21.4-

 
19 Ibid., 134. 
20 In particular, there is an element of moving toward a “newer and better life” in 

Vita Nuova that is designed to push the reader away from erotic love toward an 

ontological security grounded in Christian virtue. Brenda Wirkus, “Vestiges and 

Communities: Franciscan Traces in Dante’s New Life,” in Dante and the Franciscans, 

ed. Santa Casciani (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 307-43. Cf. Took, Dante, 136-7. 
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8). In the Roman, Male bouche, Bad Mouth, is from Normandy 
as well, but there is no mention of him as a thief (ladro). In fact, 
the treatment of Male bouche in the Roman is entirely neutral: “At 
that moment, Bad Mouth / began to accuse me / and declared that 
he put up his eye / that, between me and Fair Welcome, / there 
had been a questionable trade.”21 This reflects not so much Dante’s 
view of Normans per se, I think, but rather the reality that the 
Capetian kings had seized Normandy, along with Ponthieu and 
Gascony, within the past century: Normandy was seized in 1204, 
and Philip IV seized Ponthieu and Gascony from England in 1295, 
just as the Fiore was produced. And we know this weighed on 
Dante after the exile: in Purgatorio, he has Huge Capet, the 
founder of the Capetian line, lambaste his descendants, arguing that 
from the inheritance of Provence, “Lì cominciò con forza e con 
menzogna / la sua rapina; e poscia, per ammenda, / Pontì e Nor-
mandia prese e Guascogna” (Purgatorio 20.64-66). Dante uses 
menzogna to explain how Normandy was seized. Such a notion of 
French deception appears in Fiore 19, when Mala-Bocca 
“trouv’ogne menzogna,” since “qu’ c[h]’ogne mal sampogna.”22 
Dante’s labeling of Mala-Bocca as a Norman thief who employs 
ogne menzogna to reach his ends reflects, then, Capetian knavery 
as a tool of political conquest. In this sense, a metonym for French 
military rapacity in late Duecento Italy, “quel ladro normando,” 
destabilized the sea and prevented Amante from finding true gen-
tilezza, much as how, Dante believed, a Franco-Angevin military 
presence destabilized Florence and much of Italy. 

This occurs again in Sonnet 22. Castità explains to Gelosia 
that “Donde vo’ siete la miglior guardiana / Ch’i’ ’n esto mondo 
potes[s]e trovare. / Gran luogo avete in Lombardia e ’n Toscana” 
(Fiore, 22.9-11).23 This geographic reference does not appear in the 
Roman. Gelosia’s military prowess and the presence of the other 
barons aimed to defend the flower from Amante hint at the military 
threats to Florentine and Northern Italian civic liberty. In Fiore 15, 

 
21 Roman; 3519-3523. “Male bouche de lors en ça / A encuser m’encommença / Et 

dist qu’il i metroit son oeil, / Qu’entre moi et bel acueil / Avoit mauvais acoin-

tement.” My translation. For a longer exposition on Male bouche and his role in 

preventing Amant from reaching the Rose, see Roman, 3459-3526. 
22 Fiore 19.12-14. The passage in full reads: “Ed un villan che trouv’ogne menzogna 

/ La guarda, il qual fu nato i•Normandia. / Mal-Boc[c]a, qu’ c[h]’ogne mal sampo-

gna.” 
23 There are several geographic references in the Fiore that do not necessarily appear 

in the Roman, some, such as the one I have cited, are easily interpreted. Casciani and 

Kleinhenz explain that some of these geographic references are perhaps impossible to 

identify. 
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for example, Pietà and Sincerità convince Lo Schifo, who calls 
them “molto nobili parliere” (Fiore 15.5) to permit an unarmed 
Amante to enter the garden so long as he does not touch the flower. 
Rhetoric was a central element of political life in the communes of 
Lombardy and Tuscany. On one hand, rhetoric, civic virtue, and 
the absence of arms allow Amante to kiss the flower; on the other 
hand, Gelosia and others, above all Mala-Bocca, armed themselves 
to expel Amante, a metaphorical attack on gentilezza and the de-
liberative peaceful governing style of communes like Florence.24 
And given that the largest political threat for Dante was Capetian 
rapacity, we see Dante underscore the threats the French crown 
and Angevins posed to Florentine independence via the “Norman 
thief” and his fellow barons, who attack pure reason. 

Let us take sonnets 21 and 22 as a pair and sonnet 23 as a 
continuation, where Gelosia acknowledges her abilities to guard 
the flower. This is an open critique of both French literary influ-
ences in Italy and the Capetians, both of which prevented Italians 
from achieving political independence and pursuing gentilezza.25 
As Jean de Meun represented both via his section of the Roman 
and support for Charles of Anjou, the recalibration of this story 
toward the condemnation of a Norman thief who relied on Gelosia 
and menzogne reflects Dante’s attempt to distance himself from his 
predecessor.  

Such assaults on Mala-Bocca occur elsewhere, such as the 
claim in Fiore 30 that “al cui ‘ntenza / Ferriera a dir mal d’ogni 
criatura” (Fiore 30.13-14), and, in Fiore 48, when Amante ex-
pressed his wish that Mala-Bocca were in Normandy, “Nel su’ pa-
ese ove fu strangolato, Ché sì gli pia[c]que dir ribalderia!” (Fiore 
48.12-13). In Fiore 33, then, the seas grew unsettled “Per lo vento 
a Provenza che ventava” (Fiore 33.2) which compounded the 
rough seas initially caused by Mala-Bocca. In turn, as the wind 
“Che dal buon porto mi facé’ alu[n]giare” (Fiore 33.8), Amante 
found himself beached in unsafe territory: “La terra mi parea molto 
salvaggia” (Fiore 33.11). Dante’s descriptor Salvaggia renders this 
land as unfriendly as the wood (selva selvaggia) in which Dante the 
pilgrim awakens in Inf. 1.26 And just as the threat in the Fiore is a 
pilfering knight presumably in the employ of the Capetians since 

 
24 Montefusco, “A Politico-Communal Reading of the Rose,” 158. 
25 On erotic love and its ultimate moral failure in courtly love poetry, see Cristina 

Noacco, “Le mal d’amour au moyen âge: souffrance, mort et salut du poète,” Pallas 

88 (2012): 147–67. 
26 In particular, see Inferno 1.4-6. “Ahi quanto a dir qual era è cosa dura / esta selva 

selvaggia e aspra e forte / che nel pensier rinova la paura!” 
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1204, in Inferno Dante was confronted by the she-wolf often 
thought to represent the Capetian dynasty, which included the An-
gevin and Valois cadet branches that sought their fortunes in Italy.27  
Given Dante’s view of French interventions in Italy and the Fiore’s 
claim that the initial cause of the tempestuous sea was Mala-Bocca’s 
decision to awaken Gelosia and Castità (Fiore 21.4-8), the Proven-
çal wind intimates the invasion of Charles of Anjou, who was 
Count of Provence. His invasion destabilized Italy and compelled 
Dante to call for a renewed pursuit of gentilezza that stood apart 
from Franco-Angevin influence and papal-Guelf intrigues. In this 
regard, Dante saw political treachery and the abandonment of 
moral righteousness as factors in Charles’s success, just as they stood 
in the way of gentilezza in the Fiore, and later in the Commedia. 
For example, he placed Buoso of Dovara, ruler of Cremona, among 
the traitors to one’s homeland or party for accepting a bribe to let 
Charles invade (Inf. 32);28 and he claimed that “fu bugiardo / cias-
cun Pugliese” (Inferno 28.16-17) at Ceperano, where Charles en-
tered the Regno, as many Pugliese nobles refused to resist his ad-
vance. That such Italian treachery could lead to a French advance 
is confirmed in Fiore 49, as Amico, “che non fu di Puglia” (Fiore 
49.3), consoled Amante and agreed to help him pursue the flower. 
Casciani and Kleinhenz argue that this reference to Puglia points to 
the treachery of Pugliese barons who shifted their allegiance to 
Charles during the Battle of Benevento in 1266.29 In short, Amante 
turned to one who was not Pugliese, believing he could trust him. 
In turn, Dante’s belief that Italian abandonment of reason and gen-
tilezza—as seen here in the cases of Buoso of Dovara and Pugliese 
barons—as a catalyst for the Capetian dynasty’s push to dominate 
the Italian peninsula appears in both the Fiore and Commedia.  

As John Took suggests, “the Fiore may be regarded as a 
premise both for the Vita Nuova, with its radical redefinition of 
love as a new affective and cognitive experience, and for the more 
distant Inferno, with its more complex analysis of spiritual confu-
sion.”30 The allegorical techniques, moral vision, and political con-
sciousness of its author are essential parts of unpacking the Fiore on 
its own terms and how such elements would later develop in the 
Commedia. It underscores that Dante’s political vision, especially 

 
27 Inferno 1.49-59. 
28 Inferno 32.115-118. “El piange qui l'argento de' Franceschi: / ‘Io vidi,’ potrai dir, 

‘quel da Duera / là dove i peccatori stanno freschi.’” 
29 Fiore 49.3n2. 
30 John Took, “Towards an Interpretation of the Fiore,” Speculum 54, no. 3 (July 

1979): 526-27. 
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his view of Franco-Angevin interventions in Italy, was well under 
development in the pre-exile period. The Fiore points to Dante’s 
moral, philosophical, and political vision that aims to push against 
French-Provençal literary influences in the name of a new Floren-
tine poetic vision as well as against the Capetians’ role in perpetu-
ating the Guelf-Ghibelline and White-Black rivalries in Florence. 
The Fiore was the product of the creative vision of a poet who 
employed the sonnet form and the Tuscan volgare as a literary ve-
hicle for not only separating Italian culture from the French courtly 
tradition, but also lambasting Italians’ abandonment of gentilezza 
because of the Angevin invasion. 

Moreover, the deletion of large swaths of Jean de Meun’s 
section partly for his support of Charles of Anjou points to, as Kevin 
Brownlee suggests, “a newly emergent Italian claim to literary and 
linguistic primacy and authority that, paradoxically, must be based 
on a French vernacular model that is both evoked and denied.”31 
Dante’s goal, then, is to separate the Fiore from its French origins 
and influence, and recast it as a critique of the forces responsible for 
attacks on gentilezza, namely the Angevins, duplicitous Italians, and 
the church.  

To great poetic effect with Falsembiante, the Fiore under-
scores how lustful, lying clerics work to push society away from his 
pursuit of gentilezza and toward an erotic end.32 Falsembiante is the 
cleric in poetic cahoots with foreign influences, much as the papacy 
and its mendicants worked to further the geopolitical aims of the 
Angevins and the Capetian royal dynasty. Falsembiante thus typifies 
a late Duecento and later clearly Dantean rejection not only of 
courtly literature, but also Franco-Angevin political intrigue and 
their church allies. 
 
Deception, Lust, and the Abandonment of the Cor Gentile 

The character in the Fiore that represents the corruption of the 
church that, through wealth and fake earthly titles, seeks to dislodge 
gentilezza through fraudulent self-fashioning is the shape-shifting 
mendicant Falsembiante. The problem of false-seeming in the pur-
suit of vice is an important step toward unpacking gentilezza as 

 
31 Kevin Brownlee, “Jason’s Voyage and the Poetics of Rewriting. The Fiore and the 

Roman de la Rose,” in The Fiore in Context: Dante, France, Tuscany, eds. Zygmunt 

G. Baranski and Patrick Boyde (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 

1997), 179-80. 
32 Timothy L. Stinson, “Illumination and Interpretation: The Depiction and Recep-

tion of Faus Semblant in ‘Roman de La Rose’ Manuscripts,” Speculum 87, no. 2 

(April 2012): 469–98. 
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central to seeing Dante use the Fiore to critique both Franco-Pro-
vençal cultural influences as well as the Angevin-Papal political al-
liance that pursued hegemonic control over the Regno and the 
northern and central Italian communes. Fictive nobility, clerical 
fraudulence, and the menzogne of Mala-Bocca are precisely what 
the dolce stil novo and the Ordinances of Justice aimed to eradicate. 
Part and parcel of that base culture was lust, such as how, after 
Amante was prevented from conquering the flower by the French 
militarism of Mala-Bocca and the other barons, he entrusts himself 
to Falsembiante, who uses deception to convince Amante to aban-
don reason, which only results in the sexual violation of the flower. 
Falsembiante, along with Dio d’Amor, plays the lead in assisting 
Amante in his quest after the barons representing French milita-
rism—above all Gelosia and Mala-Bocca—deny his pursuit.33 Thus, 
Falsembiante comes to represent the hypocrisy and moral bank-
ruptcy of the clergy who allied with the French and Angevins, re-
sulting in the abandonment of gentilezza. 

When we last left Amante, he was denied the flower by the 
Provençal wind and the Norman thief, which, as we saw, repre-
sented French and Angevin attempts to unsettle the political land-
scape of Italy. In turn, Amante calls upon Ragione, who suggests 
that through Christ alone he can achieve true love.34 However, 
Amante feels that Ragione’s advice is “Fuor di tu’ nome troppo 
l’otre misura” (Fiore 38.10). Ragione tries to explain that there is 
no love without reason.35 Amante, however, ignores this advice 
and calls upon Amico, as we saw, to assist in his quest. Amico ex-
plains that to reach the flower, Amante must be humble and obe-
dient when approaching Mala-Bocca, and “faccia di te come di su’ 
fante” (Fiore 50.6).  

Amico next suggests that Amante flatter La Vecchia and 
Gelosia with money and riches to free Bellacoglienza, the guardian 
of the flower. If, of course, Amante does not have money, Amico 
suggests that Amante should “far gran pro[m]essa” (Fiore 53.1) and 
swear by God and all the saints “Che ciascuna farai gran baronessa” 
(Fiore 53.4). As seen in the previous section, Amico is presented as 
trustworthy since he is not from Puglia. However, his deception 
here suggests that, like so many of Dante’s contemporaries, Amico 
is an opportunist who believes that allying with the French and 
promising them lands and titles is the only way to achieve one’s 
ends. Thus, we see the deceitful creation of a fictive nobility in the 

 
33 Fiore 78-79. 
34 Fiore 37-39. 
35 Fiore 41-45. 
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name of God indicative of Italians’ opportunistic designs to side 
with foreigners. Amante’s friend, then, is no friend at all, but a du-
plicitous traitor urging him to contribute to ongoing civil strife, 
turmoil, and moral decay that is coupled with the papal-Angevin 
intrigues that aimed to destabilize communes across central Italy. 
Rather than laying bare the characteristics of gentilezza, Amico en-
courages the abandonment of reason in favor of moral bankruptcy 
and deception to underscore the corruption and false nobility that 
typify a malevolent, vicious society. 

In Fiore 80, Falsembiante offers his assistance to Amante: his 
companion, Costretta-Astinenza, explains that Falsembiante “sé 
governa co’ sembianti / Che gli ’nsegnò sua madre Ipocresia. / I’ 
porto il manto di papalardia / Per più tosto venir a tempo a’ guanti” 
(Fiore 80.5-8). Being nurtured by hypocrisy captures the essence 
of Falsembiante, for “La ciera nostra par molto pietosa, / Ma nonn-
è-mal nes[s]un che non pensiamo, / Ben paià-noi gente relegïosa” 
(Fiore 80.12-14). In the following sonnet, Falsembiante assures 
Amante that he has only the best of intentions: “Ch’altro c[h]’a 
lealtà ma’ non pens’io” (Fiore 81.8). But, as explained in Fiore 80, 
Falsembiante serves only his mother, Ipocresia. 

We then reach the monologue of Falsembiante, which en-
capsulates how lust, vainglory, and deceit are corruptors of gen-
tilezza, just as were the Angevins and French culture more generally 
in Sonnets 21-23. In Sonnet 88, Falsembiante explains that he has 
chosen to don a Dominican habit because “dentro a’ chiostri 
fug[g]o in salvitate, / Ché quivi poss’io dar le gran ghignate / E 
tuttor santo tenuto saròe” (Fiore 88.11-12). In essence, Falsem-
biante claims, “Chi tal rob’àe, non teme mai vergogna” (Fiore, 
88.14). He then depicts the mendicant life as perfect for hypocrites, 
as they preach poverty while indulging in the fineries of the 
wealthy. Falsembiante does admit that true virtue prospers in the 
humblest of hearts; though, if he were to be around them, “i’ sì mi 
‘nfignerei” (Fiore 91.11).  

By abandoning reason, Amante gives himself over to Fal-
sembiante’s deceitful ways. And when Amante is ultimately unsuc-
cessful in his quest for the flower via the means laid out by Fal-
sembiante, the Fiore illuminates that the abandonment of reason’s 
safe harbor, which Amante first failed to reach due to the interven-
tion of Mala-Bocca, necessarily results in the impossibility of attain-
ing true love. Amante’s eroticizing of the flower, a product of his 
abandonment of Ragione that led him to linking himself to a de-
ceptive friar who aimed to work with rather than against evil 
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barons, resulted in the destruction of the object of desire: he de-
flowered (sfogliare) the flower. 

Falsembiante’s ability to convince Amante to violate the 
flower, which ultimately leads to Amante’s demise, has larger im-
plications for those coming of age in the late Duecento, like Dante. 
The verb sfogliare possesses the double meaning of deflowering 
sexually but also of translation, in the sense of remaking a folium.36 
Casciani and Kleinhenz suggest that, in using sfogliare as a double 
entendre, “the author evokes the metaphors, symbols and erotic 
subject matter of the courtly tradition, as portrayed in the Romance 
of the Rose, but he also rewrites the poem using his own strategies 
and a new poetic style and vernacular.”37 By deflowering a poem 
that constellates around a deflowering, the author of the Fiore is 
divorcing himself and his literary culture from the courtly tradition 
by lexicographically critiquing its preoccupation with erotic love. 
But I believe we can also read this as Dante’s criticism of Amante’s 
abandonment of reason, which points to the actions of many of 
Dante’s contemporaries: by linking himself to a corrupt, opportun-
istic cleric rather than reason, Amante deflowers not just the flower 
and the pursuit of gentilezza, but Italy itself. 

This issue of deception and lustful pursuits is mirrored in 
Dante’s linkage between erotic literature devoid of redemptive love 
and Franco-Angevin political designs in his post-exile works, above 
all the Commedia, a reminder that his disillusion with the papacy 
and its transalpine allies transcended the exile. In particular, Dante’s 
presentation of the lustful and the troubadours points to his larger 
view of French cultural and political influence in Italy as well as 
Italians’ abandonment of gentilezza. For example, when recounting 
her affair with her brother-in-law Paolo Malatesta, Francesca da 
Rimini tells Dante that “la prima radice / del nostro amor” (Inferno 
5.124-5) was that “Noi leggiavamo un giorno per diletto / di Lan-
cialotto come amor lo strinse” (Inferno 5.126-7). The eroticism of 
courtly literature led its readers to a perilous, adulterous end akin 
to that of Amante’s demise stemming from deflowering the 
flower.38  

Likewise, pointing to a linkage between Angevin political 
hegemony in Italy, Franco-Provençal literary influence, and 

 
36 Santa Casciani and Christopher Kleinhenz, “Introduction,” in The Fiore and the 

Detto d’Amore, by Dante, eds. and trans.  Casciani and Kleinhenz (Notre Dame, IN: 

Notre Dame University Press, 2000), 16. 
37 Ibid., 17-18. 
38 John Freccero, In Dante’s Wake: Reading from Medieval to Modern in the Au-

gustinian Tradition (New York, NY: Fordham University Press, 2016), 19-49. 
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mendicants as lustful deceivers is Dante’s presentation of Brunetto 
Latini in Inf. 15 as a sodomite. First, as Alison Cornish argued, 
Latini committed “linguistic adultery” because he wrote his Livres 
dou Tresor in langue d'oïl.39 However, not only does this not re-
quire us to desexualize Latini’s sin, but it also allows us to connect 
unfettered lust to the abandonment of gentilezza in the wake of the 
Angevin invasion. As mentioned earlier, Latini was an ardent sup-
porter of the Angevins and, along with Jean de Meun, was in the 
retinue of the future pope Martin IV, who was made a cardinal by 
Urban IV and encouraged Charles of Anjou to invade Italy.40 And 
Latini wrote his Tresor while in exile in France after his failed ef-
forts to overthrow Ghibelline power in Florence. Latini discusses 
at length the political circumstances surrounding Dante’s exile, and 
wishes that Dante find the “glorïoso porto” (Inferno 15.56) he pur-
sued, language similar to the “buon porto” (Fiore 33.8) that 
Amante himself failed to reach due to Mala-Bocca. Given how the 
failure to reach gentilezza in the Fiore was due to Amante’s erotic 
pursuit of the flower egged on by corrupt barons and clerics, we 
can see Latini as unrepentant both because of his personal life and 
his French leanings; that he wished Dante would eventually reach 
the harbor Amante failed to find, then, suggests that Dante uses 
Latini to underscore that Latini’s sins—both his sodomy and his 
pro-French politics—prevented him from reaching gentilezza. 
Thus, given the eroticization of the pursuit of the flower in the 
Fiore, which is linked to the threat of the deprivation of Italy that 
the Angevins and their church allies posed, sexual deviance and 
Latini’s pro-French leanings are not contradictory. In fact, Dante’s 
presentation of him as a sodomite operates in tandem with his pol-
itics and parallels his attempt to distance himself from his predeces-
sor, Jean de Meun, who was also in favor of Charles of Anjou’s 
invasion and knew Latini personally. Latini, in addition to his pur-
ported sexual deviance, thus failed to defend Florentine political 
independence from Angevin encroachment and the literary lan-
guage that represented it.41  

Second, Dante’s Latini explains that many among his num-
ber were clerics (Inferno 15.106-8). By linking Latini’s literary 
adultery, political intrigues that led to his exile, and support of the 

 
39 Alison Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy: Illiterate Literature (New 

York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), 126-28. 
40 Montefusco, “Roman de la Rose,” 133. 
41 Glenn A. Steinberg doubts this, which should be noted. Steinberg, “Dante’s Book-

ishness: Moral Judgment, Female Readers, and a ‘Rerealization’ of Brunetto Latini,” 

Modern Philology 112, no. 1 (2014): 44. Contrast this with Steven Stowell, “Visual-

izing the Sodomites in Dante’s Commedia,” Dante Studies 126 (2008): 143–74. 
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Angevin-papal alliance while in France to clerics guilty of an adul-
tery of the cloth because of their deceitful ways and sexual procliv-
ities, Dante brings us back where we started: The Angevins, their 
Italian supporters, and clerics were Falsembiantes who threatened 
Italian independence through deception, fraud, and licentiousness.  
This is in contrast to Dante’s treatment of the troubadours he en-
counters in Purgatorio and Paradiso; that said, the politics remains 
consistent. In Purg. 26, Dante encounters the twelfth-century trou-
badour Arnaut Daniel among the lustful.42 While his place in Pur-
gatorio indicates that he is not damned for his sins, it is most likely 
that Dante placed him among the lustful because of his loyalty to 
erotic over divine love.43 Unlike Latini, who died unrepentant and 
admits that he died too soon to assist Dante in his poetic pursuits 
(Inferno 15.58-60), Arnaut Daniel could admit his former folly, not 
just in his own lustful ways but also as a troubadour who warbled 
erotic pursuits.44 Also in Purgatorio is Sordello, the Mantuan trou-
badour who initially supported Charles of Anjou. Yet, it was his 
ultimate rejection of hypocrisy and his resistance to political in-
trigue that saved him for Dante. While he dabbled in erotic Occitan 
song, he, like Daniel, reformed himself and aimed to embrace the 
reason that Dante too pursued. More important, Sordello is the 
catalyst for Dante’s long invective in Purg. 6 against Florence and 
Italy and is the main interlocutor for Dante’s discussion of several 
thirteenth-century rulers, including Charles I and II of Anjou, in 
Purg. 7. While Dante praises Charles I for his virtues (Purgatorio 
7.114), he slams Charles II as far inferior to his father; likewise, in 
Purg. 20 Dante has Hugh Capet include Charles I among his de-
scendants who despoil Italy and bring vice and shame to his dyn-
asty.45 Third, there is Folquet de Marseilh, the lone troubadour in 

 
42 Maurice Bowra, “Dante and Arnaut Daniel,” Speculum 27, no. 4 (October 1952): 

459–74; Nathaniel B. Smith, “Arnaut Daniel in the Purgatorio: Dante’s Ambivalence 

toward Provençal.” Dante Studies 98 (1980): 99–109. 
43 William E. Burgwinkle, “Troubadours,” in The Oxford Handbook of Dante, eds. 

Manuele Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, and Francesca E. Southerden (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2021), 146. Cf. Burgwinkle, “Modern Lovers: Evanescence and the 

Act in Dante, Arnaut and Sordello,” in Desire in Dante and the Middle Ages, eds. 

Manuele Gragnolati, Tristan Kay, Elena Lombardi, and Francesca E. Southerden 

(London: Legenda, 2012), 14–28. 
44 Purgatorio 26.140-147. “Tan m’abellis vostre cortes deman, / qu’ieu no me puesc 

ni voill a vos cobrire. / Ieu sui Arnaut, que plor e vau cantan; / consiros vei la passada 

folor, / e vei jausen lo joi qu’esper, denan. / Ara vos prec, per aquella valor / que vos 

guida al som de l’escalina, / sovenha vos a temps de ma dolor.” Also in Purg. 26 is 

Guido Guinizzelli, accused of homosexuality but who repented before death. See 

Purgatorio 26.74-93. 
45 Purgatorio 20.40-123. 
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Paradiso, whom Dante places there because he gave up love poetry 
to become a Cistercian and later Bishop of Toulouse.  

Burgwinkle has recently argued that “Dante may have fore-
seen in the fates of these poets his own exile and wandering and, in 
essence, become his own creation, his own vision of the sad and 
spiteful poet, cleverer than the rest, condemned to performing for 
unappreciative audiences of wealth, power, and little else.”46 But as 
we have seen, Dante’s linkage of political and clerical corruption to 
sexual deviance in the Fiore suggests that Dante presented these 
troubadours’ rejection of erotic literature devoid of Christian love 
as indicative of their move toward a gentilezza that would also have 
included the Frenchmen that Dante would have abhorred. This is 
something that Latini, as opposed to those in Purgatorio and Para-
diso failed to do; and, in the case of Sordello, he used their literary 
talents to condemn those responsible for his exile, the roots of 
which can be found in allegorical form in the Fiore in the person-
ages of Mala-Bocca, Amico, and Falsembiante. In short, whereas 
Dante’s contemporaries in Inferno are condemned for their refusal 
to abandon eroticism, the troubadours themselves turned to moral 
lives that would allow them to eventually reach a gentilezza 
grounded in Christian virtue. 

When read against the Commedia’s condemnation of erotic 
love without a redemptive turn as well as Franco-Angevin-Papal-
Guelf intrigues, the Fiore’s Falsembiante is more than an allegorical 
mendicant helping Amante in his sexual conquests. Rather, he be-
comes an inverse rendering of the purity of heart, the cor gentile, 
which is for Dante the only way to pursue the gentilezza that can 
save Florence. Such a sentiment was present in the work of Dante’s 
predecessors, such as Guittone d’Arezzo, who also saw the pursuit 
of a virtuous civic consciousness as an important element of the 
true cor gentile. Guittone’s poetic impact on Dante is well known, 
as were his Guelf political leanings, long before Dante was exiled.47 
But the difference here is that by the time Dante wrote the Fiore 
much of the Guelf party had linked itself to the Angevins and Bon-
iface, and the White-Black division in Florence had become a grave 

 
46 Burgwinkle, “Troubadours,”148. 
47 Teodolinda Barolini, “Dante and the Lyric Past,” in The Cambridge Companion 

to Dante, ed. Rachel Jacoff (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 18-19; 

Roberto Antonelli, “Le letture fiorentine: le letterature volgari,” in Dante fra il set-

tecentocinquantenario della nascita (2015) e il settecentenario della morte (2021). Vol. 

1, eds. Enrico Malato and Andrea Mazzucchi (Rome: Salerno Editrice, 2016), 255-

72; Anthony Nussmeier, “Dante, Guinizzelli, Guittone, and the Politics of Literary 

Debate,” Textual Cultures 7, no. 2 (2012): 43–72. In contrast, see Robert Hollander, 

“Dante and Cino Da Pistoia,” Dante Studies 110 (1992): 201–31. 
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threat to Florentine political liberty, to Dante’s position in Flor-
ence, and to gentilezza itself.  

Thus, Dante felt that gentilezza—the love of Christ discussed 
by Ragione in the Fiore that the mendicant Falsembiante con-
vinced Amante to reject—was under attack by false nobles, the An-
gevins and their Italian supporters, and corrupt clerics long before 
1302. Dante and his political and literary milieux were thus fur-
thering themselves from the French courtly tradition, hereditary 
nobility, a corrupt clergy, and an Italian licentiousness that linked 
itself to the Angevin-papal alliance that increasingly sought to de-
stabilize the political landscape of central Italy. As the final section 
of this essay elucidates, there is also a direct critique on the aban-
donment of gentilezza by the church, the true facilitator of the cor-
ruption of Italian society because of its covetousness and stirring of 
political intrigues. 
 
Falsembiante in Inferno: Guido da Montefeltro and the Mendicant 
Abandonment of Gentilezza  

In both the Fiore and Inferno, mendicants, purportedly the most 
humble and incorruptible clerics, function metonymically for 
church corruption and duplicity. This is particularly important be-
cause mendicants operated in both the Fiore and Inferno as men-
dacious advisors who served a corrupt church and encouraged the 
abandonment of gentilezza. Dante remained angered by the pa-
pacy’s support of Franco-Angevin political intervention, so long as 
it benefitted them. Boniface, of course, willingly opposed the 
French King Philip IV when expedient. Likewise, if the Fiore 
serves metaphorically, as I’ve argued thus far, for Dante’s disillusion 
with the Angevins, then the mendicant Falsembiante parallels 
closely Guido da Montefeltro in Inf. 27, who advised Boniface 
VIII. In short, both Falsembiante and Guido da Montefeltro cap-
ture well how false-seeming mendicants provide cover for the 
clergy who feign humble servitude but in fact strive to support 
Franco-Papal political hegemony through deceit. 

Beginning with Fiore 100-101, Falsembiante explains how 
he easily changes from one station in life to another and maintains 
his position in society through countless disguises of hypocrisy and 
deceit, as Falsembiante claims to do everything falsely (fintamente). 
He then explains that even Proteus, the great shapeshifter of ancient 
Greece, would be fooled by his trickery.48 The idea of a protean 
mendicant also pervades Dante’s encounter with Guido da 

 
48 Fiore 100.1-4. 
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Montefeltro in Inf. 27, whose deceitful advice for Boniface VIII 
placed him amongst the fraudulent councilors. Dante not only con-
demns Boniface’s decision to absolve Guido for his sin of giving 
deceitful advice that led to the razing of the Colonna stronghold of 
Palestrina in 1298, a first step toward the eventual papal abandon-
ment of Rome for Avignon in 1305.49 He also reviles those who 
use the friar’s habit for such ends.50 And it is in Guido’s description 
of himself in Inf. 27 where we see the deceit: 
 

Io fui uom d’arme, e poi fui cordigliero,  
credendomi, sì cinto, fare ammenda;  
e certo il creder mio venìa intero,  

se non fosse il gran prete, a cui mal prenda!,  
che mi rimise ne le prime colpe;  
e come e quare, voglio che m’intenda. (Inferno 27.67-72) 

 

Guido’s ability to switch between soldier and friar and back again 
demonstrates the protean nature of the duplicitous friar. Guido is 
Falsembiante incarnate, a real-life dissimulating mendicant who 
serves his mother hypocrisy, personified as Boniface, the head of 
the mother church.51 Guido is constantly shifting and thus is always 
unlike himself. And, just as Falsembiante claims a fictive loyalty in 
Fiore 80, Guido claims to be the pope’s man, but his denunciation 
of Boniface for his own hypocritical sins is an act of betrayal. 

The parallels between Guido and Falsembiante continue. 
The linguistic similarities between Guido’s and Falsembiante’s self-
representations underscore how Dante and his contemporaries ex-
coriated mendicants who used the cloth to hide their true nature 
and their political intrigues. In the tercet immediately following the 
above-cited passage, Guido explains: “Mentre ch’io forma fui 
d’ossa e di polpe / che la madre mi diè, l’opere mie / non furon 
leonine, ma di volpe” (Inferno 27.73-75). Fiore 101 has similar 

 
49 It is worth noting that, despite his support of Charles of Valois’s attack on Florence, 

Boniface was a steadfast opponent of the French king, Philip the Fair. In 1303, after 

Boniface’s excommunication of Philip, Philip ordered Boniface arrested and to stand 

trial in France. Complicit in this attempt to arrest Boniface was Sciarra Colonna. 

Shortly thereafter, Boniface died. After the short reign of Benedict IX, the Frenchman 

Clement V relocated to Avignon, which Dante strongly condemned, along with the 

general increase in the papacy’s temporal authority. See Chapter 1, “The Eagle’s 

Flight,” in Unn Falkeid, The Avignon Papacy Contested: An Intellectual History 

from Dante to Catherine of Siena (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2017), 

25-49. 
50 Giuseppe Mazzotta, “Dante’s Franciscanism,’ in Dante and the Franciscans, ed. 

Santa Casciani (Leiden: Brill, 2006), 174. 
51 Ibid., 181. 
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descriptions for Falsembiante: “Molto mi piaccion gente regolate, 
/ Ché co·llor cuopr’i’ meglio il mi’ volpag[g]io” (Fiore 101.7-8). 

This description of Falsembiante’s foxlike nature is sur-
rounded by parallels we see later in Dante’s description of Guido 
in Inf. 27. If we read Sonnet 101, we see that Falsembiante prefers 
to be amongst the religious, as it is conducive to his ever-shifting 
hypocrisy and deceit: 
 

“I’ sì so ben per cuor ogne linguag[g]io;  
Le vite d’esto mondo i’ ò provate:  
Ch’un’or divento prete, un’altra frate,  
Or prinze, or cavaliere, or fante, or pag[g]io,  

 
Secondo ched i’ veg[g]io mi’ vantag[g]io;  
Un’altr’or son prelato, un’altra abate;  
Molto mi piaccion gente regolate,  
Ché co·llor cuopr’i’ meglio il mi’ volpag[g]io.  
 
Ancor mi fo romito e pellegrino,  
Cherico e avocato e g[i]ustiziere  
E monaco e calonaco e bighino;  
 
E castellan mi fo e forestiere,  
E giovane alcun’ora e vec[c]hio chino:  
A brieve mott’i’ son d’ogni mestiere.” (Fiore, 101.1-14) 

 
This sonnet alludes to the perils of self-fashioning in the pursuit of 
deception and betrayal, an important social and moral critique of 
the church in the late Duecento. That Falsembiante can so easily 
switch from priest to prince to friar to abbot suggests a breakdown 
of barriers between the spiritual and the temporal, a critique that 
Dante would take up in both Par. 6 and De Monarchia, as Unn 
Falkeid has recently shown.52 Falsembiante’s ability to hide among 
friars because of his fox-line nature (volpaggio) likewise parallels 
Beatrice’s discussion of useless philosophizing among deceitful 
preachers in Par. 29.53 Falsembiante’s desire to associate with clerics 
in order to hide his deceit is then the same invective laid against 
Guido. 

 
52 Falkeid, The Avignon Papacy Contested, 25-49. 
53 Paradiso 29.94-6. “Per apparer ciascun s'ingegna e face / sue invenzioni; e quelle 

son trascorse / da' predicanti e 'l Vangelio si tace.” Beatrice continues that preachers 

spread fables and lies, leaving the flock ignorant, with great risk to their souls (Paradiso 

29.103-109): “Non ha Fiorenza tanti Lapi e Bindi / quante sì fatte favole per anno / 

in pergamo si gridan quinci e quindi: / sì che le pecorelle, che non sanno, / tornan 

del pasco pasciute di vento, / e non le scusa non veder lo danno.” 
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Such linguistically similar condemnations of the church cap-
ture how, for many within Florentine literary circles, the institu-
tions designed to serve as society’s moral compass in times of polit-
ical crisis in fact undercut true gentilezza: rather than using Guidos 
and Falsembiantes to justify their politicking that destabilized places 
like Florence, Dante would suggest, the church should restore itself 
as the handmaiden of the true source of the cor gentile, the love of 
Christ. Likewise, Capetian political intervention—and papal sup-
port for it so long as it remained expedient—led to corruption, de-
stabilization, and the abuse of clerical office for personal and finan-
cial gain. 

Thus, we see Dante in the Fiore establishing himself as a 
moral and political authority. Barbara Seward argues that since pol-
itics “was of major importance to him, it is not surprising to find 
the entire Comedy suffused with his political opinions and the rose 
of heaven [in the Commedia] tinged with his political theory.”54 
Likewise, Albert Ascoli suggests Dante was aiming to show this as 
early as Vita Nuova, as he came to see himself as the heir to Vergil, 
the greatest of the Roman poets.55 Ascoli argues that, “slowly, al-
most imperceptibly, then, Dante has first moved Italian from the 
humble status of a language spoken even by women and children… 
to a universal, impersonal vehicle of the authoritative (poetry of 
rectitude), to an ideal language and an exalted poetic genre with 
which he is personally equated.”56 That he would use a deceitful 
mendicant as the mouthpiece for an anti-clerical invective in In-
ferno, just as had occurred in the Fiore with Falsembiante, cannot 
be a coincidence. Guido and Falsembiante are one in the same: liars 
and cheats who use deception to destroy what is good. Dante’s ma-
nipulation of the Fiore while he was writing Vita Nuova and the 
use of similar language and characterizations in both the Fiore and 
Commedia suggest that the monologue of Falsembiante points to a 
pre-exile Dante beginning to articulate a poetics of love and nobil-
ity that become central to his critiques of a corrupt and politicized 
church in works such as the Commedia and De Monarchia. 

The ultimate good, of course, is love grounded in pure rea-
son. Thus, the “flower” of the Fiore is suffused with these same 
views of politics and the moral turpitude that colored his world 
both before and after the exile. In both the Fiore and the 

 
54 Seward, “Dante’s Mystic Rose,” 519. 
55 Albert R. Ascoli, “From Auctor to Author: Dante before the Commedia,” in The 

Cambridge Companion to Dante, ed. Rachel Jacoff (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1993), 47-50. 
56 Ibid., 60. 
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Commedia, the pilgrim reaches the flower. Eventually, Dante’s cor 
gentile allows him to know a love that he could not articulate: “A 
l’alta fantasia qui mancò possa; / ma già volgeva il mio disio e ’l 
velle, / sì come rota ch’igualmente è mossa, / l’amor che move il 
sole e l’altre stelle” (Paradiso 33.142-145).57 But in the Fiore, as 
Dante was still trying to sort out his notion of gentilezza in the 
politically fraught environment of pre-exile Florence, Amante 
abandoned reason and entrusted himself to corrupt barons and the 
deceptive friar Falsembiante; in turn, all he did was deflower the 
flower, rendering it but an impure fragment of his erotic quest.58 
Had Amante listened to the reason that allowed Dante the pilgrim 
to reach his mystic rose and embrace it in its purest form, so pure 
that Dante felt unable to describe it in worldly terms, Amante 
would have been able to embrace the flower. More tellingly, 
Amante believes that he has succeeded in his pursuit despite the 
deflowering. Amante’s ignorance, spurred on by clerical deceit, is 
his downfall. He will never know the truest, highest form of love—
of gentilezza—as he has abandoned reason in exchange for the hy-
pocrisy, deceit, and eroticism planted in him by corrupt barons and 
that a corrupt mendicant cultivated.  

We return, then, to Falsembiante. After extolling his deceits, 
hypocrisy, lies—his volpaggio—he is still the greatest deceiver of 
them all. Despite openly admitting he is only loyal to hypocrisy, 
Falsembiante’s lord Dio d’Amor asks if trusting him is folly. His 
response typifies the inversion of gentilezza that would eventually 
lead to Dante’s exile at Boniface’s behest: “Per Dio merzé, messer, 
non vi dottate, / Chéd i’ vi do la fé, tal com’i’ porto, / Ched i’ vi 
terrò pura lealtate” (Fiore 127.9-11). Falsembiante had abandoned 
God long ago; his only lord was Ipocresia. For Dante and his con-
temporaries, Falsembiante captures the essence of real-life corrupt 
mendicants like Guido da Montefeltro. Rather than wed himself to 
God and ground himself in reason and virtue, Falsembiante/Guido 
embraces the corruption, discord, and hypocrisy that colored 
Dante’s world. In this sense, when read against Inf. 27, the Fiore 
underscores the political strife of Dante’s lifetime as well as the role 
dishonest mendicants played in perpetuating corruption and facili-
tating the political intrigues, foreign influences, and papal meddling 
that plagued Dante’s Florence.  

 
57 Cf. Lino Pertile, “Does the stilnovo go to heaven,” in Dante for the New Millen-

nium, eds. Teodolinda Barolini and H. Wayne Storey (New York: Fordham Univer-

sity Press, 2003), 104-114. 
58 Fiore 230.9. “Sì ch’io allora il fior tutto sfogl[i]ai.” 
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Dante’s exile should be viewed in the same vein. Rather than 
the catalyst for Dante’s invective against his contemporaries, the 
exile should be seen as the product of the instability of Italian city-
states due in part to a politicized church and foreign influences such 
as the kings of France and the Angevins. As the Fiore was manip-
ulated in the pre-exile cultural milieu that produced Vita Nuova 
and the Ordinances of Justice, it elucidates that Dante’s political 
mind was developing and working toward its ultimate maturity. 
And even if Dante did not manipulate the Fiore, which some argue, 
its thematic and linguistic similarities to both Vita Nuova and the 
Commedia point to a shared vision of a politicized and corrupt 
church that was present long before Dante and others were cast out 
of Florence. 

The exile is obviously important; Falsembiante becomes 
Guido da Montefeltro because of Dante’s turn to political vitriol 
after the exile. But Falsembiante only becomes Guido because such 
a poetic blueprint existed long before the exile. In this sense, I agree 
with Mark Davie that “it seems reasonable to conclude that when 
Dante cites the Fiore, he is citing himself.”59 And if we are even-
tually proven wrong on attribution, the Fiore and the Commedia 
are at the very least the products of two like-minded individuals 
who believed that a corrupt church festooned with foxlike friars 
who collaborated with destabilizing forces like the Angevins and 
Valois was no small obstacle to true gentilezza. If the same fear of 
clerical false-seeming and hypocritical self-fashioning is present in 
both the Fiore and the Commedia, the political and religious cli-
mate of the late Duecento suddenly becomes deeply formative for 
Dante’s poetics for the remainder of his exilic life. 
 
Conclusion 
In post-exile works, Dante privileges literary history as a mode for 
exploring his individual poetic voice in relation to the historical 
role of the poet. When writing De vulgari eloquentia and the 
Commedia, Dante came to view himself as the defender of Italian 
verse and thus of Italian cultural identity. Dante saw the volgare as 
a vehicle for social and political critique as well as a unifying force 
for the communication of a set of ideals. Moreover, there is a clear 
trajectory in De vulgari eloquentia from transalpine literary tradi-
tions such as langue d’oïl and langue d’oc, to the Sicilian School, 

 
59 Mark I. Davie, “The Fiore Revisited in the Inferno,” in The Fiore in Context: 

Dante, France, Tuscany, eds. Zygmunt G. Baran ́ski and Patrick Boyde (Notre Dame: 

University of Notre Dame Press, 1996), 325. 
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to the Bolognese, to Dante.60 I have suggested throughout, how-
ever, that Dante’s formation in this regard began far earlier than De 
vulgari eloquentia and even before the exile. Dante’s views of 
courtly literature, Franco-Angevin political interference, a corrupt 
papacy, and dishonest mendicants as threats to Florentine civic har-
mony predate 1302, as I have argued. His views here are also con-
firmed in that, aside from the threat of the Angevins, he saw the 
Capetian dynasty as the greatest threat to Italian freedom, the real 
lupa of Inferno 1.49-59. Later, in works such as Convivio (espe-
cially Book 4) and De Monarchia, Dante defines gentilezza as 
grounded in virtue and love of Christ. He then calls for a new em-
peror, one who would rid Italy of the French, the Angevins, and 
the corrupt papacy, one who would reform society and bring a new 
sense of nobility to the heirs of Rome. While Dante might have 
viewed Henry VII as this heir, it is also possible that Dante never 
had a particular individual in mind. Rather, this figure may have 
been eschatological or had not yet materialized. He was an idealized 
Christian heir of pagan Rome, come to instill virtue in society and 
lead it toward the ultimate form of nobility: loving union with 
Christ.61  

We see all this developing in the Fiore. The manipulation of 
the Roman de la Rose into the Fiore points to poetic attempts to 
liberate Italy from French/Provencal cultural hegemony and Ca-
petian/Angevin political influence, to condemn the corruption in 
the church, and to vilify the avaricious pride of Dante’s contempo-
raries, which are all themes that have been highlighted in his post-
exile works. One cannot deny the influence in Dante’s Italy of 
courtly literature and Angevin designs for hegemony as well as a 
corrupt church and the general moral decay that preoccupied 
Dante’s mind. Moreover, his involvement in the creation of the 
Florentine ruling class as articulated in the Ordinances of Justice 
informed his definition of gentilezza grounded not in landed power 
and military might, but in Christian virtue and civic engagement. 
The self-fashioning and deception for personal gain that we see in 
the Fiore were all formative elements in developing Dante’s defi-
nition of gentilezza that pervaded later works. In circulation before 
the exile—amid French/Provençal cultural and literary dominance 
and political strife in Florence under the shadow of Angevin-Papal 
intrigues—the Fiore thus captures the essence of the political cul-
ture of Dante’s Florence that informed the definition of gentilezza 
that pervaded his thought both before and after the exile. 

 
60 Joseph Luzzi, “Literary History and Individuality,” 161-188. 
61 Davis, “Dante's Vision of History,” 143-160. Also, see Convivio 4.6.20. 
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THE HUMAN MOMENT OF THE SOUL  
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This article explores the idea of the soul through the framework of two of the 

most elusive terms in Dante’s Commedia, “umano” and “persona.” It begins 

with an analysis of the soul’s formation, outlined in Purgatorio 25, by way of 

the conjunction of corporeal matter and a supernal “spirito novo,” which after 

death seems to ascend beyond the realm of human existence. This account is 

then contrasted with the etymological and theological affordances of the con-

cept of personhood, which frames the body as the form—the “mask” of flesh 

and bones—that continues to individuate the soul after death, immortalizing 

rather than transcending the human moment of its origin. From the examina-

tion of these disparities emerges a new perspective on Dante’s conception of 

human existence, illustrating its complex but fundamental place within the 

idea of perfection at the heart of his poetic universe. 

 
Keywords: Dante Alighieri, Body, Human, Perfection, Person, Self, Soul 

 
 

  
Che la vera poesia abbia sempre il carattere 
di un dono e che pertanto essa presupponga 
la dignità di chi lo riceve, questo è forse il 
maggior insegnamento che Dante ci abbia 
lasciato. 

—Eugenio Montale 

 
 
1. Introduction 

What is the soul? The ways in which medieval thinkers were able 
to raise this question—the difference, as Mikko Yrjönsuuri recently 
put it, “between the soul being a form and a thing”—continue to 
command attention, and even a touch of yearning: “Can we, as 
people of the third Millennium, learn something from such discus-
sions?”1 There is an enduringly suggestive quality about the pro-
spect of an epistemological “consensus” not yet “haunted by the 

 
1 Mikko Yrjönsuuri, “The Soul as an Entity: Dante, Aquinas, Olivi,” in Forming the 
Mind: Essays on the Internal Senses and the Mind/Body Problem from Avicenna to 
the Medical Enlightenment, ed. Henrik Lagerlund (Dordrecht: Springer, 2007), 59-
92, 60. 
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specter of Cartesian dualism,” in Peter King’s phrase, and still at 
home in the epigrammatic conciseness of the Augustinian vision of 
human nature as “a rational substance consisting of soul and body.”2 
At the same time, such suggestiveness implicates a number of “puz-
zling” philosophical questions that, to this day, remain unresolved, 
beginning with the qualification St. Augustine himself appended to 
his formulation: “But even if we so define man as to say: ‘Man is a 
rational substance consisting of soul and body,’ there is no doubt 
that man has a soul which is not body, and a body which is not 
soul.”3  

What does this mean? If there is no doubt that body and soul 
are not to be mistaken for the same thing, how exactly are we then 
to think of their unity—their consubstantiality? This contention 
marks the outline of an imaginative blind spot where Dante con-
tinues to light the way. Chronicling his own endeavor to find an 
orientation with respect to these issues—the nature of the soul and 
its connection with bodily existence—his works lay down a path 
of words and images, along which the questions that still “puzzle” 
philosophers turn into so many pieces of a poetic vision reaching 
into the ineffable recesses of what we are.4 This article will trace a 
course along that path, in order to identify some of the insights that 
such a vision still has to offer in the third millennium. 

The interest of Dante’s view of the soul, of course, owes as 
much to the creative as to the philosophical terms of his approach. 
A crucial result of his writings was the consolidation of a speculative 
vocabulary that Italian did not yet fully possess, with an eye to en-
abling the existence and enhancing the expressiveness of a vernac-
ular philosophical discourse, rather than safeguarding the ortho-
doxy of its individual assertions. For this reason, alongside geneal-
ogies of Dante’s doctrinal affiliations,5 it seems wise to highlight the 

 
2 Peter King, “Body and Soul,” in The Oxford Handbook of Medieval Philosophy, 
ed. John Marenbon (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 505-24, 505. 
3 King, “Body and Soul,” 506; Augustine, De Trinitate 15.7.11 [trans. from On the 
Trinity: Books 8-15, ed. Gareth B. Matthews (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2002)]. 
4 King, for example, still commits to Duns Scotus’s version of the theory of hylomor-
phic compounds as the “apex” of the Augustinian vision of consubstantial unity. 
Jérôme Baschet, by contrast, frames the relationship of soul and body as one of “dy-
namic dualism” (“Âme et corps dans l'occident médiéval: Une dualité dynamique, 
entre pluralité et dualisme,” Archives de sciences sociales des religions 112 (2000): 5-
30). An essential study of the peculiarity of Dante’s approach remains Robert Hol-
lander’s “Dante Theologus-Poeta,” Dante Studies 94 (1976): 91-136 (repr. in Dante 
Studies, with the Annual Report of the Dante Society 118 (2000): 261-302). 
5 From Giovanni Busnelli and Giuseppe Vandelli’s analysis of his debt to Aquinian 
Scholasticism (Dante, Il Convivio, 2 vols., eds. Giovanni Busnelli and Giuseppe Van-
delli (Firenze: Le Monnier, 1964)) to Bruno Nardi’s vindication of the influence of 
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syncretic and heterogenous character of his relationship to his 
sources, as Cesare Vasoli remarked in the context of the Convivio: 
“After all… it is still a book that endeavors, in every sense, to ‘di-
vulge’ philosophical knowledge by using a language that does not 
yet have its own speculative ‘vocabulary’!”6 Dante’s nascent vocab-
ulary, in other words, provides a unique framework to chart the 
contours and the development of his speculative insight. The se-
mantic vicissitudes and oscillations of particular terms disclose a 
window into the process of linguistic stabilization, wherein the 
work of the poet’s imagination created and deployed the terms of 
a novel philosophical attitude. And the question of the soul’s rela-
tionship to the body lies at the very center of this creative process. 

The salience of this issue for Dante is well-documented by 
the Convivio, where the variety of meanings the word “soul” (“an-
ima”) takes on testifies to the complexity of its incorporation into 
his speculative register. When it comes up in the first Canzone (“Io 
vi dirò del cor la novitate / come l’anima trista piange in lui, / e 
come un spirto contra lei favella…” vv. 10-137) Dante rapidly clar-
ifies that “soul” is here used as a metonymy for the strength with 
which Beatrice’s “memory” holds sway over his heart (2.6.8). In 
Book 3, however, the same word becomes a synonym for the lov-
ing “affection” (“la mia anima, cioè lo mio affetto,” 3.3.14) that 
fails to express itself into words; and in Book 4 it characterizes the 
five vowels as the essence, “the soul and the tie,” of words and 
language itself (“cinque vocali, che sono anima e legame d’ogni 
parole,” 4.6.3). There are places where such denotative freedom 
famously seems to bring the discourse of the Convivio on the verge 
of dualism (“In prima è da sapere che l’uomo è composto d’anima 

 
Albert the Great (see esp. Saggi di filosofia dantesca (Firenze: La Nuova Italia Editrice, 
1967)) and John Freccero’s emphasis on the Augustinian nexus of linguistic and bodily 
signification (Dante: The Poetics of Conversion, ed. Rachel Jacoff (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1986)), to mention just a few. 
6 My trans. from Vasoli’s commentary to his edition of the Convivio: “E, del resto, il 

Convivio è pur sempre un libro che si propone, in ogni senso, di ‘divulgare’ la sa-

pienza filosofica, usando una lingua che non ha ancora un proprio ‘lessico’ specula-

tivo!” (in Dante, Opere minori, Tomo I, Parte II, eds. Cesare Vasoli and Domenico 

de Robertis (Milano: Ricciardi, 1988), 307). Vasoli helpfully anchors the point in 

Kenelm Foster’s argument that Dante was “ben più preoccupato di proclamare la 

nobiltà e la bellezza della vita intellettuale, che non di analizzarne partitamente la 

natura” (“Tommaso d’Aquino,” in Enciclopedia Dantesca, 6 vols., ed. Umberto 

Bosco (Roma: Istituto della Enciclopedia Italiana, 1970)). See also Marianne Shapiro’s 

study of the Dantean body as the “knot” of an unstable ontology, Dante and the Knot 

of Body and Soul (London: Macmillan, 1998). 
7 All passages from the Convivio are quoted from Vasoli’s edition. Translations of 
particular terms and phrases are based on Il Convivio (The Banquet), trans. Richard 
H. Lansing (New York: Garland Library of Medieval Literature, 1990). 
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e di corpo,” 4.21.2), and it eventually lays bare the full scope of 
Dante’s ambivalence about the soul’s nature in the form of a seem-
ingly irreconcilable assertion, namely that the “human” soul (“l’an-
ima umana, che è forma nobilissima di queste che sotto lo cielo 
sono generate,” 3.2.6), following death, “endures perpetually in a 
nature which is more than human” (“ché [l’anima poi che è] par-
tita, perpetualmente dura in natura più che umana,” 2.8.6). 

We may look on this ambivalence as Dante’s version of the 
blind spot highlighted earlier in the Augustinian definition of hu-
man nature.8 Paul Dumol has underlined the untenable “implica-
tions of superiority,” for instance, that seem to accompany the idea 
of a soul ascending beyond the realm of the human—a soul that in 
the final analysis, therefore, would hardly seem to be human at all.9 
Vis à vis exegetical fixes of this kind, the Commedia is generally 
accorded the final word as a moment of reckoning, correction, and 
self-refutation, giving Dante an opportunity to revisit contradic-
tions from his earlier work. Over the course of this article, how-
ever, I will argue that with respect to the nature of the soul, the 
Commedia stages the exact opposite move: not a refutation, that is, 
but a radicalization of the imaginative paradox involved in the unity 
between the immortal existence of the soul and its mortal human 
origin.10 Analyzed in the context of the process of stabilization 

 
8 Terms like “ambivalence” and “paradox” (further in this paragraph) may appear at 

odds with the idea of the rational soul as the “incorporeal and subsistent principle” 

that survives the body after death (Aquinas, Summa theologiæ 1a.75.2, trans. from 

Man (1a.75-83), ed. and trans. Timothy Suttor, vol. 11 of Summa Theologiæ, 60 

vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); see also Quæstiones disputatæ 

de anima 14, and Aristotle’s De anima 1.4.408b18-30, 2.2.413b25-27, 3.4.429b5), 

which clearly underlies that of a soul enduring “in natura più che umana.” While the 

Scholastic argumentation accounts for Dante’s understanding of the soul’s survival 

after death, however, it also discloses a space for imaginative inquiry—that is to say, 

for the exploration of the soul’s connection to the embodied dimension of existence 

it must eventually return to, which Dante takes up in the Commedia. In the context 

of this exploration, the question of the nature of human existence with respect to its 

“incorporeal and subsistent principle” becomes salient precisely because it faces the 

poet with an imaginative (if not doctrinal) paradox. 
9 Paul A. Dumol, “Soul,” in The Dante Encyclopedia, ed. Richard H. Lansing (New 
York: Routledge, 2010). 
10 The notion of immortality must be clearly positioned with respect to the Neo-
Aristotelian tradition, particularly in regard to two potential objections: that immor-
tality, in the context of that tradition, is more properly characterized as a possibility, 
rather than the premise, of the soul’s existence; and that it is circumscribed to the 
intellect, the soul’s highest faculty—a claim frequently linked to Dante’s specific ref-
erence to “our intellect,” as distinct from “memory,” undertaking the journey to-
wards God (“perché appressando sé al suo disire, / nostro intelletto si profonda tanto, 
/ che dietro la memoria non può ire,” Par. 1.7-9). The latter interpretation becomes 
less restrictive when we consider the wide range of connotations the term “intellect” 
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unfolding through Dante’s vernacular terminology, in fact, the 
poem’s investigation of this paradox sheds a suggestive new light 
on one of the most “puzzling” questions that its age, indeed, has 
bequeathed to us: What exactly does it mean for the soul—and 
therefore for us—to be human?11 

 
accommodates (see Cesare Vasoli, “intelletto,” in Enciclopedia Dantesca, for a de-
tailed review of doctrinal and literary usages) and that Dante’s principal theological 
sources agreed on the intellect’s consubstantiality with and privileged participation of 
God’s divine nature (and so did Dante, of course, as discussed later in the analysis of 
Purg. 25), but not on its ultimate separation from the soul’s other faculties and em-
bodied existence (in addition to Augustine’s passage referenced earlier, see Aquinas’s 
definition of personhood discussed later in this article, as well as his more extensive 
argument in De unitate intellectus contra averroistas (esp. 1.25-26: “Most clearly 
therefore it appears without any doubt… that the intellect is something belonging to 
the soul which is the act of the body,” trans. from On the Unity of the Intellect 
Against the Averroists, ed. and trans. Beatrice H. Zedler (Milwaukee, WI: Marquette 
University Press, 1968)) and Richard of St. Victor’s description of the mind’s return 
to the body after its mystical conjunction with God (De gratia contemplationis 6.23)). 
Dante’s reference to “our intellect” as the faculty enabling or even properly under-
taking the journey towards God, therefore, does not imply its exclusive immortality 
after death. As we will see, in fact, Dante’s meticulous exploration of the soul as an 
entity gathering in itself “e l’umano e ’l divino” (Purg. 25.81), combined with his 
emphasis on the corporeality of souls in the afterlife, strongly suggests the opposite. 
Likewise, the fact that all his encounters with individual souls—damned, penitent, 
and blessed—undergird different facets of that exploration also restricts the purview 
of the first objection to the realm of Dante’s philosophical background, rather than 

doctrinal commitments made in the poem. 
11 The question naturally needs to be situated with respect to one of Dante’s most 

famous neologisms, “trasumanare”: “Trasumanar significar per verba / non si poria; 

però l’essemplo basti / a cui esperïenza grazia serba” (Par. 1.70-72). Reading this 

tercet as an indication that every soul returning to God ascends permanently “beyond 

the human,” in fact, would invalidate any inquiry into human aspects of Dante’s con-

ception of immortality. There are at least three reasons, however, to call such a read-

ing into question. It is crucial to remember, first of all, that Dante does not coin the 

term “trasumanare” to make an ontological statement, but to describe how he felt at 

a very specific moment, looking at Beatrice while she was turned toward the heavenly 

spheres (“Beatrice tutta ne l’etterne rote / fissa con li occhi stava; e io in lei / le luci 

fissi, di là sù rimote,” Par. 1.64-66). The word, therefore, does not so much fix a state 

of being as capture an experience defined by its extraordinarily liminal quality (as 

highlighted by the very nature of the neologism, only used as a verb and rooted in a 

prefix underscoring the “transient” character of the action, rather than its conclusive-

ness), the experience of a human being absorbed in contemplation of the divine. In 

the second place, indeed, while warning that such an experience cannot be described 

directly (“significar per verba / non si poria”), Dante also compares it to an example 

(“però l’essemplo basti”) that foregrounds precisely that liminality, the story of Glau-

cus’s transformation into a sea-god: “Nel suo aspetto tal dentro mi fei, / qual si fé 

Glauco nel gustar de l’erba / che ’l fé consorto in mar de li altri dèi” (Par. 1.67-69). 

It may be tempting to read “consorto… de li altri dèi” as an allusion to the soul’s 

definitive passage beyond the human realm; yet in Ovid’s version of the myth, which 

Dante drew from, it is not by following the example of gods that Glaucus ends up 

tasting the magical herb, but that of the fish he has caught (Metamorphoses 13.936-
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The soul, the poet Statius explains in Purgatorio 25: 
 

Quando Lachesìs non ha più del lino, 
solvesi da la carne, e in virtute 
ne porta seco e l’umano e ’l divino. (Purg. 25.79-81)12 

 
What exactly does it mean for this “human” aspect, so clearly dis-
tinct, to be also so perfectly conjoined with the divine, “more than 
human” dimension of immortality? This concern will take us to the 
heart of Dante’s exploration of the nature of the soul, guided by 
two of the most prominent and elusive words in his poetic vocab-
ulary, “umano” and “persona.” The contrasts and the synergy be-
tween these two terms, as we will see, animate a dovetailing vision 
of human existence as the moment in which the soul attains its 
eternal individual form: a vision of mortality, that is to say, as the 
form of immortality itself.13 And what the soul’s human origin 

 
39: “My catch, on touching the grass, began to stir, then to turn over and to move 

about on land as in the sea. And while I paused in wonder they all slipped down into 

their native waters, abandoning their new master and the shore,” trans. from Meta-

morphoses, Volume II: Books 9-15., trans. Frank Justus Miller, Loeb Classical Library 

43 (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1958): the (pagan, it is worth re-

calling) divinity Glaucus ascends to, in other words, represents not a passage, but an 

intermediate status (an incarnated “transience”) between human and marine worlds 

(commentators have remarked how subtly “trasumanare,” incidentally, underlines 

that the comparison with Glaucus constitutes a “transumptio,” the layered metaphor-

ical procedure at the foundation of Dante’s allegory (see Robert Durling’s note to his 

translation of Par. 1.70, as well as Franscesco Tateo, “transumptio,” in Enciclopedia 

Dantesca)). In the third place, just as “trasumanare” evokes Dante’s memory of what 

it feels like to “go beyond the human,” so the very effort to match his poem’s human 

language, by way of this neologism, to the peculiarity and the intensity of that expe-

rience testifies to the latter’s importance for the enrichment of human existence—an 

existence which has been vertiginously elevated, and even transformed, but not oblit-

erated by that instant in contemplation of Beatrice’s eyes raised to the heavenly 

spheres (see Maurizio Dardano, “trasumanare,” in Enciclopedia Dantesca, for similar 

examples of such experiential synthesis in the language of Paradiso), reinforcing rather 

than foreclosing the notion of the soul’s enduring humanity. 
12 All passages from the Commedia are quoted from Petrocchi’s edition (La Divina 

Commedia, 3 vols, ed. Giorgio Petrocchi (Milano: Mondadori, 1994)). Translations 

of particular terms and phrases are based on The Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri, 

3 vols., ed. and trans. Robert Durling (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997-2011), 

in reason of its adherence to philological and philosophical nuances despite diver-

gences of lineation. 
13 It is important to emphasize the difference between Dante’s imaginative exploration 
of the soul’s individuation, which this article examines, and the conceptual underpin-
nings of that exploration, which have already been extensively accounted for among 
Dante’s philosophical sources (all the way to Aristotle’s definition of the soul as “the 
cause and principle of the living body” (De anima 4.4.415b8, trans. from De Anima, 
ed. Christopher Shields (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2016)) and Avicenna’s delineation 
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ultimately discloses, in this way, is the essence of Dante’s entire 
universe—the moment wherein the whole of God’s creation gives 
lasting form to its perfection. 
 
2. Human Perfection 

Within Dante’s outlook, perfection was a straightforward idea with 
critical nuances. In the general sense of the absence of defects, it 
proceeded directly from the Aristotelian idea of form, which en-
compasses both the organic principle in which an entity originates 
as well as the articulation and fulfillment of that principle in its ma-
terial existence.14 In Dante’s version of Aristotle’s argument, in the 
Convivio: “Ciascuna cosa è massimamente perfetta quando tocca e 
aggiugne la sua virtude propria, e allora è massimamente secondo 
sua natura” (4.16.7). Perfection coincides with a thing’s nature un-
derstood, at once, as the starting and the ending point of its exist-
ence. Which is to say that the existence of any given thing unfolds 
as a return to the full, originary premise of its being. The im-
portance of this conception in the philosophical framework of the 
Commedia is outlined in Paradiso 29, where Beatrice explicitly 
identifies the perfection of the whole of creation with its moment 
of origin: 
 

Forma e materia, congiunte e purette, 

 
of souls arising from a common human “quiddity” (see esp. Logic 1.5.1-2 and Psy-
chology 12 from the Book of Healing)). It is not with another cataloging of those 
sources that this study is concerned, nor with the (relatively superfluous) question of 
Dante’s theoretical conception of the soul’s individuation, but rather with the adap-
tation of that conception to the emergent language and vision of the Commedia. 
14 See Alessandro Niccoli, “perfetto,” and Enrico Malato, “perfezione,” in Enciclo-
pedia Dantesca. Caroline Walker Byrnum vividly retraces the Aristotelian background 
of Dante’s approach to the ideas of perfection and embodiment: “Although discussion 
stayed in the narrow confines of the university and theologians indeed remained un-
comfortable with some of its ramifications, unicity of form and formal identity became 
fairly widespread assumptions… Awareness of the implications of unicity of form and 

an intense self-consciousness about somatomorphic representation enable Dante to 
solve the identity problem and quell the ambivalence at the heart of the Augustinian 
notion of yearning for body” (The Resurrection of the Body in Western Christianity, 
200-1336 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995), 277-98). For Aristotle’s 
argument, see esp. Physics 2.1: “The nature of a thing, then, is a certain principle and 
cause of change and stability in the thing and it is directly present in it… form is a 
more plausible candidate for being nature than matter is because we speak of a thing 
as what it actually is at the time, rather than what it then is potentially… that which 
is growing is proceeding from something to something—that is what it means to be 
growing. What, then, is the endpoint of growth? It is not that which the growing is 
from, but that which the growing is into. From which it follows that form is nature” 
(trans. from Physics, ed. and trans. Robin Waterfield and David Bostock (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1996)). 
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usciro ad esser che non avia fallo, 

come d’arco tricordo tre saette. (Par. 29.22-24) 

 
The beginning of the universe coincided with “pure” absence of 
defects, whose entire form was realized and immanent in its mate-
rial existence. The temporal universe inhabited by human beings, 
accordingly, is structured by a constant tension towards that prime-
val state of perfection. At the heart of the cosmos’ concentric 
spheres lies the “lowest” realm, as Beatrice says, of “pure potenti-
ality” (“pura potenza tenne la parte ima,” Par. 29.34), earthly mat-
ter at the ready for a divine form to wrest it out of its inertness. At 
the opposite end, outside of space and time, is the Empyrean, the 
realm of “pure act” where the formative principles of everything 
that exists immortally dwell (“e quelle furon cima / nel mondo in 
che puro atto fu prodotto,” Par. 29.32-33). As God’s creative 
power brings these to descend, mortal beings emerge and then 
again plunge back into the inert passivity of matter.15 Approaching 
and then again removed from one another, matter and form thus 
exist in a perpetual tension to overcome separation towards their 
originary, perfect state of co-immanence.16 

 
15 The descent of God’s creative power occurs through the motion of the highest 
sphere, the primum mobile, as Beatrice specifies in the next canto (“Fassi di raggio 

tutta sua parvenza / reflesso al sommo del mobile primo, / che prende quivi vivere e 
potenza,” Par. 30.106-108). In line with the reading developed here, that motion 
constantly modulates the region between Earth and the Empyrean through the ten-
sion of matter and form (“nel mezzo strinse potenza con atto / tal vime, che già mai 
non si divima,” Par. 29.33-36). 
16 It may be objected that this interpretation superimposes a temporality beyond the 
actual scope of Beatrice’s words, which describe the atemporal order of creation’s 
constituents (the “pure act” of angelic intelligence, the “pure potentiality” of matter, 
and the “unmediated” being of the heavens), in line with the Aristotelian conception 
of the cosmos (see Aristotle’s De cœlo, Physics 8, and Metaphysics 12). This reading 
does not call that conception into question, nor does it seek to impose a Neo-Platonic 
perspective on the passage: the aim is rather to outline the relationship, in the poem’s 
own terms, between the originary, eternal order of the universe and the temporality 
that human souls are born into and move through. What Beatrice articulates is still, 

after all, an account of creation, laying out the fundamental structure of a universe 
whose perfection, on the scale of the individual soul, unfolds through the experience 
of time. As Piero Boitani effectively puts it: “This is a canto which predicates being 
in its primeval forms, and which moves through time and space to hover over out-
of-time and outside-space… In short, Dante’s is a complete rewriting of Genesis… 
moving to the heart of the matter, the substance of things. Form and matter: each in 
absolute, singular, purity, or united: that is to say, pure form (or pure act), angelic 
intelligence; pure matter (or pure potency), prime matter; and form-and-matter to-
gether, a compound of both, the heavens. The three things together take the place of 
the biblical heaven and earth, constituting the object of the Big Bang, and the foun-
dations of the universe” (“The poetry and poetics of the creation,” in The Cambridge 
Companion to Dante, ed. Rachel Jacoff (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2007), 218-235, 226-28). For further discussion of the innovativeness of Dante’s 
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Statius’s outline of a soul gathering both “the human and the 
divine” into itself might appear difficult to reconcile with a universe 
structured by the separation between matter and immortal form.17 
On the one hand, in fact, such a notion is consistent with that of 
human nature as a hylomorphic substance arranging matter into the 
soul’s form. On the other hand, even Aristotle’s version of hylo-
morphism had to leave room for the separability of “some parts” of 
the soul from its material body.18 In this sense, indeed, things would 
seem to stand much more neatly in the Convivio, where the im-
mortal “part” of the soul is singled out as a divine form that, at 
death, returns to God (“con quella parte de la nostra anima che mai 
non muore, a l’altissimo e gloriosissimo seminadore al cielo ri-
torna,” Conv. 4.23.3). The human body, by contrast, is cast as a 
mortal “prison” in which the soul, until death, is held captive 
(“mentre che l’anima è legata e incarcerata per li organi del nostro 
corpo,” Conv. 2.4.17). The Convivio, therefore, would seem to 
provide a first and unambiguous answer to the question set forth in 
the introduction concerning the exact nature of the soul’s “human” 
aspect: for the essence of human nature, in these terms, squarely 
correlates with what Robert Harrison has called, after Giambattista 
Vico, “a connection with the humus,” the mortality of the body 

 
account, see also Boitani’s ‘La creazione nel Paradiso’, Filologia e critica 33 (Jan.-Apr. 
2008): 3–34, as well as Alison Cornish’s “Planets and Angels in Paradiso XXIX: The 
First Moment,” Dante Studies, with the Annual Report of the Dante Society 108 
(1990): 1-28, and her reading of Paradiso 29 in connection with the “mind-body 
problem” in “Paradiso 29: Saving the Appearances,” Dante Studies 137 (2019): 107-
23. These accounts also importantly engage with the relevance of this passage for what 
Teodolinda Barolini terms the “poetics of the new” linking pilgrim’s and reader’s 
experience in the journey of poetic creation (“Infernal Incipits: The Poetics of the 
New,” in The Undivine “Comedy”: Detheologizing Dante (Princeton, NJ: Prince-
ton University Press, 1992), 21-47). 
17 For a review of the tension between philosophical argument and theological co-

gency in Statius’s speech, see Paolo Falzone’s “Filosofia e teologia nel canto XXV del 
Purgatorio,” Bollettino di italianistica 1 (2006): 41-72. Of special interest is the com-
parison with Virgil’s shorter account of the physicality of souls in the afterlife, in 
Purgatorio 3, as well as the discussion of Dante’s approach to the philosophical prob-
lem of embodiment and the need to reconcile rational argument with the primacy of 

faith and revealed truth. See also Zygmut Barański’s “Canto XXV,” in Lectura Dantis 
Turicensis, eds. George Güntert and Michelangelo Picone (Firenze: Franco Cesati, 
2001), 389-406. 
18 See Aristotle, De anima 2.1.413a3-7: “Therefore, that the soul is not separable from 
the body, or some parts of it if it naturally has parts, is not unclear. For the actuality 
of some parts belongs to the parts themselves. Even so, nothing hinders some parts 
from being separable, because of their not being the actualities of any body” (trans. 
from De Anima (2016)). 
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destined to be buried in the earth, returning to matter and its inan-
imate, immoveable place thereafter.19 

It is important to observe that, for all its corrective impetus, 
Statius’s account of the genesis of the soul in Purgatorio 25 does 
not actually stray far from this conception, since it also clearly dis-
tinguishes between an earthbound and a heavenly power that con-
cur to shape the individual soul.20 The first of these is the “power 
to shape” (“virtute informativa,” Purg. 25.41), the organic princi-
ple infused by the father’s sperm (“sangue perfetto,” Purg. 25.37), 
which guides the development of the human embryo into a body 
equipped with all sensory organs: 
 

Anima fatta la virtute attiva 
qual d’una pianta, in tanto differente, 
che questa è in via e quella è già a riva, 
tanto ovra poi, che già si move e sente, 
come spungo marino; e indi imprende 
ad organar le posse ond’è semente. (Purg. 25.52-57) 

 
The second power (“spirito novo”) descends then from God (“lo 
motor primo”) complementing body and senses with the possible 
intellect: 
 

… lo motor primo a lui si volge lieto 
sovra tant’arte di natura, e spira 
spirito novo, di vertù repleto, 
che ciò che trova attivo quivi, tira 
in sua sustanzia, e fassi un’alma sola, 
che vive e sente e sé in sé rigira. (Purg. 25.70-75) 

 
Far from breaking with the Convivio, therefore, Statius’s recapitu-
lation goes a long way in consolidating the idea of the soul’s com-
posite nature that Dante had first outlined there. Notably, this is 
just as true of the similarities as it is of the differences between the 
two accounts. The two formative powers that Statius describes, for 
instance, are a simplification of many more that were originally 
listed in the Convivio,21 highlighting Dante’s intent to shift 

 
19 Robert P. Harrison, The Dominion of the Dead (Chicago: The University of Chi-
cago Press, 2003), 34. For the etymological nexus proposed by Vico, see “Principj di 
scienza nuova” § 12: “La seconda delle cose umane, per la quale a’ latini, da «hu-
mando», «seppellire», prima e propiamente vien detta «humanitas», sono le seppolture” 
(from Scienza nuova, ed. Paolo Rossi (Milano: Rizzoli, 2012)). 
20 About Albert the Great’s influence on this aspect of Statius’s speech and Dante’s 
account of the “virtute informativa,” see note 29. 
21 See Conv. 4.21.4: “E però dico che quando l’umano seme cade nel suo recettaculo, 
cioè ne la matrice, esso porta seco la vertù de l’anima generativa e la vertù del cielo e 
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emphasis, in this later categorization, from the specification of each 
power’s physiological function to their origins: to the distinction, 
that is to say, between the human realm of the body and the divine 
realm of the “spirito novo.” As a result, the Commedia would also 
clearly appear to associate the “human” dimension of existence 
with the prison of flesh that the soul, at death, leaves behind. On 
the one hand, human life is marked out as the moment in which 
the soul originates in the form of an individual. On the other hand, 
that form is still eventually destined to be “released from the flesh,” 
transcending the mortal “humus” to which the body returns and 
bringing the human moment of the soul’s existence to an end. 

So, it would appear—yet herein precisely lies the paradox. 
For if Statius’s account also unfolds along a clear separation between 
the soul’s human origin and its immortal destiny, how are we then 
to account for the statement that the soul, upon leaving the flesh, 
carries off “both the human and the divine”? 
 

Quando Lachesìs non ha più del lino, 
solvesi da la carne, e in virtute 
ne porta seco e l’umano e ’l divino. 

 
One way around the quandary would be to interpret the notation 
“in virtute,” here, to mean that human and divine elements leave 
the flesh as manifest “potentialities,” in continuity with the two 
formative powers they arose from.22 In this reading, the image of 

 
la vertù de li elementi legati, cioè la complessione; e matura e dispone la materia a la 
vertù formativa, la quale diede l’anima del generante; e la vertù formativa prepara li 
organi a la vertù celestiale, che produce de la potenza del seme l’anima in vita.” 
22 This is the reading reflected in Durling’s translation (“When Lachesis has no more 
thread, the soul / is released from the flesh, and it carries off in its / powers both the 
human and the divine”) though not, for instance, in Longfellow’s non-committal 
adherence to Dante’s wording (“Whenever Lachesis has no more thread, / It separates 
from the flesh, and virtually / Bears with itself the human and divine,” from The 
Purgatorio, trans. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (New York: Barnes & Noble, 
2005)), nor in W. S. Merwin’s version, which keeps its ambiguity ingeniously at arm’s 

length (“When Lachesis has no more flax, the soul is set / free of the flesh, and it 
takes with it / its latent self, human and divine,” from Purgatorio: A New Verse 
Translation by W. S. Merwin (New York: Knopf, 2001)). As Philippe Delhaye and 
Giorgio Stabile clarify in their entry on “virtù” in the Enciclopedia Dantesca, Dante’s 
flexible use of the term (“indica fondamentalmente una ‘capacità naturale a operare,’ 
sia nel senso di ‘disposizione’ o ‘idoneità’ a esplicare un'azione, sia in quello di ‘po-
tenza’ o ‘energia’ esplicata”) leaves the question open as to whether he intended such 
denotational continuity within Statius’s speech. An alternative confutation is offered 
by Falzone, who traces the phrase “in virtute” back to Aquinas’s interpretation of 
Augustine’s De spiritu et anima, indicating that the soul survives as the active subject 
of its formed powers (“Filosofia e teologia,” 65-66)—a persuasive reading that, how-
ever, does not address the issue of embodiment discussed later in this article. Durling, 
interestingly, attributes his terminological choice to the unprecedented quality of 
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the Fates’ unweaving thread (“solvesi… porta seco”) would then 
correspond to the literal extrapolation of the unitary form the self 
generated by the conjunction of “virtute attiva” and “spirito 
novo,” configuring the soul as its enduring spiritual mold. Even 
casting pricklier hermeneutical issues aside,23 however, such an in-
terpretation is difficult to reconcile with the idea of selfhood that 
actually oriented Dante’s epistemological and imaginative outlook. 
As Timothy Reiss has shown, there is a fundamental distinction to 
be made between later notions of “self-fashioning,” anchored in 
Renaissance and Cartesian conceptualizations of individuality as a 
separate, internal essence, and the sense of embedded “passibility” 
that, by contrast, shaped the understanding of human nature char-
acteristic of the proto-humanistic cultures of medieval Europe:  
 

Passibility was the fundamental nature of the human being as human. 
Its relation to the endlessly multiple matter, qualities and events of its 
surroundings—divine, animate, social, physical—was one of being al-
ways and constantly affected by simply being in them, more exactly, 
being of them.24 

 
Dante’s conception: “Naturally enough, there is nothing in earlier literature, theo-
logical or otherwise, like this passage, but it is integral to Dante’s conception of the 
unified human person” (Durling’s note to Purg. 25.79-108). 
23 As Anna Maria Chiavacci Leonardi’s observes: “l’espressione in virtute non può 

significare «in potenza», cioè «non in atto», come molti spiegano, perché nella terzina 
seguente è detto chiaramente che le facoltà intellettive (il divino) restano in atto anche 
più acutamente di prima. Si dovrà dunque intendere virtute come «virtù sostan-
ziale»… Tutte le potenze, «umane e divine», sono infatti radicate («in radice», come 
si esprime Tommaso) nell’essenza stessa dell’anima” (note to Purg. 25.80-81, in La 
Divina Commedia, ed. Anna Maria Chiavacci Leonardi (Milano: Mondadori, 1991-
97)). Like Durling in the comment to his translation (see previous note), Chiavacci 
Leonardi also contextualizes this line within the novelty of Dante’s conception ex-
tending to the invention of aerial bodies (discussed later in this article): “L’anima 
separata… non ha fortuna nella Commedia. Tanto intenso è il desiderio di Dante di 
dar risposta alla sua profonda aspirazione, che egli stesso crea la modalità di questa 
corporeità spirituale… Se ci sono infatti vaghi e discussi precedenti all’idea di un corpo 
sottile, etereo, nei padri più antichi della Chiesa… l’idea di come esso potesse formarsi 
(per la stessa virtù, rimasta intatta e portata nell’aldilà, che formava le membra corpo-

ree nel seno materno, ed ora le imprime nell’aria circostante) appare del tutto dante-
sca… La ragione profonda di tutto il discorso è l’idea che l’uomo è sempre, anche 
dopo morto, non puro spirito, ma anima e corpo, vale a dire umano e divino, storia 
ed eternità” (“Introduzione al canto XXV”). Along similar lines, how to correlate an 
eventual self-sufficiency of the spiritual element with Beatrice’s characterization of 
primeval perfection as “Forma e materia, congiunte e purette”? Any reading of “in 
virtute” as “in potentiality” seems bound to raise problems with respect to the emer-
gent speculative framework of the Commedia. 
24 Timothy J. Reiss, Mirages of the Selfe: Patterns of Personhood in Ancient and Early 
Modern Europe, (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2003), 97. As Reiss suc-
cinctly puts it in the introduction, “There was no idea of a self free and independent 
in its will, intentions and choices; none of a separate, private individual” (3). For a 
reprisal of his discussion in connection with Dante, see Barbara Newman’s The 
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In this earlier conception, rooted in Averroes’s distinction between 
eternal “material” intellect and the “passible and corruptible” intel-
lect of human beings (in Book 3 of his Long Commentary on Ar-
istotle’s De anima, which Dante knew well), the existence of the 
individual soul unfolds through the relations (the constant “give 
and take in the universe”) defining and embedding it in its proper 
place in the world.25 Any separation of that existence from a mate-
rial sensible body, consequently, would have been all but incon-
ceivable, and the rarefaction of the soul’s “human” aspect into a 
disembodied formal power all but unintelligible, to Dante him-
self—a hermeneutical shortcut that, for all its seductiveness, would 
not take us far into the riddle of Statius’s words.  
 
3. The Organics of Personhood 

How does the soul remain human after relinquishing its mortal 
body? An alternative approach to the paradox just outlined is of-
fered by another word Dante often employs in reference to human 
beings, “persona,” whose etymological ramifications are especially 
significant in the context of this discussion.26 

 
Permeable Self: Five Medieval Relationships (Philadelphia, PA: University of Penn-
sylvania Press, 2021). 
25 Reiss, Mirages of the Selfe, 106. For Averroes’s discussion of the relationship be-
tween material and passible intellect, see esp. Long Commentary 3.20: “You ought 
to know that use and exercise are the causes of what appears to be the case concerning 
the potency of the agent intellect which is in us for separating [things] and the material 
intellect for receiving [things]. They are, I say, causes on account of the positive dis-
position existing through use and exercise in the passible and corruptible intellect 
which Aristotle calls passible, and [which] he said plainly is corruptible. If not, it 
would happen that the power which is in us making the intelligibles would be mate-
rial and likewise the passible power. For this reason no one can reason on the basis of 
this that the material intellect is mixed with the body” (trans. from Long Commentary 
on the De Anima of Aristotle, ed. and trans. Richard C. Taylor (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 2009). 
26 It may be observed that the concepts of “soul” and “personhood,” in the Neo-

Aristotelian tradition, are typically discussed in terms of the distinction between 
“soul” and “intellect,” which is indeed crucial to Dante’s description of his soul’s 
ultimate conjunction with the universal “mover” (God’s active intellect) at the end 
of the poem: “ma già volgeva il mio disio e ’l velle, / sì come rota ch’igualmente è 
mossa, / l’amor che move il sole e l’altre stelle” (Par. 33.143-45). The value of focus-
ing on the relationship between soul and personhood, in this perspective, is that it 
provides an avenue to consider the human end of that same conjunction, that is to 
say, the soul’s transformation over the course of its journey towards it. With regard 
to the poem’s conclusion, indeed, Chiavacci Leonardi argues that “amor vada qui 
inteso non tanto come quello di Dio che muove l’universo, ma come quello (suscitato 
da Dio) dell’universo che lo fa muovere, volgere verso di lui… nel canto I era stato 
detto… che dalla direzione centripeta impressa da Dio verso se stesso a tutte le crea-
ture si diparte talvolta l’unica tra esse—l’uomo—che per la sua libertà ha il potere di 
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The semantics of personhood harken back to the Latin verb 
“personare” (“to sound out through”), which describes the way 
actors in antiquity spoke through masks representing their charac-
ters on stage. “Persona” was the name of the mask—of the figure 
brought to life by the actor’s body and voice.27 These associations 
percolated into Dante’s idiom through the theological appropria-
tion of St. Thomas Aquinas, who in the Summa theologiæ elevated 
“persona” to index of all the “principia individuantia hominem”—
everything that characterizes a human being as an embodied and 
individuated self. Indeed, embodiment is the key detail of Aquinas’s 
definition: “‘person’… used of human nature refers to this flesh, 
these bones and this soul which are the sources of man’s individu-
ality.”28 Flesh and bones precede the soul as the scaffoldings of its 
individual form: as the bodily mask through which the divine 
power, as Statius puts it, “breathes” a new spirit (“spira / spirito 
novo”) into the existence of a soul.29 What this implies is simple 

 
resistere a tale divino impulso; ma l’uomo, una volta unito per grazia a Dio, non corre 
più questo rischio, in quanto la sua libera volontà si identifica con quella divina… 
Tale è la condizione di Dante alla fine del poema, stabilito nel puro amore di Dio” 
(note to Par. 1.145, in La Divina Commedia (1991-97)). The exegetical angle taken 
up in this section, accordingly, complements Dante’s recognition of the divine intel-
lect at the heart of creation with a mapping of the soul’s course toward that recogni-
tion. 
27 See “persona,” in L’Etimologico: Vocabolario della lingua italiana, ed. Alberto No-
centini (Milano: Le Monnier, 2010). 
28 Aquinas, Summa theologiæ 1a.29.4 (trans. from The Trinity (1a.27-32), ed. and 

trans. Ceslaus Velecky, vol. 6 of Summa Theologiæ (2006)). Byrnum pregnantly cap-

tures the persistent suggestiveness of embodiment in doctrinal disquisitions about 

identity: “By the early fourteenth century, it was possible—at least for logicians and 

theologians—to think of survival and identity of self without continuity of material 

particles. But hundreds of years of insistence on bodily resurrection had come to lo-

cate in ‘soul’ much of our commonsense understanding of ‘body’… Although soul 

now seemed to carry not only the particularity of self but also the pattern of body, it 

needed body as a place to express that particularity and pattern. Even Dante (d. 1321), 

who made technically correct use of the Thomistic notion that soul accounts for 

identity… depicted his beloved Beatrice in the last cantos of the Divine Comedy not 

simply as soul… [and] gave to his eponymous self a vision of the heavenly choir in 

their resurrection bodies even though his poetic encounter was set before the end of 

time” (The Resurrection of the Body, 10-11). 
29 This definition is also notably in line with Albert the Great’s description—based on 
Avicenna’s theorization—of the formative power that prepares the body in which the 
rational soul is received (see De animalibus 16.1.4-12 and De anima 1.2.7; also Eu-
genio Massa, “Alberto Magno,” in Enciclopedia Dantesca), a fundamental source of 
Statius’s organological account analyzed in this section. The agreement is pivotal in 
the context of Aquinas’s and Albert’s divergences regarding the role of potentiality in 
the interaction of matter and form (see esp. Nardi’s “La dottrina d’Alberto Magno 
sull’‘inchoatio formae,’” and “Alberto Magno e San Tommaso,” in Studi di filosofia 
medievale (Roma: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 1960), 69-101, 103-18, as well as 
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but paramount, for the body is unambiguously singled out as the 
catalyst of the process of individuation in which the soul originates. 
Such a conception noticeably diverges from the one outlined in the 
Convivio, where Dante characterizes the soul not as the endpoint 
but rather as the “cause,” the anteceding principle of bodily exist-
ence (“l’anima è atto del corpo; e se ella è suo atto, è sua cagione,” 
Conv. 3.6.11). It is essential, therefore, to verify how far the Com-
media ventures from that initial position.  

According to Purgatorio 25, as we saw, no soul exists prior 
to the human flesh and bones that have been prepared to bring it 
into existence, since the “spirito novo” descends only once the em-
bryo has grown into a body that “moves and has feeling” (“che già 
si move e sente”). Statius further underscores the body’s incarna-
tional primacy by leveraging another key concept, that of “or-
gano,” which describes all the sensory organs connecting the hu-
man body with its surroundings.30 The verb “organare” is the one 
he uses in reference to the work of the “virtute informativa,” which 
“imprende / ad organar le posse ond’è semente,” organizing the 
fetus in accordance with the body’s five senses (“posse”). It is very 
significant, therefore, that the selfsame “virtute” then prepares an 
additional “organo” to enable the infusion of the “spirito novo” 
into the body—the brain: 
 

… quest’è tal punto 
che più savio di te fé già errante, 
sì che per sua dottrina fé disgiunto 
de l’anima il possibile intelletto, 
perché da lui non vide organo assunto. 
Apri a la verità che viene il petto; 
e sappi che, sì tosto come al feto 
l’articular del cerebro è perfetto, 
lo motor primo a lui si volge lieto 
sovra tant’arte di natura, e spira 
spirito novo, di virtù repleto. (Purg. 25.62-72) 

 
The embattled articulation of this idea, pitched emphatically against 
Averroes’s (“più savio di te”) “erratic” theorization of an extracor-
poreal intellect, underscores its importance for Dante’s own con-
ception of the soul’s nature.31 The existence of a designated organ 

 
Dal “Convivio” alla “Commedia” (Sei saggi danteschi) (Roma: Istituto storico ita-
liano per il medio evo, 1960)). 
30 See Alessandro Niccoli, “organo,” in Enciclopedia Dantesca. 
31 For a recent integration to discussions about Averroes’s theory and the Latin Aver-
roists’ arguments, see Peter Adamson’s Philosophy in the Islamic World (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2016). 
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for the incorporation of the “spirito novo,” as a matter of fact, fore-
grounds a subtle but fundamental aspect of the soul’s incarnation, 
namely the material equalization of its human and divine constitu-
ents. If “virtute informativa” and “spirito novo,” in fact, equally 
depend on bodily organs to converge into a new, personified ex-
istence, then the body not only prefigures, but actively shapes, and 
indeed manifests, the eternal form of the soul: it is the most literal 
version imaginable, in other words, of the Aquinian mask of flesh 
and bones (it seems especially meaningful, in this sense, that of all 
possible characters Dante chose Statius, a poet from antiquity, as 
the mouthpiece for this recuperation of the performative and in-
carnational roots of the idea of “persona”). Moving beyond the 
causative differentiation of the Convivio, the Commedia thus pos-
its human personhood in its material, flesh-bound entirety (“this 
flesh, these bones and this soul”) as the one and only form in which 
it will ever be possible for the soul to exist—an existence tied in 
perpetuo, as Reiss noted, to the experience of inhabiting a partic-
ular body in the world. 

This reading finds confirmation in the poetic invention of 
aerial bodies, which Statius brings up to illustrate the soul’s contin-
ued existence after death.32 For it is precisely through an impulse 
to replicate the body’s presence that the soul survives, as he ex-
plains: 
 

Tosto che loco lì la circunscrive, 
la virtù formativa raggia intorno 
così e quanto ne le membra vive. (Purg. 25.88-90) 

 
Incarnation endures as the paradigm of the soul’s immortality. A 
paradigm, it must be observed, that unfolds in no abstracted or dis-
embodied potentiality, but by virtue of a “formative power” strik-
ingly akin to the “virtute informativa” that generated the soul’s first, 
human body. Statius pairs up two adverbs to highlight this parallel 
and the fact that the soul, in this way, persists not as a ghostly form, 
but in “radiant” reminiscence of its bodily existence: “così e quanto 
ne le membra vive”—as lifelike as the living body, in outer aspect 
as well as intensity of feeling and thought. Such insistence under-
scores the deeply literal sense in which the aerial body provides “a 
constitutive mechanism for our continued human personhood after 
death,” as Heather Webb has noted, “just as the embryonic body 

 
32 For a review of derivative and original aspects of the idea of aerial bodies, see Fal-
zone, “Filosofia e teologia,” 70-71, and Chiavacci Leonardi’s commentary quoted in 
note 23. 
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and infused soul are constitutive of our humanity at birth.”33 Statius 
reiterates this continuity, once again, through the incarnational se-
mantics of “organo”: 
 

Però che quindi ha poscia sua paruta, 
è chiamata ombra; e quindi organa poi 
ciascun sentire infino a la veduta. (Purg. 25.100-102) 

 
The soul unfolds into the air as an immortal, self-organizing pres-
ence, identical with the personified form of its body—transcending, 
yes, its human mortality, and yet never the human moment of its 
origin. 
 
4. Transcending Bodies 

Even this poetic revisitation of personhood, nevertheless, presents 
a difficulty. If the soul, in fact, lives on in immortal perpetuation of 
its human origin, what is decisive—or even just distinctive—about 
its passage out of mortality? It is time to take another look at Dante’s 
statement, in the Convivio, that the soul after death transitions into 
“a nature which is more than human” (“perpetualmente dura in 
natura più che umana,” 2.8.6), with all the elements now in place 
to see why this is a notion that the Commedia does not disavow, 
but actually follows through to its ultimate, revealing consequences. 

In and of itself, the permanence of human personhood does 
not imply that the soul remains anchored to the bodily realm of 
matter—its “connection with the humus”—particularly when we 
recall that matter, as Beatrice explains in Paradiso 29, is a dimension 
of “pure potentiality”: that which must be transcended to reach the 
divine realm of “pure act.” In the conclusion of his speech, Statius 
gestures precisely towards this transcension as the marker of the 
soul’s passage out of human existence. Once the soul has been re-
leased from the flesh, its inner motions manifest with an immediacy 
that would have been unimaginable through the mediation of an 
earthly body: 
 

Secondo che ci affiggono i disiri 
e li altri affetti, l’ombra si figura; 
e quest’è la cagion di che tu miri. (Purg. 25.106-108) 

 
This tercet describes the aerial body as a purified (“wondrous,” in-
deed) manifestation of the soul. To tease out the significance of this 

 
33 Heather Webb, Dante’s Persons: An Ethics of the Transhuman (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2016), 17. 
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characterization, it is helpful to contextualize it within the notion 
of “pureness” that Dante derived from St. Albert the Great, expli-
cated in the Convivio by way of the following simile. Just as the 
light of the sun shines more or less manifestly through earthly bod-
ies according to their “diaphanousness” (“Vedemo la luce del sole, 
la quale è una, da uno fonte derivata, diversamente da le corpora 
essere ricevuta”), so God’s divine power is more or less manifest 
according to the degree in which a creature’s material existence 
obfuscates its nature, that is to say, the actualization of its form 
(which, as we saw, is both cause and endpoint of the existence of 
everything God creates).34 Angels, entirely separate from matter, 
are therefore the “purest” of all beings. Human beings, by contrast, 
are caught up in their earthly bodies “sì come l’uomo ch’è tutto ne 
l’acqua fuor del capo, del quale non si può dire che tutto sia ne 
l’acqua né tutto fuor da quella” (Conv. 3.7.5). At the same time 
that the body’s flesh and bones individuate it as a personified self, 
they also constrain the soul to an interior, invisible, “impurely” 
manifest existence. 

At the same time that the soul is given form, it is also con-
cealed by the mask of the body—a mask that “desires / and other 
feelings” need to traverse until death, at last, allows them to trans-
cend it. In this sense, Statius’s speech clearly characterizes death as 
the passage into a different state of affairs: “Secondo che ci affig-
gono i disiri / e li altri affetti, l’ombra si figura”—in contrast with 
the impurity of the flesh, the aerial body configures an instant cor-
respondence between the soul’s inner movements and their visible 
manifestation. Concurrently, it is also crucial to notice how care-
fully Statius’s wording emphasizes the affinity, rather than the dis-
crepancy, between the workings of earthly and aerial body. The 
reappearance discussed earlier of the verb “organare,” just two ter-
cets before this passage (“e quindi organa poi / ciascun sentire in-
fino a la veduta,” Purg. 25.101-102), punctuates a parallel between 

 
34 See Conv. 3.7.3-4: “Veramente ciascuna cosa riceve da quello discorrimento se-
condo lo modo de la sua vertù e de lo suo essere; e di ciò sensibile essemplo avere 
potemo dal sole. Vedemo la luce del sole, la quale è una, da uno fonte derivata, di-
versamente da le corpora essere ricevuta; sì come dice Alberto, in quello libro che fa 
de lo Intelletto, che certi corpi, «per molta chiaritade di diafano avere in sé mista, 
tosto che ’l sole li vede diventano tanto luminosi, che per multiplicamento di luce in 
quelle e ne lo loro aspetto, rendono a li altri di sé grande splendore», sì come è l’oro, 
e alcuna pietra. «Certi sono che, per esser del tutto diafani, non solamente ricevono 
la luce, ma quella non impediscono, anzi rendono lei del loro colore colorata ne l’altre 
cose. E certi sono tanto vincenti ne la purità del diafano, che divengono sì raggianti, 
che vincono l’armonia de l’occhio, e non si lasciano vedere sanza fatica del viso,” sì 
come sono li specchi. Certi altri sono tanto sanza diafano, che quasi poco de la luce 
ricevono, sì come la terra.” 
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the processes of corporal mediation and aerial “figuring,” which 
indexes them as different but intimately interrelated stages in the 
soul’s progression towards its fully manifest form. A progression by 
way of which “the self, including its physical characteristics and 
qualities,” as Manuele Gragnolati has put it, “seems to be wholly 
packed into the self-sufficient souls of the Commedia.”35 In its aer-
ial body the soul finally shines forth, wholly packed into the “pure” 
and unobstructed immanence of the self in the world. 

In this way, far from refuting the notion of a human form 
ascending into “a nature which is more than human,” the Com-
media vividly radicalizes Dante’s effort to come to grips with the 
imaginative paradox that notion entails. A powerful dramatization 
of this effort is his failed embrace with the singer Casella, in Purga-
torio 2, which (rather topically) may appear to run counter to the 
reading developed so far. While the intensely physicalized souls in 
Inferno would seem to conform easily,36 in fact, to an interpretation 
of aerial “figuring” as a fuller and unobstructed manifestation of the 
soul, this episode famously signals an abrupt cessation of all physical 
contact upon reaching the Mountain of Purgatory, which is less 
intuitive but equally important to account for. Casella has just ar-
rived at the foot of the Mountain after three months spent on the 
banks of the river Tiber, waiting for his will to conform to God’s 
“just” wish for his penitence and redemption (“ché di giusto voler 
lo suo si face,” Purg. 2.97). And as soon as he recognizes Dante, he 
makes towards him: 
 

Io vidi una di lor trarresi avante 
per abbracciarmi con sì grande affetto, 
che mosse me a far lo somigliante. 
Ohi ombre vane, fuor che ne l’aspetto! 
tre volte dietro a lei le mani avvinsi, 
e tante mi tornai con esse al petto. (Purg. 2.76-81) 

 

 
35 Manuele Gragnolati, “Nostalgia in Heaven: Embraces, Affection and Identity in 
the Commedia,” in Dante and the Human Body: Eight Essays, eds. John C. Barnes 
and Jennifer Petrie (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2007), 117-37, 120. See also “Em-
bryology and Aerial Bodies in Dante’s Comedy,” in Experiencing the Afterlife: Soul 
and Body in Dante and Medieval Culture (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre 
Dame Press, 2005), 53-87. 
36 Think of Dante’s repeated physical contacts with Virgil, for instance, or the way he 
caresses Brunetto Latini (Inf. 15.25-30) and yanks at the hair of Bocca degli Abati 
(Inf. 32.97-123). As Rebecca West remarks: “The Inferno is the most sense-oriented 
of the Canticles. There Dante often both is touched and touches… his guide and 
certain shades, both loved and despised” (“On the Sense of Touch in the Divine 
Comedy,” Lectura Dantis 5 (Fall 1989): 46-58, 49). See also Falzone, “Filosofia e 
teologia,” 48-56, for a review of the philosophical debate on this issue. 
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Dante’s marvel (“Di maraviglia, credo, mi dipinsi,” v. 82) spotlights 
the occurrence’s unprecedented quality, amplified by the contrast 
with Casella’s lack of surprise at his own failed attempt to embrace 
the old friend. Such is the consequence, he seems to suggest, of 
having left one’s mortal body behind: “Così com’io t’amai / nel 
mortal corpo, così t’amo sciolta” (vv. 88-90). The function of this 
encounter within the larger theological framework of the Comme-
dia has been the object of long and insightful examination, offering 
an array of contextual solutions to the apparent contradiction be-
tween Dante’s depiction of his interactions with souls up until this 
moment and Casella’s sudden disembodiment.37 What remains 
troubling for the present discussion, nevertheless, is the potential 
implication of Casella’s words that removal from the mortal body 
has weakened, rather intensified, the manifestation of the soul’s 
“disiri / e li altri affetti.” If Casella’s “love” for Dante is unchanged, 
why can’t he follow through with the impulse to embrace him? 
How does this inability match the idea of a soul more immediately 
and purely manifest in its aerial body? 

Casella’s description of his new condition, it will have been 
noticed, anticipates the exact same figuration of the soul’s transition 
into immortality that later reappears in Purgatorio 25—that of a 
thread “unwoven” from the flesh (“sciolta”). Resonances of this 
kind are integral to the internal structure the Commedia, and by 
alerting the reader to the continuity between the two episodes, this 
one draws attention to their correspondence as well as their com-
plementarity in the poem’s unfolding inquiry into the nature of the 
soul. As a matter of fact, the continuation of that same passage in 

 
37 Notably, among recent interventions, Lino Pertile’s reading of Cato’s later injunc-
tion to the penitent souls (“Correte al monte a spogliarvi lo scoglio / ch’esser non 
lascia a voi Dio manifesto,” Purg. 2.122-23) correlating their mortal “raiment” with 
the “condizione di corruttibilità fisica e spirituale in cui, con il primo peccato, caddero 
i protoplasti e con essi l’intero genere umano” (“Lo scoglio e la vesta,” in La punta 
del disio. Semantica del desiderio nella Commedia (Fiesole: Cadmo, 2005), 59-83, 
67), as well as Angelo Maria Mangini’s reappraisal of the connection between Cato’s 

and Virgil’s earlier reference to that same “raiment” (“la vesta ch’al gran dì sarà sì 
chiara,” Purg. 1.75) as complementary parts of Dante’s appropriation of the Pauline 
doctrine of “purificazione/expoliatio” (“Virgilio, Catone e la “vesta”: due versioni 
della salvezza,” Studi e problemi di critica testuale 90 (Apr. 2015): 191-208). These 
accounts provide suggestive frameworks to interpret the contrast between the physi-
cality of the damned and Casella’s disembodiment in the context of their opposite 
moral turns, respectively towards and away from, sin and the impurity of earthly ex-
istence. See also Kevin Marti’s discussion of Pauline imagery and the theme of resur-
rection in “Dante’s ‘Baptism’ and the Theology of the Body in Purgatorio 1-2,” Tra-
ditio 45 (1989-90): 167-90, and Rachel Jacoff’s “‘Our Bodies, Our Selves’: The Body 
in the Commedia,” in Sparks and Seeds: Medieval Literature and its Afterlife. Essays 
in Honor of John Freccero, eds. Dana E. Stewart and Alison Cornish (Turnhout: 
Brepols Publishers, 2000), 119-37. 
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Statius’s speech provides an illuminating gloss on the phenomenol-
ogy of the failed embrace: 
 

Quando Lachesìs non ha più del lino, 
solvesi da la carne, e in virtute 
ne porta seco e l’umano e ’l divino: 
l’altre potenze tutte quante mute; 
memoria, intelligenza e volontade 
in atto molto più che prima agute. (Purg. 25.79-84) 

 
As the body is relinquished, the unification of human and divine 
elements into the soul’s immortal substance arranges its faculties 
into a precise hierarchy, dimming out the sensory (“l’altre po-
tenze,” the “posse” shaped earlier into the organs by the “virtute 
attiva,” Purg. 25.52-57) while sharpening the rational ones: 
memory, understanding, and will.38 In accordance with this ar-
rangement, the latter three faculties’ central role in the purgatorial 
journey of redemption has been extensively noted and analyzed, 
beginning with Charles Singleton’s reading of Purgatorio in light 
of the Commedia’s larger concern with the theme of conversion, 
the soul’s “turn” from earthly sin towards God.39 In this connec-
tion, particularly relevant here is the correlation between one of 
these faculties, the will, and what Jacques Le Goff has called the 
“symphony” of purgatorial temporality, “a composite of the expe-
rience of each of the souls undergoing trial in the space between 
earth and Heaven… between the memory of the living and the 
anxiety of the dead.”40 As the souls that Dante meets on the Moun-
tain of Purgatory repeatedly testify, the experience of conversion is 
indeed one of trying, gradual release from the vagaries and distrac-
tions of earthly life, in anticipation of the final ascent into Heaven 
and God’s eternal light. Along the way, a “continual dialectic be-
tween forward motion and backward glance, voyage and repose, 

 
38 The three faculties of the rational soul, as set forth in Augustine’s De Trinitate 

10.12.17-19. Dante outlines his conception of the will as a rational faculty in Purga-
torio 18 (“Or perché a questa ogn’ altra si raccoglia, / innata v’è la virtù che consiglia, 
/ e de l’assenso de’ tener la soglia. / Quest’è ’l principio là onde si piglia / ragion di 
meritare in voi, secondo / che buoni e rei amori accoglie e viglia,” Purg. 18.61-66). 
39 Charles Singleton, “In Exitu Israel De Aegypto,” Annual Report of the Dante 
Society, with Accompanying Papers 78 (1960): 1-24. For a review and integration of 
Singleton’s thesis foregrounding the link between the performance and the embodi-
ment of salvation, see Albert Russell Ascoli’s “Performing Salvation in Dante’s Com-
media,” Dante Studies 135 (2017): 74-106. 
40 Jacques Le Goff, The Birth of Purgatory, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1984), 353. See also Barbara Reynolds’s discussion of 
the failed embrace in “The Morning Sun,” in Dante: The Poet, The Political 
Thinker, The Man (London: I.B. Tauris, 2006), 251-57. 
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illicit curiosity and necessary desire,” as Teodolinda Barolini has 
remarked in reference to Dante and Casella’s encounter, tracks “the 
will’s transition—in time—from mortal to immortal objects of de-
sire”: the soul’s transformation, moment by moment, as the will 
shifts between the “memory” of living and the “anxiety” to turn 
away from it, toward its ultimate destination.41 

This dynamic is key to see how Statius’s words help to clarify 
the problem of the failed embrace. For it is at a very specific mo-
ment in the transitional temporality just outlined, as we saw, that 
Dante and Casella meet—when Casella’s will, after three months 
of wait on the Tiber’s bank, has turned in the same “just” direction 
as God’s own:  
 

… Nessun m’è fatto oltraggio, 
se quei che leva quando e cui li piace, 
più volte m’ha negato esto passaggio; 
ché di giusto voler lo suo si face 
veramente da tre mesi elli ha tolto 
chi ha voluto intrar, con tutta pace. (Purg. 2.94-99) 

 
As a reflection of the “sharper” motions of his will and the other 
rational faculties, which have now taken over the “muted” sensory 
ones, Casella’s inability to touch or be touched becomes legible not 
as a failure to manifest his love for Dante, but as the clearest possible 
“figuration” of his newfound resolve to turn away from such 
earthly affections towards God, “from mortal to immortal objects 
of desire.”42 The contrast with the physicality of the souls in hell, 

 
41 Barolini, The Undivine “Comedy, 101-103. For Barolini, the encounter dramatizes 
the very “essence” of this dynamic: “Indeed, the experience of purgatory is the con-
version of the old back into the new: the unmaking of memory, in which the once 
new has been stored as old. No episode in Inferno or Paradiso captures the essence of 
the earthly pilgrimage like the Casella episode at the beginning of Purgatorio, whose 
structure faithfully replicates life’s—and terza rima’s—continual dialectic between for-
ward motion and backward glance, voyage and repose, illicit curiosity and necessary 
desire” (101). 
42 A figuration that does not contradict or exclude that of the other two rational 
faculties, importantly, but is equally legible as a reflection of the alignment of all three 
with God’s will—of Casella’s understanding, enabling discernment of the necessary 
turn from mortal to immortal objects of desire, as well as his memory (as discussed 
later in this paragraph). The fact that it was a strange choice for Dante, based on 
philosophical precedent, to include memory among the faculties that are intensified, 
rather than weakened, by the soul’s passage into the afterlife (for a review of this 
discussion, see Falzone, “Filosofia e teologia,” 66-67) leaves room for the hermeneu-
tical task of discerning its role in the phenomenology of aerial figuring. A corrobora-
ting intertext here is the other failed embrace of Purgatorio, between two souls this 
time whose wills have similarly turned away from earthly affections, Virgil and Statius: 
“Già s’inchinava ad abbracciar li piedi / al mio dottor, ma el li disse: “Frate, / non 
far, ché tu se’ ombra e ombra vedi.” / Ed ei surgendo: «Or puoi la quantitate / 
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from this vantage, appears equally coherent with the defining turn 
of their will in the exact opposite direction, away from God to-
wards the eternal, tormenting “memory” of the life that led them 
to damnation.43 Indicatively, it is worth recalling that when that 
same memory stirs in Casella at the sight of the old friend, the “af-
fetto” still radiates so powerfully through his vanishing figure that 
it instantly communicates itself to Dante, dramatically “moving” 
him before he has even had time to recognize who it is that he is 
trying to embrace (“Io vidi una di lor trarresi avante / per abbrac-
ciarmi con sì grande affetto, / che mosse me a far lo somigliante,” 
Purg. 2.76-78). Even as the soul embodies its turn towards God so 
purely as to literally fade out of the embrace of a “living,” mortal 
object of desire, the human transport of that desire (of Casella’s 
“disiri / e li altri affetti”) never transpired so immediately as from 
this aerial body transcending away into eternity. And precisely the 
paradox of this transcending immanence is what Dante’s imagina-
tion ultimately sought to confront.  
 
5. Ripening 

From a theological standpoint, Dante’s inquiry into the relationship 
of soul and body reaches its climax in Paradiso 7, where Beatrice 
takes up the question of divine justice in the context of Christ’s 
crucifixion and the destruction of Jerusalem (“come giusta vendetta 
giustamente / punita fosse,” Par. 7.20-21) and lays out a complete 
theory of incarnation and resurrection (both words that only appear 
in this canto). One of the doctrinal foundations of her speech, es-
pecially interesting for the present discussion, is the originary ema-
nation of human nature (foreshadowing the account of universal 
creation of Paradiso 29) directly from God’s divine power (“La 
divina bontà… // che dispiega le bellezze etterne,” vv. 64-66), in 
a perfect “resemblance” subsequently corrupted by sin (“Di tutte 
queste dote s’avvantaggia / l’umana creatura… // Solo il peccato è 
quel che la disfranca / e falla dissìmile al sommo bene,” vv. 76-
80).44 The restoration of that originary affinity is at the heart of the 

 
comprender de l’amor ch’a te mi scalda, / quand’io dismento nostra vanitate, / trat-
tando l’ombre come cosa salda.” (Purg. 21.130-36). 
43 As Singleton noted in his commentary to Inferno, in fact, through the descent down 
the circles of hell “the wayfarer will encounter souls that are much more substantial 
and corporeal,” reinforcing the sense of a correlation between the physicality of the 
damned and the degree of their will’s turn (quite literally) into the earthly depths of 
sin (Inferno, 2: Commentary, vol. 1, part 2 of The Divine Comedy, 3 vols., ed. and 
trans. Charles S. Singleton (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1970-75), 100. 
44 The direct antecedent of Dante’s elaboration of this doctrine is the discussion of the 
human soul’s excellence and qualities in Book 3 of the Convivio: “E quella anima 
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great speculative innovation that concludes the canto—an “argu-
ment” for the immortality not only of the soul, but also of the body: 
 

L’anima d’ogne bruto e de le piante 
di complession potenziata tira 
lo raggio e ’l moto de le luci sante; 
ma vostra vita sanza mezzo spira 
la somma beninanza, e la innamora 
di sé sì che poi sempre la disira. 
E quinci puoi argomentare ancora 
vostra resurrezion, se tu ripensi 
come l’umana carne fessi allora 
che li primi parenti intrambo fensi. (Par. 7.139-48) 

 
Unlike the mortal souls of animals and plants, generated by the re-
fraction of divine power through a “potentiated” medium of 
earthly matter, the direct “inspiration” of human beings (ever since 
the creation of Adam and Eve, “li primi parenti”) from the source 
of that power (“la somma beninanza”) argues not just for their im-
mortal nature, but specifically for that of the “flesh” in which they 
first came to life. While Dante probably derived this idea from St. 
Anselm’s Cur Deus Homo?, the details of its elaboration here are 
unprecedented, and crucial for his larger imaginative quest.45 For 

 
che tutte queste potenze comprende, e perfettissima di tutte l’altre, è l’anima umana, 
la quale con la nobilitade de la potenza ultima, cioè ragione, participa de la divina 
natura a guisa di sempiterna intelligenzia; però che l’anima è tanto in quella sovrana 
potenza nobilitata e dinudata da materia, che la divina luce, come in angelo, raggia in 
quella: e però è l’uomo divino animale da li filosofi chiamato” (3.2.14). Commenta-
tors have acknowledged the originality of Dante’s refurbishment of this philosophical 
stance in the Commedia (“Dante segue la linea maestra, di Agostino, Anselmo e 
Tommaso, ma la spiegazione, unica per forza di sintesi e bellezza del linguaggio, che 
egli dà della difficile dottrina, è ancora il testo più chiaro e convincente… che si abbia 
sull’argomento,” Chiavacci Leonardi, note to Par. 7.61, in La Divina Commedia 
(1991-97)), highlighting the need to inquire into its recapitulative and speculative 
elements alike. In this sense, other parallels fall beyond the scope of this discussion, 
but would be worth exploring, between this canto and Purgatorio 25, like the echo 
of the “humiliating” conjunction of divine and human nature in Christ’s incarnation 

(“e tutti li altri modi erano scarsi / a la giustizia, se ’l Figliuol di Dio / non fosse 
umiliato ad incarnarsi,” Par. 7.118-20) in the soul’s reverse ascent as a “human and 
divine” entity after death. 
45 Edward Moore’s analysis of terminological correspondences between Beatrice’s 
speech and Anselm’s argument remains a seminal reference in this regard (“Dante’s 
Theory of Creation,” in Studies in Dante. Fourth Series (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1917), 134-65). Anselm’s influence notwithstanding, as Chiavacci Leonardi notes: 
“L’argomento di Dante, che attribuisce al corpo stesso, indipendentemente 
dall’anima, il carattere di immortalità in quanto uscito dalle mani stesse di Dio… non 
si ritrova nei testi comunemente noti della tradizione teologica su questo problema, 
tanto più che anche per l’anima l’immortalità era considerata generalmente un dono 
di grazia in quanto non dimostrabile in modo assolutamente certo per via di ragione… 
Non è dunque da escludere che Dante… abbia ideato lui stesso il suo argomento 
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the Commedia, as we saw, alongside the soundness of its argu-
ments, is after a vision: not simply a justification of the body’s ulti-
mate “resurrection,” but an intuition of its reality as part of the 
concrete, unfolding destiny of human existence. 

The challenging quality of that intuition briefly surfaces in 
the strange dichotomy drawn up in this passage between the im-
permanence of other souls (“L’anima d’ogne bruto”) and the en-
during wholeness not of the human soul, but of human “life” 
(“vostra vita”)—wherein the very word “soul,” surprisingly, seems 
to stand in for the mortality that human beings, unlike other earth-
bound creatures, eventually overcome.46 What does this mean? Has 

 
come qui è formulato, dato che il principio della dignità suprema del corpo dell’uomo 
in quanto tale è tipico del suo pensiero e lo porta anche altrove… ad affermazioni che 
vanno al di là della teologia corrente al suo tempo.” (note to Par. 7.145-48, in La 
Divina Commedia (1991-97)). The relevant passage of Cur Deus Homo? is Book 2, 
Chapter 3: “That he rises with the body in which he lives in this life… Hence there 
is proof that there is to be at some time a resurrection of the dead. For if man is to be 
restored in perfection, he ought to be reconstituted as the sort of being he would have 
been if he had not sinned… In the same way, therefore, that if man had not sinned, 
he would have been bound to undergo change into incorruptibility, likewise it is 
right that, when in the future he is restored, he will be restored in the body in which 
he lives in this life… Nothing more just or appropriate can be conceived of than that, 
just as a human being, if he had persevered in righteousness, would have enjoyed 
eternal blessedness as an entirety, that is, with soul and body, similarly, if he perseveres 
in unrighteousness, he should, as an entirety, be eternally miserable” (trans. from An-
selm of Canterbury, “Why God Became Man,” in The Major Works, eds. Brian 
Davies and G. R. Evans (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1998)). 
The basis of this argument is the Pauline doctrine of the resurrection of spiritual bodies 
in 1 Cor 15:39-44: “Not all flesh is alike, but there is one flesh for human beings, 
another for animals, another for birds, and another for fish. There are both heavenly 
bodies and earthly bodies, but the glory of the heavenly is one thing, and that of the 
earthly is another. There is one glory of the sun, and another glory of the moon, and 
another glory of the stars; indeed, star differs from star in glory. So it is with the 
resurrection of the dead. What is sown is perishable, what is raised is imperishable. It 
is sown in dishonor, it is raised in glory. It is sown in weakness, it is raised in power. 
It is sown a physical body, it is raised a spiritual body. If there is a physical body, there 
is also a spiritual body” (trans. from The New Oxford Annotated Bible, 4th Edition, 
ed. Michael D. Coogan (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010)). 
46 It is possible to play down the singularity of this dichotomy, as some commentators 
do (see Alessandro Niccoli’s note on this passage in the entry on “vita” in the En-
ciclopedia Dantesca, for instance, and Chiavacci Leonardi’s commentary in La Divina 
Commedia (1991-97)), by reading the term “vita” as a synonym or metonymical 
equivalent of “anima” (“principio vitale”) within the narrower context of Dante’s 
theory of reproduction (as in Conv. 4.21.4, where he describes “la vertù celestiale, 
che produce de la potenza del seme l’anima in vita”—see note 21). While plausible, 
such a restrictive interpretation seems difficult to reconcile with the expansive escha-
tological context of Paradiso 7, where it gives problematically short shrift to the fact 
that Dante could easily have smoothed over the terminological ambiguity (including, 
notably, through the repetition of “anima” in v. 142, which would have added em-
phasis to the metrical parallel between the two terms of the comparison, without 
altering the line’s syllable count nor significantly impacting the stress pattern), had 
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the idea of an immortal soul, somehow, become incongruous—
insufficient to describe the kind of unmediated unity (“vostra vita 
sanza mezzo spira”) in which humankind originated, and whose 
ultimate restoration Beatrice is now announcing? It is a singular 
terminological choice in the Commedia, which fleetingly but sig-
nificantly exposes the imaginative effort catalyzed by one of the 
poem’s central words: as if the paradox of the soul, for a moment, 
registered in the very language of that effort, short-circuiting a path 
to the elusive but necessary questions that poet and reader must 
ultimately confront. What is the difference, the canto prompts (and 
then leaves) us to ask, between a “soul” and what here, apparently, 
can only be termed a “life”? What turns one into the other—our 
immortal soul, after death, back into the “umana creatura” whose 
existence was once the full and perfect inspiration of God’s own? 

A helpful lens to consider these questions is an idea that all 
throughout the Commedia is associated with the soul’s journey in 
the afterlife, the process of “ripening” (“maturazione”).47 In In-
ferno, for instance, the spiritual condition of the damned is repeat-
edly described a lack of ripeness, as when Dante notices Capaneo’s 
immoveable figure under the fire raining over the violent against 
God, and asks Virgil:  
 

… chi è quel grande che non par che curi 
lo ‘ncendio e giace dispettoso e torto, 
sì che la pioggia non par che ‘l marturi? (Inf. 14.46-48) 

 
Later, in Malebolge, rummaging furiously around for the soul of a 
thief, the centaur Caco similarly roars: “Ov’è, ov’è l’acerbo?” (Inf. 
25.18). Such insistence gradually conveys the impression of an as-
sociation that reaches beyond the merely descriptive or metaphor-
ical, and grows still more distinctive in Purgatorio, where Dante, 
for example, addresses the soul of Pope Hadrian IV in the following 
terms: “Spirto in cui pianger matura / quel sanza ’l quale a Dio 

 
there not been some intent in the arrangement. Indicatively, even translators tend to 
steer clear of such interpretive narrowing here, including Durling (“but the highest 
Love breathes your life into / you without intermediary”), Longfellow (“But your 
own life immediately inspires / Supreme Beneficence”), and Mandelbaum (“but your 
life is breathed forth immediately / by the Chief Good,” from The Divine Comedy 
of Dante Alighieri: Paradiso, trans. Allen Mandelbaum (New York: Bantam, 1986)). 
47 It is surprising that this motif has not received more attention. As Byrnum observes: 
“Such intense particularity characterizes the somatomorphic souls of Dante’s Divine 
Comedy… so glorious and necessary is body to Dante, in all its fullness and complex-
ity, that the aerial body is not enough. We ‘yearn’ for the ‘luster’ and ‘ripeness’ of a 
resurrection that completes rather than overcomes fertility—and we desire it not only 
in order to know but also in order to love” (The Resurrection of the Body, 298). 
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tornar non pòssi” (Purg. 19.91-92). Indeed, the penitent soul finds 
the verb so apt that he brings it up again at the end the conversa-
tion:  
 

Vattene omai: non vo’ che più t’arresti; 
ché la tua stanza mio pianger disagia, 
col qual maturo ciò che tu dicesti. (Purg. 19.140-41) 

 
Time and again, the idea of ripening returns less and less as an il-
lustration, and more and more plainly as a nomenclature for the 
process that Dante observes each soul undergo in the afterlife. As a 
result, the concepts of redemption and purification (or lack thereof) 
unfold less and less in the negative semantic field of privation, and 
more and more openly through an effusive paradigm of increase 
and fulfillment. 

This paradigm evidently adds an important dimension to the 
earlier discussion about the soul’s transition from earthly to aerial 
body. The direct correspondence between its inner movements and 
their outer manifestation, in fact, positions the aerial body squarely 
in the middle of this ripening process, as the visible cipher of the 
soul’s ongoing progression towards redemption and its ultimate 
destiny—a cipher that already “figures” that destiny, indeed, as the 
soul’s perfect immanence in its bodily form. In line with this read-
ing, the nexus between the ideas of purification and ripeness cul-
minates in Saint Benedict’s description of the Empyrean itself, in 
Paradiso 22, as the place where “è perfetta, matura e intera / cias-
cuna disïanza” (Par. 22.64-65). The final form that all creation 
tends towards, eternally actualized where God himself dwells, is the 
“ripened” manifestation of every desire giving full and perfect ex-
pression to divine power (“La divina bontà”). As we saw, this is 
how Statius had also described the fundamental nature and function 
of the aerial body—as an immediate manifestation of the soul’s de-
sires and affects: 
 

Secondo che ci affiggono i disiri 
e li altri affetti, l’ombra si figura; 
e quest’è la cagion di che tu miri. (Purg. 25.106-08) 

 
Just as the repetition of the verb “organare,” in Purgatorio 25, 
served to underscore the continuity between the soul’s earthly and 
aerial manifestations, so the emphasis on the conveyance of desire 
here similarly underlines the importance of its aerial, purely “fig-
ured” existence as a stage in the soul’s progression toward its ulti-
mate, perfect form. 
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The parallel, indeed, extends further. For just as the earthly 
body, as we saw, was prepared by the “virtute informativa” to re-
ceive a “spirito novo” that could only come from God, so there is 
one desire that the aerial body is constitutively unequipped to man-
ifest on its own. Even the blessed souls of Paradise, admitted into 
the light of God’s presence, still await the fulfillment of this one 
“disïanza,” which reveals both the epilogue of aerial existence as 
well as the precise nature of the form into which it will finally de-
liver the “ripened” soul: the reunification with its human flesh.48 
Significantly, the motif of ripeness infuses the entire great paean 
that Solomon raises to this desire in Paradiso 14: 
 

Come la carne gloriosa e santa 
fia rivestita, la nostra persona 
più grata fia per esser tutta quanta; 
per che s’accrescerà ciò che ne dona 
di gratuito lume il sommo bene, 
lume ch’a lui veder ne condiziona; 
onde la vision crescer convene, 
crescer l’ardor che di quella s’accende, 
crescer lo raggio che da esso vene. (Par. 14.43-51) 

 
Like a “grateful” fruit into the sun, the soul will “grow” into its 
complete form—a triumphant, inexhaustible growth, which Solo-
mon fervently exalts as the very principle of the soul’s new exist-
ence, endlessly gathering and interfusing its faculties and the radi-
ance of God’s love into the bliss of eternity (“s’accrescerà… // onde 
la vision crescer convene, / crescer l’ardor… / crescer lo raggio che 
da esso vene”). 

What ripens through this growth, Solomon says, is the 
wholeness of human personhood, “clothing” the soul again in the 
mask of flesh and bones that first shaped it into existence. With 
these words, another important parallel takes shape between the 
beginning of that existence and its eventual fulfillment. We saw, in 
fact, that the originary inspiration of the “spirito novo” into the 
earthly body pivots on the incarnational role of the brain, an 

 
48 For recent examinations of the importance of this desire in Paradiso, see Gragnolati’s 
“Nostalgia in Heaven,” 136, and Experiencing the Afterlife, 149, as well as Jacoff’s 
“Introduction to Paradiso,” in The Cambridge Companion to Dante, 107-24. Spe-
cifically in reference to Solomon’s speech, Byrnum further notes that “resurrection 
was not merely the assertion of wholeness. It was also the object of desire. Even to 
those schoolmen who imagined heaven as quiet and order, body was a beloved bride. 
Solomon told Dante the pilgrim that we yearn for body, not only for ourselves but 
also for those we love, in order that they may enjoy both God and their friends in the 
flesh and that we may thus delight in God and in them” (The Resurrection of the 
Body, 328). 
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“organ” especially prepared (“organo assunto”) to equalize human 
and divine constituents into the material, personified unity of the 
soul. By designating the soul’s final form as a return to that same 
unity (“la nostra persona / più grata fia per esser tutta quanta”), 
Solomon also frames its reconstitution, therefore, as part of a pro-
cess of spiritual and material synthesis, whereby the soul, as Dante 
said to Hadrian IV, “matura / quel sanza ’l quale a Dio tornar non 
pòssi.” And what visibly ripens in the aerial body, as the soul pro-
gresses through the journey of redemption (“mio pianger… / col 
qual maturo ciò che tu dicesti”), so dramatically exemplified by the 
encounter with Casella, is a transformation: the pure and immediate 
embodiment, as the soul aligns with God’s “just” will, of the grow-
ing convergence between its “disiri / e li altri affetti” and “il sommo 
bene.” Just as the brain originally “perfected” the flesh for its uni-
fication with the “spirito novo,” so in the aerial body visibly ripens 
the form in which the soul, on the Last Day, will be ready to unite 
with “la carne gloriosa e santa”—the restored and perfect imma-
nence of God’s “divina bontà” in the “umana creatura,” present 
without obstacle (“sanza mezzo”) in its bodily manifestation.49  

In this way, the Commedia complements St. Anselm’s argu-
mentation with a detailed and powerful vision of the immortality 
of the body. And we are finally in a position to see how that vision, 
within the poem’s framework, leads to a deeply consequential so-
lution of the imaginative paradox that Dante ultimately set out to 
confront. If the fullness of “our” personhood (“la nostra persona”), 
in fact, consists in the restoration of the soul to the body—of the 
transcending immanence of the soul’s form to the “humus” that 
first shaped it into existence—then what ultimately ripens on the 
scale of this new, divine and human wholeness, is the very state of 
perfection in which God’s entire creation originated: 
 

Forma e materia, congiunte e purette, 
usciro ad esser che non avia fallo, 
come d’arco tricordo tre saette. (Par. 29.22–24) 

 
Beatrice’s words, in this perspective, perhaps finally begin to give 
us a sense of what she envisioned, when she announced to the pil-
grim the fulfillment of all human life (“vostra vita”)—a vision of 

 
49 A similar analysis, it worth noting, accounts for the reunification of the damned 
with their bodies. As Dante’s aforementioned reaction at the sight of Capaneo (“sì 
che la pioggia non par che ‘l marturi”) and Caco’s raging words (“Ov’è, ov’è 
l’acerbo?”) suggest, in fact, the lack of ripeness manifest in the absence of redemption 
equally prefigures the fullness of damnation as the perpetuation (and intensification, 
presumably), in the flesh, of the suffering experienced by the soul in its aerial form. 
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immortality’s very essence, that is to say, ripening on the individual, 
personified scale of human mortality. Of the perfection of all “un-
flawed being” in the human moment of the soul. 
 
6. Conclusion 

The Commedia concludes with another vision, that of God’s uni-
versal “knot” (“La forma universal di questo nodo / credo ch’i’ 
vidi,” Par. 33.90-91) and all of creation issuing forth from the “vol-
ume” of its eternal perfection: 
 

Nel suo profondo vidi che s’interna 

legato con amore in un volume, 
ciò che per l’universo si squaderna:  
sustanze e accidenti e lor costume… (Par. 33.85-88) 

 
From the depth of this knot, as Dante watches, a human figure 
gradually begins to radiate: “dentro da sé, del suo colore stesso, / 
mi parve pinta de la nostra effige” (Par. 33.130-31). The final reck-
oning with the “sommo bene,” in other words, grants the pilgrim 
a glimpse of that originary “resemblance” between human nature 
and its Creator, to which the soul will be ultimately restored along 
with its body. Dante does not describe this as his own “effigy,” in 
fact, nor as Christ’s or any other particular person’s. In perfect pro-
nominal correspondence with Beatrice’s reference to all human life 
(“vostra vita”), all the poem reports is the appearance of “our ef-
figy”—the individual semblance of every human being. 
 Would it be inaccurate, on these terms, to speak of the an-
thropocentric character of Dante’s poetic universe? This article be-
gan by asking what insights Dante’s idea of the soul may still have 
to offer us “people of the Third millennium.” Despite its theolog-
ical commitments, it has long been noted how the Commedia 
achieves a unique imaginative “synthesis of the diverse elements 
that constituted the contemporary cosmological picture,” orches-
trating the structures of universe and human body inherited from 
classical models towards “a full understanding of the order of crea-
tion.”50 Along similar lines, I sought to tease out the implications 
of Dante’s imaginative commitment not only to the idea, but to 
what Eugenio Montale called the “dignity” of our place in the 
world:  
 

 
50 Theodore J. Cachey, “Cosmology, geography, and cartography,” in Dante in Con-
text, eds. Zygmut Barański and Lino Pertile (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2015), 221-327, 221. 
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That true poetry has always the character of a gift and that it therefore 

presupposes the dignity of those who receive it—this is perhaps the 
greatest lesson that Dante has bequeathed to us.51 

 
Would it be inaccurate, after retracing his confrontation with the 
paradox of the soul, to speak of the gift Dante bequeathed to us as 
a hard-won persuasion of the dignity of this most elusive, mortal 
thing—human nature? 

It is a question that I hope to leave open for further consid-
eration. One can hardly presume to reach further into it, after all, 
than Dante himself did when the vision of God’s knot, at last, over-
powered him: 
 

… ma non eran da ciò le proprie penne: 
se non che la mia mente fu percossa 
da un fulgore in che sua voglia venne. (Par. 33.139-41) 

 
The pilgrim’s wings, perhaps, simply collapsed in the extreme leap 
of desire. And yet (“se non che”) his mind also seemed to fuse, at 
the very same time, with the lightning of revelation that struck it. 
Perhaps it was no longer a vision he was unequal to speak of, as the 
divine knot spun him round with “our effigy”—but a premonition 
of what even Beatrice could only describe as the fullness of a human 
“life”: 
 

… ma già volgeva il mio disio e ’l velle, 
sì come rota ch’igualmente è mossa, 
l’amor che move il sole e l’altre stelle. (Par. 33.143-45). 

 
 

 
51 My trans. (original sentence in the article’s epigraph) from Eugenio Montale, 

“Dante ieri e oggi,” in Atti del Congresso Internazionale di Studi danteschi, 2 vols. 

(Firenze: Sansoni, 1966), 333 (repr. as “Esposizione sopra Dante” in Prose 1920-1979, 

vol. 1 of Il secondo mestiere, 2 vols., ed. Giorgio Zampa (Milano: Mondadori, 1996), 

2668-90, 2690). 
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INTRODUCTION 
MISSILES FOR THE FUTURE: DANTE AND DH 

  
 

ELIZABETH COGGESHALL, Florida State University 

AKASH KUMAR, University of California, Berkeley 

 

 

We are delighted to introduce this cluster of articles and notes that 
explore the intersection between Dante and digital humanities. The 
idea for the cluster was initially presented to us by the Italian editors 
of the nascent journal Aldus 2.0 as a way to commemorate the 
seventh centenary of Dante’s death. While that collaboration did 
not work out, we are grateful to the editors for their forward-
thinking vision and especially grateful to Bibliotheca Dantesca for 
generously providing us with a new venue. This background 
represents the risks and rewards of digital work: it pushes the 
envelope; requires incredible amounts of coordination, labor, and 
institutional support; and sometimes may well lead to projects and 
initiatives that do not pan out. Yet, the digital urges us to innovate, 
to reconfigure our long-held habits of mind and approaches to our 
field. It asks us to embrace Osip Mandelstam’s vision of Dante’s 
cantos as “missiles for capturing the future.”  

For our part, we have both been engaged in digital work for 

some years now, respectively focusing on Columbia University’s 

Digital Dante and the cross-institutional collaborative endeavor 

Dante Today, now hosted by Johns Hopkins University. We have 

cultivated an awareness of how the intersection of Dante and the 

digital can lend itself to new research, pedagogy, and a public face 

for Dante studies that serves to move us beyond the traditional 

confines of the academy. 

The contributions here gathered represent a full range of 
approaches, meditations, and methodologies that innovate 
considerably on the existing landscape while also showing a keen 
awareness of the long-standing relationship between Dante and the 
digital world. Indeed, as we might see in Danielle Callegari’s note, 
this history of engagement stretches back to the digitizing of 
commentaries in the Dartmouth Dante Project in 1988. As she 
reflects, this venerable age does not point to obsolescence but rather 
to a tradition of inclusivity made all the more global and accessible 
because of its simple interface and gathering of continually useful 
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commentaries that demonstrate a still vibrant approach to reading 
the Commedia. 

Along these lines, we showcase essays that embrace 
traditional approaches with the verve and vitality that is empowered 
by the digital. In the first contribution, Jacob Blakesley insightfully 
applies distant reading methods and analyzes data sets with regard 
to translations of Dante across the globe, in order to nuance oft-
repeated claims of Dante as a world author. Blakesley’s qualification 
of this global readership offers up an important opportunity to 
reflect on the ideal of digital humanities to democratize knowledge 
and welcome more people in to the “big tent” that the digital can 
provide.  

The welcoming impulse of digital methodologies animates 
Laura Ingallinella’s essay, which describes her innovative 
pedagogical project WikiDante. Ingallinella’s project empowers 
students to intervene in the space of Wikipedia with focus on 
gender, and her teaching of students to cite, edit, and create with 
integrity makes for vital participation in a very public-facing digital 
resource. It is a collaborative enterprise that represents the best of 
digital humanistic practices. 

Yet, digital resources are not equally shared and access is by 
no means possible everywhere. Much like the field of DH work, 
Dante studies has struggled with this ideal, as a field that is open to 
innovative and interdisciplinary approaches, yet notoriously insular 
and resistant to change. In this regard, it is salutary to take a step 
back and consider the view, as Matteo Maselli does in conceiving 
his project Database Allegorico Dantesco within the larger confines 
of the many Dante projects on the web and combining philological 
acumen with best practices of access and rigor in digital humanities. 

In a similarly rigorous vein, Julie Van Peteghem takes up the 
intertextual relationship between Dante and Ovid in Intertextual 
Dante. Van Peteghem uses the digital to craft a resource that 
dynamically visualizes intertextuality and empowers its user to 
make their own connections across two bodies of poetry. The 
interventions of Maselli and Van Peteghem are both theoretical and 
pragmatic, historically contextualized and oriented toward creating 
resources that serve the neophyte and refined reader alike.  

Empowerment and access, indeed, emerge as a connective 
thread between the preceding projects and Elizabeth Coggeshall’s 
intervention on crowdsourcing and Dante’s global cultural 
heritage. Stemming from her work on Dante Today and returning 
to the central question of Blakesley’s contribution, Coggeshall’s 
essay interrogates the limits of the digital to fulfill its democratizing 
promise, mindful of the publics that are called in and those that 
remain at the margins. 
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            As new publics and new configurations of collaborative 
research are established, we are confident that Dante and digital 
humanities will remain tied together in the best of ways. This is not 
just a matter of creating resources, but also enlivening conversations 
across disciplinary and hierarchical boundaries. This cluster shows 
how it is possible to form new perspectives on Dante’s global 
presence, on gender and marginalization, on intertextuality and 
allegory, on cross-cultural and transmedia adaptations through the 
digital. We are confident that these and other contributions to 
come will continue to aim Dante’s missiles to capture the future 
beyond. 
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THE GLOBAL POPULARITY OF DANTE’S ‘DIVINA 

COMMEDIA’: TRANSLATIONS, LIBRARIES, WIKIPEDIA1 
  
 

JACOB BLAKESLEY, University of Leeds 

 

 

 
Studies of the translation and reception history of Dante’s Divina Commedia 

have rarely included the use of either distant reading (aka large-scale literary 

analysis) or Digital Humanities, much less both. However, using both these 

methods allows innovative research questions to be pursued and answered with 

regard to Dante’s fortuna, as I have shown in four previous articles regarding 

Dante and other writers. This contribution draws on three new datasets that I 

constructed myself in order to study canons of world literature, using Dante’s 

Divine Comedy as a case study: a comprehensive catalogue of all the world-

wide complete translations of the Commedia (or single canticles such as In-

ferno, Purgatorio and Paradiso), published from the 16th century until 2021; 

readership data pertaining to all the Wikipedia entries dedicated to Dante’s 

biographical entry and his works; and Commedia holdings, in both Italian and 

translation, in all national libraries with online searchable catalogues. The aim 

is to see where Dante’s text is translated and circulates the most, and whether 

his work is globally popular. 

 
Keywords: Translation, Reception, Digital humanities, Wikipedia, Libraries 

 
 

  

Introduction 

Studies of the translation and reception history of Dante’s Divina 
Commedia have rarely included the use of either distant reading 
(aka large-scale literary analysis) or Digital Humanities,2 much less 
both.3 However, using both these methods allows innovative 

 
1 I am grateful to Chiara Sbordoni, Elizabeth Coggeshall, Akash Kumar, and three 
anonymous reviewers from Bibliotheca Dantesca for their advice and suggestions. 
2 For a pioneering DH database of examples of foreign reception of Dante and his 
texts, see Elizabeth Coggeshall and Arielle Saiber, https://re-
search.bowdoin.edu/dante-today/, accessed October 20, 2022. This ‘crowd-sourced 
repository’ doesn’t provide analysis, but offers a precious repository of “citings and 
sightings” of Dante across the world. 
3 The most comprehensive studies of Dante translations until now are Vittore Branca 
and Ettore Caccia (eds), Dante nel mondo: raccolta di studi promossa dall’Associa-
zione Internazionale per gli studi di lingua e letteratura italiana (Florence: Olschki, 
1960); Enzo Esposito (ed.), L’opera di Dante nel mondo: edizioni e traduzioni nel 
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research questions to be pursued and answered with regard to the 
reception of Dante’s work, as I have shown in four previous articles 
regarding Dante and other writers.4  
 This contribution draws on three new datasets that I con-
structed myself in order to study canons of world literature, using 
Dante’s Divine Comedy as a case study: a comprehensive catalogue 
of all the worldwide complete translations of the Commedia (or 
single canticles such as Inferno, Purgatorio and Paradiso), published 
from the 16th century until 2021;5 Commedia holdings, in both 
Italian and translation, in all national libraries with online searchable 
catalogues; and readership data pertaining to all the Wikipedia en-
tries dedicated to Dante’s biographical entry and his works. 
 The aim is to see where Dante’s text is translated and circu-
lates the most, and whether his work is globally popular. To do so, 
I will be utilizing three different criteria – book translations, library 
circulation, and Wikipedia readership data – to examine literary 
canonicity in different cultures. Each of these three criteria 
measures a different type of canonicity on different levels, both di-
achronic (500 years of translations) and relatively synchronic (cur-
rent 2021 library holdings and 2017-2021 Wikipedia pageviews). 
Since canonicity is, at bottom, an institutionalized measurement of 
popularity, I’ll thus be comparing three different types of popular-
ity. My article will first present the data regarding translations of 
Dante, then the library holdings of Dante’s magnum opus, and fi-
nally the global readership of Wikipedia entries dedicated to Dante. 
I will then end by reflecting on Dante’s position within theories of 
world literature. There have been many definitions of world 

 
Novecento: atti del convegno internazionale di studi: Roma, 27–29 aprile 1989 (Ra-
venna: Longo, 1992); “Dante, oggi / 2,” Critica del testo 2011; and Enciclopedia 
Dantesca, now available at https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/elenco-opere/En-
ciclopedia_Dantesca; Mirko Tavoni, ‘The Divine Comedy in translation (first part)’, 
https://www.newitalianbooks.it/the-divine-comedy-in-translation-first-part/ and 
‘The Divine Comedy in translation (second part), https://www.newitalian-
books.it/the-divine-comedy-in-translation-second-part/.  
4 Jacob Blakesley, “Distantly reading Dante translations,” VERTIMO STUDIJOS 10 
2017: 65–75, http://doi.org/10.15388/VertStud.2017.10.11282; Jacob Blakesley, 
“Translating the classics,” Routledge Handbook of Translation History, ed. Christo-
pher Rundle (London: Routledge, 2021), 372-388; Jacob Blakesley, “World Litera-
ture According to Wikipedia Popularity and Book Translations: The Case of Modern 
Italian Poets,” Comparative Critical Studies 17, no. 3 (2020): 433–58; Jacob 
Blakesley, “The Wikipedia Popularity of James Joyce,” James Joyce Quarterly 59, no. 
2 (Winter 2022): 289–313. 
5 This includes all complete (or nearly complete) translations of the Commedia or its 

canticles, published either in print (whether individual volumes, or in journals, or 

samizdat) or online, for which I’ve been able to trace the translator’s name. Reprints 

and revised editions are not counted.  
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literature, although perhaps the reigning definition is David Dam-
rosch’s: “all literary works that circulate beyond their culture of 
origin, either in translation or in their original language.” Since 
Dante’s works are not born canonical, ex-novo, in Italian or any 
other language, we will see where Dante is “actively present in a 
literary system beyond that of its original culture.”6  

Whether Dante’s Commedia belongs to World Literature or 
not has been debated by scholars, although it is usually taken for 
granted (cf., in the Anglophone world, from Eliot and Pound to 
more contemporary scholars like Sandra Bermann7 and Damrosch 
himself)8 Indeed, my contribution aims to problematize this ques-
tion by offering new ways of viewing Dante’s worldwide canonic-
ity (or lack thereof). By adopting large-scale literary analysis cham-
pioned by Franco Moretti under the moniker “distant reading,”9 
while using DH resources and tools to create original datasets, I will 
demonstrate how this concrete data offers a drastically diverse por-
trayal of Dante’s masterpiece, on both a global and local scale. In 
fact, as I will argue, it shows that Dante’s Commedia is not a ca-
nonical or popular work worldwide. This has implications not 
only, evidently, with regard to the reception of Dante but more 
broadly impacts our understanding of the literary canon, and our 
very conception of world literature. 
      
Translations 

In this section, I will focus on the overall number of translations 
published, not on tracking how the translation trends varied over 
the centuries. To collect this information, I have drawn on several 
resources: bibliographies of Dante translations, such as those by Paul 
Colomb de Batines,10 Marco Besso,11 and Giuliano Mambelli;12 
online bibliographies and/or catalogues of translations like the Bib-
liografia Dantesca Internazionale, run by the Società Dantesca 

 
6 David Damrosch, What is World Literature? (Princeton: Princeton, 2003), 4. 
7 Sandra Bermann, “In the Light of Translation: On Dante and World Literature,” in 
Foundational Texts of World Literature, ed. Dominique Jullien (New York: Peter 
Lang, 2011), 85–100. 
8 Damrosch, What is World Literature? (Princeton: Princeton, 2003). 
9 Franco Moretti, Distant reading (London: Verso, 2013). 
10 Paul de Batines, Bibliografia dantesca, ossia Catalogo delle edizioni, traduzioni, co-
dici manoscritti e comenti della Divina Commedia e delle opere minori di Dante, 
seguito dalla serie de'biografi di lui (Prato: Aldina, 1846). 
11 Marco Besso, La fortuna di Dante fuori d’Italia (Florence: Olschki, 1912). 
12 Giuliano Mambelli, Le traduzioni della Divina Commedia e delle opere minori: 
bibliografia (Florence: Olschki, 1926). 
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Italiana,13 and the Dantepoliglotta project, formerly run by Giuli-
ano Turone.14 Likewise, I’ve made use of the bibliographies dedi-
cated to Dante translations into specific target individual languages: 
Bressan,15 Cronia,16 Cunningham,17 Manuppella,18 as well as bibli-
ographies covering translations of Italian literature in translation 
such as Hausmann and Kapp,19 Healey,20 Kader,21 and Laurenti.22  

Since the invention of the printing press, 474 complete trans-
lations of Dante’s Commedia have been published in a total of 61 
languages, along with a number of complete canticles in 11 other 
languages.23 However, the 474 translated Commedie haven’t been 
translated equally around the globe, as Table 1 shows. Nearly half 
of them have been translated into only four languages: English, 
German, French, and Spanish.  
 
Table 1. Complete translations of the Divina Commedia, top 
quartile24 by target language25 

 
13 “Bibliografia Dantesca Italiana,” Società Dantesca Italiana, accessed October 20, 
2022, http://dantesca.ntc.it/dnt-fo-catalog/pages/material-search.jsf. 
14 “Dante Poliglotta,” accessed October 20, 2022, https://www.dantepoliglotta.it. 
15 Arnaldo Bressan, Dante in sloveno: traduzioni ed edizioni novecentesche di Dante 
(Udine: Istituto di lingue e letterature dell'Europa Orientale, 1990). 
16 Arturo Cronia, La fortuna di Dante nella letteratura serbo-croata; imitazioni, tra-

duzioni, echi [e] letteratura dantesca (Padua: Editrice Antenore, 1965). 
17 Gilbert Cunningham, The divine comedy in English: a critical bibliography (Edin-
burgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1965-6). 
18 Giacinto Manuppella, Dantesca luso-brasileira: subsidios para uma bibliografia da 

obra e do pensamento de Dante Alighieri (Coimbra: Coimbra ed., 1966). 
19 Frank-Rutger Hausmann and Volker Kapp, Bibliographie der deutschen 
Übersetzungen aus dem Italienischen von 1730 bis 1990 (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer 
Verlag, 2004). 
20 Robin Healey, Italian literature before 1900 in English translation: an annotated 
bibliography, 1929-2008 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2011). 
21 Belgin Kader, Italyancadan Türkçeye çevrilen eserler bibliyografyasi, 1839-2011 
(Istanbul: Beta Basin Yayin, 2011). 
22 Carlo Laurenti, Bibliografia delle opere Italiane tradotte in cinese 1911-1999 (Bei-

jing: Shehui kexue wenxian chubanshe, 1999). 
23 I’m omitting translations into Italian languages/dialects. For methodological ques-
tions relating to the gathering of data and definitions of translation, I refer to my 
forthcoming monograph on the history of global Dante translations. Revised and/or 
reprinted translations are not included. 
24 Statistically speaking, there are four quartiles: Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4. The top or 
highest quartile is the fourth quartile, whereas the bottom or lowest quartile is Q1.  
25 For clarification: ‘German’ includes all standard German translations, but excludes 
one translation into Plattdeutsch and one translation into Swiss German; ‘Spanish’ 
includes 33 European Spanish translations, and 12 Latin American Spanish transla-
tions; ‘Dutch’ includes 12 Dutch translations and 1 Belgian Dutch translation; ‘Por-
tuguese’ includes 4 European Portuguese translations, and 9 Brazilian Portuguese 
translations. 
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Target language Complete Comme-
die  

Complete canticles 

English 79 297 

German 59 190 

Spanish 45 146 

French 42 154 

Korean 23 72 

(Mandarin) Chinese 23 71 

Japanese 16 55 

Dutch 15 49 

Turkish 15 45 

Portuguese 14 53 

Russian 11 40 

Greek 9 34 

Swedish 8 27 

Polish 8 26 

 
After the aforementioned four languages are a number of languages 
with more than 10 but fewer than 25 complete translations of the 
Commedia: (Mandarin) Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Dutch, Turk-
ish, Portuguese, and Russian. Another handful of languages feature 
anywhere from 5-9 translations, most of which enter into the top 
quartile: Arabic, Farsi, Greek, Hungarian, Latin, Polish, Romanian, 
Serbo-Croatian, and Swedish. Meanwhile an even larger group of 
languages accounts for between 2 and 4 translations, ranging from 
Catalan with 4 translations to Slovene with 2. And about 20 lan-
guages, from Afrikaans to Welsh, have only one complete transla-
tion of the Commedia, while 11 languages have, as mentioned, 
only a partial translation of the Commedia (i.e., a complete trans-
lation of one or two of the canticles) 
 We can already identify notable geographical and linguistic 
trends. The majority of translations have been published in Euro-
pean languages, especially in (British) English, French, German, 
and (peninsular) Spanish: 45 of the 72 target languages overall are 
European. Reflecting this data, 303 complete translations were 
published in Europe, in contrast to only 105 in Asia, 59 in the 
Americas, 5 in Africa, and 2 in Oceania.26  
 Despite the overall massive number of translations into Eu-
ropean languages, East Asian languages like (Mandarin) Chinese, 

 
26 Where translations into language spoken in two or more different continents are 
enumerated, the publication place is taken as representative of the language (e.g., an 
English-language translation published in New York is counted as ‘American’, not 
‘European’). In addition, the UK is here considered part of Europe, pace Brexit. 
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Japanese, and Korean have more translations than the vast majority 
of European languages. Yet these three East Asian languages are 
quite exceptional, since, besides Farsi and Turkish, most other 
Asian languages have far fewer numbers, if any at all.  
 Meanwhile, if we turn to the Americas, translations have 
been published there in three widely spoken languages, (American) 
English, (Brazilian) Portuguese, and (Latin American) Spanish, but 
in any other language except for Esperanto. As for Africa, there are 
no complete indigenous translations of the Commedia published in 
any African country, leaving aside translations into Afrikaans, Ara-
bic, and English.27  
 Yet while the target languages with the greatest absolute 
number of translations thus feature English, German, French and 
Spanish, if we look at this number in proportion to the speakers of 
the respective languages, an entirely new ranking emerges. Table 2 
shows the top quartile, namely the top 25% of languages with com-
plete translations of the Commedia or its canticles, in proportion to 
a combined total of L1 and L2 speakers. 
 
Table 2. Complete translations of the Divina Commedia, top 
quartile by target language, adjusted for L1+L2 speakers 

Language Ratio: 
Canticles/ 
L1+L2 
speakers 
(millions) 

Translated  
Canticles 

Translated 
Comme-
die 

L1 + L2 
speakers 
(millions) 

Vlach 5.26 3 1 0.19 

Breton 4.76 3 1 0.21 

Occitan 4.55 3 1 0.22 

Maltese 3.77 8 2 0.53 

Basque 3.70 6 2 0.54 

Plattdeutsch 3.33 3 1 0.3 

Icelandic 3.03 4 1 0.33 

Welsh 1.75 3 1 0.57 

Frisian 1.11 3 1 0.9 

Lithuanian 1.03 10 3 2.9 

Latvian 1.00 6 2 2.0 

Slovene 0.91 10 2 2.2 

Irish 0.83 3 1 1.2 

 
27 Afrikaans arrived in South Africa during the 17th century, and derives from Dutch; 
Arabic arrived in the 7th century, but is generally not considered an indigenous African 
language: https://newlinesmag.com/essays/in-search-of-african-arabic/   
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Armenian 0.78 10 3 3.9 

Greek 0.68 34 9 13.3 

 
The top quartile is mainly constituted by languages with small na-
tive speaker populations, fewer than 10 million (here I exclude dead 
and artificial languages like Latin, Esperanto, and Interlingua). And 
unlike Table 1, where the languages were exclusively national lan-
guages of large states, the relative leaders in translation in Table 2 
are evenly distributed among two categories of languages. First, 
there is a group of national languages, belonging, however, to ei-
ther small or medium-small size states, like Armenian, Icelandic, 
Irish, Greek, Latvian, Lithuanian, Maltese, and Slovenian. Second, 
there are minority languages, which may have official status in one 
or two countries, but are not the national language, such as Vlach 
(also known as Aromanian), along with minority languages like 
Basque, Breton, Frisian, Occitan, Plattdeutsch, and Welsh, spoken 
mostly in England, France, Germany, the Netherlands, or Spain. 
None of these above languages are among the most prolific in terms 
of number of absolute translations, compared to the leading target 
languages seen in Table 1.  

In fact, as Table 3 indicates, the most prolific languages in 
absolute terms are located only in the second highest (Dutch and 
German), second lowest (French, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, and 
Turkish), or lowest quartile (Chinese, English, and Portuguese), 
when adjusted for population. 
 
Table 3. Top 10 languages, by absolute number of complete trans-
lations of the Commedia, adjusted for L1+L2 speakers 

Lan-
guage 

Commedia/L1+L2 
speakers (millions) ra-
tio 

Com-
medie 

L1 + L2 
speakers 
(mil-
lions)28 

Quar-
tile 

Dutch 0.61 15 24 Q3 

German 0.44 59  135 Q3 

Korean 0.28 23 82 Q2 

Turkish 0.17 15 88 Q2 

French 0.16 42 267 Q2 

Japanese 0.13 16  126 Q2 

Spanish 0.08 45 543 Q2 

English 0.06 79 1348 Q1 

 
28 This data comes from Ethnologue: www.ethnologue.com, accessed October 20, 
2022. 
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Portu-
guese 

0.05 14 258 Q1 

Chinese 0.02 23 1120 Q1 

 
Clearly, then, the ratios adjusted for total speakers here do not cor-
respond to the absolute number of translations. The point to em-
phasize is that the criterion of translations in absolute terms or by 
speakers yields highly divergent results. I will return to this at the 
end of the paper. 

Finally, up until now we have focused exclusively on the 
target languages with Dante translations. If we shift our analysis to 
the most spoken languages in the world, including both native and 
second language speakers, an entirely different perspective emerges. 
In fact, despite the Commedia being translated into dozens of lan-
guages, it hasn’t been translated into 6 of the 20 most spoken global 
languages, here given with their rank in parentheses: there are no 
Commedie – or even complete single canticles – in Hindi (3), In-
donesian (11), Marathi (14), Telugu (15), Yue (18), or Wu (19), 
languages spoken predominantly in East, South, or Southeast 
Asia.29 Not only that, but in 66 of the 100 most spoken languages, 
Dante’s text remains untranslated, with not even a single canticle 
of the Commedia, in African languages like Egyptian Spoken Ara-
bic, Hausa, Nigerian Pidgin, Swahili, Yoruba, and Zulu to East 
Asian languages like Hakka, Jin, Min Nan, Yue, and Wu to South 
Asian languages Bhojpuri, Eastern and Western Punjabi, Hindi, 
Marathi, and Telugu to Southeast Asian languages Burmese, Indo-
nesian, Khmer, and Thai. Not only is the Commedia thus absent 
from the majority of the top 100 spoken languages, but an even 
larger percentage of the top 101-200 spoken languages lack Com-
media translations as well, from Akan, Dari, Kyrgyz, and Lao to 
Rundi, Setswana, Tigrigna, and Turkmen, leading native languages 
in, respectively, Ghana, Afghanistan, Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Burundi, 
Botswana, Eritrea, and Turkmenistan. In fact, Dante’s Commedia 
is non-existent in 88 of the top 101-200 spoken languages in the 
world. This means that as a whole, over 75% of the top 200 most 
spoken worldwide languages lack Dante translations.30 And while 
the 46 most spoken languages with Dante translations do cover 

 
29 “Top 200 languages,” Ethnologue, accessed October 20, 2022, https://www.eth-
nologue.com/guides/ethnologue200. 
30 I have excluded Italian and Italian dialects (Neapolitan, Venetian, and Sicilian), 
featuring in the top-200, from the following analysis, replacing them with the 201st-
204th most spoken languages. 
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about 3.7 billion people,31 judging by native speakers, that leaves 
out the other 4.3 billion people who lack Dante’s text in their 
mother tongues, even if some of them can access Dante through a 
non-native language. This fact should make us seriously reconsider 
the putative global canonicity of Dante’s magnum opus.  
    
Library holdings of Dante’s Commedia 

This next section begins with an overview of the worldwide na-
tional library holdings of Dante’s Commedia. This provides us with 
a complementary measurement of popularity. Not all countries, 
however, have national libraries with working online catalogues, 
or even national libraries at all. So, I have been able to consult and 
gather information from all the 126 countries whose national li-
braries have working online catalogues. The remaining 67 coun-
tries lack either working online catalogues or simply do not have a 
national library. The 126 national libraries – the only ones with 
online, searchable catalogues – can be separated into four quartiles, 
which we will do first with absolute numbers (Table 4), and then 
proportionately according to the population size.32  
 
 
Table 4. Highest quartile for Commedie held by national libraries 

Country Total Commedie Trans-
lated 
Com-
medie 

Italian-language 
Commedie 

Spain 877 787 90 

United Kingdom 661 345 316 

France 535 291 244 

USA 467 261 206 

Russia 402 339 63 

Germany 337 324 13 

Austria 236 88 148 

Netherlands 211 125 86 

 
31 Data based on the Ethnologue list: “Top 200 languages,” Ethnologue, accessed 
October 20, 2022, https://www.ethnologue.com/guides/ethnologue200. 
32 Some countries have two national libraries, for example Germany and Russia; both 
of their libraries have been included in the data. Some countries have merged national 
and university libraries: Bosnia, Croatia, Denmark, Iceland, Kosovo, North Macedo-
nia, Oman, and Slovenia. This can obviously affect their data. We should also bear in 
mind that in many of the countries without national libraries – of which the majority 
are African states – we certainly shouldn’t expect large holdings, or perhaps any at all: 
both because of the generally lower overall holdings, but also because of low literacy 
rates in many such countries. 
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China 181 171 10 

Brazil 150 91 59 

Argentina 123 91 32 

Czechia 121 70 51 

Israel 119 87 32 

Poland 105 85 20 

Denmark 102 46 56 

Belgium 98 57 41 

Sweden 98 56 42 

Turkey 96 93 3 

Mexico 85 66 19 

Croatia 82 39 43 

Hungary 82 57 25 

Finland 81 57 24 

Latvia 76 62 14 

Lithuania 75 63 12 

Australia 74 37 37 

India 74 62 12 

Greece 73 29 44 

South Korea 73 72 1 

Peru 72 70 2 

Belarus 70 67 3 

Slovenia 69 43 26 

 
 The top quartile is constituted by a majority of European 
countries (20). In contrast, there are only five Asian and five Amer-
ican countries, and only 1 Oceanian country; notably missing are 
any African or Caribbean countries. The states represented here are 
those with the greatest number of translations like France, Ger-
many, Russia, Spain, and the UK, as well as American and Asian 
countries with prolific translation histories like the USA and Brazil; 
China, South Korea, and Turkey. At the same time, there are also 
a few smaller states like Denmark, Finland, Israel, Latvia, and Slo-
venia, with very few translations in their own native languages.  
 European dominance continues in the second highest quar-
tile too, even if the second highest quartile is led by two Asian 
states, Iran and Japan. In fact, there are 16 European states; in con-
trast, there are only a half-dozen Asian countries (Armenia, Azer-
baijan, Georgia, Iran, Japan, and Taiwan) and American countries 
(Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Panama, and Venezuela). 
African countries make their first appearance (Tunisia and South 
Africa), alongside one Oceanian state, New Zealand.  
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 The second lowest quartile is made up of a plurality of Asian 
states: these are mostly Middle Eastern (Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, 
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, and UAE) or Southeastern Asia (Brunei, 
Indonesian, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam), with 
a few African (Egypt, Morocco, and Sudan), Central and South 
American (Belize, Bolivia, Ecuador, and Uruguay), and Caribbean 
states (Cuba, Dominican Republic, Trinidad and Tobago) as well. 
There are just a few, small European countries, primarily located in 
the Balkans (Bosnia, Kosovo, and North Macedonia).  
 Unlike any of the other three quartiles, the bottom quartile 
is composed of a plurality of African states, either located in East 
Africa (Kenya, Mauritius, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Uganda), West 
Africa (Benin, Ghana, Ivory Coast, and Niger), or Southern Africa 
(Namibia, Swaziland). Alongside these African states are a number 
of countries located in Asia (Bhutan, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Mal-
dives, Myanmar, Oman, Sri Lanka, and Turkmenistan), the Carib-
bean (Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Dominica, Jamaica, Saint 
Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines), 
and Oceania (Fiji, Solomon Islands, and Tuvalu). There is addi-
tionally one South American country (Guyana), as well as one Eu-
ropean microstate (Andorra). 
 If we turn to analyzing the data, adjusting for total speakers, 
the top quartile continues be dominated by Europe, even more 
than before (Table 5). This time, 27 states are European, compared 
to 20 in the previous analysis. Many of the states are the same as 
before, along with the addition, however, of a number of smaller 
states. 
 
Table 5. Total Commedie by population of country 

National Library Ratio of total Commedie to population 

Liechtenstein 552 

Monaco 436 

Iceland 180 

Malta 97 

Luxembourg 68 

Latvia 40 

Slovenia 33 

Montenegro 27 

Lithuania 27 

Austria 27 

Estonia 23 

Croatia 20 

Spain 19 
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Denmark 18 

Finland 15 

Brunei 14 

Israel 13 

Andorra 13 

Netherlands 12 

Moldova 12 

Czechia 11 

Antigua and Barbuda 10 

United Kingdom 10 

Armenia 10 

Sweden 10 

Albania 9 

Georgia 9 

Belgium 9 

Hungary 8 

Serbia 8 

France 8 

Ireland 8 

 
 As a whole, region by region, since the two different analyses 
– absolute translations and relative translations by population – 
show significant similarities, I won’t need to compare all the quar-
tiles of the latter. It’s enough to state that in both measurements, 
European nations rank first in the top and second top quartiles; 
Asian nations rank first in the second lowest quartile; and African 
nations lead the lowest quartile. What changes, however, is the 
classification of certain countries. For example, three American 
countries (Brazil, Mexico, and the USA) and four Asian states 
(China, India, South Korea, and Turkey) all drop down from top 
quartile to the second lowest quartile (with India, in fact, reaching 
the bottom). In contrast, smaller countries like Antigua and Bar-
buda, Andorra, Brunei, Monaco, and Montenegro all rise from ei-
ther bottom quartile or second bottom quartile, in absolute terms, 
to the very top quartile, when adjusted for population. 
 Along with studying the circulation of Dante’s text in librar-
ies worldwide, data on library holdings also allow us to compare 
two additional aspects of popularity: namely, the library circulation 
of Italian editions and second language translations. 
 Similarly to total Commedie, the top quartile of national li-
braries ranked by absolute number of Italian editions is dominated 
by European states, accounting for 23 of the 31 spots (Austria, 
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Belgium, Croatia, Czechia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Latvian, Malta, Netherlands, 
Poland, Portugal, Russia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 
and United Kingdom). The only other countries represented are 
five countries located in the Americas (Argentina, Brazil, China, 
Mexico, and USA), along with one country in Africa (Tunisia), 
Asia (Israel), and Oceania (Australia).  
 Furthermore, in a few countries, as Table 6 shows, Italian 
copies are actually more prevalent than translations: Austria, Croa-
tia, Denmark, Greece, and Malta. It is assuredly no coincidence that 
four of these five nations have been either colonized by Italy (Cro-
atia, Greece, and Malta) or colonizers of Italy (Austria). 
 
Table 6. National Libraries with more Italian editions than trans-
lations 

National Li-
brary 

Total Com-
medie  

Italian edi-
tions 

Translations 

Austria 236 148 88 

Croatia 82 43 39 

Denmark 102 56 46 

Greece 73 44 29 

Malta 49 30 19 

 
 However, the data reveals, in fact, that in some national li-
braries where translations of Dante are considerably widespread, 
Italian copies are few and far between. For instance, Albania, Ar-
menia, Belarus, Indonesia, Iran, Kosovo, Liechtenstein, North 
Macedonia, Peru, Romania, South Korea, Turkey, Ukraine, and 
Venezuela all have 10 or more total editions of the Commedia, and 
even upwards of 90 in the case of Turkey, but only 1, 2, or 3 Italian 
copies at most.  
 Indeed, while 98% of European national libraries (41/42, ex-
cepting Andorra) have at least one copy of Dante’s text in Italian, 
and about 70% of American libraries (11/16), the percentage is far 
less in other regions. 40% of Oceania national libraries (2/5); 35% 
of Asian national libraries (13/37); 25% of African national libraries 
(4/16); and 0% of Caribbean national libraries (0/11) own Dante’s 
Italian edition. 
 Up until now, I have spoken of translations indiscriminately, 
without reference to whether translations are published in the na-
tive language or a second, third, or even fourth language. In fact, 
in many countries, the translations into non-native languages are 
held more widely than translations into official native languages. 
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Indeed, non-native translations proliferate more than mother 
tongue translations in about a third of the national libraries (41), as 
Table 7 indicates. The leading non-native languages are English, 
followed by German, Russian, French, and finally Czech. This in-
dicates that a large percentage of library readers access the Comme-
dia in languages that are not their mother tongues. 
 
Table 7. National Libraries with more non-native translated 
Commedie than L1 translated Commedie 
Country Total 

Transla-
tions 

L1 transla-
tions 

Combined 
non-native 
transla-
tions 

Leading 
non-native 
translation 
language 

Slovakia 13 5 8 Czech 

Bahrain 2 0 2 English 

Brunei 6 0 6 English 

Ghana 2 0 2 English 

Iceland 37 3 34 English 

Indonesia 9 0 9 English 

Jordan 3 1 2 English 

Kuwait 7 3 4 English 

Malaysia 2 0 2 English 

Maldives 1 0 1 English 

Malta 19 8 11 English 

Myanmar 1 0 1 English 

Philippines 6 0 6 English 

Qatar 16 2 14 English 

Rwanda 2 0 2 English 

Saudi Ara-
bia 

3 1 2 English 

Sri Lanka 1 0 1 English 

Taiwan 25 10 15 English 

Thailand 5 0 5 English 

UAE 6 2 4 English 

Bulgaria 19 5 14 French 

Greece 29 10 19 French 

Morocco 14 3 11 French 

Portugal 41 18 23 French 

Tunisia 24 3 21 French 

Vietnam 9 4 5 French 

Croatia 39 14 25 German 

Czechia 70 32 38 German 
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Denmark 46 18 28 German 

Finland 57 19 38 German 

Israel 87 7 80 German 

Lithuania 63 17 46 German 

Slovenia 43 15 28 German 

Armenia 26 10 16 Russian 

Belarus 67 3 64 Russian 

Estonian 26 0 26 Russian 

Tajikistan 7 0 7 Russian 

Turkmeni-
stan 

1 0 1 Russian 

Ukraine 43 15 28 Russian 

Uzbekistan 5 0 5 Russian 

 
That Dante circulates so broadly in non-native languages 

hasn’t been demonstrated before, and is a crucial fact to understand-
ing the reception and translation of Dante’s text worldwide. It is 
noteworthy that all the mediating languages – Czech, English, 
French, German, and Russian – are European. English is the me-
diating language for a broad group of Asian countries, especially 
Arabic-speaking states, as well as a pair of African states and Euro-
pean states. German is the mediating language for a number of Eu-
ropean states and one Asian country. French is the mediating lan-
guage for three European countries, as well as two African coun-
tries. Russian is the mediating language for several European and 
Central Asian states. And Czech is the mediating language for the 
state forming its previous political union, Slovakia. 
     
Wikipedia  

Now that we have seen important data regarding the translations 
and library holdings of Dante’s Commedia, I’ll turn to Wikipedia 
data to assess the popularity of Dante among worldwide Wikipedia 
readers. This data is not strictly comparable in that collected in the 
other two sections, which referred to physical books. Wikipedia 
statistics refer, instead, to readership data, namely the number of 
online visits to entries on Dante and his works in relevant Wikipe-
dia language editions. However, this additional layer of information 
provides key detail regarding interest and prestige of Dante’s work 
across the world. The corpus examined here includes Dante’s bio-
graphical entry, and all the entries dedicated to his works (14, plus 
a group of 100 entries, each of which is dedicated to one canto of 
the Commedia).  
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 The rationale for utilizing Wikipedia, an open source collab-
orative encyclopedia that began in 2001, is the following. Wikipe-
dia is a new and global digital resource for investigating the recep-
tion of authors and texts, a ”global memory place,”33 as it is not 
only the most consulted online encyclopedia, but the fifth most 
visited website in the world.34 It is “the most widely read 
knowledge repository on Earth.”35 Across its 318 active language-
specific editions (excluding 11 ‘dormant’ language editions), Wik-
ipedia includes a total of over 59 million entries (also called pages), 
consulted by over a billion people per month.36 This has allowed 
18 Wikipedia language editions to have more than one million en-
tries; 70 Wikipedia editions more than 100,000 entries; 164 Wik-
ipedia editions more than 10,000 entries, and 287 Wikipedia edi-
tions more than 1,000 entries.37 The 318 active Wikipedia editions 
are, naturally, only a small percentage (4%) of the overall 7,151 
living languages, although they cover over 5 billion potential users.  
 To be clear, the Wikipedia language editions do not corre-
spond to specific geographical areas. The English Wikipedia, for 
example, composed in English, can be accessed by anyone. There-
fore, the readership information can refer to readers whose native 
language is English; or to readers whose second or third language 
is English; to readers living in the USA, UK, India, or France or 
Malawi, for example.38 As with my previous studies on the topic, I 
am taking the number of pageviews or visits as a proxy for the pop-
ularity and prestige of Dante and his works. Using the Wikimedia 

 
33 Christian Pentzold, “Fixing the floating gap: The online encyclopaedia Wikipedia 
as a global memory place,” Memory Studies 2.2 (2009): 255–72.  
34 Włodzimierz Lewoniewski, Krzysztof Węcel, and Witold Abramowicz, “Relative 
Quality and Popularity Evaluation of Multilingual Wikipedia Articles,” Informatics 
no. 4.43 (2017): 1-24. 
35 Dariusz Jemielniak, Common Knowledge: An Ethnography of Wikipedia (Stan-
ford: Stanford University Press, 2014). 
36 “Unique Devices,” Wikimedia Statistics, accessed October 20, 2022, 
https://stats.wikimedia.org/#/all-wikipedia-projects/reading/unique-devices/nor-
mal|line|2-year|(access-site)~mobile-site*desktop-site|monthly.  
37 “List of Wikipedias,” accessed October 20, 2022, https://meta.wiki-
media.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias, accessed October 20 2022. There are addition-
ally 300 other Wikipedia language editions in incubation, which may or may not 
become certified Wikipedia editions (https://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Incuba-
tor:Wikis#Wikipedia). 
38 Owing to censorship, however, Wikipedia access (except by VPN) is currently 
blocked in China and Myanmar. “Censorship_of_Wikipedia,” accessed October 20, 
2022, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Censorship_of_Wikipedia,. 
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Foundation Analytics,39 the Pageviews analysis suite of tools,40 and 
the global database of Wikipedia entries, Wikidata,41 I have col-
lected the readership data from all the 318 active Wikipedia editions 
relating to Dante and his works. 
 To begin with, 186 active Wikipedia editions, including Ital-
ian, have one or more entries dedicated to Dante and/or his works. 
On the other hand, there are no entries dedicated to Dante or his 
works in the other 132 active Wikipedia editions. We can break 
this down by continent and language. 
 In 101 of the 131 European language Wikipedia editions, 
Dante entries are present, including the official national languages 
of all European states, from Albanian, Croatian and English to 
French, Russian, and Ukrainian. With that said, however, Dante 
entries are entirely missing from the other 30 European language 
Wikipedia editions like Greenlandic, the national language of 
Greenland, along with those in minority languages spoken pre-
dominantly in Belgium (Walloon), Finland (Inari Sami), France 
(Franco-Provençal and Norman), Germany (Upper Sorbian, 
Lower Sorbian, Palatinate German, and Ripuarian), Greece (Pon-
tic), Italy (Friulian), Latvian (Latgalian), Moldova (Gagauz), Neth-
erlands (Dutch Low Saxon), Norway (North Sami), Poland 
(Kashubian and Silesian), Romania (Vlax Romani), and Russia 
(Adyghe, Altai, Ingush, Kalmyk, Karachay-Balkar, Komi, Komi-
Permyak, Lak, Lezgian, Moksha, Old Church Slavonic, and Tu-
van). In addition, the other 156 living European languages, which 
lack Wikipedia editions entirely, obviously do not have Dante en-
tries. 
 Dante is also present in the majority of Wikipedia editions 
composed in Asian languages, so 60 of 107, including the majority 
of Asian official or de facto national languages. Dante entries are 
completely absent, however, from the Wikipedias composed in the 
national languages of Bhutan (Dzongkha), Laos (Lao), Maldives 
(Dhivehi), Myanmar (Burmese), Nepal (Nepali), and Sri Lanka 
(Sinhala), as well as minority languages spoken in China (Nuosu 
and Uyghur), India (Awadhi, Bishnupriya Manipuri, Gujarati, 
Kannada, Kashmiri, Konkani, Kotava, Meitei, Odia, Pali, Sanskrit, 
Telugu, and Tulu), Indonesia (Acehnese, Balinese, Banyumasan, 

 
39 “Wikimedia Statistics,” Wikimedia, accessed on October 20, 2022, 
https://stats.wikimedia.org/#/all-projects.  
40 “Pageviews analysis,” Wikimedia, accessed on October 20, 2022, 
https://pageviews.wmcloud.org/?project=en.wikipedia.org&platform=all-ac-
cess&agent=user&redirects=0&range=latest-20&pages=Cat|Dog. 
41 “Main Page,” Wiki Data, accessed on October 20, 2022, https://www.wiki-
data.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page. 
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Buginese, Gorontalo, Madurese, Nias, Sundanese, Tetum), Iran 
(Gilaki, Gothic, Mazandarani, Northern Luri), Myanmar (Mon and 
Shan), Nepal (Doteli), Pakistan (Saraiki and Sindhi), and Taiwan 
(Amis, Paiwan, Sakizaya, Seediq, and Tayal). Furthermore, consid-
ering that there are a total of 2,294 living Asian languages, the vast 
majority of which do not have Wikipedia editions, Dante entries 
are missing from the overwhelming number of Asian languages 
globally speaking. 
 However, compared to their presence in European and 
Asian indigenous languages, Dante entries are even far less present 
elsewhere. Dante entries exist in only 9 of 48 African language 
Wikipedia editions, namely those spoken in Algeria (Kabyle), 
Egypt (Egyptian Arabic), Ethiopia (Amharic), Madagascar (Mala-
gasy), Nigeria (Yoruba), South Africa (Afrikaans), Tanzania (Swa-
hili), Togo (Kabiye), and Arabic. And if we extend the comparison 
to the entirety of the 2,144 African languages spoken today, 9 out 
of 2,144 is an incredibly small percentage. 
 Turning to the Americas, there are Dante entries in 5 of 18 
indigenous American languages, namely minority languages spoken 
in Bolivia (Aymara), French Guiana (French Guianese Creole), 
Mexico (Nahuatl), Paraguay (Guarani), and Peru (Quechua), 
alongside, obviously, colonial languages like Dutch, English, 
French, Portuguese, and Spanish. However, there are no Dante 
entries in any of the USA indigenous languages with Wikipedia 
editions (Chamorro, Cherokee, Cheyenne, Choctaw, Hawaiian, 
Inupiaq, Muscogee, Navajo, Pennsylvania German) or Canadian 
indigenous languages (Atikamekw, Cree, Inuktitut) or Suriname 
(Sranan Tongo).  
 Together with the Americas we need to consider the Carib-
bean, which geographically forms part of the region: while Dante 
entries appear in 2 of 3 Caribbean languages (Haitian Creole and 
Jamaican Patois), the majority of indigenous – and most spoken – 
Caribbean languages don’t have dedicated Wikipedia editions, such 
as those spoken in the Bahamas (Bahamas English Creole), Barba-
dos (Bajan), Dominica and Saint Lucia (Lesser Antillean French 
Creole), Grenada (Grenadian English Creole), Haiti (Haitian Cre-
ole), Jamaica (Jamaican English Creole), Saint Kitts and Nevis 
(Leeward Caribbean English Creole), Saint Vincent and the Gren-
adines (Vincentian English Creole), and Trinidad and Tobago 
(Trinidadian Creole English). As with Europe and Asia, the range 
of American (including Caribbean) languages – 1,061 - far out-
stretches the number of Wikipedia language editions Dante is pre-
sent in.   
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 There are likewise hardly any native Oceanian languages 
with Dante entries. Only 2 of 10 such Wikipedias editions do, 
which are spoken on two Pacific islands, Nauru (Nauruan) and Va-
nuatu (Bislama). Indeed, there are no Dante entries in the Wikipe-
dia editions composed in the principal Oceanic indigenous lan-
guages spoken on Fiji (Fijian), Marshall Islands (Marshallese), Sa-
moa (Samoan), and Tonga (Tongan), or important minority lan-
guages spoken in French Polynesia (Tahitian), New Zealand 
(Maori), Papua New Guinea (Tok Pisin), and Pitcairn Island (Pit-
cairn-Norfolk). Furthermore, the overwhelming number of Oce-
anian languages do not have Wikipedia editions, such as those in 
the national languages of Micronesia, Palau, Kiribati, Solomon Is-
lands, or Tuvalu. So, Dante entries are the least prolific, even com-
pared to the other continents, present in only 2 out of 1,313 Oce-
anian languages. 
 Yet just because a Dante entry is present in a Wikipedia 
doesn’t reveal to what extent it is visited. This is what I will now 
focus on. 
 
Wikipedia editions with most pageviews 

Table 8. Top quartile of Dante entry pageviews, yearly average, 
2017-2021 

Wikipedia edition Average annual pageviews  
 

English 4111k 
Italian 3235k 
Spanish 1717k 
Russian 1088k 
German 522k 
Portuguese 475k 
French 466k 
Japanese 326k 
Polish 196k 
Ukrainian 181k 
Mandarin Chinese 181k 
Swedish 122k 
Arabic 114k 
Dutch 113k 
Hungarian 106k 
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Croatian 99k 
Czech 98k 
Persian 94k 
Romanian 90k 
Turkish 63k 
Greek 61k 
Finnish 53k 
Serbian  42k 
Hebrew 41k 
Macedonian 37k 
Bulgarian 34k 
Korean 33k 
Albanian 31k 
Bosnian 31k 
Norwegian (Bokmål) 26k 
Indonesian 24k 
Vietnamese 24k 
Tagalog 23k 
Lithuanian 21k 
Danish 21k 
Slovak 19k 
Catalan 19k 
Slovene 18k 
Georgian 16k 
Simple English 15k 
Armenian 15k 
Hindi 11k 
Thai 8k 
Asturian 7k 
Latvian 6k 
Bengali 6k 
Azerbaijani 5k 

 
As Table 8 indicates, the majority of Wikipedia editions in the top 
quartile are those in European languages, nearly 30 out of 43. Asian 
languages make up the remainder. Globally speaking, the 
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Wikipedia with the most views of its Dante pages is surprisingly 
not the Italian Wikipedia, but the English Wikipedia. Annually 
speaking there are over 4 million annual average page views of the 
English Dante entries. Italian and Spanish are behind, 2nd and 3rd, 
in pageviews. Russian is comfortably in fourth, the only other edi-
tion with more than one million views. There is then a significant 
drop off with German above 500 thousand Dante views, and Por-
tuguese and French a bit behind. Japanese is in 8th place, around 
320 thousand. Ukrainian and Polish round out the top ten. The 
only other Wikipedia editions with more than 100 thousand annual 
pageviews are Dutch, Hungarian, Mandarin Chinese,42 Modern 
Standard Arabic, and Swedish editions. Another seven Wikipedia 
editions have between 50 and 100 thousand annual pageviews, in-
cluding European languages like Croatian, Czech, Finnish, Greek 
and Romanian as well as Asian languages like Farsi and Turkish.43  
 The second highest quartile is composed of mostly European 
minority languages, along with several national languages like Bel-
arusian, Estonian, Icelandic, Maltese, Nynorsk. There are in addi-
tion more than a dozen Asian languages, including national lan-
guages like Kazakh, Malay, Mongolian, Urdu, and Uzbek. Three 
African languages make their appearance (Afrikaans, Egyptian Ara-
bic, and Swahili). 
 European languages still predominant in the third quartile, 
with however only two national languages among them (Irish and 
Luxembourgish). The significant number of Asian languages also 
mostly comprises minority languages, with the exception of Kyrgyz 
and Pashto. The remaining languages are either African (Amharic, 
Kabiye, and Yoruba), Caribbean (Haitian Creole and Jamaican Pat-
ois), or Constructed, like Interlingue, Lingua Franca, and Novial. 
 The bottom quartile is led by Asian languages, with 20, 
compared to 19 European languages. However, while all the Eu-
ropean languages are minority languages, some of the Asian lan-
guages are national languages like Khmer, Tajik, Tibetan, and 
Turkmen. Alongside these there are a handful of indigenous Amer-
ican languages (Aymara, Guarani, Guianan Creole, Nahuatl, and 

 
42 From 23 April 2019 onwards, the Chinese Wikipedia edition cannot be accessed 
in Mainland China, so in practical terms it represents diasporic Chinese readers (or 
else mainland Chinese readers accessing via vpns): https://en.wikipe-
dia.org/wiki/Censorship_of_Wikipedia#China. 
43 The Turkish Wikipedia edition was blocked by the Turkish government from 29 
April to 15 January 2020: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_of_Wikipe-
dia_in_Turkey, so the pageviews during this time period were only by Turkish read-
ers outside Turkey (or via vpns).  
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Quechua), a pair of African languages (Kabyle and Malagasy), and 
one Oceanian language (Nauruan).  

Now I will examine the pageview statistics in relative terms, 
based on the ratio of annual Dante pageviews to the total number 
of Wikipedia edition pageviews. This allows me to compare large 
and small Wikipedia editions in terms of the proportion of Dante 
pageviews.  

The top quartile in Dante pageviews, taking into account 
total Wikipedia pageviews, includes languages with many transla-
tions like Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, Hungarian, Romanian, 
and Greek, alongside languages with only one translation, such as 
Georgian, Macedonian, and Vlach (see Table 9). As is evident, 
nearly all of these languages are broadly-speaking Western. Besides 
Italian and the Italian Romance language Ladin, the leading lan-
guages here are all Balkan: Macedonian, Bosnian, Croatian, and 
Albanian. 
 

Table 9. Top Quartile of Dante Pageviews, adjusted by total edi-
tion pageviews 
Wikipedia Edition Dante 

pagevie
ws/ 
Edition 
pagevie
ws (per 
million) 

Dante 
pageviews 
(thousands) 

Edition pageviews 
(mil) 

Macedonian 430 37.2 86.4 

Italian 383 2910.9 7598 

Ladin 383 0.2 0.6 

Bosnian 339 31.1 91.9 

Croatian 294 98.5 335.6 

Albanian 292 31.4 107.5 

Romansh 252 1.1 4.5 

Picard 218 1.0 4.6 

Tagalog 189 22.6 119.5 

Saterland Frisian 173 1.0 5.6 

Ukrainian 158 181.5 1151 

Ligurian 140 0.9 6.3 

Romanian 139 90.2 648.7 

Sardinian 132 0.9 6.8 

Kabiye 129 0.3 2.4 

Spanish 123 1717.4 13999.9 
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Asturian 120 6.5 54.3 

Greek 119 61.3 515.3 

Novial 118 0.4 3.7 

Hungarian 114 105.6 924.5 

Slovene 110 18.4 167.4 

Bislama 110 0.3 2.6 

Vlach 104 0.3 2.7 

Lingua Franca 
Nova 103 0.4 3.6 

Ladino 103 0.6 5.9 

Portuguese 102 475.2 4649 

Võro 100 0.6 5.9 

Karakalpak 96 0.4 4.2 

Armenian 94 14.6 154.7 

Kabardian 92 0.3 3.1 

Russian 91 1087.7 11979 

Jamaican Patois 91 0.3 3.2 

Livvi-Karelian 90 0.4 4.4 

Zhuang 87 0.3 3.4 

Pangasinan 84 0.3 3.4 

Mirandese 83 0.4 4.7 

Central Bikol 83 0.8 9.3 

Czech 82 97.6 1195 

Lithuanian 80 21.3 265.6 

Santali 80 0.2 2.1 

Bulgarian 79 34.5 435.4 

Tarantino 79 0.4 5.6 

Nauruan 77 0.2 3.1 

French Guianese 
Creole 77 0.1 1.1 

Zeelandic 77 0.4 4.8 

Georgian 73 16.0 218.0 

Swedish 73 122.1 1682 

 
Macedonian, for instance, has such a high percentage that it’s 

nearly six times the amount of Swedish, the lowest Wikipedia in 
this quartile. The majority of languages represented here are Euro-
pean languages, with 17 European national languages (Albanian, 
Bosnian, Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, 
Lithuanian, Macedonian, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Slo-
vene, Spanish, Swedish, and Ukrainian), compared to only 3 Asian 
national languages (Armenian, Georgian, and Tagalog), 2 Oceanian 
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national languages (Bislama and Nauruan), 1 national Caribbean 
language (Jamaican Patois), and 0 national African languages. Fur-
thermore, there are 14 European minority languages, but only 6 
Asian minority languages, one African language, one American 
language, along with 2 Constructed languages. 

At the same time, nearly half of the languages in the top 
quartile have no translations of Dante at all, namely languages – 
almost all minority - spoken in China (Zhuang), Estonia (Võro), 
France (Picard), French Guiana (Guianan Creole), Germany (Sa-
terland Frisian), India (Santali), Israel (Ladino), Nauru (Nauruan), 
Netherlands (Zeelandic), Philippines (Central Bikol and Pan-
gasinan), Portugal (Mirandese), Russia (Kabardian and Livvi-Kare-
lian), Spain (Asturian), Switzerland (Romansh), Togo (Kabiye), 
Vanuatu (Bislama), and Constructed (Novial). We should note that 
entirely absent from the top quartile are languages with far more 
absolute pageviews but fewer relative pageviews compared to the 
respective overall Wikipedia edition: thus, the absence of English, 
German, French, Japanese, Chinese, and Polish, for example, from 
this quartile. 
 The second upper quartile of relative Wikipedia popularity 
shows, again, a higher number of European national languages than 
any other region, with 11 national European languages (Danish, 
Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Latvian, Norwegian, 
Polish, Serbian, Slovak) compared to only 5 national Asian lan-
guages (Hebrew, Mongolian, Persian, Tibetan, Turkish) and 1 na-
tional Asian/African language (Arabic). There are also more mi-
nority European languages present (18) compared to Asian (7), Af-
rican (1) or American (1) languages. Once more, there are many 
languages represented here without any Dante translations: Abkha-
zian, Aymara, Bhojpuri, Buryat, Chavacano, Corsican, Cornish, 
Erzya, Extremaduran, Fiji Hindi, Hakka, Hill Mari, Interlingue, 
Kabyle, Tibetan, Udmurt, Veps, and West Flemish. 
 In contrast, the second lowest quartile is constituted by more 
national Asian languages (9: Azerbaijani, Bengali, Mandarin Chi-
nese, Japanese, Korean, Pashto, Turkmen, Uzbek, Vietnamese) 
than European (3, Estonian, Icelandic, Irish), African (2, Amharic 
and Yoruba), and Caribbean (1, Haitian Creole), alongside 13 mi-
nority Asian languages, 13 minority European languages, and 3 mi-
nority American languages. The majority of the languages in this 
quartile here have no Dante translations, namely Alemannic, Ban-
jar, Bavarian, Faroese, Gan, Guarani, Haitian Creole, Ido, Ilokano, 
Kapampangan, Kurdish (Kurmanji), Kurdish (Sorani), Limburgish, 
Maithili, Manx, Meadow Mari, Minangkabau, Mingrelian, 
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Nahuatl, Newar, North Frisian, Pashto, Punjabi, Quechua, Rusyn, 
Sakha, Samogitian, Scottish Gaelic, Turkmen, Western Punjabi, 
Yoruba, and Zazaki. 
 The bottom quartile continues the previous trend, with 9 
Asian national languages (Hindi, Indonesian, Kazakh, Khmer, Kyr-
gyz, Malay, Tajik, Thai, Urdu) compared to only 4 such European 
languages (Belarusian, Luxembourgish, Maltese, Nynorsk). This is 
also the quartile with the largest number of African national lan-
guages (3, Afrikaans, Egyptian Arabic, Malagasy). There are addi-
tionally 17 European minority languages, 12 Asian minority lan-
guages and 1 African minority language. As with previous quartiles, 
the majority of languages with Wikipedia editions in this quartile 
have no translations, namely Aragonese, Avar, Bashkir, Cantonese, 
Cebuano, Chechen, Chuvash, Crimean Tatar, Eastern Min, Egyp-
tian Spoken Arabic, Hindi, Indonesian, Javanese, Khmer, Kyrgyz, 
Luxembourgish, Malagasy, Malay, Marathi, Norman, Ossetian, 
Scots, South Azerbaijani, Southern Min, Swahili, Tatar, Thai, Vol-
apük, Waray, West Frisian, and Wu. 
So, depending on whether we’re considering the absolute number 
of Dante pageviews or the relative number, the ranking changes 
dramatically.  
   
Dante’s Commedia and World Literature 

Dante’s Commedia has been translated, often repeatedly, into 
nearly 100 languages, including dialects.44 Worldwide, there are 
more than 470 complete translations of the Commedia, increasing 
by the year. The Commedia is held in on all continents, in over 
100 national libraries: from Australia to France, Germany to Russia, 
from Belize and Uruguay to Rwanda and Sudan, from Antigua and 
Barbuda and Mongolia to Saudi Arabia and Trinidad and Tobago, 
often circulating in both translation and Italian. Entries relating to 
Dante or his works are viewed in over 180 Wikipedia language 
editions, including most of the top 20 spoken languages worldwide, 
as well as in non-Western languages as different as Bislama, Jamai-
can Patois, Kabiye, and Tagalog. Despite this, it is an error to con-
clude that the Commedia is globally canonical or popular.  

First, let’s begin with translation. Yes, Dante’s work has been 
translated into around 100 languages, but how many languages are 
there anyway? 7,151. So, Dante has been translated into approxi-
mately 1.4% of global languages. Perhaps that’s unfair, though, 

 
44 I continue to refer to only complete translated canticles or complete translated 
Commedie.  
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since many languages haven’t been written down. So, let’s recalcu-
late, using the number of languages with “developed writing sys-
tems”: 4,065. Now we get about a 2.5% translation rate. If we try 
to calculate this rate per continent – Asia and Africa each have more 
than 2,000 different languages, while the Americas and the Pacific 
region each have over 1,000, while Europe has almost 300 – we 
still come up with embarrassingly low figures for any non-Euro-
pean continent: less than a tenth of 1 percent in Asia, Africa, Amer-
icas, and Pacific. Indeed, even limited to a list of the top 200 most 
spoken languages in the world, Dante’s Commedia still falls short, 
translated in less than 25% of them.  

Besides the absence of the Commedia in translation, even 
the translation activity is highly divergent. Even in the most favor-
able continent, Europe, Dante’s work hasn’t been translated evenly. 
While some European countries account for an overwhelming 
number of translations – especially England, France, Germany, and 
Spain – other European nations like Norway, North Macedonia, 
and Slovakia have only given rise to only 1 complete translation of 
the Commedia, while still others, like Andorra, Luxembourg, 
Liechtenstein, and Monaco haven’t translated it at all.  

In Asia, furthermore, there are huge swathes of countries 
without any translations composed in native languages: we can 
think specifically of Central and Southeast Asia, where the Com-
media has been natively translated in only 1 of the 16 countries, or 
Western Asia, where the Commedia, again, has been translated in 
only a minority of countries (8 of 18).  

Even in the Americas, the situation is not much better. In 
fact, fewer than a third such nations have complete native transla-
tions. Yet still more pronounced is the situation in Africa, with 
complete indigenous translations of Dante published in only 3 of 
54 states. Meanwhile, translations are nearly non-existent in Oce-
ania, with a complete translation published in only 1 of 14 coun-
tries. Yet among all the regions, the 13 Caribbean states are at the 
bottom, with not one single native Dante translation.  

While most of the national libraries have at least one copy of 
Dante, in many countries he’s available only in non-native lan-
guages: how many readers, then, must he have? In addition, in nu-
merous countries, the Italian edition of his text is not held at all, 
meaning the exposure to his text occurs only through mediated 
translations.  
 And if we move on to looking at Wikipedia reception, alt-
hough Dante entries are present in around 180 Wikipedia editions, 
Dante entries are entirely absent from over 130 Wikipedia editions, 
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representing 130 different languages. And even in many Wikipedia 
language editions with Dante entries, they are rarely consulted. So, 
this certainly isn’t a point in favor of global canonicity.  
 Indeed, the relative lack of translations, scarce library hold-
ings, and uneven level of Wikipedia popularity in the non-Euro-
pean world are clear indicators that Dante is simply not a globally 
canonical figure. Otherwise, we would expect translations of the 
Commedia into languages from Hindi, Indonesian, and Quechua 
to Tigrigna, Turkmen, and Swahili, library holdings in national li-
braries from Fiji, Guyana, and Jamaica to Kazakhstan, Kenya, and 
Tuvalu; and pageviews visited in Wikipedia editions from Bur-
mese, Kashmiri, and Lao to Somali, Tok Pisin, and Zulu. None of 
which, however, is the case. 
 Yet Dante is popular all the same in many contexts, even if 
not equally across the world. We can compare the top-10 among 
the three different criteria – translations, library holdings, and Wik-
ipedia visits – in absolute and relative classifications: absolute refers 
to total numbers, while relative refers to numbers adjusted for 
speakers.  
 Several languages excel in all three absolute (but not relative) 
criteria: Chinese, English, French, German, Portuguese, and Span-
ish. Other languages excel in two criteria: Dutch (translations and 
libraries) and Russian (libraries and Wikipedia). Yet others excel in 
two relative (but not absolute) criteria, because of their small num-
ber of speakers: Icelandic (translations and libraries), Lithuanian 
(translations and libraries), and Maltese (translations and libraries). 
Other languages/countries excel in one criterion, but both its ab-
solute and relative measurements: Austria (libraries) and Ukrainian 
(Wikipedia).  
 However, the majority of top-10 languages/countries excel 
in only one measurement: absolute translations (Japanese, Korean, 
and Turkish); relative translations (Basque, Breton, Frisian, Oc-
citan, Plattdeutsch, Welsh, and Vlach); absolute Wikipedia visits 
(Polish); and relative Wikipedia visits (Albanian, Bosnian, Croatian, 
Macedonian, Picard, Romanian, Romansh, Saterland Frisian, and 
Tagalog). The popularity of Dante can thus be identified in all of 
the above languages and/or states. From one perspective, it’s clear 
that Dante is most popular in six languages, judging solely by abso-
lute number of translations, library holdings and Wikipedia visits: 
Chinese, English, French, German, Portuguese, and Spanish. On a 
lesser scale, Dutch and Russian popularity, although less pro-
nounced, is quite evident. Yet if we turn to relative measurements, 
a whole new world opens up, ranging from national languages of 
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small European countries, so Albanian, Bosnian, Croatian, Ice-
landic, Macedonian, Maltese, and Slovene to minority European 
languages like Basque, Breton, Frisian (both its Eastern and West-
ern variants), Occitan, Picard, Plattdeutsch, Romansh, Vlach, and 
Welsh, most of which are spoken in translation-friendly states like 
England, France, Germany, Spain. The only other popular lan-
guages are Romanian, national language of two states, and Tagalog, 
the national language of the Philippines.  
 We think of Dante as a world author, per forza – if he is not, 
then who is? – but we tend to dismiss the fact that seen from the 
perspective of a citizen of Bhutan, Botswana, Laos, Myanmar, Pa-
pua New Guinea, Rwanda, Tajikistan, and Tonga, the world liter-
ary canon is not the same as it is to those of us living in so-called 
first world countries like Italy, the UK, and the United States. Does 
this mean Dante is less of a world author?   

We must return to an important claim by Theo D’haen, who 
wrote that “the ‘world’ of world literature looks different from dif-
ferent locations.”45 The word “locations” used by D’haen indicates 
countries as well as languages: so that world literature appears dif-
ferently to an English speaker in Toronto than to a French speaker 
in Quebec. Let us take an even more extreme case, South Africa, 
where multilingualism is “a defining characteristic of being South 
African.”46 In South Africa, there are 11 official and statutory na-
tional languages, all of which have over 1 million native speakers: 
Afrikaans, English, Ndebele, Setswana, Northern and Southern So-
tho, Swati, Tsonga, Venda, Xhosa, and Zulu.47 7 of these eleven 
languages have their own Wikipedia editions, and although Dante 
is viewed in two of them (Afrikaans and English), he is absent from 
five of them (Northern Sotho, Tsonga, Venda, Xhosa, and Zulu). 
Moreover, Dante has also been translated into only Afrikaans and 
English. Data indicates that a combined 33 million South Africans 
know Afrikaans and/or English as either an L1 or L2 language.48 
This means that the remaining 26 million South Africans who 
know neither language have no access at all to Dante, either in 
translations or Wikipedia language editions.  

 
45 Theo D’haen, The Routledge Concise History of World Literature (London: 
Routledge, 2013), 166. 
46 Susan Coetzee-Van Rooy, “Motivation and Multilingualism in South Africa,” in 
The Palgrave Handbook of Motivation for Language Learning, eds. M. Lamb, K. 
Csizer, A. Henry, and S. Ryan (London: Palgrave, 2019), 472. 
47 https://www.ethnologue.com/country/ZA/languages, accessed October 20, 
2022. 
48 https://www.ethnologue.com/country/ZA/languages, accessed October 20, 
2022. 
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Or let us take Papua New Guinea, the country with the 
highest linguistic diversity in the world: its nearly 9 million people 
scattered over 600 islands speak a total of 840 different languages.49 
However, none of the 839 indigenous languages have Dante trans-
lations, only the colonial language of English does. Since only 
150,000 inhabitants speak English as a first language,50 only 2% of 
Papua New Guineans have access to Dante in their mother tongue. 
Instead, 33% of Papua New Guineans could read Dante in English, 
their second language; while 65% of Papua New Guineans have no 
access to Dante at all. 

What this data thus shows is that Dante is not equally canon-
ical across the globe; and that even in the same country, his recep-
tion dramatically varies. Rather than positing, therefore, that world 
literature is a single global system – as influential scholars like 
Moretti and Heilbron have posited – it would be more accurate to 
identify specific languages, states, and regions where texts prolifer-
ate, in order to see how literary works acquire local and transna-
tional prestige and popularity. One must always bear in mind that 
world literature exists – theoretically speaking – in the over 7,000 
languages currently spoken, and that each incarnation of world lit-
erature is different from another. Dante as translated and interpreted 
in English is different from Dante in Arabic or Farsi or Japanese or 
Turkish. This is why future translations of Dante’s Commedia in 
new languages will be all the more exciting, for what they reveal 
not merely about global Dante Studies but the development and 
dynamics of literary canons worldwide. In conclusion, then, let us 
then speak of world literatures, but not of a singular – and non-
existent – world literature.   
 

 
49 https://www.ethnologue.com/country/PG/languages, accessed October 20, 2022. 
50 https://www.ethnologue.com/country/PG/languages, accessed October 20, 2022. 
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FOUL TALES, PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE: 
BRINGING DANTE’S DIVINE COMEDY TO WIKIPEDIA 
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This contribution discusses WikiDante, a set of best practices for the 

implementation of content related to the Divine Comedy on Wikipedia, 

chiefly designed for (yet not limited to) the undergraduate classroom. 

Developed as a digital project involving undergraduate students in partnership 

with Wiki Education, WikiDante consisted of two iterations, the first of which 

created or revised entries on the women from Dante’s recent history 

mentioned in the poem. For two decades, scholars have treated Wikipedia as 

the proverbial elephant in the room—shunned, ignored, or shamefully used 

only in lack of more anointed tools. This essay explores the benefits of using 

Wikipedia for digital scholarly activism in Dante Studies, outlining the 

challenges and educational outcomes of organizing editing campaigns on 

Wikipedia focusing on Dante and his work. After discussing the project’s 

components, the essay indicates future venues for the applicability of this 

framework by scholars and educators interested in digital public scholarship 

and knowledge equity.  

 
Keywords: Divine Comedy, Wikipedia, Women’s history, Knowledge equity, 
Digital public scholarship  

 
 

  

1. Why Dante and Wikipedia? 

While walking through the ring of the Malebolge housing 
panderers, Dante and Virgil have a short encounter with Venèdico 
Caccianemico, a politician from thirteenth-century Bologna.1 
Despite his attempt to hide, Venèdico is recognized by the pilgrim 
and forced to confess the action that consigned him to eternal 

 
1 I wish to thank Helaine Blumenthal and Ian Ramjohn at Wiki Education; their 

support throughout the two iterations of WikiDante has been invaluable in bringing 
this project to fruition. The iterations of the project discussed in this article have taken 
place during two subsequent semesters, Spring and Fall 2021, at Wellesley College as 
part of my courses on Dante’s Divine Comedy in English translation. I thank the 
students who participated in these two iterations; their work supplied the data 
discussed in this essay. All errors are my own. Unless otherwise noted, all links 
included were last accessed on June 29, 2022. 
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damnation: he handed his younger sister, Ghisolabella, to a local 
nobleman with whom he hoped to build an alliance, “no matter 
how the foul tale goes around” (come che suoni la sconcia novella, 
Inf. 18.57).2 This exchange exemplifies much of the Divine 
Comedy’s approach to the politics of knowledge. With this soul’s 
confession and throughout the poem, Dante seeks to establish a 
community sustained by shared knowledge and its pursuit. By its 
very nature, the poem invites searching commentary. Ghisolabella 
Caccianemico’s story may have been well known to Dante’s 
audience, and the sensation of such a scandalous tale would be easily 
remembered by those who stumbled upon Venèdico alongside the 
pilgrim; and yet, Dante also works to unsettle this familiarity, 
inviting readers to perform ethical discernment, forge unexpected 
connections, and search for deeper truths. Many digital projects on 
Dante and his works follow precisely the epistemic pathway set out 
within the Divine Comedy and aim to create or give access to 
ontological systems that allow readers to understand the complex 
network surrounding Dante and the poem’s broad history of 
sources, commentary, interpretation, and reception.3  

In this essay, I will describe WikiDante, an open set of 
guidelines and best practices for the implementation of content 
related to Dante and the Divine Comedy on Wikipedia. 
WikiDante was first developed as a collaborative digital project in 
a seminar-size undergraduate class dedicated to reading the Divine 
Comedy in English over a semester. The project, which was 
designed with public-facing engagement in mind as a primary goal, 
was carried out in partnership with Wiki Education, a non-profit 
organization that works with university instructors, cultural 
institutions, and groups of scholars based in North America to 
support them in sharing field-specific knowledge with the general 

 
2 On Ghisolabella, see Vincenzo Presta, “Caccianemico, Ghisolabella dei,” 

Enciclopedia Dantesca (1970), available online at 
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/ghisolabella-dei-

caccianemico_%28Enciclopedia-Dantesca%29/. The entry largely relies on Guido 
Zaccagnini, “Personaggi danteschi in Bologna,” Giornale storico della letteratura 
italiana 64 (1914): 42-47. 
3 Among such initiatives are digital projects which have long been—or are quickly 

becoming—cornerstones of Dante Studies. I will only cite a few of the most recent 
ones: Hypermedia Dante Network, dir. Michelangelo Zaccarello, 
https://hdn.dantenetwork.it/; on his lexicon, see Vocabolario Dantesco, dir. Paola 
Manni and Lino Leonardi, http://www.vocabolariodantesco.it/; Illuminated Dante 
Project, dir. Gennaro Ferrante, https://www.dante.unina.it; Dante Today, dir. 
Arielle Saiber and Elizbeth Coggeshall, https://research.bowdoin.edu/dante-today/; 
and the bilingual Bibliografia Dantesca Internazionale / International Dante 
Bibliography, https://bibliografia.dantesca.it/, curated by the Società Dantesca 
Italiana and the Dante Society of America. 
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public on open digital collaboration projects such as Wikipedia and 
Wikidata.4 Two iterations of WikiDante took place over two 
subsequent semesters in 2021. While taking a course on the Divine 
Comedy in English translation, students were asked to engage in a 
set of training modules and activities culminating with the 
publication on Wikipedia of new or substantially revised entries 
dealing with Dante and his poem. In the first iteration of 
WikiDante, which served as a pilot project to test WikiDante’s 
feasibility and outcomes, students were asked to choose between 
writing a new entry or revising an existing entry dealing with a 
woman from Dante’s recent history that appeared or was 
mentioned in the poem; they were later asked to outline and assess 
their research process in a final essay. In the project’s second 
iteration, students were not bound to a theme-specific editing 
campaign on the platform but were instead free to select a topic 
based on their interests; they developed their contributions to 
Wikipedia while writing a traditional research paper on their 
chosen research subject. The steps and guiding principles that 
inform WikiDante, which I will outline and discuss below, can be 
translated to a broader range of applications. Intended as an open 
toolkit, WikiDante could be employed by different groups who 
intend to devote time and resources, in and out of the classroom, 
to bring knowledge and research on the Divine Comedy and 
Dante’s work at large onto a digital platform for the general public. 
The case studies and data discussed here will primarily focus on 
Wikipedia in English, with occasional forays into foreign languages 
for the sake of comparison; however, the principles and best 
practices developed in these case studies can be easily translated into 
any of the near-three hundred languages represented on the 
platform, most of which already have entries related to Dante and 
the Divine Comedy. 

Wikipedia’s merits and structural problems as a knowledge 
repository are well known to anyone who may have conducted an 
online search related to almost any realm of knowledge.5 The 

 
4 “Mission and Vision,” Wiki Education, https://wikiedu.org/. A call for instructors 

or institutions interested in teaming up with Wiki Education is issued each semester 
and can be found at the Wiki Education Dashboard, https://dashboard.wikiedu.org/, 
alongside a library of training modules and information on previous and current 
courses taught in partnership with this non-profit organization. Many of the training 
tools used for WikiDante and mentioned in this essay are available on this platform 
and were developed by Wiki Education thanks to the feedback from previous 
instructors; for the sake of conciseness, I refer to the Wiki Education Dashboard for 
further information on these tools.  
5 On the platform’s history, see Joseph Reagle, Good Faith Collaboration: The 
Culture of Wikipedia (Boston: MIT Press, 2012); Andrew Lih, The Wikipedia 
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platform’s reputation among scholarly communities and in higher 
education changed substantially over the years. An open repository 
based on a community-based infrastructure, Wikipedia is 
deliberately devoid of the components that typically validate 
reference works or digital projects in scholarly communities (such 
as editorial boards, project directors, and systems of peer review 
prior to acceptance). On the contrary, the community that 
animates the platform takes pride in the fact that anyone can 
contribute to the platform. Since its inception in 2001, one of 
Wikipedia’s founding principles is that anyone can edit the platform 
as long as they respect the set of core content policies developed by 
the community: “Verifiability” (V), “Neutral-Point-of-View” 
(NPOV), and “No Original Research” (NOR).6 Editing 
Wikipedia does not even require setting up a dedicated account; 
unregistered users, solely identified by their IP address, can 
contribute as much as the most active editors. 

In higher education and among scholars in all fields, the 
dominant discussion about Wikipedia often stops at whether one 
should use it—with several institutions, for example, implementing 
policies prohibiting students from citing Wikipedia entries in their 
written assignments.7 Wikipedia itself officially discourages users 
from citing its entries instead of reliable scholarly sources and 
advocates for a different, more nuanced approach to the platform—
namely, as an open repository in which entries direct towards 
secondary sources such as peer-reviewed publications.8 Several 
reasons inform this cautionary warning. Given the open, ever-
evolving, and community-based nature of the platform, a 
problematic statement may dwell in a Wikipedia entry for hours, 
days, or years until it is recognized as such and flagged by a user 
with enough expertise in a given field. Even more time may pass 

 
Revolution: How a Bunch of Nobodies Created the World’s Greatest Encyclopedia 
(New York: Hyperion, 2009); and the contributions to Wikipedia @ 20: Stories of 
an Incomplete Revolution, ed. Joseph Reagle and Jakie Koerner (Boston: MIT Press, 
2020), available online at https://wikipedia20.pubpub.org/. 
6 Wikipedia, s.v. “Wikipedia: Core Content Policies,” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Core_content_policies. The three policies 
are interrelated; for guidelines on how to implement them in the course of a project 
such as WikiDante, see below. 
7 The situation is, however, much more complicated than what mandatory policies 

such as these may entail. For example, citations from Wikipedia in peer-reviewed 
publications have increased dramatically in recent years: see Robert Tomaszewski and 
Karen I. MacDonald, “A Study of Citations to Wikipedia in Scholarly Publications,” 
Science & Technology Libraries 35 (2016): 246-61. 
8 Wikipedia, s.v. “Wikipedia:Citing Wikipedia,” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia: Citing_Wikipedia. 
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until that statement is revised and the issue is solved. A statement 
could be in want of revision or improvement for many reasons: it 
may need a reference to a reliable secondary source; it may be 
outdated because it relies, implicitly or explicitly, on secondary 
sources whose claims and theoretical frameworks have since been 
rectified or updated; it may simply be representing incompletely 
the state of the art pertaining to a given topic; or, even worse, it 
may not address issues of equitability and fairness in representing 
different communities and identities. 

Unsurprisingly, the Wikipedia entries—or lack thereof—
related to Dante and his poem are affected by the same problems. I 
opened this essay by using Dante’s reference to Ghisolabella 
Caccianemico as an entry point for the poet’s interest in sharing 
stories that mattered, no matter how sordid, with a vast community 
of readers. Ghisolabella did not even have an entry on the English 
version of Wikipedia before a WikiDante contributor filled this gap 
during the project’s first iteration.9 Among the fifteen women 
appearing or mentioned in the poem who were selected as a sample 
for WikiDante’s pilot project, nine (Alagia Fieschi, Beatrice d’Este, 
Cianghella della Tosa, Gaia da Camino, Giovanna da Montefeltro, 
Ghisolabella, Matelda, Nella Donati, Sapia Salvani) did not have a 
Wikipedia entry before WikiDante; one (Joanna of Gallura, 
daughter of Nino Visconti and Beatrice d’Este) had one “stub,” 
that is, a severely underdeveloped article in need of expansion; one 
(Constance of Sicily) had a short biographical entry that outlined 
her political and dynastic relevance but made no mention of Dante; 
four (Cunizza da Romano, Gualdrada Berti, Pia de’ Tolomei, 
Piccarda Donati) had entries that, while widely varying in size, 
were all sorely in need of substantial revisions.  

Along the spectrum of this sample are present all the typical 
problems that affect Wikipedia as a whole: lack of content, 
underdeveloped materials, lack of references and citations, outdated 
theoretical frameworks, and erroneous statements. The case of 
Ghisolabella sits at the most straightforward end of the spectrum. 
In the face of sheer lack of content, adding a biographical entry 
(Fig. 1) on a thirteenth-century woman believed to have been a 
victim of sexual abuse absolves several important goals, in line with 
what Dante envisioned when he set the truth of this “foul tale” in 
stone. 
 

 
9 Two entries in Italian and Catalan were published in 2006 and 2018, respectively.  
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Fig. 1. The lead section and content structure of the Wikipedia entry on Ghisolabella, 
developed during the first iteration of WikiDante; the full entry can be accessed (and 
improved) at the link https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ghisolabella_Caccianemico. 

 
Conversely, those entries that have already been on the 

platform for a long time warrant considerations that are much more 
complex and encapsulate, perhaps better than others, what it means 
for a scholarly community to change Wikipedia for the better. Let 
us discuss the case of Gualdrada Berti, a noblewoman from 
thirteenth-century Florence whom Dante praises as the “good 
Gualdrada” upon meeting her son, Guido Guerra, among the 
sodomites of Inferno 15.10 Before the first iteration of WikiDante, 
the Wikipedia entry dedicated to Gualdrada consisted of a section 
entitled “Biography,” which summarized the chapter that 
Giovanni Boccaccio dedicated to the noblewoman in De 
mulieribus claris.11 Together with Giovanni Villani, Boccaccio 
lionized Gualdrada as a glorified exemplar of Florentine female 
virtue, and he did so by relating an anecdote that was likely very 
popular among the élite of mid-fourteenth-century Florence. 
According to this tale, Gualdrada and her beauty caught the 
attention of the Holy Roman Emperor Otto V during a festival 
held in the cathedral of Florence. When Bellincione Berti, 
Gualdrada’s father, granted the emperor permission to kiss his 
daughter, Gualdrada openly rebuked both men and proudly 
declared that the only man ever to kiss her would be her husband. 

 
10 Wikipedia, s.v. “Gualdrada Berti,” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gualdrada_Berti. 
11 Giovanni Boccaccio, On Famous Women, trans. Virginia Brown (Cambridge, 

MA: Harvard University Press, 2003), 219-21. 
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The anecdote concludes with the emperor praising Gualdrada’s 
virtue, granting her a large dowry, and giving her in marriage to a 
newly minted count.  

Now, scholars who have worked on Gualdrada—most 
notably, Pamela Benson—have long noted that this fictional 
anecdote, and the legacy that Gualdrada Berti enjoyed as a paragon 
of virtue and eloquence, was developed in late medieval Florence 
to bolster municipal pride through models of gendered 
excellence.12 However, the Wikipedia entry on Gualdrada did not 
acknowledge this nuanced reading of the woman’s identity and 
legacy; instead, it framed the anecdote recounted by Boccaccio as 
historical truth and essentially as the only significant component of 
the woman’s biography. Revising a Wikipedia entry on Gualdrada 
thus entailed the painstaking process of reframing this story as a 
form of retelling presented as historical truth, borne within an 
intersectional tangle of political and gendered tensions (Fig. 2). As 
mentioned above, scholarship such as Benson’s provided an 
indispensable backbone for this revision. Gualdrada’s entry in the 
Enciclopedia Dantesca, which was cited for this revision, also 

 
12 Pamela Benson, “Gualdrada’s Two Bodies: Female and Civic Virtue in Medieval 

Florence,” in The body and the soul in medieval literature: The J.A.W. Bennett 
Memorial Lectures, Tenth Series, Perugia, 1998, eds. Piero Boitani and Anna Torti 
(Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1999), 1–15. 

Fig. 2. Fig. 2: The lead section and content structure of the Wikipedia entry on 
Gualdrada Berti, developed during the first iteration of WikiDante; the full entry can 
be accessed (and improved) at the link 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gualdrada_Berti. The hyperlinks marked in red (e.g., 
Bellincione Berti) indicate subjects that should warrant but do not yet have an entry 
on Wikipedia. 
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served as a model but was significantly updated and altered to reflect 
up-to-date methodological frameworks.13  

The entries for Ghisolabella and Gualdrada exemplify what 
kind of work is needed on the platform for entries related to Dante 
at all levels. Both cases relate to thirteenth-century women who do 
not even appear but are only mentioned in passing in the poem; 
these issues are only amplified in more developed entries.14 I frame 
these inadequacies as work to be done quite deliberately. It is a 
matter of perspective: the elephant in the room—the reputation 
and structural issues of Wikipedia—can become an opportunity 
rather than an obstacle. Despite several issues, Wikipedia stands as 
a free and open, multilingual, structured knowledge repository that 
can be accessed by a broad worldwide audience. There are several 
ways in which one—student and scholar alike—can be a Wikipedia 
user. One can cite Wikipedia entries, which is the practice that 
rightfully gathers the most censoring. One can simply read or utilize 
the same entries, with their backbone of references, as a starting 
point for further research. One can elect to use field-specific 
expertise to edit—and substantially improve—one or more 
entries.15  
Aside from readers worldwide, scholarly communities also benefit 
from a better representation of their field and have increasingly 
started to gather to contribute to the platform. In medieval studies, 
groups of premodernists have started organizing successful projects 
such as Medieval Wiki, a project with the goal of improving the 
quality of Wikipedia entries broadly related to the Middle Ages.16 

 
13 Renato Piattoli, “Ravignani, Gualdrada dei,” Enciclopedia Dantesca, 
https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/gualdrada-dei-ravignani_%28Enciclopedia-
Dantesca%29/. For example, the triumphalist language reserved for Gualdrada as well 
as, most importantly, Dante’s Inferno has not been included in the Wikipedia entry; 
after all, this language would have been flagged as not compliant with Wikipedia’s 
NPOV policies. 
14 It is worth noting that for this pilot project, we deliberately excluded Beatrice and 

Francesca da Rimini, whose entries were affected by the same issues but required a 
different approach because of their size and highly developed structure. Two students 
revised specific paragraphs of these entries during the second iteration of WikiDante, 
but there is still much to do. In this case, the best strategy would be to envision a 
collaborative editing campaign in which groups of students or scholars work on the 
different components of these entries, which require interdisciplinary skills, from art 
to music history.   
15 Robert E. Cummings, “Writing knowledge: Wikipedia, public review, and peer 

review,” Studies in Higher Education 45 (2020): 950–62, 951. 
16 Medieval Wiki, dir. Beth Whalley, Lucy Moore, and Fran Allfrey, 

https://medievalwomenwiki.wordpress.com/; see also Wikipedia, s.v. 
“Wikipedia:WikiProject MedievalWiki,” 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_MedievalWiki. 
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From a purely pedagogical perspective, many publications in the 
past fifteen years have charted the educational outcomes offered by 
engaging students in editing campaigns on Wikipedia.17 Several 
medievalists—particularly historians and art historians—have 
successfully launched projects aimed at training students, primarily 
at the undergraduate level, to become Wikipedia editors and write 
or revise entries related to premodern peoples, artifacts, texts, and 
ideas.18  

This process can be certainly carried out independently; 
however, interested groups in institutions in Canada and the 
United States may also benefit from the support offered by Wiki 
Education, a non-profit specifically built to function as a liaison 
between Wikipedia and scholarly communities.19 The organization 
offers instructors and project leaders support, infrastructure, and 
training materials, which can be tailored around customized 
activities and deadlines chosen by the instructor, who can monitor 
students at all times. Learning in a controlled and structured 
environment can be helpful to students, who need time and space 
to grow confident before they effectively start contributing to 
Wikipedia.  
 
2. Guiding principles 

What does it mean to follow Wikipedia’s content policies while 
working on historical texts, people, and artifacts? In practice, the 
theoretical principles upon which the platform’s reliability is 
founded (especially the NOR and NPOV policies) require constant 
negotiation. Especially for an author like Dante, the simple act of 
acknowledging genealogies—even by sheer juxtaposition—

 
17 The literature outlining such experience is vast; for a comprehensive overview, see 

Zachary J. McDowell and Matthew A. Vetter, “Wikipedia as Open Educational 
Practice: Experiential Learning, Critical Information Literacy, and Social Justice,” 
Social Media + Society 8 (2022): 1-11, and cited bibliography. 
18 Jennifer C. Edwards, “Wiki Women: Bringing Women Into Wikipedia through 

Activism and Pedagogy,” The History Teacher 3 (2015): 409-436; Stephennie 
Mulder, “Teaching with Wikipedia,” Not Even Past, available online at 
https://notevenpast.org/teaching-with-wikipedia/; Glaire Anderson, “Editing 
Wikipedia: Stars, Robots and Talismans Honours Course,” Teaching Matters Blog, 
available online at https://www.teaching-matters-blog.ed.ac.uk/editing-wikipedia-
stars-robots-and-talismans-honours-course/. 
19 Wikimedia Foundation, the nonprofit organization that runs Wikipedia, initiated 

several collaborations with academic institutions prior to the foundation of Wiki 
Education, a grant-funded spin-off of Wikimedia Foundation explicitly devoted to 
these programs: see Brian W. Carver, Rochelle Davis, Robin T. Kelley, Jonathan A. 
Obar, and Lianna L. Davis, “Assigning Students to Edit Wikipedia: Four Case 
Studies,” E-Learning and Digital Media 9 (2012): 273-282. 
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produces novelty and builds fertile ground for connections and 
innovation. More importantly, historiographical discussions are 
always influenced by positionality and changing sensibilities and 
methodologies. Even the sheer choice of what warrants an 
independent entry on a reference work—not just Wikipedia—
depends on viewpoints that may vary over time. Rather than 
claiming neutrality, an equitable approach to Wikipedia may thus 
strive for it, while working tirelessly towards epistemic and 
knowledge equity as well as an informed representation of the past.  

This guiding principle reads contributing to Wikipedia as a 
form of digital public scholarship or, depending on the goals, digital 
scholarly activism. Digital public scholarship entails becoming 
ambassadors of field-specific knowledge and bringing that 
knowledge to a broad global audience through the use, 
development, or combination of one or more digital tools. Within 
the context of bringing Dante to Wikipedia, digital public 
scholarship is a student who elects to revise the description of the 
punishments in Malebolge with the specific goal of objectively 
representing their graphic nature vis-à-vis their Ovidian 
influences.20 The student and their audience both stand to gain 
from this endeavor. Readers who come to read the entry about 
Malebolge—whether their curiosity stemmed from reading the 
poem or playing a videogame—but have not come across the 
Metamorphoses will learn about how Dante’s design of the lower 
circle of Hell is profoundly indebted to a classical text, and why. 
On their part, the student learned firsthand about reception history 
and the complexities of intertextual relations across time, languages, 
and religious identities. 

Digital public scholarship, however, can take much more 
explicit directions toward the bolstering of information equity and 
inclusion. Since the premodern past, Dante included, often runs 
the risk of being misrepresented and misused, it could be argued 
that any contribution aiming towards an informed representation 
of the past strives for this goal. However, contributors elect to 
improve or revise entries that cater to communities, voices, and 
themes that are found to be deserving more representation, 
visibility, or critical attention. That is why WikiDante’s first 
iteration selected women—specifically women outside the realm of 
classical antiquity—as a test site for the potential of an activist 
approach to contributing to the platform. The disproportionate 
underrepresentation of women and women-related content on the 
platform—an issue that is now popularly referred to as the “gender 

 
20 Wikipedia, s.v. “Malebolge,” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malebolge. 
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gap” of Wikipedia—has long been recognized over the years, and 
it has prompted many initiatives worldwide, many of them actively 
encouraged by Wiki Education.21 Thus, recuperating and 
consigning to millions of English-speaking readers the lives and 
stories of sixteen women included by Dante in his poem is only 
one small part of a worldwide movement across countries and 
languages—one which reflects only a fraction of how working 
alongside Dante and Wikipedia can contribute to knowledge 
equity.22  
 
3. How does WikiDante work? 

WikiDante consists of a set of three activities and best practices 
distributed over the course of a semester-long project. These three 
steps, which are progressively growing in complexity, result from 
the adaptation of general assignments suggested by Wiki Education 
for undergraduate classes to the specificities of Dante, the Divine 
Comedy, and the centuries-long community of readers and scholars 
who have contributed to understanding the poem. In order to 
become informed WikiDante contributors, students involved in 
the project concurrently learn how to work on the platform and 
how to use a wide variety of primary and secondary sources, 
databases, and reference works, digital or in print, related to Dante 
and his poem.  
 
3.1. Evaluate (and get to know) Wikipedia 
The first step consists in receiving training on Wikipedia and its 
policies and evaluating existing content on Dante and the Divine 
Comedy that is already published on the platform. This activity 
typically takes place towards the end of Inferno, when students have 

 
21 Edwards, “Wiki Women.” As of June 2022, 18.39% of content globally produced 

in all Wikimedia projects—including Wikipedia—are about women: Humaniki, 
https://humaniki.wmcloud.org/, launched in spring 2021, is the most up-to-date 
tool to gauge the representation of genders by country, project, and period. It has also 
been found that a disproportionate majority of Wikipedia editors identify as male and 
that the platform is often deemed an inhospitable space by women and minorities. 
Encouraging a diverse group of students to become Wikipedia editors, even just for 
the span of a project-length involvement, contributes towards diversifying the body 
of contributors to the platform. 
22 For an in-depth critique of the structural biases in Wikipedia and how to work 

towards the goal of knowledge equity within the platform, see Jackie Koerner, 
“Wikipedia Has a Bias Problem,” in Wikipedia @ 20, ed. Reagle and Koerner, 
available online at https://wikipedia20.pubpub.org/pub/rpamp9jh/release/2; and 
Matthew Vetter, “Possible Enlightenments: Wikipedia’s Encyclopedic Promise and 
Epistemological Failure,” in Wikipedia @ 20, ed. Reagle and Koerner, available 
online at https://wikipedia20.pubpub.org/pub/vduoh45c/release/5. 
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already become familiar with the poem and its vast network of 
cultural references and reception history. It is to be expected that 
none of the students were Wikipedia contributor before joining the 
project. In addition, most students will approach the training and 
evaluation with an ingrained negative bias toward Wikipedia, 
resulting from years spent being told never to approach or use the 
platform for the reasons we have previously discussed. This will also 
be the first time students think critically about what it means to 
write an entry in a reference work destined for a lay audience. 

Thus, a first step that combines training and observational 
learning is highly beneficial. After learning about the content 
policies and structure of Wikipedia, students are asked to examine 
an existing entry on Dante, which they can choose from a list 
prepared by the project leader, and to evaluate the article’s structure 
and compliance with Wikipedia’s policies.23 This is the first 
breaking point of students’ distrust of Wikipedia. These prompts 
encourage probing existing content for structural problems and 
issues related to the entry’s compliance to tone, bias, and citational 
practices. Students are also asked to peruse the entry’s editing 
history (accessible as a separate tab) and familiarize themselves with 
the fact that no Wikipedia entry started the way it is now but was 
gradually developed, lengthened, and altered (sometimes not 
entirely for the better). By combining a revision of the entry’s 
history and the related discussion of issues, either solved or open, 
on the entry’s “Talk” page (again accessible as a separate tab), 
students acquire a deep awareness. Let us discuss, as an example, 
the case of a student later making minor improvements to the 
paragraph on Dante’s treatment of sloth in the Wikipedia entry 
dedicated to this vice.24 No one would expect such an article to 
have had a particularly controversial history. However, the entry 
did suffer from several inappropriate interventions by different users 
over the course of the year in which the students made their 
contribution—all additions (such as a fervent bout against 
modernity and its satanic obsession with sloth) that were 
immediately removed by members of the Wikipedia community as 
they went against the website’s NPOV policy.25   

 
23 Within WikiDante’s two iterations, this activity was conducted with the support 

of a detailed set of evaluating guidelines and prompts provided by Wiki Education; 
see https://dashboard.wikiedu.org/. 
24 Wikipedia, s.v. “Sloth (deadly sin),” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sloth_(deadly_sin). 
25 Wikipedia, s.v. “Talk: Sloth (deadly sin),” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Sloth_(deadly_sin). As noted by several users on 
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By examining and evaluating an entry along with its layers 
of technical and content issues, students become shrewd observers 
of an environment which they either passively used or outright 
avoided. When asked to perform this evaluation, students always 
either identify room for improvement or classify the entry as 
severely underdeveloped, flagging structural problems that require 
substantial work and pointing to the direction this work should 
take. While carrying out this activity, students also note features 
that can be ascribed to the specificity of the materials they are 
evaluating, which, at this stage, predominantly deal with 
historical—and specifically, premodern—materials. For example, 
entries related to Dante that have not been revised by a student or 
a scholar are typically backed with citations from nineteenth-
century or early twentieth-century reference works, which, while 
being not only unauthoritative in the field but also sorely outdated, 
are sometimes the only sources to be used and cited by non-
specialist Wikipedia contributors because they are easily—not to 
mention freely—available online.  

Within the environment of an undergraduate class on the 
Divine Comedy, this stage is also a first opportunity to introduce 
students to the wealth of existing reference works that focus on 
Dante and his texts. Other than evaluating their chosen Wikipedia 
entry in itself, they are also asked to cross-examine the entry against 
a least two other reference works in either English or Italian: the 
Dante Encyclopedia (2000); for some cases, Toynbee’s Dictionary 
of Proper Names (1898); and the Enciclopedia Dantesca (1970).26 
A secondary, yet important, observation that will often stem from 
this cross-evaluation is that an entry in these reference works may 
differ in structure from its Wikipedia equivalent, in that the former 
was specifically written for an audience interested in Dante and thus 
devoted the better part of the entry to the relation of a given 
individual, text, or theme to Dante and his work; while the latter 
is a general tertiary source, whose readers may or may not consider 

 
the entry’s Talk page, this entry would deserve far more than a Dante-specific 
implementation, which was outside the scope of our project. 
26 The Dante Encyclopedia, ed. Richard Lansing (New York and London: Garland, 

2000); Enciclopedia dantesca, dir. Umberto Bosco (Rome: Treccani, 1967-83), 
available online at https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/elenco-
opere/Enciclopedia_Dantesca; and Paget Toynbee, A Dictionary of Proper Names 
and Notable Matters in the Works of Dante (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1898, 
repr. 1968), searchable online at https://dante.princeton.edu/pdp/search.html. In the 
case of the Enciclopedia Dantesca, students should also be alerted that duplicate but 
more recent entries on the same historical figures may be available on the Dizionario 
Biografico degli Italiani (Rome: Treccani, 1960-2021), available online at 
https://www.treccani.it/biografie/. 
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Dante a priority. This observation, which takes different forms 
depending on the type of entry, will be crucial when participants 
will actively contribute to the platform and decide whether to 
adhere to, or depart from, the structure of existing reference works. 
 
3.2. Cite (responsibly) 
In the second step of WikiDante, which typically takes place 
towards the end of Purgatorio, students are asked to improve an 
existing Wikipedia entry by adding one or more relevant citations 
to one secondary source, while only introducing minimal edits to 
the actual entry. In the two iterations of WikiDante, this activity 
was designed to provide students an opportunity to explore the 
genre of lectura Dantis, a type of scholarly writing specific to Dante 
Studies that they had likely never encountered before. More 
specifically, each student was assigned one lectura Dantis from the 
California Lectura Dantis series on Inferno (1998) and Purgatorio 
(2008).27  

While simple, this task constitutes a significant step forward. 
In the two iterations I directed, students were first asked to 
complete several online training modules provided by Wiki 
Education on their learning platform, to familiarize themselves with 
online editing. These training modules are best carried out through 
a flipped classroom approach, with students primarily going 
through this training asynchronously.28 However, during this 
phase, it is highly beneficial to devote some meeting time to 
troubleshooting in order to address directly problems students may 
have encountered. These moments are particularly useful because 
they encourage other students to share the problems they faced, 
interrogate their training, and engage with peers as they are all 
learning something new and approaching the daunting task of 
publishing a contribution online, however minimal. 

One of the main challenges faced by students at this stage lies 
in handling Wikipedia’s citation system, which is primarily 
designed for the citation of peer-reviewed articles published in 

 
27 Lectura Dantis: Inferno. A canto-by-canto commentary, ed. Allen Mandelbaum, 
Charles Ross, and Anthony Oldcorn (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998); 
Lectura Dantis: Purgatorio, ed. Mandelbaum, Oldcorn, and Ross (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2008). In future iterations, enlarging the scope may 
entail scouring International Dante Bibliography with its annual survey of publications 
related to Dante and his poem, putting his advanced search system to provide students 
with a list of recently published essays or giving them the responsibility of retrieving 
them and electing an entry they think that new publication would improve. 
28 For similar observations, see Di Zou, Haoran Xie, Fu Lee Wang, and Reggie 
Kwan, “Flipped learning with Wikipedia in higher education,” Studies in Higher 
Education 45 (2020): 1026–45. 
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journals that are available online, with either a web address or 
unique identifiers (e.g., a DOI). This type of citation can be 
implemented through Wikipedia’s self-populating citation tool. 
However, only a negligible portion of the secondary sources used 
by dantisti and, more generally, by premodern scholars falls under 
this category. Critical editions or translations of premodern primary 
sources (including Dante’s poem and its translations into English), 
commentaries, reference works in multiple volumes with different 
directors, editors, and translators—none of these sources are 
discussed in detail by Wikipedia’s citation guidelines and they 
require some shrewdness with the platform’s manual citation 
interface, which allows for the addition of an almost infinite 
number of fields for a publication record.29 Learning how to add 
these citations constitutes an invaluable lesson for students who are, 
more often than not, just learning about citation styles, citational 
practices, and the different components of a bibliographical entry.  

Aside from these technical aspects, this step may offer many 
opportunities to encourage students to increase their awareness of 
equitable citational practices. This is, for example, one of the 
foundational goals of one of the significant endeavors of a 
community of premodern scholars on Wikipedia, Medieval Wiki, 
which, among other things, systematically strives to increase the 
visibility of historically marginalized groups of scholars, which 
translates to citing and representing Black medievalists and 
medievalists of color as well as women, non-binary, and queer 
scholars or artists who use medieval texts, objects, or themes in their 
work.30 Extending this methodological framework to the 
WikiDante framework is highly productive, with the poem’s status 
as a canonical text of world literature with a historically 
transnational—and global—and inherently diverse community of 
readers and interpreters.  
 
3.3. Create, revise, and publish 
The third and last activity is by far the one that contributes to 
Dante’s representation on Wikipedia in the most noticeable way. 
Within this portion of the project, students elect to create a new 
entry or perform substantial revisions on an existing entry in the 
forms that have been previously discussed.  

Creating a new entry consists of writing and publishing a 
Wikipedia article that did not exist before while also paying crucial 

 
29 Wikipedia, s.v. “Wikipedia: Citing sources,” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia: Citing_sources. 
30 Medieval Wiki, https://medievalwomenwiki.wordpress.com/. 
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attention to the digital infrastructure in which this new entry is 
going to be situated. Before electing to create a new entry, it is best 
for the instructor or group leader—possibly in collaboration with 
the contributor—to verify whether the new entry will comply with 
Wikipedia’s requirement of notability.31 Almost all new entries 
conceived in a WikiDante project, especially those which already 
have an equivalent in an existing reference work, will comply by 
default with this requirement, but it is important to verify that 
beforehand to avoid the risk of a new entry being deleted upon 
publication simply because its notability is not evident to a non-
specialist reviewer. To achieve this goal, it is vital that the 
contributor working on a new entry remember to furnish their 
draft not only with citations but also with active links to existing 
Wikipedia entries. Immediately adding complementary 
navigational tools such as categories and the Dante navbox 
template, which I will discuss below, will also significantly decrease 
the risk of deletion for a newly published entry.  

Many of these new articles will be biographical entries of 
historical figures appearing or mentioned in the poem. In all these 
cases, the entry will be best structured into at least two sections: 
one outlining that figure’s biography (“Biography”) and one 
outlining the inclusion of said figure in the works of Dante (“In the 
works of Dante Alighieri”) or in the Divine Comedy (“In Dante’s 
Divine Comedy”). Through practice, we have found that these 
general labels are the most flexible and allow for a somewhat 
consistent structure across the platform. An exceptionally well-
developed example of this approach is the entry for Nella Donati, 
which charts in a clear structure her biography as well as her 
presence in several works of literature, starting with Dante and his 
tenzone with Forese.32 However, Wikipedia entries come in many 
forms, and as in all reference works, there are entries dedicated to 
works of literature (or portions thereof, as each cantica is given a 
very lengthy entry), themes, concepts, literary forms, and a wide 
range of possibilities that require varying approaches. At all times, 
it is crucial to remember that WikiDante is part of a very large 
ecosystem, so it is always best to invite contributors to compare and 
contrast with similar entries that are better developed before 
coming up with a one-of-a-kind solution that deviates substantially 
from standards utilized elsewhere.  

 
31 Wikipedia, s.v. “Wikipedia: Notability,” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia: Notability#General_notability_guideline. 
32 Wikipedia s.v. “Nella Donati,” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nella_Donati. 
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This observation is also true for substantial revisions to 
existing entries, which can entail many types of contributions such 
as expanding a stub, an underdeveloped entry, or an important 
section of a very long entry. In such cases, it is particularly 
important—especially if WikiDante is implemented as a classroom 
project—to clarify what a “substantial” contribution means.33 A 
satisfactory guideline can consist of writing at least five paragraphs 
citing at least six different sources other than the poem, either 
primary or secondary. It is useful to set these thresholds as a 
guideline, rather than a requirement, because a contributor may be 
working on a decidedly narrow topic, in which the most substantial 
portion of their research effort is retrieving relevant secondary 
sources. Another likelihood to consider is that the majority of 
sources on a given topic may only be available in languages other 
than English, which undoubtedly qualifies as a more complex work 
than utilizing a source written in the student’s native language.34 

From an organizational standpoint, it is important for 
instructors and group leaders to provide a list of potential articles 
that students can elect to create or revise, and to schedule an 
internal deadline for the submission of topics and entries of interest 
for the instructor’s approval. However, it is also highly beneficial 
to give students the option to suggest an entry of their own 
choosing, which makes it possible to harness an important facet of 
students’ interest in the poem. For example, in the second iteration 
of the project, one student elected to research and write about the 
illustrations to Paradiso published by Jean Giraud, a French comic 
artist (also known as Moebius), in a three-volume edition of the 
Divine Comedy.35 While the Wikipedia entry on Giraud discussed 
in detail the artist’s works, primarily his fantasy and Western 
comics, as well as his influence on cinema and science fiction, no 
mention was made of his work on Paradiso. This student, then, was 
able to research, use, and cite primary and secondary sources to 
describe a little-studied, yet fascinating, piece of reception history, 
relevant to the reception of both Dante’s poem and the illustrations 

 
33 Carver et al., “Assigning Students to Edit Wikipedia,” 276. 
34 This is especially true for the context in which WikiDante was first carried out as 

a project, an English-speaking undergraduate classroom in which most students could 
not easily access scholarly publications written in Italian.   
35 Wikipedia, s.v. “Jean Giraud,” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_Giraud; Dante 

Alighieri, La Divina Commedia, vol. 3, Paradiso (Milan: Nuages, 1999). Other than 
Giraud’s own discussion in the introduction to the volume, see Adrian La Salvia, 
“Dante e Doré: L’aura della Divina Commedia nell’arte moderna,” in Dante und die 
bildenden Künste, ed. Maria Antonietta Terzoli and Sebastian Schütze (Berlin: De 
Gruyter, 2016), 281–302, 296–97. 
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by Gustave Doré, who directly inspired Giraud’s reinterpretation 
of Paradiso.  
After selecting a relevant entry, participants are asked to perform an 
in-depth literature review under the project leader’s supervision. 
Thanks to their previous observational training, students will 
already be familiar with the reference works in English and Italian 
and bibliography tools dedicated to Dante and his work, which 
they will parse for primary and secondary sources to digest and 
include in their revision; examine in terms of structure, language, 
and approach in order to evaluate their applicability to Wikipedia. 
After this initial phase, they will retrieve and digest a large body of 
materials and be asked to make informed choices about how to 
organize their presentation for the benefit of as wide and diverse an 
audience as possible. 

While daunting—for most students, this will be the first time 
they share the results of their intellectual work online with a global 
audience—sharing a substantial contribution can and will be 
rewarding. Learning to eagerly await feedback, whether from a 
peer (if peer review from another student is implemented in the 
project) or an unknown member of the Wikipedia community (in 
a process that has been recently defined as public review)36, is a 
precious educational goal. While most students’ work will only be 
subjected to minor technical revisions (for example, once an article 
is posted or substantially revised, members of the Wikipedia 
community will often edit the text, add categories to the entry, and 
check citations), there is also a good chance that more substantial 
requests or edits will be immediately made. These interventions are 
often positive and constructive. The Wikipedia community—
especially when it comes to groups of entries that are included in 
projects animated by very active leaders—is very active. In this 
phase, the instructor or group leader should act as a moderator and 
verify whether the claim being made is grounded.  
 
4. Future directions 

Wikipedia has been described as a documented palimpsest, a source 
in which layers of revisions and changes demonstrate evolving 
changes in knowledge, culture, awareness, and interests over time.37 
None of the entries improved or produced so far through 
WikiDante is perfect. Since their publication, many of them have 
already gone through several layers of improvement by other users, 

 
36 Cummings, “Writing knowledge.” 
37 Liam Wyatt, “Endless palimpsest: Wikipedia and the future’s historian,” Studies in 
Higher Education 45 (2020): 963-971. 
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and it is our hope that others will contribute further to their 
development.  
On the one hand, there is no doubt that contributing to Wikipedia 
is largely invisible work, meant by design to be unacknowledged as 
much as to be sustainable and widely accessible. On the other, 
Wikipedia’s ranking on the most popular online search engines by 
far surpasses any project conceived in independent online 
environments. If an English-speaking reader of the Divine Comedy 
does an online search for “Ghisolabella,” the Wikipedia entry on 
Ghisolabella Caccianemico created by a WikiDante contributor 
ranks first among seven thousand results. The result is immediately 
followed by a link to a dedicated page from Toynbee’s Proper 
Names and Notable Matters, which was digitized as part of the 
Princeton Dante Project; and another dedicated page on “World 
of Dante,” containing a short explicatory note.38 The same reader 
would obtain similar results for Gualdrada, albeit with easier access, 
in this case, to her dedicated entry on the Enciclopedia Dantesca. 
Thus, for the general reader of the Divine Comedy who does not 
have access to advanced reference works because of either a 
language barrier or lack of access to a printed resource, these 
Wikipedia entries are now the most informative and easily 
accessible online resources on Ghisolabella and Gualdrada. Since 
they are hosted on a platform maintained by a large crowd-funded 
organization, these contributions will also always be accessible to 
readers.39  

This observation is reflected by visualization data. Since their 
creation in March 2021 as part of the first iteration of WikiDante, 
the Wikipedia entries on Ghisolabella and Gualdrada were each 
read by at least three individual users daily, and as of today, each 

 
38 Paget Toynbee, “Ghisolabella,” in A Dictionary of Proper Names and Notable 
Matters in the Works of Dante (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1898, repr. 1968), 
availableonline at https://dante.princeton.edu/cgi-
bin/dante/DispToynbeeByTitOrId.pl?INP_ID=212847; “Ghisolabella,” World of 
Dante, dir. Deborah Parker, available online at http://www.world 
ofdante.org/pop_up_query.php?dbid=P134.  
39 One of the most central issues in digital humanities is designing projects that will 

have a long-term lifecycle and for which the work performed by contributors will 
not become inaccessible once a project runs out of funding or is interrupted when 
platforms or software are discontinued. Utilizing existing ecosystems, methods, and 
resources are two of the most effective best practices that ensure that a digital-born 
project is developed sustainably. “Build for Sustainability” and “Reuse & Improve” 
are two of the nine principles developed by the Principles for Digital Development 
Working Group, available online at https://digitalprinciples.org/; the findability, 
accessibility, and optimized reusability of digital assets are three of the four “FAIR 
Principles,” Go Fair, 2016, available online at https://www.go-fair.org/fair-
principles. 
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entry has been viewed by almost two thousand users.40 These 
figures, which are already noteworthy for two historical figures 
who are mentioned only in passing in the poem, become 
overwhelmingly more substantial for different types of entries. The 
sixty-one articles that students implemented, revised, or created in 
the two iterations of WikiDante had millions of views between 
March 2021 and December 2021, the dates on which the two 
iterations were respectively concluded, and June 2022. 
Visualization data obviously has an unequal distribution among 
different entries, with views spanning from about 1,500 (e.g., the 
entry on Calcabrina, a minor demon from Malebolge) to over a 
million views per entry (e.g., more general entries such as that for 
an entire cantica, or for more general concepts in history and 
theology) per calendar year.41 The sheer magnitude of these 
numbers invites for consideration. These contributions—which we 
have labeled earlier in this essay as forms of digital public scholarship 
and, depending on the goals, digital scholarly activism—have 
immediate ripple effects on knowledge dissemination with regard 
to Dante and his work.  

The focus of WikiDante’s first of two iterations was on 
women appearing or mentioned in the poem, and the second 
iteration tested the interdisciplinary outreach of different strands of 
scholarly labor on the platform. Both experiments have confirmed 
this framework’s potential for dissemination and scholarly activism, 
which could be applied to themes and questions beyond women’s 
history and further embrace the Divine Comedy’s unique 
investment in interrogating issues of ethics, justice, and freedom at 
all levels of human experience. For example, within the realm of 
Dante’s exploration of sexual orientations, WikiDante contributors 
have already worked on two of the three sodomites appearing in 
Inferno 16—namely, Guido Guerra and Iacopo Rusticucci—but 
the last member of the group, Tegghiaio Aldobrandi, still does not 
yet have an entry. Most importantly, the Wikipedia entry on 
Brunetto Latini is in sore need of substantial revision and 
expansion.42 This revising campaign should entail a detailed 
discussion, which is now only partially outlined, of the scholarly 
debate surrounding the reasons for Dante’s placement of his late 

 
40 Visualization data extracted with Pageviews, one of eight tools of Wikipedia’s 

official page view analytics suite, Pageviews Analysis, available online at 
https://pageviews.wmcloud.org/. 
41 Cf. Wikipedia, s.v. “Calcabrina,” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcabrina; and 

Wikipedia, s.v. “Inferno (Dante),” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inferno_(Dante). 
42 Wikipedia, s.v. “Brunetto Latini,” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brunetto_Latini.  
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mentor among the sodomites.43 This discussion, aimed at a general 
audience, should not only comprise an overview of the hesitations 
by medieval and modern commentators but also represent the 
interpretations proposed by scholars who have read the Divine 
Comedy through queer theory in the past three decades.44 Within 
the global, transhistorical, and interdisciplinary scope of Wikipedia, 
an entry on Brunetto should also refer to several instances in which 
his appearance in Inferno 15 has inspired generations of queer poets 
around the globe.45 

The possibilities offered by this approach reach far beyond 
the themes of gender and sexuality. In the second iteration of 
WikiDante, students were invited to choose from a wide range of 
topics related to their specific disciplinary interests. One student 
took on the delicate responsibility of revising the section on Dante’s 
treatment of Muhammad in an existing article devoted to medieval 
Christian views on Muhammad.46 Now, before the student’s 
revision, this section essentially relied on a block quote from 
Edward Said’s Orientalism.47 Said’s revolutionary work has brought 
a new understanding of how western societies represent—and 
misrepresent—the “East” as a cultural construct, and how these 
forms of representation are ultimately entrenched in imperialist 
fantasies. Premodernists have long been in dialogue with Said’s 
foundational arguments and have sought to complicate the nature, 
coordinates, and implications of Orientalism as a concept when 
applied to time periods that predate modern forms of imperialism 

 
43 Only a few minor improvements in this direction have been made in the course 

of the second iteration of WikiDante, as attested by the entry’s history tab. 
44 For an introduction to this theoretical lens, see Gary Cestaro, “Queering Dante,” 

in The Oxford Handbook of Dante, ed. Manuele Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, and 
Francesca Southerden (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021), 686–700. The 
bibliography on Brunetto, Dante, and sodomy in the poem is vast. Two foundational 
essays are Joseph Pequigney, “Sodomy in Dante's Inferno and Purgatorio,” 
Representations 36 (1991): 22–42; and John E. Boswell, “Dante and the Sodomites,” 
Dante Studies 112 (1994): 63–76.  
45 As outlined by Nicola Gardini, “Dante as a Gay Poet,” in Metamorphosing Dante: 
Appropriations, Manipulations, and Rewritings in the Twentieth and Twenty-First 
Centuries, ed. Manuele Gragnolati, Fabio Camilletti, and Fabian Lampart (Vienna: 
Turia + Kant, 2010), 61–74. Two more recent cases, to be added to those discussed 
by Gardini, are Lorna Goodison’s rewriting of Inferno 15, on which see below; and 
Ocean Vuong’s “Seventh Circle of Earth,” in Night Sky with Exit Wounds (Port 
Townsend, WA: Copper Canyon Press, 2016); “Ocean Vuong on ‘Seventh Circle of 
Earth’,” Poetry School, available online at https://poetryschool.com/how-i-did-it/i-
forward-first-collection-special-ocean-vuong-seventh-circle-earth/. 
46 Wikipedia s.v. “Medieval Christian views on Muhammad,” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/ 
wiki/Medieval_Christian_views_on_Muhammad. 
47 Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978). 
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and colonialism.48 Dante scholars, most notably Elizabeth 
Coggeshall, have engaged in likewise pursuits.49 Dante’s 
relationship with Islam and Islamic culture is very nuanced for a 
medieval Christian author, and our field has only recently begun to 
unravel the wide-ranging significance of this complexity, especially 
in its modern contemporary reception.50 In the case of this 
Wikipedia entry, therefore, the goal became contributing to 
complicating views of the past, placing Dante’s scathing 
representation of Muhammad—as discussed and critiqued by 
Said—in dialogue with Dante’s more complex representation of 
other Muslim characters in the poem and the historical context 
(namely, crusading fantasies) that informed Dante’s most dominant 
views on Islam. Concurrently, it also entailed engaging with the 
latest scholarship that has been recently produced to situate Dante’s 
views on Islam.51 In this case, as with the ones I have previously 
discussed, an activist implementation of Wikipedia’s NOR and 
NOPV policies entailed placing different positions and 
positionalities in dialogue with one another, under the aegis of 
informed historicization. This first contribution is only one step in 
what could be a year-long project aimed at revising all the instances 
in which Dante addresses issues of ethnic and religious diversity in 
the poem. 

Finally, the poem’s global reception holds numerous 
possibilities to use Wikipedia to advocate for and represent the 
diversity of voices surrounding Dante and his poem, which was 
only touched upon in the two past WikiDante iterations. For 
example, the Wikipedia entry on Jamaican poet laureate Lorna 

 
48 For an evaluation of engaging with Said’s argument within the field of premodern 

Italian Studies, see Robert Clines, “Edward W. Said, Renaissance Orientalism, and 
Imaginative Geographies of a Classical Mediterranean,” Memoirs of the American 
Academy in Rome 65 (2020): 481–533; and Suzanne Conklin Akbari, Idols in the 
East: European Representations of Islam and the Orient, 1100–1450 (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press, 2009), who discusses the Divine Comedy in detail, 
esp. 229–33. 
49 On Said’s reading of Dante, see Elizabeth Coggeshall, “Dante, Islam, and Edward 

Said,” Telos 139 (2007): 133–51; and Kathleen Biddick, “Coming Out of Exile: 
Dante on the Orient(alism) Express,” The American Historical Review 105 (2000): 
1234–49. 
50 Teodolinda Barolini, “Dante’s Sympathy for the Other, or the Non-Stereotyping 

Imagination: Sexual and Racialized Others in the Commedia,” in L’Italia allo 
specchio: Linguaggi e identità italiane nel mondo, ed. Fabio Finotti and Marina 
Johnston (Bologna: il Mulino, 2014), 9–39; Andrea Celli, Dante and the 
Mediterranean Comedy: From Muslim Spain to Post-Colonial Italy (Cham, 
Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2022).   
51 Dante and Islam, ed. Jan M. Ziolkowski (New York: Fordham University Press, 

2015). 
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Goodison does not offer, to this date, any mention of her profound 
engagement with Dante’s Divine Comedy, which inspired several 
of her poems.52 Implementing a discussion of Dante’s presence in 
works such as Goodison’s to Wikipedia, informed by the work of 
scholars working at the crossroads of Dante Studies, reception 
history, and postcolonial studies is an easy step towards an 
invaluable goal: reshaping the landscape of Dante’s reception as it 
is represented on Wikipedia so that it may truly reflect the realities 
of the poem’s reception within many cultures and across 
generations of readers.53 

This essay has outlined a set of best practices and only a few 
of the many directions that new contributions to the representation 
of Dante on Wikipedia have taken and could take in the future. 
The poem’s themes, references, and reception history are worth 
representing in their richness, making the advancements in the 
field’s understanding and representation of this richness accessible 
to a wider audience. How much remains to be done is perhaps best 
exemplified by the data collected in the “Dante’s Divine Comedy” 
navbox, a tool that existed on Wikipedia prior to WikiDante and 
which the two iterations of the project have only begun to 
improve.54 This navbox works as a hub of new and existing entries 
related to Dante and the Divine Comedy, which are organized into 
categories and subcategories. For example, one of these categories, 
“Adaptations,” provides access to entries on the poem’s reception, 
which are divided into subcategories by medium of adaptation 
(e.g., cinema, literature, music, visual art). As of June 2022, only 
one of fifty entries in this category appears to have been authored 
by a woman.55 Only another one, a stub on Amiri Baraka’s 

 
52 Wikipedia, s.v. “Lorna Goodison,” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorna_Goodison; see Lorna Goodison, “Brunetto 
Latini – Dante’s Inferno, Chapter XV,” in Collected Poems (Manchester: Carcanet, 
2017), 303–307, and “Canto I – Dante’s Inferno,” in Collected Poems, 557–62. 
53 Other than citing Goodison’s poems inspired by and in dialogue with Dante, 

crucial starting points for this work of revision would be Jason Allen-Paisant, “Dante 
in Caribbean Poetics: Language, Power, Race,” in The Oxford Handbook of Dante, 
eds. Manuele Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, and Francesca Southerden (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2021), 668-685; Dennis Looney, Freedom Readers: The 
African American Reception of Dante Alighieri and the Divine Comedy (Notre 
Dame: Notre Dame University Press, 2011). 
54 The template is typically at the end of all entries related to the poem and can be 
viewed and edited at “Template:Divine Comedy navbox,” 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template: 
Divine_Comedy_navbox. 
55 The opera Inferno, composed by Lucia Ronchetti (b. 1963) and first performed in 
June 2021 in Frankfurt: Wikipedia, s.v. “Inferno (opera),” 
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autobiographical The System of Dante’s Hell (1965), documents a 
work by a non-white artist inspired by the poem.56 Among the 
remaining listed entries, only two deal with works produced 
outside of Europe and North America, only one of which is from 
the Global South.57 The structural issues in these navigational 
tools—alongside the gaps and entries in want of revision we have 
discussed in this essay, which the two iterations of WikiDante have 
only begun to address—reproduce an outdated idea of the Divine 
Comedy and its reception: one that privileges a certain notion of 
nineteenth-century romanticization where only a limited group of 
European artists and writers dominate the scene of Dante’s 
reception history,58 in which Ghisolabella Caccianemico does not 
deserve a biographical treatment or a fictional anecdote celebrating 
the chaste virtue of a woman like Gualdrada Berti may be taken as 
historical truth without further contextualization. The model of 
scholarly activism proposed in this project could help rectify that, 
operating within one of the most used knowledge repositories 
worldwide. 
 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inferno 
_(opera). 
56 LeRoi Jones (Amiri Baraka), The System of Dante’s Hell (New York: Grove Press, 

1965); Looney, Freedom Readers, 106-36. It is worth noting that, albeit 
unsurprisingly, Looney’s work is not cited in the stub dedicated to this book. 
57 The same observations could be made, in very similar terms, about other similar 

existing tools on Wikipedia related to the poem and its reception, e.g., Wikipedia 
s.v. “Divine Comedy in popular culture,” 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divine_Comedy_in_popular culture. 
58 Even within this purview, much work could be done by systematically 
implementing the results of research on the reception of Dante in nineteenth-century 
British culture: see Federica Coluzzi, Dante Beyond Influence: Rethinking 
Reception in Victorian Literary Culture (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
2021). 
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This paper reflects on the current configuration of Dantean digital resources 

and proposes some possible perspectives to implement their functionality (dis-

ambiguation, RDF and Semantic Web, Distant & Close Reading, attention to 

the processes of digitization of texts). The second part of the essay explains the 

structure and presents the basic functionality of the Database Allegorico Dan-

tesco (DAD) a new repository on Dantean allegory.  
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1. Introduction 

Those who in recent years have had the opportunity to consult the 
ever-growing bibliography devoted to the relationship between 
Dante and the Digital Humanities will certainly have noticed some 
recurring aspects. I am referring to the tendency to critique what is 
available online and to insist that those tools have been pro-
grammed only for the utility of users and not to replace tradition-
alist practices of study. They claim this despite the fact that, as Akash 
Kumar has well pointed out recently, “[d]igital projects that center 
on Dante do not, by their very definition, attempt to subvert the 
canon.”2 By this I do not want to diminish the tendency to offer 

 
1 The author sincerely thanks Elizabeth Coggeshall and Akash Kumar, important in-
terlocutors throughout the writing of this work. Thanks go especially to Elizabeth 
Coggeshall, always ready to dispense wise suggestions, who enabled me to structure 
the text as it now stands. 
2 Akash Kumar, “Digital Dante,” in The Oxford Handbook of Dante, ed. M. Grag-
nolati, E. Lombardi, F. Southerden (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021), 97; see 
also Akash Kumar, Julie Van Peteghem, “Digital Dante. Reimagining Dante in a 
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an up-to-date sitography on Dante, even more so when contextu-
alized at the historiographical level.3 I am aware that if these sito-
graphies continue to be composed it is because while we pay at-
tention to Dante’s digital resources, we often ignore their actual 
functionality and thus potential for study. This is certainly no small 
deficiency, since exploiting the possibilities of the Web represents 
an obvious advantage over the older generations of Dante scholars 
who, as Michele Barbi wrote in Nuovi problemi della critica dan-
tesca (1932), were “uomini di grande ingegno e di grande dottrina, 
[ma] quasi tutti autodidatti […] [che lavorarono] con mezzi scarsis-
simi e fra mille difficoltà.”4  

What must be emphasized, however, is that we have now 
reached a point in the development of international dantistica 
where a merely descriptive approach to the tools of consultation 
and interrogation of Alighieri’s works seems no longer sufficient. 
In fact, studies on Dantean sitographies often limit themselves to 
cataloging the available resources and pointing out their basic func-
tions, but without questioning their limitations and possible solu-
tions to modernize and make them more receptive to users’ needs. 

 
Virtual World,” L’Illustrazione. Rivista del libro a stampa illustrato 5 (2021): 211-
222. 
3 Among the various works available, I would highlight the following: Simona Bram-
billa, “Dante in internet,” in Atti del Convegno Internazionale “Commentare Dante 
oggi,” ed. J. Kelemen, J. Nagy (Budapest: Eötvös University Press, 2015), 151-157; 
Riccardo Castellana, “Risorse digitali dantesche. Testi, commenti, filologia,” Allego-
ria. Per uno studio materialistico della letteratura 48 (2004): 96-124; Elizabeth Cog-
geshall, “Dante oggi: l’Inferno diffondibile,” Italianistica. Rivista di letteratura italiana 
49 (2020): 73-88; Crystal Hall, “Digital humanities and Italian studies. Intersections 
and oppositions,” Italian Culture 37 (2019): 97-115; Giuseppe Marrani, “Dante nel 
web,” in Dante nelle scuole. Atti del Convegno di Siena, 8-10 marzo 2007, ed. N. 
Tonelli, A. Milani (Florence: Franco Cesati Editore, 2009), 179-196; Matteo Maselli, 
“Per una rassegna degli strumenti della critica dantesca. Dai repertori testuali ai dispo-
sitivi digitali,” Paratesto 18 (2021): 299-337; Florinda Nardi, “Dante online. ‘Per 
l’alto mare aperto.’ Dante naviga sul World Wide Web,” Dante. Rivista Internazio-
nale di Studi su Dante Alighieri 1 (2004): 143-155; Teresa Nocita, “Da Internet. Siti 

monografici per gli studi di letteratura medievale. ‘Auctoers’ volgari. Dante,” Critica 
del testo 3 (1999): 1233-1239; Mattia Slavemini, “Un viaggio nel viaggio. Dante in 
rete oggi,” Dante. Rivista Internazionale di Studi su Dante Alighieri 13 (2016): 153-
159; Gaia Tomazzoli, “Digital resources for Dante Studies. A critical survey,” Digital 
Philology. A Journal of Medieval Cultures (forthcoming); Paolo Zara, “Sitografia su 
Dante,” Lineatempo. Itinerari di ricerca storica e letteraria 1 (2004): 48-49. 
4 Michele Barbi, “Nuovi problemi della critica dantesca,” Studi Danteschi 16 (1932): 
37; Still valid is Jerome McGann’s observation that humanities research will not take 
the use of digital technologies seriously until it can be demonstrated how they can 
improve the processes of exploring and interpreting texts [see Jerome McGann, “Pref-
ace,” in Radiant Textuality. Literary Studies after the World Wide Web (New York: 
Palgrave MacMillan, 2004), XII]. 
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Instead, we need a critical approach, in the sense of analyzing the 
possibilities for the development of what universities and research 
centers have so far programmed and released on the Web. There-
fore, the present paper sets out to do just that, namely, not to re-
present the now overused list of Dantean digital resources, but to 
put forward some suggestions that could improve them. 

Before proceeding it is necessary to make an important ex-
planation about the type of investigation that will be proposed in 
the following pages and that goes to better define the focus of this 
paper. It is worth pointing out that the suggestions that will be put 
forward to better manage possible structural deficiencies in some of 
Dantean digital resources will concern the structural logic of them 
alone. This means that if methodologies of digital investigation will 
be mentioned, it will be done without the claim of examining them 
in the light of the most recent critical bibliography, but they will 
be taken into consideration limitedly to those aspects that are more 
functional to better highlight the unexpressed potentialities of the 
evaluated resources. 

The aim of this paper is neither to trace a history of the con-
tribution of Digital Humanities to international dantistica nor to 
show how the exam of Dante’s works might benefit from the use 
of specific computer methodologies.5 Such examinations, certainly 
worthy of consideration, could easily be conducted without placing 
Dantean applications at the center of the inquiry. That is, to ask 
why there is a reluctance to study Dante by resorting, for example, 
to computational analysis does not necessarily entail an awareness 
of how well a Dantean site meets the most recent Guidelines for 
Electronic Scholarly Edition. Therefore, aware that what will be 
said certainly cannot be taken as an all-encompassing solution to 
the various problems found in Dantean digital resources, it is hoped 
that the observations offered will at least have the merit of show-
casing some possibilities for intervention to counteract the physio-
logical obsolescence of digital products. 

Therefore, I will first propose a schematic for evaluating the 
digital tools related to Dante’s works. I will then examine some of 

 
5 In this regard, there is no shortage of recent proposals to apply new resources to the 
study of Dante’s works. In addition to what will be said about the Database Allegorico 
Dantesco (see section 3), consider the following recently published works: Paola Italia, 
Sara Obbiso, Roberta Priore, “Analisi stratigrafiche e 3D. Casi di studio da Dante a 
Leopardi,” Umanistica Digitale 12 (2022): 65-86; Ugo Conti, “Combining rhythmic 
and syntactic analysis: an experiment on Dante’s Comedy with the new tool 
TRIARS,” Umanistica Digitale 13 (2022): 49-68. 
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available strategies (like RDF and Semantic Web ontologies) that 
are currently underutilized in the study of Dante’s works, but 
which could be profitable to digital scholars interested in research-
ing the poem and its legacy. Furthermore, I will offer a discussion 
of a digital work-in-progress, the Database Allegorico Dantesco, 
which I have designed to meet the needs of those interested in the 
study of the Commedia’s allegorism. 
 
2. Evaluating Dantean sites 

A first evaluative approach may take into account the basic logic 
promoted by the MLA (Modern Language Association) with the 
release of the Preliminary Guidelines for Electronic Scholarly Edi-
tions. Even if these are addressed to the ecdotic modes of digital 
publishing practice, the principles outlined in the 2022 version6 of 
the Guidelines can be applied broadly to more projects than critical 
digital editions. The principles in the 2022 Guidelines are: accu-
racy, adequacy, appropriateness, internal consistency, and explicit-
ness.7 These principles clearly articulate a set of parameters that can 
also be applied to the evaluation of Dantean sites. Even more per-
tinent, however, are those criteria that take into account user ex-
perience: the transparency of sources and bibliographic references 
(transparent); the constant site’s updating (maintained); the availa-
bility of the site’s resources across multiple languages (multilingual); 
the accessibility of resources (accessible); the site’s responsiveness, 
which implies a small number of actions to get to the object of the 
search (responsive); interoperability (interoperable); clarity (man-
aged); and content preservation and URL stability (preserved).  

Considering these guiding criteria, it becomes quite evident 
that few of the major digital tools devoted to Dante and his work 
scrupulously comply with all the parameters illustrated in the 
Guidelines (e.g., the Dante Lab Reader or its predecessor Dart-
mouth Dante Project). Far more numerous, on the other hand, are 
the cases in which the resources are deficient in only one item 
(DanteSources, Digital Dante, Bibliografia Dantesca Interna-
zionale, Dante Online, Monarchia Digital Edition, Dante Today, 
Princeton Dante Project) or in more than one structural feature 

 
6 See the following link: https://www.mla.org/Resources/Guidelines-and-
Data/Reports-and-Professional-Guidelines/Publishing-and-Scholarship/Guidelines-
for-Editors-of-Scholarly-Editions (last revised 4 May 2022). 
7 Tiziana Mancinelli, Elena Pierrazzo, Che cos’è un’edizione scientifica digitale 
(Rome: Carocci Editore, 2020), 100-101; Deborah Parker, “Guidelines for the eval-
uation of Digital Humanities Projects,” ADFL Bulletin 41 (2009): 67-75. 
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(Dante Medieval Archive, Dante Search, Illuminated Dante Pro-
ject, Intertextual Dante, Prue Shaw’s Digital Edition of the Com-
media, The World of Dante, Vocabolario Dantesco) (see fig. 1 be-
low). 

 

 
Fig. 1 - Illustrative outline of the structural features of the main Dantean sites 

 
Even in the case of project infrastructures that have already 

been certified as the final products of a concluded research cycle, 
such an assessment can nevertheless benefit the planning of future 
initiatives.8 It is good to start order critical interventions by priority, 
namely those circumstances involving interaction with texts 
through user-set searches. 
 
2.1. Logical and structural expedients 

Projects that aim at querying text sequences (e.g. the Dartmouth 
Project and Dante Medieval Archive) can be assessed by the accu-
racy of the output of allowed search terms. It is therefore normal 
to expect an updated efficiency of the querying granted by the ma-
chine.9 However, this is exactly the operational area in which it is 
possible to discern the greatest urgency for interventions aimed at 
remodeling the setting of digital applications. What most reduces 
the accuracy of search results concerns the possible ambiguity of 
search terms (background noise).10 

 
8 See Elizabeth Coggeshall’s text in Bibliotheca Dantesca’s cluster on Dante and 
Digital Humanities (no. 5, 2022). 
9 Obsolescence as a result of a failure to update is another of the pivotal issues to be 
considered because a failure to revise in line with the times destines a digital resource 
for a very likely demise (this is, for example, the case, at least at the time this note is 
being written, with Mapping Dante) or an equally severe aging that leads to a near-
uselessness of the tool (this is the case with Otfried Lieberknecht's Dante Site). 
10 See Michelangelo Zaccarello, Ostacoli alla ricerca web: ambiguità e omonimia, in 
Leggere senza libri. Conoscere gli e-book di letteratura italiana (Florence: Franco 
Cesati Editore, 2020), 81-83. Although the study that is set up by Zaccarello concerns 
research on the Web and not that accomplished in a controlled collection of texts 
such as a database might be, the principles described are equally applicable to the latter 
case. 
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Let us imagine, for example, that we have at our disposal an 
archive which houses complete digitization of the Giuntina di rime 
antiche, a collection of poetic texts by various authors dated to the 
first thirty years of the 1500s. Assume that we want to search it for 
all occurrences of the name “Dante,” intending to index textual 
loci which refer to Alighieri alone. The software that will process 
the submitted input, contrary to the user’s intentions, will also re-
turn passages in which Dante da Maiano is quoted, which is in fact 
part of the Giuntina’s sampling. Thus, the digital application would 
be unable to disambiguate the homonymy between the two au-
thors, whose identities are automatically superimposed.  

Let’s assume now that we decide to modify our search, spec-
ifying “Dante Alighieri” instead of the ambiguous “Dante.” But 
what if our author has sought to avoid redundancy by replacing 
“Dante” with the poet’s other epithets, like “Sommo poeta,” “au-
tore fiorentino,” or the entirely generic “poeta”? In this case, even 
a highly targeted search under the label “Dante Alighieri” will not 
return passages which nonetheless refer to him. Thus, it is clear 
how the risks of misleading or incomplete examination can seri-
ously impact the quality of the output enabled by the applications 
available today. 

Shortcomings such as these are essentially due to the text-
based nature of the catalogued material. This means that the results 
of querying these texts are derived simply through the mediation 
of single or combined keywords. But the polysemous nature of 
Dante's works calls for more accurate search types, characterized by 
a reduced rate of ambiguity in the search results.11 One possible 
solution points to the adoption of the principles of the Semantic 
Web and the grammar on which it depends.12 The latter uses a data 
model—the Resource Description Framework (or RDF)—for the 
formal representation of knowledge, thus defining a syntax with 
which machine-readable messages (so-called “linked data”) can be 
produced. What is most consequential in the use of linked data is 
the way it configures shared vocabularies (“ontologies”) from 

 
11 As will be shown later with the Database Allegorico Dantesco, one possibility for 
allowing the search to be more accurate could be automatic suggestion by the resource 
of concepts not considered by the user. 
12 Tim Berners-Lee, James Handler, Ora Lassila, “The Semantic Web,” Scientific 
American 5 (2001): 28-37. 
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which one may derive the linguistic entities that establish the syn-
tactic relationships underlying the messages to be disseminated.13 

Advocated by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), the 
RDF provides an abstract model for expressing a potentially infinite 
number of assertions about everything around us. Such assertions 
(statements) are structured as triples, indicating a binary relationship 
(predicate) between two entities (subject; object) contained in the 
reference ontology. Statements that employ the RDF allow to fix 
the natural language disambiguation: each element of the statement 
created with the Semantic Web ontology is associated with a 
unique recognition identifier (Internationalized Resource Identifi-
ers or IRIs, otherwise known as Uniform Resource Identifiers or 
URIs). The sentence “Dante è l’autore della Commedia” can thus 
be identified as a structure consisting of three elements, to which 
as many IRI-URIs correspond: “Dante” (the subject) is in a rela-
tionship of authorship (predicate) with “the Commedia,” the ob-
ject of his writing (fig. 2).14 
 

 
Fig. 2 – Example of triple (Subject + Predicate + Object) 

 

 
13 More specifically, ontology can be defined as the set of basic terms and relations 
that constitute the vocabulary of a specific area and the rules for combining terms and 
relations to extend the vocabulary [Robert Neches, “Enabling Technology for 
Knowledge Sharing and Reuse,” AI Magazine 12 (1991): 36-56] or as a common and 
shared way of understanding a field that can be communicated between people and 
application systems [Thomas R. Gruber, “Toward principles for the design of ontol-
ogies used for knowledge sharing,” IJHCS 43 (1994): 907]; See also Michael Grun-
inger, Mike Ushold, “Ontologies: Principles, methods and applications,” Knowledge 
Engineering Review 11 (1996): 93-136. On this topic see the Susan Hockey Lecture 

in Digital Humanities 2018 entitled “What can be said, can be said clearly? The role 
of ontologies in the Digital Humanities” given by Carlo Meghini and available at the 
following link: https://www.ucl.ac.uk/digital-humanities/events/SusanHockeyLec-
ture/2018; Valentina Bartalesi, Carlo Meghini, “Using an ontology for representing 
the knowledge on literary texts: the Dante Alighieri case study,” Semantic Web 1 
(2015): 1-10. 
14 It should be noted, however, that RDF may have limitations in its use, which can 
be overcome by switching to OWL (Ontology Web Language), which allows for the 
harmonization and organization of assertions made in RDF without making multiple 
assertions about URIs representing individual concepts but as belonging to classes 
characterized by specific properties. 
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Should one decide to weave a series of statements written 
with the data model RDF, one would be defining an extensive 
knowledge map (network) in which data would be carefully col-
lected and assembled into semantic categories on which the ma-
chine could then operate with targeted interventions fostering fun-
damental knowledge interoperability (fig. 3).15 

 

 
Fig. 3 – Example of networking triples in traced but expandable pathways that 
ensure relevance of research and interconnectedness of knowledge 

 
By creating order in the scattered mass of online data, the 

RDF will thus be able to guide users along paths inherent to their 
research and enable easy interaction across multiple subject areas. 
However far such a scenario has not yet been reached, such a pro-
spect could certainly benefit even those who are reluctant to relate 
a digital point of view to textual materiality. 

Given the apparent advantages of RDF, one hopes that the 
same might soon become a common protocol in Dante studies,16 
although there are objective logistical difficulties, particularly that 
the use of RDF and Semantic Web ontologies presupposes, even 
more than in other circumstances, close cooperation between pro-
fessional computer scientists and humanists. Despite these obvious 
challenges, there is already at least one major digital project that 
plans to employ Semantic Web ontologies to analyze Dante’s works 

 
15 Valentina Bartalesi, Carlo Meghini, Daniele Metilli, “A Conceptualisation of Nar-
ratives and Its Expression in the CRM (Conceptual Reference Model),” International 
Journal of Metadata, Semantics and Ontologies 12 (2017): 35-46; The Semantic Web. 
Research and Applications. 6th European Semantic Web Conference (Heraklion, 
May 31-June 4, 2009), ed. L. Aroyo, E. Hyvönen (Berlin: Springer, 2009); Benjamin 
M. Schmidt, “Do Digital Humanists Need to Understand Algorithms?,” Debates in 
Digital Humanities (2016): https://dhdebates.gc.cuny.edu/read/untitled/sec-
tion/557c453b-4abb-48ce-8c38-a77e24d3f0bd##ch48. 
16 Marco Passarotti, Giulia Pedonese, Rachele Sprugnoli, “Le opere latine di Dante 
tra annotazione linguistica e web semantico,” Linguistica e Letteratura 46 (2021): 45-
71. 
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and their sources: this is the Hypermedia Dante Network, a collab-
oration between the University of Pisa, ISTI (Istituto di Scienza e 
Tecnologie dell’Informazione)–CNR (Consiglio Nazionale delle 
Ricerche) and the Universities of Bologna, Turin and Naples su-
pervised by Michelangelo Zaccarello — which aims to expand the 
potential of DanteSources.17 

Another highly suggestive possibility concerns how infor-
mation is visualized and implicitly analyzed, which is not necessarily 
far from the semantic mapping just mentioned. By this I do not 
refer to the visual legacy of the Commedia, since nearly all Dante 
sites—with only a few notable exceptions, such as the Princeton 
Dante Project—propose proper placement of available material in 
corresponding graphical interface. Instead, what I am referring to 
here is the utility of distant reading, a practice which, when com-
pared to close reading, permits new ways of interacting with cata-
loged data.18 

Distant reading is a practice that offers a panoramic and com-
prehensive look at the objects of its investigation, a global view of 
the text complementary to the granular examination of close read-
ing that instead permits the reader to highlight relationships be-
tween and within large data sets.19 Distant reading allows the 

 
17 Paola Andriani, Valentina Bartalesi, Carlo Meghini, Mirko Tavoni, “Towards a 
semantic network of Dante’s works,” Digital scholarship 30 (2015): 28-35; Carlo 
Meghini, Mirko Tavoni, Michelangelo Zaccarello, “Mapping the Knowledge of 
Dante Commentaries in the Digital Context: A Web Ontology Approach,” Romanic 
Review 1 (2021): 138-157; Valentina Bartalesi, Nicolò Pratelli, Carlo Meghini, Da-
niele Metilli, Gaia Tomazzoli, Leyla M.G. Livraghi, Michelangelo Zaccarello, “A 
formal representation of the Divine Comedy’s primary sources. The Hypermedia 
Dante Network ontology,” Digital scholarship in the Humanities 0 (2021): 1-14; see 
also Gaia Tomazzoli’s piece “Intertextuality in Dante’s Commedia: Hypermedia 
Dante Network” in “Notes” section of the Bibliotheca Dantesca (no. 5, 2022) essay 
cluster. 
18 For an especially compelling use case, see Jacob Blakesley’s contribution to this 
cluster (Bibliotheca Dantesca, no. 5, 2022), on distant reading translations of Dante’s 
Commedia. 
19 Franco Moretti, “Conjectures on World Literature,” New Left Review 1 (2000). 
Also by Moretti, consider the following works: A una certa distanza. Leggere i testi 
letterari nel nuovo millennio (Rome: Carocci Editore, 2020); Falso movimento. La 
svolta quantitativa nello studio della letteratura (Milan: Nottetempo, 2022); William 
E. Underwood, “A Genealogy of Distant Reading,” Digital Humanities Quarterly 
11 (2017): http://www.digitalhumanities.org/dhq/vol/11/2/000317/000317.html; 
see also the paper presented by Ginestra Ferraro et al. at The Alliance of Digital Hu-
manities Organizations virtual Conference (22-24 July 2020) titled “The place of 
models and modelling in Digital Humanities: Intersections with a Research Software 
Engineering perspective”: https://hcommons.org/deposits/item/hc:31819/. 
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researcher to extract and organize knowledge according to taxon-
omies, or to profile the language of a particular author, text, or 
group of texts by one or more authors. These relationships are vis-
ualized in clear graphical representations (e.g., maps, diagrams, ta-
bles, graphs). 

To date, there are few Dantean resources that have at-
tempted to leverage distant reading. One site, DanteSources, does 
so with bar graphs describing the presence of textual sources in 
Dante's works. Another, The World of Dante, offers an interesting 
timeline on the life of the Florentine poet and the main historical 
events contextual to it. On the other hand, a large percentage of 
Dantean applications share the advantages of close reading, a prac-
tice which is particularly suited to research that aims not only at a 
study of the deep content of the text but also its intertextual/intra-
textual dynamics. Indeed, close reading, in which the researcher's 
gaze is directed at the text’s compositional units with absolute prox-
imity, presupposes a parallel and meticulous knowledge of the sec-
ondary literature. Sites that enhance the latter, can then be placed 
in the reading category we are talking about (to name just a few we 
can think of the Dartmouth Dante Project, the Dante Lab Reader, 
the Dante Medieval Archive or the Intertextual Dante). 

Aware of the advantages expressed by both close and distant 
reading—especially when employed in tandem—, one hopes that 
those in charge of the various networked Dantean projects will 
soon expand their methodological toolkit to include hybrid data 
management methodologies. Contrary to what one may believe, 
distant reading is not antithetical to close reading; rather, each com-
plements the other by bridging their respective limitations. 

I would proffer a final suggestion, primarily for future digit-
ization projects. This concerns the problem that Paola Italia and 
Roberto Calasso have called the “disappearance of the paratext.”20 
That is, the processes of text digitization entail the almost automatic 
loss of all those paratextual traces that, however integral they are to 
the analog reading experience, are not necessarily so for the digital 
one.21 The seriousness of such a loss is quickly demonstrated if one 

 
20 Roberto Calasso, “Filologia editoriale. Dialogo con Paola Italia e Francisco Rico,” 
Ecdotica 10 (2013): 198-199. 
21 This is also a philological consequence of the relationship between texts and the 
Web. From a philological perspective, this can be seen, for example, with regard to 
the apparatus of a critical edition. If in its paper form the latter can only indicate the 
variants in which the realized edition of the text differs from the tradition, the web, 
on the other hand, can make available all the witnesses of which the apparatus merely 
gives succinct references. It is therefore obvious that having made available the 
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thinks only of the annotations, endnotes, footnotes, dedications, 
prefaces, or appendices that would be inexorably erased with a dig-
ital transposition of only the textual core of a work. Instead, it is 
evident how materials of this kind are not ancillary to the text; on 
the contrary, they contribute to better qualify the integrity of its 
content. And yet, as noted by Elena Pierazzo, it is unmistakable 
that many modern digital formats have been designed in a different 
direction, the one that favors an exclusive, direct consultation of 
the central body of the digitized text, with respect to which the 
accompanying elements are sacrificed.22 In order to forestall such a 
loss, researchers should seek to enhance even more the already ex-
cellent philological acumen and exegetical spirit that has guided the 
digitization tools and projects. Dante is undoubtedly an important 
test case in this regard, given the peculiar and fragile state of the 
manuscript tradition of his works. It is thus a logical next step that, 
in the near future, professional teams or crowdsourcing projects 
(perhaps in the latter case making use of Wiki platforms) could use 
digital tools to display and enhance the paratext of Dante's works. 
The hope is that future Dantean projects can reach the same quality 
that today distinguishes works such as the digital edition of the 
Commedia or the Monarchia edited by Prue Shaw, examples of 
true excellence in the Digital Humanities and role models even for 
those not involved in Dantean matters.23 Such as these latest works, 

 
integrity of the material to which the apparatus refers, one will tend to favor the set 
of texts poured online and not the mere informative list of them proposed by the 
apparatus. The latter will thus lose its centrality. Addressing the complex problem of 
the arbitrariness of the readings of the textual lessons of the Commedia Charles Sin-
gleton called for the necessary publication of a commentary on the poem that would 
disregard only one interpretation, but also make available those that have been dis-
carded in preferring the printed one. Such a problem could be solved precisely by the 
digitization of the commentaries. The Dante Lab Reader, which allows simultaneous 
comparison of multiple commentaries on Dante's poem, partially obviates the short-
coming pointed out by Singleton. 
22 Elena Pierazzo, “Teoria del testo, teoria dell’edizione e tecnologia,” Ecdotica 14 
(2017): 135-148. 
23 See Paolo Chiesa, “L’edizione critica elettronica della Monarchia: la filologia infor-
matica alla prova dei fatti,” Rivista di Studi Danteschi 7 (2007): 325-354; Prue Shaw, 
Commedia. A Digital Edition (Florence: SISMEL, 2021); Gian Paolo Renello, “Ap-
pendix. On the programs used for the digital edition of the Monarchia and the Com-
media,” in Everything you always wanted to know about Lachmann’s method. A 
non-standard handbook of genealogical textual criticism in the age of post-structur-
alism, cladistics, and copy-text, ed. P. Trovato (Padua: Libreriauniversitaria.it, 2014), 
224-227; Vera Ribaudo, “Nuovi orizzonti dell’ecdotica? L’edizione elettronica della 
Monarchia e della Commedia di Prue Shaw,” L’Alighieri. Rassegna dantesca 54 
(2013): 95-127; Peter Robinson, “Electronic editions which we have made and 
which we want to make,” in Digital philology and Medieval texts, ed. F. Stella, A. 
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digital editions that incorporate paratextual elements would have to 
reconcile critical expertise, pioneering technologies (e.g. the ver-
sioning software for comparing manuscript variants) and method-
ologies (such as photonics or image saturation control for the study 
of palimpsests) to safeguard every component of the text. Indeed, 
what Giorgio Petrocchi wrote in the celebrated essay Radiografia 
del Landiano (Itinerari danteschi, 1969) about the oldest preserved 
codex of the Commedia remains valid to this day: “[sono g]li stru-
menti scientifici d’oggi [che] consentono di ripresentare il problema 
del testo primitivo […] nella sua globalità, scalzando fin dove è pos-
sibile l’opera del raschino iconoclasta.”24 

While these may appear to be high-cost reconstructive in-
terventions, which might redefine the logics, practices, and struc-
tures of digital Dantean applications, arrangements such as those I 
have suggested are as close as one can come to reconciling online 
realities with more traditional working environments. With 
measures such as these, the vision set forth by Francesca Tomasi 
might be realized: that “[a]rchivistica e filologia, digital humanities 
e semantic Web assieme a user experience e information visualiza-
tion [possano cooperare] per fare delle risorse informative degli aut-
entici knowledge sites.”25 

However, it is undeniable that there exists a certain resistance 
to implementing changes such as those envisaged. Such resistance 
primarily concerns limits of expertise and technical skills among 
humanists, in the absence of which becomes necessary a close and 
constant cooperation with professional computer scientists with 
well-defined task performance and possibly high level of daily 

 
Ciula (Pisa: Pacini Ricerca, 2007), 1-12; Paolo Trovato, “La doppia Monarchia di 
Prue Shaw,” Ecdotica 7 (2010): 193-207. 
24 Giorgio Petrocchi, “Radiografia del Landiano,” in Itinerari Danteschi, ed. C. Os-
sola (Milan: Franco Angeli Editore, 1994), 134; Ezio Raimondi was far-sighted: 

“Certo, il filologo può continuare a occuparsi del proprio giardino, a misurarsi con i 
casi concreti, e sono quelli che contano, della sua disciplina nelle forme che le sono 
proprie da lungo tempo. Ma il solo fatto che esistano dispositivi tecnici quali i calco-
latori elettronici, di cui egli può già disporre oggi per le concordanze di un testo, 
nell’ambito dell’applicazione più comune, costituisce un problema nuovo che non 
può essere risolto in un semplice giudizio d’uso, o di sfruttamento, del tutto esterno, 
e che in qualche modo, trascendendo la prassi, tocca l’idea stessa della filologia” 
[Ezio Raimondi, “La filologia moderna e le tecniche dell’età industriale,” in Tecni-
che della critica letteraria (Turin: Einaudi, 1975), 91]. 
25 Francesca Tomasi, “Edizioni o archivi digitali? Knowledge site e apporti discipli-
nari,” in Edizioni critiche digitali. Edizioni a confronto, ed. C. Bonsi, P. Italia (Rome: 
Sapienza Università Editrice, 2016), 135. 
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interaction.26 That is, we need, as Jeffrey Schnapp writes, a sharp 
Dante connoisseur and founder of Harvard's meta-LAB, “una lite-
racy […] trasversale perché queste diverse expertise, radicate sem-
pre in saperi settoriali, devono dialogare fra loro attraverso un lin-
guaggio comune, capace di convertire e adattare saperi speciali-
stici.”27 Demands of this kind can only be met if one has the support 
of entire research centers, digital specialists, teams of humanities re-
searchers and, last but not least, both substantial funds to finance 
the activities and sufficient (and not insignificant) time investments 
on the parts of the PIs.  

However, this does not detract from the fact that alternative 
solutions are possible, probably less sophisticated from a program-
ming perspective, but equally functional for the refinement of re-
search as well as consistent with the principle of IT affordability. It 
is precisely in keeping with such digital sustainability that the tech-
nological section of my doctoral project fits in, which has as its 
ultimate goal the coding and release of a new Dantean repository 
called the Database Allegorico Dantesco (DAD) and on which I 
will now focus my attention. 

However, before proceeding to explain structure and func-
tions of DAD it is good to conclude by recalling how everything 
that has been said so far should not be taken as a vademecum of 
universal applicability. That is, this is not to say that every Dantean 
site must necessarily conform to the suggestions presented thus far, 
nor that these resources are ineffective because they have not done 
so. In addition, as alluded to at the beginning of this paper, other 
corrective procedures are also certainly possible, the description of 
which would, however, find a place in a discussion devoted to the 
benefits that computer methodologies could bring to Dante Studies 
in general. 

If a variety of methodical observations have been proposed, 
it has been done so because each Dantean website specializes in a 

 
26 Extremely pertinent is Paola Italia’s observation regarding the shift in perspective 
that has come about with the technological hybridization of critical-philological work 
processes: “Al filologo digitale [ma il discorso può tranquillamente valere anche per 
un semplice critico della letteratura] […] con gli standard attuali, e in mancanza di un 
modello editoriale in cui siano automatizzati i processi di codifica, sono state richieste 
competenze tecniche che, quando non hanno scoraggiato i filologi, hanno sottratto 
tempo ed energie al lavoro di documentazione, di studio, di interpretazione. Che 
dovrebbe essere il cuore del lavoro filologico, spesso ridotto a una meccanica colla-
zione di testi e codifica (“taggatura”) di documenti” [Paola Italia, Editing duemila. 
Per una filologia dei testi digitali (Rome: Salerno Editrice, 2020), 180]. 
27  Jeffrey Schnapp, Digital Humanities, ed. M.G. Mattei (Milan: Egea, 2015), 24. 
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particular area, addresses peculiar types of users, and pursues specific 
goals. The variety of advice is justified in light of the structural di-
versity of Dantean resources. It would thus turn out to be anach-
ronistic to wish that each of these would adapt to the principles of 
the Semantic Web, those of close/distant reading, or be remodeled 
for paratextual searches. Instead, it was intended to show how there 
are possibilities and functions that while coherent with the evolu-
tion of information technology realities have not been taken into 
account – or not completely – by those concerned with Dante. In 
short, it was intended to prove how methodical alternatives to those 
now established in digital studies on Dante are possible and I also 
personally believe that by adopting them the benefits can be signif-
icant. 
 
3. Database Allegorico Dantesco (DAD) 

As an integral part of my doctoral research project as part of the 
course in Humanism and Technology funded by the University of 
Macerata (under the supervision of Prof. Laura Melosi) and co-di-
rected with the University of Bologna (under the supervision of 
Prof. Giuseppe Ledda), the Database Allegorico Dantesco (DAD) 
intends to make available a vast selection of critical material per-
taining to the theme of allegory in the Divina Commedia (fig. 4). 
 

 
Fig. 4 – Database Allegorico Dantesco’s logo 

 
The project has been conceived and programmed to serve 

both as an introductory study tool for neophytes of the issues dealt 
with in it, and as a tool for in-depth analysis of the poem’s allegory 
for scholars already acquainted with its most complex features. Alt-
hough we have chosen to limit the scope of the study to only three 
cantos of the Commedia, Inf. 9, Inf. 1, Purg. 8—selected for the 
strategic role they have assumed in relation to the discourse on al-
legory and allegoresis in the poem—we have also prepared a section 
in which will be collected and displayed the main works that 
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national and international dantistica has produced over the past 120 
years on the topic of this research. 

To date we have made available for free consultation more 
than 400 texts, totaling more than 7000 digitally transposed pages 
and referring to more than 250 different authors, freely available for 
consultation. A larger percentage of these represent Italian and Eng-
lish entries, with a smaller representation of French and Spanish 
exponents.28 Here I should note that, in compliance with the cop-
yright on published texts, all digital reproductions that exceed 15% 
of the analog material make reference to sources that are already 
freely and fully available online (falling under policies for fair use).29  
The database has several advantages. First of all, the disaggregation 
of data is obviated. In fact, there are no web aggregators that ac-
commodate in the same place all the material present in the DAD. 
This precludes the major limitation of imposing on the user long, 
sometimes complex or convoluted—and, in some cases, no longer 
even feasible—searches across several web domains. In addition, the 
texts that are already available online do not allow the kind of in-
teroperability I am proposing with the DAD. 

Before briefly illustrating the basic architecture of the repos-
itory and discussing plans for its ongoing development,30 it is im-
portant to remark how common computer logic was taken into 
account in the realization of the project. This choice was not trivial 
or superficial. On the contrary, it is essential to the site’s basic func-
tionality. Even before the long phase of configuring the database—
selecting and retrieving the texts, manually transcribing them into 
a machine-operable format, and then populating the database—

 
28 The data shown here are as of October 2022. 
29 “La Direttiva europea per il copyright consente la riproduzione per finalità di con-
servazione di tutte le opere, senza considerare se essere siano coperte da diritti e senza 
il requisito preliminare del consenso dell’autore. L’art. 5.2.C di tale Direttiva prevede 
un’eccezione a favore di archivi o biblioteche pubbliche, istituzioni accademiche o 
musei, che possono svolgere specifiche campagne di riproduzione senza scopo com-

merciale” [Maurizio Borghi, Stavroula Karapapa, “Dal cartaceo al “digitale di massa.” 
Biblioteche virtuali, diritto d’autore e il caso Google Books,” in Teorie e forme del 
testo digitale, ed. M. Zaccarello (Rome: Carocci Editore, 2019), 106]; see also Diana 
Kichuk, “Loose, Falling Characters and Sentences. The Persistence of the OCR 
Problem in Digital Repository E-Book,” in Libraries and the Academy 15 (2015): 
55-91. 
30 For a more in-depth discussion of the same, see Matteo Maselli, “Struttura e fun-
zioni di un database dantesco. Proposta per un’inedita risorsa digitale,” in L’altro 
Dante. Processi di attualizzazione della Commedia. Atti del Seminario Internazionale 
di Studi 24-25 novembre 2021 (Lanciano: Carabba, 2022), 241-260; Matteo Maselli, 
“Database Allegorico Dantesco,” Umanistica Digitale 13 (2022): 165-170. 
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there was an equally intense period of evaluation at the end of 
which we decided to favor, as the basic principles of the entire 
work, perspectives that were in line with the everyday use of the 
most common technological resources. Analysis of this kind, co-
herent with the models of digital sustainability mentioned earlier, 
were part of the “modeling” phase of the DAD. That is, during this 
preliminary moment, each object to be included was screened, its 
main characteristics and functions were chosen, and aspects that 
were judged to be impractical or not particularly centered with the 
objectives of the research were discarded. As a rule, we sought to 
adhere to the so-called “model-for” theorized by Willard McCarty,  
an operational protocol by which one aims to produce something 
new and not simply to describe something already existing (what 
McCarty calls a “model-of”).31 During the initial evaluation of the 
tool, it was possible to see the validity of McCarty's iterative per-
spective: we realized that there is a need for a progressive trial stage 
and constant employment of the product in order to grasp its limi-
tations and the areas that most urgently require corrective action or 
additions.32 

This preparatory phase informed the logical principles cho-
sen for the DAD construction, which, as will be shown, concern 
hypertextuality between archived texts and correlation between 
data. To make these operating criteria clear, each text has been fully 
rewritten and marked up in XML (eXtensible Markup Language), 
carefully following the guidelines set by the Text Encoding Initia-
tive (TEI). 

 

Fig. 5 – Among the limitations that threaten the accuracy of OCR software 

operations the most common is the altered perception of the letters of a term, 
a condition that results in a departure from the objectivity of the message pro-
posed by a text. In the case reported here, the inaccurate graphical rendering 

 
31 Willard McCarty, Humanities Computing (Basingstoke-New York: Palgrave Mac-
millan, 2005). 
32 At first, for example, the possibility of inclusion, as will be discussed shortly, of 
underlining and annotation functions by the user was not taken into account. Later, 
however, after an initial phase of use, it proved almost natural to enclose them so as 
to increasingly thin the differences between a paper text and its digital counterpart. 
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of the characters “o” and “e” of the word “occhi” led to its scanning of the 

lemma as “cechi,” thus reversing the meaning of the entire passage 
 

To complete the XML transcription, we first had to create 
digital copies of the texts. We did so using Optical Character 
Recognition (OCR) scanners, which created text files that could 
then be subjected to manual correction through word-processing 
programs. Even automatic digitization is in fact not free from er-
ror.33 Inaccurate reading of textual gaps, graphic misunderstandings 
or misidentification of print characters are statistically very frequent 
limitations in automatic transposition processes (fig. 5), and there-
fore the only way to achieve a highly satisfactory level of accuracy 
is through manual correction at the post-production stage of digit-
ized texts. 

Having cleaned the raw OCR texts and properly carried out 
the rewriting in XML, a final format was obtained that presents 
advantages not only in terms of preservation, but also and above all 
from the point of view of the possibility of use.34 The nested struc-
ture of XML text allows for the insertion of additional particles 
(tags) that attribute further characteristics to the textual area in ques-
tion.35 Through tags the text is rendered more dynamic and re-
sponsive to external requests, such as the forwarding of targeted 
searches. In the extensive taxonomy of tags, we deemed it espe-
cially advantageous to make use of the marker <ref target="..."> 
... </ref>. Its inclusion in the schema of the XML transcription 
made possible interactive intertextual relationships in the cata-
logued documentation, thus recreating that condition of textual 
consultation recommended for any semantically complex author, 
and which in the case of Dante has even been codified as an official 

 
33 For example, for a printed text we need to “procedere al riconoscimento e alla 
divisione della pagina di sinistra e della pagina di destra (splitting), alla correzione 
dell’eventuale rotazione (deskewing) della pagina, al riconoscimento degli specchi di 

testo sulla pagina (content box recognition), all’eliminazione di macchie (despec-
kling), all’eventuale stiramento dello specchio di testo (dewarping) e infine alla bina-
rizzazione (binarization) con i valori ottimali di luminosità e contrasto” [Federico 
Boschetti, Copisti Digitali e Filologi Computazionali (Rome: CNR Edizioni, 2018), 
13]. 
34 Since a standard format was used for the DAD texts, it will be possible to make use 
of them on multiple devices (PCs, smartphones, tablets) and possibly transport ar-
chived data to other web infrastructures. Such arrangements are part of the always 
necessary attempts to counteract computer obsolescence. 
35 See Susan Hockey, “The Reality of Electronic Editions,” in Voice Text Hypertext, 
ed. R. Modiano, L. Searle (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2003), 361-377. 
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exegetical methodology.36 Thus, the user consulting the DAD 
files37 will find hyperlinks, corresponding to direct quotations in the 
body of the text or indirect bibliographical references in footnotes, 
that direct users to the works mentioned, and which can thus be 
immediately examined with a click (fig. 6). 

 

 
Fig. 6 – Example of a footnote written in XML and containing hyperlinks to 

works stored in the DAD 

 

 
36 I refer to the pervasive practice of “leggere Dante con Dante”: “[a] me pare […] 

che per giungere all’intelligenza della polisemia dantesca, occorra seguire il Dante 

‘secondo Dante,’ che è l’insostituibile autoaccessus alla propria opera, altrimenti im-

possibile da cogliere. Da qui, a sostegno e ad illuminazione, l’incessante cura autoese-

getica” [Vittorio Cozzoli, “Il fondamento della polisemia dantesca,” in Lectura Dantis 

2002-2009. Omaggio a Vincenzo Placella per i suoi settanta anni (Naples: Università 

degli Studi di Napoli “L’Orientale” 2011), 827]; On the same subject, see at least 

Gianbattista Giuliani, “Dante spiegato con Dante,” in Dante e il suo secolo (Florence, 

1865); Edward Moore, Studi su Dante, ed. B. Basile (Rome: Salerno Editrice, 2015); 

Emilio Pasquini, Intertestualità e intratestualità nella Commedia dantesca. La tradi-

zione del Novecento letterario (Bologna: CUSL, 1993). Benedetto Croce did not shy 

away from the issue either, albeit only alluding for the Commedia to a practice that 

Dante himself, had he had the opportunity, would likely have, as in part he actually 

did, practiced: “Cominciò questa interpretazione filosofica ed etica e religiosa [spie-

gare Dante con Dante] fin dai tempi di Dante […]; e sarebbe probabilmente comin-

ciata per opera sua stessa, se gli fosse bastata la vita, perché chi aveva commentato le 

proprie canzoni nel Convivio, difficilmente avrebbe lasciato senza chiosa il ‘poema 

sacro’” [Benedetto Croce, “Introduzione,” in La poesia di Dante, ed. G. Inglese (Na-

ples: Bibliopolis, 2021), 10-11]; It is also important to keep in mind Jean Pépin's 

observation: “[…] in Dante scopriamo, accanto a un’esegesi allegorica che prende 

come oggetto i dati a lui esterni, un’altra esegesi del tutto simile che egli saggia sulle 

sue stesse opere. Se per designare quest’ultimo procedimento osassimo forgiare un 

neologismo […] potremmo parlare di ‘auto-allegoresi’. Il termine […] corrisponde a 

un aspetto originale della pratica letteraria di Dante, che appare senz’altro estranea ai 

suoi predecessori e ispiratori, tanto patristici che medievali” [Jean Pépin, “Lettera e 

allegoria in Dante,” in Leggere Dante. Antologia della critica dantesca, ed. A. Russo, 

E. Schiavina (Bologna: Zanichelli, 1976), 163]. 
37 For the online upload of the DAD cards the source files in XML (input) were 
transposed, through a specific editor (oXygen was used in this case), into a digital 
output (output) object in HTML. 
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Simultaneous comparison makes available multiple critical 
voices on the object of research, thus allowing for an overall eval-
uation that also takes into account positions contrary to the domi-
nant ones. In this way, the DAD encourages the emergence of an 
extensive exegetical network related to Dante's allegory.38 For such 
a function to be guaranteed it is necessary to make sure that the text 
called into question by a given author has been duly acquired and 
placed online in the database. This involved a careful choice of pa-
rameters for retrieving archived material. 

In the complicated selection process—a difficulty due as 
much to the extensive chronological span taken into account as to 
the even larger bibliography available—priority was given to the 
authority of a particular study and/or its author and to the high rate 
of recursiveness of texts between independent works due to direct 
and/or indirect citations. Critically important and historically re-
cursive texts are indeed particularly prone to be subject to intertex-
tuality. 

Hypertextuality also affects the indexes where digitized texts 
are composed of multiple internal units (chapters, paragraphs, etc.). 
The interactive table of contents, with its direct links, makes it pos-
sible to arrive automatically at the various subdivisions.  
Regardless of the type of work chosen, each database card will then 
display the metadata, the text, and related notes. Such informational 
prospectus is necessary because, as Peter Shillingsburg has argued, 
any digital reproduction is always derivative, and thus it is inadmis-
sible to omit or ignore the mode of reproduction of a text and the 
basic information for their unambiguous identification.39 Hence we 
deemed it necessary to individuate the categories of metadata, text, 
and notes. 

 
38 Outside of a purely computerized dynamic, the idea that allegory was part of and 
in turn contributed to determining a complex system of thought, extensive and con-
stantly expandable to the point of encompassing within itself, much like a digital net-
work, a plurality of issues was a firmly held belief in medieval times. Indeed, allegory 

was not held to be a mere rhetorical tool but raised to a means for the attainment of 
metaphysical knowledge according to rules in which progressive reference to other 
concepts was a common perspective. Typical is the Eriugena image but made known 
in Dante studies especially by the Boccaccian Tattatello in laude di Dante, of the 
peacock's tail which, though unitary, contained within itself, in each of its individual 
points, a cross-reference to an uncontrolled variety of colors – precisely a visual-con-
ceptual network [John Scotus Eriugena, Periphyseon, III, P.L. 122, 749C; see also 
Giulio D’Onofrio, “Allegoria e metodo,” in Id., Per questa selva oscura. La teologia 
poetica di Dante (Rome: Città Nuova Editrice, 2021), 57]. 
39 Peter Shillingsburg, “From Physical to Digital Textuality. Loss and Gain in Literary 
Projects,” CEA critic 76 (2014): 158-168. 
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Because one of the main criticisms levelled at digital archives 
is that they often downplay a complete and clear bibliographical 
overview of the texts preserved, in the metadata area the DAD of-
fers due bibliographical information, allowing for the unambiguous 
recognition of the consulted work.40 Then we have the body of the 
text itself, which can in a sense be defined according to a diplomatic 
perspective, as it corresponds exactly to the original physical prod-
uct. Finally, footnotes will be located at the end of the page and 
will be accessible with interactive pointers (fig. 7). 

 

 
Fig. 7 – Example of DAD card with highlighting of table of contents, 
metadata, text, and notes 

 
In order to make the experience of consulting the database 

cards close to that which should normally distinguish a knowledge 
site, we decided to include specific options in order to enhance the 

 
40 See Harald Brandes, “Problemi tecnici attuali e futuri degli archivi esistenti e di 
quelli in via di realizzazione,” in L’eclisse delle memorie, ed. T. Gregory, M. Morelli 
(Rome-Bari: Editori Laterza, 1994), 33-43; Kenneth M. Price, “Edition, Project, 
Database, Archive, Thematic Research Collection: What’s in a Name?,” Digital Hu-
manities Quarterly 3 (2009); Kate Theimer, “A Distinction Worth Exploring: Ar-
chives and Digital Historical Representations,” Journal of digital humanities 3 (2014). 
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ways in which the collected works could be read. Aware of the 
possible benefits that the study of the texts could receive from the 
freedom of highlighting and commentary, similar with those that 
distinguish an analog book, underlining and annotation functions 
were included, easily performed by resorting to a special toolbar 
located at the top of each card (fig. 8). 

 

 
Fig. 8 – Toolbar within the DAD cards through which to select various text 
marking options (highlighting and/or annotation) 

 
To avoid the invasiveness of such arrangements—which 

could have changed the basic format of the texts on which the user 
will have autonomy of intervention—each user will be able to cre-
ate a personal profile in which to work directly on the texts and 
automatically save the changes made without altering the appear-
ance of the originals. 

Slightly more complex are the arrangements required to fol-
low up on the principle of correlation, another protocol followed 
for DAD programming. By this, I mean the software’s automatic 
suggestion of items not considered by the user in the search phase. 
The software will in fact draw alternative keywords from a list of 
related terms compiled on the back-end page. 

Suppose that in a lectura Dantis from Inf. 9, digitized and 
entered into the DAD, a Latin-educated commentator discussed 
Megaera, Alecto and Tisiphone, the three monsters who invoke 
Medusa to stop Dante's way, resorting only to the terminology of 
Roman mythology that identified the three characters as “Furie.” 
It is obvious that because of this lexical choice, should one go to 
search for the term “Erinni,” synonymous with the Furies but of 
Greek descent, the software would not return the lectura Dantis in 
question. Since such a selection burdens the quality of the search 
conducted by the user, who in all likelihood also has an interest in 
analyzing texts in which “Erinni” is mentioned, expedients have 
been devised to preclude the omission of meaningful data. On the 
back-end of the database (which, to protect the integrity of the 
resource, can be accessed only by the site administrator by logging 
in with personal credentials), a table of related searches has been set 
up in which relationships between terms have been established, by 
which we aim to automatically solve the problem of omission in 
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the results indexed by the software (fig. 9). This is a publishing in-
frastructure developed by resorting to a specific framework but de-
pendent on a logic common to every web user’s experience (we 
can think for example to the suggestions offered by Google when 
the name of a search term is typed incorrectly). 

 

 
Fig. 9 – Table of related searches present in the back-end area of DAD 

 
When the admin user completes the form with appropriate 

search parameters and related terms—an operation that can be ex-
panded without limitations, even to several simultaneous terms—
the software will propose suggestions of alternative entries to the 
one searched. By clicking on the suggested terms, the user will be 
automatically redirected to the complete list of DAD texts that con-
tain them.  

The search engine has also been set to allow it precise recog-
nition of the value of one or more keywords entered in the query 
mask, so as to ensure absolute relevance of the outcomes returned 
by the machine. Thus, if, for example, the term “metafisica” is en-
tered, one will be referred only to the cards that contain its exact 
wording, automatically omitting those in which only “fisica” is 
mentioned, those same cards which would have been proposed if 
the input-output relationship of the software had instead been cal-
ibrated on the identification of only the letters of the headwords 
(“fisica” being contained within the term “metaFISICA”). 

Lastly, one can select the path in which to conduct the in-
vestigation and decide whether to expand it to the entire DAD 
corpus or to limit it to specific categories/subcategories, with the 
premise however that all texts, with their places of preservation, 
loaded into the database will be appropriately indicated in a separate 
section (“Archive”). In fact, for a thematic order that would facili-
tate the user’s orientation, four sections for the collection of the 
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digitized material have been specially arranged, internally com-
posed of further partitions: Historical Exegesis; Lecturae Dantis; Es-
says and scientific articles; Monographs. The first three concern the 
cantos selected for the project, while the fourth pertains to the best 
outcomes of research on allegory in the Commedia published in 
the 20th and 21st centuries. Pre-twentieth-century studies, such as 
the interpretations of the cantos made from the earliest Dantean 
commentators, will be located in a special section on historical ex-
egesis. 

I would conclude by recalling again the project’s nature in 
fieri, and how, therefore, changes in content and structure, even 
major ones, cannot be ruled out in the near future. I hope I have 
made clear, however, that if such changes are applied, it will be 
exclusively to foster a better characterization of the resource, always 
taking into consideration the needs of the users it addresses. 
 
4. Conclusion 

With the present paper I have sought to propose, first theoretically 
with a review of possible logical expedients, and then practically 
with the presentation of the Database Allegorico Dantesco, devel-
opment methodologies that can enhance the opportunities for 
study currently offered by the considerable series of Dantean sites. 
The latter do not lose their attractiveness and efficiency since, if 
well employed, can facilitate the management and analysis of 
Alighieri’s texts. Moreover, their proper use not only enables one 
to obtain in-depth knowledge about Dante, but even to redefine 
the researchers’ modus operandi. Therefore, it is evident how even 
the smallest and seemingly insignificant design flaw can compro-
mise the functionality of these resources and the quality of the re-
search done using them. This may limit the hermeneutic or reading 
perspectives of those who rely on such tools to the point of prefer-
ring them to a traditional paper medium.41 Such a choice, therefore, 
obliges a level of constant monitoring that can intercept and correct 
systemic flaws that would negatively scale back the operation of the 
machine to which we increasingly reserve “quella fede che vince 
ogne errore” (Inf. 4. 48). 

 
41 Carol Chiodo, “Beatrice in the Tag Cloud,” in Approaches to Teaching Dante’s 
Divine Comedy, ed. C. Kleinhenz, K. Olson (New York: Modern Language Asso-
ciation of America, 2020), 257-261; Laura D’Angelo, “Dante tra web e social net-
work,” Studi Medievali e Moderni 25 (2021): 699-717; Crystal Hall, “Digital Hu-
manities and Italian Studies. Intersections and Oppositions,” Italian Culture 37 
(2019): 97-115. 
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EXPLORING DANTE’S SOURCES ONLINE: INTERACTIVE 

READING, VISUALIZATIONS, AND THE STUDY OF 

DANTEAN INTERTEXTUALITY IN THE DIGITAL AGE 
  
 

JULIE VAN PETEGHEM, CUNY Hunter College 

 

 

 
Dante’s Commedia is a highly allusive text, and readers throughout time have 

noted the many parallels between Dante’s verses and those of others. Now that 

the text of the Commedia and various scholarly and artistic interpretations of 

the poem (commentaries, translations, illuminated manuscripts) have become 

accessible online, also the concordance, the lists of parallel passages in Dante’s 

poem and other works, has become a digital resource. In this essay I explore 

the study of Dante’s sources in a digital environment mainly through the In-

tertextual Dante project and its Dante-Ovid edition, published on Digital 

Dante. Intertextual Dante visualizes moments of Dante’s text reuse: its inter-

active reading interface presents parallel passages side by side, and allows users 

to search, analyze, and interpret these passages in their broader textual contexts. 

I further review the advances in (semi-)automated detection of text reuse are 

reviewed in the context of Dante’s allusive and intertextual practices, and con-

sider the knowledge base on Dante’s use of primary sources and the commen-

taries on the Commedia that the Hypermedia Dante Network project will 

provide.  

 
Keywords: Intertextuality, Text reuse, Commedia, Ovid, Digital humanities 

 
 

  

When reflecting on Dante as a reader and intertextuality in 
the Commedia, I keep coming back to Luca Signorelli’s portrait of 
the poet in the Cathedral of Orvieto (1499–1502).1 In this portrait 
(fig. 1) we see Dante sitting at a makeshift desk with two books 
open and a stack of two more on the side. Dante looks closely at a 
passage in the open book on the right, standing straight against the 
edge of the portrait, and places two fingers gently on the page. 
Dante’s other hand rests on a passage in the second open book, 

 
1 I am aware that also Christopher Kleinhenz opened his essay “Perspectives on In-
tertextuality in Dante’s Divina Commedia” (Romance Quarterly 54, no. 3 [2007]: 
183–94) with a reflection on the Signorelli portrait and Dante’s intertextual practices 
(183–84). In the spirit of this essay’s focus on adaptation and text reuse, I offer here 
my own reflection on Signorelli’s portrait of Dante and the study of intertextuality in 
the digital realm.   
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laying in front of him. This is the image of “Dante doing intertex-
tuality,” according to Christopher Kleinhenz’s description of the 
portrait.2  

Indeed, it seems as if Dante is indicating the connection be-
tween the two passages in the books. Dante could not have written 
his treatises and the Commedia without the books of others;3 cita-
tions and allusions feature widely in his work. In his writings, Dante 
engages with the ideas and the words of authors throughout time, 
and Luca Signorelli’s portrait provides a glimpse into that process. 
This is of course the work of a Renaissance painter representing a 
poet who was active two centuries earlier. But I find it also captures 
something timeless and recognizable: to write is to read widely, and 
while doing so, you may end up with a messy desk full of books. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Dante Alighieri, detail from Luca Signorelli’s fresco, Chapel of San 
Brizio, Orvieto Cathedral. Credit: Georges Jansoone, used under a Creative 

 
2 Ibid., 184. 
3 Luciano Gargan aptly described Dante’s treatises as “libri scritti con i libri,” books 

written with other books. See “Per la biblioteca di Dante,” Giornale storico della 

letteratura italiana 186 (2009): 161–93, at 174. Also quoted in Julie Van Peteghem, 

Italian Readers of Ovid from the Origins to Petrarch: Responding to a Versatile Muse 

(Boston-Leiden: Brill, 2020), 54.  
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Readers of Dante’s Commedia today may find themselves in 

a similar situation as the medieval Latin poet in the Signorelli por-
trait, having a stack of books in front of them, in their case looking 
at texts of others in order to make sense of Dante’s poem. Or they 
may have multiple digital editions and reference works lined up in 
tabs in their browser, trying to accomplish the same. Digital hu-
manities (DH) projects often recognize the conventions of analog 
reading and research practices, transferring and enhancing them in 
the digital realm, relying on technology to address their limitations. 
In that sense, I consider the Signorelli portrait the emblem of the 
DH project Intertextual Dante (2013–), which I created in collab-
oration with Columbia University Libraries.4 At the core of Inter-
textual Dante, a digital edition of the Commedia that highlights the 
many instances of intertextuality in Dante’s poem, lies this notion 
that reading the Commedia means engaging with many other 
texts.5 The DH project Dante Lab at Dartmouth College (also first 
presented in 2013), a customizable digital workspace for the study 
of Dante’s Commedia, was likewise inspired by “the ‘analog’ work-
space of the professional Dantista, who needs quick and easy access 
not only to the text of the poem’s three canticles, but also to the 
early commentaries, notes from numerous recent editions, and a 
concordance that facilitates philological research and interpretive 
criticism.”6 In its digital workspace Dante Lab offers access to the 
77 commentaries on the Commedia originally collected in the 
Dartmouth Dante Project. This project, started in the 1980s and 
still accessible outside of Dante Lab, makes available in one digital 
space the full text of commentaries from the early fourteenth cen-
tury to the beginning of the twenty-first century, several of which 

 
4 The Intertextual Dante project grew out of my dissertation research on Dante and 

Ovid (Columbia University, 2013). Jack Donovan (Digital Library and Scholarly 

Technologies Division, Columbia University Libraries) coded and designed the in-

teractive reading tool. Intertextual Dante is part of Digital Dante, a curated online 

scholarly site devoted to original research and ideas on Dante’s works and world. The 

Intertextual Dante interface can be accessed at https://digitaldante.columbia.edu/in-

tertext/index.html. See also Julie Van Peteghem, “What is Intertextual Dante?” In-

tertextual Dante, Digital Dante (New York, Columbia University Libraries, 2017), 

https://digitaldante.columbia.edu/intertexual-dante-vanpeteghem/. 
5 On the “limitations” that Intertextual Dante addresses, that is, the ways in which 
the project offers a “dynamic” and interactive digital version of the “static” analog 
lists of corresponding passages, see Julie Van Peteghem, “Digital Readers of Allusive 
Texts: Ovidian Intertextuality in the Commedia and the Digital Concordance on 
Intertextual Dante,” Humanist Studies & the Digital Age 4 (2015): 39–59, at 39, 45, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.5399/uo/hsda.4.1.3584.  
6 Dante Lab, http://dantelab.dartmouth.edu.  
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are otherwise “difficult to obtain.”7 Also DanteSources (2013–16) 
and the Hypermedia Dante Network (2020–23), collaborations be-
tween ISTI-CNR and the Dipartimento di Filologia, Letteratura e 
Linguistica at the University of Pisa and part of their Dante Net-
work projects, (will) provide enhanced digital workspaces and web 
applications to explore Dante’s primary sources to the experienced 
Dantista and the novice reader of Dante’s works alike.8  

These projects all underscore the need to make existing Dan-
tean resources more accessible and more widely searchable – a need 
particularly felt given the significant amount of works on Dante’s 
metaphorical bookshelf and the even larger number of editions, 
commentaries, and other scholarly writings on Dante’s Commedia 
and his other works dispersed on actual bookshelves in libraries 
across the world and in readers’ own collections. To start grasping 
the scope, consider, for instance, that the DanteSources project, 
which digitally presents the poet’s primary sources in the Vita 
Nuova, De vulgari eloquentia, Convivio, De Monarchia, and 
Rime, taking its data from “authoritative paper commentaries” on 
Dante’s so-called minor works, lists 273 authors and 714 works 
cited.9  

In what follows, I will further explore the digital study of 
Dante’s sources in the Commedia, the Italian poet’s most allusive 
text. My starting and main reference point will be the Intertextual 
Dante project and its Dante-Ovid edition.10 I will discuss the ad-
vances in (semi-)automated detection of text reuse in the context 
of Dante’s allusive and intertextual practices, and consider the 
knowledge base on Dante’s use of primary sources and the com-
mentaries on the Commedia that the Hypermedia Dante Network 
will provide.  Before fully turning to the digital realm, however, it 
is important to briefly consider how Dante’s sources have been 

 
7 Dartmouth Dante Project, https://dante.dartmouth.edu. The quotation is taken 

from the “About the Dartmouth Dante Project” page, https://dante.dart-

mouth.edu/about.php. 
8 DanteSources, https://dantesources.dantenetwork.it; Hypermedia Dante Network, 
https://hdn.dantenetwork.it.  
9 See Valentina Bartalesi et al., “A web application for exploring primary sources: The 
DanteSources case study,” Digital Scholarship in the Humanities 33, no. 4 (2018): 
705–23, https://doi.org/10.1093/llc/fqy002. The six commentaries on the Vita 
Nuova/Vita Nova, De vulgari eloquentia, Convivio, De Monarchia, and Rime that 
provided this data are listed at 707–8. For the number of authors and works cited, see 
“Qualche numero!” at https://dantesources.dantenetwork.it/progetto.html.  
10 I first discussed the origins and methodology of the Intertextual Dante project in 
2015 in “Digital Readers.” Since then, the project has expanded – the entries for 
Purgatorio and Paradiso were published, completing the Dante-Ovid edition – and 
more advances were made in the digital detection of quotations and allusions. This 
themed issue on Dante and DH offered an occasion to reflect on this progress, also in 

light of my ongoing work on the reception of Ovid in the Italian Due- and Trecento.   
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studied throughout time.11 To search and identify parallel passages 
has been a main focus of commentators and editors of the Com-
media for centuries.12 This practice goes back to the earliest com-
mentaries on Dante’s poem. Most often, the relevance of certain 
passages in other works for Dante’s verses under discussion is 
marked in brief mentions; many times, we simply find a “cf.” or 
“cfr.” with a reference to that other work. The use of the abbrevi-
ation of the Latin imperative “confer,” compare, in those instances 
seems particularly apt: you, reader, will have to do this comparative 
work yourself.13 

Commentaries and editions of the Commedia are not the 
only works where moments of intertextuality are recorded. To-
ward the end of the 19th century, scholars started to organize cor-
responding passages in more systematic ways, providing more guid-
ance for readers interested in exploring Dante’s sources. For in-
stance, Edward Moore’s study Scripture and Classical Authors in 
Dante (1896) dedicated individual chapters to the presence of the 
Bible and various Latin authors in Dante’s works, and included in-
dexes of quotations for each source text.14 What Moore assembled 
were in fact concordances, lists of corresponding passages in Dante’s 
writings and his source texts. 15 At the beginning of this century, 
Steno Vazzana published a series of concordances of the Latin poets 
of Dante’s “bella scola,” also dedicating separate chapters to Dante’s 
engagement with the individual authors.16 The creation of these 
intertextual reference works provided the foundation for a more 
extensive focus on how Dante featured various authors in his 
works, resulting in writings distilling Dante’s Vergil, Dante’s Ovid, 
and so forth, as well as numerous essays that break down this subject 
into very specific topics, such as Dante’s reuse of a particular passage 

 
11 See Van Peteghem, “Digital Readers,” 40–43; Simone Bregni, Locus amœnus: 

nuovi strumenti di analisi della ‘Commedia’ (Florence: Longo, 2020), 17–46. 
12 Van Peteghem, “Digital Readers,” 40–41; Gaia Tomazzoli et al., “The Hypermedia 
Dante Network Project,” in AIUCD 2021- Book of Extended Abstracts, ed. Fed-
erico Boschetti et al. (Pisa: AIUCD, 2021), 269–74, at 269. 
13 Neil Coffee made a similar point in “An Agenda for the Study of Intertextuality,” 
Transactions of the American Philological Association 148, no. 1 (2018): 205–23, at 
209, https://doi.org/10.1353/apa.2018.0008. He noted that one needs to figure out 
the significance of the “cf.”: it could mean that “the passage under consideration 
echoes another one or just that it contains a similar grammatical usage.” 
14 Edward Moore, Studies in Dante. First series: Scripture and Classical Authors in 

Dante (Oxford: Clarendon, 1896).  
15 In other occasions, I have described Intertextual Dante as a “digital concordance.” 
See Van Peteghem, “Digital Readers”; “What is Intertextual Dante?” 
16 Steno Vazzana, Dante e “la bella scola” (Rome: Edizioni dell’Ateneo, 2002).  
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from a different text, or a specific author’s influence on a canto or 
series of cantos.17  

Such detailed analyses of intertextuality in the Commedia are 

not without criticism.18 Zygmunt Barański cautioned against the 
tendency of treating Dante as “one of us” – as if he read texts in 
the same editions and ways as we do today – and considering a few 
similarities between Dante’s works and those of other authors as the 
sure sign that Dante had direct knowledge of that author’s work.19 
Albert Ascoli distinguished between instances where Dante read 
certain authors locally (i.e., focusing on only one or two verses or 
on a brief passage, which often did not require familiarity with the 
work as a whole), and instances where instead he read globally (i.e., 
integrating and engaging with extended passages from a certain 
work, which would require closer familiarity with the text).20 
When we see possible traces of Dante’s readings in his writings, we 
must indeed consider medieval reading and citation practices, in 
which memory played a central role.21 The scholarship on the cul-
tural and material circumstances of reading and writing in Dante’s 
Italy provides important context, especially since we do not possess 
Dante’s “editions” of the texts he cites or appears to allude to. But 
while Dante of course did not read everyone and everything, we 
can establish his familiarity with some authors and texts with more 
certainty than others, whether he read them globally or locally.22 
DH projects can be instrumental in these determinations: by 
providing a more complete overview of the scholarship on a par-
ticular author or work, usually dispersed in individual pieces of tex-
tual criticism; by enabling targeted searches for all instances where 

 
17 See, for instance, Teodolinda Barolini, Dante’s Poets: Textuality and Truth in the 
“Comedy” (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984); The Poetry of Allusion: 
Virgil and Ovid in Dante’s “Commedia,” ed. Rachel Jacoff and Jeffrey T. Schnapp 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991); Dante e la “bella scola” della poesia: au-
torità e sfida poetica, ed. Amilcare A. Iannucci (Ravenna: Longo, 1993). On the 
scholarship on Dante’s Ovid, see Van Peteghem, Italian Readers of Ovid, 169–70, n. 

1. 
18 Responding to the general criticism on the study of intertextuality, Bregni titled 
the first section of his study of intertextual imitatio in the Commedia, “L’intertestu-
alità non è morta,” intertextuality is not dead (Locus amœnus, 9–10). 
19 Zygmunt G. Barański, “L’iter ideologico di Dante,” in Dante e i segni: Saggi per 
una storia intellettuale di Dante Alighieri (Naples: Liguori, 2000), 9–39, at 13–14.  
20 Albert Russell Ascoli, “Reading Dante’s Readings: What? When? Where? How?” 
in Dante and Heterodoxy: The Temptations of 13th Century Radical Thought, ed. 
Maria Luisa Ardizzone (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 
2014), 126–43.  
21 See Mary Carruthers, The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in Medieval 
Culture, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008). 
22 For an extended reflection on Barański’s and Ascoli’s positions, see Van Peteghem, 

Italian Readers of Ovid, 179–80.  
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Dante’s text shows similarities with other texts; and by visualizing 
their distribution throughout the Commedia.   

Let us start with how Intertextual Dante makes Dante’s read-
ing of Ovid visible. Intertextual Dante is an interactive digital edi-
tion of Dante’s Commedia that allows users to search and read par-
allel passages in the Commedia and Dante’s sources side by side 
(2013–). On the Intertextual Dante interface (fig. 2), Dante’s Com-
media and his Ovidian sources appear in two columns; both text 
columns can be scrolled up and down, and accessed via interactive 
tables of contents. Each instance of intertextuality is marked by the 
icon of a pointing finger – a nod to the manicula, drawings of hands 
with the index finger pointing to passages of particular interest in 
medieval and early modern manuscripts, as well as to Dante’s point-
ing gestures in the Signorelli portrait. The presence of these icons 
in either text column therefore provides the first visual indications 
of moments of intertextuality, regardless of the starting point of 
one’s search: when looking for icons in the cantos of the Comme-
dia, we easily see where Dante is alluding to other texts, or, when 
scrolling through these source texts, the presence of the icons 
clearly signals passages of interest to Dante.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Landing page of Intertextual Dante. 

 
When you click on the icons, the two corresponding passages in 
the Commedia and Dante’s sources become highlighted and 
aligned (fig. 3). In the text box on the top of the page appears a 
short comment explaining the connection between the two pas-
sages. Thus, the interactive interface of Intertextual Dante in the 
first place facilitates the reading process, visualizing the actual pas-
sages that we sometimes find as bibliographical citations in the notes 
of editions of the Commedia, displaying them in full alongside 
Dante’s verses, and even providing some short commentary on the 
relationship between the corresponding passages. This brief note 
orients the reader for the real comparative analysis between the 
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passages – an analysis that, given the scrollability of both text col-
umns in the Intertextual Dante interface, can easily take in consid-
eration what comes before and after the two highlighted, aligned 
passages. In fact, the Dante-Ovid edition on Intertextual Dante not 
only illustrates the widespread textual presence of Ovid’s works in 
the Commedia, but also invites to explore what these Ovidian 
presences mean. The Intertextual Dante interface greatly facilitates 
this kind of close readings, since it allows the user to easily focus on 
specific passages in the Commedia or in Ovid’s poems, and pay 
close attention not only to the corresponding verses but also to the 
larger passages from which Dante selected them. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Passages in Dante’s Commedia and Ovid’s works highlighted and 
aligned on the Intertextual Dante interface.  

 
The Hypermedia Dante Network (HDN) is a DH project on 
Dante’s primary sources in the Commedia with a much broader 
scope than Intertextual Dante. A collaboration between ISTI-
CNR and the Dipartimento di Filologia, Letteratura e Linguistica 
at the University of Pisa (2020–2023), HDN expands on their Dan-
teSources project (2013–2016), which focused on Dante’s primary 
sources in his so-called minor works, and was the first to apply Se-
mantic Web standards to Dante studies.23 As noted before, Dan-
teSources allows users to search and visualize Dante’s sources as 
identified in select commentaries on the Vita Nuova/Vita Nova, 
De vulgari eloquentia, Convivio, De Monarchia, and Rime, 

 
23 Gaia Tomazzoli et al., “The Hypermedia Dante Network Project,” 270. For a first 

orientation on Semantic Web standards, see https://www.w3.org/standards/seman-

ticweb/. At the time of this writing, the tool and workspace are only accessible by 

request. The following video demonstrates the functionality of the tool: Hypermedia 

Dante Network, “Demo per il tool di annotazione di HDN” (2021), 

https://youtu.be/gTkeQ3CVKnM.   
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creating this digital library “based on a formal ontology expressed 
in Resource Description Framework Schema (RDFS) language.”24 
Given the more complex nature of Dante’s text reuse in the Com-
media and the much larger amount of commentaries on the poem, 
the HDN team further developed this ontology. 

The “fundamental concept” of the HDN ontology is the ref-
erence. This is how a “reference” is expressed:25    
 

A says that knowledge about B can be enriched through C 
where A, the source of the reference, is a fragment of text that asserts 
the reference, and usually comes from a commentary; B, the subject of 
the reference, is a fragment of text that is clarified by the reference – 

and in our case study it occurs within a work of Dante’s (“belongs to 
the Commedia”); C is the object of the reference, i.e., the entity that 
is being referred to (“the textual or conceptual entity that the source 
considers useful for explaining the subject”). 

 
To make this concrete, I apply the notion of “reference” to a pas-
sage in Dante’s Inf. 5 that I will soon discuss in more detail: Anna 
Maria Chiavacci Leonardi’s commentary (A) says that knowledge 
about Dante’s Inf. 5.131 (B) can be enriched through Ovid’s Ars 
amatoria 1.729 (C). HDN further divides references into “external 
supports,” “loci paralleli,” and “citations.” As Gaia Tomazzoli et al. 
write, citations are “clearly the most specific references, and they 
lie at the centre of our ontology.”26  

Both projects digitally present Dante’s sources in the Com-
media mediated through analog scholarship. In the case of Inter-
textual Dante, it is a scholar, expert in the reception of a certain 
author or work in the Commedia, who establishes the intertextual 
entries to be displayed on the site. The research of this expert (open 
to corrections and suggestions for further additions), presented on 
the interactive digital interface of Intertextual Dante, then offers 
opportunities for further contextualization and interpretation. In 
the case of the HDN, ten Dante experts participating in the project 
populate the ontology, based on the primary sources mentioned in 

 
24 Valentina Bartalesi et al., “A formal representation of the Divine Comedy’s primary 
sources: The Hypermedia Dante Network ontology,” Digital Scholarship in the Hu-
manities 37, no. 3 (2022): 630–43, at 630, http://doi.org/10.1093/llc/fqab080. For 
an entry point into RDFS, see https://www.w3.org/wiki/RDFS. For more on Dan-
teSources, see Bartalesi et al., “A web application for exploring primary sources.” One 
can search for primary source, source author, thematic area, type of reference.  
25 I mainly cite from Tomazzoli et al., “The Hypermedia Dante Network Project,” 
270. A similar discussion is found in Bartalesi et al., “A formal representation of the 
Divine Comedy’s primary sources,” 633. I added between parentheses and in quota-
tion marks some further clarifications from this later discussion.  
26 Tomazzoli et al., “The Hypermedia Dante Network Project,” 270.  
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51 commentaries on the Commedia.27 The HDN team developed 
a semi-automated tool to extract data about Dante’s sources from 
these commentaries digitized by the Dartmouth Dante Project, and 
created a digital workspace for the scholars to analyze and insert 
specific information about this data, such as the kind of reference, 
the source author, the source text, and so forth.28 At a later point, 
this knowledge base will be available and searchable through a web 
application, with the option to visualize results in “simple and user-
friendly formats, such as tables, graphs and CSV files.”29 Not only 
Dante’s sources then will become a topic of the study, but also the 
commentators identifying and qualifying these sources in different 
ways throughout time.30 

Let us now look more closely at this passage in Dante’s Inf. 
5 and its Ovidian source in the Ars amatoria, also in light of the 
previously-mentioned criticism that commentators, editors, and 
scholars at times may too quickly identify references to other texts 
in Dante’s poem. It is a fair question to ask whether Ovid was really 
on Dante’s mind, when he wrote “quella lettura … scolorocci il 
viso” (Inf. 5.131), Francesca’s description of how her lover Paolo’s 
and her own face turned pale while reading together.31 Ovid me-
morialized the image of the pale lover in the Ars amatoria: “palleat 
omnis amans; hic est color aptus amanti” (1.729).32 While Ovid’s 
verse is the standard reference, this physical effect of love had be-
come a well-known literary motif, and did not require much or 
any familiarity with Ovid’s didactic poem. Finding the essence of 
this Ovidian verse captured in Dante’s Inf. 5, in other words, does 
not automatically mean that the Italian poet read all three books of 
the Ars amatoria. 

 
27 Bartalesi et al., “A formal representation of the Divine Comedy’s primary 
sources,” 640. 
28 The semi-automated tool is described in Bartalesi et al., “A formal representation 
of the Divine Comedy’s primary sources,” 640–42. The eleven pieces of information 
are specified at 640–41.  
29 Ibid., 642.  
30 Cf. Carlo Meghini and Michelangelo Zaccarello, “Un nuovo progetto di biblioteca 
digitale con mappatura semantica dei commenti alla «Commedia»: L’‘Hypermedia 
Dante Network,’” Griseldaonline 20, no. 2 (2021): 103–13, at 104, 
https://doi.org/10.6092/issn.1721-4777/12552; Tomazzoli et al., “The Hypermedia 
Dante Network Project,” 273. 
31 The text is quoted from Dante Alighieri, La Commedia secondo l’antica vulgata, 
ed. Giorgio Petrocchi, 2nd rev. ed. (Florence: Le Lettere, 1994).  
32 The text is quoted from Ovid, Amores, Medicamina faciei femineae, Ars amatoria, 
Remedia amoris, ed. E. J. Kenney (1961; repr., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1995).  
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Dante was a reader of Ovid at a time when “reading Ovid” 
could take on various forms.33 The text of the Ovidian poems was 
often accompanied by commentary of varying length and content. 
Isolated Ovidian verses and passages appeared in anthologies, trea-
tises, and other intermediary forms – to the lover of a good quote, 
Ovid’s poems are full of catchy phrases and solemn sententiae. “Pal-
leat omnis amans” is the kind of Ovidian verse that by Dante’s time 
already had a rich life of its own. In Andreas Capellanus’s 12th-
century treatise De amore, one of the “rules” for love is “Omnis 
consuevit amans in coamantis aspectu pallescere” (2.8.46).34 The 
motif is found in other poems by Dante and contemporaries.35 In 
Lapo Gianni’s Ballata, poi che ti compuose Amore, to be in love 
means to be “palidetta quasi nel colore” (v. 24).36 Already in the 
Vita Nova, Dante writes that “ovunque questa donna mi vedea, si 
facea d’una vista pietosa e d’un colore palido quasi come d’amore” 
(25.1); and describes his loss of color in similar terms as in Inf. 5 
(“scolorocci il viso,” v. 131): “quando questa battaglia d’Amore mi 
pugnava così, io mi movea quasi discolorito tutto per vedere questa 
donna” (9.4).37 Moreover, between the end of the 13th and 14th 
century, Ovid’s Ars amatoria and the Remedia amoris were trans-
lated three times – the first volgarizzamenti of Ovid’s works in Ital-
ian – providing other context to be introduced to Ovidian verses 
and notions outside of Ovid’s Latin works in their entirety.38  

The full text of Ars amatoria, the Italian translation of the 
poem, commentaries in Latin or Italian, citations of this verse in 
other works with or without attribution to Ovid, mentions of the 
concept in poetry and prose – these are all possible places to learn 
about the lover’s paleness. Francesca’s description of how her face 
and her lover Paolo’s lost color in Inf. 5 in itself, therefore, does 
not undeniably place the Ars amatoria on Dante’s bookshelf, so to 
speak, but is certainly testimonial to the widespread diffusion of 

 
33 On the history of reading Ovid during the Italian Due- and Trecento, see Van 
Peteghem, Italian Readers of Ovid, 13–69. 
34 The text is quoted from Andreas Capellanus on Love, ed. with an English transla-
tion by P. G. Walsh (London: Duckworth, 1982). 
35 I found the following examples in Ginetta Auzzas, “Violetta,” in Enciclopedia Dan-

tesca (Rome: Istituto della Enciclopedia italiana, 1970), https://www.treccani.it/en-

ciclopedia/violetta_Enciclopedia-Dantesca/.  
36 The text quoted from Poeti del Dolce stil nuovo, ed. Mario Marti (Florence: Le 
Monnier, 1969).  
37 The text is quoted from Dante Alighieri, Vita Nova, ed. Guglielmo Gorni, in 
Opere, ed. Marco Santagata, Vol. 1, Rime, Vita Nova, De vulgari eloquentia (Milan: 
Mondadori, 2011), 745–1063. 
38 Vanna Lippi Bigazzi, I volgarizzamenti trecenteschi dell’Ars amandi e dei Remedia 
amoris, 2 vols. (Florence: Accademia della Crusca, 1987). For a general discussion, 
see Alison Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy: Illiterate Literature (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011).  
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Ovid’s verses and concepts during the Italian Due- and Trecento. 
Citing Ovid’s Latin verse “palleat omnis amans” in the context of 
Francesca’s words, as we find on Intertextual Dante and in some 
commentaries on the Commedia (the HDN web application 
should make these easily identifiable), provides an incomplete ra-
ther than an incorrect picture – the focus on only the Latin text 
does not recognize the different texts and contexts where a medie-
val reader could encounter Ovid’s poetry.39 As indicated before, 
Anna Maria Chiavacci Leonardi is one of the scholars who in her 
commentary on Inf. 5 cites Ovid’s verse in the Ars amatoria. 
Chiavacci Leonardi mentions Ovid together with Andreas Capel-
lanus’s rule on the lover’s paleness in De amore, calling these “nec-
essary and traditional citations,” which she shares “with some hes-
itation,” and emphasizes the profound difference between Ovid’s 
and Capellanus’s “theoretical discourse” and the personal and 
unique human story Dante’s verse evokes.40 

The differences between Dante’s verses and passages in other 
works can indeed provoke hesitation and reservation in those who 
establish parallel passages, and those who evaluate them. Chiavacci 
Leonardi’s explicit expression of hesitation to include Ovid’s verse 
in her commentary may address the criticism that some detect mo-
ments of intertextuality too easily. Edward Moore, who in Scrip-
ture and Classical Authors in Dante compiled lists of corresponding 
passages between Dante’s works and the Latin writings of more 
than 20 authors, dividing these passages into “direct citations,” “ob-
vious references or imitations,” and “allusions and reminiscences,” 

 
39 Early mentions of the Ovidian citation include the commentaries of Cristoforo 
Landino (1481), Bernardino Daniello (1547–68), and Baldassare Lombardi (1791–92). 
(This search was performed on the Dartmouth Dante Project.) On this passage and 
Dante’s readings of the Ars amatoria, see also Ettore Paratore, “Ovidio e Dante,” in 
Nuovi saggi danteschi (Rome: A. Signorelli, 1973), 47–100, at 52–53. 
40 This is Chiavacci Leonardi’s full note on “scolorocci”: “ci fece impallidire; era il 

segno tipico del l’amore, diffuso in tutta la letteratura, ritrovabile in Dante con lo 

stesso verbo in Vita Nuova XVI 4 («quasi discolorito tutto»); per la sua codificazione, 

si cfr. Ovidio, Ars amatoria I 729: «palleat omnis amans: hic est color aptus amanti»; 

e Andrea Cappellano, De Amore II 8, Reg. XV: “omnis consuevit amans in coama-

ntis aspectu pallescere.” Tuttavia queste necessarie e tradizionali citazioni, che diamo 

con qualche esitazione, non traggano in inganno il lettore, quasi fossero tasselli di un 

mosaico. Quanto è lontano l’oriente dall'occidente è infatti lontano da tali disserta-

zioni teoriche il verso di Dante, che esprime nell’irripetibile forma della poesia la 

personale ed unica storia di un essere umano. Ben altro caso è il rapporto più volte 

notato con i grandi versi virgiliani (cfr. sopra le note ai vv. 82 e 124–5), dove assi-

stiamo a un profondo scambio di forme poetiche, diverse e pur analoghe, tra i più 

sorprendenti della storia dell’umana poesia.” Cited from the commentary to Inf. 5.131 

in Dante Alighieri, Commedia con il commento di Anna Maria Chiavacci Leonardi, 

Vol. 1: Inferno (Milan: Mondadori, 1991), as found on Dante Lab, http://dante-

lab.dartmouth.edu . 
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noted in the introduction to have hesitated several times when clas-
sifying the entries.41 When assembling the list of parallel passages 
between the Commedia and Ovid’s works that appear on Intertex-
tual Dante, I have hesitated, too, at times.42 My guiding principle 
in compiling this list was to follow the language – I was looking for 
two or more words in Dante’s poem that signaled a connection 
with Ovid’s verses – but also to capture as best as possible different 
forms of engagement with the Ovidian tradition, recognizing that 
not every citation or allusion is the result of a thorough reading of 
Ovid’s works. That meant in the case of “palleat omnis amans,” 
possibly the result of an indirect reading of Ovid, deciding that the 
concept of the pale lover was “Ovidian” enough to be included. 
This less obvious allusion to Ovid could be called a stretch, but I 
chose this particular example here to illustrate how examining me-
dieval reading practices enrich our study of Dante’s sources and his 
engagement with a popular author such as Ovid, and how this 
knowledge may factor into the scholar’s decision-making process.  

The HDN project will also address the variety in Dante’s 
citation practices. Like in DanteSources, HDN team members 
evaluating the primary sources mentioned in commentaries on the 
Commedia will distinguish between “explicit,” “strict,” and “ge-
neric” citations.43 At least two scholars are thus involved in this 
process: the commentator on the Commedia deciding to include 
the reference to a source in their notes, and the scholar on the 
HDN team deciding what type of reference this constitutes. The 
reference to Ovid’s Ars amatoria in Inf. 5 is clearly not an explicit 
citation, but is it a “strict” one, a reference to “a specific work and 
fragment as identified by a scholar,” or a “generic” one, a reference 
to “a concept or set of works put forward by a scholar”?44  

In contrast with this fully human decision-making process, 
automatic detection of intertextuality requires to formulate in the 

 
41 Moore, Scripture and Classical Authors in Dante, 46: “I do not attach much im-

portance to this classification, since opinions would often differ to the proper letter 
[corresponding to one of the three categories] to be assigned, and I have often hesi-
tated myself. But I have thought it might sometimes be of use, and it can at any rate 
do no harm.”  
42 As I wrote about this process in Van Peteghem, “Digital Readers,” 47: “I collected 
and evaluated the entries from the works on Ovidian intertextuality in the Commedia 
by [Giochino] Szombathely, [Edward] Moore, [Ettore] Paratore (“Ovidio e Dante”), 
and [Steno] Vazzana, and complemented them with own findings.”  
43 Bartalesi et al., “A formal representation of the Divine Comedy’s primary sources,” 
634. For the use of these definitions on DanteSources, see Bartalesi et al., “A web 
application for exploring primary sources,” 710–11.  
44 The definitions are taken from Bartalesi et al., “A formal representation of the Di-
vine Comedy’s primary sources,” 634. It is rare that commentators provide insight on 
their choice whether to include a citation of Dante’s sources or not, as Chiavacci 
Leonardi did in her note (see n. 40 for the entire comment).  
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clearest terms what qualifies as an intertextual passage. While schol-
ars compiling analog lists of corresponding passages do not need to 
document their criteria for inclusion and can make these decisions 
on a case-to-case basis, their colleagues writing computational 
models to detect text reuse must clearly prompt what to look for.45 
Nevertheless, existing digital tools and algorithms often operate on 
different, occasionally even contradictory, definitions of text re-
use.46 Even the term “text reuse,” which digital humanists often 
seem to prefer over intertextuality,47 could be misleading: while 
sometimes used in this restricted meaning, the term should not be 
automatically understood as synonymous to quotation, the verba-
tim or near verbatim repetition of a phrase from one text into an-
other.48 Tools such as TRACER (Marco Büchler et al., the Elec-
tronic Text Reuse Acquisition Project, University of Göttingen) 
can detect a wide range of text reuse, much more than only 
straightforward quotations: its users can combine features of 
TRACER’s “suite of 700 algorithms” to “create the optimal for-
mula for detecting those words, sentences and ideas that have been 
reused across texts.”49 Focusing on what constitutes “an allusion” 
in Latin poetry, David Bamman and Gregory Crane’s proposed 
method considers identical words and word order, as well as syn-
tactic, metrical, phonetic, and semantic similarity.50 The Tesserae 
tool (Coffee et al., University at Buffalo), developed to detect allu-
sions in Latin and Greek poetry, matches lemmas or dictionary 
headwords at the sentence level – adhering to the “traditional 

 
45 As Coffee put it in “An Agenda for the Study of Intertextuality,” 206: “In order 
for a digital tool to find an intertext, it must have a description of what an intertext 
is.” For an example of such detailed documentation, see Mees Gelein’s outline of the 
comparison algorithm Comparativus: https://github.com/MGelein/compara-
tivus/blob/master/algorithm.md. 
46 A problem discussed in Regula Hohl Trillini and Sixta Quassdorf, “A ‘key to all 
quotations’? A corpus-based parameter model of intertextuality,” Literary and Lin-
guistic Computing 25, no. 3 (2010): 269–86, https://doi.org/10.1093/llc/fqq003. 
Coffee, “An Agenda for the Study of Intertextuality,” 217–18 discusses the progress 
made toward formalization.   
47 Coffee, “An Agenda for the Study of Intertextuality,” 210, n. 16.  
48 To get an idea of the various kinds of text reuse, see the manual of TRACER (see 
also n. 49), which includes a chart on “Reuse styles,” dividing parallel texts in two 
main branches, syntactic text reuse and semantic text reuse, each with further subdi-
visions and sub-subdivisions: https://gfranzini.gitbooks.io/tracer/content/man-
ual/introduction/text-reuse.html.   
49 http://www.etrap.eu/research/tracer/. See Marco Büchler et al., “Towards a His-
torical Text Re-use Detection,” in Text Mining: Theory and Applications of Natural 
Language Processing, ed. Chris Biemann and Alexander Mehler (Berlin-Heidelberg: 
Springer, 2014): 221–38, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-12655-5_11. 
50 “The Logic and Discovery of Textual Allusion,” in Proceedings of the 2008 LREC 
Workshop on Language Technology for Cultural Heritage Data (LaTeCH 2008) 
(Marrakech: LREC, 2008), http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~dbam-

man/pubs/pdf/latech2008.pdf. 
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scholarly identification of loci similes, which takes two-word pairs 
as the most basic and common form of intertextuality” – and fur-
ther considers word frequency and phrase density to filter the most 
meaningful results.51  

Such computational methods have, to my knowledge, not 
yet been applied to Dante’s Commedia. Intertextual Dante displays 
on its digital reading interface the lists of corresponding passages 
established by scholars specializing in the reception of a certain au-
thor or text in the Commedia. DanteSources and HDN use various 
semi-automated tools, but ultimately rely on what they call “au-
thoritative commentaries,” i.e., the fruits of traditional scholar-
ship.52 While computational applications could lead to the discov-
ery of previously unknown and unstudied parallels, there are vari-
ous reasons that render the automatic detection process more com-
plicated in the case of Dante’s Commedia. In most cases, we are 
comparing texts in two different languages, which means capturing 
lexical and semantic similarities through two different dictionar-
ies.53 Explicit citations, the easiest form of text reuse to detect, are 
frequently found in Dante’s other works, but are a minority in the 
Commedia – Dante much more often translates or paraphrases 
words or verses from other texts in his poem, and, as we have seen 
above, various factors may contribute to turning a passage into an 
allusion. Moreover, search algorithms designed to detect this more 
complex kind of text reuse often match at the line or sentence lev-
els, but even the sentence level can be insufficient to capture 
Dante’s intertextual practices.  

Take, for instance, Dante’s mentions of Argus, the hundred-
eyed giant Ovid features in Book 1 of the Metamorphoses. There 
we read that the goddess Juno, suspicious of her husband Jupiter, 
assigned Argus to guard over a beautiful heifer – in reality the 
young girl Io whom Jupiter had turned into a cow to hide his love 

 
51 http://tesserae.caset.buffalo.edu/. See Christopher Forstall et al., “Modeling the 
scholars: Detecting intertextuality through enhanced word-level n-gram matching,” 

Digital Scholarship in the Humanities 30, no. 4 (2015): 503–15, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/llc/fqu014. The quotation is taken from Neil Coffee et al., 
“Intertextuality in the Digital Age,” Transactions of the American Philological Asso-
ciation 142, no. 2 (2012): 383–422, at 386, https://doi.org/10.1353/apa.2012.0010.                        
52 For instance, Bartalesi et al., “A formal representation of the Divine Comedy’s 

primary sources,” 633; Bartalesi et al., “A web application for exploring primary 

sources,” 707: “Authoritative commentaries are those written by notable scholars and 

the scientific validity of them is recognized by the scientific reference community.” 
53 This would not be the case when featuring vernacular Italian poets on Intertextual 
Dante. Akash Kumar is preparing the parallel passages between Guido Guinizzelli’s 
poetry and the Commedia for the project; for a first example of the kind of analysis 
the Guinizzelli-Dante edition could produce, see Kumar, “Digital Dante,” in The 
Oxford Handbook of Dante, ed. Manuele Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, and Francesca 
Southerden (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021), 96–108, at 106–7.  
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interest from Juno (Met. 1.622–41).54 Mercury, sent by Jupiter to 
free Io, lulled Argus to sleep by telling the story of Syrinx, the wood 
nymph pursued by the god Pan and transformed into a reed, which 
Pan then turned into his signature musical instrument. When all 
the giant’s eyes were closed, Mercury killed Argus, but Juno sent a 
fury after the freed Io. She also transferred Argus’s hundred eyes to 
the wings of the peacock (Met. 1.668–727). The giant’s eyes briefly 
become Dante’s focus in the description of the procession he wit-
nesses in earthly paradise (Purg. 29). Guiding his readers through 
the different participants in the procession, he mentions the four 
animals (the four evangelists), each with six wings, full of eyes 
(Purg. 29.94–96):    

Ognuno era pennuto di sei ali; 
le penne piene d’occhi; e li occhi d’Argo, 
se fosser vivi, sarebber cotali. 

 
In this tercet Dante does not specify the number of eyes on the 
animals’ wings, but by comparing them to Argus, known for his 
hundred eyes (Met. 1.625–27), he implicitly does. He also does not 
explicitly mention Mercury’s killing of Argus (Met. 1.717–21), but 
the phrase “se fosser vivi” fills in the blanks. The animals’ wings-
with-eyes further bring to mind the peacock’s wings, where, ac-
cording to Ovid’s account, Argus’s eyes live on (Met. 1.722–23).55  

While thus far we can match Dante’s mention of Argus’s eyes 
with Ovid’s verses on the sentence level, Dante’s full intertextual 
strategy becomes clear with his second reference to Argus in a sim-
ile in Purg. 32 – still part of the larger textual unit dedicated to 
earthy paradise (Purg. 28–33). After the reunion with Beatrice 
(Purg. 30–31), the procession resumed in this canto, but sleepiness 
overcame the pilgrim after a stop by a barren tree (Purg. 32.61–63). 
Referring again to Argus’s fateful drowsiness, this time Dante does 
not mention the giant’s name, only his sleepy eyes, “listening” to 
Mercury’s story of Syrinx. The entire passage is not only about fall-
ing asleep, but also about how to describe that moment (Purg. 
32.64–69):  
 

S’io potessi ritrar come assonnaro 
li occhi spietati udendo di Siringa, 
li occhi a cui pur vegghiar costò sì caro; 
come pintor che con essempro pinga, 

 
54 The text is quoted from Ovid, Metamorphoses, ed. R. J. Tarrant (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004). 
55 The peacock, in the classical world considered Juno’s bird, became a Christian 
symbol for immortality. See “birds, symbolic,” in The Oxford Dictionary of Christian 
Art and Architecture, ed. Tom Devonshire Jones, Linda Murray, and Peter Murray 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013).  
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disegnerei com’ io m’addormentai; 

ma qual vuol sia che l’assonnar ben finga.  

 
Dante the poet expresses his failure to capture the moment in the 
language of the arts: another artist would be able to depict how 
both Argus and the pilgrim fell asleep. Just as Dante mixes the senses 
(“li occhi … udendo”) in these verses, he mixes forms of artistic 
expression, applying words to describe the work of a painter (“ri-
trar,” “disegnerei”) to the craft of writing, and including a direct 
comparison with a “painter who paints from a model.” It was not 
a painter, however, but indeed Ovid who was capable of portraying 
Argus’s “occhi spietati” falling asleep (Met. 1.713–16).  

This metapoetic intermezzo in Purg. 32 draws again the at-
tention to the previous mention of Argus in Purg. 29. There, too, 
Argus’s eyes appear in a longer passage written in the voice of the 
poet (Purg. 29.94–105). After drawing the comparison between 
Argus and the eyed wings of the animals in the procession, Dante 
announces, as he did in Purg. 32.64–69, that his picture of the scene 
will be incomplete: he addresses the reader, telling them “A de-
scriver lor forme più non spargo / rime, lettor” (Purg. 29.97–98), 
and assigning them to instead read Ezekiel who “depicts” the ani-
mals in more detail in his pages – also here Dante uses a painterly 
term, “dipigne” (Purg. 29.100).56 In both Purg. 29 and 32 Dante 
features the story of Argus in authorial reflections about artistic lim-
its, indicating what he cannot or does not want to render in poetic 
form. The narrative “jumps” that occur in both passages in the 
Commedia57 mirror Ovid’s narrative strategy in the Argus episode: 
there, too, the poet does not record the entire soporific story Mer-
cury tells Argus about Pan and Syrinx, but instead replaces Mer-
cury’s initial direct discourse with a bullet-point-style outline of the 
plot elements (Met. 1.700–12). Ovid’s self-referential reflection on 
poetry58 is the kind of metapoetic passage in the Latin poet’s works 
that Dante seems to be drawn to, as I have proposed elsewhere.59 

 
56 By further specifying that the Old Testament prophet Ezekiel got the number of 
their wings wrong (four instead of six), and that John, author of Revelation, agrees 
with him – “Giovanni è meco e da lui si diparte” (Purg. 29.105) – Dante inserts 
himself into a “visionary genealogy,” as Teodolinda Barolini wrote: “Dante moves 
from Ovidian Argus, to an Old Testament prophet, to a prophet of the new dispen-
sation, the author of the text that will appear at canto’s end in visionary posture, as 
the senex who approaches ‘dormendo, con la faccia arguta.’” The Undivine Comedy: 
Detheologizing Dante (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 156.  
57 Ibid., 218–56 (Chapter 10, “The Sacred Poem is Forced to Jump”). 
58 See, for instance, Alessandro Barchiesi’s commentary on this passage in Ovid, Met-
amorfosi: Volume I (Libri I–II), ed. Alessandro Barchiesi, trans. Ludovica Koch (Mi-
lan: Mondadori, 2005), 226. 
59 Van Peteghem, “Dante lettore di Ovidio: Influssi ovidiani e riflessioni metaletterarie 

nella Commedia,” Studi Danteschi 83 (2018): 149–71.  
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 A strict search at the verse or sentence levels would not have 
matched these passages in Purgatorio with the corresponding verses 
in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, and definitely not have picked up Dante 
and Ovid’s similar authorial gestures. Such a sustained pattern of 
engagement with Ovid’s poetry throughout a narrative unit in the 
Commedia is not uncommon, though, and in order to automate 
the search for intertextual passages in the Commedia a variety of 
units should be considered: in addition to the verse and sentence 
levels, also entire cantos, the circles in hell, terraces in purgatory, 
and heavens in paradise, and larger narrative units dedicated to spe-
cific spaces such as the dark wood, antepurgatory, and earthly par-
adise. Also Ovid’s works contain larger units for consideration: 
while almost all his works consist of more than one book, the more 
meaningful units are the individual poems of the Amores, entire 
letters from the Heroides, Tristia, and Epistulae ex Ponto, and es-
pecially, as the example above has shown, the various stories told 
in the Metamorphoses. 
 Focusing on larger narrative units – in either Dante or Ovid 
or in both – brings forth several instances where the claim that 
Dante simply considered one or two verses from Ovid, which he 
could have encountered outside of the entire Ovidian work, be-
comes difficult to sustain. The mention of Erysichthon’s name 
alone (Purg. 23.25–27), for example, is not sufficient to connect 
this classical figure with Ovid’s story in Book 8 of the Metamor-
phoses; what does establish the connection are the hungry souls 
described in the preceding tercet (Purg. 23.22–24) who display the 
same physical characteristics of Fames, the personification of hun-
ger, sent to Erysichthon – hollow eyes, pale skin, protruding bones 
(Met. 8.801–6).60 In the following canto, still part of the terrace of 
gluttony, the pilgrim sees the souls Ubaldin da la Pila and Bonifazio 
“out of hunger use their teeth in vain” (Purg. 24.28), biting empty 
air just as Ovid’s Erysichthon did (Met. 8.825).61 Finding these two 
Ovidian allusions, about 20 verses apart in Ovid’s poem, within the 
same narrative unit in purgatory strongly suggests that Dante was 
considering the whole story of Erysichthon, and not just the strictly 
corresponding verses, to portray the souls on the terrace of glut-
tony. In the same canto 24, we also find not one, but two passages 
from the same programmatic opening poem of Book 2 of Ovid’s 

 
60 Compare “hirtus erat crinis, caua lumina, pallor in ore /…/ ossa sub incuruis ex-

stabant arida lumbis” and “Ne li occhi era ciascuna oscura e cava, / palida ne la faccia, 

e tanto scema / che da l’ossa la pelle s’informava.” 
61 Compare “oraque uana mouet dentemque in dente fatigat” and “Vidi per fame a 

vòto usar li denti.” See also Van Peteghem, “Digital Dante: Raffigurare Dante on-

line,” in Immaginare la ‘Commedia,’ ed. Ciro Perna (Rome: Salerno Editrice, 2022), 

215–23, at 222. 
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Amores echoed in Dante’s famous statement, “I’ mi son un che, 
quando / Amor mi spira, noto, e a quel modo / ch’e’ ditta dentro 
vo significando” (Purg. 24.52–54). Both the use of the phrase “I 
am one who” to make a statement about writing poetry, and the 
image of the Love dictating poems are found in Ovid’s poem (Am. 
2.1.3 and 2.1.38). These two textual similarities reinforce the rele-
vance of Ovid’s entire poem in a Dantean tercet abounding with 
intertextual echoes, as I have discussed elsewhere.62 While in one 
set of corresponding verses two words match on the sentence level 
(“Amor … ditta” in Dante, “… dictat Amor” in Ovid), there is a 
reason why the other parallel (“I’ mi son un che” in Dante, “ille 
ego” in Ovid) could go unnoticed during computational detection: 
it contains several common words that usually are excluded from 
searches. Stop words, as they are called, are extremely common 
words – such as articles, personal pronouns, certain prepositions, 
conjugations of the verb “to be” – that are removed from automatic 
searches, since their inclusion yields too many meaningless results.63 
In this case, however, the combination of the ubiquitous words 
“I,” “am,” “one,” “who” does establish a meaningful parallel. 
 Several of the narrative units mentioned thus far – individual 
Ovidian poems and stories of the Metamorphoses – are directly 
searchable on Intertextual Dante, and the ones that are not labeled 
– the circles of hell, terraces of purgatory, heavens of paradise, and 
places such as earthly paradise – can still quite easily be found and 
accessed on the interface, since the text columns can be scrolled up 
and down, and the icons of the pointing fingers signal every inter-
textual passage. This search functionality of Intertextual Dante is 
valuable when trying to understand the Ovidian presence in a par-
ticular canto or the relevance of a specific Ovidian story within the 
Commedia as a whole, but its reading interface serves a different 
purpose as well. As mentioned before, clicking any icon of a point-
ing finger on Intertextual Dante will highlight and align the corre-
sponding passages in Dante’s Commedia and Ovid’s works. Only 
the strictly corresponding verses are marked in yellow, but users 
now have side by side both the larger passages to which these verses 
belong. Often Dante’s engagement with a particular passage calls 
for consideration of these larger narrative units; as Christopher 

 
62 See the full discussion in Van Peteghem, Italian Readers of Ovid, 211–19.   
63 See “Dropping common words: stop words,” in Christopher D. Manning, Prab-
hakar Raghavan, and Hinrich Schütze, Introduction to Information Retrieval (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 27. One can search for word frequency 
in the digital edition of the Commedia on IntraText (http://www.intratext.com), a 
digital library “offering books and corpora as lexical hypertexts.” The twenty most 
frequent words in the Commedia are: e, che, la, a, di, l’, non, per, io, in, si, ch’, ’l, è, 
le, sì, mi, il, più, come.  
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Kleinhenz wrote about Dante’s citational practices, “the citation is 
generally intended to evoke the larger context of the referenced 
text.”64 We have already seen the relevance of larger narrative units 
in the examples of Dantean intertextuality previously discussed in 
this essay. This is how Intertextual Dante functions as a research 
tool: users can explore the loci similes directly in context and con-
sider how much of the larger context is relevant to the interpreta-
tion of Dante’s text reuse. Not every set of corresponding verses 
opens up rich and meaningful connections with Ovid’s content and 
themes, but even when the similar verses only constitute an inter-
textual flourish, it still marks a point of contact between Dante and 
his sources.  

 Dante-Ovid edition on Intertextual Dante presents over 
150 points of contact between the two poets. The project’s features 
discussed so far all contribute to creating a reading and research 
environment where connections between these intertextual pas-
sages and Dante’s sustained engagement with a particular story or 
poem can more easily be detected and analyzed. The organization 
of the entries according to the categories of word choice, charac-
ters, events, places, and similes provides further opportunities for 
exploration.65 “Word choice” is the default category: as mentioned 
earlier, I looked for at least two verbal connections (translations or 
synonyms in Italian) to match Dante’s verses with Ovid’s.66 Con-
sider the following example. On the sphere of the moon, Beatrice 
explains, in the context of Piccarda’s broken vow, that sometime 
people do things they normally would not do in order to avoid 
danger (Par. 4.100–2). To further illustrate her point, Beatrice cites 
the example of Alcmaeon, who killed his mother to avenge his fa-
ther Amphiaraus, one of the Seven against Thebes (Par. 4.103–5). 
Ovid is not the only poet to tell Alcmaeon’s story, but his version 
is included on Intertextual Dante as Dante’s source because of lex-
ical similarities. Ovid called Alcmaeon’s act both “pius” and “scel-
eratus” (Met. 9.408), which becomes “pietà” and “spietato” in the 
Commedia (Par. 4.100–5): 

 
64 Kleinhenz, “Perspectives on Intertextuality,” 184. 
65 I described these different categories in more detail in Van Peteghem, “Digital 
Readers,” 47–48. This organizing principle, attentive to “specific stylistic, structural, 
and rhetorical aspects” of Dante’s Commedia, is different from Moore’s, who devel-
oped a system for all of Dante’s works based on the degree of similarity between the 
corresponding passages (Scripture and Classical Authors, 45–47).  
66 As I noted in Van Peteghem, “Digital Readers,” 47, “in that respect, [my] approach 
resembles Coffee et al.’s [approach for the Tesserae project], whose algorithm searches 
for at least two matches of dictionary headwords in both source and target texts, with 
the difference that I do not limit the text reuse to the sentence level as they did.” In 
this manual evaluation process of possible parallel passages between Dante’s Italian 

and Ovid’s Latin, I considered both lexical and semantic similarities. 
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Molte fïate già, frate, addivenne 
che, per fuggir periglio, contra grato 
si fé di quel che far non si convenne; 
come Almeone, che, di ciò pregato 
dal padre suo, la propria madre spense, 
per non perder pietà si fé spietato.  

 
The other categories on Intertextual Dante further refine 

these results and recognize the specific nature of Dante’s engage-
ment with Ovid’s works: the user can further look for Ovidian 
characters, places, and events, and for similes – a highly distinguish-
ing feature of Dante’s writing67 – inspired by Ovidian verses. This 
way of organizing the entries, for instance, provides insight into the 
textual presence of Ovid throughout the Commedia. Since we find 
fewer and fewer Ovidian characters as we read beyond Inferno, one 
may expect that Ovid’s presence in the poem likewise decreases, 
but when we focus on the similes based on Ovidian verses, we see 
this number remains more or less the same in all three canticles.68 
This enhanced search function can also yield interesting results 
when focusing on specific entries. For instance, among the Ovidian 
characters featured in the Commedia, we find in Inf. 25 the nymph 
Arethusa. There is no doubt Dante considers her an Ovidian char-
acter: in claiming himself to be a superior poet of metamorphosis, 
Dante mentions Arethusa, together with Cadmus, as two characters 
Ovid should stay silent about: “Taccia di Cadmo e d’Aretusa 
Ovidio, / ché se quello in serpente e quella in fonte / converte 
poetando, io non lo ’nvidio” (Inf. 25.97–99). This is the only men-
tion of the character Arethusa in the poem, but Dante does not 
remain completely silent about her. When we scroll through the 
story of Arethusa in Book 5 of the Metamorphoses (part of the story 
of Persephone) on Intertextual Dante, we find a passage further on 
in Inferno where Arethusa’s words convert Dante’s poetry. The 
nymph tells the goddess Ceres, in search for her missing daughter 
Persephone, that she saw her daughter in the underworld while 
traveling as a stream underneath the earth, and then resurfaced to 
see the stars again (Met. 5.501–3). In the well-known final verses 
of the first canticle, the pilgrim and Virgilio conclude their journey 
in hell, and, when finally exiting the underground cavern, they, 
too, see the stars again (Inf. 34.133–39). 
 The HDN project will also distinguish references in its digital 
library according to specific characteristics. While the categories on 

 
67 Richard Lansing, “Simile,” in The Dante Encyclopedia, ed. Richard Lansing (New 
York-London: Garland Publishing, 2000), 778–81.  
68 A point also made in Van Peteghem, “What is Intertextual Dante?” 
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Intertextual Dante were chosen specifically with Dante’s engage-
ment with Ovid in mind, the characteristics to be identified by the 
HDN team in all of Dante’s primary sources capture at times similar 
features. In addition to the division into explicit, strict, and generic 
citations, references will also be further categorized by the type of 
content: textual content (image or stylistic feature – “word choice” 
and “simile” on Intertextual Dante come to mind); thematic con-
tent (character, episode, topography – similar to Intertextual 
Dante’s categories of character, event, and place); and conceptual 
content (motif, theory).69 As the HDN web application will feature 
all the references in the Commedia, it would be interesting, for 
instance, to explore whether Arethusa, who was not only an Ovid-
ian character, as we have just seen, but also a Vergilian one, contains 
characteristics that connect her to Vergil’s poems as well.    

One could ask how much more insight on Dante’s intertex-
tual practices there is to gain after centuries of reading and writing 
about Dante’s Commedia, with many commentators eager to iden-
tify those moments where Dante refers to the writings of others. If 
detection of parallel passages were the end goal, this would be a 
reasonable question, but discovery is only one step, albeit a neces-
sary one, in analyzing what Dante’s text reuse might mean. And, as 
I have learned from my research on Dante and Ovid, some inter-
textual passages in the Commedia have flown under the radar of 
the commentators for centuries. Take, for instance, the passage in 
Inf. 9 where Dante and Virgilio finally gain access to the city of Dis 
thanks to the intervention of a messenger sent from heaven (“messo 
di ciel”), who opened the gate to the infernal city with a wand or 
“verghetta” (Inf. 9.89–90). This episode, as only few have noted, 
recalls a passage in Book 2 of Ovid’s Metamorphoses.70 There it is 
the winged messenger god Mercury who with a celestial wand 
(“caelesti … uirga”) opens the doors (“fores”) to the chambers of 
the girl Aglauros (Met. 2.819). Scrolling through the passage on 
Intertextual Dante, the complete Ovidian story becomes clear. The 
goddess Minerva had a bone to pick with Aglauros, daughter of the 
Athenian king Cecrops. Poisoned by Envy whom Minerva sent her 
way, Aglauros jealously opposed Mercury, who had taken an in-
terest in her sister Herse. When the girl refused to let Mercury enter 

 
69 For some examples, see Bartalesi et al., “A formal representation of the Divine 
Comedy’s primary sources,” 634–36. The third classification focuses on the relation-
ship between subject and object, and distinguishes between correction, extension, and 
confirmation. 
70 Vazzana, Dante e la “bella scola,” 149. Robert Hollander is most attentive to the 

Ovidian intertext in this passage. See Dante Alighieri, Inferno, translated by Robert 

and Jean Hollander, Introduction and notes by Robert Hollander (New York: Dou-

bleday, 2000), 180. 
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their chambers, he opened the door with his divine wand and 
turned Aglauros into stone. In this case, the details from the Ovid-
ian story do little to enrich our reading of the passage in Dante’s 
Inferno. Some scholars have explored the Mercury connection, but 
without reference to the Ovidian intertext.71 But that does not 
mean the allusion to Ovid is a dead interpretative end. In fact, in 
my view, the key question here is how the Ovidian contours of the 
angelic messenger in hell contributes to the “pall over antiquity” in 
this canto, as Teodolinda Barolini put it, “a low point for classical 
culture.”72  

The Intertextual Dante project aims to stimulate such new 
avenues of research. The broad scope of the HDN project promises 
various in-depth explorations of Dante’s use of primary sources 
throughout the Commedia, but also of the long and rich commen-
tary tradition on Dante’s poem. In this essay I have provided several 
examples of the directions in which such explorations can lead. I 
have also recognized the ways in which the current structure of 
Intertextual Dante is still incomplete: in the case of Ovid, it only 
considers the Latin text of the Ovidian poems, not capturing the 
commentaries, translations, and adaptations of Ovid’s works. 
Moreover, having only one author displayed on Intertextual Dante 
does not allow to explore the many moments where Dante draws 
on different sources at once, at times combining classical sources 
with biblical or vernacular ones. It will be exciting to see what kind 
of searches and visualizations the HDN web application, containing 
this rich knowledge base, will allow users to carry out. Also explor-
ing the automated detection of allusions in the Commedia should 
not be ruled out, even given the complexities mentioned above. 
The HyperHamlet project offers an interesting model in this re-
spect: the project documents numerous references from Shake-
speare’s play included in “annotated editions or publications in the 
fields of Shakespeare studies or literary and cultural studies in gen-
eral,” but these references have also been spotted “by private read-
ing of contributors worldwide or by searches in electronic full text 
databases.”73 Numerous readers of Dante’s Commedia throughout 
the centuries have registered moments where Dante quotes, 

 
71 See, for instance, Susanna Barsella, “The Mercurial Integumentum of the Heavenly 
Messenger (Inferno IX 79-103),” in Letteratura italiana antica: rivista annuale di testi 
e studi 4 (2003): 371–95; Pietro Cagni, “Il messo celeste e la liturgia alle porte di Dite 
(Inferno IX),” Le forme e la storia 2 (2016): 229–50. 
72 Teodolinda Barolini, “Inferno 9: Virgilio’s Dark Past: From Erichtho to Medusa,” 
in Commento Baroliniano, Digital Dante (New York: Columbia University Libra-
ries, 2018), https://digitaldante.columbia.edu/dante/divine-comedy/inferno/in-
ferno-9/. 
73 HyperHamlet, Corpus of references to and quotations from Shakespeare’s Hamlet, 

http://www.hyperhamlet.unibas.ch.  
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translates, paraphrases, and adapts the words of others, and many 
are well suited to evaluate the results automated detection may 
yield, and provide the feedback needed to finetune the model. This 
is how the researchers of the previously mentioned Tesserae project 
conceptualized their approach: in “modeling the scholars,” they 
designed an algorithm to detect allusions in Latin and Greek poetry 
guided by established scholarly definitions and practices.74 Such en-
deavors will inevitably hit stumbling blocks, but we can always 
keep in mind what Dante wrote in Inf. 25, arguably the most Ovid-
ian canto of the Commedia, in the context of his own poetic ex-
perimentation and innovation: “e qui mi scusi / la novità se fior la 
penna abborra” (Inf. 25.143–44). 

 
74 Forstall et al., “Modeling the scholars.” 
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DISCUSSING THE DIVINE COMEDY WITH DANTE:  
ON CROWDSOURCING AND TRANSCULTURAL RESONANCE 

  
 

ELIZABETH COGGESHALL, Florida State University 

 

 

 
Departing from the enigmatic 2006 Chinese-oil-painting-turned-digital-cu-

rio Discussing the Divine Comedy with Dante, this essay first defines the con-

ceptual framework behind Dante Today, a crowdsourced but curated digital 

archive that catalogs references to Dante and his works across contempo-

rary global cultures. Then it explains our editorial decision to employ 

crowdsourcing as the principal mechanism behind collection development. 

This choice has advantages and pitfalls. On the one hand, crowdsourcing en-

ables the participation of large and diverse publics in collection development, 

engaging the “crowd” in scholarly practice. On the other hand, outsourcing 

collection development to the “crowd” threatens to replicate the center-pe-

riphery model that Dante’s works are often accused of perpetuating. Although 

crowdsourcing aspires to democratize participatory heritage projects such as 

ours, I interrogate the limits of such claims, particularly from the perspective 

of transcultural and de-colonial scholarly practice. In my conclusion, I articu-

late our plans for future initiatives that aim to remedy this imbalance.  

 
Keywords: Crowdsourcing, Cultural heritage, Digital archives, Public human-
ities, Resonance, Transculturalism 

 
 

  
Qui la morta poesì resurga. 

Purgatorio 1.7  

 
This essay takes its title from an enigmatic oil painting created by 
three Chinese artists in 2006. Discussing the Divine Comedy with 
Dante features 103 figures from global history, many of whom are 
posed in ways that directly reprise (or remix, or mashup) other fa-
mous portraits (figure 1). Some of the figures are grouped around 
large tables, some are seated in chairs or on the floor, some leaning 
or standing, and a few appear on horseback. Many hold the tools 
of their respective trades: a paint palette, an electric guitar, a guan-
dao, a carbine, a camera. They come from the realms of global pol-
itics, art, science, literature, sports, medicine, business, philosophy. 
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Mostly the figures look at one another—sometimes pointedly—but 
a handful also fix eyes on the viewer or gaze off into some imagi-
nary distance. 

 
The painting is enigmatic for a number of reasons: first, little 

is known about the artists themselves outside of their country of 
origin. In 2009—three years after the massive and complex painting 
was produced, when it resurfaced as a viral web sensation—the 
painters came to the attention of international audiences. They 
were identified as Dai Dudu, Li Tiezi, and Zhang Anjun, three 
contemporary oil painters with limited international exposure, led 
by Dai Dudu, an award-winning painter from Shenyang (Liaoning 
Province) who was then the vice president of the Liaoning Art In-
stitute.1 Inexplicably, some Western media outlets (including the 
Telegraph, the Guardian, and the Daily Mail) identified them as 
Taiwanese when they reported on the sensational painting, alt-
hough the painters are consistently identified in Chinese media out-
lets as Chinese nationals from the Liaoning Province.2 Only Dai 

 
1 For Dai Dudu’s biography, see the “Artist Introduction” on Artron, https://dai-
dudu.artron.net/about (last accessed February 12, 2022). See also the Chinese online 
encyclopedia Baidu Baike, which contains more-or-less complete entries for the 

painting (https://baike.baidu.com/item/与但丁讨论神曲/8907427) and two of the 

three artists: Dai Dudu (https://baike.baidu.com/item/戴都都) and Li Tiezi 

(https://baike.baidu.com/item/李铁子/8908373). Information about Zhang Anjun, 

the third collaborator, is inconsistent (links last accessed June 21, 2022). I extend my 
sincere thanks to Emily Lu, who assisted with the research on the artists and the 
painting, as well as any translations from the Chinese. Any errors or oversights that 
remain are my own. 
2 Reporting on a 2009 interview with creator Dai Dudu, the independent Chinese 
media outlet Sina identifies the artists as Chinese and details their associations with 

Fig. 1. Dai Dudu, Li Tiezi, and Zhang Anjun. Discussing the Divine Comedy with 
Dante. Image captured from http://cliptank.com/PeopleofInfluencePainting.htm. 
Last accessed July 27, 2022. 
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appears to keep a public profile easily accessible outside of China, 
on the Chinese art database Artron, where one can view a gallery 
of his works in an online exhibition. Beyond scant entries in the 
Chinese digital encyclopedia Baidu Baike, I have not yet been able 
to locate detailed information about his two colleagues that would 
be accessible to a public that does not read Chinese. 

What is also unclear is the location of this large-scale oil 
painting, which both Artron and Baidu Baike report to be 6 meters 
by 2.6 meters. Neither database lists the location of the original, 
recording it only as a collaborative project belonging to the series 

“戴都都作品在线展” [Dai Dudu Works Online Exhibition], even 

though it is clearly not a digital artifact. It does not appear to have 
been featured in the 2013 exhibition of Dai Dudu’s oil paintings at 
the National Art Museum of China.3 When Arielle Saiber—who 
wrote briefly of the painting in a discussion of Dante’s role in 
American satire—attempted to locate the original, she discovered 
that there is a large-scale copy of it on a wall in a café-bar in 

 
Liaoning Art Institute and the Shenyang Youth Association of Artists. Dai’s biography 
on Baidu Baike and the Chinese art database Artron confirms his nationality as Chi-
nese, indicating that he was born in February 1963 in Shenyang, in the province of 
Liaoning. And yet British journalists invariably refer to the painting and its creators as 

“Taiwanese” or “Chinese/Taiwanese.” Writing for The Guardian, Jonathan Jones 
calls it a “Taiwanese oil painting.” The Daily Mail follows suit, referring to the artists 
as “little-known-Taiwanese artists.” Matthew Moore, writing for The Telegraph, 
splits the difference, referring to the artists as “Chinese/Taiwanese.” In addition to 
the sources cited in the previous note, see “史上最神秘的油画大解密” [“The most mys-

terious oil painting in history”], Sina Finance (March 19, 2009), http://fi-
nance.sina.com.cn/money/collection/yhds/20090319/22536000262.shtml (accessed 
February 12, 2022); Paulina Hortono, “103 Famous Faces in One Painting,” China 
Digital Times (March 20, 2009), https://chinadigitaltimes.net/2009/03/103-famous-
faces-in-one-painting/ (accessed February 12, 2022). For the British sources, see 
Daily Mail Reporter, “The Internet sensation dinner-party painting with 103 histor-
ical guests—how many can you spot?” Daily Mail (March 18, 2009), 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1162771/The-Internet-sensation-din-
ner-party-painting-103-historical-guests--spot.html (accessed 12 February, 2022); 
Jonathan Jones, “It’s the painting the web is abuzz about—but what does it mean,” 
The Guardian (March 17, 2009), www.theguardian.com/artandde-
sign/2009/mar/18/art-internet (accessed February 11, 2022); Matthew Moore, “103 
famous faces in one painting,” The Telegraph (March 16, 2009), https://www.tele-
graph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/5001462/103-famous-faces-in-one-
painting.html (accessed February 11, 2022). A high-resolution image of the painting, 
featuring hyperlinked labels to the 103 figures, is available at http://clip-
tank.com/ab/PeoplePainting2.htm (accessed February 11, 2022). 
3 See Wang Yiming, “戴都都油画展在中国美术馆开幕” [Dai Dudu Oil Painting Exhi-

bition Opens at National Museum of China], Artron (March 18, 2013), https://dai-
dudu.artron.net/news_detail_427254 (accessed February 12, 2022). 
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Plymouth, England, called The Caffeine Club.4 Images of the 
painting—likely a decal affixed to a back wall of the dining area—
appear on the Caffeine Club’s Facebook page, and its dimensions 
(while still quite large) are significantly smaller than the painting’s 
reported six-meter width. The social media site gives no further 
information about the image or how it was reproduced on the café 
wall, nor do the Chinese media sources I have as of yet been able 
to identify give any information about the original painting’s loca-
tion. 

Furthermore, as I alluded to above, the painting itself gener-
ated a bit of viral Internet buzz a little over two years after it was 
completed, as netizens sought to identify the 103 figures repre-
sented therein.5 In covering the crowdsourced attempts to identify 
and label all the one hundred historical figures in the painting, re-
porter Jonathan Jones of The Guardian points out that the painting 
is in the style of an 18th-century “conversation piece,” describing 
the crowd as “an impossible gathering of historical figures in the 
afterlife.”6 There is no clear indication that this is the setting; rather, 
the places depicted in the painting are recognizable this-worldly 
monuments, like the Egyptian pyramids, the statues of Easter Is-
land, Tiananmen, and Stonehenge. Nevertheless, Jones is right that 
the painting generated a conversation, as message boards lit up with 
discussions not only of who the figures are, but why they are paired 
with or looking at other figures, what objects lay nearby, and whose 
paintings their postures reprise. 

It is not my objective here to discuss the particulars of the 
painting. Rather, I call attention to the image for the premise of 
the painting itself: the idea of discussing the Divine Comedy with 
Dante. In the upper right-hand corner of the image, behind a gar-
den wall and thus quite literally walled off from and elevated above 
the mass of figures below, are four individuals: the three artists 
themselves (Dai Dudu, the young oil painter who apparently spear-
headed the project, along with Li Tiezi and Zhang Anjun) together 
with the sommo poeta, who bears an open copy of his magnum 

 
4 Arielle Saiber, “Hell, yes! Dante in Contemporary American Satire,” in Dante satiro: 
Satire in Dante Alighieri’s Comedy and Other Works, edited by Fabian Alfie and 
Nicolino Applauso (Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2019), pp. 171–86, especially 
p. 175. 
5 The entry on the painting in Baidu Baike suggests that it was Zhang Anjun who 
posted the image to the web for netizens to discover and enjoy, but I have not been 
able to corroborate this detail with other sources. See https://baike.baidu.com/item/

与但丁讨论神曲/8907427 (last accessed June 21, 2022). 
6 Jones, “Painting,” n.p. 
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opus in his right hand (fig-
ure 2).  The four figures 
meditate silently on the 
spectacle of history that 
unfolds before them, and 
they offer neither explicit 
condemnation nor cele-
bration of any one figure 
or another in the great 
mass of figures below 
them. Message board post-
ers may have their theories 
about the painting’s inten-
tions, but pointed political 
or historical critique does 
not seem to be the artists’ 
mission. Instead, the fig-
ures are mashed up in a transhistorical jumble, all of which is ob-
served impassively by the artists from the garden above them. In 
their observations of this palimpsestic scramble of world historical 
figures, the artists find themselves, as the title suggests, “discussing 
the Divine Comedy with Dante,” seemingly following in the poet’s 
path as they observe global history unfolding before them, from a 
vantage point removed from the chaos of time and distance. 

The enigmatic painting, and especially its equally enigmatic 
title, taps into a phenomenon that Arielle Saiber and I have begun 
to document in our digital archive Dante Today: Citings and Sight-
ings of Dante’s Works in Contemporary Culture 
(https://dantetoday.krieger.jhu.edu).7 Much like we see in the 
painting, artists, writers, and producers have for seven centuries—
but with increasing frequency in the last century—sought ways to 
“discuss the Divine Comedy with Dante,” entering into a dialogue 
with the poet as they use his works to describe, analyze, celebrate, 
and critique the contemporary world. In the pages that follow, I 
will first introduce the archive, particularly in terms of the theoret-
ical orientation of our editorial team. I will discuss our reliance on 
the notion of the democratizing effects of textual “resonance,” a 
theory first introduced by Wai Chee Dimock in 1997. Second, I 

 
7 At the time of writing (summer 2022), the Dante Today team has begun the process 
of migrating the site to the server of its new host institution, Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity. The screenshots included below are from the legacy site, hosted by Bowdoin 
College and online from 2006-2022 at https://research.bowdoin.edu/dante-today/. 

Fig. 2. Dai Dudu, Li Tiezi, and Zhang Anjun. 
Discussing the Divine Comedy with Dante 
(detail). Image captured from http://clip-
tank.com/PeopleofInfluencePainting.htm. Last 
accessed July 27, 2022. 
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will look at a specific aspect of the archive’s design: our decision to 
rely on crowdsourcing for discovery and development of the ar-
chival holdings. This choice—which we see as central to the prin-
ciple of democratizing Dante’s text—has produced an unintended 
consequence: in the site’s efforts to document the ways global artists 
and writers seek to “discuss the Divine Comedy with Dante,” we 
see an overrepresentation of North American and Western Euro-
pean voices in the conversation we aim to record. Such an imbal-
ance results, in part, from our decision to crowdsource our hold-
ings, a mechanism which favors the participation of certain publics 
over others, replicating a center-periphery model that could under-
cut efforts at the accurate representation of the poem’s broad trans-
cultural heritage. I will conclude with a discussion of our plans to 
correct for this imbalance, through technical, promotional, and de-
velopment initiatives, through which we intend to increase 
translingual and transcultural access, as well as to provide a platform 
to celebrate voices that have historically been relegated to the pe-
riphery of reception studies on Dante’s work. Our initiatives will, 
we hope, allow us to turn up the volume on the voices of selected 
individuals who have sought provocative ways to enter into the 
conversation with Dante that is figured in the oil painting by Dai, 
Li, and Zhang. 

 
Let Dead Poetry Rise Again: Dante Today and the Resonance of 
the ‘Divine Comedy’ 

The Dante Today archive is a curated and crowdsourced digital 
repository that catalogs references to Dante and his works in twen-
tieth- and twenty-first-century cultures (see homepage in figure 3). 
The site, newly hosted by Johns Hopkins University (as of fall 
2022), was created in 2006 by Arielle Saiber with the help of David 
Israel at Bowdoin College. Saiber invited me to join as co-director 
of the site in 2012. To maintain both the collection and the site, 
Saiber and I collaborate with teams of IT staff, digital humanities 
specialists, and students from each of our home institutions. 

We consider Dante Today a unique resource in the vast 
landscape of rich and excellent digital projects on Dante’s Comedy 
in the way that it seeks to bridge scholarly and non-scholarly pro-
ducers and their publics.8 While many digital projects engaged with 

 
8 On the array of digital humanities projects dedicated to Dante’s works, see the con-
tributions in this essay cluster. See also the “state of the field” survey by Akash Kumar, 
“Digital Dante,” in The Oxford Handbook on Dante, edited by Manuele Gragnolati, 
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the heritage of the Divine Comedy preserve and promote the 
poem’s canonicity, unlocking its mysteries for the lay reader, ours, 
by contrast, aims to shed light on the worlds that Dante initiated, 
and that have since his death 700 years ago continued to grow and 
transform into forms far outside of his intentions for them.9 Rather 
than seeking to instruct our userbase, we seek to learn from them, 
gathering submissions of new materials through crowdsourcing and 
then cataloguing those submissions according to the taxonomies we 
have developed over the sixteen years of the archive’s existence.   

Our team’s work serves two distinct ends: on the one hand, 
we preserve a set of cultural ephemera that, if not collected, would 
likely pass unnoticed or even disappear, and we provide a central 

 
Elena Lombardi, and Francesca Southerden (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2021), 
96-108. 
9 While Kumar suggests that digital projects on Dante “do not, by their very defini-
tion, attempt to subvert the canon” (“Digital Dante,” 97), ours works in the vein of 
what Manuele Gragnolati and his collaborators have called “decentering Dante,” 
wherein we actively strive to elevate alternative voices into the conversation on the 
Divine Comedy, permitting those voices to resonate as they may. By doing so, we 
create a new or alternative canon of contemporary voices, and we loosen the poet’s 
tight grip on the poem and its meaning, subverting his stringent intentions for reading 
and interpreting his verses. 

Fig. 3. Dante Today homepage. Image captured from https://re-
search.bowdoin.edu/dante-today/. Last accessed July 27, 2022. 
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access point for this eclectic and ever-changing body of references. 
On the other hand, we also listen in to a transglobal conversation 
among contemporary artists and writers who uncover in Dante’s 
works a resonance through which they interpret their own worlds. 
Our digital archival project seeks to capture this resonance, docu-
menting and promoting it in its myriad forms, for students, scholars, 
and aficionados of the poem and its afterlife to investigate.  

We have selected the term “resonance” intentionally. 
Twenty-five years ago, in an essay for PMLA, Wai Chee Dimock 
advocated for what she called a “theory of resonance,” which 
would interrogate the ways texts travel across times and spaces, 
mixing their original sounds with the ambient sounds of the cul-
tures they encounter.10 Dimock sees the interference of cultural 
“noise” as a democratizing function of literary reception, as texts 
are picked up by unknown readers and interpreted in unpredictable 
ways that don’t merely rejuvenate the original text but also affirm 
the generative, life-giving, critical practice that is the very heart of 
the medium of literature itself. She writes, “I want to emphasize 
the extent to which the text, as a diachronic object, yields its words 
differently across time, authorizing contrary readings across the ages 
and encouraging a kind of semantic democracy. [. . .] Across time, 
its very words become unfixed, unmoored, and thus democratically 
claimable.”11 It is this “unfixed, unmoored, and… democratically 
claimable” Divine Comedy that we seek to document: we see our-
selves as archivists who bear witness to the transcultural and trans-
media conversation that has been generated by and mediated 
through this shared cultural touchstone. 

Our archive makes visual the affirmative and generative ex-
ercise Dimock’s article theorizes. One sees the source text revivi-
fied time and again—its “morta poesì” (dead poetry) brought back 
to life in ways that don’t merely certify its canonical status or pay 
homage to its author, but instead strategically appropriate (and mis-
appropriate) its characters, verses, topography, imagery, and so on, 
liberating them from the grip of their overbearing author and let-
ting them engage with the world in new and unexpected ways. 

 
10 Wai Chee Dimock, “A Theory of Resonance,” PMLA, vol. 112, no. 5 (1997): 
1060-71. I have previously written on Dimock’s “Theory of Resonance” in relation 
to the afterlife of Dante’s Commedia, in my essay “Dante Today: Tracking the Global 
Resonance of the Commedia,” in Dante Beyond Borders: Contexts and Reception, 
edited by Nick Havely and Jonathan Katz with Richard Cooper (Cambridge: Mod-
ern Humanities Research Association, 2021), 324-37. I thank Arielle Saiber for di-
recting me to this essay in the first place. 
11 Dimock, “Resonance,” 1067-68. 
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Dimock, again, would call this a desirable, democratizing outcome 
for cultural heritage, and it is this democratizing impulse that has 
guided our archival practices. 
 
Crowdsourcing a “Democratically Claimable” Divine Comedy 

The holdings of the Dante Today archive signal the consequences 
and the reach of the transmedial, transhistorical, and transnational 
resonance of Dante’s works. Although the holdings currently num-
ber nearly 2,000 artifacts, the archive is not exhaustive. It is in con-
tinual evolution as new works are discovered and generated—a 
process which we have seen ramped up since early 2020 (when in 
the midst of the COVID-19 shutdowns Italy celebrated the first 
“Dantedì”) and reinforced by the seventh centenary of Dante’s 
death in 2021. In 2021 it proved especially challenging for our small 
team to keep up with the flood of possible submissions: talks, per-
formances, readings, exhibitions, and other activities meant to 
commemorate the centenary, both in person and online, have in-
undated our hand-curated lists, and many have escaped our atten-
tion. We depend on our userbase to help us keep track. Specifically, 
in addition to our own personal and professional networks, we rely 
on crowdsourcing as one of the principal mechanisms of collection 
development. Users can submit their findings directly through the 
“submit a citing” tab, a crucial fixture of the site since Saiber cre-
ated it in 2006, the same year the term “crowdsourcing” had been 
coined to describe business practices that arose in the wake of Web 
2.0 technologies.12 

Crowdsourcing as a digital humanities practice had its hey-
day in the early 2010s.13 In those years, many universities and so-
called GLAM institutions (galleries, libraries, archives, and muse-
ums) embarked on mass transcription projects and data collection 
initiatives, employing the services of the “crowd” to participate in 
discovery, location, collection, description, assembly, and analysis 
efforts. Projects like Old Weather (https://www.oldweather.org/) 
and Transcribe Bentham (https://blogs.ucl.ac.uk/transcribe-
bentham/)—both initiated in 2010—have famously enlisted the 

 
12 Melissa Terras, “Crowdsourcing in the Digital Humanities,” in A New Companion 
to Digital Humanities, first ed., edited by Susan Schreibman, Ray Siemens, and John 
Unsworth (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley & Sons, 2016): 420-438 (p. 421). 
13 On the theory and history of crowdsourcing, see especially Daren C. Brabham, 
Crowdsourcing, MIT Press Essential Knowledge Series (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
2013); Mia Ridge, ed., Crowdsourcing our Cultural Heritage (London: Ashgate, 
2013); and Terras, “Crowdsourcing,” 420-438. 
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public’s help in historical transcription projects, engaging their au-
diences in the work of “citizen science.”14 Cultural heritage organ-
izations have teamed up with universities to produce crowdsourced 
digital archives documenting contemporary events and histories 
through the collection of images, videos, narratives, oral histories, 
and other evidence from the contributing public. Prominent 
among these is the Our Marathon archive 
(https://marathon.library.northeastern.edu/), a community project 
hosted by Northeastern University, which collects and displays 
“pictures, videos, stories, and social media related to the Boston 
Marathon; the bombing on April 15, 2013; the subsequent search, 
capture, and trial of the individuals who planted the bombs; and 
the city’s healing process.”15 Another critical digital archival project 
that relies on crowdsourcing for collection development is the Dig-
ital Archive of Literacy Narratives (DALN; www.thedaln.org), a 
publicly available repository of personal narratives about literacy 
practices and values. The DALN, which is co-sponsored by The 
Ohio State University (where the project was created in 2005) and 
Georgia State University, encourages wide public participation 
with its intentionally open infrastructure design, which features “an 
interface that posed as low a threshold to participate as possible.”16   

Crowdsourcing in various sectors has been linked to exploi-
tative labor practices; I would highlight here Roopika Risam’s in-
cisive critique of anonymized crowdsourced coding labor in a mar-
ketplace like Amazon Mechanical Turk, which, in their “presump-
tion of a universal subjectivity” erases the identities and cultural 

 
14 A smaller-scale recent transcription project is La Sfera Challenge 
(https://lasferachallenge.wordpress.com/; last accessed June 21, 2022), sponsored 
during the summer 2020 shutdowns in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. In two 
two-week sessions, teams of participants (primarily but not exclusively scholars) col-
laborated and competed in a race to transcribe portions of Goro Dati’s fifteenth-cen-
tury geographic treatise, La Sfera. In addition to consulting the webpages of these 

individual projects, see the eight essays in the “Case Studies” section of Ridge, ed., 
Crowdsourcing our Cultural Heritage, 17-208. 
15 See “Our Stories, Our Strength, Our Marathon,” https://marathon.library.north-
eastern.edu/ (last accessed June 21, 2022). See also the discussion in Terras, 
“Crowdsourcing,” 434. 
16 H. Lewis Ulman, “A Brief Introduction to the Digital Archive of Literacy Narra-
tives (DALN),” in Stories that Speak to Us: Exhibits from the Digital Archive of 
Literacy Narratives, edited by H. Lewis Ulman, Scott Lloyd DeWitt, and Cynthia L. 
Selfe (Logan, UT: Computers and Composition Digital Press/Utah State University 
Press, 2013), https://ccdigitalpress.org/book/stories/chapters/introduction/ (last ac-
cessed June 21, 2022). 
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backgrounds of its coders.17 But within the cultural heritage sector, 
crowdsourcing has been seen to open up critical avenues for inclu-
sion, valuing the labor and contributions of large-scale, diverse 
publics that have historically been excluded from research. Advo-
cates of crowdsourcing methods in the cultural heritage sector insist 
that the labor of the crowd represents much more than a means to 
lower costs or to make content more accessible. In her study of 
crowdsourcing in digital humanities projects, Melissa Terras con-
cludes, “crowdsourcing in the humanities is about engagement, and 
encouraging a wide, and different, audience to engage in processes 
of humanistic inquiry, rather than merely being a cheap way to 
encourage people to get a necessary job done.”18 When done cor-
rectly, that is, crowdsourcing offers a range of diverse audiences 
both inside and outside academia opportunities for meaningful par-
ticipation in scholarly work without taking advantage of their labor.  

It is Terras’s “wide, and different, audience” that we mean 
to engage as well. We receive direct submissions from artists and 
writers, curators and performers, teachers and students, scholars and 
“laypeople” from around the world, all of whom engage with the 
poem according to motivations, arguments, and viewpoints idio-
syncratic to their reading of it. In our attempt to document the 
furthest reaches of the worlds—both fictional and not—that 
Dante’s poem touches, Dante Today thus shares some features with 
what have been called “participatory heritage” projects.19 In their 
volume of the same name, Henriette Roued-Cunliffe and Andrea 
Copeland describe participatory heritage projects as collaborative 
endeavors that “tend to place more importance on content and less 
importance on medium, process or professional expertise; thus they 
acknowledge a diversity of expertise and operate from a premise of 

 
17 See Roopika Risam, New Digital Worlds: Postcolonial Digital Humanities in The-
ory, Praxis, and Pedagogy (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2019), 130-

131. 
18 Terras, “Crowdsourcing,” 430. In her remarks Terras echoes Trevor Owens, the 

first Head of Digital Content Management at the Library of Congress, who authored 

an influential series of blogposts on the role of crowdsourcing in cultural heritage. 

Owens writes, “At its best, crowdsourcing is not about getting someone to do work 

for you, it is about offering your users the opportunity to participate in public 

memory.” See Owens, “Crowdsourcing Cultural Heritage: The Objectives are Up-

side Down,” March 10, 2012, http://www.trevorowens.org/2012/03/crowdsourc-

ing-cultural-heritage-the-objectives-are-upside-down/ (last accessed June 21, 2022).  
19 See Henriette Roued-Cunliffe and Andrea Copeland, eds., Participatory Heritage 
(London: Facet Publishing, 2017). 
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shared authority.”20 Similarly, our archive organizes its collection 
not around the principles of professional expertise, sanctioned au-
thority, or deep engagement with the content the contributions 
ostensibly describe. Rather, we look to the expansive reach of that 
content, sometimes far from its original contexts and concerns. The 
set-up intentionally moves responsibility for collection develop-
ment out of the hands of experts and into the realm of the “crowd.” 

The contributory mechanisms we have implemented, how-
ever, do not mean that our archive presents what Isto Huvila calls 
a “radical user orientation,” opening up the kind of collaboration 
between archivist and user afforded by the participatory possibilities 
inherent to Web 2.0 technology, and often advocated by public 
historians, digital humanities scholars, and GLAM institutions.21 
We have explicitly chosen not to “crowd out the archivist”—to 
borrow Alexandra Eveleigh’s cautionary term—by shifting full cu-
ratorial control over to the community of users that engage with 
the materials on our site.22 We do not, for example, have an auto-
mated posting system: all submission forms are first processed in 
emails sent directly to Saiber and me, and we do our utmost to 
reply to each contributor with a personal message and in a timely 
fashion. Although it would certainly be more expedient to remove 
this additional step, we do not wish to integrate such an auto-post-
ing mechanism into the submission form, thus delivering full, free 
authorship capabilities over to the “crowd.” The development of 
the ever-growing collection of “citings” and “sightings” in Dante 
Today depends on the contributions of our community of users, 
but the members of our research team act in that community both 
as participants and as gatekeepers, maintaining control over what 

 
20 Roued-Cunliffe and Copeland, “Introduction: What is participatory heritage?,” in 
Participatory Heritage, xv. See also the discussion of the “Archival Commons” model 
in Alexandra Eveleigh, “Crowding Out the Archivist? Locating Crowdsourcing 
within the Broader Landscape of Participatory Archives,” in Crowdsourcing our Cul-
tural Heritage, 211-229, especially 218-220. 
21 See, among others, Isto Huvila, “Participatory Archive: Towards Decentralised 
Curation, Radical User Orientation, and Broader Contextualisation of Records Man-
agement,” Archival Science 8, no. 1 (2008): 15-36; Elizabeth Yakel, “Who Repre-
sents the Past? Archives, Records, and the Social Web,” in Controlling the Past: Doc-
umenting Society and Institutions (Essays in Honor of Helen Willa Samuels), ed. 
Terry Cook (Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 2011), 257-278; Owens, 
“Crowdsourcing Cultural Heritage,” n.p.; as well as many of the authors in the born-
digital, open-access, and publicly reviewed volume Writing History in the Digital 
Age, eds. Jack Dougherty and Kristen Nawrotzki, Digitalculturebooks (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 2013). 
22 Eveleigh, “Crowding Out the Archivist?,” 211. 
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passes muster as an authentic reference to Dante and his poem, as 
opposed to, for example, a generic reference to the devil or to the 
heat of hell, of which we receive many. 
 
Whose Dante? The Voice of the “Crowd” in Translingual and 
Transcultural Representation 

Our role as gatekeepers in archival collection and development has 
proven central not only for verifying user submissions, but also for 
rebalancing archival holdings in response to what could become 
structural exclusions in the collection. We have discovered that 
there are unintended consequences to our decision to crowdsource 
the archival holdings, which can be seen most apparently in the 
map of sightings (https://dantetoday.krieger.jhu.edu/map; figure 
4). Here is the issue: on the map we see an apparent overrepresen-
tation of North American and Western European “sightings” and 
the underrepresentation of regions which have also proven to be 
fertile areas of growth for creative responses to the poem, in terms 

Fig. 4. Dante Today Map. Image captured from https://re-
search.bowdoin.edu/dante-today/map/. Last accessed July 27, 2022. 
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of both the quality or depth of these responses, and the quantity of 
responses that certain regions generate. Structural features of the 
archive make it difficult to test our hypothesis of Dante’s expansive 
reach outside of the Global North: because Dante Today relies on 
crowdsourcing and is curated by two American scholars who speak 
Romance languages, the collection skews toward European and 
North American content. Although we actively solicit submissions 
and seek posts from regions currently underrepresented in the ar-
chive, the overrepresentation of the Global North in the archive’s 
holdings continues to be a persistent feature of our map.23 

Ironically, one of the principal obstacles to our attempts at 
the most accurate and inclusive picture of the Comedy’s transcul-
tural resonance is the “crowd” itself. Our “democratizing” decision 
to utilize crowdsourcing as the primary mechanism of data creation 
and collection development has also allowed for persistent domi-
nance of voices from the Global North, especially from Italy and 
North America. The reasons for this dominance are both histori-
cal—resulting from canon formation, national cultural heritage, and 
the legacies of colonialism—and idiosyncratic to our archive (these 
regions happen to be central to our personal and professional net-
works). As we create targeted opportunities to better represent 
Dante’s resonance in the Global South, the “crowd” from the 
Global North—a crowd that itself represents a diverse admixture of 
identities, particularly as regards institutional affiliation or other 
forms of cultural capital—continues to send submissions, which we 
would have to selectively ignore if we wished to correct the balance 
of cultural or linguistic representation. The democratizing outcome 
desired by Dimock’s theory of resonance, which is aided by the 
group of “citizen scholars” who contribute to our archive, is also 
undone by that same mechanism of engagement with the “crowd,” 
whose contributions—which we enthusiastically welcome—make 
North American and Western European voices resonate just that 
much more loudly in the archival holdings. 

In other words, as we actively seek to democratize collection 
development by enabling the participation of the “crowd,” we also 
perpetuate an imbalance that would—falsely, I believe—suggest a 

 
23 The issue of contributor bias is also well documented in the case of Wikipedia, 
where marginalized groups are underrepresented both in terms of the historical con-
tent housed in the crowdsourced encyclopedia and in terms of the ethnic, racial, and 
gender identities of its contributors. See Henriette Roued-Cunliffe, “Forgotten his-
tory on Wikipedia,” in Roued-Cunliffe and Copeland, eds., Participatory Heritage, 
67-76. See also the discussion in Laura Ingallinella’s contribution to this issue. 
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clear divide between the greater or broader engagement of audi-
ences in the Global North, and the less extensive cultural produc-
tion of audiences in the Global South. And yet we know that this 
is not an accurate representation of the poem’s rich translingual and 
transcultural resonance. I will give two brief examples of recent 
projects that illustrate the depth and scale of engagement that 
Dante’s poem enjoys in the Global South, which would be ob-
scured by the quantity of sightings from Western Europe and North 
America: first, the work of the group DanteSSA, the Dante Society 
of South Africa (https://dantesocietysoutha.wixsite.com/my-site), 
a grassroots organization founded in 2019 by students and scholars 
at the University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. Together, the 
students produced a collection of poems, essays, fiction, artworks, 
and other creative works—featured on their website and in a vol-
ume, A South African Convivio with Dante: Born Frees’ Interpre-
tations of the Commedia (Firenze University Press, 2021)—that ar-
ticulate their sense of the poem’s immediacy, their engagement 
with the poet as if he were a peer with whom they share an intimate 
dialogue, and a mentor with whom they can both confide and 
compete.24 Although not itself representative of a vast quantity of 
responses to Dante’s works like what we see in regions like North 
America, the volume’s grassroots production—led by undergradu-
ate students and two dedicated teachers—points to a vein of under-
ground creative response to the poem that remains difficult to doc-
ument without chance encounters and targeted publicity efforts. 

A second example of extensive engagement outside the 
“center” of our map is the collective Twitter reading #Dante2018, 
which ricocheted across five continents in the first part of that year 
and brought to light the deeply held and electric attraction to 
Dante’s poem across contemporary Latin America. At the end of 
November 2017, Pablo Maurette—an Argentinian essayist who 
was at the time teaching literature at a small college in the American 
Midwest—tweeted his intention to reread Dante’s Divine Com-
edy, one canto per day, for the first hundred days of 2018 (figure 
5). The call went viral. Using the hashtag #Dante2018, some five 
thousand readers collectively tweeted their reading experience of 
the poem as they progressed through it day by day. Meanwhile, 

 
24 See Sonia Fanucchi and Anita Virga, eds., A South African Convivio with Dante: 
Born Frees’ Interpretations of the Commedia (Florence: Firenze University Press, 
2021). I am exceedingly grateful to Anita Virga for having shared a copy of this rich 
volume with me. 
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artists, illustrators, writers, designers, and performers generated cre-
ative responses to their reading, which they circulated on social 
media. Unlike the DanteSSA volume, which represents high-qual-
ity but smaller-scale engagement with Dante’s works, #Dante2018 
demonstrated both: the contributions of professional artists and il-
lustrators were balanced by comments, quotations, jokes, sketches, 
GIFs, and photographs from thousands of Twitter users, whose en-
gagement with the poem demonstrates that it resonates across the 
continent both deeply and broadly, along the lines of what we see 
in North American popular culture. The collective Twitter reading 
thus opened a window onto the great variety of ways that diverse 
audiences of readers across Latin America engage with the poem, 
but to which we have thus far had limited exposure, given the per-
sonal and professional limits of our own networks. 

With these two examples I don’t mean to insinuate that there 
is some previously undiscovered cache of Dante-inspired artifacts 
hiding in plain sight across the seemingly underexplored regions of 
our map. Nor do I wish to assert that our archive’s map of “sight-
ings” inaccurately represents the reach of Dante’s transglobal reso-
nance, especially across the Global South. Instead, my point here is 
that the structure of the archive—which is intentionally dependent 

Fig. 5. Pablo Maurette [@maurette79]. Twitter post. January 1, 2018, 11:27am. 
https://twitter.com/maurette79/status/947866901700224. Last accessed February 
4, 2022. 
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on the crowd as a means of democratizing its holdings—could also 
impose unintentional barriers that would prevent us from assessing 
with any certainty the extent of Dante’s transcultural heritage out-
side its traditional centers. In other words, the exuberant interven-
tions of the crowd at the center of that heritage prevent us from 
listening equally attentively to what happens at its margins. 
 
From “Crowd” to “Crowds” 

The representational reach of the crowdsourcing aspects of our 
project is limited by several critical factors, which we hope to begin 
to address in revisions of the site and of its promotional platforms: 
first, the site currently exists only in English, with the exception of 
select posts, the descriptions of which are in Italian or, more re-
cently, Spanish and French.25 Although the archive documents a 
great number and variety of items from East Asia, for example, we 
are forced by our own linguistic limitations to cite English- or Ro-
mance-language accounts of those items, like the media coverage 
of the Chinese oil painting Discussing the Divine Comedy with 
Dante with which I began this essay. This, we hope, involves a 
straightforward technical solution: we hope to correct for the site’s 
linguistic limitations by installing a translation plug-in that would 
auto-translate the archive’s pages and posts into a host of other lan-
guages, allowing us to enable access to the site in non-Anglophone 
regions, and to encourage the participation (through the auto-
translated submission form) of contributors who speak neither Eng-
lish nor a Romance language. 

The second and more complicated limitation of crowdsourc-
ing the development of the archive’s holdings themselves—in par-
ticular with an eye to more inclusive representation of what we see 
as a transglobal phenomenon—is the nature of the site’s reach. Even 
now, sixteen years after its launch, the site has never been formally 
advertised, and we have only just begun to cultivate a social media 
presence (a publicity initiative that we long resisted out of concerns 
over the management of multiple social media channels, but which 
we now recognize as necessary). We have relied on our personal 
and professional networks to raise notice of the archive and to so-
licit contributions. This has, thus far, served us well in terms of 
project management and the supervision of our research staff, who 
have not struggled to keep up with the steady trickle of posts 

 
25 This welcome criticism was also pointed out by Matteo Maselli in his contribution 
to this essay cluster. 
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coming in through casual submission. But, as I indicated above, this 
has also led to a possible structural imbalance favoring European 
and North American sightings, even though we know that rich 
engagement with the poem extends far beyond these regions, as 
DanteSSA’s Convivio and #Dante2018 examples demonstrate. 

In spite of the promotional efforts we may make through our 
social media accounts, I don’t expect that this imbalance will be 
easily corrected. As we promote the archive through social media 
channels, we reach wider audiences and increase our userbase. But 
we do not diversify that audience in terms of transcultural or mul-
tilingual representation; we merely turn up the volume on Dante’s 
resonance across the globe, in both the Global North and the 
Global South. I don’t believe, in other words, that if we build it, 
users from a more diverse range of “crowds” across the globe will 
simply come: we can only develop outreach strategies that target 
individuals (like Anita Virga, who presented on the South African 
“Convivio” at a conference I attended in May 2022, or Pablo Mau-
rette, author of the #Dante2018 movement and now my colleague 
at Florida State University) who have connections to communities 
that are currently underrepresented and hope, through these con-
nections, to capture the attention of users outside of the two dom-
inant regions on our map.26  

I take very seriously the “call to action” issued by Roopika 
Risam in the conclusion to her groundbreaking 2019 book New 
Digital Worlds: Postcolonial Digital Humanities in Theory, Praxis, 
and Pedagogy.27 Risam writes: 

 
This is the promise of the digital humanities: critical, generous, digital 
scholarship that has the potential to cross institutional sectors; over-
come the divides between archive, library, university, and museum; 
and create networked publics. What if we were to use these affordances 
of digital humanities in the service of communities that have been mar-
ginalized in digital knowledge production? This vision has not been 
fully realized yet. Currently, the digital cultural record is circumscribed 

by inequality around identitarian categories that are magnified at the 
intersections of these categories. Inequalities are reinscribed, amplified, 
and circulated. But the participatory nature of the internet gives us the 
opportunities to look beyond ourselves and our institutions, to partner 
with our local communities, to engage the shift in media consumption 
from consumer to producer for positive change, to create spaces in 

 
26 See the critical discussion of “Archival Commons” optimism in Eveleigh, “Crowd-
ing Out the Archivist,” 219-220. 
27 See also her chapter 3, “Remaking the Global Worlds of Digital Humanities,” 65-
87. 
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which we can make legible the stories that go untold and the voices 

that go unheard.28  

 
Risam tasks practitioners across the fields of digital humanities re-
search to utilize the potential of DH methods—which in their very 
nature afford radical opportunities for participation across geo-
graphical and institutional divides—to both represent the stories of 
and create avenues of access for communities that have been his-
torically relegated to the margins of digital epistemologies. While 
digital humanists strive for greater public participation and engage-
ment, Risam stresses, they must also take into account the publics 
(or “crowds”) who are welcomed into (and/or excluded from) the 
conversations they initiate. 

Risam’s clarion call to digital humanists of all stripes is one 
that the Dante Today research team aims to heed in its next phase: 
the development of a multimedia virtual gallery (using the Scalar 
platform and hosted by FSU Libraries’ CreateFSU initiative). With 
the help of guest curators, the virtual gallery will feature exhibits 
which will highlight the contributions of voices that have long been 
marginalized within or excluded from the field of Dante studies. 
The first curators, whom we hope to contact via targeted network-
ing efforts and active collaborations, will be artists and experts from 
local communities whose stories we seek to make legible to our 
users. The exhibits these curators design will, as Risam advocates, 
create spaces in which we—or, better, our community partners—
can make untold stories manifest to a wider audience of interested 
students, scholars, aficionados, and critics of Dante’s works. Some 
of the earliest of the exhibits will be area-studies-focused, tracing 
the compelling and complicated history of Dante’s resonance in the 
Caribbean, Latin America, East Asia, Southeast Asia, the Middle 
East, and Africa, especially in the former Italian colonies of East 
Africa. We seek to identify potential guest curators from both inside 
and outside academia, with the hope that we will partner with ex-
perts in these subfields to develop exhibits that might not only 
highlight the unique contributions of these regions but also assist 
with the possible structural imbalances in our collection develop-
ment that I have highlighted here. Through these partnerships, we 
aim to cultivate relationships with scholars, writers, and creators 
outside of our current networks, building sustainable collaborations 

 
28 Risam, New Digital Worlds, 142-143. 
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that will continue to drive more equitable representation within 
the collection. 

The creation of a virtual gallery space to platform the voices 
of creators from underrepresented communities will not address the 
deeper structural imbalances within archival holdings, which are a 
by-product of our decision to crowdsource collection develop-
ment. We will not reverse our decision to crowdsource: we remain 
committed to the representation of the “unfixed, unmoored, and… 
democratically claimable” Divine Comedy that Dimock’s theory of 
resonance celebrated 25 years ago, recording the resonances of the 
poem wherever they may arise. But we also plan to move forward 
with a clear idea of the audiences (both participants and users), 
scope, and limitations of our site and the global, translingual, and 
transcultural heritage that it represents. Whatever the future of 
Dante studies’ approach to the realms of digital humanities and 
global reception studies, we hope that Dante Today will remain a 
space that embraces anachronism, creative engagement strategies, 
and diverse publics. After all, it is here, in this embrace, that dead 
poetry may rise again.29 

 
29 This essay owes a great debt to the team that have built and maintain the Dante 
Today archive, especially my co-PI on that project, Arielle Saiber. I would also like 
to acknowledge our long-time IT master, David Israel of Bowdoin College, the new 
team at Johns Hopkins University, and the staff of undergraduate students who have 
helped us to write, categorize, tag, and map the nearly 2,000 posts in the archive. In 
particular, I would like to acknowledge Florida State undergraduate students Sephora 
Affa, Harrison Betz, and Hannah Raisner for their work on the project in the 2021-
22 academic year. 
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INTRODUCTION: PROJECTS 
  
 

ELIZABETH COGGESHALL, Florida State University 

AKASH KUMAR, University of California, Berkeley 

 

 

In the Notes section of this cluster, we present six descriptions of 
ongoing projects that use digital methods to support and enhance 
the study of Dante’s works, both as they were understood and 
experienced in their own time and as they are in ours. Together 
with the projects discussed in the Essays above, these research 
endeavors represent unique corners within the vast landscape of 
possibilities that would apply digital methodologies to Dante’s 
oeuvre. The projects described herein run from professionally 
designed and developed visualization tools, to bespoke uses of 
sophisticated academic computing platforms, to independently 
maintained projects on open-access platforms and free servers. We 
are delighted to showcase such a range, not only because it makes 
evident the long history and rich diversity of projects that utilize 
digital methodologies to further study of Dante’s works and legacy, 
but also because we hope that it will encourage the DH-curious to 
imagine new possibilities for this ever-growing and -changing field 
of study. 

The section begins, appropriately, with the work of one of 
the earliest adopters of open-access digital publication in Dante 
studies: Julia Bolton Holloway. Holloway’s discussion invites 
readers to follow her trajectory as a self-starting digital 
entrepreneur, whose innovative use of well-worn academic 
computing technologies showcases her decades of deep study into 
the Florence of Dante and Brunetto Latini. Also inviting us into 
the literary and cultural environment of Dante and his interlocutors 
is the team behind Dante’s Library, hosted by Duke University and 
platformed on WordPress. Alyssa Granacki, the site’s managing 
editor, details the team’s investment in recovering the material 
experience of reading in Dante’s imagined library. Dante’s Library 
bridges text and image to ground Dante’s system of intertextual 
resonances in the physical world of books and other material 
artifacts.  

Continuing in the vein of visualizations are two projects that 
seek to build on the work of virtual galleries like those contained 
within Deborah Parker’s World of Dante and Guy Raffa’s 
Danteworlds. The Visual Agency’s Divinecomedy.digital, online 
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since 2021, offers a glimpse into the visual reception of the poem 
across time. As detailed by Matteo Bonera and Anna Bardazzi – 
two leading members of the eighteen-person professional team that 
developed the tool – Divinecomedy.digital enables a “slow surfing 
experience” of the poem’s visual reception, with its horizontal 
scrolling feature that permits the user to peruse the 1,194 artworks 
in the database. While Divinecomedy.digital offers a diachronic 
view of Dantesque iconography, the team of researchers behind 
Literary Visualization – led by Simone Marchesi and Pamela Patton 
of Princeton University – aims at a synchronic view, presenting a 
“visual encyclopedia” of medieval iconography linked to the 
figures, places, events, and other visualizable elements of Dante’s 
poem. In their effort to recreate the visual media a medieval reader 
might have associated with the poem, they upend current 
expectations for visualization, which have long been filtered 
through 19th- and 20th-century illustrative traditions. 

Another project that seeks to recuperate readerly experience 
is Dartmouth University’s Dante Lab, the successor to the 
revolutionary Dartmouth Dante Project. As Danielle Callegari 
describes, the Dante Lab allows the researcher to call forth the text 
of the poem alongside translations and commentaries in up to four 
windows on the desktop, replicating the reader’s desk with its stacks 
of texts all simultaneously open for comparison. Likewise, the 
Hypermedia Dante Network builds on the success of the 
Dartmouth Dante Project, enriching the potential of its predecessor 
by applying Semantic Web standards to the study of Dante’s 
primary sources. Gaia Tomazzoli introduces the Hypermedia 
Dante Network, an extension of their team’s previous success with 
DanteSources, which had allowed researchers to query the primary 
sources related to Dante’s opere minori according to source, 
author, theme, and reference. The team behind the Hypermedia 
Dante Network, then, created a new ontology to extend these 
search capabilities to the sources of the Commedia. Together, these 
projects do not merely replicate conventional methods of study; 
they enrich these methods by enabling simultaneous study across 
multiple modalities, at greater speeds and across grander scales. 

For all its richness, the range of projects applying DH 
methods to Dante’s texts has by no means been exhausted. Suffice 
it to consider the pioneering work of Prue Shaw and Peter 
Robinson, whose critical edition of the Commedia saw an open-
access reboot in 2021, or the early iterations of University of 
Pennsylvania PhD student Andrea Gazzoni’s now-defunct 
Mapping Dante project, which was online from 2016-2020. As 
recently as November 2022, Guyda Armstrong announced 
Manchester University’s new Envisioning Dante project, which 
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uses machine learning techniques to examine the production and 
transmission of the Commedia in the first century and a half of print 
technologies. One could well imagine projects that would apply 
the principles of text encoding and text mining, network analysis, 
GIS and other mapping tools, IIIF manifests, digital archives and 
curatorial work, virtual and augmented reality systems, and 
machine learning – among other possibilities – to explore and 
expand the universes of Dante’s works. There are, of course, also 
countless possibilities for pedagogical projects that would challenge 
students to hone critical technical skills while delving into the 
worlds of Dante’s poem. While many of the tools that are described 
in this cluster represent incomparable teaching aids for self-study or 
further exploration of the poem, the possibilities of incorporating 
digital methodologies into the Dante classroom – along the lines of 
Laura Ingallinella’s Wikimedia collaboration, or the work of Duke 
PhD students on Dante’s Library, Princeton PhD students on 
Literary Visualization, and Columbia PhD students on Digital 
Dante – would permit students to develop the kinds of technical 
skills that transfer to an exciting array of humanities careers, both 
academic and not. 

Whatever the future holds for Dante studies in the realm of 
the digital, and however ephemeral its products may prove to be, 
the long and rich history of digital engagement with the Commedia 
suggests that this is only the beginning. We look forward to all that 
lies ahead. 
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THE florin.ms PROJECT 
  
 

JULIA BOLTON HOLLOWAY 

 

 

Having taken early retirement to Florence in order to be nearer to 

her libraries with manuscripts, such as the Biblioteca Medicea Lau-

renziana, the Biblioteca Riccardiana and the Biblioteca Nazionale 

Centrale di Firenze, all with manuscripts by Brunetto Latino and 

Dante Alighieri, and archives, such as the Archivio di Stato di Fi-

renze, with documents, and believing in Open Access innovative 

and decolonialized education I have taken to the World Wide Web 

as well as the publication of traditional books and articles. Among 

my books were already Brunetto Latino, Il Tesoretto (The Little 

Treasure), Brunetto Latino: An Analytic Bibliography, The Pilgrim 

and the Book: A Study of Dante, Langland and Chaucer, that went 

into three editions and its Dante section now translated into Italian 

as Il Pellegrino e il Libro: Uno studio su Dante Alighieri, Twice-

Told Tales: Brunetto Latino and Dante Alighieri, and now Le 

Opere di Brunetto Latino in DVD in the book Il Tesoro di Bru-

netto Latino, Maestro di Dante Alighieri, and I helped publish a 

dual language edition of Christine de Pizan’s Feminist Commedia, 

Le Chemin de Longs Etudes/Il Cammin di Lungo Studio, with her 

miniatures, where she is in apprentice blue grey, like Dante, her 

guide, Virgil’s Sybil, in rose pink. Articles have been published in 

Festschrifts for Professor Vincenzo Placella on the Vita nova and 

Antonio Lanza on Brunetto Latino in Italian and in Divus Thomas 

in English on anagogy in Dante. 

     We used to say in the early days of computers ‘Garbage in, 

garbage out’. I have believed it essential to combine the best textual 

editing practices as being humbly diplomatic, ‘What You See Is 

What You Get’, WYSIWYG, where we can use .html, .jpg, .mp3 

and .docx in Word to .pdf to replicate as closely as possible the 

medieval manuscript pages’ layout, dropped capitals, color coding, 

and miniatures, capturing and re-using medieval memory systems 

rather than reinventing wheels with modern and commercialized 

modes of presentations of texts divorced from their rich cultural 
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contexts. Most of the above books are available electronically on 

the http://www.florin.ms  website and on Academia.edu, a re-

source I find excellent for keeping au courant with Italian direc-

tions in Dante studies and editing projects. With a Vow of Poverty 

and in retirement I am locked out of JSTOR, Muse, etc., but can 

revel in primary ‘smoking pistol’ materials. My latest work is the 

editions of the Rettorica, Tesoretto and Tesoro in DVD and on 

the Web, http://www.florin.ms/OpereBrunettoLatino.html with 

downloadable searchable .docx files divided into two volumes, the 

first volume by Brunetto Latino’s students taking down his texts in 

the 1280s-90s, the second volume by his last surviving student 

Francesco da Barberino, who returned to Florence in the 1330s and 

published the texts by his teacher and by his friend. I give these  in 

parallel text with the facsimile folios and facing page transcription, 

WYSIWYG, the only change being to modernize the spacing so 

that even lay people can clearly read what was written 700 years 

ago. I am now composing a copiously illustrated book on Dante, 

Su questa commedìa, lettor, ti giuro, concentrating on his combi-

nation of fact and fiction, his biography and Europe’s history and 

geography in the realm of reality, his poetry in the realm of the 

right hemisphere dream vision poetry, his son Pietro in the Com-

mento proclaiming this aspect as fiction. 

     On www.florin.ms I have two major projects for the general 

public, for Italian school children and for global tourists. The first 

is the entire Commedia at http://www.florin.ms/Dantevivo.html, 

the project’s title taken from Giovanni Papini’s book, Dante vivo. 

It gives Dante’s text against a backdrop of the relevant Botticelli 

and Blake drawings, with miniatures from manuscripts that illus-

trate the theatrical scenes (shades of the manuscripts of the Afro-

Roman ex-slave Terence’s Comedies from which these derive), 

the recordings by Carlo Poli, the actor son of Mugello Contadini 

who recites Dante cantastorie and whom I recorded as his therapy 

while he was dying; the recording of the Società Dantesca Italiana 

of 50 years ago on LP records my son Richard Holloway converted 

into mp3s, but which are sadly read as boring prose (no wonder 

Italian school children hate Dante!), and my own readings of the 

Italian text in the English of the Carlyle, Okey, Wicksteed volume 

I stole long from my father who stole it long ago from Hastings 

Public Library and to which it is to be returned in my Last Will 
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and Testament. Wherever Dante mentions sung music we per-

formed and recorded this with the Ensemble San Felice of Federico 

Bardazzi and Marco Di Manno from coeval manuscripts and hy-

pertexted this synaesthetically likewise on these Dantevivo web 

pages. That project, ‘La Musica della Commedia, Playlist’, is also 

on YouTube and its two- hour concert with moving images and 

the accompanying text given in English subtitles can be easily re-

trieved.  

     To all this I have most recently added an app titled ‘Dante’s 

Florence in Hypertext’, at http://www.florin.ms/DanteFlor-

ence.html (also in Italian as DanteFirenze), which takes its visitor 

virtually or in reality from Santa Maria Novella station and church 

through all the monuments, of columns, churches, squares and pal-

aces, including the lapidi dantesche the Florence Comune placed 

on the buildings of the families Dante mentions in Paradiso XVI, 

the Dante passages read by Carlo Poli. In this way we read Dante’s 

Vita nova, his Commedia, his biography, his love of Beatrice 

Portinari, whose nurse Monna Tessa founds the Oblate and whose 

father Folco Portinari founds the still operating Santa Maria Nuova 

Hospital, Dante’s friendship with White Guelf Guido Cavalcanti 

and their love of Orsanmichele, modeled on Alfonso X el Sabio’s 

Las Cantigas de Santa Maria, a manuscript Florence still has, their 

feud with Black Guelf Corso Donati which leads first to Guido’s 

exile and death when Dante is Prior in the Torre della Castagna, 

then to Dante’s own enduring exile from his beloved Florence. The 

percorso is accomplished by means of period maps the viewer of 

the app can follow vicariously or in reality, even to the discovery 

of the extant iron-bound column of the God of Love of Brunetto 

Latino’s Tesoretto and Guido Cavalcanti and Dante Alighieri’s Vita 

nova celebration when Dante was just 18, that is still there in the 

Oltrarno Piazza di Santa Felicita, that Giovanni Villani described of 

the thousand young Florentines who came together all garbed in 

white on that St John’s day, in 1283. Modern apps can take us back 

700 years into a past that can still live, in flesh and blood and cloth, 

on parchment, on paper, on electronic screens. 
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‘DANTE’S LIBRARY’:  
RECONSTRUCTING DANTE’S MATERIAL WORLD1 

  
 

ALYSSA M. GRANACKI, Duke University 

 

 

Introduction and Methodology 

From the “libello” of the Vita Nuova’s opening lines to the volume 

“legato con amore” in Paradiso 33, Dante often alludes to the forms 

of books themselves. In Inferno, Virgil is associated with the “vol-

ume” (Inf. 1.84) through which Dante knew his poetry, and Fran-

cesca famously condemns “‘l libro e chi lo scrisse” (Inf. 5.137). In-

spired by Dante’s own attention to the book, our digital project 

seeks to recreate “Dante’s Library” by gathering images from man-

uscripts that audiences might reasonably expect to find in Dante’s 

library. Through encyclopedia-style entries, the site contextualizes 

and analyzes the physical characteristics of these manuscripts and 

offers preliminary conclusions about how they may have influenced 

Dante’s reading. We also recognize that Dante’s repository of 

knowledge was not solely textual; his understanding of the world 

was shaped by the images found in the architecture, sculpture, and 

other visual arts around him. As such, Dante’s Library uniquely 

foregrounds materiality as an entry point into Dante’s literature, 

incorporating both non-manuscript objects and written texts, cre-

ating a holistic experience of Dante’s material world.  

Dante’s Library is an open-access website hosted by Duke 

University and managed by Martin Eisner, Professor of Italian, who 

serves as its Editor-in-Chief, and myself, the Managing Editor. As 

of June 2022, Dante’s Library has published fourteen entries with 

thirty-four related images. Each entry brings together a material 

object and a specific textual moment from Dante’s oeuvre in order 

to reconsider what the relationship between physical form and con-

tent might tell us about Dante’s texts. We embrace a capacious def-

inition of materiality and consider a plethora of material character-

istics from the size and composition of a book or its paratextual 

 
1 Material found throughout this article is adapted from the Dante’s Library site, es-
pecially the Introduction by Martin Eisner. 
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elements like rubrics, indices, and illustrations, to the arrangement 

of frescoes in a church or specific architectural structures and their 

position in a city. While we accept that a two-dimensional website 

can never recreate a three-dimensional world, we typically include 

two or three images of the object(s), usually photographs, as well as 

textual descriptions in each entry. The images are placed within the 

body of the text (usually 500-2000 words) to spotlight the material 

object.   

When visitors arrive to the site, they are greeted by a landing 

page which encourages them to read the project’s Introduction, 

browse the Table of Contents, or explore the Image Gallery.  

 

 
 

These pages provide users with diverse paths into the site’s various 

entries. They can search for specific topics or simply peruse images. 

The published pages include an exploration of how copies of the 

Lancelot prose romance (Paolo and Francesca’s Book) highlight the 

relationship between Guinevere, Gallehaut, and Lancelot through 

paratextual elements such as rubrics and illustrations. In the entry 

on Virgil’s Aeneid, users can observe the musical notation that may 

have accompanied and inflected Dante’s reading of the classical 

poem. Other pieces, such as the one concerning the church of Santi 

Quattro Coronati, reveal how Dante’s knowledge of events–in this 

case, the Donation of Constantine–was mediated by visual repre-

sentations. Additional entries explore Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 

Giotto’s frescoes, Uguccione da Pisa’s Latin dictionary, and the 
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Garisenda Tower, to name a few. Since each entry is rooted in the 

individual author’s research interests and conception of materiality, 

it concludes with a selected bibliography to facilitate further re-

search and orient readers in the various disciplines. Dante’s Library 

is therefore always looking for scholars with fresh points of view 

who would be interested in writing for the site and broadening its 

horizons.  

By collecting and synthesizing existing scholarship and min-

imizing the use of jargon, Dante’s Library aims to make Dante–and 

questions of materiality–accessible to an audience other than aca-

demics. As users encounter image and text together alongside cu-

rated annotations, they can begin to grasp a new set of relationships 

between text and object. Gathering these diverse artefacts in a sin-

gle place, Dante’s Library also crosses disciplinary boundaries to 

create a single archive of books, visual arts, and architecture, open 

to everyone from students encountering Dante for the first time to 

scholars who have spent their careers studying the somma poeta. 

Dante’s Library therefore joins a number of digital projects that help 

make Dante more comprehensible to students and more available 

to scholars, like Guy Raffa’s Danteworlds at the University of 

Texas, the Dartmouth Dante Project’s collection of Commedia 

commentaries, and Columbia’s Digital Dante which provides both 

an edition and a commentary.2 With the same spirit of openness, 

our project seeks to offer visitors a more comprehensive under-

standing of Dante’s world and the concerns of art, literature, reli-

gion, and politics that defined it. Yet Dante’s Library is distinctive 

in utilizing materiality as a lens to shed light on Dante’s work.  

I must admit that reconstructing Dante’s library has an obvi-

ous problem: there is no historical evidence of the contents of such 

a collection. Nevertheless, scholars have meticulously hypothesized 

what books may have been available to Dante.3 Exhibits like the 

 
2 For a comprehensive overview of the intersection of Digital Humanities and Dante 
see Akash Kumar, “Digital Dante” in The Oxford Handbook of Dante, ed. Manuele 
Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, and Francesca Southerdon (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2021).  
3 Giuseppina Brunetti and Sonia Gentili, ‘Una biblioteca nella Firenze di Dante: I 
manoscritti di Santa Croce,’ in Testimoni del vero: Su alcuni libri in biblioteche di 
autore, ed. by Emilio Russo (Rome: Bulzoni, 2000), pp. 21–48; Luciano Gargan, 
Dante, la sua biblioteca e lo studio di Bologna (Rome: Antenore, 2014); Raffaella 
Zanni, ‘Una ricognizione per la biblioteca di Dante in margine ad alcuni con tributi 
recenti,’ Critica del testo, 17 (2014), 161–204. 
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1965 Mostra di codici ed edizioni dantesche and the more recent 

La Biblioteca di Dante (2021) at the Accademia Nazionale Lincei 

in Rome have compiled the kinds of manuscripts that Dante could 

have reasonably been familiar with.4 Even if Dante did not read 

these exact codices, they likely share characteristics with others pro-

duced around the same time and place. Building upon a robust tra-

dition of manuscript study, as well as the work of scholars who have 

established the significance of the physical forms in which texts cir-

culate, Dante’s Library takes these codices as a fruitful starting point 

for envisioning how Dante read and studied his sources.5  

It can be easy to forget that the authors whom we merely 

know from the pages of books, the code of websites, or the pixels 

of e-readers were once living individuals who experienced the ma-

terial world for themselves. Privileging materiality is crucial because 

knowledge does not exist, nor has it ever existed, in a vacuum, 

divorced from context or circumstance. Ideas are stored in specific 

media and shared in space with others; today, we scroll Instagram 

posts and download e-books on our Kindles; our medieval coun-

terparts gazed upon frescoes during Mass and may have been able 

to borrow manuscripts from their wealthier friends. When we ask 

what Dante knew, we should also ask how he knew it. They are 

distinct but complementary questions. For those of us who have 

been lucky enough to walk the streets of Florence, to breathe the 

cool air of a medieval church, or to hold a thirteenth-century codex 

in our hands, we may overlook the fact that such experiences are 

not the norm for most people who read Dante. Dante’s Library 

 
4 Comitato nazionale per le celebrazioni del VII Centenario della nascita di Dante, 
ed., Mostra di codici ed edizioni dantesche (Firenze: Edizioni Remo Sandron, 1965). 
Roberto Antonelli, Ebe Antetomaso, Marco Guardo, e Lorenzo Mainini, La biblio-
teca di Dante (mostra). Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Roma, 2021.  
5 Armando Petrucci, Scrivere e leggere nell’Italia medievale (Edizioni Sylvestre Bon-

nard, 2008). William Robins, ed., Textual cultures of medieval Italy (Toronto: Uni-

versity of Toronto Press, 2011). Keith Busby and Christopher Kleinhenz, “Medieval 

French and Italian Literature: Toward a manuscript history,” in The Medieval Man-

uscript Book: Cultural approaches (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 

pp.215-242. Jelena Todorović, Dante and the dynamics of textual exchange: author-

ship, manuscript culture, and the making of the Vita nova (New York: Fordham 

University Press, 2016). Justin Steinberg, Accounting for Dante: Urban readers and 

writers in late medieval Italy (Notre Dame: Notre Dame University Press, 2007). 

D.F. McKenzie, Bibliography and Sociology of Texts (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1999). Gerard Genette, “Introduction to the Paratext,” in New Literary 

History 22, no. 2 (Spring 1991): 261–72. 
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strives to communicate with its visitors the experience of those ma-

terial elements and their significance both to Dante and to under-

standing his literature.  

 

User Experience 

Imagine you are a student taking a class on Dante’s Divine Com-

edy. You chose the course because it satisfies a curriculum or gen-

eral education requirement and because you had heard of the In-

ferno. You have little to no background knowledge about the 

poem or the medieval world. You don’t read Italian and what you 

know about this period comes from a single week in an AP Euro-

pean History class that you took three years ago. In addition to the 

notes in the back of your book (which, let’s be honest, you don’t 

usually read because flipping back and forth is annoying), Google 

has become your best friend as you try to make sense of Dante’s 

poem. This week, while reading Inferno 5, you wonder what Fran-

cesca means when she says the book was a “Galeotto,” so you type 

into a search engine “paolo francesca book dante.” The Dante’s 

Library page entitled “Paolo and Francesca’s Book” will likely be 

one of the first results. When you follow the hyperlink to the page, 

you find an opening paragraph that quickly and glosses the passage 

for you, followed by two images of manuscripts accompanied by 

descriptions and explanations.  
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The first image doesn’t seem special, so you scroll past it. The sec-

ond catches your attention, and you stop to read the description.  

 

 
 

You learn that the image on the left shows Gallehaut using 

his body to shield Guinevere and Lancelot as they kiss. You envi-

sion how Dante–or Francesca–could have been struck by an illus-

tration like this. Or, in your mind’s eye you watch Paolo and Fran-

cesca move closer, just like Guinevere and Lancelot, as they leaned 

over the book, perhaps reading a rubric that mentioned the infa-

mous kiss. You even start to comprehend what a medieval book 

looked like: not printed but written by hand, likely accompanied 

by rubrics and maybe even illustrations. You return to the Comedy 

with a better grasp of the scene and a fuller vision of what the 

‘book’ could have meant for both Francesca and Dante. 

 Imagine, alternatively, that you are a scholar who is inter-

ested in Dante’s use of the Arthurian tales. You arrive at Dante’s 

Library via a search engine, or if you are already familiar with the 

site, you browse the Table of Contents looking for pertinent en-

tries. The one on Paolo and Francesca’s Book provides you with 

information concerning two relevant manuscripts, Plut.89 inf.61 at 

the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana (identified by the Mostra di 

codici) and MS 805 at the Pierpont Morgan Library, as well as di-

rect links to further information on their respective library sites. 

Unlike the student, you may be intrigued by how the rubrics of 
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the first manuscript, transcribed in the entry, describe the kiss be-

tween Lancelot and Guinevere as well as the meeting between the 

lovers and Gallehaut. You may come to compelling conclusions by 

comparing this language to Dante’s or to other versions of the 

Lancelot prose romance with which you are familiar. You may also 

be drawn to the linked entry on the Otranto Mosaic, which pro-

poses that the Arthurian tales likely also spread orally in Italy. You 

might continue your research by consulting the selected bibliog-

raphies at the end of the entries or redirect your focus to the oral 

transmission of these stories on the Italian peninsula. You leave the 

site with new questions about Dante’s access to the Arthurian tales 

or the versions he may have known. 

 These two divergent use cases reveal how Dante’s Library 

can appeal to a range of users and why materiality is germane to 

many different readers of Dante. Whether the entry provides an 

excess of information or only a starting point, the material object 

has the power to shift perspective and deepen knowledge. In the 

case of the student, the visitor gains new information about the 

medieval book which was likely not their primary purpose in ac-

cessing the site; that is, the entries can answer a particular question 

(i.e. what does Francesca mean when she says “Gallehaut was the 

book”) and simultaneously introduce students to the material world 

behind the answer. The researcher, on the other hand, likely finds 

informative scholarship and possible inquiries that either comple-

ment or complicate an existing interest. Even if they do not use 

materiality as their primary interpretive lens, the questions raised by 

Dante’s Library can still inform their avenues of research.  

 

History, Progress, and Challenges 

Dante’s Library began in 2015 with a Mellon Humanities Writ 

Large and a team comprised of Professor Eisner, myself, and four 

other graduate students (Laura Banella, Alexandra Dodson, Joseph 

Williams, and Matthew Woodworth–all of whom went on to earn 

Ph.D.s from Duke). Having a large, interdisciplinary team from the 

outset allowed us to produce content quickly and efficiently; by the 

end of the summer, we had six completed entries for the site with 

relevant images. But we quickly realized that content production 

would not be the primary challenge in getting our project off the 

ground.  
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It was the website. With support from two staff members of 

the Duke University Libraries who specialized in digital projects, 

we learned that the site needed to be hosted by Duke for security 

and storage reasons. Yet without an already established project and 

audience, the only option available for creating and hosting a 

webpage was Duke’s WordPress, Sites@Duke. While WordPress 

itself has substantial flexibility and functionality, this more secure, 

institutional version essentially offered only blog-style webpages. 

Although we had originally hoped to create a dynamic site that 

blended text and image, we decided to forgo complexity in the 

initial stages. We used Sites@Duke to produce an operative site 

that would be available to the public.  

 In the following years, the site’s development was relatively 

stagnant. The initial group of graduate students involved in the pro-

ject completed their dissertations and graduated. Although I wrote 

a few more entries, from 2016-2018 we were primarily dedicated 

to maintaining the site and organizing material. By 2018, I was the 

only graduate student of the original team who was still at Duke, 

and I became the project’s Managing Editor. As a fellow in the 

Franklin Humanities Institute’s Lab in Digital Knowledge in 2018-

2019, I had planned to overhaul Dante’s Library by moving it to a 

different platform. Again, however, I ran up against problems re-

garding security and storage, and I resolved instead to focus on en-

suring the site’s usability and longevity with the technology availa-

ble from Sites@Duke. 

 As part of my postdoctoral research, I have undertaken sig-

nificant project maintenance and expansion. Dante’s Library is still 

hosted by Sites@Duke, but we have manipulated and updated the 

blog-style template in a way that allows visitors to navigate the site 

more easily, via the Table of Contents, Image Gallery, and landing 

page. The project now boasts fourteen completed entries with an-

other five in development. I have also begun to recruit scholars–

from Duke and beyond–whose expertise and research interests 

contribute to the project. As we have expanded (and continue to 

expand), the need for standardization has also increased. For that 

reason, Dante’s Library now has its own entry guidelines and style 

guide. With the goal of preparing the project for the next Manag-

ing Editor, I have organized and catalogued the existing texts, im-

ages, and image permissions from the site and preserved them in a 
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separate cloud-storage database to guarantee long-term conserva-

tion.  

 

Next Steps  

Over the past seven years, we have opted for functionality and sim-

plicity over advanced technologies. As we look to the next phase 

of Dante’s Library, the project has three goals. The first objective is 

to continue expanding the network of scholars and students who 

both write for and utilize the site. We are beginning the process of 

applying for an ISSN, which would make documenting and cite 

entries more straightforward. This step would also allow the con-

text and curation being produced on the site to be recognized, 

rightly, as knowledge in and of itself. Through this work, we hope 

to eventually reach one hundred entries as a representative, if not 

exhaustive, glimpse into Dante’s material world. Second, as a pro-

ject which focuses on the relation between content and form, we 

plan to restructure the site and move it to a new platform to provide 

better text and image integration, as well as additional functionality 

such as image annotations, timelines, and mapping. A further ben-

efit of migrating the site to a new platform is that we will then be 

able to take full advantage of data tools like GoogleAnalytics (cur-

rently limited on Sites@Duke), so that we can better optimize our 

pages for both search engines and audiences. Finally, a key focus as 

we move forward is guaranteeing accessibility for as many visitors 

as possible by updating the AltText for our images. While all the 

images on the site have a basic AltText description, enhancing our 

AltText will be essential for users who experience difficulty view-

ing image files or who use screen-reader software. Our project is 

and always has been envisioned as open-access, and our next steps 

will make that vision even more true by bringing Dante’s material 

world to an even broader public.  

. 
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DATA VISUALIZATION AS A TOOL TO EXPERIENCE THE 

LEGACY OF DANTE’S DIVINE COMEDY AND ITS 

INFLUENCE ON THE CULTURAL HERITAGE 
  
 

MATTEO BONERA, Politecnico di Milano 

ANNA BARDAZZI, Sant’Anna High School of Turin 

 

 

DivineComedy.digital is a digital humanities project that celebrates 

the Divine Comedy’s influence on the world’s cultural and artistic 

heritage, inspiring millions of people in Italy and worldwide. The 

project was conceived by Matteo Bonera, designed and developed 

by an eighteen-person team of The Visual Agency, an Italian-based 

studio specialized in information design. This article explores the 

collection methodology led by Anna Bardazzi and the design ap-

proach that led to the development of this tool.  

 

Introduction to the project 

DivineComedy.digital is a digital humanities project. The website 

(available at https://divinecomedy.digital) collects artworks depict-

ing the narrative world of the Divine Comedy. It provides a holistic 

experience for the users: while listening to the audio of verses, a 

digital gallery explores the vast collection of artworks representing 

scenes from Dante Alighieri’s poem. This heritage spans seven cen-

turies of art history and represents a summa of the many interpre-

tations artists and playwrights have given to the poem, which have 

contributed to defining this famous and mythical imaginary world. 

Through an interactive visualization that maps the complete struc-

ture of the Italian poet’s masterpiece, the application enables a hy-

permedia exploration of the content of the Divine Comedy and its 

related imagery. Users can overview what is probably the most 

compelling vision of the medieval world and observe how the in-

terpretations given by artists have changed over the centuries. 
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Fig. 1. The gallery of Paolo and Francesca’s scene, one of the 413 galleries.

  

The project was released in June 2021, for the occasion of the 700th 

anniversary of Dante Alighieri’s death, besides hundreds of com-

memorative events that took place in Italy throughout 2021. 

DivineComedy.digital was developed as a self-initiated pro-

ject by The Visual Agency — an Italian data visualization and in-

formation design company previously known for releasing the 

award-winning digital humanities project Codex-atlanticus.it, 

about Leonardo Da Vinci’s Codice Atlantico — and sponsored by 

Società Dante Alighieri — a cultural institution that promotes Ital-

ian culture and language around the world. 

 

Not another text-based tool 

The birth of the project stems from the idea of having a tool that 

could ease the general public to explore the content of the Com-

media. Due to the poem’s rigid and numerical structure, the text’s 

study is frequently based on the one-to-thirty-three/thirty-four 

subdivision of the Canticas. The connection between the cardinal 

number of Canto and its events, encounters, and dialogues is purely 

mnemonic, and, because of the high number of them (more than 

four hundred), it is a barrier too hard to overcome for a straight-

forward approach to the poem. 

 A benchmark analysis demonstrated that almost all of the fifty 

existing websites about the Divine Comedy follow this previously 

mentioned cardinal numbers approach. Some exceptions based on 

other parameters (e.g., contemporary citings: 
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https://research.bowdoin.edu/dante-today, places: 

https://www.mappingdante.com/, or characters ) exist, but not as 

a primary way of approaching the Commedia, sometimes limited 

to the Inferno (e.g., https://www.alpacaprojects.com/) or not con-

nected to the poem at all (e.g., http://floatingmedia.com/dante/ ). 

The complexity intertwined with the poem highlighted the need 

to shape a digital humanities tool that helped the general public 

access and explore such an articulated content based on something 

they can get. Dante’s journey in the pop culture is widely known 

for the poet’s encounters and his dialogues: events that define the 

plot of the Divine Comedy (e.g., the general public certainly 

knows about Paolo and Francesca and probably knows about their 

love affair but can’t answer if asked to speak about Inferno, Canto 

V). 

DivineComedy.digital facilitates the exploration of the con-

tent thanks to its unique way of accessing the poem’s structure: 

based on scenes rather than cardinal numbers. Different artists’ in-

terpretations represent each scene; this provides a visual basis for 

teachers who need to explain the content and scholars who need 

to study it.  

The experience and interface design considered the users and 

how and where they interact with it in different contexts and de-

vices. Therefore the versioning of the application is developed 

seamlessly for desktop computers, tablets and smartphones. 

While this tool is mainly designed for the general public, do-

main experts, especially dantists and researchers in the history of the 

art field, could find this collection beneficial to their studies, finding 

connections inside the application (hypermedia navigation of the 

tool based on related artworks from the same author) and external 

links to galleries, museums and archives who own the rights of the 

hosted images.  

 

How the tool works 

The website opens by showing the project purpose, followed by 

the onboarding page, divided into five steps:  

1. Dante’s legacy 

2. Artworks, authors, and metadata   

3. A digital humanities tool 
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4. An ever-growing heritage 

5. The Divine Comedy’s structure 

Each step provides information about Dante, the artwork collec-

tion, and the Divine Comedy. While users are experiencing the 

introduction, the background color shades from a light blue (cho-

sen for its symbolical connection with Paradise) to brick red (cho-

sen for Inferno). The pictures follow the onboarding experience 

providing a panoramic overview of the collection along with an 

explanatory text. An artificial intelligence algorithm1 is used to ar-

range images in clusters based on their visual similarity.  

1. ‘Dante’s Legacy’: artworks are arranged accordingly to their 

visual similarity: the more the pictures are close to each 

other, the more they are visually similar; 

2. ‘Artworks, authors and metadata’: the map zoom-in to the 

cluster of Salvador Dalì’s artworks that the AI determined 

are similar; 

3. ‘A digital humanities tool’: the panoramic overview of all the 

artworks collection arranged as a grid; 

4. ‘An ever-growing heritage’: the panoramic overview of all 

the artworks collection arranged by the century of creation. 

This last view shows the rejection of medieval values typical 

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

This data usage for the readers’ onboarding represents a perfect 

match between technology and storytelling. The last step of the 

onboarding page lets users become familiar with the Divine Com-

edy-specific terms: Canticas, Settings, and Cantos.   

Then users are invited to interact with the data-driven menu 

that depicts Divine Comedy’s structure and the plot divided into 

scenes. Visitors can choose to size the visualization according to the 

number of verses or the number of artworks. Sizing the menu by 

verses provides a panoramic overview of the Commedia’s structure 

and the length of each part, while choosing to do it by artworks 

provides an overview of the iconographic research. It is interesting 

to notice that sizing the structure by artworks provides an indirect 

insight into the popularity of each scene. (e.g., the most represented 

one is Paolo and Francesca’s with its 51 artworks. Overall, Inferno 

is the most depicted Cantica with its more than 600 hundred 

 
1 Pixplot is a t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) algorithm devel-
oped by Yale Digital Humanities Lab Team.  
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artworks). Each column of the interactive menu (Canticas, Settings, 

Cantos, and Scenes) can be normalized to further analysis. 

  

 
Fig.2. The interactive menu visualization of Divine Comedy’s structure and 

plot. 

 

 Clicking on a scene makes it possible to enter the relative 

gallery. Users can drag or scroll through the artworks while listen-

ing to the related audio verses. Users can browse the detail page for 

each artwork to analyze its metadata and external links or cross-

browse the website by choosing artworks from the same author.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Artwork page with metadata and related artworks. 
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The artwork collection linked to the ‘Commedia’ 

The project’s backbone relies on two databases: the artwork col-

lection and the Comedy’s structure and plot.   

 The artworks collection database counts over one thousand 

pieces depicting a Divine Comedy scene. Anna Bardazzi conducted 

the research. She produced a final result of 1,194 artworks cataloged 

with care and diligence, including illuminated manuscripts, engrav-

ings, canvases, frescoes, and drawings. Each artwork has been cata-

loged according to the following parameters: author, title, year, the 

gallery or library or archive, or museum that preserves the artwork 

and its city and country. Other important information has been 

cataloged for the picture and its copyright. This digital collection 

counts artworks from over 70 museums and over 90 artists. (see 

picture 2). 

  

 
Fig. 4. This visualization shows a panoramic view of the whole collection: 

more than a thousand artworks have been classified and mapped to the poem’s 

structure, allowing users to explore the content of this ever-growing catalog 

easily. 

 

The research was carried out starting from a collection of data taken 

from texts or essays already known to scholars of Dante iconogra-

phy (studies of Lucia Battaglia Ricci, Chiara Ponchia, and others)2 

and then moved on to a broader and more varied online research 

 
2 Lucia Battaglia Ricci, Dante per immagini. Dalle miniature trecentesche ai giorni 
nostri (Turin: Einaudi, 2018). 
Chiara Ponchia, Frammenti dell'Aldilà. Miniature trecentesche della Divina Comme-
dia (Padua: Il Poligrafo, 2015). 
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of the most critical iconographic sources on the Divine Comedy. 

Methodologically speaking, the first artworks that were categorized 

were those attributed to well-known artists with their share in the 

representation of Dante’s opera omnia: William Blake, Sandro Bot-

ticelli, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Gustave Doré, Salvador Dalì. Once 

their works were collected, the attention shifted to those cited by 

the sources that did not have the same united pattern in depicting 

the poem that the artists mentioned above had but mainly presented 

sporadic artworks on some scene or character of the Divine Com-

edy. 

 This collection took everything that was documentable into 

account in the most objective way and gave the liberty to integrate 

with those artworks that the research could not detect. Users can 

suggest any work by filling out a form on the Suggest artwork page. 

The idea of allowing this collection to grow fits the philosophy of 

the digital humanities, where users become contributors and vice 

versa, and it contributes to the spirit of democratization of cultural 

and artistic heritage. 

The second database retraces the Divine Comedy’s structure 

and its plot. Verses are attributed to the typical Canticas, Cantos, 

and the thirty ‘settings’ (circles for Inferno, terraces for Purgatory, 

and spheres for  Paradise) and subsequently attributed to 413 

scenes3. As mentioned before, treating Commedia as a movie 

screenplay enables users to orient themselves and their navigation 

through the content. 

Once the two databases have been compiled, all the artworks 

have been reconducted to one of the 413 scenes. These two con-

nected databases provide the basis for new ways to explore the con-

tent of this digital collection. 

 

Conclusions 

As most critical studies demonstrate, the collection of images on 

the Divine Comedy has, for the most part, always been a chrono-

logical subdivision. From these studies, it is possible to note an ev-

ident prevalence of depictions in centuries like the fourteenth and 

the fifteenth, with their wide range of miniatures on noteworthy 

manuscripts that report the text of the poem, such as ms. Egerton 

 
3 Each Canto counts from three to six scenes, for a total of 413 scenes overall. 
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943, ms. Yates Thompson 36, and so on; the sixteenth century also 

proved to be an era full of representations mainly depicted on the 

innovative printed editions that became the primary trend of that 

time, like the famous woodcuts of Alessandro Vellutello on Cris-

toforo Landino’s comment of the Commedia from 1544. The 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries also produced various illustra-

tions that modernized the poem’s sceneries and characters to give 

voice to the cultural climate of the period that still relied on the 

words and images of the medieval poet. On the contrary, centuries 

like the seventeenth and the eighteenth show a decisive minority 

imagery-wise. This fact has been confirmed with the more global 

research conducted online on the Divine Comedy’s representation. 

A variety of less known images and artists have been cataloged for 

the database, and even though they are not works known by many, 

they can still be placed in those centuries that abound with artists’ 

creativity on Dante’s work. In summary, the research has proven 

that the imagery of the Divine Comedy has predominantly con-

quered those centuries that already themselves enjoyed artistic cre-

ativity: the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, Romanticism, and the 

twentieth century with its diversification of the artistic movements 

throughout the years (Futurism, Surrealism, abstract expressionism, 

and so on).  

Another important aspect obtained from this study is the se-

lectivity of certain artists in representing the most famous scenes to 

the disadvantage of lesser-known characters and settings. The fa-

mous scene of Paolo and Francesca conversing with Dante (Canto 

V of the Inferno) was represented in 51 artworks. In contrast, the 

less-known scene of Canto 27, the conversation with Guido da 

Montefeltro, counts only seven artworks. It is important to note 

that artists have always preferred those scenes that immediately 

struck Dante’s audience since the first appearances of the work. 

It is to be noted that the Cantica on which there have been 

more representations is the Inferno, while the one on which fewer 

images were produced is the Paradise. Nonetheless, a significant 

amount of data has been found for each Cantica. As mentioned 

above, the paintings and illustrations that have been gathered 

demonstrate a clear preference for those scenes that are more wide-

spread in the collective imagination; scenes like the already cited 

Paolo and Francesca (Inf. 5), the dark wood and the encounter with 
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Virgil (Inf. 1), the Acheron river and the ferryman Charon (Inf. 3) 

count more than twenty artworks as so do scenes like the depiction 

of Lucifer (Inf. 34) or the encounter with the devils (Inf. 21, and 

22). However, it is interesting that other visual scenes that could 

have been portrayed have not been considered as much as those 

mentioned above. Mythological creatures such as the Furies (Inf. 

9), the Centaurs (Inf. 12), and the Giants (Inf. 31), but even the 

heavenly creatures like the angels or the Eagle (Par. 28) have not 

been as lucky.  

In terms of user experience, the aim of DivineComedy.dig-

ital is to break people’s habits and take their time to enjoy, what 

we call, a slow surfing experience. To do so, the website relies on 

a couple of design solutions: horizontal scrolling and the bottom-

to-top structure of the main visualization .   

 The horizontal scrolling is deliberately designed to be coun-

terintuitive for people used to scrolling downwards on websites and 

social media. This choice aims to break users’ habits to let them 

discover how to interact with the website and take the proper time 

to listen to the Divine Comedy’s audio verses. 

The other choice is to design the Divine Comedy structure 

from bottom to top. The Inferno is archetypally thought to develop 

downward, but if we consider Dante’s path to redemption as a 

whole, it grows upwardly, from the Earth to Paradise. Therefore, 

the main visualization representing the Divine Comedy structure 

and its plot shows the Inferno in the bottom part (colored in brick 

red) and the Paradise in the upper part (colored in cloudy blue).  

Using data to size the Divine Comedy’s structure brought 

some interesting speculation not strictly related to the design or de-

velopment phases but rather to the subject matter. Thanks to the 

main visualization, it is possible to measure that, contrary to what 

is commonly held, the three Canticas are not perfectly symmetrical 

in mathematical terms. They have the same structure, but some 

slight differences don’t allow them to overlap perfectly. Regarding 

the number of verses, it is visually apparent how the 8th circle 

weights on the overall structure like none of the other settings.  

Other insights could be found in how cantos insist on the 

settings: not every part of them belongs to a specific setting without 

discontinuity. For instance: Inf. 7 mainly insists on the 4th Circle, 

but its last 31 verses (The Styx and the Wrathful) belong to the 
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Fifth Circle. Other asymmetries could be found in Inf. 31. While 

its beginning scene (The Giants) belongs to the Eighth Circle, the 

other three scenes (Nimrod, Ephialtes, and Antaeus) don’t belong 

to it nor the Ninth Circle. Other similar examples could be easily 

visualized along Purgatory and Paradise by analyzing the structure. 

 Lastly, the filters of the interactive menu enable users to fur-

ther analyses. Normalizing the structure in each setting makes it 

visually clear how the density of cantos changes along with different 

settings, providing unpredicted information on the structure over-

all.  

 The now existing connection between artworks and the Di-

vine Comedy’s structure and plot, eased by the design of the inter-

face driven by metadata, enables domain experts to further analyses 

that hopefully provide the basis for unexplored analysis of the 

Commedia. 
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LITERARY VISUALIZATION. TOWARDS A VISUAL 

ANNOTATION OF DANTE’S ‘COMEDY’ 
  
 

SIMONE MARCHESI, Princeton University  

PAMELA A. PATTON, Princeton University 

EARNESTINE QIU, Princeton University 

MAX MATUKHIN, Princeton University 

 

 

The project described below has a simple goal: producing a philo-

logical visual commentary to Dante’s Comedy accessible through 

the web. The project, titled Literary Visualizations, is a joint ven-

ture involving two Princeton entities. The Princeton Dante Pro-

ject, a digital textual archive conceived as a companion to Dante’s 

poem, which was founded by Robert Hollander in the year 2000, 

and the Index of Medieval Art, an archive of iconographic types 

which has continuously been active at Princeton since 1917 and is 

currently making significant strides toward full digitization, under 

the direction of Pamela Patton.  

 

Goals 

From the perspective of Dante studies, our Literary Visualization 

project aims at making two coordinated interventions. Firstly, by 

offering users easy and line-by-line access to images of medieval 

works of art that contain the depiction of characters, places, and 

objects named or alluded to in Dante’s poem, the project is de-

signed to reconstruct the visual encyclopedia shared by many 

among Dante’s early audiences. In so doing, it shifts the emphasis 

from the literal illustration of the Comedy as a text, i.e., the poem’s 

visual interpretation by artists, to the role the visual arts have played 

in the conception of the poem by opening a window onto the 

mental imagery that Dante and his readers might have associated 

with his words.1  Secondly, by providing a gamut of examples of 

iconographic analogs for the visual tokens evoked by the Comedy, 

our project proposes to concentrate not so much on individual 

works of art that Dante might have directly accessed but rather to 

 
1 Visual reception of the Comedy is also documented in the Index. See, in particular, 
the digitization and iconographic analysis of the MSS M.289 and M.676 of the Pier-

point Morgan Library.  
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focus on common and standard ways of constructing the visual rep-

resentation of an object that were available in his culture. The pro-

ject thus allows us to propose broader visual contexts as points of 

reference for Dante’s text. Visualizing the poem entails not only 

referring readers to works of art that may have, in a traditional 

sense, ‘inspired’ Dante’s poetry, but also identifying iconographic 

traditions that Dante could have assumed his readers would be fa-

miliar with. 

 

Mechanics  

“Literary Visualizations” will enable PDP users to navigate to a line 

of the Comedy and, by simply landing on a highlighted word, in-

stantly access filtered visual results in the Index. Three elements are 

linked in the process of image retrieval: the ‘tokens’ in Dante’s text 

(figures, places, objects), the iconographic types that correspond to 

the tokens (which are encoded in the Index entries as ‘subjects’) 

and images of art-objects that contain that type, accompanied by 

the relevant meta-data.  

 

Production process 

Each of these steps requires a human decision-making intervention, 

which is entrusted to a member of the working team. The team 

includes, together with Dr. Patton and Simone Marchesi, a gradu-

ate student in Comparative Literature, Max Matukhin, and one in 

Art History, Earnestine Qiu. Max is responsible for generating what 

we call ‘tokens’ from Dante’s poem. In reading the Comedy, he 

systematically identifies the objects that may have received an icon-

ographic treatment in medieval art. Once Max has made the deci-

sion to generate the token for that object in Dante’s text, Earnestine 

determines what subject term in the Index database best matches 

the token and runs a preliminary search to assess the range of results 

it generates. Once the token-subject connection is validated, the 

decision to use the specific subject term as a search word into the 

Index database is recorded for the appropriate line and for the other 

lines in the poem in which the term appears (of course, only in the 

same acceptation as it is used in its original occurrence). Eventually, 

the lists of token-to-subject connections and subject-to-images that 

are thus produced will be used to link the databases.    

As we noted, the project is currently being developed, and 

we are moving through the matching phase. We look at a timeline 
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of another year of work before we may go live in a Beta phase. At 

this point, however, we are confident both in the procedures we 

have adopted, based on a collaborative and interdisciplinary effort, 

and on the specific goals of the project.  

 

State of the art and outcomes  

By establishing a philologically-sound visual commentary to the 

poem, the project intends to correct two interrelated problems in 

the way readers imagine the Comedy today. First, analyses of the 

Comedy’s visual components which consider only the illustrations 

that the poem inspired, as valuable as these are, are also potentially 

subject to cultural bias. Although some illustrations of the text were 

made shortly after Dante completed it, many more were created in 

the seven centuries that followed, and archives that preserve and 

give access to visual commentaries to the poem overwhelmingly 

include artistic renderings that date from the resurgence of interest 

in Dante in the nineteenth and twentieth century. As such, they 

orient the poem’s visualization along predetermined (and often de-

ceptively familiar) lines. In doing so, they potentially contradict the 

visual expectations of early readers, those that Dante could have 

had in mind while writing the poem. Rather than recording how 

subsequent artists responded to Dante’s words, our project aims at 

capturing Dante’s own visual imaginary, along with that of his con-

temporary audience, and making it accessible to both specialists and 

the general public.2 

 
2 For a rich documentation of Dante’s reception in visual arts, see 
http://www.worldofdante.org/ created by Deborah Parker at UVA; https://digital-
dante.columbia.edu/ by Teodolinda Barolini at Columbia University; and the repos-
itory http://www.danteeilcinema.com/dante-e-le-arti/ based at the University of 
Milan, curated by Giuliana Nuvoli. The UCLA Center for Early Global Studies and 

the UAB Institut d’Estudies Medievals have also been active in collecting and analyz-
ing visual sources and reactions to the Comedy, as documented in their recent sym-
posium (Summer 2016). Scholarly interventions that have made their way to print 
are not rare. They range from the historical overview offered by Jeanne-Pierre Bar-
ricelli, “Dante in the Visual Arts,” Dante Studies 114 (1996): 79-93 to the most recent 
essay by Gervase Rosser, “Visual Culture,” in The Oxford Handbook of Dante, eds. 
Manuele Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, and Francesca Southerden (Oxford, UK: Ox-
ford University Press, 2021),188-207, to the localized readings by Mirko Tavoni, in 
“Dante imagining His Journey Through the Afterlife,” Dante Studies 133 (2015): 70-
97; Tavoni, “The Vision of God (Paradiso XXXIII) and Its Iconography,” in Inter-
pretation and Visual Poetics in Medieval and Early Modern Texts, eds. Beatrice Ar-
duini, Isabella Magni, and Jelena Todorović (Leiden: Brill, 2022), 94-121. In Italian, 

see also Lucia Battaglia Ricci, Dante per immagini: Dalle miniature trecentesche ai 
giorni nostri (Turin: Einaudi, 2018). 
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Secondly, focusing on a wide range of iconographic ana-

logues rather than limiting results to works of art from Dante’s par-

ticular milieu provides researchers with more flexibility in seeking 

potential matches for literary terms and visual images. It also allows 

them to intercept potential points of reference in Dante’s text (and 

thus potential visual allusions), even when individual relevant 

works of art from Dante’s age have not survived or have survived 

only in areas eccentric or marginal to the known geography of 

Dante’s life. By moving beyond a study of solely those artifacts to 

which Dante had plausible access and into an exploration of icon-

ographic traditions to which his text potentially referred his readers, 

our project vindicates the validity of multiple and marginal strains 

of iconological influence on the imagination of his poem.3 

 
3 Interpretive contributions focused on such cases of interference may be found in 
essays like John Freccero, “Paradiso X: The Dance of the Stars,” Dante Studies 86 
(1968): 85-111;  Christie K. Fengler and William A. Stephany, “The Capuan Gate 
and Pier della Vigna,” Dante Studies 99 (1981): 145-157; Robert Durling, “Farinata 
and the Body of Christ,” Stanford Italian Review 2.1 (1981): 5-35; Nancy J. Vickers, 
“Seeing is Believing: Gregory, Trajan, and Dante’s Art,” Dante Studies 101 (1983): 
68-85; Jeffrey T. Schnapp, The Transfiguration of History at the Center of Dante’s 
Paradise (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986); Christopher Kleinhenz, 
“Dante and the Tradition of the Visual Arts in the Middle Ages,” Thought: Fordham 
University Quarterly 65 (1990): 17-26; and, most recently, Louise Bordua, “Illumi-
nating, painting, and sculpture,” in Dante in Context, eds. Zygmunt G. Baranski  and 
Lino Pertile (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 401-426. In Ital-
ian, see the extended treatment of the Comedy’s visual ‘sources’ in Laura Pasquini, 
“‘Pigliare occhi, per aver la mente’: Dante, la ‘Commedia’ e le arti figurative” (Rome: 
Carocci, 2020), with ample bibliography. 
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DANTE [VIRTUALLY] AT DARTMOUTH 
  
 

DANIELLE CALLEGARI, Dartmouth University  

 

 

New Hampshire might not seem like the most obvious home for a 

medieval Italian poet, but Dante has always held a special place at 

Dartmouth. Beyond the college’s deep-rooted dedication to liberal 

arts learning and its attention to the complete undergraduate 

education—world literature firmly included—there is something 

about the quiet woods that surround the campus, the introspective 

and inspiring nature of the place, that feel uniquely Dantesque. This 

atmosphere has alternately supported and been elaborated by the 

presence of a long chain of important scholars of Dante, whose 

teaching and research created a rich space in which to study the 

poet. In particular, and especially relevant to the current context, it 

gave rise to multiple digital humanities projects dedicated to Dante 

and his major work: the Dartmouth Dante Project, a searchable, 

full-text database of commentaries on the Commedia spanning 

from the fourteenth to the twentieth century, launched in 1988; 

and Dante Lab, a virtual workspace that permits the comparison of 

four texts simultaneously, including the Commedia in its original 

Italian, the Longfellow American English translation of the 

Commedia, and all of the commentaries that had been previously 

made available on the Dartmouth Dante Project, launched in 2013. 

Both platforms have been invaluable resources to students and 

scholars of the poet at Dartmouth and beyond over the years of 

their existence, and they continue to be accessed regularly. They 

are, however, in a moment of transition, and their future is 

uncertain. As technology advances and user expectation evolves, 

these digital humanities platforms can sometimes now appear at best 

quaint, at worst obsolete.  

 Yet there are many layers of value that include but exceed 

their continued immediate utility as databases that make the 

Commedia and its apparatus easily available and searchable. Indeed, 

some of their most rewarding aspects have only become clear with 

the passage of time. The move to accessing materials on handheld 

smart devices has meant that lighter, more agile sites that don’t 

consume significant data or rely on large bandwidth have substantial 
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appeal to the everyday user, now expecting to have all their 

materials at the ready and at their finger tips in a highly mobile 

format. On the opposite end of the spectrum, nearly two years of 

rolling lockdowns and social distancing has been a profound if 

brutal reminder that virtual formats of all kinds have an inherently 

critically important place in a globalized world where public health 

crises may become more frequent. Perhaps most compellingly, the 

straightforward interface, simple presentation of information, and 

cost-free access that the Dartmouth Dante Project and Dante Lab 

can boast have made them some of the most effective tools for 

promoting inclusivity in the world of Dante studies today. 

The Dartmouth Dante Project was born in tandem with and 

as an elaboration of the uniquely rich group of several of the most 

influential scholars of Dante who all found themselves at 

Dartmouth in the 1980s, in particular Professors Kevin Brownlee, 

Jeffrey Schnapp, and Nancy Vickers. These scholars were often 

joined by still other Dantisti, inspiring them to attempt to grow the 

community even more broadly. The project itself was spearheaded 

by Professor Robert Hollander, who spent summers as a visiting 

professor at Dartmouth between 1982–88. With the help of his co-

director Stephen Campbell, a computer scientist at Dartmouth, and 

yet another noted Dantista Professor Simone Marchesi, Professor 

Hollander worked to create a searchable, digitized collection of the 

texts of the many commentaries on the Commedia using two large 

grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities along 

with further financial backing from sources as varied as the Dante 

Society of America and the AT&T Foundation. This required 

hand-scanning each text with early optical scanners and storing 

them on a dial-up server, with tech support provided by 

administrators Janet Stephens and Jonathan Altman. The site itself 

was designed by Campbell and Raymond Neff, then director of 

Academic Computing at Dartmouth. When it was made available 

to the public in 1988, digital platforms of its kind were relatively 

rare and accessing the many dozens of commentaries on Dante’s 

major work simultaneously was difficult or impossible, not least 

since many existed in only barely modernized hard-copy form. In 

a best case scenario, individuals affiliated with a research institution 

might have several pre and early modern commentaries at their 

disposal in a special collection library alongside more recent 

purchases of still copyrighted modern commentaries, and might be 

able to supplement those further with an interlibrary loan system. 
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Anyone without such an affiliation would not have the luxury of 

such possibilities, and would be left with the discouraging, time-

consuming, and likely expensive task of identifying publicly 

accessible copies of rare and recently published commentaries in 

both English and Italian. Bringing all of these commentaries 

together into one place was thus in itself a great accomplishment; 

having digital, full-text, open-access versions of them all in 

searchable format was truly innovative and exciting. The 

Dartmouth Dante Project became a critical resource for engaged 

readers of the poem, an invaluable tool for teaching, and a 

benchmark for later digital humanities projects in the relevant fields 

of medieval literature, Italian studies, and Dante studies. 

 

 The Dartmouth Dante Project was the foundation for the 

next Dante-focused digital humanities undertaking at Dartmouth: 

Dante Lab. Dante Lab took the wealth of raw material made 

available by the Dartmouth Dante Project and created a digital 

workspace in which the text of the Commedia, in original language 

and translation, could be compared next to the commentaries, 

allowing users to interact with the texts as they might at a traditional 

desk but without the challenge of actually sourcing and handling 

the physical books. The evolution into Dante Lab was a fully 

Dartmouth-sponsored undertaking in this case, funded by the 

college’s Neukom Institute for Computational Science. A team of 

computer scientists and humanities scholars came together once 

again, beginning with Daniel Rockmore, director of the Neukom 

Institute, Professor Graziella Parati, then chair of the Department 

of French and Italian at Dartmouth, Laurence Hooper, a professor 

of medieval Italian, and Scott Millspaugh, a visiting scholar in 

Italian at the college. Stephen Campbell was once again a key 

player, helping with the migration of the content of the Dartmouth 

Dante Project to Dante Lab, and new computational support was 

provided by Mirksy Digital’s Jennifer Mirsky, Liza Bouchard, and 

Charles Forcey, who brought the site up and running. Dante Lab 

was first unveiled at the Digital French and Italian Symposium in 

2013, and thus in a contextualized circumstance that permitted its 

place in the larger landscape of digital humanities projects to be 

evaluated more clearly. Its user-friendly and appealing interface, 

multiple functionalities, and clever transposition of analog 

expectations into digital executions made it more than functional: 

it was a site that was enjoyably interactive and aesthetically pleasing. 
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The multi-text comparison feature proved exceptionally useful, as 

many similar digital humanities projects have confirmed adopting 

the same apparatus. Importantly, by building on the Dartmouth 

Dante Project both literally and figuratively, Dante Lab 

demonstrated the continued relevance of even an aging digital 

humanities platform, and pointed toward the way that some 

pertinent applications of these sites might unveil themselves only 

much later.  

 

 In the decade since the presentation of Dante Lab, Professor 

Graziella Parati has continued to give direction on the allocation of 

resources for maintenance from her position at Dartmouth, while 

Professor Simone Marchesi has made himself available from 

Princeton to address questions regarding the content on the sites. 

Stephen Campbell, now retired from Dartmouth, has fielded all 

manner of queries and challenges concerning tech support. 

Nonetheless, the lack of a steady presence of a Dantista at 

Dartmouth and the disjointed reality represented by two separate if 

related sites has left both the Dartmouth Dante Project and Dante 

Lab in somewhat precarious positions. Both sites have essentially 

been left to exist without intervention for some time, and there is 

no doubt that with each passing year they move closer to requiring 

some kind of attention. This is especially true of the Dartmouth 

Dante Project, now approaching its Dantean thirty-fifth birthday. 

Though Campbell redesigned the site in 2005, with the help of 

Kirt Johnson, moving over to an Oracle database and a GIT 

repository archiving system for storage, no significant modifications 

have been made to the site since. While the Dante Lab has a more 

advanced web design and greater flexibility, it too is now aging and 

will inevitably arrive at an inflection point shortly.  

 That said, and despite the passage of time, the continued 

utility of both sites cannot really be called into question. If they are 

dated or basic, they remain nonetheless extremely functional, and 

even the Dartmouth Dante Project, which has been subsumed to 

great extent into the Dante Lab, retains a purpose in as much as it 

delivers the only available simple accounting of all commentaries 

available up through the late twentieth century that is also easily 

searchable. If they are unimpressive aesthetically in terms of what 

web design capabilities are now available, the lightness of design 

makes them quick to load with very little bandwidth or data usage, 

meaning they remain attractive options for the student or scholar 
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traveling, teaching, or working with limited resources in any sense. 

If the audience for these Dante-dedicated sites is ultimately niche, 

in as much as they serve more or less exclusively the community of 

Dante students and scholars, they serve that community well and 

remain highly effective in opening up engagement with Dante’s 

text to a wider, more diverse public. Indeed, the best evidence of 

their continued utility is also a reminder of how beneficial they are 

especially to students and scholars of Dante who work 

independently or in any case outside of a major research institution, 

as witnessed by Google analytics that reveal most users in fact do 

not have institutional email addresses and are accessing from IP 

addresses outside of the US and especially outside of major urban 

centers. 

 

 The question that remains then is, what should be done 

now? At the moment of writing, both sites continue to function 

properly at the user end, and both are maintained with relatively 

little effort and at a manageable cost at the institutional end. The 

technology is aging, but it is not yet malfunctioning, and migrating 

to a new platform would mean time, money, and the risk of lost 

data. To expand the capabilities of either or both sites would again 

require time and money, and would likely be more complicated in 

terms of copyright; as when the sites were conceived and launched, 

a team composed of computer scientists and scholars of Dante 

supported by a substantial outside grant and/or university funding 

would be necessary to improve or renew them. However, waiting 

until an urgent situation or malfunction prompts an immediate 

solution makes it likely that a fix will be slapdash or come in the 

shape of an unsustainable path forward; considered from another 

perspective, leaving them fallow already for this length of time and 

allowing that to continue suggests their inevitable obsolescence and 

almost guarantees it. It thus seems prudent to map out what might 

be done and begin work, making the most of what is already 

available: in the case of the Dartmouth Dante Project, its vast 

quantity of digitized original text; in the case of Dante Lab, its 

interactive comparative text application. This effort will have the 

luxury of exploiting the new apparatus for virtual interaction 

developed during the Covid-19 pandemic; that is, convening a 

scholarly committee, particularly a diverse group with 

complementary talents, is now a much less daunting task. Platforms 

for web design have similarly become easier to work with, less 
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expensive, and more versatile, meaning that the raw data already 

present on the Dartmouth Dante Project and Dante Lab can be 

redeployed in a context that feels fresh and newly useful even 

before new material is added or modifications are made at the 

content level. Given its home base at Dartmouth, it seems especially 

appropriate that Dartmouth students be involved in this effort, and 

indeed the most convincing option for ushering the sites into their 

next phase of life is that of dedicating an undergraduate seminar to 

the maintenance, elaboration, and promotion of the Dartmouth 

Dante Project and Dante Lab. Involving students at that level 

would be a practical pedagogical exercise imparting applicable skills 

that also permits the study of Dante in a dynamic and evolving 

context while taking advantage of the input from precisely the user 

group the sites would do best to develop and expand. This would 

be an opportunity to connect the two sites with other Dante-

focused digital humanities projects that have arrived on the scene 

in the intervening years, thus giving rise to a lively and extensive 

network. With the support of Dartmouth, and ideally further 

outside sources that could also become partners in future growth, 

this seems both feasible and promising.  

 

 Their combined longevity and flexibility thus continue to 

define the Dartmouth Dante Project and Dante Lab as especially 

worthy of attention as digital humanities projects for Dantisti, but 

as they age it is perhaps surprisingly their would-be outmoded form 

and uncertain future that in fact makes them exciting loci of 

possibility, as their current form already makes them user-friendly 

and accessible, and without a plan for the next steps whoever takes 

the reins now will have the ability to control the direction they 

take next. These sites have been and continue to be a resource of 

special value to people who are not at major research institutions, 

who do not have significant individual funding, and who cannot 

expect to travel regularly to libraries or conferences. They might 

yet also become just two stars in a constellation of Dantesque 

resources available virtually that bring together an unlimited and 

unbounded community of readers and lovers of the poet. If Dante 

studies as a field wishes to become more conversant in the current 

moment and intends to open its borders to the widest possible 

audience, tools like the Dartmouth Dante Project and Dante Lab 

can, however unexpectedly, lead the way. 
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INTERTEXTUALITY IN DANTE’S COMMEDIA:  
HYPERMEDIA DANTE NETWORK 

  
 

GAIA TOMAZZOLI, Sapienza Università di Roma  

 

 

Hypermedia Dante Network aims at representing through Seman-

tic Web standards and languages the knowledge related to Dante’s 

primary sources which is disseminated in seven centuries of com-

mentaries on the Divine Comedy. The project, which was granted 

national funding (PRIN 2020-2023), is directed by prof. Michel-

angelo Zaccarello, and entails a collaboration between the Univer-

sities of Pisa, Bologna, Naples, and Turin, and ISTI CNR. HDN 

was conceived as a sequel of the project Per un’enciclopedia dan-

tesca digitale, which gathered the digital libraries Dante Medieval 

Archive (DaMA) and DanteSources, as well as DanteSearch, a mor-

phological and syntactic markup of Dante’s Latin and vernacular 

works developed in the late 1990s. 

    DanteSources represents the knowledge about Dante’s pri-

mary sources provided by the most recent editions of Dante’s so-

called “minor works” (Vita Nova, ed. Gorni 2011, ed. De Robertis 

1980; Rime, ed. Giunta 2011; De vulgari eloquentia, ed. Tavoni 

2011; Convivio, ed. Fioravanti 2014; Monarchia, ed. Quaglioni 

2014)1. The knowledge base can be interrogated through prede-

fined or free queries. Searches in DanteSources return information 

on all the sources that are quoted in a specific work by Dante, or 

in one specific part of it; on all of the passages in Dante’s oeuvre 

where a specific source or a specific author is mentioned; and on 

the different types of intertextual references (explicit, strict, or ge-

neric, as will be defined below). The linked data extracted from the 

commentaries published in said editions populate an ontology spe-

cifically created to formally represent knowledge on the 

 
1 On DanteSources see Mirko Tavoni, Paola Andriani, Carlo Meghini, Valentina 
Bartalesi, Daniele Metilli, “L’esplorazione delle fonti dantesche attraverso la biblioteca 
digitale DanteSources”, in ed. Thomas Persico and Riccardo Viel, Sulle tracce del 
Dante minore. Prospettive di ricerca per lo studio delle fonti dantesche (Bergamo: 
Sestante, 2017), 29-52; Valentina Bartalesi, Carlo Meghini, Daniele Metilli, Paola 
Andriani, Mirko Tavoni, “DanteSources: a Digital Library for Studying Dante Ali-
ghieri’s Primary Sources”, Umanistica Digitale no. 1 (2017): 119-28; Valentina Bar-
talesi, Carlo Meghini, Paola Andriani, Mirko Tavoni, “Towards a semantic network 

of Dante’s works”, Digital scholarship no. 30/1 (2015): 28-35. 
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relationship between Dante’s text and his sources. DanteSources 

thus escapes the limits imposed by the textual queries that affect the 

perusal of the numerous commentaries digitized by the Dartmouth 

Dante Project (DDP), and it provides more complete and mean-

ingful results thanks to the high expressiveness of data granted by 

the use of computational logic and languages. 

    HDN relies on the same methodology. However, since 

scholarship on the primary sources of Dante’s Commedia is signif-

icantly broader, the ontology developed for DanteSources has been 

expanded and implemented on the basis of a new conceptualization 

of intertextuality2. The HDN ontology revolves around a core class 

of references. In explaining Dante’s Commedia, commentators 

bring to the reader’s attention a specific text when they believe that 

text can enrich our understanding of the poem. Therefore, our 

knowledge on Dante’s primary sources can be expressed as refer-

ences, that can be formalized as follows: 

 
A (the commentary, i.e. the source of the reference) states that our 

knowledge about B (a fragment of Dante’s text, i.e. the subject of the 

reference) can be enriched thanks to C (another text or collection of 

texts, i.e. the object of the reference).  

 

Based on this definition, the HDN ontology classifies references 

into three sub-classes: citations (already described by the Dan-

teSources ontology), loci paralleli, and external supports. Citations 

are the most specific references, for they imply a genetic relation-

ship between Dante’s text and its source (B derives from C). Loci 

paralleli are those texts where a certain idea or image is developed 

in a way similar to Dante’s, without one of the two texts being 

directly inspired by the other one (B is similar to C). Finally, we 

call external supports those references in which a commentator 

mentions a text only to corroborate his interpretation, without 

 
2 On HDN, see Valentina Bartalesi, Nicolò Pratelli, Carlo Meghini, Daniele Metilli, 
Gaia Tomazzoli, Leyla M. G. Livraghi, Michelangelo Zaccarello, “A formal repre-
sentation of the Divine Comedy’s primary sources: The Hypermedia Dante Network 
ontology”, Digital Scholarship in the Humanities no. 37/3 (2022): 630-643; Carlo 
Meghini, Mirko Tavoni, Michelangelo Zaccarello, “Mapping the Knowledge of 
Dante Commentaries in the Digital Context: A Web Ontology Approach”, Romanic 
Review no. 112/1 (2021): 138-57; Carlo Meghini, Michelangelo Zaccarello, “Un 
nuovo progetto di biblioteca digitale con mappatura semantica dei commenti alla 
«Commedia»: l’‘Hypermedia Dante Network’”, Griseldaonline no. 20/2 (2021), 
https://doi.org/10.6092/issn.1721-4777/12552; Leonardo Canova, Michelangelo 
Zaccarello, “«Com’occhio segue suo falcon volando»: intertestualità e lessico della 
falconeria (e relativa marcatura digitale) nella Commedia”, Linguistica e letteratura 
no. 46/1-2 (2021): 15-44. 
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implying a specific hermeneutic relationship with Dante’s work (C 

is useful to explain B).  

    At the heart of our ontology lie the most specific references, 

since they tend to be more beneficial to our understanding of 

Dante’s text. Citations are divided into the three sub-classes imple-

mented by the DanteSources ontology: explicit citations (when 

Dante explicitly quotes his source); strict citations (where a specific 

fragment of text is very likely to be Dante’s source); generic cita-

tions (where Dante is likely to have been generically influenced by 

a text or collection of texts). 

    Each reference is further characterized by other information. 

The more complete information is attached to citations, while for 

external supports we only specify: a. the relationship between sub-

ject and object (i.e. whether Dante’s text confirms, contradicts, or 

extends his source); b. whether the commentary at hand relies on 

a previous commentary; c. the coordinates of the object text (title, 

author, theme, the relevant fragment of text and its position within 

the work, and a link to a digital library containing its full text). In 

the case of citations and loci paralleli, the HDN ontology expands 

the DanteSources ontology by representing the content of the ref-

erence. According to their content, references are divided into 3 

categories: textual correspondences (based on linguistic and stylistic 

features), thematic correspondences (based on characters, episodes, 

or topographical elements), and conceptual correspondences (based 

on theories or motifs).  

    To populate this ontology, HDN signed a partnership with 

the Dartmouth Dante Project and acquired some 50 commentaries 

digitized by the DDP. Collaborators of HDN annotate the most 

important of these commentaries using a digital tool created by 

ISTI CNR. Once the ontology has been populated, users will be 

able to search the knowledge base through a web interface that will 

allow predefined queries, or through the SPARQL endpoint (a 

search protocol based on a formalized query language for the inter-

rogation of the RDF graph that constitutes our knowledge base). 

It will be possible to download the query output in different for-

mats, such as charts and CSV files.  

    Users will be able to immediately retrieve structured and 

meaningful information; queries will encompass, for example, all of 

the stylistic features deriving from the Bible in Dante’s Inferno, all 

topographical elements drawn from classical literature, all of the oc-

currences in which Dante contradicts his sources (including 
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himself), and all the instances of a specific commentator mentioning 

one of his predecessors. 

    With this project, we aim at providing FAIR (Findable, Ac-

cessible, Interoperable, Reusable)3 data on Dante’s masterpiece, its 

sources, and its seven-centuries long commentary tradition, as well 

as an innovative tool for navigating the deep sea of Medieval inter-

textuality. 
 

 
3 Mark D. Wilkinson et al., “The FAIR guiding principles for scientific data manage-
ment and stewardship”, Scientific Data no. 3/1 (2016): 1-9. 
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NOTES 
 
 
 

‘SCEMARE’, OR APPROACHING “VIRGILLESSNESS”1 
  
 

J.C. WILES, University of Cambridge 

 

 

 
Any examination of the phenomenon of absence in the Commedia must 

account for a crucial linguistic issue: though they are amply attested in the 

Commedia’s sources, the words assenza, assente, and their derivatives are 

themselves conspicuously absent from the poem’s lexicon. Absence 

experiences are expressed in the poem partly through imagery and 

circumlocution, but also through a constellation of individual words which 

invoke experiences of absence without naming absence as such. One 

particularly suggestive word operating within this language of omission is the 

verb scemare. With a focus on Purgatorio 30, in this paper, I discuss the 

importance of scemare to Dante’s lexicon of exclusion, and the ways in which 

it shapes our experience and understanding of absence in the Commedia more 

broadly.  

 
Keywords: Absence, Affect, Presence, Scemare, Virgil. 

 
 

  

If a discussion of absence in the Commedia, a poem so richly 
populated with characters, and so driven by interpersonal 
encounter and exchange, is not to be doomed from the start, it has 
to account for crucial linguistic issue. Though they are attested 
elsewhere in Dante’s work, the words assenza, assente, and their 
derivatives are themselves conspicuously absent from the poem’s 
lexicon. Like the word empireo, which disappears after the second 
canto of Inferno to be replaced by periphrases of increasing 
ambition and effulgence, the concept of absence is articulated only 

 
1 This article began as a contribution to the panel “Dante Spaces/Spaces for Dante,” 

which formed part of the Centenary Celebration of New Voices in UK and Irish 
Dante Studies, held in Cambridge and Oxford in November 2021. I am grateful to 
the organizers, participants, and especially my fellow panelists, Edward Allnutt, 
Alessia Carrai, Nicolò Crisafi, and Tommaso Priviero, as well as to our chair, 
Catherine Keen, for the generosity of their ideas and discussion both before and 

after the event.  
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indirectly.2 This is achieved partly through imagery and 
circumlocution, but also through a constellation of individual 
words which invoke experiences of absence without naming 
absence as such. 

A particularly suggestive word operating within Dante’s 
lexicon of exclusion and omission is the verb scemare. Seeing only 
sparing use elsewhere in his work, it appears with relative frequency 
in the Commedia.3 Where it appears as a verb, commentators have 
generally glossed scemare as roughly equivalent to “diminuire.”4 

Where it appears in its adjectival form, “scemə,” it has been read as 

synonymous with “manchevole” or, more commonly, “privə.”5 It 

seems to me, however, that “privə” does not fully convey the sense 

of “scemə” as Dante uses it. “Privə” also appears in the Commedia, 
and in each instance it serves a markedly different function to 

“scemə.” Where privare and its derivatives occur, they signal a 
complete loss or deprivation: the devil from whose grip Bonconte 
da Montefeltro is saved by an angel cries “O tu del ciel, perchè mi 
privi?” (Purg. 5.105); Dante is able to ascend to Paradise only when 
he is completely “privo / d’impedimento” (Par. 1.139-140). While 
privare communicates a state of total lack, the deprivation implied 
by scemare is rather more nuanced. In each case, it denotes a 
reduction of one kind or another, though, crucially, not to zero. 
Thus, as Dante and Virgil take their leave of the pagan poets in 
Limbo, Dante writes that “La sesta compagnia in due si scema” (Inf. 
4.148): the “bella scola” is diminished, but does not disappear 
entirely (Inf. 4.94). This first instance of its use is indicative of how 
Dante will go on to use scemare to express nuances that privare 
cannot convey. For where privare suggests a binary distinction 
between presence and absence, “having” or “not having,” scemare 
allows for gradations to be expressed between the ostensibly 
polarized concepts.  

 
2 cf. Christian Moevs, “The Empyrean,” in The Metaphysics of Dante’s Comedy, 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 15-35, 23. 
3 cf. Rime 46.23; 50a.8. 
4 cf. Benvenuto da Imola, commentary on Inferno 4.148-149, as found on Dartmouth 

Dante Lab, http://dantelab.dartmouth.edu; Anna Maria Chiavacci Leonardi, note to 

Inferno 4.148 in Dante, Divina Commedia, vol. 1, ed. Anna Maria Chiavacci 

Leonardi (Milan: Mondadori, 1991-1997), 129. 
5 I have adopted schwa here as a means of conveying gender neutrality in base forms 

of Italian adjectives. I am grateful to Dario Galassini for our discussion of this. For 

glosses of “scemə” as “privə,” see Chiavacci Leonardi, note on Purg.12.9, 354; 

Giorgio Inglese, note to Purgatorio 30.49 in Dante Alighieri, Commedia, vol. 2, ed. 

Giorgio Inglese (Rome: Carocci editore, 2007-2016), 361. For a gloss as 

“manchevole” see Chiavacci Leonardi, note to Purg. 17.85, 505. 
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   A cross-cantica tally of scemare’s occurrences reveals that it 
is a distinctly purgatorial word, appearing a dozen times in the 
second cantica, compared to Inferno’s three, and Paradiso’s six. 
Perhaps this should not surprise us. Purgatorio is, after all, a space 
for the cultivation of paradisiacal lightness, and the lessening of 
spiritual heaviness.6 As the souls work through this process of 
spiritual lightening, however, it should not escape our notice that 
things are constantly visibly diminishing and disappearing in 
Purgatorio. Despite its investment in return and reunion, we as 
readers are particularly subject in Purgatorio to what Daniel Heller-
Roazen, in his recent book Absentees, on Variously Missing 
Persons, calls “forms of diminution”: processes by which people, 
places, and things have their presence lessened.7 Scemare plays a 
key role in the articulation of these processes. In an early instance 
of its use in Purgatorio, Dante describes “lo scemo de la luna” 
(Purg. 10.14), connecting scemare to the distinctly purgatorial 
image of the moon fading and returning each day on the mountain. 
Scemare also appears in Virgil’s account of the purgative process of 
the second realm: “L’amor del bene, scemo / del suo dover, quiritta 
si ristora” (Purg. 17.85-87). Indeed, the mountain itself appears 
“scemo / a guisa che i vallon li sceman quici” as the poets arrive in 
the Valley of the Princes (Purg. 7.65-66). In each case, scemare 
denotes a reduction of presence, be it geological, astronomical, 
personal, or spiritual, and this feeds into a wider juxtaposition 
between absence and presence in Purgatorio as a whole. 

Dante and the reader are increasingly exposed to such 
lessenings as the cantica gradually moves towards its culminating 
drama of personal absence and presence in the Earthly Paradise. I 
use the word “personal” here to refer to the presence/absence of 
characters as an alternative to the more widespread notion of 
“physical absence/presence,” since such terms can hold only the 
most limited currency in the case of the Commedia, populated as 
it is almost exclusively by “ombre vane” (Purg. 2.79).8 The 

 
6 cf. Dante’s ease of movement in Purgatorio 12.10-12: “Io m’era mosso, e seguia 

volontieri / del mio maestro i passi, e amendue / già mostravam com’eravam leggeri.” 
7 Daniel Heller-Roazen, Absentees: On Variously Missing Persons (Brooklyn, NY: 

Zone Books, 2021), 83. 
8 On the implications of otherworldly “vanità,” see Manuele Gragnolati, (In-

)Corporeality, Language, Performance in Dante’s Vita Nuova and Commedia,” in 

Dante’s Plurilingualism: Authority, Knowledge, Subjectivity, eds. Sara Fortuna, 

Manuele Gragnolati, and Jürgen Trabant (London: Routledge, 2010), 211-222, 212-

214. My notion of “personal absence” is indebted to Heather Webb’s discussion of 

“personal presence” in Dante’s Persons, an Ethics of the Transhuman (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2016). See esp. pp. 34-37. 
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presence/absence of his dead souls’ aerial bodies is in fact the very 
first issue that Dante confronts when he first interacts with a dead 
soul in the selva oscura: 
 
    Quando vidi costui nel gran diserto, 
 “Miserere di me,” gridai a lui, 
 “qual che tu sii, od ombra od omo certo!” 
    Rispuosemi: “Non omo, omo già fui, 
 e li parenti miei furon lombardi, 
 mantoani per patrïa ambedui” (Inf. 1.64-69) 

 
Dante cannot be sure if he is calling to a “true” human being, or a 
shadow, and this uncertainty proves crucial to the way in which 
the dialectic of absence and presence is articulated throughout the 
Commedia. Even in the poem’s first encounter, then, Dante 
consciously blurs the boundaries between presence and absence, 
introducing a focal tension around the tangibility of the souls in the 
afterlife. Otherworldly presence, as Manuele Gragnolati has 
persuasively argued, depends on factors other than physicality: our 
experience of the souls of the afterlife, each with their own “corpo 
fittizio” (Purg. 26.12), cannot be understood with any consistency 
in physical terms.9 This poem-wide metaphysical issue complicates 
the Commedia’s relationship with absence long before any direct 
reference is made to any character conspicuously “missing” from 
the poem’s narrative, and Dante’s frequent re-problematizing of the 
issue requires that we read beyond any simple polarity between 
physical and non-physical. Indeed, I would suggest that his work at 
large lays out notions of presence and absence which transcend any 
simple binary distinctions. It is a dynamic dialectic upon which the 
narrative fabric of the Commedia fundamentally depends, and this 
is especially true of Purgatorio 30, which marks the moment of 
Virgil’s personal departure from the poem. On finally sensing 
Beatrice’s presence, Dante turns to the left: 
 
    per dicere a Virgilio: ‘Men che dramma 
 di sangue m’è rimaso che non tremi: 
 conosco i segni de l’antica fiamma.’ 
    Ma Virgilio n’avea lasciati scemi 
 di sé, Virgilio dolcissimo patre, 
 Virgilio a cui per mia salute die’mi; 

 
9 See Manuele Gragnolati, “‘Forse non pur per loro, ma per le mamme’. La nostalgia 

del Paradiso e gli abbracci della Commedia,” in Amor che move, Linguaggio del 

corpo e forma del desiderio in Dante, Pasolini e Morante (Milan: il Saggiatore, 2013), 

91-110; Gragnlolati, Experiencing the Afterlife: Soul and Body in Dante and 

Medieval Culture (Notre Dame, Indiana: Notre Dame University Press, 2005), 53-

86. 
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    né quantunque perdeo l’antica matre, 

 valse a le guance nette di rugiada 
 che, lagrimando, non tornasser atre (Purg. 30.46-54) 

 
Now, a great deal has already been written about this passage as a 
farewell, as a lament, as an elegy, to say nothing of its own Virgilian 
undertones.10 Less attention has been given, however, to how 
Dante and his readers are made to “see” Virgil’s absence here, and 
this is where scholarship from various fields, not least theatre and 
film studies, may shed some important light.11 This is a moment, 
after all, which borders on the filmic: Dante’s perspective is 
oriented towards a space in the Earthly Paradise which turns out to 
be empty. As the film theorist Justin Remes has observed, “absence 
can only be understood in contrast to what might have been 
present,” and it is this frustrated expectation that makes Dante’s 

 
10 The literature on these elements of the passage is vast. See, for example, Piero 

Boitani, “Brooks, Melting Snow, River of Light,” in Vertical Readings in Dante’s 

Comedy, Vol. 3, eds. George Corbett and Heather Webb (Cambridge: Open Book 

Publishers, 2017), 155-171; John Freccero, “Virgil, Sweet Father: A Paradigm of 

Poetic Influence,” in Dante Among the Moderns, ed. Stuart Y. McDougal (Chapel 

Hill and London: University of North Carolina Press, 1985), 3-10; Freccero, 

“Manfred’s Wounds and the Poetics of the Purgatorio,” in Dante, The Poetics of 

Conversion (London: Harvard University Press, 1986), 195-208; Peter S. Hawkins, 

“Dido, Beatrice, and the Signs of Ancient Love,” in The Poetry of Allusion: Virgil 

and Ovid in Dante’s ‘Commedia’, eds. Rachel Jacoff and Jeffrey T. Schnapp 

(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991), 113-130; Robert Hollander, “Tragedia 

nella Commedia,” in Il Virgilio dantesco: tragedia ella ‘Commedia,’ trans. Anna Maria 

Castellani (Florence: Leo S. Olschki Edidore, 1983), 117-154; Lloyd H. Howard, 

Virgil the Blind Guide: Marking the Way Through the Divine Comedy (London: 

McGill-Queens University Press, 2010), 70-112; Rachel Jacoff, “Intertextualities in 

Arcadia: Purgatorio 30.49-51,” in The Poetry of Allusion, 131-144; Jacoff, “Canto 

XXX: At the Summit of Purgatory,” in Lectura Dantis: Purgatorio, eds. Allen 

Mandelbaum, Anthony Oldcorn, and Charles Ross (Berkeley, Los Angeles, and 

London: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 341-352; Giuseppe Ledda, “Sulla 

presenza di Virgilio nel Paradiso,” in Dante e la tradizione classica, Atti del Convegno 

in ricordo di Saverio Bellomo (Pisa, Scuola Normale Superiore, 10-11 aprile 2019), 

ed. Stefano Carrai (Ravenna: Longo Editore 2021), 117-143, 127; Vittorio 

Montemaggi, “Pride and Prayer,” in Reading Dante’s Commedia as Theology: 

Divinity Realized in Human Encounter (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 

159-238, 217-219; Jennifer Rushworth, “Proust’s Recherche, Derridean ‘demi-

deuil’, and Mimetic Mourning,” in Discourses of Mourning in Dante, Petrarch, and 

Proust, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 91-125, 107-108; Rushworth, 

“Conversion, Palinody, Threnody,” in The Oxford Handbook of Dante, eds. 

Manuele Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, and Francesca Southerden (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press: 2021), 529-545, 538. 
11 On this concept, see Anna Farennikova, “Seeing Absence,” Philosophical Studies: 

An International Journal for Philosophy in the Analytic Tracition, 166.3 (December, 

2013): 429-454. 
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experience of Virgil’s absence so acute.12 The readers’ expectations 
are doubly undercut by the syntactic arrangement of the passage 
itself: the words “per dicere a Virgilio” introduce Dante’s speech as 
if it were a full, spoken utterance, but then we learn that it is only 
what Dante would have said had Virgil been there: we “hear” 
Dante’s words, only to be told that we did not actually hear them. 
That emphatic, line-initial, “adversative ma” is the first indicator 
that what we have just “heard” was never really said.13 It is an 
unrealized utterance which constitutes an important example of the 
poem’s “alternate plotlines” recently richly discussed by Nicolò 
Crisafi: moments in which the poem gestures towards alternative, 
contingent versions of itself which run contrary to the teleological 
pull of what Crisafi calls the poem’s “master narrative”.14 This 
particular contingent moment is uniquely destabilizing, for even as 
it foreshadows the Commedia’s long-anticipated scene of reunion, 
it introduces what Robert Hollander has called the “momento 
virgiliano più palpabilmente tragico dell’intero poema.”15 On the 
verge of the poem’s supreme moment of comedy, that is to say, we 
reach an affective nadir which strikes all the more keenly as our 
anticipation of presence and of language is met instead with silence 
and personal absence.16 

The result is that we, along with Dante, experience a spatial 
and linguistic void: an empty space which brings to mind Muriel 
Spark’s poem “Elementary,” in which a “cat subsiding down a 

 
12 Justin Remes, Absence in Cinema: The Art of Showing Nothing (New York: 

Columbia University Press, 2020), 26. Emphasis in original. 
13 Freccero, “Manfred’s Wounds,” 208. This “ma” constitutes a major example of 

what poet-critic Jerry Harp calls a “mid-course turn.” See “The Mid-Course Turn,” 

in Structure and Surprise: Engaging Poetic Turns, ed. Michael Theune (New York: 

Teachers and Writers Collaborative: 2007), 147-166. Carl Dennis goes so far as to 

suggest that such turns can denote shifts in genre as well as narrative direction: a 

consideration which corroborates Hollander’s sense of Virgilian tragedy in Eden. See 

Carl Dennis, Poetry as Persuasion (London: University of Georgia Press, 2001). 
14 Nicolò Crisafi, “The Master Narrative and its Paradoxes,” in The Oxford 

Handbook of Dante, eds. Manuele Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, and Francesca 

Southerden (Oxford: Oxford University Press: 2021), 513-528; Dante’s Masterplot 

and Alternative Narratives in the Commedia, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2022), esp. pp.83-115. On the Commedia’s “equal commitment to design and 

contingency,” see John David Rhodes, “Dante on Screen” in The Oxford Handbook 

of Dante, (Oxford: Oxford University Press: 2021), 619-633, 620-621. 
15 Hollander, “Tragedia nella Commedia,” 131. 
16 The notion of absence and its relation to generic instability is one of the key 

arguments introduced in Robert Martin Adams, Nil: Episodes in the Literary 

Conquest of Void During the Nineteenth Century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1966). See especially pp.89-106. 
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basement / Leaves a catlessness behind it.”17 This notion of 
subsidence provides a productive way to frame our thinking around 
the word scemare in relation to absence: it implies that a being may 
cease to be visible in a given environment, while traces of that being 
are left behind in the environment, and can be “seen” despite the 
absence of the being itself. Further, it bespeaks not a sudden 
disappearance, but rather a kind of literary slow-fade.18 Just so, the 
purgatorial instances of scemare gradually draw their readers into 
sensations of moonlessness, mountainlessness and, finally, 
Virgillessness. It is made clear to Dante at the very outset of his 
journey that Virgil will, at some point, leave him: “anima fia a ciò 
più di me degna: / con lei ti lascerò nel mio partire” (Inf. 1.122-
123), and Dante himself will reiterate this fact as late as Purgatorio 
23 during his conversation with Forese Donati: “Tanto dice di 
farmi sua compagna / che io sarò là dove fia Beatrice; / quivi 
convien che sanza lui rimagna. / Virgilio è questi che così mi dice” 
(Purg. 23.127-130).19 The textual space which Virgil occupies as a 
personal presence is strictly delineated even from the outset of the 
poem: his absence is forecast as soon as he arrives.  
   Virgil’s subsidence into personal absence, then, is hidden in 
plain sight throughout the narrative space between his arrival and 
his departure: over the course of sixty-four cantos, Virgil undergoes 
a process of diminution in which the future “ti lascerò” becomes 
the pluperfect “n’avea lasciati scemi.” The shift from the singular 
pronoun tu to the plural noi is also particularly significant. Lloyd 
H. Howard has noted that the noi of the line “Virgilio n’avea 
lasciati scemi di sè” includes Statius as well as Dante, but in reality 
the pronoun is more inclusive than this.20 It is a noi which also 
encompasses the reader who, more so than Statius, has borne 
witness to the growth and diminution of Virgil’s presence over the 
course of the poem: the reader is utterly implicit in the plural 
adjective scemi. We have been made to interact with and, in some 
measure, participate in the purgative pene of the mountain, and 
here, as the poem gathers in its lexicon of exclusion, we are drawn 
into this drama of absence and loss, even as the poem re-presences 

 
17 Muriel Spark, “Elementary,” in Going up to Sotheby’s and Other Poems (London: 

Granada, 1982), 17. 
18 John Freccero remarks on the “fading” of Virgil in Purgatorio 30 in “Manfred’s 

Wounds,’ 208. Similarly, Peter Hawkins calls the dense Virgilian allusions of 

Purgatorio 30 a “literary fadeout that enacts on a linguistic level Virgil’s exit from the 

narrative.” See Peter S. Hawkins, “For the Record: Rewriting Virgil in the 

Commedia,” Studies in the Literary Imagination, 3.1 (2003): 75-97, 80. 
19 Howard juxtaposes Inferno 1 and Purgatorio 23 in Virgil the Blind Guide, 118. 
20 Howard, Virgil the Blind Guide, 134. 
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Beatrice who will guide Dante through Paradiso.21 This sense of 
diminishment is strengthened still further by the fact that scemare’s 
appearance in Canto 30 occurs in a context in which the language 
of absence proliferates: lasciare recurs, having been applied to 
Virgil’s departure in the selva oscura, and salute, perdeo, and non 
tornare all operate alongside scemare to convey the enormity of 
Virgil’s absence. 
   Further, given the dynamic interplay of absence and 
presence in Purgatorio 30 as a whole, it hardly seems incidental that 
the canto also contains one of only three uses of the word presenza 
in the Commedia:22  
 
    E lo spirito mio, che già cotanto 
 tempo era stato ch’a la sua presenza 
 non era di stupor, tremando, affranto, 
    sanza de li occhi aver più conoscenza, 
 per occulta virtù che da lei mosse, 
 d’antico amor sentì la gran potenza (Purg. 30.34-36) 

 
As well as strengthening the juxtaposition of presence and absence 
in the canto, this sense of Beatrice’s presenza casts significant light 
on Dante’s notion of the dynamism of the two concepts. This is 
something which Dante also explores in the Convivio, the only 
text of his in which the word assenza appears. Accounting for our 
variable experience of the constant brightness of a star, Dante 
writes: “Transmutasi questo mezzo di molta luce in poca luce, sì 
come alla presenza del sole e alla sua assenza” (Conv. 3.9.12). Now, 
it is possible to interpret this astronomical explanation in terms of a 
simple dichotomy: things, in this case the light of the sun, can be 
present, or they can be absent. I think the notion of a transition 
from molta luce to poca luce, however, demands that we approach 
the terms rather differently. It points not towards a simple binary 
between absence and presence, but rather a continuum on which 
place is never fixed. There are, that is to say, gradations of absence 
and presence, and Purgatorio 30, perhaps more than any other 
canto in the Commedia, dramatizes Dante’s sense of this 
continuum between personal presence and absence. Beatrice’s 
return to presence is, after all, gradual: it is sensed before it is 
witnessed. Her face is initially occluded “sotto verde manto” (v.32), 

 
21 On readerly participation in Purgatorio, see Gervase Rosser, “Visual Culture,” in 

The Oxford Handbook of Dante (Oxford: Oxford University Press: 2021), 188-207, 

195-198; Heather Webb, “Postures of Penitence in Dante’s Purgatorio,” Dante 

Studies, with the Annual Report of the Dante Society, 131 (2013): 219-236; Webb, 

Dante’s Persons, 83-122. 
22 The others are Paradiso 11.101 and Paradiso 27.24. 
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and though this veil nominally conceals her, its conspicuous color, 
along with that of her robe, “di fiamma viva” (v.33) serve to convey 
her presence through allusion to her appearance in Vita nuova (Vn. 
2.3). Her voice is then heard at length before she finally and 
triumphantly announces herself: “Guardaci ben! Ben sem, ben sem 
Beatrice” (v.73). The poem’s re-presencing of Beatrice, then, 
occurs through a gradual process of allusion, followed by speech, 
followed by self-declaration. She “fades in” just as Virgil “fades 
out.” Teodolinda Barolini has explored Paradiso in terms of its 
“paradoxes of più e meno,” and here in the Earthly Paradise, Dante 
stages an anticipatory drama of più e meno in which Beatrice’s 
return is set against, and is in some measure contingent on, Virgil’s 
diminution.23 It is a drama, moreover, which enacts St John’s sense 
of the need to diminish in the presence of Christ: “He must 
increase, but I must decrease” (John, 3:30, NIV).24 This relationship 
between Christ and John the Baptist in relation to Beatrice is a 
dynamic Dante also explores in Vita nuova: the sonnet “Io mi sentì 
svegliar dentro a lo core” accentuates Dante’s artistic and affective 
breaking from cavalcantian poetics in ways which are revisited in 
this culminating moment of poetic transcendence in Purgatorio 
(Vn. 24.7-9).25 It is significant also that this is the moment in Vita 
nuova at which Beatrice-as-Christ comes to fully displace the 
hitherto dominating presence of the personified Amor: “Amor mi 
disse: ‘Quella, è Primavera, / e quella ha’nome Amor, sì mi 
somiglia’” (13-14).26 It is not only Giovanna-as-Baptist, then, 
whose presence is made to diminish in this sonnet: here all sense of 
Amor’s personal presence is utterly subsumed by Beatrice, as 
Virgil’s is in Purgatorio. As Dante explains in the subsequent prose 
in the libello: 

 
23 Teodolinda Barolini, “Problems in Paradise: the Mimesis of Time and the Paradox 

of Più e Meno,” in The Undivine Comedy: Detheologizing Dante, (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1992), 166-193. On the dynamic of “più e meno” in 

Paradiso, see also Dorothy L. Sayers, “Dante the Maker,” in The Poetry of Search 

and the Poetry of Statement: On Dante and Other Writers (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf 

and Stock, 2006 [1963]), 21-44, esp. p.31. 
24 I am grateful to Thomas Graff for pointing me towards John, 3:30 in relation to 

Purgatorio 30.  
25 cf. Manuele Gragnolati, “(In-)Corporeality, Language, Performance in Dante’s 

Vita Nuova and Commedia,” in Dante’s Plurilingualism: Authority, Knowledge, 

Subjectivity, eds. Sara Fortuna, Manuele Gragnolati, and Jürgen Trabant (London: 

Routledge, 2010), 211-222, 218. 
26 On the connection between Beatrice, Giovanna, Christ, and John the Baptist, see 

Freccero, “Virgil, Sweet Father,” 9; Gragnolati, “Identità d’autore,” 29-32; Robert 

Pogue Harrison, The Body of Beatrice (Baltimore and London: John Hopkins 

University Press, 1988), 67-68. 
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Potrebbe qui dubitare persona degna da dichiararle onne dubitazione, 
e dubitare potrebbe di ciò, che io dico d’Amore come se fosse una cosa 
per sé, e non solamente sustanzia intelligente, ma sì come fosse sustanzia 
corporeale: la quale cosa, secondo la veritate, è falsa; ché Amore non è 
per sé sì come sustanzia, ma è uno accidente in sustanzia (Vn. 25.1). 

 
Here, then, the purported substantiality of Amor is revealed to have 
been illusory, despite the fact that, up until this moment of 
revelation, Dante has cultivated for him such a strong personal 
presence that he is able to move, speak, and even laugh (Vn. 25.2). 
It is a radical form of diminution which, much like Virgil’s 
departure in Purgatorio 30, serves the important function of 
“presencing” Beatrice as the affective object of focus. The various 
forms of diminution at work at this juncture in Vita nuova 
constitute an important precursor to the drama of departure and 
return in the Earthly Paradise. As Howard has observed, as the 
journey up the mountain approaches its terminus, “there is ever less 
place for a pre-Christian like Virgil.”27 His pagan presence must 
decrease so that Beatrice’s salvific presence can increase. 
   The biblical model of gradual decrease can, in fact, be 
productively applied to Virgil’s trajectory towards personal absence 
in Purgatorio as a whole. Widening our focus to consider the 
purgatorial narrative more broadly, it becomes clear that Dante 
draws out the drama of Virgil’s decreasing presence across the 
second cantica, with Canto 30 serving as an end-point for the 
gradual process of personal subsidence.28 Thus, there is no haptic 
contact between Dante and Virgil after Purgatorio 16.29 Shortly 
thereafter, Virgil ceases to be “lo mio maestro e 'l mio autore” (Inf., 
1.85) and becomes one of two “miei poeti” (Purg. 28.146), and his 
final words to Dante, “Non aspettar mio dir più né mio cenno” 
(Purg. 27.139) occur three cantos before Dante becomes aware of 
his absence.30 Virgil’s personal presence in the poem, then, is in 
itself a scemare: his agency diminishes and, eventually, so does our 
sense of him as a figure present in the narrative. Giuseppe Ledda 
has recently noted that Virgil’s narrative trajectory in Purgatorio is 

 
27 Lloyd H. Howard, Virgil the Blind Guide, 63. 
28 Barolini summarizes Virgil’s trajectory of decreasing agency through the apt image 

of an hourglass: “When Vergil arrives, an hourglass is set, and the grains of sand fall 

one by one until, in Purgatorio XXX, the glass is empty.” See “Epic Resolution” in 

Dante’s Poets: Textuality and Truth in the Comedy, (Princeton: Princeton University 

Press, 1984), 188-286, 202. 
29 cf. Purg. 16.9: “mi s’accostò e l’omero m’offerse.” See “Centro del cammin,” 118-

119. 
30 cf. Barolini, “Epic Resolution,” 267. 
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one in which “si avvia a diventare più un compagno di viaggio che 
una guida,” and this altered dynamic is plainly visible when Dante’s 
and Virgil’s eyes meet for the last time in Purgatorio 29.55-57: “Io 
mi rivolsi d’ammirazion pieno / al buon Virgilio, ed esso mi 
rispuose / con vista carca di stupor non meno.”31 This is a very 
different Virgil to the “maestro cortese” of the first cantica (Inf. 
3.121), who was able to successfully navigate the infernal landscape, 
and to be the (literal) vehicle of Dante’s conversion at the bottom 
of Hell.32 This is a Virgil whose pagan wisdom can hold no further 
currency and who, true to his final spoken lines, can offer neither 
word nor gesture, but only a look of blank surprise. 
   Nor should the fact that Dante physically turns towards 
Virgil in these deeply affecting moments be lost on us. As has been 
widely noted, Dante’s staging of absence in Purgatorio 30 is 
undergirded by Virgil’s own narrative concerning absence in the 
fourth Georgic, and particularly by Orpheus’ lament at the loss of 
Eurydice after he turns back towards her in the underworld.33 
While commentators have tended to focus on Orpheus’ language 
at this moment in Virgil’s poem, widening our intertextual lens to 
include the event of Eurydice’s disappearance may cast a more 
direct light on the process of Virgil’s disappearance. At the moment 
of Orpheus’ turning, we are told, Eurydice “ex oculis subito, ceu 
fumus in auras / commixitus tenuis, fugit diversa, neque illum / 
prensantem nequiquam umbras et multa volentem / dicere 
praeterea vidit” (Georgics, 4.499-502).34 The pathos of these lines 
lies in the fact that Eurydice is not simply present one moment and 
gone the next: she leaves traces of smoke and shadow which 
gradually dissipate. Virgil’s subsidence from Dante’s poem is just 
such another process of dissipation, but one which spans an entire 
cantica, and which takes on a multitude of forms. As Dante turns 
to Virgil, in Orphic fashion, in order to cite Virgil’s own Aeneid 
to him, we find that Virgil, like Eurydice, has subsided, leaving an 
affective empty space behind him. That this void is witnessed in 

 
31 Ledda, “Sulla presenza di Virgilio nel Paradiso,” 123. 
32 cf. John Freccero, “Infernal Inversion and Christian Conversion: Inferno XXXIV” 

in The Poetics of Conversion, 180-185. 
33 See note 11. On intertextuality between Purgatorio 30 and the Georgics in 

particular, see Freccero, “Virgil, Sweet Father,” 7; Hawkins, “Dido, Beatrice, and the 

Signs of Ancient Love”; Hollander, “Tragedia nella Commedia”; Jacoff, 

“Intertextualities in Arcadia”; Montemaggi, “Pride and Prayer”; Rushworth, 

“Proust’s Recherche, Derridean ‘demi-deuil’, and Mimetic Mourning.” 
34 “Suddenly fled in all directions from his eyes, like smoke into thin air, and though 

he grasped at the shadows and longed to say more, she did not see him” (translation 

mine). 
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between Dante’s sensing of Beatrice’s presence and her eventual 
self-announcement is especially noteworthy: an experience of 
absence is nested within an experience of presence in what Rachel 
Jacoff calls the “double motion of disappearance/appearance.”35 
With this idea in mind, and if affect “arises in the midst of in-
between-ness,” as Gregory Seigworth and Melissa Gregg have 
suggested, then it is little wonder that Purgatorio 30 constitutes the 
Commedia’s greatest affective crux.36 For the first time since the 
selva oscura, after all, Dante is momentarily without a guide. Or, 
rather, he is momentarily in-between two guides, and this affective 
in-between-ness is heightened by the fact that this moment, 
characterized by departure and reunion, is overtly framed between 
language and silence; between presence and absence. 
   And Virgil himself falls into a sui generis form of “in-
between-ness” after the moment of his departure. What Auerbach 
calls the “Vigilian element” persists into Paradiso, a realm where 
articulations of absence become all the more complex.37 Indeed, 
the concentrated interplay of presence and absence in Purgatorio 
30 primes us for a new poetics of absence in the third cantica, where 
absence is experienced in radically different ways. Sure enough, 
when scemare appears in Paradiso, it acquires new resonances 
which retrospectively gloss scemare as applied to Virgil in the 
Earthly Paradise.38 Glossing the divine logic of salvation in Paradiso 
20, the Eagle of Justice entreats:  
 
    E voi, mortali, tenetevi stretti 
 a giudicar: ché noi, che Dio vedemo, 
 non conosciamo ancor tutti li eletti; 
    ed ènne dolce cosí fatto scemo, 
 perché il ben nostro in questo ben s’affina, 
 che quel che vole Iddio, e noi volemo (Par. 20.133-138) 

 
In the upper reaches of Paradise, then, a fatto scemo is something 
not to be lamented, but celebrated. Lessening and lack are to be 
understood very differently in the third realm, where knowledge 

 
35 Jacoff, “Intertextualities in Arcadia,” 131. See also Howard, Virgil the Blind Guide, 

133-134. 
36 Gregory J. Seigworth and Melissa Gregg, “An Inventory of Shimmers,” in The 

Affect Theory Reader, eds. Melissa Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth (Durham and 

London: Duke University Press, 2010), pp.1-25, 1. Emphasis in original. 
37 Erich Auerbach, Dante, Poet of the Secular World, trans., Ralph Manheim, (New 

York: New York Review of Books, 2007), 90. 
38 On retrospective understanding in the Commedia, see Heather Webb, “The 

Inferno from a Purgatorial (and Paradisiacal) Perspective,” in Critical Insights: The 

Inferno, ed. Patrick Hunt, (Pasadena and Hackensack: Salem Press, 2012), 49-62. 
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operates in new ways, and where experiences of personal absence 
are disentangled from grief.39 Indeed, given its radically new poetics 
of desire, Paradiso is able to dramatize the notion that experiences 
of lack need not be bound up with sensations of loss. If scemare 
functions throughout Purgatorio as a particular form of diminution, 
in Paradiso it reveals the importance of what is left behind. To that 
end, the word “dolce” in this passage should not be lost on us 
either. Alongside scemare, dolce serves to strengthen the linguistic 
connection between these words of the eagle and Dante’s farewell 
to Virgil in Purgatorio 30. As Barolini has observed, Virgil is 
referred to as dolce no fewer than twelve times in the second 
cantica and, most emphatically, as Dante’s “dolcissimo patre” in 
Canto 30.40 Further, Paradiso 20 is a canto whose eschatological 
occupations are underpinned by the unexpected personal presence 
of Trajan and Ripheus: characters who bring the question of 
Virgil’s own personal absence once again to the fore.41 In his work 
on the paradoxical presence/absence of Christ in the Commedia, 
Peter Hawkins posits that “rather than referring to his absence […] 
we would do better to speak of his refracted presence within it,” 
and it is in such densely Virgilian moments in Paradiso that Virgil’s 
own refracted, intertextual presence is refocused despite, or perhaps 
because of, his personal absence.42 Indeed, such persistent Virgilian 
resonances lead Vittorio Montemaggi to suggest that “it is precisely 
by being absent that Virgil can continue to nourish Dante.”43 These 
are notions which have, in fact, been captured in revealing ways in 
artistic responses to Virgil’s scemare and final departure. One 
particularly striking example is Liam Ó Broin’s 2021 lithograph of 
Purgatorio 27:44 
 

 
39 Jennifer Rushworth discusses this aspect of the Commedia’s spiritual progression 

in terms of Freudian decathexis. See “Mourning and acedia in Dante” in Discourses 

of Mourning, 18-53. 
40 Barolini, “Epic Resolution,” 245. On Virgil and dolcezza, see Franco Ricordi, 

“Canto XXX, Beatrice: La nascita dell’arte moderna e la fortissima accusa” in Filosofia 

della Commedia di Dante, vol. 2 (Milan: Mimesis Edizioni, 2020), 405-421, 411-

412. 
41 On the unexpected presence of Trajan and Ripheus, see Robin Kirkpatrick, 

“Dante and his difficulties,” in Dante’s ‘Inferno’: Difficulty and Dead Poetry, 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 1-33, 18. 
42 Peter S. Hawkins, Dante: A Brief History, (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2010), 

110. Emphasis in original. 
43 Montemaggi, “Pride and Prayer,” 237. 
44 Reproduced by kind permission of the artist. Following collaboration with the 

Centre for Dante Studies in Ireland, Ó Broin’s lithographs of the Commedia are 

available to view at https://www.commediadivinaonlinexhibition.com/home. 
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At the center of the flame in the foreground of Ó Broin’s image, 
in a pictorial landscape that brims with color, the viewer’s eye is 
drawn to two white silhouettes: one a nervous Dante, the other an 
erect, confident Virgil, guiding his charge through the “’ncendio 
sanza metro” of the terrace of lust (Purg. 27.51). The focal point of 
the image, then, is a blank space describing the outlines of the two 
poets. In purely visual terms, Ó Broin harnesses empty space in 
order to prime his viewer’s interpretative faculties in such a way 
that they cannot but read the image in terms of the 
presence/absence dialectic. We see absence on the visual plane 
here, just as Dante contrives for us to see it in the textual drama of 
the Earthly Paradise. Ó Broin fixes his viewer’s attention on 
“Virgillessness,” capturing in an image the textual interplay of 
presence and absence at this juncture in Dante’s poem. We cannot 
but note, after all, that in Purgatorio 27 these two figures are 
approaching diametrically opposed teloi. For while Dante is on the 
verge of his culminating moment of purgation, and thus of personal 
and spiritual fulfilment, Virgil’s personal presence in the narrative 
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is reaching its terminus.45 Dante’s personhood here verges on 
completion, and this is strikingly juxtaposed, in Ó Broin’s image as 
in Dante’s poem, with Virgil’s immanent personal absence. This 
artistic response to “Virgillessness,” then, allows us more fully to 
appreciate how absence functions in the Commedia at large. Like 
Spark’s cat, the author of the Aeneid leaves a void behind him, yet 
he remains a vital intertextual presence throughout the third 
cantica, lasting even up to the poem’s closing moments.46 In the 
context of Paradiso’s paradoxes of più e meno, Virgil’s presence is 
reduced, but not to zero. Approaching “Virgillessness,” then, gives 
us an opportunity to interrogate more fully how absence functions 
between cantiche, and scemare, a word vital to Dante’s articulation 
of absence, allows the poem to lay bare the continuum between 
presence and absence in operation across its three realms. It is not, 
Dante insists, a simple case of one or the other. 

 
45 See Francis Fergusson, Dante’s Drama of the Mind (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 1968), 175-215. 
46 cf. Hawkins, “For the Record,” 91-93; Ledda, “Sulla presenza di Virgilio nel 

Paradiso,” 42-143. I explore Virgil’s allusive “presence” in Paradiso 33 further in 

“Centro del cammin,” 141-149. 
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DANTE’S ‘LONZA’:  
A DISSECTION OF THE WILD CAT IN INFERNO 11 

  
 

PATRICIA VÁZQUEZ, College of Southern Nevada 

 

 

 
Even though every English translation of the Inferno describes the wild cat 

that impedes Dante’s way up the mountain of Salvation in Inferno 1 as a leop-

ard, there is no direct correlation between the leopard we know and the Italian 

term Dante uses, una lonza. A glance at Singleton’s notes on the lonza reveals 

how the term’s ambiguity has resulted in little agreement about the cat’s gen-

der, whether it was a live, breathing animal or merely mythical. This paper 

examines a variety of sources from art history to zoology to argue that the wild 

cat Dante was trying to conjure up was a cheetah rather than a leopard. There 

is evidently a long history of confusing the pair, which we’ll see from studying 

the illuminated manuscripts in medieval bestiaries, the sketchbooks by Italian 

artists who drew these animals from life, and the lynchpin, a painting by Titian. 

What follows is a dissection of Dante’s lonza in three parts: its etymology, 

zoology and allegory.  

 

Keywords: Lonza, Leopard, Cheetah, Three Beasts, Fraud, Inferno I. 

 
 

  

At the opening of the Inferno, we find Dante climbing up the 
mountain of salvation only to have it blocked by three animals that 
are generally thought to represent the three major sins dividing 
Hell: incontinence, violence, and fraud.  

The first of the three beasts is some sort of a wild cat that 
springs up just where the slope starts:  
 

una lonza leggera e presta molto, 

che di pel maculato era coperta (Inf. 1.32-33)2 
  
This ferocious beast tries to force Dante back by leaping in front of 
him at every turn. Dante, though, remains optimistic and continues 
his ascent until the roar of a lion stops him in his tracks. Though 

 
1 Patricia Vázquez, “The Spotted Pelt of Fraud: A Dissection of Dante’s Lonza” (paper 

presented at Session 648 Animal Dante sponsored the Dante Society of America at 

the MLA Annual Convention, January 9, 2022). 
2 All quotations in original verse are from La Divina Commedia di Dante Alighieri 
(Milano: Bur Rizzoli, 2019). 
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the lion gives him pause, it isn’t until the she-wolf trots into view 
that Dante loses all hope and takes flight, at which point the ghostly 
shade of Virgil materializes to guide our pilgrim along another path 
by which he might reach the doors of St. Peter as figure 1 shows. 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Amos Nattini. Inferno 1. 1939. Google Arts and Culture. 
https://g.co/arts/w8kMADZgFvn1kDAm8 
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Given how many illustrations there are of a leopard stalking Dante 
(fig. 2), it’s not entirely surprising to find that every single English 
translation of the Inferno translates the lonza as a leopard, which 
belies a genuine controversy.  
  
 

 
Fig. 2. Dante and the 3 Beasts: Anton Koch. Dante Hall. 19C. Casino Mas-
simo, Rome; Priamo della Quercia. Attacked by three beasts. (1444-1452), 
Yates Thompson 36, British Library; Gustave Doré. Inferno Plate 2 (panther). 
1857. Wikimedia Commons.  
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Fig. 3. Leopard. Uploaded by Rojal. PNG ALL, 2016. 

 
I faced a spotted Leopard, all tremor and flow 
and gaudy pelt…3  

 
a leopard  
and gaudy pelt.4 
 
look there!—a leopard, very quick and lithe, 
a leopard covered with a spotted hide.5 
 
a leopard, in my pathway, lithe and fleet 
all covered with a sleek a spotted hide. 6   

 
 
ETYMOLOGY 
To start, there isn’t a straightforward correlation between the Eng-
lish word leopard and the Italian term that Dante uses, ‘una lonza.’ 
A quick study of the etymology only adds to the mystery by leading 
us to the lynx, whose most striking features are the tufts of black 

 
3 Inf. 1.32-33 (italics mine) from Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, trans. John 
Ciardi, (New York: New American Library, 1954), 17.  
4 Inf. 1.32-33 (italics mine), from Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy. Volume 1: 
Inferno, trans. Mark Musa (New York: New York Penguin Books, 1971), 68. 
5 Inf. 1.32-33 (italics mine), from Dante Alighieri, Inferno, trans. Allen Mandel-
baum (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 2. 
6 Inf. 1.32-33 (italics mine), from Dante Alighieri, Inferno, trans. Michael Palma 

(New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2002), 5. 
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hair on the tips of its ears and its bobbed tail (fig. 4). And yet many 
have argued, as Gervase Rosser does, that this is the animal Dante 
had in mind, touting an impressive array of authorities, such as Isi-
dore of Seville and Albert Magnus.7 However, as Giuseppe Ledda 
points out, “No single bestiary or encylopaedia attributes to the 
lynx the swiftness and agility that are two of the main characteristics 
of Dante’s lonza.”8   
  

 
Fig. 4. Lynx. Uploaded by Saksham, Feb. 2020. Starpng. 

 
Thierry Buquet explains that the difficulty in identifying ex-

otic animals is that “Medieval authors themselves had difficulty un-
derstanding certain zoonyms inherited from Antiquity, especially in 
the absence of direct specimens.”9 To muddle matters further, lonza 
was used for any wild cat during the Middle Ages, not just a lynx 
but a serval, a panther or a leopard.   
 
ZOOLOGY 
Given that the etymology proved fruitless, the most obvious step 
forward was to see what could be gleaned from Charles S. Single-
ton’s footnote on the lonza.10 However, rather than settling the 
matter, Singleton’s footnote proved to be a sort of Pandora’s box. 
There was evidently little consensus about its gender and whether 
the lonza was a real animal or possibly a hybrid, like a mule or 
perhaps a mythical creature like a dragon. Some asserted that the 
lonza was the offspring of a male lion and female leopard, others 

 
7 Gervase Rosser, “Turning Tale into Vision: Time and the Image in the ‘Divina 

Commedia.’” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics, no. 48 (2005): 109. 
8 Giuseppe Ledda, “An Ethical and Political Bestiary in the First Canto of Dante’s 
Comedy.” In Ethics, Politics and Justice in Dante, edited by Giulia Gaimari and Cath-
erine Keen (Chicago: UCL Press, 2019), 46–62. 
9 Thierry Buquet, “Le Guépard Médiéval, Ou Comment Reconnaître Un Animal 
sans Nom.” Reinardus 23 (2011): 12 (my translation). 
10 Charles S. Singleton, trans. and commentator, “Canto I.” Inferno 2: Commentary 
by Dante Alighieri, 7th ed., vol. 2 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989): 10–
11.   
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claimed the lonza indicates the leopard was female, i.e., a leopard-
ess, while a third group believes the lonza was mere fiction, one of 
those imaginary beasts seen roaming only between the covers of 
medieval bestiaries (fig. 5). 
 

 
Fig. 5. Hybrid, Gendered Label or Fantastic Beast. Photoshop: Ernesto 
Chavez; Jacob van Maerlant, “Der Naturen Bloeme Panther,” The Kircher 
Project. 

 
Giuseppe Ledda falls into this third camp. After an extensive 

examination of the three beasts, Ledda concludes that the lonza is 
neither a lynx nor a leopard nor a panther but a pardus, one of the 
fantastic beasts of the Middle Ages, and to back up his claim, Ledda 
cites Dante’s teacher Brunetto Latini who uses pardus for lonza 
when translating his Tesoro (fig. 6) from French into Italian.11    
 

 
Fig. 6. Le Tresor de Brunetto Latini. Uploaded by Cardeña2 (December 3, 
2010) Wikimedia Commons. 

 
While the Latin pardus, from the Greek pardos, specifically 

refers to a male panther, the Sanskrit that is the source for both 

 
11 Ledda, “Ethical and Political Bestiary,” 48. 
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(prdakuh) is an ambiguous term that can mean either a panther, a 
tiger or a leopard. In any case, the proverbial expression about a 
leopard not being able to change his spots in Jeremiah 13:23 is 
closer to what Ledda thinks Dante had in mind, that is, a figure that 
could be invested with moral meaning.  

Of the living-breathing contenders that other scholars have 
proposed over the centuries, the list includes: a puma, a panther, a 
lynx, a leopardess, a cheetah, a hyena, and even a lioness.  

Whereas English translations uniformly adopted the leopard, 
French and German translations are more inclined to use panther, 
though in essence they are saying the same thing since a panther is 
a leopard whose rosettes are difficult to see because its fur is black.  
The problem with the leopard (Panthera pardus) is that the two 
adjectives Dante uses to describe the lonza, “light” and “very swift” 
don’t match the leopard any more than they matched the lynx. 
What sets the leopard apart from other big cats is that it’s built for 
climbing. Using its muscular hind legs, the leopard drags its prey 
up trees to stash them away from scavengers (fig. 7). 
 
  

 
Fig. 7. Side view of a leopard. PNG.com. https://pngimg.com/image/14810 

 
One might also ask why Dante didn’t simply write, il 

leopardo, if that’s the animal he wanted to call to mind. Gloria Al-
laire points out that medieval Italians knew what leopards were, 
citing chronicles from Italian explorers in north Africa. In one an-
ecdote, Andrea da Barberino (ca. 1372-1431) asks his Egyptian 
guide what a ‘leondra’ is, and is told that it’s a cross between a male 
lion and a female leopard: “uno leone et da una leoparda 
femmina…”12     

 
12 Gloria, Allaire, “New Evidence toward Identifying Dante's Enigmatic Lonza (In-
ferno 1.32),” in Electronic Bulletin of the Dante Society of America (August 7, 1997). 
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While controversies surrounding Dante’s work are many, 
the identification of the lonza shouldn’t be one of them. The ani-
mal Dante had in mind when he used the term lonza was without 
question the cheetah (fig. 8): light, very swift and spotted.  
 
 
 

 
Fig. 8. Cheetah. Uploaded by MariaDb, image #2383427. Clipart Library.  

 
Even Rosser, who held that the lonza was a lynx, acknowl-

edged that “…artists of early illustrated manuscripts of the Divine 
Comedy were divided, some showing a spotted creature, similar to 
a cheetah, others a distinctly dog-like animal.”13  

Ironically, the leopard that’s been posing as a symbol of fraud 
for centuries turns out to be a fraud hiding in plain sight. The rea-
son for the mix-up is that there’s a long history of confusing the 
pair. While both have spots for camouflage that would make them 
ideally suited as symbols of fraud, leopards are weighed down by 
their heavy, muscular frames, whereas cheetahs have lightweight 
bodies built for speed (fig. 9). And speed is a characteristic that 

 
13 Rosser, “Turning Tale into Vision,” 108. 
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Dante attaches to fraud by likening Geryon’s flight to that of a high-
velocity falcon.  
  

 
Fig. 9. What’s the Difference Between Leopard & Cheetah. Thomson Safari. 
https://thomsonsafaris.com/blog/what-are-the-differences-between-a-leopard-and-
a-cheetah/difference-between-cheetah-leopard/ 

 
  A case that illustrates the zoological confusion between the 
leopard and the cheetah is seen in Titian’s painting of Bacchus and 
Ariadne (fig. 10), which depicts two cheetahs pulling Bacchus’ 
chariot. The cheetahs had been historically misidentified as leop-
ards, a point which Warren Tressider felt compelled to clarify as 
recently as 1980: “cheetahs,” he explained, “although rare, were in 
fact better known in Italy in Titian’s time than any other variety of 
exotic, spotted carnivorous feline.”14  
 
  

 
14 Tresidder Warren, “The Cheetahs in Titian’s ‘Bacchus and Ariadne,’” The Bur-

lington Magazine 123, no. 941 (1981): 485. 
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Fig. 10. Titian. Bacchus and Ariadne.1520-3. National Gallery, London.  

 
As a matter of fact, Tressider uses an illuminated manuscript 

of the Inferno from the early 1400s to support his claim that Italians 
were familiar with cheetahs, as seen in figure 11.  
  

 
Fig. 11. Cristoforo Cortese. Dante Meets the Three Beasts and Virgil. Early 
1400s, Paris, Biblothèque national de France. MS Italien 78, fol. 2v. The chee-
tah is in the lower left-hand corner.  
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The most accurate drawing of a cheetah made by an Italian 

artist before Titian, Tressider tells us, is one (fig. 12) attributed to 
Pisanello (c. 1395-1455). 
 

 
Fig. 12. Antonio Pisanello. Bounding Cheetah with a red collar. Codex Val-

lardi. Louvre Museum, Paris. 

 
Thomas T. Allen draws our attention to the exact same 

drawing to point out to how the cheetah was sporting “a ‘working’ 
rather than a decorative collar around its neck; this animal, obvi-
ously, is someone’s pet and probably a hunting partner as well.” 15  
The working collar worn by the cheetah hints at yet another fash-
ion: of how hunting with cheetahs had taken Europe by storm 
around the time Dante was born.  
  

 
15 Thomas T. Allen, “Natural History and Cultural History: The Circulation of Hunt-
ing Leopards in Eurasia, Seventh-Seventeenth Centuries,” in Contact and Exchange 
in the Ancient World (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2006), 127. 
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Fig. 13. Giovannino de’ Grassi. Cheetah on a leash. c.1380-1390. Facsimile-
Finder.com.  

 
Paolo Trovato points out that “the use of a leash can only refer to 
a cheetah (medieval iconography confirms that cheetahs, unlike 
leopards, often wore collars with leashes)” (fig. 13).16  

The practice of hunting with cheetahs, despite its long his-
tory in the East, took a while to catch on in Europe. Credit for 
introducing it is given to Frederick II, the famed falconer (fig. 14) 
and naturalist who ruled the Holy Roman Empire from Sicily. 

 
16 Paolo Trovato, “Identificazione di una lonza. Testimonianze vecchie e nuove in-
torno a uno zoonimo dantesco (Inf. I 32 e XVI 108)”: 14, June 26, 2022, 
https://www.academia.edu/75124523/P_Trovato_Identifica-
zione_di_una_lonza_Testimonianze_vecchie_e_nuove_intorno_a_uno_zoo-
nimo_dante-
sco_Inf_I_32_e_XVI_108_first_draft_ora_in_Saggi_di_linguistica_e_storia_della_lin
gua_italiana_per_Rita_Librandi_Firenze_Ce-
sati_2022_pp_295_316?source=swp_share.  
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Marco Masseti suggests he likely learnt the practice of hunting with 
cheetahs from Sicilian Arabs.17  
 

 
Fig. 14. Frederick II’s book on falconry. On the Art of Hunting with Birds. 
1241. https://www.facsimilefinder.com/articles/venandi-cum-avibus 

 
The primary reason it’s been so hard to identify the lonza is 

that the cheetah was referred to as a leopard. When, for instance, 
Frederick sends a menagerie of animals to Ravenna in 1231, leop-
ards are listed but it isn’t until we learn that he used ‘coursing leop-
ards’ that we can be certain he was using cheetahs as hunting com-
panions.18    

Why? Because coursing is its own unique kind of hunting. 
Greyhounds are typically associated with coursing because they rely 
on their eyesight rather than their sense of smell to locate their prey, 
and then apply their speed to catch it. Cheetahs, not leopards, have 
a long history of being used for coursing. 

If you were beginning to suspect that any mention of a leop-
ard referred to a cheetah, the Encyclopedia Britannica removes all 
doubt: “The name leopard was originally given to the cat now 
called the cheetah—the so-called hunting leopard…”.19 
 
  

 
17 Marco Masseti, “Pictorial evidence from medieval Italy of cheetahs and caracals, 
and their use in hunting,” Archives of natural history 36 vol. 1 (2009): 37.  
18 Charles H. Haskins, “Science at the Court of the Emperor Frederick II,” The American 
Historical Review 27, no. 4 (1922): 669–94. 
19 “Leopard | Description, Habitat, & Facts,” Encyclopedia Britannica, March 6, 
2021, https://www.britannica.com/animal/leopard. 
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Fig. 15. George Stubbs. Hunting Leopard.1765. Manchester Art Gallery 

 
Masseti relates how “In medieval Europe this felid was 

widely used in hunting, and it was known it Italy as pardo da caccia; 
those in charge of its rearing and training were called parderi.”20   

Trovato, who concurs that the cheetah is “the animal that 
frightens Dante at the beginning of Inferno,” informs us that Dante 
most likely saw one as a youth, as he tells us that the city of Florence 
bought a leopardus “for 50 florins in 1290.”21  The modern Italian 
term for the cheetah, il ghepardo, wasn’t coined until after the craze 
of hunting with them was over. 

And of the five subspecies of cheetahs, zoologist Giovanni 
Bellani argues that Dante’s lonza was specifically the Asiatic cheetah 
(Acinonyx jubatus venaticus). “Long before Dante was born,” says 
Bellani, the cheetah, because it was the friendliest of the big cats, 
had been trained to hunt “in India and Persia, and throughout the 
Middle East (fig. 16) easily chasing down the most agile prey like 
hares or gazelles, being the fastest land animal.”22  
 
  

 
20 Masseti, “Pictorial evidence,” 37. 
21 Trovato, “Identificazione di una lonza,” 24. 
22 Giovanni G. Bellani, “La ‘Lonza Leggera E Presta Molto’ Della Divina Commedia 
di Dante,” La Rivista Della Natura, (15 June 2021). rivistanatura.com/la-lonza-leg-
gera-e-presta-molto-della-divina-commedia-di-dante/.  
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Fig. 16. Egyptian chariot accompanied by a cheetah. New York Digital Li-
brary. 

  
Even Marco Polo reported seeing the Kublai Khan hunt 

with cheetahs in 1298.23 The cheetah may not roar like a lion (it 
purrs) or climb trees like the elusive leopard, but it can reach racecar 
speeds in seconds to take down its prey.  

It’s genus, Acinonyx is Greek for claws that can’t retract 
while its species name jubatus is Latin for the slight mane on its 
nape (fig. 17), which may explain why it’s so often thought to be a 
hybrid between a lion and a leopard. One source that Trovato un-
earthed made such a claim, “According to the Book of the Nature 
of Animals, it arises from the mating of lion and leopard or leopard 
and lioness…”24 This theory that cheetahs are hybrids brings to 
mind the story of the Italian explorer who inquired about the leon-
dra and was informed that the animal was a hybrid derived from 
crossing a lion with a leopard. DeGrassi’s sketchbook removes any 
doubt the explorer was asking about a cheetah because in his sketch 
shown in figure 17 of a cheetah wearing a collar, he writes beneath 
it, “leonpardo.”  
 
  
 

 
23 Masseti, “Pictorial evidence,” 37. 
24 Trovato, “Identificazione di una lonza,” 1. 
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Fig. 17 Asiatic Cheetah. Big Cat Network, Tumblr; De Grassi. Leonpardo. 
c.1380-1390. 

 
Another way Italians may have caught a glimpse of a cheetah 

is as pilgrims on their way to the holy land. Buquet reports that  
pilgrims from the 1200s on the island of Cyprus “describe royal 
hunts with falcons, dogs, and domestici leopardi.”25  Visits to the 
holy land may explain why Charles I of Anjou ordered eight chee-
tahs to be captured, accompanied by their handlers, on April 12, 
1273.26 What becomes evident at this juncture, Masseti tells us, is 
that cheetahs begin to appear everywhere in northern Italian courts. 

In short, a medieval Italian would’ve been familiar with a 
cheetah because nobles loved the spectacle of hunting with them, 
as fig. 19 shows, only they called them “hunting leopards.” How 
this was done bears a striking resemblance to falconry: 
 

these monarchs went out to hunt with a tethered, hooded cheetah on 
a pillion behind their saddles. When game was started, the cat was 
loosed, and after it had downed its prey, it was quickly rewarded with 
blood and flesh, and thus lured back to its perch…27  

 
  

 
25 Thierry Buquet, “Hunting with Cheetahs at European Courts, from the Origins to 
the End of a Fashion,” in Animals and Courts (Europe, c. 1200–1800), (Berlin, De 
Gruyter, 2020), 22. 
26 Masseti, “Pictorial evidence,” 37-39. 
27 Allen, “Circulation of Hunting Leopards,” 127. 
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Fig. 18. “Medici Chapel.” The duke of Lucca with a cheetah sitting behind 
him—still misidentified as a leopard—that he chose as the symbol for his 

house.    

  
We can now see that everywhere a leopard was depicted, a 

cheetah belonged there (fig. 19). But aside from reducing the error 
bar, how does properly recognizing the lonza as the cheetah im-
prove our understanding of Dante’s Inferno? One might be in-
clined to politely demur that leopards and cheetahs are both big 
cats who make haste of taking down their prey. However, the per-
sistent misidentification of the lonza profoundly misrepresents 
Dante by obscuring the symmetries he had developed between the 
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cheetah, the greyhound, and the wolf, which subsequently left its 
allegory of fraud in doubt. 
 

 
Fig. 19. Dante with the three beasts again but with the cheetah where it be-
longs. 

 
 
ALLEGORY 
While there’s a universal consensus that these animals mean some-
thing, what they mean is entirely open to debate. No one’s even 
sure which moral failings the animals allude to. Some insist the she-
wolf represents avarice, the lion pride, and that the leopard is lux-
uria (extravagance and later lust). 

Others hold that the beasts represent the three major divi-
sions of Hell. Within that context, what does the lonza represent? 
Some of the most prominent Dantists are at odds. Teodolinda Bar-
olini aligns the lonza with lust while Giuseppe Ledda says it should 
be the other way around.28 So, which is it? Lust or fraud? The lion 
alone is uncontroversially identified with the sin of violence, as the 
diagram in figure 20 shows.  
 

 
28 Teodolinda Barolini, “Ulysses, Geryon, and the Aeronautics of Narrative Transi-
tion” in The Undivine Comedy: Detheologizing Dante, (Princeton: Princeton UP, 

1992), 63. 
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Fig. 20. Diagram illustrating the confusion. 

 
In his introduction to the Inferno, Mark Musa says that by 

bringing up the lonza at the very moment Dante enters the eighth 
circle, he’s signaling that the lonza corresponds to fraud.   
 

…what is the meaning of the three beasts that block the pilgrim’s way 
up the mountain of salvation in the opening canto of the Inferno? Not 
until Canto XVI is the true meaning of the leopard revealed to us, in 
the tercet 106-108, where the Pilgrim is commenting on the cord that 

he wears   around his waist and that Virgil has asked him to remove 
and give to him:     
I wore a cord that fastened round my waist,  
 
  With which I once had thought I might be able 
  To catch the leopard with the gaudy skin. 
 
The mention of the leopard here, just when the Pilgrim is about to 
enter the third and final division in Hell, is certainly an indication that, 
of the three beasts on the mountainside, it is the leopard that we must 
associate with the sins of Fraud, for such sins are punished here. 29     

 

 
29 Mark Musa, “Introduction,” in The Divine Comedy by Dante. Vol. 1: Inferno. 

(1984; repr., New York: Penguin Classics, 2003), 51-52. 
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Fig. 21. Virgil and Dante sitting on the back of Geryon… By Bartolomeo 
Pinelli, Etching, 1825. Wellcome Library no. 661780i   

 
The cord that Dante refashions as a harness for Geryon (fig. 21) is 
connected to the lonza as he tells us he considered using it to leash 
the wild cat the day before, reminding us of the leashed cheetahs 
we saw in those sketchbooks (fig. 22) drawn by Medieval Italian 
artists.  
 

 
Fig. 22. Giovannino de’ Grassi sketch of a cheetah, 1380-90. 
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Another detail that deserves our attention is the lonza’s spot-

ted skin, which Dante refers to as pelle dipinta. While Musa trans-
lated this as “gaudy” in his introduction above, to better grasp what 
moral failing the wild cat embodies, keep “the painted skin” pasted 
to your cognitive blackboard. And here’s why. Ledda points out 
that the only other animal Dante describes as having this painted, 
spotted skin is Geryon, the filthy image of Fraud from Canto XVII:  
 

… the monster is said to have ’lo dosso e ’l petto e ambedue le coste 
/dipinti […] di nodi e di rotelle’[back and breast and both sides  
painted with knots and little wheels] (lines 14–15, italics mine).30  

 
The paws of the chimeric Geryon are almost certainly those of a 
cheetah, “spreading out his arms, and doubling up his legs” as Ge-
ryon does in Inf. 16.135, much like the Sphinx in Egypt conceals 
its chimeric nature beneath a sea of sand. 
 

 
Fig. 23. Bertel Thorvaldsen. Dante and Virgil on the back of Geryon. 19C, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art; Maison Bonfils. Le Sphynx apres les déblaie-
ments et les deux grandes pyramides / Bonfils. Egypt. c.1867-1899. 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2004666756/. 

 
30 Ledda, “Ethical and Political Bestiary,” 52 
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With Virgil and Dante riding on his back, Geryon soars 
downwards below into the Malebolge in Canto XVII in a flight 
Dante likens to a falcon (fig. 24), reminding us that cheetahs, like 
falcons, were trained to hunt in partnership, unlike the wolf or the 
lion.  
  

 
Fig. 24. “Peregrine falcon in flight.” By Gregg Thompson. BirdNote. The 
cheetah is the fastest land animal, but the peregrine falcon is the fastest animal 
on the planet with speeds, according to ScienceDaily, matching a Formula 1 
racing car.  

 
In figure 25, we see the three animals Dante wanted us to 

picture and how they ought to be ranked. The top two are wild 
savages because their crimes are mindlessly done, driven as they are 
by appetite or passion. In contrast, the iconographic symbol of 
fraud is the cheetah, for the given reasons that it is both camou-
flaged and lightning quick. But there’s another key feature that’s 
been woefully overlooked. What differentiates fraud and makes it 
the worst of all sins is the use of the mind in the crime, a point that 
Virgil, as Dante’s mouthpiece, belabors in Canto XI: 
 

Ma perché frode è dell’uom proprio male,   
       piû spiace a Dio… (Inf. 11.25-26.)                   

 
By restoring the cheetah as the symbol of fraud, we see how it 
differs from wild savages for its cooperation with humans has been 
intelligently engineered to produce a trained predator. 
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Fig. 25. Diagram ranking the three beasts correctly. 

  
Also relevant is how the cheetah has been “repeatedly com-

pared by the western observer to a greyhound.” 31 Even as recently 
as 1917, there was an attempt to classify the cheetah according to 
its physical resemblance to the greyhound,32 which is ironic because 
greyhounds are known as canine cheetahs (fig. 26).  
 

 
Fig. 26. “Cheetah v Greyhound.” K9Research Lab. 
https://www.k9rl.com/fastest-dog-breeds-world/ 

 
31 Trovato, “Identificazione di una lonza,” 24. 
32 R. I. Pocock, "The classification of the existing Felidae," Annals and Magazine of 
Natural History. Series 8. XX (1917): 329–350. 
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Such a comparison brings us back to Canto I and the animal 

that’s supposed to drive the she-wolf to back to Hell: the swift-
footed greyhound. By correctly identifying the lonza as the chee-
tah, we can now see the symmetry we were robbed of before be-
tween the cheetah and the greyhound; the cheetah is the pinnacle 
of vice while the greyhound is the pinnacle of virtue (fig. 27).  
 

 
Fig. 27. Beasts of vice and virtue. 

 
Aside from honoring his patron, Cangrande, Dante likely 

chose the dog to represent virtue as an allusion to Plato’s Republic, 
where Socrates describes the soul as the shepherd of our appetites 
that must be trained like dogs to heel or they revert to their savage 
natures and become wolves (565e)— this second symmetry is 
worth noting because it evokes a classic motif: the savage barbarism 
of the wolf is counterpointed by the civility of the greyhound.  

One might ask why Dante chose only one beast to represent 
virtue and three to represent vice? Here again, philosophy comes 
to the rescue. In Ethics, Aristotle explains “…there are many ways 
to be in error—for badness is proper to the indeterminate. But 
there is only one way to be correct.” 33  

Another philosopher that Dante may have turned to in order 
to narrow down his choice of beasts was Epictetus. In The Dis-
courses, Epictetus laments that most people abandon good reason 
and judgment to chase bodily appetites, sinking, as he says, to the 
level of “wolves—faithless, viciousness, treacherous. Others turn to 
lions—wild savages and uncivilized. But most become like foxes, 

 
33 Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, 2.6.14, trans. Terence Irwin, 3rd ed. (Indianapolis: 

Hackett Publishing, 2019), 29.  
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the sorriest of the lot. For what else is a spiteful, malicious man 
except a fox, or something even lower and less dignified?” 34  

Traces of the fox as a symbol for fraud may be gleaned from 
Guido Montefeltro’s confession in Circle 8. This fraudulent coun-
selor, whose speech slithers with s’s—“S’i’credesse che mia riposte 
fosse” (Inf. 27.61)—to mimic the hissing sound of the flames that 
engulf him, confides to Dante that his many shenanigans were less 
the work of a lion and more of a fox: “l’opere mie non furono 
leonine, ma di volpe” (Inf. 27.74-75). 

Ultimately Dante chose to be innovative, as he did when he 
replaced Charon with Phlegyas to ferry the souls across the river 
Styx, and adopts the cheetah rather than the fox as his symbol for 
fraud. And I submit that Dante chose the cheetah because of how 
Statius makes use of them in the Thebaid. The patron god of 
Thebes is Bacchus, who appears in Book IV “in his vine-hung 
chariot” driven not by horses but by “tigers” who “licked harness 
damp with wine.”35 The harness is the first indication that these 
tigers are cheetahs, but more clues emerge a few verses down. 
When, for example, Bacchus gives the signal, we’re told “his yoked 
Hyrcanians’ hackles rose. No sooner said than done—he reached 
the fields.”36 Aside from underscoring the swiftness with which 
these harnessed tigers transport the God to the Nemean plain, Sta-
tius depicts the hackles rising, which calls to mind the cheetah’s 
crested nape, and then he gives us a geographical location, “Hyr-
canian,” a region in modern day Iran that links these tigers to the 
last place cheetahs remain wild to this day. The cheetah is thus in-
extricably linked to Bacchus who, as the god of wine and revelry 
stands is direct contrast to the sun god Apollo, who champions rea-
son and order.   

In addition to the connotations of chaos and disorder that 
Bacchus imparts on the cheetah, Statius uses them to signal treach-
ery. We see the cheetahs reappear in Book VII when Jocasta uses 
the breast card in attempt to stop the fratricide between her and 
Oedipus’ sons, Eteocles and Polynices. As she pleads her case to 
Polynices who has arrived with allies—the seven against Thebes—
the Furies take this opportunity to spark conflict by exploiting “a 
pair of tigresses—/ tame and trained to the yoke,” which lately had 
been seen “sauntering along Dirce’s stream.”37 Aside from the 
yoke, we’re told the wild cats have handlers, “Bacchus’ entourage 

 
34 Epictetus, Discourses and Selected Writings, trans. Robert Dobbins (New York: 
Penguin Classics, 2008), 21. 
35 Statius, Thebaid: A Song of Thebes, trans. Jane Wilson Joyce (Ithaca: Cornell Uni-
versity Press, 2008), 104.  
36 Statius, 104.  
37 Statius, 191. 
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and an elder priest,” and that they appear to have been enjoying a 
“well-earned rest” for having been “hitched to the war car that 
conquered the East: lately returned triumphant.”38 That triumph is 
a scene we witnessed earlier in Titian’s painting of Bacchus and 
Ariadne. One might suspect that Titian was correcting the mistake 
that ‘tigers’ that pulled Bacchus’ cart by painting in a pair of chee-
tahs in their stead.  

To be clear, it isn’t the handlers who signal the cheetahs to 
attack. Instead, Statius places the blame squarely on Tisiphone for 
jolting back these unnaturally tame cats to their “former furious 
state”: 
 

…they burst forth, turned into something the fields knew not—as  
if two bolts of lightning had burst at once from a distant  
point in the sky, hurtling, blazing a long trail through the clouds;  
with a course no less rapid, with monstrous roaring, the two  
bound over the plains and in one stupendous spring,  
mauled your charioteer, Amphiaraus! 39  

 
The preemptive strike that ushers in the charioteer’s pitiful end 
foreshadows the tragic death of Amphiaraus, the heroic rider whom 
he serves. Statius hints at this by adding, “Not a good omen.” In 
retaliation, the Argive army kills the cheetahs, effectively kicking 
off the first day of battle.  

That the cheetahs came so close to bringing down the Ar-
give’s greatest champion at the very moment Jocasta was negotiat-
ing a truce must have struck Dante as a classic illustration of treach-
ery.  

This literary allusion that associates the cheetah with Bac-
chus, and specifically with treachery in Statius’ Thebaid, made the 
cheetah a shoo-in for fraud. And, naturally, it’s spotted hide for 
camouflage and the lightning speed with which the cheetah chases 
down its prey. What’s less obvious but perhaps more significant in 
Dante’s decision to ultimately choose the cheetah to embody fraud 
is the intelligence required to engineer its cooperation. The wild 
savage that Nature had intended by means of the intellect is trans-
formed into a trained predator, which is at once far more menacing 
and more appropriate for the crimes committed in the circle of 
fraud. 
 
  
 
 

 
38 Ibid.  
39 Statius, 191-192. 
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EPILOGUE 
 

Cheetah—ORIGIN late 18th century. From Hindi cītā, perhaps from 
Sanskrit, citraka, ‘leopard.’ -Oxford English Dictionary 

 
The Asiatic Cheetah that once played a starring role in the royal 
menageries of the Middle Ages and which had once roamed from 
India to Russia is today critically endangered. The International 
Society for Endangered Cats reports that only about 70-110 remain 
in the wild, living in Iran in a remote and arid plateau.  

Buquet says the practice of hunting with cheetahs fell out of 
fashion by 17C. The expense of keeping cheetahs may have played 
a part. In addition to the food, a ruler had to have a specialized 
handler on the payroll. Or it could have ceased to be a novelty, the 
savagery of the spectacle could have become distasteful. Whatever 
the reason, it appears that “from the seventeenth century onwards, 
rulers preferred larger animals such as tigers and panthers to be dis-
played in cages, giving an image of tamed ferocity.”40 
 

 
Fig. 28. “Phyllis Gordon window-shops in London with her four-year-old 
cheetah who was flown to Britain from Kenya.” Photo by B C Parade/Getty 
Images.  
 

 
40 Buquet, “Hunting with Cheetahs,” 9 
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NEW DANTE WORLDS 
 
 
 
 
 

This new section was established to foster creative contributions 
that demonstrate Dante’s continuing vitality and power to inspire 
the next generations of poets, writers, and artists. We inaugurate 
New Dante Worlds with After Dante, a poem by Nathalie F. An-
derson. 
 
 
 
 

 
About the Author  
Nathalie Anderson’s books of poetry include Following Fred 
Astaire, Crawlers, Quiver, Stain, and the chapbook Held and 
Firmly Bound.  She collaborated in 2021 with artist Susan Hagen 
and poet Lisa Sewell on Birds of North America, and her new 
book, Rough, is forthcoming in 2024 from The Word Works.  
Anderson’s poems have appeared in such journals as Atlanta Re-
view, DoubleTake, Natural Bridge, The New Yorker, Nimrod, 
and Plume.  She has also authored libretti for five operas, in collab-
oration with Philadelphia composer Thomas Whitman.  Anderson 
has recently retired from Swarthmore College, where she taught as 
Alexander Griswold Cummins Professor of English Literature, and 
served as Director of the Program in Creative Writing. 
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AFTER DANTE  

NATHALIE F. ANDERSON 

 

 

1.   
 
 
Entering the Inferno, I thought to find my  
Charleston forebears there, pity them their benightedness, 
profit by their punishment, measure against them my 
 
obvious enlightenment.  Any damned fool 
might have warned me, that’s 
not how it works in hell. 
 
 
 
2.   
 
 
Disappointed.  What my stepmother used to say 
before she belted me.  Oh, and this will hurt me 
worse:  her open hand.  No wonder I grew up 
 
dubious, recalcitrant, irreligious.  When Dante says  
the so-called god of love requites our earthly pleasure  
with a battering, with mud crammed down the throat, 
 
forgive me, I don’t see the loving.  But I’ve seen  
disappointment, I’ve seen true disappointment, 
say when a boy I’ve taught expects me to greet him 
 
kindly and with love, and the other teachers say 
he’s back-slid, and I look stern, speak coldly, as 
I’ve been taught I ought to do, and see the light 
 
fall off his face.  Understand, I’m not confessing.   
My shames aren’t your business.  But yes, I  
see myself, and yes, I’m often 
 
disappointed. 
3.   
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Traversing the Inferno, I feared to find 
my grand-dams there, white Southern women both, 
and blinkered by it, hobbled by it, though 
 
from them I learned how to be conscious, how 
to take responsibility, how to be kind.  Never ones 
to run from anything, but I see them running now 
 
still hampered by their habits, their habiliments, their  
habitations, yet shedding all that, choosing now to strip it off,  
to drop it shred by shred by shred: here a frayed thread, there a 
hair, 
 
a chip, a grit, a smut, a soot, a splinter, an unexamined  
odium, an unconsidered animus, slow-paced still,    
  
and still deluded – but I want to think they're running  
 
(as I want to think that I am also), like they’re running  
for the green cloth at Verona, and – one leaden foot lifted, 
then the other – like they still think they could win. 
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4. 
 
 
I always thought I’d end up in the whirlwind,  
having spun there oblivious for so long, riding 
the Loop-de-Loop, riding the Tilt-a-Whirl, riding 
 
the Wild One, AOI! a leaf in the current, a love 
on every wind.  So many nights winding myself 
around another body, holding on tight, drunk 
 
on infatuation, the dipsy ditzy daisy, faster 
than a roller coaster, riding the Lightning, riding 
the Thunderhead, riding the Cyclone, a climber 
 
groping for every hand- or toe-hold, clutching out, 
gripping in, tightening my cling, and every kiss 
a little longer, every swanky Valentino dip 
 
a little stronger, such whirls, such sweetheart twirls –  
air steps – and the whip-crack, the butterfly swoon,  
shoulder slides, revolving doors.  Even in dreams  
 
I’m weightless on that wind, riding the Ring Racer, 
riding the Boulder Dash, riding the Shivering Timbers, 
open-mouthed and screaming wild, clutching, grasping. 
 
Starlings in their seething murmurations. 
All my partners long since spun away.   
Love like yours will surely.  A-hey, a-hey hey. 
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5.   
 
 
When Vanni Fucci – better known as “the Beast” – 
gloats in hell over the coming coup in Florence, where  
every White will stagger, every White will fall 
 
he doesn’t mean what we might think he means. 
These are White Guelphs, men of Dante’s faction. 
Whatever once defined them, it surely wasn’t skin. 
 
Yet how strange it is, and strangely apt, to hear 
that Whites will get come-uppance, get what’s coming 
to us, get what even a beast like Fucci thinks we deserve. 
 
* 
 
When Vanni Fucci breaks this news to Dante 
he intends his words to sting, and says so.  May you  
suffer.  May it break your heart.  May you die 
 
of very grief.  And we know Dante suffers: exiled 
from all he loves, condemned if ever he returns, soured 
on his own party, what can he do but write about it? 
 
Who’s in hell?  Beasts who ignore the good  
of intellect, beasts who abandon civic reason 
for self-consumption.  Fucci.  Ah, the long revenge. 
 
* 
 
I know zilch about Guelphs, White or Black, but 
of course I root for Dante.  Turns out, his side 
favored artists over banks, populace over pope – 
 
my kind of folk, I think – so their expulsion seems 
(at least from here) a catastrophic loss – a loss 
of artistry, civility, of civic dialogue, of choice. 
 
Abandoned intellect, abandoned reason: Dante, 
I’ve been grieving too.  How strange it is, and 
strangely apt, to realize we’ve woken up in hell. 
 
* 
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“Florence, rejoice!  Your eagle wings have flown 
so many straight to their perdition.”  So Dante snarked 
before he learned that many living men – Florentines 
 
he took to be living – were being worn by demons 
as demon-puppets, proxies in the living world,  
while they themselves were steeping in hell’s frozen piss.   
 
And did you hear he witnessed there among the damned  
a yellow trumped-up top-knot tossed and snarled by Satan’s wind 
and gleaming spurious within the ice like straw in glass?  
 
 
 
6.  
 
 
I always thought I’d end up in the dark 
having lain there oblivious for so long. 
I see myself baffled, addled, haggard, rambling 
 
and this to me is hell: the shattering mind, 
the flickering awareness.  So why is it 
I’m always courting darkness, always 
 
dozing, always slug-a-bed come Monday morning? 
Why so lax and lagging?  Thus Virgil chivied Dante, 
on his last legs and wheezing, having scaled hell’s walls: 
 
“You lay-about!  You lounger!  You won’t get anywhere 
lazing around like that.  How do you think I got 
where I am?  Not from sleeping in!  Would you leave 
 
no more of yourself behind than froth at the shore-line, 
ripples in the wind?”  Dante hears, gets moving.  Me?  I  
roll over, clench my eyes shut, pretend I haven’t heard a thing. 
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7.   
 
 
In his dream, Dante wakes to find his heart 
gone from his side.  EGO DOMINUS TUUS 
says the one who holds it, grips it, crushes it –  
 
which is to say, “I’m your new master.” 
“New master”: no need to specify the dread –  
the terror – of that inexorable unknown hand.   
 
* 
 
Love comes to Dante in his dream, holding out 
and cradling his lost heart, says “Now I’m your master.” 
If Love’s the master, is the mastering still a threat, 
 
or a consolation, or an education, or an ecstasy? 
Dante Alighieri, slave to Love.  By the time 
he reaches Paradise, he sees Love differently – 
 
the smile of all creation, the symphony, 
the dance that moves the sun and other stars. 
But was that Love always this Love, identically? 
 
* 
 
I’ve been so often mastered by love, it’s like a hymn 
re-mastered, over-mastered, my harmonics shifting, 
veering within an hour from him to hum to him. 
 
* 
 
When we first meet a crucial poem, TS Eliot says, 
there's “shock and surprise,” there’s “even terror – 
Ego dominus tuus.”  He might as well say this, 
 
as he says Dante says when he sees his lost love again: 
“Hardly a drop of blood in my body does not shudder: 
I know the tokens of the ancient flame.” 
 
* 
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When Yeats looks in the mirror, he sees 
someone else’s eyes.  And that’s a terror, too.   
Ego dominus tuus.  Who’s speaking  
 
when you think you’re speaking?  What demon, what  
forebear lives on in your tongue?  “All that a man most lacks,  
and it may be dreads”; “our rhythm shudders,” Yeats said.   
 
* 
 
Dominus: the Romans used this word 
when they meant “Sir,” when they meant schoolmaster 
or guild-master, when they meant arbiter or arbitrator; 
 
the master of a feast, the host, the entertainer, 
a proprietor, a theater manager, employer 
of actors or of gladiators.   Grounded in the word   
 
for “house” – the master of a residence – 
or else “to dominate, domesticate, or tame” –  
the master of its servants, or its slaves.   
 
I’m ever an apprentice, sir, to poetry.  I seek  
to master craft, time, self, guilt, history, envy, love, chance, change. 
Ego dominus tuus.  What rends my heart?  Who calls me out? 
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8.  Translators 
 
 
Leaving the Inferno, I hoped to add up what I learned 
among those Dorothy Sayers calls the “damnified,” those  
Ciaran Carson sees as “wastrels of themselves,” those 
 
W.S. Merwin annotates thus: “Each one wraps himself 
in what burns him.”  But I’m with Deborah Digges: 
“I’m afraid to move my mouth.”  I’m with Sayers: 
 
“Pity unhearts me so.”  Yes, like Carson, I feel those  
“arrows – I mean sorrows, for their points were barbed 
with pity.”  I understand Hell’s principle:  Concentered  
 
all in self, wound up in self, self-knotted by the self  
that binds them, the damned cannot unwind, and the self  
they spun is thus the self they’re punished by: “Myself  
 
am hell.”  “My taste was me.”  “We were men once,”  
says Charles Wright, “and now we are underbrush.”   
“A proper brooch,” says Sayers, “for such a brazen breast.”  
 
There’s more: “Now he was a pot,” says Susan Mitchell,  
“boiling over with dirty schemes.”  “A little reptile,” says Carson,  
“black as a peppercorn, sharp as a pair of shears.”  But who 
 
can shear themselves, or bite apart that binding thread? 
Who even sees the thread, so deep the damasking, so  
thickly, so distractingly embroidered?  I know I keep 
 
more self than I let go.  Disappoint myself.  Excuse myself. 
I’ll let Cynthia Macdonald have the last word here: 
“Why did you hoard it?” No, dear: “Why did you throw it away?” 
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REVIEWS 

 

 

 
 
 
The Cambridge Companion to Dante’s Commedia  
Zygmunt G. Barański and Simon Gilson, eds. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019. XXI + 306 pp. $24.99. 

 
 

As the editors of this volume point out in their introduction, The Cambridge Com-
panion to Dante’s ‘Commedia’ is possibly the first work of its kind entirely devoted 
to the Comedy. While readers could already rely on many comprehensive resources 

that offered an overview of Dante’s life and work, with this companion, they can 
complement them and get “a strong idea of the poem and its core features” (i). In 

fact, Barański and Gilson propose using this edited volume in tandem with their 
Dante in Context (Cambridge University Press, 2015), already well-known to 
scholars and educators interested in Dante’s time and work. Together, these two 

volumes offer various methodological approaches to study and appreciate Dante’s 
works. To provide an overview of the perspectives featured in The Cambridge 
Companion to Dante’s ‘Commedia,’ I will follow the division proposed by the 

editors, who grouped its sixteen chapters into “four broad blocks”: 1) narrative, 2) 
(meta)literary, linguistic, and stylistic features, 3) themes and motifs, and 4) trans-
mission and reception (i-ii). A chronology spanning the years 1250-1340 (xv-xvii), 

a map of Italy (xviii), and the representations of Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise (xix-
xxi) complement the essays and serve as invaluable resources to navigate the text. 

In the first essay, Lino Pertile provides an overview of the poem’s narrative 

structure. His contribution prepares the reader for the complex intertwining of the 
poem’s literary and metaliterary levels. At the same time, he helps us see how the 
structural and thematic constraints and the strict numeric patterns that Dante chose 

to follow prompted, rather than hindered, the creative solutions that allowed for 
the originality of each encounter in the fictional journey. In the second essay (trans-
lated by Demetrio Yocum), Giuseppe Ledda presents the fundamental question of 

Dante’s twofold role as author and character with particular attention to the intel-
lectual autobiography sketched in the poem. Laurence Hooper’s contribution shifts 

the focus from the protagonist to the other characters of the poem exploring the 
complexity of Dante’s “characterization” (the essay’s title). George Corbett’s essay 
closes the first section with an overview of the moral structure of the Comedy. His 

considerations go beyond mere morality and touch upon language, epistemology, 
and politics. For example, he argues that “one purpose of Dante’s Inferno is to 
represent in the afterlife the moral justice which, in the absence of an emperor, 

Dante saw unfulfilled on earth” (68). 
The second block of essays opens with a contribution by Theodore Cachey 

on the title, genre, and metaliterary elements of the poem. Cachey traces and prob-

lematizes the history of the title – Divina Commedia. He argues that the Song of 
Songs was an inspiration for the title and metaliterary language of the poem, 
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especially for the term cantica. Throughout his essay, he explores the tension be-
tween the truth claim of the “sacred poem” and its status as a work of fiction. In 

the following essay (translated by Demetrio Yocum), Mirko Tavoni offers some 
interesting reflections on the language of the Comedy, some of which are informed 
by syntactical and lexical searches conducted on DanteSearch (https://dante-

search.dantenetwork.it/). Finally, James Kriesel delves into Dante’s use of allegory 
by situating it in the broader context of Christian and medieval theories and prac-
tices of allegory. In doing so, he can show how Dante’s allegory is especially imbued 

with references to the body/spirit dichotomy: allegory requires readers to “strip off 
the carnal veil” of the letter (118), thus turning reading itself into a journey toward 
either damnation or salvation. 

Simone Marchesi’s essay on classical culture opens the third block. With 

insightful remarks on Dante’s reception of Virgil’s and Latin poetry, but also on the 

city of Rome and its “double identity, as both pagan and Christian” (139), Marchesi 
shows how Dante’s “classicism is clearly oriented towards the present” (138). This 
quasi-oxymoronic consideration perfectly captures the originality of Dante’s rela-

tionship with the classics. Equally insightful are Tristan Kay’s reflections on the 
“extraordinary breadth, eclecticism, and syncretism” of Dante’s reception of ver-
nacular literature and culture (153-154), which Kay explores with particular em-

phasis on the relationships with Guido Cavalcanti and Brunetto Latini. In the fol-
lowing two essays, Paola Nasti and Simon Gilson turn to the sacred, with contri-
butions on religious culture and doctrine, respectively. After defining “religion” in 

light of Aquinas as a virtue with “interior and exterior acts,” that is, devotion and 
prayer (interior acts), and sacrifices, vows, and praise (exterior acts), Nasti considers 
not only the biblical influences in the poem but also how liturgy and devotion 

inform its narrative. Gilson, on the other hand, reaffirms Dante’s doctrinal syncre-
tism, consisting of Christian, classical, and even “non-Greco-Roman traditions,” 
and reconfigures it as “a highly sophisticated cultural operation that lies at the heart 

of [his] artistry” (175). The last essay of this section by Claire Honess looks at the 
Comedy as a “political poem” that addresses its readers “as citizens [and] as members 
of a community” throughout (192).  

Zygmunt Barański’s essay on the relationship between the Comedy and 
Dante’s other works opens the last section of the volume. This is a theoretical in-

tervention aiming to provide a clear framework to consider Dante’s other works in 
relation to the Comedy. Barański identifies six modes in which the poem and the 
other texts can interact and distinguishes between those “authorially sanctioned” 

and those that he qualifies as “external to the poem itself” (209). He then offers 
some case studies, primarily focusing on Vita Nova, Convivio, and the Rime. Prue 
Shaw’s contribution, entitled “Transmission History,” offers an overview of the 

manuscript and printed tradition, and the philological history of the poem. It is a 
remarkable work which features concision, clarity, and effective synthesis despite 
its broad scope. The last two essays focus on the reception of the poem, the first 

one, by Anna Pegoretti, up to 1481 (the year of publication of Cristoforo Landino’s 
commentary), and the second, by Fabio Camilletti, from 1481 to the present. Both 
explore the Italian and the international reception of the Comedy, painting a fasci-

nating picture that attests to the poem’s ceaseless capacity to inspire new ideas and 
creativity. 
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As this overview aims to show, The Cambridge Companion to Dante’s 
‘Commedia’ offers a vast array of perspectives on Dante’s poem. The contributions 

collected in this volume are heterogenous: some advance new interpretations of the 
text, some skillfully recapitulate previous scholarship, and others present what per-
haps we already knew but from fresh and original angles. All are valuable and of 

great interest. 
 

Paolo Scartoni, Rutgers University 

 
 
 

Stefano Carrai. 
Il primo libro di Dante. Un’idea della ‘Vita nova’. 
Pisa: Edizioni della Normale, 2020. 141 pp. € 10 

 
 
A collection of brief essays on Dante’s youthful prosimetrum, Stefano Carrai’s Il 
primo libro di Dante. Un’idea della Vita nova addresses the broad issue of the rela-

tionship between libello and Comedy by way of a reexamination of some interpre-
tive cruxes. Carrai’s volume takes up where he left off in his previous Dante elegiaco 

(Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 2006 [repr. 2020]) and collects work conducted since 
then, but it is also in dialogue with both older and most recent contributions on 
Dante’s ‘first work’. Composed of distinct research projects carried out in the course 

of over a decade, the volume is heterogeneous, unified to some extent by the prem-
ise that Vita nova and Comedy constitute a “diptych” (16) – that they are to be 
read together as parts of a broader plan.  

Following an introduction on the poetic path delineated in the Vita nova, 
the volume is divided in seven chapters, published earlier individually. The first 
chapter considers the question of the chronology of the libello against the backdrop 

of the astronomical knowledge Dante displays in his philosophical treatise. The 
starting point of every argument about the date of composition of the Vita nova 
should be Dante’s own declaration in the Convivio that his infatuation with the 

donna gentile took place after two revolutions of the star of Venus from Beatrice’s 
passing. Carrai rereads the poet’s indication in light of his declared astronomical 
source – Alfraganus’ Liber de aggregationibus. The author subscribes to the cus-

tomary view of the libello as having been assembled between 1293 and 1296, but 
only after considering some alternative readings. He engages particularly with Al-

berto Casadei’s proposal to follow Jacopo Alighieri’s calculation of Venus’ orbit, 
which anticipates by two years the terminus post quem of the Vita nova. Carrai 
persuasively observes that it is not logical that Dante, who derives from Alfraganus’ 

text every other notion of astronomical geography, divert from it only with regard 
to Venus’ revolution to follow the unspecified tradition Jacopo draws on.  

The following chapter revisits the vexed question of the textual variants, 

dwelling especially on those arguably authorial variants that appear to suggest 
Dante’s search for a greater effectiveness of the poetic diction, which Carrai terms 
“pentimenti d’autore.” The chapter reexamines Domenico De Robertis’ studies of 
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the estravagante tradition, that is, the circulation of the poems prior to their inclu-
sion in the prosimetrum. Particular attention is devoted to the example of the son-

net Era venuta ne la mente mia, which explicitly displays its variants, being inserted 
in the libello with two openings. 

The third chapter takes up the opacity of the urban background of Dante’s 

work. Here Carrai takes into account Marco Santagata’s studies on the topograph-
ical features that emerge from Deh peregrini, che pensosi andate. But, after recalling 
this and other scholarly attempts to identify the path taken by the romei who pass 

through the ‘grieving’ city, the author reaffirms Dante’s intended reticence on that 
matter and poses the question of the reason for this lack of a recognizable topogra-
phy. Carrai’s contention is that the very nature of Dante’s prosimetrum excludes a 

precise contextualization – that a “programmatic indeterminacy” (66) is essential to 

the story, aiming to reach a wider audience than that of fellow Florentines. 

The subsequent chapter reads Ballata, i’ vo’ che tu ritrovi Amore – the only 
ballad included in the Vita nova – alongside Novo cant’amoroso, nuovamente by 
Lupo degli Uberti. The author observes concordances between the two ballads both 

as regards the metrical structure and with respect to wording and subject matter and 
argues for direct borrowings, although the direction of such borrowings (who bor-
rowed from whom) cannot easily be established, as he recognizes.  

Chapter five is devoted to the signs of Beatrice’s death in the episode of 
Dante’s sickness. Carrai’s contribution is valuable in that it shows that the peculiarity 
of Dante’s vision lies, not in the two portents of Scriptural origin, but in the other 

two and in that he proposes a new source for the third Dantean omen: Virgil’s 
image of the birds unable to fly over the Aetna as recalled by Statius in his Thebaid, 
where they become falling birds, just as in Dante’s premonition.  

The sixth chapter reconsiders Dante’s ambiguous claim, in the first canto of 
the Comedy, to have drawn from Virgil “the beautiful style that won him honor.” 
Not finding persuasive the widely accepted reading of the verses as referring to the 

moral canzoni, Carrai considers what we know of the wide circulation of Dante’s 
youthful work – from internal evidence to Boccaccio’s testimony to Luca Azzetta’s 
studies on Dante’s Bolognese readers – and argues that the “bello stilo” for which 

Dante has been honored is an allusion to the Vita nova. Yet the question remains 
– as Carrai admits – of what is Virgilian in Dante’s libello, given that echoes of 

Virgil’s works in the prosimetrum are rare. Carrai thus argues that, more than look-
ing for Virgilian intertext, one should consider Virgil’s broader influence on Dante’s 
conception of poetry itself. In this regard, the author observes that Dante believed 

the most fruitful way to acquire stylistic mastery was to study the Latin poets and 
that, in the De vulgari, Virgil is the first of the four regulati poetae that Dante claims 
one should read to attain the highest level of construction.   

Acknowledging that one of the explicit motives that trigger Dante’s other-
worldly journey is his desire to see again his lady’s countenance, in the seventh 
chapter Carrai argues that the memory of the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice lies 

behind the conception of Dante’s voyage more than scholars have observed. Never 
explicitly referred to, the Orpheus myth is nevertheless ‘blended in’ throughout the 
poem. In this last chapter, Carrai builds upon his former studies of the elegiac com-

ponents of Dante’s prosimetrum. Restating his view of the Vita nova as the poem’s 
essential starting point, he argues that, if Dante’s earthly love for Beatrice and her 
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demise are the necessary background to the “celestial crowning” of that love, then 
the libello should be thought of as “the grievous, dismal premise to the ultimate 

apotheosis” (125-26). On this ground, Carrai reiterates the reading of the Vita nova 
advanced in his former monograph as elegiac text modeled after Boethius’ Conso-
lation of philosophy, which in Dante’s time – Carrai maintains – was considered a 

chief example of elegy.   
Given the wealth of allusions that each chapter brings in, a lengthier discus-

sion would have been beneficial. For example, in his last contribution Carrai recalls 

a vast array of accounts of the Orpheus myth, from Fulgentius’ to Bernardus Sil-
vestris’ to that of Boethius and his major commentators, Remigius of Auxerre and 
William of Conches. Carrai’s list is somewhat cursory, especially given the reso-

nance of the allegorical reading of the myth advanced in the Remigian commen-

tary, to which perhaps the author might have referred more extensively.  

In its brevity, Il primo libro di Dante pays attention to specific exegetical 
questions in the history of the critical debate and will appeal to readers concerned 
with the interpretive details of Dante’s juvenile work whether or not they accept 

its fundamental continuity with the poem.  
 

Leonardo Chiarantini, University of Michigan 

 
 
 
Luca Carlo Rossi.  
L’uovo di Dante. Aneddoti per la costruzione di un mito.  
Rome: Carocci, 2021. 230 pp. €23. 

 
 
The 2021 Dante Centenary renewed the public’s attention for the troubled life of 
Dante Alighieri with a new wave of biographies published in that same year (and 

mostly reviewed in volume 4 of this journal). John Took’s grand fresco delineated 
the journey of the poet’s mind through the combined study of the socio-political 
context and the literary text. Alessandro Barbero’s international bestseller, Dante, 
offered a captivating, often adventurous portrait of the poet opening with the bat-
tleground of Campaldino. Both Paolo Pellegrini’s Dante Alighieri. Una Vita and 
Elisa Brilli and Giuliani Milani's Vita Nuove. Biografia e autobiografia di Dante 
grounded their reconstruction onto re-discovery and re-reading of archival sources, 
literary and historical, to ‘merge historical analysis, philology, and critical interpre-

tation’ (Vacalebre, 219).  
Recently, this biographical frenzy has taken a transmedial turn with the re-

lease of Italian director Pupi Avati’s project twenty-year in the making: a novel 

titled L’alta fantasia (Solferino, 2021) and, most importantly, the feature-length film 
Dante . While Avati’s cinematic work claims to be staging ‘la vera vita, fatta di lotte, 
rinunce, innamoramenti, vittorie e perdite’, Luca Carlo Rossi’s L’uovo di Dante. 
Aneddoti per la costruzione di un mito is a scholarly investigation that problematizes 
the very notion of truth by reconstructing the mythopoetic process encompassing 
Dante’s life through the lenses of a largely untapped biographical source, the 
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anecdote. Rossi presents this literary form as a short, often quick-witted and highly 
descriptive narrative, which captures and memorializes a peculiar detail relating to 

a marginal or secret episode in the life of an historical figure with the intent of 
humanizing it in the eyes of the common public. The first chapter proposes a con-
ciliatory rather than antagonistic relationship between the anecdotical tradition and 

official historiography arguing for the essential complementarity of their functions. 
The anecdote, Rossi observes, ‘fills the voids, the cracks’ of mainstream historiog-
raphy by integrating the documentary evidence, at once reinforcing and revivifying 

it with a ‘spark of authenticity’. The seven chapters carry out a compendious yet 
highly entertaining study of the tradition of aneddotica dantesca. The examination 
is not just thematic, but extends to the dynamics of formation, transmission and 

transmedial reception in the visual arts. Rossi collects and reproduces, often in ex-
tenso, a wide-ranging selection of anecdotes from the early commentators such as 

Iacopo della Lana, Giovanni Boccaccio, Benvenuto da Imola and Francesco Pet-
rarca to Renaissance novellieri, historians and humanists such as Giovanni Sercambi 
(ca. 1424), Poggio Brecciolini (1438-52) and Ludovico Domenichi (1562). Either 

attested to the written or to the oral tradition, Rossi’s range of testimonies brings 
much-needed diversification to the early reception discourse. As the tables in ap-
pendix conveniently show, the chronological arch spans over three centuries, with 

most anecdotes dating to the years between 1320 and 1588. After this point, the 
modern selection is circumscribed to two episodes dating to 1612-13 and 1707. 
The exclusion of the nineteenth century is most striking if we consider the number 

(and commercial success) of anthological volumes of Dantean anecdotes published 
during this very period. Interestingly, Rossi does not extract episodes from Filippo 
Scolari’s Intorno agli aneddoti spettanti la vita di Dante Alighieri (1865) or Giovanni 

Papanti’s Dante secondo la tradizione e i novellatori (1873). Rather, reader will 
discover that the study evokes the Ottocento as a turning point in the history of the 
aneddotica dantesca, when the literary genre began to exert an extraordinary influ-

ence on Italian and European pictorial tradition. Rossi includes an iconographic 
section at the close of every chapter to explore the progressive fixation of the myth-
opoetic process through the transmedial literal adaptation or creative reimagining 

of anecdotical matters. One of the most praiseworthy and innovative aspects of the 
study, Rossi’s selection of works, mostly dating from the mid-1860s to late 1880s, 

produces a significant expansion of the nineteenth-century visual canon. From Sir 
Frederick Leighton’s Dante in esilio (1864) Jean-Leon Gerome’s Dante (He hath 
seen Hell) (1864) and Francesco Saverio Altamura, Ecco colui che andò all’inferno 
e torno (1865), to Antonio Cotti, Dante deriso in Verona (1879), Marie Spartali 
Stillman’s Dante at Verona (1888), Rossi’s inclusive painterly corpus reveals the 
impact of the anecdotical tradition in expanding the range of biographical episodes 

(the exile), physical details (the beard, the modest garments), expressive nuances 
(embarrassment, anger or frustration) and symbolic elements (the book) that found 
memorialization and even monumentalization through the visual medium.  

Like the iconographic corpus, the thematically arranged selection of anec-
dotes alters the linearity of biographical tradition by opening secondary paths within 
the dominant, grandiose narrative. In chapter 2, Rossi’s selection of “scenes from 

courtly life” complicates the representation of Dante’s exile revealing the unsuita-
bility of his temperament to the role (one ‘requiring deference, praises and nuanced 
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judgements’) as well the public scorn and humiliation suffered because of his modest 
appearance. Chapter 3 examines the anecdotal tradition relating to Dante’s esoteri-

cism, detailing its popular elaboration and political exploitation. Originating with 
Francesco da Barberino and recovered by Boccaccio, the fame of Dante as infernal 
traveler, able to communicate with the dead circulated widely among the vernacu-

lar, uneducated public (particularly women) fueled by their naïve interpretations of 
the first cantica and the poet’s disquieting appearances with “his dark complexion, 
his thick, black and frizzy hair and beard”. Rossi also considers how the spread of 

anecdotes about Dante as necromancer and alchemist, keeper of the recipe of the 
philosopher stone not only exposed the poet to persecutions for heresy and to con-
stant risk of papal condemnation to the stake. Chapter 4 centers on the poet’s sen-

timental and even erotic life recounted by an anecdotal tradition that goes beyond 

the figures of Beatrice or Gemma to encompass a much longer and varied catalogue 

of women. In Rossi’s reconstruction, the “racconti piccanti” titillatingly insist on 
the poet’s carnal urges are counterbalanced by Francesco Sacchetti’s story of the 
poet as a wise and placid love adviser in Ravenna. The following two chapters mark 

a return to a more traditional biographical narratives, feeding into the portrayal of 
the poet’s extraordinary intellectual qualities, and the representation of the Com-
media as a miraculous work. In chapter 5, the biographical anecdotes are awe-struck 

by Dante’s immersive and omnivorous approach to reading and learning as well as 
the capacious and enduring quality of his prodigious memory.  The closing refer-
ence to the antagonistic nature of the early reception of the Commedia introduces 

chapter 6. Here Rossi shows how the anecdotal insistence the ‘supernatural, if not 
properly divine quality’ of the poem stirred up the jealousy of his contemporary 
philosophers and theologians, sullying Dante’s reputation by referring to him as 

“ladro” and “villano”, guilty of having deprived them of the possibility of making 
an equal contribution to their field of studies. Chapter 7 carries on the exploration 
of Dante’s biographical and textual encounter with contemporary artists and literati 

with anecdotes about Giotto, Cecco D’Ascoli and Capocchio as well as an episode 
that stages Dante’s direct confrontation in Parnaso with a multi-generational group 
of commentators of the Commedia. The final chapter examines one of the most 

obscure and conflicted aspects of the mythopoetic process: the poet’s physical ap-
pearances. Rossi engages in a lively discussion of the ways in which Dante’s beard, 

a trait openly evoked by Beatrice in Purgatorio 31, 61-75 and reiterated by Boc-
caccio, has been systematically and progressively erased from the literary and icon-
ographic tradition. 

Despite its brevity and its somewhat rushed closure, Luca Carlo Rossi’s 
L’Uovo di Dante: Aneddoti per la costruzione del mito stands out as one of the 
most innovative and engaging studies published in the year of the Centenary for 

the way such recovery of the anecdotal tradition questions, subverts and expands 
dominant biographical narratives. 

 

Federica Coluzzi, University of Warwick 
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Mary Alexandra Watts.  
Dante’s Golden Legend. Auto-hagiography in the Divine Comedy. 
Macon, Georgia: Mercer University Press, 2021. 248 pages $35. 

 
 
The autobiographical nature of Dante’s oeuvre is a subject of many debates, and 

this book tries to address it with a more extensive and well-structured examination, 
looking at the Commedia as a “continuous narrative intended to tell, among other 
things, the autobiographical story of Dante’s life” [pp.2–3]. Watts argues that both 

the Vita Nova and the Convivio are fundamental pieces of Dante’s autobiographical 
writing, a trial mode for his ability to insert himself under a different light in what 
becomes the auto-hagiographical chronicle of the Commedia.  

The scholar is fully aware of the complexity of her argument and structures 
the book in a progressive order, which starts with a theoretical understanding of 

biography and autobiography in the Middle Ages. In the first chapter, “Life-Writing 
in the Middle Ages,” Watts clarifies from the start certain ideas and concepts that 
will repeatedly return in the following passages of her argument. She starts with a 

needed explanation of the understanding of truth, a central concept in the theory 
of biography (and autobiography even more). There is an essential difference be-
tween what we consider truth nowadays — a documented reality —, and what was 

understood in medieval thought, an event imbued with meaning through God’s 
revelation. Watts argues that the scholarship has discussed, at length, the literal sense 
of Dante’s poetical writing in the continuous quest to understand what kind of 

allegory he uses in the Comedy. Not the same care has been fully given to address 
the width of his biographical reach. It is almost impossible to find proper biographies 
in the Middle Ages if one looks at the biographical genre with contemporary ideas. 

Using medieval biographies (or alleged ones), Watts shows how Abelard and Au-
gustine, among others, were looking at the events of their lives both as a represen-
tation of God’s presence and as a blueprint for the spiritual realization of the readers. 

The same can be said of hagiographies: the lives of the saints are not considered 
authentic because they happened the way we read them, but rather because these 
events manifest God’s will and favor, and they trace a path for those who follow. 

Hagiographies teach, edify, and entertain, three characteristics that could be found, 
Watts implies, in the Commedia.  

The second and third chapters advance the argument to the next step: the 
pre-Comedy Dantean experience of biography and writing of the self. The first 

challenge is, of course, to better determine what Dante does with the Vita Nova in 

the Comedy, and how he seems to have intervened later to emend or readdress his 
youthful work. Watts, however, argues that the movement from Vita Nova to 
Convivio to Comedy is not a limited palinodial approach, but rather a series of 

attempts at biographical writing, with Dante already aware of the importance of 
systematizing memories and giving meaning to events. This is a biographical ap-
proach that is not limited, however, to the description of events and characters of 

one’s life: for Watts, the Vita Nova is not a love story, nor a spiritual narration, but 
rather a “literary manifesto” [p.78]. The complexity of the Vita Nova finds a perfect 
further step in the Convivio in constructing a myth, the redeemer, as Watts defines 
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Dante in this new work. The poet forges a more complex and richer role for him-
self, one as the guide for his fellow citizens, a Christ-like mission of knowledge and 

salvation.  
This position changes, almost paradoxically, in his masterpiece. In the fol-

lowing chapters, Watts discusses the core of the argument: the hagiographical lenses 

of Dante’s writing of the Comedy. First, she underlines the shift from the solitary 
and exceptional man of the first two works to the us of the Commedia: the traveler’s 
experience is the readers' experience; Dante now describes and pursues a larger 

universe. It is here that Watts’s main point finds expression: Dante’s biography, the 
exceptionality of a man, turns into hagiography, the transformation into a saint, a 
living exemplum to follow. Through punctual and numerous reminders of the Vita 
Nova and the Convivio, the scholar addresses the issues of biography, of the donna 
gentile, and the transformation of Dante and Beatrice’s love story in these different 

iterations, bringing together the diverse stimuli of Dante’s grand opera. The funda-
mental understanding of this argument, thus, seems to be the behavior of the poet, 
who styles himself as a model of endurance, resilience, and ideological (not physical) 

martyrdom. In other words, Dante transforms his experience into that of a saint 
who endured great sufferings, whose ideals of love turn into charity, from earthly 
passions to subtle and divine aspirations. The passage between Purgatorio and Par-
adiso, thus, is one of extreme importance, because it shapes a new understanding 
not only of the relationship between Dante and Beatrice but, more importantly, of 
the entire experience of the Commedia and the new meaning of love as the funda-

mental truth of the Dantean travel — a new love, that sublimes the Vita Nova and 
the Convivio’s donna gentile.  

The same exemplarity of Dante’s love shapes the approach to politics, as 

discussed in the fifth chapter. Here Watts considers Dante’s rereading of his own 
political exile as a key to understanding politics in a broader sense, as another way 
to forge his unbendable resistance to the hits of fortune. Florence, his own city, 

finds ample space in Hell, and its many citizens seem remarkably at ease in its flames. 
Yet, the experience is not limited there; it does not consume itself in a rebuke of 
his political life: Dante’s Florence returns strongly in Cacciaguida and his under-

standing of the city in Paradiso, and thus once again, Dante is the leading political 
example to follow. 

Although the epilogue of Dante’s Golden Legend might seem surprisingly 
anticlimactic, the conclusive arguments are no less interesting, especially the associ-
ation of Dante with the DXV—something the author explores more in detail else-

where. Yet, the book argues towards a broader interpretation of the Commedia, 
and the whole of Dante’s oeuvre, as a successful attempt to write a biography—
even an auto-hagiography—with more significant implications. The book works 

well in this sense, as it offers a thorough overview of the author’s interpretation in 
a well-argued path that starts with the Vita Nova and culminates in Paradiso.  

 

Mario Sassi, University of Pennsylvania 
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Reading Dante with Images: A Visual Lectura Dantis  
Matthew Collins, ed. 
Turnhout: Harvey Miller Publishers, 2021. 410 pp. $ 145. 

 
 
Scholarship investigating text and image relationships have a storied place in the 

humanities. As countless exhibitions, public programs, and events across the globe 
celebrating the seventh centenary of Dante Alighieri’s death have demonstrated, 
artistic engagement with the Divine Comedy in a variety of media has been integral 

to our understanding of the poem since its completion. The visual arts, especially, 
have a celebrated place in the history of Dantean reception. Arguably, the imagining 
in the popular mind of the Commedia has as much to do with its visual represen-

tation across centuries as the text itself, from manuscript illumination to woodblock 
illustration accompanying printed editions of the poem, to standalone graphics, 

three-dimensional sculpture, and, more recently, new media such as film. 
Reading Dante with Images: A Visual Lectura Dantis, edited by Matthew 

Collins, features twelve essays by scholars and artists alike who consider the rela-

tionships and reception of the Commedia in the visual arts since the fourteenth 
century. Yet this is not a traditional edited volume of essays; nor is it one-directional 
in its approach to reception. The editor, Matthew Collins, introduces the task in an 

introductory chapter, “Experimenting with Traditions.” In it, he lays out the cen-
tral organizing principle of the following studies (some of which were presented in 
a preliminary conference at Harvard University in 2019): the essays and the book 

as a whole combine two investigative traditions of Dantean commentary—the vis-
ual representation by artists of the Commedia, and the practice of the Lectura Dan-
tis. Rather than separating the critical visual/verbal divide that has characterized 

much modern scholarship, the essays in this hefty volume embrace the difficult task 
of exploring methodologies from multiple disciplines—literary analysis, art history, 
codicology, and others—and investigate the results of such an endeavor in discreet 

case studies. Indeed, the combining of two forms of commentary that forms the 
organizing backbone of the book—visual exegesis and the Lectura Dantis—them-
selves are the subject of combined commentary by these authors through a variety 

of scholarly approaches.  
The authors adopt a variety of methodological strategies that address the 

questions of relationships between Dantean text and image. The volume is divided 
unevenly into two sections. In the larger first part, scholars (primarily specialists of 

Italian literature, but also at least one art historian) across eight chapters each explore 

a single canto—Inferno 1, 6, 10, 26, 33; Purgatorio 2, 5; and Paradiso 28—and 
consider examples of visual engagement with that canto. In the first chapter, “In-
ferno 1: Openings and Beginnings,” K.P. Clarke addresses a critical framing inquiry: 

would Dante himself want his poem illustrated? Did he envision his text to be rep-
resented with images? Clarke probes this idea with some of the earliest manuscript 
illuminations of the text, including the famous Palatina Parmense 2385 and Chan-

tilly MS 597, as well as addressing their intersection with Guido da Pisa’s commen-
tary (contained in the latter). Meanwhile, Gianni Pittiglio, in “Inferno 6: Una fiera 
crudele e tanto diversa. Cerberus Illustrated in the Early Manuscripts and 
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Incunabula of the Divine Comedy,” invokes Erwin Panofsky in an iconographic 
study of representations of the underworld’s polycephalic guardian, exploring di-

verging visual traditions of dogs, monsters, and Lucifer across manuscripts and early 
printed books. 

Michael Papio, Christian Y. Dupont, and Silvia Argurio all survey visual 

representations of Inferno 10 and 33 and Purgatorio 2, respectively, taking a long 
look across centuries of imagining heretics in fiery tombs, political traitors, and sail-
ing angels. Modern artistic renditions—ranging from Jonathan Richardson’s illus-

trations of Count Ugolino to Freidrich Murnau’s Nosferatu and Robert Rausch-
enberg’s transfer drawings and contemporary photographic collages by Ma0 Stu-
dio—lend a lasting power to the reception of the text in recent times by these 

scholars. Peter S. Hawkins, too, explores the work of contemporary artist Sandow 

Birk, who lends his own perspective later in the volume. Hawkins and Dario Del 

Puppo, each investigating Inferno 26 and Purgatorio 5, adopt yet a different ap-
proach, “call[ing] to mind the more aesthetically meditative element of the Lectura 
Dantis” (p. 24). As Del Puppo explains, such an investigation focuses “on the sug-

gestiveness of the poet’s text rather than on any direct visual sources” (p. 206). In 
examining the works of artists William Blake, John Flaxman, Dante Gabriel Ros-
setti, and others, Del Puppo helps the reader to reflect on the nature of visual in-

terpretation of literature. 
In a comparative visual investigation that recalls the brilliance of Aby War-

burg’s Mnemosyne project, Arielle Saiber in “Paradiso 28: Entruthing the Image” 

explores the question of how Dante’s luminous vision and organization of the last 
zone of material spheres (the Primum Mobile) can, and has been, pictured by artists. 
Across seventeen comparisons of artworks over seven centuries (notably including 

the remarkable impasto paintings of contemporary artist Kateřina Machytková), and 
in some places invoking the corona and halo effects of light radiating from the sun 
and moon, Saiber effectively presents an art historical perspective in defining visual 

elements of Paradiso 28’s God-point (such as the use of gold leaf by Giovanni di 
Paolo or the sfumato of Machytková). Such a visual comparison helps the reader 
understand various aspects of Dante’s vision for this last passage of Heaven. 

The book’s much smaller second part invites three contemporary artists who 
have engaged in representing the Divine Comedy visually—Sandow Birk, Robert 
Brinkerhoff, and Barry Moser—to speak to the task of illuminating Dante’s poem 

as an image. Each artist approaches the task of picturing the Commedia in a different 
manner. For Birk, the setting is transposed to contemporary America, while Brink-

erhoff’s graphic images call upon art history, and Moser’s illustrations for Mandel-

baum’s edition of the Comedy have their own interpretive strength. This inclusion 
of two types of thinkers in the same volume—scholars and artists—is remarkable, 
as it reflects a welcome attitude that multiple formats of exegesis with a work of art 

have much to say. Indeed, such a combination of scholarly and artistic voices echoes 
the very investigation of the dual traditions this volume strives for. 

Reading Dante with Images is a lavishly illustrated experimental work for 
which scholarship should be grateful. This endeavor is by no means a survey; it is 
an exploration in discreet case studies of what this type of combining of commen-

tary traditions looks like. It recognizes, as Del Puppo aptly asserts, that “we all bring 
our own knowledge and experience to viewing art and reading literature, whatever 
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our previous exposure or formal education, [and as such] interpretation is always 
subjective and it is a creative act” (p. 230). An advantage to a collection of essays 

organized in this manner is that future scholarship from a multitude of perspectives 
can be scaffolded—much like the structure of the Commedia itself—to effectively 
include new contributions. The representation of additional canti could be explored 

in a future volume, and could easily adapt to study and produce new art forms 
including contemporary cinema and interactive videogames that draw upon the 
Divine Comedy. 

 

Joseph Kopta, Temple University 

 
 
 

Laura Banella.  
Rime e libri delle rime di Dante tra Medioevo e primo Rinascimento. 
Rome: Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 2020. 211 pp. €28.  

 
 

Only relatively recently has the material turn begun to attract attention of Dante 
scholars in America, as the currents of “new philology” and book history have be-

gun to reshape Dante Studies in the last two decades. In the Italian academy, how-
ever, the material reality of the book has never been absent from the study of me-
dieval culture, thanks to a continuous emphasis on ecdotics. In Rime e libri delle 
rime di Dante. Tra medioevo e primo rinascimento, Laura Banella brings together 
three studies on Dante’s lyric poetry that combine these different visions of philol-
ogy, offering a compelling vision of Dante, his textual reception, and his status as 

an author and vernacular lyric poet, from the years following his death up to the 
mid-fifteenth century.  
 In the first of these three studies, “Aï faus ris: Dante tra sperimentalismo e 

canone”, Banella investigates the representation of Dante as vernacular poet by ex-
amining a text that the manuscript record frequently either associates with Petrarch 
or leaves unattributed: the trilingual canzone “Aï faus ris”, that alternates between 

Italian, French, and Latin. Building on the work of Furio Brugnolo and Domenico 
De Robertis, Banella argues in favor of the text’s attribution to Dante by examining 
a range of manuscripts from the fourteenth century onwards. This first study offers 

an innovative formulation of Dante as author: Banella successfully brings Foucault’s 
notion of the author as a stylistic unity into dialogue with the experience of reading 

the manuscript anthology, with its many contingencies. In so doing, Banella 
demonstrates that the process of ordering and selecting texts within an anthology 
produces competing visions of poets and their corpora, including Dante. As a mul-

tilingual text, “Aï faus ris” does not conform to the stylistic expectations placed on 
Dante’s corpus, yet Banella sees this as an experimental move on Dante’s part to 
surpass the division of Latin and the vernacular. The chapter traces the increasing 

association of the canzone with Dante from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries: 
the earliest witnesses of “Aï faus ris” do not ascribe the text to him, yet, by the end 
of the fifteenth century, things had changed. The 1491 printing of the Landino 
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commentary to the Commedia includes “Aï faus ris” in a section dedicated to 
Dante’s Canzoni, along with the 15 canzoni distese, and two others from the Vita 
Nuova, while the Giuntina closes book II with this multilingual text. The attribu-
tion of “Aï faus ris” aside, Banella foregrounds an understudied multi-lingual lyric 
text that troubles the assumed preference for Petrarch and his lexically restrained, 

“monolingual” style in anthologies of the Trecento and Quattrocento.  
 The second of the book’s studies investigates a little-known figure in the 
history of Italian lyric: Andrea Stefani. Associated with both the popular devotional 

movement of the “bianchi”, and the Florentine Ars Nova, Stefani’s anthology pro-
vides Banella the opportunity to reflect not only on the material transmission of 
early Italian lyric texts but hypothesize about the connection between music and 

lyric in the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. Banella uses Andrea to 

demonstrate a shift in the compilation of Dante’s lyric around this time. In his lyric 

anthology, Andrea compiles his own output next to that of Petrarch, giving him 
pride of place at the opening of the volume; Banella, however, sees Dante as An-
drea’s primary stylistic influence, with “Aï faus ris” appearing at the beginning of 

the sequence of Dante’s canzoni. In Andrea’s “Allo specchio pulita”, Banella iden-
tifies a rewriting of Dante’s lyric texts, including “I’ mi son pargoletta” and “Così 
nel mio parlar”. Banella makes a strong case for the influence of Dante’s rime pe-
trose over a poet associated with the Ars Nova movement, opening an avenue for 
further study that would be well supported by the appendix included with this 
chapter, in which Banella transcribes, edits and comments upon Andrea’s lyric texts 

found in Marucelliano C 152. 
 In the book’s final chapter, “Padova, Dante lirico e l’alba del Rinascimento”, 
Banella assesses the reception of both Dante and Petrarch in the Veneto. Banella 

traces the reception of Dante’s lyric poetry through anthologies created by notable 
readers: Nicolò de’ Rossi, Giovanni Quirini, and Sicco Polenton. Nicolò and Gio-
vanni, both poets themselves, anthologized Tuscan poetry and appeared to model 

their style on the work of Dante and his contemporaries, yet their knowledge of 
Dante’s work was likely incomplete. Banella observes that the selective transmission 
of Dante’s corpus in the Veneto produces a partial vision of him as a poet and 

author: for instance, while Dante’s Commedia appears to have been widely known 
in the region during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, his Convivio seems to 

have fared less well outside of Florence. For Banella, this variation in the compila-
tion of Dante’s works proves productive: Nicolò’s “portrait” of Dante offers a vision 
of his lyric output that does not follow the selections made by Boccaccio, creating 

instead a version of Dante the lyric poet who works across all registers. This chapter 
emphasizes that the humanist literary culture of the late fourteenth-century Veneto 
did not neatly separate lyric output by register, nor did it devote anthologies to a 

single genre, with Dante’s De Vulgari Eloquentia compiled with Mussato’s Ecerinis 
in Biblioteca Trivulziana, 1088. In the Veneto, both Dante’s vernacular and Latin 
works were compiled with those of authors now identified as “humanist”. Even 

into the fifteenth century, Banella interprets Venetan anthologies as creating conti-
nuity between the early phases of Italian lyric, exemplified by Dante, and Petrarch’s 
later stylistic innovations.  

  Given the centrality of the multi-lingual “Aï faus ris” to its argument, Rime 
e libri delle rime di Dante could have attempted a more sustained engagement with 
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texts and anthologies written in vernaculars other than Italian; yet, Banella clearly 
defines the scope of the work by focusing on the reception of two of Italian litera-

ture’s three crowns. The book synthesizes the reception history of both Dante and 
Petrarch’s lyric texts, nuancing the narrative of Petrarch and Petrarchism as the 
dominant lyric model in Renaissance Italy. The professional and political classes of 

Venice and the Veneto who anthologized Latin and vernacular texts, interweaving 
classicizing, humanistic works with the history of Italian vernacular lyric, ensured 
that Dante’s lyric poetry did not disappear in Petrarch’s long shadow, but rather 

remained associated with his fellow exile’s lyric output, in what Banella describes as 
a dialectic relationship. Banella’s command of the volume’s sizeable corpus of man-
uscripts and early printed books, which spans 200 years of bookmaking, produces a 

monograph that crosses the boundaries of conventional periodization, and offers a 

notable new contribution to the history of the book in Dante Studies. 

 

Katherine Travers, Durham University 

 
 
 
Federica Coluzzi.  
Dante Beyond Influence. Rethinking Reception in Victorian Literary Cul-
ture.  
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2021. 256 pp. £80. 

 
 
In the last twenty years, the humanities have witnessed what specialists call “the 

material turn.” Especially in the field of literary history, the hermeneutic interest of 
many scholars has shifted from purely speculative solutions to the interpretative 
analysis of the material traces of the past that have come down to us. In particular, 

book history is experiencing a renewed golden age. Since the publication of the 
seminal work of Anthony Grafton and Linda Jardine “‘Studied for Action’: How 
Gabriel Harvey Read His Livy” (1990), numerous studies have revived a discipline 

that until a few decades ago was considered minor, underscoring the importance 
and necessity of the polysemous study of the book as a textual medium and at the 

same time as a material object. Dante studies are now being enriched by a very 
important work based precisely on the study of books as indispensable evidence of 

Dante’s reception in the modern age. Indeed, Federica Coluzzi’s Dante Beyond 
Influence: Rethinking Reception in Victorian Literary Culture shows how the gen-
esis of Dante studies in Victorian England went through various stages, moving 
from a dantofilia linked to the amateur dimension of reading to a true academic 

discipline. Coluzzi has analyzed different documentary sources that connect with 
each other to recreate, as in a mosaic, the true picture of this hermeneutic process 
that developed from the 1830s, and finally reached its climax in the golden age of 

Queen Victoria’s reign. Through the study of unpublished correspondence of lead-
ing figures in English literary culture, notebooks, periodicals, and marginalia in 
printed books, Coluzzi demonstrates how the Victorian age constitutes the true 

point of change in the British reception of Dante. In this period, a wide variety of 
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readers, from academic intellectuals to ordinary people, approached the Commedia 
and even the Vita nova critically, resulting in an approach that would completely 

change Dante’s reception in England in the decades to come.  
The hermeneutical shift that underlies Coluzzi’s research began when Eng-

lish readers abandoned the Romantic approach to Dante’s work. Victorian readers 

developed an interest that went beyond simply reading Inferno, the cantica that had 
most influenced and fascinated British readers and writers in the first decades of the 
nineteenth century. Victorian audiences discovered that the Commedia was not 

only a work of Gothic charm, but contained a semantic polyvalence that reflected 
the everydayness and existence of the present world. To reconstruct this path to-
ward the universal reading of Dante by Victorian readers, Coluzzi begins by inves-

tigating the evolution of reading practices toward the Commedia of one particular 

reader: the four-time British prime minister William E. Gladstone (1809-1898). By 

analyzing in chronological order the diaries and manuscript entries in Gladstone’s 
volumes, Coluzzi highlights the evolution of this reader’s approach to Dante’s 
poem. The first chapter historicizes Gladstone’s reading experience, emphasizing 

how he slowly transformed his approach to Dante. Gladstone’s first reading of the 
Commedia lasted for more than two years (1834-35), and was followed by multiple 
re-readings that also led him to attempt some impromptu translations of Dante’s 

verses. The diary entries and handwritten notes in the volumes of his important 
Dante collection show how this approach was completely new and different from 
that of the past generation of intellectuals. By the mid-1850s, Gladstone had reread 

the poem several times and approached Dante’s other works as well so as to cross 
the barrier of pure amateur reading in favor of a genuinely critical approach to the 
Florentine poet’s oeuvre. Toward the end of his life, Gladstone decided to lavish 

the results of his long study of Dante in an academic article, which represented the 
apex of his efforts as a self-made Dante scholar.  

The second chapter of the volume focuses on the figure of another Dante 

reader/user of the Victorian period: the poet and critic Matthew Arnold (1822-
1888). Similar to Gladstone, Arnold developed a private Dantism that resulted pre-
dominantly in a large body of references within his prose writings. Coluzzi recovers 

this disjointed and fragmentary body of citations for the first time by meticulously 
mining Arnold’s diaries as well as his prose production, and particularly lectures, 

essays, and reviews. The result is the first critical study of Dante’s influence on one 
of the leading figures of the Victorian literary arena, who devoted a single essay to 
the Florentine poet that appeared in the Fraser’s periodical in 1863, “Dante and 

Beatrice.” 
In the third chapter, Coluzzi brings the experience of female readers/scholars 

of Dante in the Victorian period into the spotlight. This pivotal portion of the 

volume is first and foremost credited with reviving and giving proper space to the 
many women writers who contributed to Dante’s nineteenth-century fortunes in 
the English-speaking world. Scholars and literary women including Claudia Ham-

ilton Ramsay, Caroline Potter, Margareth Oliphant, Arabella Shore, and Mary 
MacGregor made Dante comprehensible to a wide readership, from the demanding 
scholars of the urban middle class to younger readers taking their first steps in ele-

mentary education. Coluzzi points out the actual lack of recognition of this multi-
tude of female authors and the need to remedy this serious gap, due mainly to the 
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marginalization that patriarchal culture perpetrated against these protagonists of 
Dante studies. For this reason, she focuses in these pages on two neglected but very 

important scholars, the sisters Christina and Maria Francesca Rossetti. Theirs is, as 
Coluzzi points out, “a paradigmatic example of a female interpretive readership 
developed under and in reaction to patriarchal influence” (p. 99). Maria Francesca 

was perhaps the most talented intellectual in the Rossetti family, and her book 
Shadow of Dante is an extraordinary testimony of her approach to the poet’s work 
and, at the same time, of her ability to popularize Dante with the Victorian-era 

British public. This veritable bestseller of nineteenth-century Dante publishing, 
which had thirteen editions between Britain and the United States, testifies to how 
Victorian women writers were not merely textual mediators of Dante’s work but, 

on the contrary, refined interpreters of the poet’s texts. Maria Francesca’s im-

portance as a scholar and as a Dantista was never recognized within the canon of 

Dante studies. The only figure who acknowledged her greatness was her sister 
Christina, who became her literary executor after her death in 1876. Reading the 
accounts of Christina’s correspondence with her siblings and other intellectuals of 

her time, one understands how she genuinely regarded her sister’s book as a funda-
mental work for approaching and understanding the essence of Dante’s oeuvre. And 
Maria Francesca’s positive influence led Christina to want to increase more and 

more her knowledge of Dante, which culminated in the publication of essays that 
raised her critical profile and scholarly authority in the world of pioneering British 
Dante studies.   

Chapter 4 focuses on a practice that was widely in use in fifteenth-century 
Europe but of which there were no reports for the English-speaking world: the use 
of Dante in religious preaching and its popularization among less educated audi-

ences. The exemplary case Coluzzi presents is that of Unitarian minister and edu-
cator Philip Wicksteed (1844-1927). Beginning with his Six sermons on Dante 
given in London in 1878, Wicksteed initiated an ambitious yet very realistic project: 

to bring Dante (as well as other authors) to lower-class audiences through a system 
of lectures, specialized courses, and low-cost publications. Coluzzi highlights how 
Wicksteed’s case is genuinely a forerunner of what she calls “commercial dantismo,” 

embodied in this case in the publication of all of Dante’s works in the popular 
Temple Classics book series (1906). 

The fifth and final chapter is, in Coluzzi’s words, “the chronological and 
conceptual culmination” of her research (p. 12). In this final portion of the work, 
the author chooses to analyze the history of the establishment of the first British 

Dante Societies, for she considers the emergence of these institutions as the highest 
point in the evolution of Victorian dantismo. While strongly connected with the 
local dimension of the geographical area in which they arose, these Societies con-

veyed the development of British Dante studies in the second half of the nineteenth 
century. As Coluzzi points out, the Dante Societies in Oxford, London, and Man-
chester all functioned as catalysts for a new discipline, promoting exchanges among 

scholars, collaborating with parallel societies in other countries, and thus giving rise 
to a scholarly agenda that would bring about macroscopic changes in the reception 
and promotion of Dante’s work. Through intense intellectual and cooperative ac-

tivities, the British Dante Societies completely changed the connotations of Dante 
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studies, elevating them to the status of a true specialized discipline, carried out no 
longer by amateurs but by proper academics. 

Ultimately, Dante Beyond Influence is a seminal book for studies of the 
modern reception of Dante, standing out in the great landscape of the centennial 
publications for methodological accuracy, breadth of interest, and narrative and 

structural coherence. In other words, it is a genuinely indispensable book that can-
not be missed in the library of Dante scholars and literary reception specialists. 

 

Natale Vacalebre, University of Copenhagen 

 
 
 
George Corbett. 
Dante’s Christian Ethics. Purgatory and its moral contexts. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2020. X + 233 pp. $99.99. 

 
 
In this book, George Corbett presents Dante’s Commedia as a work of ethics. In 

writing the poem, as the author states at the outset, “Dante’s primary aim was nei-
ther to produce an innovative depiction of the three realms of the Christian afterlife 

nor to write a poetic masterpiece for Christendom to rival the epics of Classical 
antiquity”. Rather, he goes on, “Dante’s imaginative vision and poetic genius 
served more important ethical and, I would argue, political goals: to transform peo-

ple’s moral lives and to reform the institutions that governed them” (p. 2). The 
notion that the Commedia is to be viewed as a moral work was stated very clearly 
also in the Epistle to Cangrande, where the work is described as dealing with the 

“morale negotium sive ethica”. Even if the letter was not actually written by Dante, 
as some scholars claim, it is still noteworthy that an early interpreter of the Com-
media thought it natural to classify the poem in this way, as Corbett rightly points 

out. The ethical nature of the Commedia is clear from the poem’s narrative too, 
for Dante the character is commanded by Beatrice to write “in pro del mondo che 
mal vive” (Purg. XXXII, 103), meaning for the benefit of those living badly, who 

will find in the Commedia a path to moral education and self improvement. If we 
avoid the poem’s ethical content, Corbett argues, “we potentially jeorpardize not 
only the poem’s status as a work of ethics and its function (to lead humankind to 

salvation) but even its genre as a ‘Comedy’” (p. 2). In fact, if the poem is called a 
comedy it is also because the narrative trajectory Dante the character undergoes in 

his journey (from Hell up to Paradise) is intended to reflect the moral trajectory 
Dante the poet wants his readers to follow, that is from evil to good – as also pointed 
out in the Epistle to Cangrande. 

The book is divided into three main parts. In Part I, comprising two chap-
ters, Corbett’s overarching goal is to present the Commedia as an ethical and polit-
ical manifesto. In Chapter 1, he shows that Dante relies on different ethical criteria 

in each of the three regions of the afterlife. For Hell, he adopts a philosophical (that 
is, mainly Aristotelian) taxonomy of good and evil. In Purgatory, he incorporates a 
more pastorally-oriented kind of ethics, for he structures the seven terraces of 
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Purgatory according to the scheme of the seven capital vices, a common framework 
for medieval Christian confession. Finally, the overarching moral theme of Paradise 

is Christian asceticism, which Dante incorporates in his account of the four cardinal 
and three theological virtues. In Chapter 2, Corbett moves from ethics to politics, 
his aim being to demonstrate that there is perfect unity between the ethical-political 

theories presented in the Monarchia on the one hand, and in the Commedia on the 
other. Both works served “as a potent propaganda for the Imperial faction in Italy, 
and as a controversial manifesto for the radical reform of the Roman Church” (p. 7). 

The harmony between the two works is now further corroborated by recent phil-
ological evidence, according to which the Monarchia was composed when most of 
the Commedia was already completed (1317-1318). In view of this, Corbett argues, 

the notion that the Monarchia represents a formative (and later to be abandoned) 

stage in Dante’s political theology is no longer sustainable. In fact, Dante’s political 

views remained fundamentally consistent throughout his intellectual arc. 
Part II, also comprising two chapters, is entitled “Reframing Dante’s Chris-

tian Ethics”. In Chapter 3, Corbett demonstrates that Dante shaped his vision of 

Purgatory by combining two different areas of Christian theology, that is the new 
doctrine of Purgatory and the tradition of the seven capital sins. The chapter thus 
presents a “theological Purgatory”, a realm that “embodies an explicit re-orienta-

tion from natural to supernatural ethics, from pagan to Christian exampla, and from 
this world to the heavenly city” (p. 8). In Chapter 4, the author delves deep into 
Dante’s treatment of the seven capital sins. He makes the convincing point that, 

although scholars have traditionally associated Dante’s approach to the issue with 
the account provided by Thomas Aquinas in his Summae theologiae, Dante was 
actually relying on a different source, that is Guglielmo Peraldo’s (1200-1271) De 
vitiis et virtutibus. Not only was this work more influential than Aquinas’ Summa 
in the early fourteenth century, but Corbett’s close textual analysis also shows very 
clearly that Dante elaborates on Peraldo in both Purgatory and Paradise, structurally 

as well as thematically. 
Part III includes three chapters, which are all strictly dependent upon the 

argument presented in chapter 4, that is Dante’s reliance on Peraldo’s De vitiis et 
virtutibus. In Chapters 5 through 7, the author shows that Dante drew significantly 
on Peraldo’s work to inform his conception of Christian ethics in Purgatory. He 

does that by focusing on three different sins, each one corresponding to a terrace in 
Purgatory: pride, sloth, and avarice. Corbett justifies his choice of focusing on these 
particular vices by arguing that interpreting Dante’s Purgatory through the narrative 

units of its moral structure presents many hermeneutical advantages: that Dante 
gives special emphasis to these sins in Purgatory; that they are representative of three 
different kinds of vices as categorized by human psychology (respectively, envy, 

wrath, lust); that Dante himself sees pride as one of his gravest vices; that Dante 
associates sloth and avarice with the moral corruption of the Church. 

Corbett’s book is a great scholarly contribution. It adds much to our 

knowledge of the markedly ethical dimension underpinning Dante’s Commedia. 
The book focuses on aspects of Dante’s work that have been traditionally down-
played by the scholarship, if not denied altogether, in part because of the disciplinary 

boundaries within which scholarship on Dante tends to move – Italian Studies and 
Comparative Literature in the first place. Thus, as the historical and literary elements 
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of the Commedia have traditionally taken the lion’s share, only a handful contribu-
tions have been devoted to the investigation of the ethical foundations of Dante’s 

masterpiece. In addition, Corbett shows in a very convincing way the extent of 
Dante’s debt to Guglielmo Peraldo’s De vitiis et virtutibus, as opposed to Thomas 
Aquinas’s Summa theologiae. He thus supports a partial reorientation of the origin 

of Dante’s ethical discourse in the Commedia. The book contributes therefore to 
three main currents in contemporary Dante scholarship: it provides a reappraisal of 
Dante’s theology, it proposes a new assessment of his intellectual sources, and it 

promotes a new investigation of the narrative structure of the Commedia. Written 
in a very economical and clear style, Dante’s Christian Ethics provides a truly orig-
inal and solid study of the ethical bearings of the Commedia. 

 

Tommaso De Robertis, University of Pennsylvania 
 

 
 
Selve oscure e alberi strani.  
Paolo Grillo, ed. 
Rome: Viella libreria editrice, 2022. 260 pp. $26. 

 
 
Selve oscure e alberi strani, edited by Paolo Grillo, presents a collection of chapters 
dedicated to the representation of the dark wood in the thirteenth through four-

teenth century. The book revolves around the context in which Dante’s Divine 
Comedy was written and features a variety of perspectives, ranging from ecological, 
institutional, economic, and archeological readings of the setting and landscape 

where Dante enters the dark wood in Inferno and departs from Purgatorio to Par-
adiso.  

Grillo begins the edited volume with an introductory chapter that underlines 

the interdisciplinary nature of the “selva selvaggia” in the Divine Comedy and the 
importance of the forest setting in Medieval Italian literature overall. The volume 
is divided into two sections, the first, Il bosco narratore, il bosco descritto, begins 

with Sandra Carapezza’s reading of the various forests in the Comedy, outlining the 
different lexicon associated with the image of the forest, including, selva, bosco, 
and foresta. Carapezza notes that in contrast to Guido Guinizelli’s Al cor gentil 
rempaira sempre amore, Dante’s selva is not a place of continual return or a place 
in which love is binded to the cuore gentile; it is instead a place of exile, loss, but 

eventual elevation. Where the rhymes in the first Dantean Forest allude to darkness 
(oscura, dura) those in Guinizelli’s imply a place of color and light (verdura, natura). 
Carapezza notes that the dark wood that begins the Comedy is a “function” rather 

than a real place, it is a place of departure and arrival towards a new kind of poetry. 
Carapezza’s analysis carries on to the image of the suicide forest in Inferno which 
physically resembles those forests that enclose the area of a bosco where boars in-

habit. It is, to some extent, the opposite of a domesticated forest, such as the earthly 
paradise in Purgatorio. The foresta in the earthly paradise is described as ancient, an 
antithesis to the suicide forest, domesticated and seemingly maintained, however, 
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both forests are not presented as sources to be exploited. Lidia Zanetti Domingues 
similarly regards the forest landscapes as more than merely hostile or passive, but 

rather a place of introspection, a contrasting reflection of cultivated land or cities 
that is ultimately unsuitable for human life, as noted in sermons of Dante’s age. 
Zanetti Domingues’ analysis of the ecological consciousness of the Church empha-

sizes that the relationship between Christianity and nature cannot be located or 
analyzed through generalizations but rather by thoroughly investigating through 
coeval religious traditions and texts which allow for a reading that does not regard 

the contemporary belief that forests are only a resource for humanity but a place 
necessary for wildlife and an indispensable antithesis to cities.  

Within the first section of the volume, Ilda Vagge and Maddalena Moglia 

center their writing in a botanical reading of the forests in the Divine Comedy. 

Vagge notes that plants and vegetation were seen as living beings without sensitivity, 

movement, or ability to communicate. Vagge takes note of Dante’s reference to the 
morphology of certain plants, the geographic location and climate needed for cer-
tain plants to thrive, as well as a mention of agronomy of certain fruit trees which 

are noted by Pietro de Crescenzi, as underlined by Moglia. Both writers note that 
plants were studied during the period in large part for their medicinal uses. Although 
these medieval studies were mostly conducted by men, Vagge notes that women of 

the period were known to readily find the correct plants for illnesses which later 
fed into the belief that they could create potions and become witches, which is also 
alluded to by Dante in Inferno XX. Moglia expands on the botanical and horticul-

tural perspective by providing an analysis of Pietro de Crescenzi’s Opus Ruralium 
Commodorum, underlining the spiritual value he allots to trees and gardens as a 
remedy for the soul. He does not assess value to trees solely through their economic 

worth but rather the pleasure they can bring when in a garden, this was assessed 
through the fragrance and physical beauty of a tree. However, gardens belonging 
to lords as opposed to bourgeois or middle class which were classified differently 

according to their modesty. Moglia concludes by explaining an additional view, 
Dante’s context was not one that merely viewed forests as opposed to the human 
sphere but, rational; the forest is a place that must be conserved because of its abun-

dance of uses. This anthropocentric reading considers the ecosystem of Medieval 
Italy as dependent on the balance between plants, moons, microclimates, and land.  

Matteo Ferrari underlines the image of the individual tree in which legal and 
judicial procedures were organized in the Early Medieval context. The practice was 
solidified at the end of the eleventh and the middle of the twelfth century and lasted 

until the modern age. Within the context of the Comedy, the tree was regarded as 
noble material, especially those that had strong distinguishing qualities and provided 
a reference point within a landscape, established boundaries, or proved useful in 

some way. Under these noble plants, typically elms or oak trees, courts gathered, 
decisions were made, and oaths were taken. Ferrari’s chapter can point to various 
implications in terms of the trees represented in the Divine Comedy.   

The second part of the volume, Il bosco vissuto, il bosco utilizzato, is dedi-
cated to the use of forest and lagoon surrounding areas in Medieval Venice, Flor-
ence, Pavia, and Swiss Valleys. Dario Canzian discusses the humid lagoon forest 

areas of Venezia and their transformation and importance through the Medieval 
period while Erica Castelli writes on the status of chestnuts as a good of high value. 
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Similarly, Phillipe Lefeuvre outlines the collective uses of the forests in and around 
Florence in the eleventh through thirteenth century. The Appenine forest domains, 

for example, served as the location for prestigious monastic institutions while other 
surrounding wooded areas had alimentary and commercial uses. Wood, mush-
rooms, and berries were just some of the yields that sustained the city. Lefeuvre also 

notes that the mention of these forests in statutes of rural and urban communes 
indicates their importance in the Early Medieval period, while this kind of docu-
mentation was not as traceable in the pivotal years of the Middle Ages.  Lefeuvre 

notes that the woods of great aristocratic endowment and uncultivated lands of the 
notarial formulas have little to do with the chestnut and oak woods which more 
pronounced documentation begins to show at the end of the XI century and in the 

subsequent centuries. Lefeuvre notes that from the start of the eleventh century 

until the latter years of the thirteenth century, the progress of a domesticated forest, 

of woods, becomes increasingly notable. The woods that the notarial deeds show 
with great lucidity are well-defined and highly desired spaces. 

The second part of the volume ends with a study on the archeobotanical and 

palynological data known from Dante’s period. Barbara Proserpio and Mauro Rot-
toli explain the history of cultivated and uncultivated land and the anthropic effects 
of deforestation that occurred in different times and in different ways overall.  

Selve oscure e alberti strani underlines pertinent information on forests 
through various lenses and brings together contemporary Medieval perspectives of 
the dark wood and its cultural, economic, and social significance within Dante’s 

time. The edited volume provides a historical, archeological, and literary reading of 
the selva and foresta Dante embeds as an entry point and exit in his journey towards 
Paradiso.  

 

Lourdes Contreras, University of Pennsylvania 
 
 
 

Armando Antonelli.  
Fabbricare e trasmettere la storia nel Medioevo. Cronachistica, memoria do-
cumentaria e identità cittadina nel Trecento italiano.  
Pisa-Rome: Fabrizio Serra Editore, 2021. 123 pp. €38. 

 
 
In the thirty-second canto of the Inferno Dante finds himself in the Antenora, 

among the traitors to their countries. Here he meets Bocca degli Abati, the Floren-
tine Guelph who at the Battle of Montaperti chopped off the hand of the Florentine 

flag-bearer, causing his fellow citizens to flee and lose the battle. Bocca informs 
Dante of the other sinners who, like him, are immersed in ice with their faces 
turned up: “tu hai da lato quel di Beccherìa, / di cui segò Fiorenza la gorgiera. / 

Gianni de’ Soldanier credo che sia / più là con Ganello e Tebaldello, / che aprì 
Faenza quando si dormìa” (Inf. XXXII, vv. 191-123). The last character is Te-
baldello degli Zambrasi (1230/40-1282), a Ghibelline nobleman from Faenza linked 

to the Lambertazzi, an illustrious Ghibelline Bolognese family. On the night of 
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November 13, 1280, Tebaldello betrayed his city by opening its gates to the Bolo-
gnese Guelph family of Geremei. He did so in revenge for an offense he had re-

ceived from the Lambertazzi themselves, who had taken refuge in Faenza after being 
banished from their own city. Slaughter and killing followed. It seems that the Fa-
entine had betrayed the Lambertazzi because of a pig or two that the latter had 

allegedly stolen from him. In the aftermath of the event, the Bolognese commune 
granted Tebaldello citizenship, as well as his family and followers. If in Dante’s 
earliest commentaries the episode does not receive much prominence, things 

change with the commentary of Benvenuto da Imola, written in the 1380s (and 
here, as we will see, chronology is not secondary), who dwells on the episode in 
great detail. Above all, the Serventese dei Lambertazzi e dei Geremei speaks of the 

episode: and it is on this text that the first and largest chapter of Armando Antonelli’s 

volume, Fabbricare e trasmettere la storia nel Medioevo, sheds new light (Inventare 
la tradizione, 19-74).  

The Serventese (i.e., stanzas of three hendecasyllables rhyming with each 
other plus a quinary that rhymes with the hendecasyllables of the next stanza) is the 

work of an anonymous Bolognese author and recounts events concerning the strug-
gle between the above-mentioned Bolognese families between 1274 and 1280. It 
is a poetic text of a popular and jester matrix, with historical and topical subject 

matter, and is incomplete because it was transmitted from a single fragmentary man-
uscript. Until now it had been assumed that the Serventese had been written close 
to the events narrated, that is, in the last years of the 13th century, by a Guelph 

committed to discrediting the opposing side, that of the Lambertazzi. This is why 
Gianfranco Contini, while pointing out some doubts about the chronology, had 
included it in the Poeti del Duecento, defining it as the “oldest properly historical 

vernacular poem in Italian literature outside the lyrical sphere” (vol. 1, p. 843). It is 
not, therefore, a secondary text in Italian literature. But something, even at first 
glance, seems not to add up. And this is where Antonelli’s research starts. The 

scholar analyzes some elements that would not seem to prove the late thirteenth-
century dating of the Serventese: first of all, the apparent contradiction of an author 
setting up a work neglected from a formal point of view, but rich in selected terms 

(many of which would make their first appearance in the vernacular); the author’s 
apparent Guelph affiliation contradicted both by the clear condemnation of the 

partes and by the affirmation of ideological and political principles of clear popular 
descent that emerge from the text; the legendary tenor of the tale (which would be 
ill-suited to a text written close to the facts); the mistake iabout the year and day on 

which the brief pacification between the parties would have taken place (September 
3, 1280, instead of the end of September 1279, which is the exact date), which then 
leads to the mistaken dating of the taking of Faenza to 1281 (instead of 1280) – a 

date also reported by several late-third-century Bolognese chronicles; the silence of 
the coeval Bolognese chronicles and the extensive treatment of the event in the 
late-third-century and early-fourteenth-century Bolognese chronicles (such as 

Matteo Griffoni’s Memoriale historicum and Bartolomeo della Pugliola’s Antichità 
di Bologna). Moreover, Antonelli shows how the author of the Serventese made 
use not only of literary sources, but also of archival sources in relation to a specific 

event: the granting of Bolognese citizenship to Zambrasi and his fellows. The ar-
chival source of reference is identified in a 36 folii “Registro delle riformagioni e 
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provigioni”, produced in the 1290s but assembled into a volume – known as “Libro 
H” – between the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries by the entourage of 

the Bolognese notary Giacomo Bianchetti (1335-1405). The die is cast: these and 
other elements (thoroughly analyzed by Antonelli) convince the scholar to shift the 
dating of the Serventese by about a century, around the last years of the 14th century. 

The text would not be a chronicle of contemporary events, but rather a retrospec-
tive narrative resulting from a more refined political intention. What, then, would 
be the overall meaning of the Serventese? Antonelli explains it clearly: “the actual-

ization of the past events in the historical discourse presented by the author of SLG 
brings to the surface the urgency for Bologna of a government alien to the parties, 
unable to protect, in the intestine division, the interests of the res publica” (41)  

There was thus a need to stigmatize a tragic event such as the seizure of Faenza and 

the massacre of the Lambertazzi (not accidentally recalled from Dante’s Inferno), 

and to ensure that a popular revolution, such as the one that took place in Bologna 
in 1376, would be seen as the perfect opportunity so that such events would never 
happen again. In addition, the detail about the use of particular archival sources 

prompts Antonelli to glimpse precisely in Bianchetti’s entourage the microcosm in 
which the Serventese came to life: despite this, the scholar does not go so far as to 
consider Bianchetti himself the author of the Serventese (as has been done in the 

past): this is a conjecture “more or less plausible, certainly not entirely implausible, 
but not proven” (68). The detailed analysis that Antonelli provides of the Camera 
actorum (i.e., the public archives) at the time of Giacomo Bianchetti (especially on 

70-74) make the hypothesis, however, even more admissible. 
 The remaining two chapters (the second, Memoria, poesia e archivi, 75-92 
and the third, Nel laboratorio di un cronista medievale, 93-116) further explore the 

relationship between history writings, poems, and documentary sources, between 
the 14th and 15th centuries, among the notaries responsible for managing Bologna’s 
public records. Continuing a line of research he himself has undertaken for several 

years, Antonelli investigates the traces (“tracce”) that is, adventitious writings of the 
notaries themselves, usually left on the covers of the notarial registers, often bearers 
of fragments of poetic, historical, chronicle texts etc. The scholar deals, in particular, 

with the traces of notaries such as Bianchetti himself, Matteo Griffoni and Francesco 
Paganelli, bringing the reader into their complex cultural world. The breadth of 

this type of source – and this is, in my opinion, one of the strengths of the volume 
– “concretizes the medievalist’s possibility of documenting the cultural and literary 
preparation as well as the readings of the bureaucratic class, since the rhymes are 

found not infrequently penned alongside groups of Latin texts, documenting the 
circulation of classical works by Seneca, Cicero and Terence at the center of the 
humanistic renewal of the time” (84). The traces, in other words, preserve both 

original texts and transcriptions (from other copies or more likely from personal 
memory) of classical authors. Finally, the last pages of the volume take the reader 
into the laboratory of a medieval chronicler – the Bolognese clergyman Pietro 

Ramponi (1385-1443), author of a Memoriale (a ‘libro di famiglia’) and a Cronaca 
di Bologna. Antonelli shows not only how Ramponi uses earlier chronachistic 
sources, but also how he intervenes on the same sources with a method both “in-

trusive and unscrupulous” (“intrusivo e senza scrupoli”) (110): that is, by inventing 
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out fantastic genealogies and characters that never existed. And, as Antonelli ex-
plains, this is all due to strong ideological reasons.  

This ideological component, strongly rooted in the Bolognese municipal 
context, is what drives most of the texts analyzed by Antonelli. Indeed, it could be 
said that the overall sense of this volume consists precisely in reconstructing the 

different facets of an ideology rooted in a given historical-political context and un-
derstanding how this given ideology influenced the composition of certain texts. 
Reconstructing ideology means reconstructing the environments within which that 

ideology was formed, the relevant protagonists, and the relevant instruments (start-
ing with notarial registers). And so here come to life names that are typically rele-
gated to footnotes such as Giacomo Bianchetti, Matteo Griffoni, Pietro and Lu-

dovico Ramponi: thinkers with their own idiosyncrasies, their own cultural pro-

jects, passions, relationships. In short, Fabbricare e trasmettere la storia nel Medio-
evo is a book that it would be limiting to define of literary history or even of history 
tout court; it is a book, instead, of intellectual history, which focuses on the ways 
in which ideas circulated, were transmitted and reworked, as well as on the men 

who ‘fabricated’ and ‘transmitted’ those ideas. At the center of this world is the 
archive, a place in which literary historians and philologists rarely set foot. But it is 
precisely archival work that makes possible to reconstruct a human environment 

that would otherwise be lost. I myself was able to take advantage of this methodol-
ogy (inspired by Antonelli himself) in an article on Dante’s intellectual formation, 
in which I showed how some of the quotations from classical authors that Dante 

makes in the Convivio (Cicero, Sallust, etc.) belonged to a common cultural her-
itage: these sententiae orally circulated in the circles of municipal officials gravitating 
around the Florentine capitani del popolo and had been deposited on the covers of 

notarial registers. It is especially in the field of Dante Studies that this research 
method may bear even more fruit. First and foremost, one could reconstruct the 
milieu Dante frequented and the culture that was transmitted there – not to be 

forgotten, in fact, how many of the individuals Dante frequented were members of 
such circles, and how Dante himself both in Florence and during his exile found 
himself frequenting these circles several times. But one could also reconstruct the 

biographies of the characters mentioned in Dante’s Commedia, as well as explore 
the transmission of Dante’s texts in adventitious scriptural forms, starting with the 

transcription of the Garisenda sonnet in the notarial register of Enrichetto delle 
Querce. In short, the field is open, and only partially plowed.  

Let it also be said, however, that Antonelli’s volume is not an easy read. 

Personally, I had to reread entire sections of the book several times in order not to 
get lost in the maze of dates, manuscripts, major and minor characters. Perhaps, an 
overall conclusion would have helped to tie up the loose ends and leave the reader 

with the feeling of a journey drawing to its completion. Several times, moreover, 
one has the impression that the volume fails to coordinate the precise judgment 
over a text or an author, or a fragment of them, and the historical-literary vision 

outside the Bolognese environment (a fundamental but nevertheless narrow envi-
ronment in the framework of late medieval Italian culture). In short, there is some-
times a struggle to fix the position of that text or author in the broader diachrony 

of late medieval Italian literature/culture. But perhaps this is also necessary: the facts 
reconstructed by Antonelli are complex, and only a careful and thorough 
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examination of the events, texts and people involved can illuminate all their fea-
tures. This allows the reader to ask certain questions, some of which could be de-

veloped in future studies and research. These are questions which historians and 
archivists have partly answered, but which I feel have not been asked sufficiently in 
the fields of the history and philology of Italian literature. These include: did these 

notaries entertain relationships with other chanceries of Italy that were particularly 
active in the cultural field? And if so, in what terms? Is the situation of the Bolognese 
archives unique in the Italian landscape of the time? As they traveled, did notaries 

disseminate and/or acquire texts in other chanceries as well? Is the strong ideological 
component that moved the writing of the Serventese and the other texts analyzed 
by Antonelli also discernible in other centers of Italy at the time, one above all, the 

Florence of Leonardo Bruni (fifteen years older than Pietro Ramponi)? Would it 

be possible to produce an overview of the type of texts produced within Italian 

chanceries? What was the relationship between the official classes and the universi-
ties between the 14th and 15th centuries? And above all: what do adventitious texts 
such as the traces tell us about the channels through which the laity were able to 

acquire a literary culture (first and foremost Dante, but also Cavalcanti, Lapo 
Gianni, Dino Compagni, to limit ourselves to Florence)? These and other questions 
are further proof of the great potential of an archival investigation applied to the 

texts of Italian literature, of which Antonelli’s volume is certainly a remarkable ex-
ample. 

 

Lorenzo Dell’Oso, University of Göttingen 

 
 

 
Niccolò Crisafi.  
Dante’s Masterplot and Alternative Narratives in the Commedia.  
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2022. 208 pp. $80.  

 
 
Studies of Dante and his Commedia often embrace and take on the teleological 

ordering and structures of the poem and the poet’s life, whereby what comes later 
is given precedence over what came before. In Dante’s Masterplot and Alternative 
Narratives in the ‘Commedia’ Nicolò Crisafi presents an anti-teleological manifesto 

that urges readers to read beyond, and against, the teleology of Dante’s poem. The 
result is an exploration of alternative narrative structures that demonstrate the poet’s 

narrative pluralism.  
The title of Crisafi’s book maps out the monograph’s argumentative struc-

ture. In an introduction titled “Dante’s Masterplot” the author presents his pars 
destruens, identifying the characteristics of the Dantean masterplot and the limita-
tions of accepting it as our hermeneutic guide to the text. Here Crisafi shows how 
his reading emerges from other studies of Dante and narrative, especially Teodo-

linda Barolini’s The Undivine Comedy: Detheologizing Dante (Princeton 1992), 
and Albert Russell Ascoli’s Dante and the Making of a Modern Author (Cambridge 
2008). Through an analysis of scholarly ‘keywords’ and a deft use of narrative 
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theories, Crisafi identifies how most critical readings of the Commedia are guided 
by the teleology of Dante’s masterplot, that is, the mechanism by which before and 
after and old and new become an arbiter of bad and good. Crisafi argues that the 
masterplot’s “hegemonic appetite for conclusive and cannibalizing interpretations” 
(p. 41) has overshadowed Dante’s narrative pluralism, and that a corrective could 

be found in an exploration of the poem’s alternative narratives. The pars construens 
of Crisafi’s book then takes place over the course of three body chapters, each of 
which explores one alternative narrative structure in Dante’s Commedia.  

The first chapter (“Paradox in the Poem”) analyzes how Dante’s poem uses 
contradiction as a narrative model that deviates from the teleological masterplot. 
Unlike the masterplot, which “can count on the inherent temporality of the text in 

order to charge it with value” (p. 82), contradiction demands that the reader get 

involved in its creation of meaning beyond the text. Crisafi begins with Barolini’s 

study on temporality (Chapter 8 of The Undivine Comedy) and charts a course 
through the Scholastics and the mystics. He then analyzes paradox at both the local 
verbal level (through the figure of speech of oxymoron) and the “long-range” nar-

rative paradoxes of the poem. Crisafi offers a convincing model for how Dante’s 
use of paradoxical plot, antanaclasis, and ineffability all contribute to this alternative 
narrative structure. 

Crisafi’s second chapter on “Alternative Endings and Parallel Lives” offers a 
reading of conditional statements as a opportunities for non-teleological narrative. 
By exploring “souls’ fantasies, regrets, and wishes that their life had been different” 

(p. 89), conditional statements open a narrative space that sits outside the master-
plot—the example from the text that Crisafi uses to great effect is that of Carlo 
Martello in Paradiso 8. This section in particular will be useful to scholars thinking 

about Dante’s use of language and possibility. This chapter also reaches outside of 
Dante’s time to use Gerald Prince’s concept of the “disnarrated” and read the Com-
media and the Convivio alongside Robert Frost and T.S. Eliot’s poetry. Crisafi’s 

knowledge of narrative theory in relation to the novel is here applied to the Com-
media. A section on parallel lives reads Guido da Montefeltro and his son 
Buonconte, alongside other pairs that demonstrate the possibilities of alternative 

storylines. The last section of this chapter introduces the concept of secrecy, which 
is interesting but perhaps could have used more elaboration. 

“The Future In/Out of the Commedia” is Crisafi’s final chapter and consid-
ers the possibility of a future beyond the “endpoint” from which Dante the poet is 
purportedly writing retrospectively. Here Crisafi analyzes the future as a narrative 

space that subverts teleology by reading the proems of the three canticles in relation 
to one another and considering the use of the future tense as a Dantean deviation 
from the epic. He also introduces the precarity of unfinished writing in Dante’s 

oeuvre and how this vulnerability challenges the image of an author who is fully in 
control.  

On the last page of the epilogue, Crisafi writes, “It would be this work’s 

proudest accomplishment if, alongside the established notions of Dante’s plurilin-
gualism and pluristylism, an appreciation of Dante’s narrative pluralism could come 
to play a key role in contemporary and future readings of his Commedia.” (172). 

In my estimation, Crisafi’s text will succeed in this respect. While this monograph 
will by no means extirpate the use of Dante’s masterplot as a guiding device for 
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many scholars of the poem, Crisafi has offered those scholars of Dante interested in 
his narrative technique a vocabulary for and examples of the poet’s narrative plural-

ism.  
 Crisafi’s writing is clear throughout his book, and his command over difficult 
concepts is evident. While some readers may balk at his frequent comparison to 

non-medieval (primarily Francophone and Anglophone) works of philosophy and 
literature, I found these moments delightful (in particular the citations from Ben 
Lerner’s 2014 novel 10:04). In terms of errors or oversights, I found only one: on 

page 117, Crisafi cites “Maria Grazia Riccobono” instead of “Maria Gabriella Ric-
cobono” as the author of Dante Poeta-Profeta, Pellegrino, Autore (Aracne, 2012).  
 As one of the more insightful works on Dante’s narrative technique since 

Barolini’s The Undivine Comedy thirty years ago, Crisafi’s Dante’s Masterplot and 
Alternative Narratives in the ‘Commedia’ will be essential for scholars working on 

the poet’s narrative modes, and useful to anyone interested in reading against the 
poem’s teleology. 
 

Alejandro Cuadrado, Columbia University 
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